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Abstract 

Without citizen participation, democracy is empty of meaning. The purpose 

of this mixed-mode study is to identify variables relevant to citizen participation in 

advanced technology-mediated democratic systems such as Canada. A particular 

interest is to understand the comparative relevance of technological channels of 

communication, used by media, citizens and other social actors, to citizen 

participation. The results are based on primary data from 304 responses to a 

comprehensive survey and 20 in-depth interviews conducted by the author. 

Associations between 1048 questions about seven classes of participation and five 

groups of predictors are analyzed. In analysis, only non-parametric ordinal methods 

are used. First, outstanding predictors for particular forms and classes of participation 

are identified. Then, theoretical implications regarding predictors relevant to most 

classes of participation are formulated. Big data false discovery rate criterion is used 

to deal with the issues of high dimensionality and to identify outstanding relevances. 

A strong sense of social responsibility for fairness (nationally, internationally, and in 

international relations), national altruism, the feeling of being oppressed, attention 

to rights and freedoms, and political, economic, social, and cultural issues are 

associated with all types of citizen participation. Independent sources, empowered by 

the Internet and the World Wide Web, have outstanding relevance to citizen 

participation. Web 2.0 and other Internet based channels, such as 

telecommunications applications and mobile apps, have provided additional spheres 

of dialogue and expression for participating citizens. In this study, hundreds of other 

significant associations regarding particular forms of participation are identified and 

reported. They have implications for many social actors including the government, 

educational and media organizations, producers, policy makers, political parties, 

unions, activists, and parents.  

Keywords : citizen participation in technology-mediated democracies; 

elections, activism, volunteering, engagement through political parties, 

collective action, community involvement, demonstration; mental processes 

and states; information sources, dialog, expression; mediating institutions and 

technologies; high dimensional survey analysis
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Summary 

Without citizen participation, democracy is empty of meaning. The purpose 

of this mixed-mode study is to identify variables relevant to citizen participation in 

advanced technology-mediated democratic systems such as Canada. Media and 

their technologies are among many variables that are relevant to citizen 

participation. A particular interest is to understand the comparative relevance of 

various products of information and communication technologies compared to 

other variables associated with citizen participation. The study is based on primary 

data from online survey, and in-depth interviews about similar constructs, 

conducted by the author from November 2014 to December 2016.  

The results are based on primary data from 304 responses to a 

comprehensive survey and 20 in-depth interviews conducted by the author. The 

responses analyzed are from Canadian citizens aged between 18 and 81. 

Associations between 1048 questions about seven classes of participation and five 

groups of predictors are analyzed. In analysis, only non-parametric ordinal 

methods are used. Fisher’s exact test is used as the measure of statistical 

significance. First, outstanding predictors for particular forms and classes of 

participation are identified. Then, theoretical implications regarding predictors 

relevant to most classes of participation are formulated.  

Adapted from methods of big data analysis, a false discovery rate of 0.05 is 

used to deal with the issues of high dimensionality and to determine the 

significance threshold and to identify outstanding relevances. Somers’ D is used as 

the measure of strength of ordinal association. For every significant and strong 

association, I control for mediation and common causes. To control whether the 

association is spurious or direct, I check whether the association persists when 

variations between response categories of a third question are eliminated. This 

control is conducted for more than a thousand other questions. 

Associations with 26 questions about frequency and likelihood of various 

forms of participation behaviors are categorized to seven classes. The classes are: 

(1) volunteering, (2) community involvement, (3) participation in elections, (4) 

activism, (5) collective action, (6) participation through political parties, and (7) 
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demonstration. Five groups of predictors for these seven classes of participation are 

identified. Predictor groups are: (1) mental processes and states, (2) information 

sources, and their mediating institutions and technologies, (3) dialogue, expression, 

and their mediating institutions and technologies, (4) other forms of participation, 

and (5) demographics.  

For every form of participation in every class of participation, I examine the 

associations with all the questions in our five groups of predictors. Based on the 

results of the survey, along with insights from interviews, I decompose associated 

questions to their constituting constructs. Then, I analyze the relevancies of those 

predictor constructs with various forms and classes of participation. For outstanding 

findings, I identify the scope of associations between each predictor and all 

participation classes. For outstanding predictors, relevant to a majority of citizen 

participation classes, I infer theories about the relevance of the predictor construct.  

Regarding mental processes and states, the results show that feeling social 

responsibility for, and attention to, fairness (nationally, internationally, and in 

international relations) have outstanding relevance to citizen participation. In 

addition, attention to political, economic, social, and cultural issues, rights, 

freedoms, strength and flaws of the governance system and government policies, 

have exceptional relevance to citizen participation. National altruism, defined as 

readiness to sacrifice time or money, or to risk one’s liberty or life to improve the 

country, is one of the most relevant beliefs of participating citizens. Also, feelings of 

being oppressed, exploited, marginalized, or being a victim of violence is relevant 

to many participation forms.  

Regarding information sources, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies, the results show that the reliance on media independent of big 

corporations and governments is relevant to citizen participation. Media 

independent of big corporations and governments are the first source of 

information and news for citizens with more involvement in seven classes of 

participation. Also, citizens with higher rate of involvement in almost all classes of 

participation more frequently use media independent of big corporations and 

governments, websites of independent journalists, and scholarly sources to learn 

about foreign affairs. This shows that the Internet is a very important channel of 
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information acquisition for participating citizens. Even so, more participating 

citizens are also more likely to receive information regarding political, economic, 

social, and cultural issues in situations of personal presence (such as attending 

speeches or by flyers). In contrast, when I compare the independent sources (which 

are mostly accessed through the internet) with mass media (which also rely on 

older channels of communication), it is striking to find that commercial mass 

media in general, and domestic commercial media in Canada in particular, have 

little relevance to citizen participation  

Regarding dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies, the results show that participating citizens tend to express their 

opinion about national and international issues with friends or acquaintances, face 

to face and online. Citizens who are more likely to participate also tend to be more 

engaged in persuasive discussions. Traditional channels of expression that still are 

associated with participation are writing to editors of media, to politicians, or to 

elected officials, publishing articles in newspapers, as well as creating and using 

posters.  

In addition, the Internet and Web 2.0 have provided new channels of 

expression to participating citizens. Citizens who are more likely to participate tend 

to use email, Facebook or other social media, telecommunications applications, 

and mobile apps, to express their opinions. Engaged citizens more often post 

articles or comments on blogs, comment below articles and news, or respond to 

other people's comments online. Those who more frequently express their critique 

of unfairness in the country are more likely to be participating citizens. Discussion 

about rights and freedoms is relevant to participation regardless of the stance of 

participant.  

In this study, hundreds of other significant associations regarding particular 

forms of participation are identified and reported. These findings have many 

implications for social actors interested in the level of citizen participation. 

Therefore, I finish this study with a number of policy recommendations for the 

government, educational institutions, media organizations, policy makers, 

educators, media producers, political parties, parents, and other social actors who 

for different reasons may be interested in citizen engagement.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 1 

1 Introduction 

Gandhi visited the town after accepting an invitation from the mill-owning Davies family. They 
wanted him to see for himself the hardship being suffered by the East Lancashire textile 
industry, which had been decimated by the Indian independence movement's boycott of British 
goods. Trouble had been expected, but he received a warm welcome from the locals. Gusta 
Green was 10 years old in 1931 and remembers meeting Gandhi. She said: "My father said I 
want you to see Gandhi, then in the future you can say that you witnessed that brave man.” 

“When Gandhi Met Darwen’s Mill Workers - BBC News.” Accessed February 25, 2018. 
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-lancashire-15020097. 



Chapter 1: Introduction 2 

When, in 2012, I was preparing my proposal for a massive multivariable 

exploratory research, my goal was to find out the relevance of various products of 

information and communication technologies (ICTs) compared to other variables 

associated with citizen participation. To some extent, I have been a member of a 

generation of engineers whose life outcomes are these products. I also knew that 

technologies in the past have had wonderful, and disastrous, intended, and 

unintended consequences. I wanted to understand the social consequences of the 

new possibilities for human information processing and communication.  

I believed that by simplifying the question and inquiring about associations 

of one set of predictors, such as political economic factors like media ownership, or 

technological factors like media technologies, we would not be able to identify the 

most important contributing variables to citizen engagement. I knew that the 

relative strength of contribution of each state variable in a complex dynamic 

feedback system, such as society, cannot be evaluated in isolated studies. What 

may seem a statistically significant finding in an isolated evaluation of 

contribution of a factor can be a negligible effect compared to other state variables 

and can be simply a spurious association.  

I decided to conduct a research that would include as many factors, 

plausibly related to citizen engagement, as possible and see whether the 

contribution of these factors is significant enough to stand out in comparison with 

all other variables that shape citizen experience. It took about two years to design 

the long survey and in-depth interview instruments. The questions are inspired by 

many disciplines including political economy of media, social psychology, and 

media effects studies. I also inquired about culture, ideology, and the usage of 

media content on various technological platforms. I hope the readers will find my 

methodology innovative and the findings useful.  

Throughout the following sections by the pronoun “we” I mean you (the 

reader), all other people who will read this piece, and I. 
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1.1 Background of the Problem 

Engaged citizenry and public participation are essential for a meaningful 

democracy. But democratic decision-making faces difficulties when the population 

is diverse, big in size, and dispersed over large geographic areas. The effect of 

citizen engagement in stability of the equilibrium of democratic systems is an issue 

that has occupied the mind of many social thinkers. 

Dahl (1982) explains that based on democratic theory, a body of citizens 

should have the exclusive authority over the decision-making agenda, and should 

have enlightened, effective, and equal participation throughout the process of 

collective decision making. In this context, agenda means the set of matters which 

are to be decided through processes of collective decision making. Although the 

body of citizens may delegate this authority to others this should not alienate its 

final control over the agenda (p. 6). Also, Dahl (1998), states that the political 

institutions of modern representative democracies are: (1) elected officials, (2) free, 

fair, and frequent elections, (3) freedom of expression, (4) access to alternative 

sources of information, (5) right to form independent political parties and interest 

groups, and (6) inclusive citizenship (pp. 85-86). According to Pennock (1997), 

advocates of participatory democracy “wish to maximize the opportunities for all 

citizens to take part, in making the decisions that will affect their lives, and of 

course in the deliberations and group activities of all kinds that lead to these 

decisions” (p. 440).  

But, according to Walker (1966), the elitist theory of democracy presumes 

the average citizen's inadequacies and suggests that democratic systems “must rely 

on the wisdom, loyalty, and skill of their political leaders, not on the population at 

large.” In this theory, the actors in political system are divided into the elite, who 

possess ideological commitments and manipulative skills, and the masses, who 

have little interest and knowledge of public affairs. According to this view, the 

difference between democratic and authoritarian systems, is “the provision for 

limited, peaceful competition among members of the elite for the formal positions 

of leadership within the system” (p. 286). As stated by Hackett and Zhao (1998), 

social democracy calls for democratic decision making. It expects a media system 
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that offsets the inequalities in political and communicative resources. However, in 

competitive elitist model of democracy, political participation is limited to voting 

(pp. 226-227). 

The ideal participatory democracy can be defined as “a system of 

governance that has processes allowing the population to exercise their equal 

power by choosing, monitoring, and controlling the governance of the society” 

(Ghaseminejad, 2007). This ideal is far from the limited elitist model. It expects 

permanent participation of citizens, who not only have equal rights but also can 

exercise their equal1 power, in monitoring and controlling the governance2. 

Absolute democracy is a hypothetical system and democratic decision making is 

not only a cognitive process of acquiring and processing information but also it 

involves transformation of information to knowledge and wisdom though 

community and identity formation. Human decisions are not based on absolute 

rationality but based on heuristics and bounded rationality which enable us to 

make decisions with limited information. The differences in value systems and 

cultural diversity lead to different information filters and varying interpretations 

from similar information. An effective democratic system that can achieve the 

optimum utility should absorb and consider all these differences. Effective 

democracy requires some enabling conditions. These include: 

 environmental, and procedural requirements such as rule of law, 

 the control of the military and police by elected officials,  

 accountability between the citizens and government of organizations and 

citizens3, among citizens themselves, and between different branches of 

government themselves,  

 democratic beliefs and political culture, and  

 lack of strong external forces hostile to local democracy.  

1 According to this theory, inequalities in power will reduce the effectiveness of democratic 
systems. 
2 Exercising authority. 
3 Which in turn require transparency, access to and sharing of information, as well as 
freedom of expression through available channels of communication. 
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Without these conditions, democracy is short lived or impossible. Even in 

relatively democratic states, in which enabling conditions of democracy are 

relatively satisfied, the effectiveness of democracies varies. The differences in 

effectiveness of democracy are in part related to differences in power distribution; 

level of availability of informative news and analysis for decision making, 

compared with unrelated and irrelevant content; inequality of opportunity, 

inequality of access to information;  as well as differences in citizens’ power, 

intellect, knowledge, leisure time, participation, diversity and inclusion 

deliberations and decisions, possibility of timely feedback and the power to correct 

a wrong choice or deviation from social choice, proper aggregation and 

responsiveness (Ghaseminejad, 2007,p.102).  

Many reservations about ideals of participatory democracy are not 

normative. These objections are mostly the result of pragmatic concerns about 

flaws of personal and collective decision making, and the quality of citizens’ 

contributions. There are also concerns about environmental factors such as the 

actual function of mass media influenced by political economy of media 

institutions vs the expected role of the media in an effective democracy. Therefore, 

the viability of engaged citizenry is an important question in contemporary 

societies, which are so big that citizen enlightenment, deliberation, engagement, 

and participation is mostly technologically mediated. The following sections 

include a review of some of arguments for and against democratic theory’s ideals. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Citizen participation in the decision-making process is necessary for effective 

democracy. Citizens should be capable of intelligent analysis of data, as well as 

processing of the information through dialogue. The knowledge that is necessary 

for effective collective decision making is only produced though such collaboration 

and exchange.  

Political participation and social activism will only lead to intended 

outcomes for the majority when most citizens are equipped with intelligence, time, 

information, a democratic attitude, and fairness to the wellbeing of the other 
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members of the society. Otherwise, known flaws of collective decision making may 

lead to actions that, despite good intentions, worsen the wellbeing of individual 

and social conditions. 

In fact, influenced by historical and situational variables, as well as 

asymmetrical distribution of power of governments, corporations, and other power 

elite, compared with the rest of citizens, actual political systems are at different 

distances from the theoretical ideal. Uninformed engagement, which can be the 

result of manipulative persuasion, may lead to citizens’ lapse of judgement.  

The difficulties in democratic decision-making grows as the size of the 

population of citizens and their geographic dispersion grows. When several 

professionals, who have direct access to all the necessary information, are in a 

decision-making meeting in a boardroom, their deliberations are face to face. But, 

the deliberations between citizens of a large country like Canada are, most of the 

time, not face to face. Not all citizens take part in deliberations. Most people are 

not experts on social topics they should decide about, such as economics and 

politics. They receive the information about what is happening, and what is the 

opinions of those whom they do not personally know, through media. The large-

scale democratic deliberations, and decisions, are mediated; therefore, can be 

manipulated by mediators.  

 These problems have drawn the attention of many thinkers since ancient 

times. According to Swift (2002), on the one hand, Aristotle “thought that a person 

became fully human only by taking part in politics,” and Protagoras held “that 

any adult citizen was capable of acquiring the art of politics (the ability to make 

reasoned judgements on the city's affairs) and should therefore be part of the body 

deciding these issues.” on the other hand, Plato and Socrates greeted the 

appearance of democracy in ancient Athens with “grave warnings about entrusting 

the well-being of the city to an unpredictable mob. Both opposed the direct 

involvement of the whole body of citizens in its own self-government.” They 

preferred politics to be firmly controlled by experts (p. 35).  

This debate, on possibility and merit of reliance of ordinary citizen’s 

judgments, which had also engaged Dewey and Lippmann about a century ago 
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(Allan, 2012), has manifested itself in literature repeatedly. While many thinkers 

advocate more participatory democracy, some advocate for limiting democracy.  

Dewey (2008) believed a loss of faith in human capacity for intelligent 

judgment and action is treachery to democrats’ profession: 

Democracy is a way of personal life controlled not merely by faith 
in human nature in general but by faith in the capacity of human 
beings for intelligent judgment and action if proper conditions are 
furnished. I have been accused more than once and from opposed 
quarters of an undue, a utopian, faith in the possibilities of 
intelligence and in education as a correlate of intelligence. At all 
events, I did not invent this faith. I acquired it from my 
surroundings as far as those surroundings were animated by the 
democratic spirit. For what is the faith of democracy in the role of 
consultation, of conference, of persuasion, of discussion, in 
formation of public opinion, which in the long run is self- 
corrective, except faith in the capacity of the intelligence of the 
common man to respond with commonsense to the free play of 
facts and ideas which are secured by effective guarantees of free 
inquiry, free assembly and free communication? I am willing to 
leave to upholders of totalitarian states of the right and the left the 
view that faith in the capacities of intelligence is utopian. For the 
faith is so deeply embedded in the methods which are intrinsic to 
democracy that when a professed democrat denies the faith he 
convicts himself of treachery to his profession (p. 226). 

If we define informed citizens as those citizens who have correct factual 

information and know how the world works, Condorcet’s “Jury Theorem” implies 

that informed citizens can form good quality democracies ( Jankowski 2015, pp. 138-

139). But Schudson (2017) rejects the informed citizen model and concurs with 

Lippman that the cleverest representative in congress should specialize on a few 

bills, and take experts’ word about the rest: 

What I also learn from Lippmann is that his praise of experts is 
not itself elitist, however elitist Lippmann’s style and taste may 
have been. That is, he does not think that ordinary people should 
cede authority to experts because they have less intelligence or 

follow and contribute to the intricacies of government. Instead, 
Lippmann argues that all of us fall short in similar ways. None of 
us is in a strong position to advise government. 
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….. 

The tasks of contemporary government are more than any of us 
can absorb, including members of Congress who are devoting full-
time attention to the job of governing. There’s no shame in this. 
We all have limited cognitive capacities. ….. Moreover, what 
Lippmann hails in government experts is not their brains or their 
cultivation but their independence, their commitment to what 
their best analysis of the facts commands, not what the President 
or Secretary or Congress would wish. (p.1338-1339) 

 Crozier, Huntington, and Watanuki (1975) point out that there is a 

disjunction between governments’ authority and people’s trust in them. They argue 

that “the vitality of democracy in the United States in the 1960s produced a 

substantial increase in governmental activity and a substantial decrease in 

governmental authority.” Americans during the 1960s and early 1970s 

progressively demanded and received more benefits from their government and yet 

had less confidence in their government than they had a decade earlier (64). The 

authors believe that "the effective operation of a democratic political system 

usually requires some measure of apathy and non-involvement on the part of some 

individuals and groups" (p. 114). They have argued: 

A value which is normally good in itself is not necessarily 
optimized when it is maximized. We have come to recognize that 
there are potentially desirable limits to economic growth. There 
are also potentially desirable limits to the indefinite extension of 
political democracy. Democracy will have a longer life if it has a 
more balanced existence (p. 115). 

Social prejudices, traditions, beliefs, and cultural preconceptions are 

preserved in existing culture, in families, in churches, in social gatherings, in 

various forms of entertainment, and by media. People still influence each other 

and communicate directly, and indirectly, in rallies, festivals, sewing circles, coffee 

shops, and many other venues. However, human societies are more and more 

dependant on products of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). 

Radio, television, or the Internet are mediators for information acquisition and 
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deliberation. The domain of possibilities that are changed by these products, 

alongside many other variables, plays a significant role relevant to the fate of 

human societies.  

New media, such as Wikipedia, have allowed participatory culture to 

flourish. Researchers in social sciences and humanities are now facing the 

challenge of “establishing empirical measures for identifying the significance of 

these trends and developing sound theoretical frameworks to better understand the 

implications of these phenomena” (Flew and Smith 2014, p. 224-230). 

For a scientist, the interesting question is the impact of these changes in 

domain of possibilities on the level and quality of citizen participation. For a 

democrat, one who believes in democratic ideals, the interesting question is to 

identify the conditions in which informed citizenry and democratic engagement 

flourish.  

1.3 Purpose of the Study and its Importance 

Citizen engagement varies from apathy to mere attention to news, 

participation in demonstrations, involvement in political action, activism, and 

leadership. Without an engaged citizenry, news and information can be ignored, 

opportunities can be missed, freedoms can be lost without notice. One of the 

mental barriers to citizen participation is that some people have a false dichotomy 

in mind between civic engagement and pursuit of pleasures of life. But, most 

engaged citizens do not have to give up all the pleasures of life to perform civic 

duties. However, with disengaged citizens, all of the leisure time can be spent with 

no intellectual activity, and mistakes of the power elite can be left unnoticed and 

uncorrected. The purpose of this study is to understand the comparative relevance 

of different  ways that affordances of products of technologies are being used by 

more participating  citizens (compared to less engaged citizens) considering the 

state of other mental, situational, habitual, demographical, and structural 

variables influential in their lives. 

In smaller social systems, decision makers can communicate directly and 

face to face. When the size of a society that wants to implement the democratic 
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ideals gets bigger than a threshold, a significant amount of necessary information 

is communicated by mediation through technological means such as newspaper, 

TV, Radio, and the Internet. Harrold Innis (2008) has argued: 

A medium of communication has an important influence on the 
dissemination of knowledge over space and over time and it 
becomes necessary to study its characteristics in order to appraise 
its influence in its cultural setting. According to its characteristics it 
may be better suited to the dissemination of knowledge over time 
than over space, particularly if the medium is heavy and durable 
and not suited to transportation, or to the dissemination of 
knowledge over space than over time, particularly if the medium is 
light and easily transported. (p.33) 

ICTs change the domain of communication possibilities. In the time 

domain, they change the quality, quantity, and method of communication from 

generation to generation. They influence what can future generations know about 

the past. In space domain, they change the dynamics of constructing the meaning 

of “us” by changing the meaning of locality. They also influence the topology of 

the communication networks. A radio transmitter facilitates broadcast in a star 

topology in which the broadcaster is at the center but has limited bidirectionality. A 

mesh, formed by point to point channels of communication, changes the meaning 

of adjacency. It facilitates multicast to “adjacent” nodes that can be on the other 

side of the planet. But, the mesh makes the reach of the messages beyond the 

adjacent partners dependent on the forwarding behavior of adjacent nodes. ICTs 

also determine what type of content can be communicated, and how fast they can 

be communicated, by facilitating different content types.  

Technologies like print, radio, and television have been used, mostly for 

mass communication, in a form which is sometimes termed the “push” mode of 

communication. There is also evidence that newer media, especially the Internet, 

have been used by people and media institutions for deliberation as well as 

information dissemination. Therefore, democratic deliberations in modern times 

has become, increasingly, a technologically-mediated communication. 
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However, the role of ICTs in societies is sometimes exaggerated by social 

actors. Fuchs (2014) suggests politicians and mainstream media have made claims 

about the role ICTs that sometimes look like a belief in cyber-utopianism in the 

power of social media. An example of this utopianism is the belief in Twitter to 

strengthen the political public sphere4. There are also claims that resemble the 

notion of techno-pessimism; such as arguments that suggest Twitter results in 

violence and riots (p. 201). He argues that “Neither techno-optimism nor techno-

pessimism is the appropriate method for analyzing social media. Rather, one needs 

to decentre the analysis from technology and focus on the interaction of the power 

structures of the political economy of capitalism with social media” (p. 256).

Media are sociotechnical institutions which are influenced by, and have 

influence on, social power relations. Rapidly changing ICTs are used to produce 

products that form new mediators of communication in the society. The 

introduction of each one of these technologies alters the domain of communication 

possibilities, and changes the opportunities for information, knowledge, and 

intelligence generation. However, the way the new domain of possibilities is utilized 

by different social actors, and the extent to which these possibilities change the 

power relationships in societies is not pre-determined. The power elite on the one 

hand, and citizens on the other hand, may use these products in novel unintended 

ways in the struggle for more democratic and just societies. 

ICTs both widen the possibilities of dominance, or surveillance, and expand 

the opportunities of informed citizenry, citizen vigilance, and demand for change. 

A fresh wave of unprecedented events and revolutions coinciding with diffusion of 

Web 2.0, which are websites with user generated multimedia content and high 

interactivity, have drawn attention to the possible role of some of the newest 

technological products. The success of some uprisings, and failures of other social 

movements all around the world, since 2009, has revived interest in the role now 

played by these products. This points to the value of a scientific look at the 

4 According to Fraser (1992), Habermas defines the ideal democratic environment, the 
public sphere, the space in which citizens deliberate and discuss matters of public concern 
or common interest (p. 111).
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dynamic relationships in the social feedback control system with ICTs as one of 

many variables involved.  

I hope the findings of the research set out in this dissertation will provide a 

clear understanding of the role of new media. Such a model can be used for more 

realistic and testable predictions instead of pessimistic and optimistic waves of 

speculation based on utopian and dystopian perceptions. Once such a model is 

refined, it can be used for better application of science and technology, and more 

effective strategizing for social change toward a state of fair prosperity. 

It is important to know the conditions under which ICTs help citizens to 

become more enlightened or more engaged. It is significant to identify whether 

citizens’ use of newer technologies has any relevance to their engagement. This 

dissertation is an attempt to identify the variables that are most relevant to citizen 

engagement in current technologically mediated democratic systems. This study is 

neither about tactical use of mass media and new media technologies during 

revolutions, nor about certain outcomes of using broadcast or digital technologies, 

for example in elections. The domain of possibilities provided by technologies is 

different for citizens with various life situations. 

I hope this study will help us understand how the Internet, to Web 2.0 and 

mobile apps alongside mass media technologies are used by citizens. Such 

knowledge may enable us to plan for paths toward more informed and rational 

citizenry. Rational citizens are those who have the “powers of practical reason 

and thought in forming, revising, and rationally pursuing their conception of 

the good” (Rawls 1999, p. xii). I anticipate that the result of this study will enable 

future studies about the ways global citizens should respond to the coming 

opportunities and threads in their path toward just and prosperous societies.  

1.4 The Philosophical Approach and Methods of Study

In this section, I will explain the path-dependent dynamic feedback social 

systems perspective, the philosophy of science, and the philosophy of statistics that 

have been world views guiding me in this endeavor. I will explain the methods of 

inquiry and the terminology which will be used throughout this dissertation. 
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A system can be defined as a set of interacting elements. The regularities 

that determine the interactions between elements form a sequence of the system's 

states which are characterized as the system's dynamics (Klüver 2000, p.25). A set of 

variables uniquely and completely describe the system’s state. These variables are 

called state variables (Shelhamer 2010, p. 74). Aström (2008) explains that in a 

dynamical system, the system’s behavior changes over time. Feedback system 

the other and their dynamics are thus strongly coupled. Simple causal reasoning 

about a feedback system is difficult (p. 1). Gregson and Guastello (2010) define a 

linear dynamic system as a system in which there is proportionality between inputs 

and outputs; It is different than a non-linear dynamic system in which “small 

inputs at the right time can produce a dramatic impact, large inputs at the wrong 

time can produce nothing at all, and that there are many possible patterns of 

change” (p. 3). 

According to Breznitz (2010) a path dependent system is a system in which 

“the  progression  of  events  is  dependent  on the path of past events, each event is 

dependent on the one proceeding it, and the final outcomes are depended on the 

whole chain (that is path) of events.” More particularly, choices made at earlier 

time points leads the system to enter one of many possible Nash equilibria (pp. 15-

16). According to Kriz (2009), in social systems we have to take into account  

the “history of feedback loops in which cognitive patterns of 
beliefs, expectations, interpretations, and so on provide a meaning 
field that determines the question and answers. Due to inter-
connections and history every “stimulus” is also a “response” to 
what happened before, and every “response” is also a “stimulus” 
for the further process. Therefore, what happens reflects the 
pattern of interaction and meaning which emerged in the 
biography of that couple. This pattern is not imposed from outside 
(although many influences are important: social and language 
structure, individual biography, “personality”, etc.) but is self-
organized with respect to these influences. (p. 622) 

The future state of social systems not only depends on their current and past 

states, but also is time dependent as social structures change over the time. Their 

dynamic state depends on their history; therefore, they are path dependent systems. 
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Social systems are non-linear, and many subsystems in a social system are in 

feedback relationship.  

There are many variables that are relevant to the status of the path-

dependent dynamical social systems. The form and level of citizen participation in 

societies are among these state variables. Citizen participation is the variable that 

we are interested in; therefore, we call it outcome variable. There are also many 

variables that may be relevant to, and in reciprocal feedback association with, 

various forms of citizen participation in societal affairs. As Louis et. al. (2016 ) have 

in empirical social psychological and the study of the other three are seen as 

theoretical or philosophical. Efficient causes are defined as what initiate a process 

of change (pp. 281-282).  

Harre (2016a) argues that the focus on efficient cause is under influence of  

Hume’s reduction of the cause and effect relation to concomitance and  regularity 

(p.36). According to Harre (2016b), Humean  rules for judging the causal relation 

are that cause and effect must be contiguous in time and space with a constant 

union between them; but, cause must be prior to effect and the effect of a cause 

must always be the same (p.28). Harre (2016a) suggests that for a more complete 

understanding we can map discursive-cultural psychology on to Aristotle’s by 

material causes; rules, conventions, customs, habits as formal causes; and 

intentions, plans, projects as final causes (p. 36). According to Louis et al. (2016),  

efficient causes are independent variables in empirical research (pp. 281-282). But, 

Humean one directional and linear temporal sequence between cause and effect 

leads to a neglect of feedback loops (p.283-287).  

This study is not to identify the causes for participation in mediated 

democratic systems; but it includes people, feelings, environments, habits, and 

intentions. It is not designed as an experiment and does not have independent 

variables that are manipulated to record the response of dependent variables. This 

study is a correlational study and emphasizes that associations are not necessary or 
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sufficient bases for claims of causality. This approach embraces the complexity in 

the social systems that frequently includes feedback relationships. I accept that 

factors in the model may be intercorrelated and that causality is not necessarily 

unidirectional. It does not neglect that part “A” in a social system can influence 

part “B” while at the same time part “B” is influencing part “A.”  Therefore, the 

observed associations are interpreted as signs of the proximity of “a cause and 

effect” or “a feedback relationship.”  

For example, if we observe an association between questions about activism 

and questions about feeling a social responsibility for fairness, our observation is 

that those, in our sample, who are more likely to engage in activism are more 

likely to feel a social responsibility for fairness; and those who feel more social 

responsibility for fairness are more likely to engage in activism. We can generalize 

from our observation to a theory that claims: “feeling social responsibility for 

fairness is relevant to activism and activism is relevant to feeling social 

responsibility for fairness.” We refrain from providing a causal one-directional 

explanation after observing an association. If there is a causal one directional 

relationship, it must be identified and verified in future experimental studies. 

According to Hung (1997), Popper’s hypothetico-deductive model starts with 

the formulation of a theory (called hypothesis) followed by deriving empirically 

testable hypotheses (called auxiliary hypothesis) by which the empirical 

consequences could be verified (p. 269). Some social research programs are based 

on testing hypothesis that are generated deductively from existing theories that are 

stating deterministic laws. The explanation is based on observing a condition and 

an outcome. The explanation provided is based on the argument that the condition 

is congruent with the theory that is predicting the outcome and the explanans 

provide good ground for explanandum. The hypothesis is refuted if the observation 

is incongruent with the expectation from the hypothesis. This is called a deductive-

nomological (D-N) explanation (p. 129). Deductive statistical (D-S) explanations 

argue that statistical laws and theoretical laws deductively result in a statistical law 

(p. 146).  
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Alternatively, some research is based on induction from statistical results 

toward prediction of a parameter of a population. According to Hung (1997), 

inductive statistical (I-S) explanations argue that an outcome is highly probable 

considering observed initial conditions and with statistical and theoretical laws 

(p.145). Pruzek (2016) argues that although significance tests and confidence 

intervals are usually considered the only mechanisms to make inductive statistical 

inferences by frequentists, Bayesian statistical methods form an alternative (p. 287-

288).  

When hypothesis testing is applied to correlational studies, the likelihood of 

a correlation observed between variables in the sample is analyzed by statistical 

methods based on an assumed hypothesis about the correlational parameter in the 

population. The hypothesis will be rejected if the observation is significantly 

unlikely based on the hypothesis. A questionnaire with a “simple random sample” 

can be used in a study to test an existing theory about a correlation envisioned in 

the population from which the sample was taken. An example is testing the 

hypothesis that there is a correlation between people’s perception of a minority 

group and the way they are framed in the media based on the correlation observed 

in a simple random sample from the same population. 

When a confidence interval for a correlation in a population is calculated, 

statistical methods are applied to an observed correlation between variables in the 

sample to identify the interval that is likely to cover the parameter of the 

population. An example is predicting the 95% confidence interval for the value of 

Pearson’s coefficient of correlation between the time people spend on a news 

channel and the amount they donate to a political party based on the correlation 

observed in a simple random sample from the same population. 

The goal of this study neither is to identify a confidence interval for the 

parameter of a population based on the statistic of a sample, nor is to test the 

validity of any specific hypothesis about the parameter of any population. 

Hundreds of attributes of democratic social systems are operationalized in more 

than a thousand questions. The study uses non-parametric methods to identify the 

most relevant associations between questions regarding various forms of 
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participation and hundreds of other survey questions. Thousands of hypotheses are 

tested. Each null hypothesis is that the observed association could have happened 

randomly. The most significant relevant associations with participation questions 

are identified to enable us to have a parsimonious understanding of the 

comparatively relevant variables. The parsimony is the result of filtering for a 

significance level of 0.005 and a false discovery rate of 5%. The hypotheses which 

are not considered as part of the discovery may still be significant if they are tested 

alone. 

I use the resulting most significant and outstanding observed associations to 

generalize the findings to theories about most significant variables relevant with 

various forms of participation. 

The approach in this dissertation is inspired by statistical relevance (S-R) 

model of explanation. Because I believe that S-R model is more consistent with 

correlational exploratory research. According to Hung (1997), Salmon’s S-R model 

considers a variable relevant to an outcome if the conditional probability of the 

outcome in the presence of the variable is different than in the absence of the 

variable5. To provide a statistical explanation one should collect as many statistical 

relevant facts as possible. Salmon’s theory of  scientific explanation has two parts. 

The first part is identifying statistical relevancies. The second part is finding the 

causal mechanisms. Statistical relevance is not causal relevance; but, the presence 

of statistical relevance indicates that the factors of causal relevance are “close by.” 

Statistical relevances are indicators (pp. 154-156). 

To build statistical relevance models in this dissertation I began with a 

detailed review of many existing pertinent theories and possible state variables. 

Regardless of my personal opinions about the plausibility of theories, I designed 

many questions to measure the constructs in those theories. In the design of many 

of the questions I benefited from many relevant existing questionnaires. I created 

construct maps which were used in decomposition diagrams by which I extracted 

core associated concepts in interrelated questions. The associations between 

5 I have used the same concept in detecting spurious associations as well. 
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answers to these questions were statistically analyzed by non-parametric and  exact 

statistical methods. Therefore, this study can be considered an exploratory high-

dimensional non-parametric correlational study to theorize the most statistically 

relevant variables to various forms of participation. You will see the detail of this 

process in chapter 3.  

Like Bhaskar (2008), I believe that real structures exist independently of the 

actual patterns of events, when these mechanisms are triggered, sometimes they 

lead to events with empirical outcomes (pp. 2-3). There may be structures and 

mechanisms that have remained not activated and there may be associations for 

which I have not collected empirical data through my interviews and survey. 

Therefore, I expect there may be many mechanisms which are not revealed to us 

by this study.  

1.5 The Exploratory Research Questions  

In this study, I explore whether there are correlations among people’s 

participatory engagement in technologically mediated democratic systems with 

four groups of variables. The first group of variables includes mental processes and 

states including positions, attitudes, concerns, ideology, beliefs, values, hopes or 

disillusionments. Perceptions about relative importance of various outcomes, beliefs 

about possibilities, perceived actual conditions, trends, risks, or fears are also 

among mental processes and states. Also, level of trust in power elite, media, 

democratic institutions, or political system is influential. Other relevant variables in 

this group are personal needs, personality and interests, and desires. Even 

perception of public opinion is influential on one’s opinion. 

The variables in the second group are related to citizens’ information 

sources, mediating institutions, and technologies that are used to acquire 

information. Included in this group of variables are habits of using, exposure, or 

attention to diverse contents; and various forms of framing, by the media as 

sources of news and analysis.  

The variables in the third group are related to dialogue, expression, and the 

mediating institutions used for these purposes as well as technologies that are used 
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in such communications. Included in this group are communication channels for 

deliberation about welfare of the general public, and discursive patterns on online 

and offline social networks. Life experiences and conditions, income, class 

identification, quality of life, and demographic attributes form the fourth group of 

variables. Moreover, we pay attention to interrelations among various forms of 

participatory behaviors. 
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2 Theoretical Foundations of Research Questions 

Incommensurable theories, though they differ essentially in internal subject matter, can share 
the same external subject matter. It is true that each theory defines its own facts out of its 
distinct internal subject matter, and neither shares a single statement with the other theory. 
Yet, contrary to many commentators' worries, they can share a common ground, namely, their 
external subject matter. Indeed, they often predict differently in the field of this external 
subject matter. Thus, the two theories can be rationally compared. The choice between such 

theories is not a matter of arbitrary taste as relativism would imply (Hung 2005, p. 70). 

Theoretical 
Foundations

of

Research

Questions
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This exploratory research is informed by many theories including critical 

theory of the public sphere, agenda setting theory, theories of hegemony, ideology, 

common sense, and consent. Other theories which underlie the research include 

cultivation theory, propaganda theory and hierarchy of influences model. In 

addition, framing theory and the theory of encoding/decoding, social choice 

theory, Rawls theory of distributive justice, science and technology studies, and 

studies on social effects of new media technologies inform the research. These 

theories provide a framework for expectations from democratic ideals, and 

explanations for what we observe in current social systems. In the following 

sections, the reader will find a brief explanation of these theories, as well as the 

ways they inform the questions in our research instruments. The purpose of the 

chapter is not to provide an annotated bibliography or a literature review of all of 

the above mentioned fields, it is to show examples of various and sometimes 

opposing theories and studies which, directly or indirectly, have influenced the 

survey and interview questions. After introducing each theory, or set of theories, an 

example of questions that I have designed to measure the relevant constructs are 

provided. Chicago (author-date) style used in this dissertation enables me to show 

the result of this operationalization in tables that follow the discussion of each set 

of theories. 
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2.1 Citizen Engagement, Social Movements, and Media 
Technologies 

Barrett and Brunton-Smith (2014) have defined ‘engagement’ as having an 

interest in, paying attention to, or having knowledge, beliefs, opinions, attitudes, or 

feelings about either political or civic matters. They have defined ‘participation’ as 

political and civic participatory behaviours. In their investigation of political and 

civic engagement and participation in nine European countries, they included 

secondary analysis of existing data-sets, such as the European Social Survey (ESS), 

and the outcomes of International Social Survey Programme (part of the Processes 

Influencing Democratic Ownership and Participation Project which was funded by 

the European Commission), and the Eurobarometer. They concluded that mass 

media, the electoral system, population characteristics, the structure and design of 

the political institutions, the historical, economic, and cultural characteristics of a 

country are all related to patterns of engagement and participation. They also 

recognize that demographic factors, family, education, the peer group, the 

workplace, non-political organizations, and political institutions, cognitive factors 

such as political and civic knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, political knowledge, the 

amount of attention paid to political issues, internal efficacy, a sense of civic duty, 

opinions, social and cultural values, social trust, institutional trust, and beliefs 

about good citizenship are among variables that are associated with patterns of 

engagement and participation (Barrett and Brunton-Smith, 2014). They concluded 

that “theories which fail to take into account that factors at different levels interact 

to drive citizens’ patterns of participation will likewise be limited in their 

explanatory power.” They recommended that “integrative multi-level theories 

circumstances of particular demographic subgroups living within particular 

national contexts” are required (Barrett and Brunton-Smith 2014, pp. 23-24).

Unfortunately, Barrett and Brunton-Smith have treated mass media as one 

construct and have not differentiated between independent sources, government 

supported sources and commercial mass media, channels of expression and 

deliberation, and their related technological differences. According to Brunton-

Smith (2011), the way that the European Social Survey measured Ideological 
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identity has eleven options “by asking respondents to place themselves on a 

political value scale from left (0) to right (10)” (p. 5). While “The Eurobarometer 

includes an equivalent measure of ideological identity to the ESS capturing 

placement on a left/right political scale (although here the measure is on a 10-

point scale)” (p. 29). They have dichotomized this variable to centrist or extreme 

(p.43). This prevents the reader of their report from identifying which ideology (left 

or right) is positively associated with engagement. 

Other researchers have noticed that in addition to mass media institutions, 

citizens use many other media and various communication channels and 

technologies to get information and to deliberate or express themselves. Computers 

and mobile devices have been used to communicate on the Internet and other 

digital networks by people in many social phenomena in many countries including 

United States, Spain, Italy, Philippine, Egypt, Libya, Bahrain, Iran, Yemen, Syria, 

Thailand, and Ukraine. Researchers have paid attention to many instances of, 

what I call, tactical use of new media6. Some of these social movements have 

succeeded and some have failed.  

As explained by Shirky (2011), millions of people in Manila attended 

protests that were in part arranged in 2001 by forwarded text messages. The 

protests led to the downfall of Philippine President Joseph Estrada. In Spain in 

2004, demonstrations organized by text messaging led to the ouster of Spanish 

Prime Minister José María Aznar. The Communist Party in Moldova lost power in 

2009 because of massive protests coordinated in part by text messaging, or through 

social media such as Facebook, and Twitter. However, in Belarus in March 2006, 

street protests (arranged in part by e-mail) against President Aleksandr 

Lukashenko, the 2009 protests in Iran where “activists used every possible 

technological coordinating tool to protest,” and the Red Shirt uprising of social 

media savvy demonstrators in Thailand in 2010 all failed (Shirky 2011).  

Downing (2008) mentions that the highly technological campaign of 

Howard Dean in 2004, and “the 2003 Move On campaign against the rush to war 

6 By new media I mean technologies utilized to produce Internet based and mobile products 
in the past two decades, from text messaging and cell phones to what is called “social 
media.” 
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against Iraq” were also unsuccessful (p.45). While we know that campaigns of 

President Obama on new media, and the presence of president Trump on Twitter 

have been successful. Fuchs (2014) has reviewed strong claims about the role of 

Twitter in Arab Spring, such as the claim that “the revolutions were, indeed, 

tweeted”, and has concluded that such claims about the role and relevance of 

tweets in mobilizing activists on the streets were not supported by the conclusive 

evidence about the role of social media in the revolution (p. 180).  

Nevertheless, social movements cannot be summarized by these epochal 

moments of elections or revolutions, or their short-term successes or failures. They 

start much sooner than these obtrusive presentations and end much later. Armand 

L. Mauss (as cited in Tischler, 2011) has suggested that a social movement’s life 

typically has five stages: (1) incipiency, when many people become frustrated and 

do not perceive any solution to it through existing institutions; (2) coalescence, 

when groups form around leaders to promote policies; (3) institutionalization, in 

which social movements are firmly established in formal, rational organizations 

and their leadership no longer depends on charisma to motivate followers; (4) 

fragmentation, when organizational structures no longer seem necessary after their 

goal achievement; and (5) demise, when the organizations created by the 

movement have been transformed from social movements into institutions (pp. 

428-429).   

Herbert Blumer (as cited in De la Porta and Diani, 2006) proposes a four-

stage model of social movements and elaborates on the attention and 

communicative specifics of each stage. According to Blumer, in the first stage, 

“social ferment stage,” great attention is paid to agitators. The second stage is 

“popular excitement” in which the underlying causes of discontent and the 

objectives of action are more clearly defined. The third stage is “formalization” 

which is the stage of disciplined participation and coordination of strategies by 

creating a formal organization. The fourth stage is “institutionalization” during 

which “the movement becomes an organic part of society and crystallizes into a 

professional structure” (p.150). Therefore, the engagement for members of a social 

movement in its infancy is through attention. As the movement is shaped their 

engagement becomes deliberative, participatory, and organized. 
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Some citizens are not engaged in social matters at all, and some are 

extremely engaged or lead these movements. Many citizens have diverse levels of 

engagement with social issues or are involved in some social process at different 

degrees.  

The differences in level of engagement at various times can be explained in 

part by the state of the historical social systems people live in. According to 

Wallerstien (2004a), there are three important moments in the analysis of any 

historical social system: genesis, ongoing operation, and systemic crisis. All 

processes tend to move away from their equilibria and when moved sufficiently, 

they bifurcate. Deterministic processes occur between bifurcations, and the 

undetermined processes happen in the choice between the branches (pp. 39-43). 

When a historical social system deviates too far from the equilibrium, it becomes in 

the interest of some social players to act in ways that push the system back toward 

equilibrium (p. 46). At “moments of structural crisis” the system has moved "far 

from equilibrium" and is approaching the bifurcation (p. 103).  

During moments of bifurcation the outcomes are uncertain and social 

actor’s decisions are highly determinant. On the one hand, people’s responsiveness 

to persuasive and emotional stimuli leads to the possibility of a band wagon effect, 

and misguided and disastrous decisions. On the other hand, effective and rational 

decisions (decisions that would lead to outcomes the social actors ideologically 

prefer) are highly dependent on the social capital, cultural capital, and intellectual 

capital, which are developed during the calm periods between bifurcations.  

 Kahneman and Tversky (1979) have questioned whether our individual 

choices are reasonable considering risks and whether or not our judgments about 

gain and loss are well founded. In expected utility theory, the utilities of outcomes 

are weighted by their probabilities, but they have provided a critique of expected 

utility theory as a descriptive model of decision making under risk, and have 

developed an alternative model, called prospect theory. They have found that 

people overestimate the likelihood of outcomes that are considered certain. People 

also assign value to gains and losses rather than to final assets. In their theory 

probabilities are replaced by decision weights. People are more sensitive to losses 
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than to gains (p. 297). People give less weight to outcomes than their probability. 

However, for low probability outcomes people assign too much weight (p.263).  

The overestimation of likelihood of outcomes that are perceived certain may 

lead to actions that are counterproductive. The risk aversion phenomena may 

influence people’s choice for engaging in politics or demanding social change. Even 

when their desired outcomes are probable, and the risks are little they may refrain 

from engagement.  

I asked our participants many questions regarding their perception of 

possibilities, probabilities of social change, and risks of critical engagement. The 

goal was to identify whether decisions regarding engagement in public interest 

matters correlate with their perception of probable outcomes and perceived risks. 

Table 2.1.1 presents some of our questions about the level of risk perceived by 

participants for critical engagement. 

Table 2.1.1. Level of risk perceived by participants for critical engagement 
QID QN Question

How much RISK of accusation, prosecution, or loss of rights or freedoms do people expect in your country if 
they publicly do the following? 

536 p3_012Q05 Criticize NATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural conditions

537 p3_013Q05 Criticize FOREIGN policy, military, war, and peace strategies

538 p3_014Q05 Criticize RELIGIOUS authorities

539 p3_015Q05 Criticize CORRUPTION in big corporations or the government, and holding them accountable for what they do to 
environment and society 

540 p3_016Q05 Criticize pervasive SURVEILLANCE in your country

541 p3_017Q05 Criticize violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country

542 p3_018Q05 Criticize policies of the CURRENT prime minister, president, or cabinet

543 p3_019Q05 Criticize the governance SYSTEM in the country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, ...)

544 p3_020Q05 Criticize INEQUALITY of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare

545 p3_021Q05 Criticize the influence of OTHER countries on your country:

546 p3_022Q05 Criticize influence of YOUR country in other countries

547 p3_023Q05 Criticize MILITARY, security, and defense authorities

548 p3_024Q05 Reveal the CORRUPTION in the workplace

549 p3_025Q05 Reveal VIOLATION of laws by government officials

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all

As Flew and Smith (2014) have eloquently stated, with all of the positive 

outcomes of digital media, new media also enable an unprecedented level of 

surveillance. Our lives, in the modern industrial world, are lived under the sharp 

lens and long memory of electronic technologies. “Surveillance is used to enforce 

the rules, punish the guilty, identify the perpetrators, and ensure compliance.” The 

surveillance estate imagined by George Orwell did not happen in 1984, “it grew in 

the first decade of 21st century driven by fear and signalled by orange and yellow 

alerts.” If citizens worry about getting tied to a surveillance database, or speaking 
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with a person holding a pamphlet, democracy has suffered the setback (p. 231-

234). 

Table 2.1.2 presents the questions about the perceived risks when citizens 

express serious critical opinions in various ways. 

Table 2.1.2. Perceived risks of expressing serious critical opinions in various ways 
QID QN Question

Considering the level of surveillance and control in your country, how RISKY is it for critics to express 
serious CRITICAL opinions in the following ways? 

550 p3_026Q06 By writing articles which are published in newspapers, journals, TV, or radio stations

551 p3_027Q06 By writing to the readers' letters section of newspapers

552 p3_028Q06 By producing and distributing flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

553 p3_029Q06 By phone-in contribution to talk shows or studio debates

554 p3_030Q06 By commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's comments online

555 p3_031Q06 By posting articles or comments on blogs

556 p3_032Q06 By posting or sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

557 p3_033Q06 By Email

558 p3_034Q06 By posting videos and video responses on video sharing sites like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, Dailymotion

559 p3_035Q06 By using audio, video conferencing apps on cellphones (FaceTime, Kakao talk, Tango, Voxer, Viber, Vonage, 
Skype) 

560 p3_036Q06 By expressing opinion on the phone

561 p3_037Q06 By SMS or texting using apps:

562 p3_038Q06 As a public speaker

563 p3_039Q06 By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-workers, etc.

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all

While some researchers are interested in the use and influence of ICTs 

during the short transition period of social movements and revolutions, this study is 

more focused on the possible effects of ICTs on “information collection”, 

deliberation and knowledge formation, as well as democratic decision making and 

control during phases in which social institutions seems to be in a stable situation, 

as well as the incipiency, coalescence, fragmentation, institutionalization, and 

demise stages of social movements. These are intervals between transitional phases 

of societies during which although society seems to be in equilibrium, in fact, its 

internal dynamics have the potential to move the society far from stability. This 

dynamic may lead the society to reach bifurcation points of irreversible change. 

 We are more interested in the periods between “the moments of structural 

crisis” and the dynamics that leads to such bifurcations. During periods between 

bifurcations, cultural changes arise which affect major collective decisions by 

citizens in transitional stages.  
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The studies of the recent wave of social movements which are sweeping 

different countries in the United States, South America, Europe, the Middle East, 

and the Far East have been questionable. Also, the research projects on the extent 

of the impact of technologies such as Internet on these social movements has been 

indecisive. Jacob Groshek (2010) has used macro level cross-national data available 

up to 2003 and has compared time series forecasts and actual “levels of 

democracy” in 72 countries with Internet diffusion in these countries (p. 8). Groshek 

has concluded that “Internet diffusion was not a specific causal mechanism of 

national-level democratic growth during the timeframe analyzed” (p. 1). His 

conclusion is not surprising. This is the case not only because the time frame which 

Groshek’s study covers is the years before ubiquitous use of “social media” and Web 

2.0 in those societies, but also because, as I have discussed elsewhere, “the search 

for cause and effect between members of feedback loops is neither meaningful nor 

productive” (Ghasemienjad, 2014, p. 232).  

Studying North Africa and Middle East, Hussain and Howard (2013) have 

found that the information infrastructure is one of the key factors in parsimonious 

models explaining the fragility of regimes and the success of social movements 

(p.1). Meier (2011) has studied the third world countries and has shown that the 

Internet is an explanatory variable that is statistically significant only in the group 

of countries with “High Mobile Phone” penetration (p. 212). However, he has found 

a negative association between the number of mobile phone users and protest 

events (p. 213).  

Swift (2002) has argued that centralized state power seems increasingly 

remote from ordinary people's lives and it becomes difficult to believe that 

politicians have any real interest in issues that are important to citizens. This view 

is reinforced every time a politician tells voters one thing to get elected and does the 

exact opposite when he or she in power. The outcome is a hostility to not only the 

political class, but also to the government (p. 25). Although this situation does not 

seem to be good for the effectiveness of democracy, Swift argues that conservative 

politicians harness this hostility by “glorifying the 'honest' market at the expense of 

the 'corrupt' state” (p.25). One of the manifestations of this remoteness or hostility 

is in citizens’ trust in the political class, the power elite, and the government.  
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Table 2.1.3 presents questions about the level of trust in various social 

groups and institutions. 

Table 2.1.3. Questions that inquire about level of trust in various social groups and 
institutions 
QID QN Questions

How much trust do you have in the following?

129 p1_155Q17 Your friends TO DO what is best for you

130 p1_156Q17 Your family members TO DO what is best for you

131 p1_157Q17 Your physician TO DO what is best for you

132 p1_158Q17 Your fellow citizens TO KNOW and choose what is best for the country when they vote

133 p1_159Q17 The military TO DO what is best for people

134 p1_160Q17 Religious authorities TO DO what is best for people

135 p1_161Q17 Big corporations TO DO what is best for people

136 p1_162Q17 The government TO DO what is best for people while handling domestic affairs

137 p1_163Q17 The government TO DO what is best for people while handling foreign affairs

138 p1_164Q17 The police in the country TO DO what is right for people

139 p1_165Q17 Politicians TO DO what they promise during elections, after they are elected

140 p1_166Q17 The political system in the country as a whole

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all

Table 2.1.4 presents the questions about level of trust, and table 2.1.5, 

presents the questions about perceptions of participants about various social actors. 

Tables 2.1.6 presents the questions regarding the level of trust in different media. 

Table 2.1.4. Questions about the level of trust in various social actors 
QID QN Questions

How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups for the society as a 
whole? 

141 p1_167Q18 The good intentions of the politicians in power in the country now

142 p1_168Q18 The good intentions of politicians in opposition groups or parties

149 p1_175Q18 The good intentions of scholars or scholarly journals

150 p1_176Q18 The good intentions of the military

151 p1_177Q18 The good intentions of the judiciary and the courts in the country

152 p1_178Q18 The good intentions of the legislative branch (Parliament, or Congress, etc.)

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all
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Table 2.1.5. Questions about perceptions about various social actors 
QID QN Questions

Considering your country, choose the right words to complete the following statements.

153 p1_179Q19 ...... of those who are in power should be considered criminals

154 p1_180Q19 ...... of those who are in power care about the country

155 p1_181Q19 ...... of those who are in power are qualified to do what they are responsible for

156 p1_182Q19 ...... of those who manage big media care about the country

157 p1_183Q19 ...... of the people in the country are good

158 p1_184Q19 ...... of those who have more power or wealth in the country have merits, abilities, or skills, and deserve what 
they have 

159 p1_185Q19 ...... of those running the country really care what happens to me

160 p1_186Q19 ...... of those running the country really know what happens to ordinary people

161 p1_187Q19 ...... of those running the country try to manipulate people like me

All, Almost all, Most, About half, Some, Very Few, None

Table 2.1.6. Questions about the level of trust in various media. 
QID QN Q

About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media YOU USE 
do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen? 

193 p1_219Q22 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media 

194 p1_220Q22 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced by them supported 
by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

195 p1_221Q22 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media 

196 p1_222Q22 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC); or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

197 p1_223Q22 Media independent of big corporations and governments> or content produced by them on YouTube or other 
media 

198 p1_224Q22 Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content produced by them on YouTube
or other media 

199 p1_225Q22 Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals
200 p1_226Q23 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets
201 p1_227Q23 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are observations, thoughts and opinions of 

your friends and acquaintances 
202 p1_228Q23 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are links to other media
203 p1_229Q23 Information you receive over telephone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or Skype from your friends and 

acquaintances 
204 p1_230Q23 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, sermons, etc.
205 p1_231Q23 Information you receive in face to face dialogue with family, friends, acquaintances, or co-workers about their 

observations and interpretations 
206 p1_232Q23 Your own observations and interpretations

0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80 %, 80-100 %

Rojas and Puig-i-Abril (2009) have argued that informational uses of ICTs 

are related to expressive participation in the online domain using social network 

sites or mobile devices. These online expressions, in turn, result in a host of offline 

civic participatory behaviours through mobilization efforts. The authors propose a 

model in which informational use of ICTs is correlated with expressive forms of 

online participation. These expressive participations are correlated with mobilizing 

efforts online. Their model also shows those who are engaged in online 

mobilization effort tend to have offline civic participation. Their finding is 

consistent with persuasion literature suggesting that one’s efforts to persuade others 

might be especially successful in persuading oneself.  
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Groshek (2012) has concluded that statistical findings indicate “that the 

Internet and mobile phones have helped to facilitate sociopolitical instability and 

democratic change over time”; but, he reports that the personal interviews 

paradoxically suggest that we must be cautious in “making generalizations about 

how these events have proceeded across a large population and through a period of 

tightly suppressed communication when Internet access was shut down” (p. 1). 

Groshek and Dimitrova (2013) have found that in a midwestern statewide sample 

taken during the 2008 presidential election, “using the Internet for campaign news 

was related to an increase in political involvement but regularly using blogs 

actually predicted lower levels of political involvement” (p. 1).  

Engagement in democratic systems is a complex construct. It can happen in 

many dimensions, at different costs, frequencies, and durations. The level of 

engagement can be simply attentive. At this level, being attentive to political, 

economic, social, or cultural (PESC) issues is the extent of citizen engagement. 

Attention enables the engaged citizen to collect facts and have perceptions 

grounded on facts, which are data that are expected to be verifiable. Perceptions 

are formed when the mind or the senses try to comprehend or understand a 

person's surroundings by selection, organizing, interpreting. 

Another level of democratic engagement is having attitudes7. Attitudes are 

feeling which express themselves in favor of or against a person, place, thing, or 

event (the attitude object). Attitudes have directions and can be within a spectrum 

from positive to negative. Having attitudes may compel people to act toward goals 

related to our observations. These feeling of being obliged to do certain things, are 

the foundations of ethics for citizens which may be expressed in discursive or 

performative forms. 

Beliefs8 are mental attitudes toward a proposition without the full 

intellectual knowledge required to guarantee its truth. Beliefs can be distinguished 

based on degree of certainty of the believer. Some beliefs are just suspicions. A 

7 “Attitude | Psychology.” n.d. Encyclopedia Britannica. Accessed May 12, 2018. 
https://www.britannica.com/science/attitude-psychology. 

8 “Belief.” n.d. Encyclopedia Britannica. Accessed May 12, 2018. 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/belief. 
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belief in someone or something can mean having faith without absolute proof. 

Some beliefs are opinions. Opinions are viewpoints or judgments or statements that 

are not conclusive. An opinion may be supported by facts. Different people may 

have different opinions even if they agree on the same set of facts. Some beliefs are 

convictions. Convictions are the state of being convinced of falsity or truth of a 

statement. Belief becomes knowledge only when the truth of a proposition becomes 

evident to the believer. Belief is a judgment or conviction based on cultural or 

personal faith, morality, or values. 

Survey and interview included questions about participants’ perceptions and 

mental attitudes towards their situation, potential and likelihood of improvement 

of their situations, alternatives available to them, the condition of their country 

compared to advanced countries, the direction of the situation regarding each item, 

and relative importance various outcomes. There were also questions about 

behavioral aspects of engagement expression and participation.  

Table 2.1.7 presents questions which were designed to capture the likelihood 

of some behavioral aspects of engagement and participation.  
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Table 2.1.7. Questions on likelihood of some behavioral aspects of engagement 
expression and participation. 
QID QN Questions

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?
10 p1_016Q05 vote in next national elections
11 p1_017Q05 encourage others to vote in next national elections
12 p1_018Q05 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates
13 p1_019Q05 express your opinion about what the national government is doing
14 p1_020Q05 participate in provincial elections
15 p1_021Q05 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc.
16 p1_022Q05 be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if you get more engaged in social/cultural, economic, or political 

issues? 
17 p1_023Q06 Participate in a professional association or a union action
18 p1_024Q06 Collect information on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from multiple sources
19 p1_025Q06 Display a poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message
20 p1_026Q06 Contribute money to a political party or candidate
21 p1_027Q06 Sign a petition
22 p1_028Q06 Participate in a sit-in or strike
23 p1_029Q06 Engage in a passionate discussion with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or 

social/cultural issue 
24 p1_030Q06 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group (like a women's advocacy club, a minority cultural group, 

or a religious institution) 
25 p1_031Q06 Attend a meeting of a political party
26 p1_032Q06 Post a political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media
27 p1_033Q06 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest
28 p1_034Q06 Participate in a demonstration to support the government
29 p1_035Q06 Participate in a protest critical of the government
30 p1_036Q06 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance

Table 2.1.8 presents questions which were designed to capture frequency of 

some behavioral aspects of engagement expression and participation. 

Table 2.1.8. Questions on frequency of some behavioral aspects of engagement 
expression and participation. 
QID QN Questions

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?
31 p1_037Q07 I engage in discussions about political, economic, or social/cultural issues with others
32 p1_038Q07 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes
33 p1_039Q07 I follow NATIONAL political/economic news
34 p1_040Q07 I follow INTERNATIONAL political/economic news
35 p1_041Q07 I show my support for non-personal causes (causes with no direct benefit to me) by sharing photos or memes 

related to them, or by liking them on social media such as Facebook 
36 p1_042Q07 I write in newspapers or create political or social posters
37 p1_043Q07 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events
38 p1_044Q07 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization
39 p1_045Q07 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization
40 p1_046Q07 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause
41 p1_047Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me
42 p1_048Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country
43 p1_049Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in other countries
44 p1_050Q07 I write to politicians, members of parliament, or members of legislative assembly
45 p1_051Q07 I write to editors of newspapers and other media
46 p1_052Q07 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns
47 p1_053Q07 I donate money to political parties or candidates
48 p1_054Q07 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events

Everyday, Every week, Every month, Every year, Rarely Never

In the next section we will look at the theories about spheres which citizens 

use for deliberation and exchange of their viewpoints.  
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2.2 Public Spheres and Online Citizen Deliberation 

According to Fraser (1992), Habermas defines the ideal democratic 

environment, the public sphere, the space in which citizens deliberate and discuss 

matters of public concern or common interest (p. 111). In this utopian space there 

should be an unrestricted rational discussion of public matters. The discussion 

should be open and accessible to all, pursuing merely private interests must be 

inadmissible, inequalities of status should be irrelevant, and discussants must be as 

peer deliberations. The result of discussions conducted satisfying the mentioned 

conditions is a consensus about the common good which we call the public 

opinion in the strong sense. But this has never been fully realized (p. 113).  

According to Habermas, continual expansion of the public sphere to include 

more and more participants as well as the development of large scale social 

organizations as mediators of individual participation brought degeneration in 

the quality of discourse (Calhoun, 1992, p. 3). Questions in table 2.2.1 were 

designed to capture the domain of discussions with friends or acquaintances. 

Table 2.2.1. Topics of Conversations 
QID QN Q

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?

207 p1_233Q24 Personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news)

208 p1_234Q24 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues

209 p1_235Q24 International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, and peace news

210 p1_236Q24 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for what they do to the 
environment & society 

211 p1_237Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country

212 p1_238Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country

213 p1_239Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries

214 p1_240Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries

215 p1_241Q24 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

216 p1_242Q24 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

217 p1_243Q24 Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, 
...) 

218 p1_244Q24 Flaws of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, ...)

219 p1_245Q24 Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries

220 p1_246Q24 Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries

221 p1_247Q24 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

222 p1_248Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are enjoying in your country

223 p1_249Q25 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare)

224 p1_250Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that people in other countries are enjoying

225 p1_251Q25 UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

226 p1_252Q25 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying

227 p1_253Q25 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, 
unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

228 p1_254Q25 Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or military aid

229 p1_255Q25 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments or 
coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

Everyday, Many times a week, Once a week, Once a month, Rarely, Never
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Large organizations, both public and private, played the central role in 

separating work from the purely private sphere of household or the 

paternalistically managed workplace. The private sphere was reduced to the 

family and people came under the influence of semi-public authorities, without 

the protection of an institutionally respected domestic domain. “The key tendency 

was to replace the shared critical activity of public discourse by a more passive culture 

consumption on the one hand and an apolitical sociability on the other” 

(Calhoun, 1992, p. 23). Table 2.2.2 presents the questions that were designed to 

capture frequency of different forms of expression on various media.  

Table 2.2.2. Questions about frequency of various forms of expression on media 
Part Question in part Question

P4 14 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, Twitter, or 
other social media, related to following subjects? 

P4 16 How often do you express yourself over the TELEPHONE, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps about 
the following subjects? 

P4 18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects? 

P4 21 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on Facebook 
or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social media 
related to following subjects? 

Everyday, Many times a week, Once a week, Once a month, Rarely, Never

Table 2.2.3 presents the choices that were given to participants to classify the 

topics of their discussions or topics of expressions while using each medium.  

Table 2.2.3. Subjects of discussions or topics of expression 
Topics

PERSONAL hobbies (like following news about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news)

NATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues

INTERNATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, or war and peace news

Corruption in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society

Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country

Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in OTHER countries

Flaws in the policies of current the prime minister, president, or the cabinet

Flaws of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic system, ...)

Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries

UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare)

UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, unfair trade 
agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 
UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries 

Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

These subjects are used in many questions

Table 2.2.4 presents another question which was designed to capture the 

frequency at which our participants express their ideas, and discuss, deliberate, 

analyze, or debate political, economic, or social/cultural issues on various media.  
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Table 2.2.4. Questions about dialogue and expression of various media 
QID QN Question

How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues? 

881 p4_121Q12 By writing articles which are published in TV or radio stations, newspapers, or journals

882 p4_122Q12 By writing to the readers' letters section of newspapers

883 p4_123Q12 By producing and distributing flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

884 p4_124Q12 By phone-in contribution to talk shows or studio debates

885 p4_125Q12 By commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's comments online

886 p4_126Q12 By posting articles or comments on blogs

887 p4_127Q12 By posting or sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

888 p4_128Q12 By Email

889 p4_129Q12 By posting videos and video responses on video sharing sites like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or 
Dailymotion 

890 p4_130Q12 By using audio or video conferencing apps on cellphones 

891 p4_131Q12 By expressing opinion on the phone

892 p4_132Q12 By SMS or texting using apps

893 p4_133Q12 As a public speaker

894 p4_134Q12 By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-workers, etc.

Everyday Every week Every month Every year Rarely Never

Siochrú, Girard, and Mahan (2002) have argued that representative 

democracy is based on the notion that individuals are endowed with reason and 

therefore, each person is entitled to make individual moral judgments. A small 

number are chosen by everyone to make decisions on their behalf. But “the real test 

of liberal democracy is whether the public has ongoing access to information on 

the rationale and circumstances of decisions taken by those vested with such power 

and the capacity to understand and articulate views and beliefs on them.” They 

argue that “the more thorough the understanding of the populace concerning these 

decisions, the deeper and more robust the democracy.” The essence of the public 

sphere is the ability of people to openly and transparently debate public issues. In a 

public sphere, people “can be convinced by reason, by the rationality of 

argumentation, and not by appeals to amusements or desires, or through 

suppression or distortion of information” (pp. 8-9). They argue that public sphere is 

not a single forum, but a multiplicity of contexts and mechanisms where people 

debate and interact to gain an understanding of matters of general societal concern 

and to participate in the democratic process through formulating views and 

conveying them to political leaders. The public sphere can encompass newspapers, 

television, "soap-box" gatherings, public demonstrations, discussions, and many 

other forms (Siochrú, Girard, and Mahan, 2002, pp. 8-9). 

Fraser (1992) states that we can imagine “a society with many different 

publics and including at least one public sphere in which participants can 

deliberate as peers across lines of difference about policy that concerns them all” (p. 
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127). Fraser notices that there are “weak publics, publics whose deliberative 

practice consists exclusively in opinion formation and do not encompass decision 

making.” There are also “strong publics, publics whose discourse encompasses both 

opinion formation and decision making.” An example of strong public is the 

parliament. Strong public can be proliferated “in the form of self-managing 

institutions” and self-managed workplaces (pp. 134-135). Through deliberation 

the members of the public can come to discover or create common goods. In the 

process of their deliberations, participants can be transformed “from a collection of 

self-seeking, private individuals into a public-spirited collectivity, capable of acting 

together in the common interest” (1992, p. 130).  

The ideal of the public sphere calls for social integration based on rational-

critical discussion rather than domination. Communication should include sharing 

what people already think or know, and the process in which reason is advanced 

by the debate itself (Calhoun, 1992, p.29). Unfortunately, the modern media 

removed the ground for a communication as such thus "the world fashioned by the 

mass media is a public sphere in appearance only" (Calhoun, 1992, p. 23). 

With the emergence of welfare-state mass democracy, critical scrutiny of the 

state gave way to public relations, mass-mediated staged displays and the 

manufacture and manipulation of public opinion (Fraser, 1992, p.113). The media 

that should circulate views are privately owned and operated for profit. 

“Consequently, subordinated social groups usually lack equal access to the 

material means of equal participation” (Fraser, 1992, p.120). 

According to Habermas, the system colonizes the individual’s cognitive 

horizon (lifeworld) and the bureaucratic disempowering of processes of opinion and 

will formation expand the scope for engineering mass loyalty. This makes it easier 

to uncouple political decision making from concrete, identity forming contexts of 

life (Habermas, 1984, p. 325). 

A question then arises as to whether Internet and mobile technologies that 

have led to the Web 2.0 communication platforms (such as Twitter, Facebook, 

Wikipedia, and Wikileaks) constitute a public sphere for democratic engagement or 

not. Gladwell (2010) was pessimistic about the revolutionary contribution of 
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slacktivists and clicktivists on Facebook whose activism “succeeds not by motivating 

people to make a real sacrifice but by motivating them to do the things that people 

do when they are not motivated enough to make a real sacrifice.” Fuchs (2014) 

believes in the communist potentials of co-operative work, the content, and 

grassroots decision-making of Wikipedia. But he believes they are antagonistically 

entangled into capitalist class relations (pp. 247-248) and considers WikiLeaks as 

an alternative medium and watchdog journalism project that uses Internet 

document leaking to try to make power structures transparent (p. 232). However, 

he has reached to the conclusion that “Twitter is not a public sphere. It should 

neither be the subject of hope for the renewal of democracy and publication, nor 

the cause of concerns about violence and riots;” while, he also believes that social 

media “are not completely unimportant in situations of uproar and revolution” (p. 

207).  

This study avoids the trap of reductionism by looking at participation 

behaviors in relation with a spectrum of cognitive states, ideologies, beliefs, 

attitudes, and values. The next section includes a review of theories about 

influential variables in the construction of citizens’ mental states and processes.  
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2.3 Ideology, Propaganda, Common Sense, and Consent 

The attitude of citizens toward the social institutions, and status quo, can be 

defence, consent, dissent, and even opposition. Media is one of the social 

institutions that may have an important role in shaping these attitudes. 

Hartley (2002) discusses the concept of hegemony developed by Gramsci in 

the 1930s. This concept refers to the ability of the dominant classes, in certain 

historical periods, to maintain their power over the economic, political, and 

cultural direction of the nation by exercising social and cultural leadership (p.99). 

Gramsci (1971) argued that one of the most important characteristics of any group 

seeking dominance is its struggle to assimilate and to conquer ideologically the 

traditional intellectuals (p.105). He believed that the intellectuals are the deputies 

for two functions. The first function is hegemony, which is the spontaneous consent 

given by the great masses of the population to the general direction imposed on 

social life by the dominant fundamental group. This consent is historically caused 

by the prestige which the dominant group enjoys. The second function is direct 

domination, which is the state’s coercive power that legally enforces discipline on 

those who do not consent. “This apparatus is, however, constituted for the whole of 

society in anticipation of moments of crisis of command and direction when 

spontaneous consent has failed” (Gramsci 1971, p. 107). 

Hall (1980) has argued that Gramsci’s work is a persistent refutation of any 

form of reductionism. The idea of hegemony, for Gramsci, refers to all those 

processes whereby alliances of classes who have achieved control over decisive 

economic nucleus, try to expand control into a moment of social, political, and 

cultural leadership and authority throughout civil society and the state. To reach 

that point, “previously germinated ideologies come into confrontation and conflict, 

until one or a combination of them prevails to gain the upper hand, to propagate 

itself throughout society” (pp.15–47).  

As Gramsci has argued the dominating class needs the consent of the 

dominated which is the heart of the idea of hegemony. The modern state must be 

considered consisting of church, trade unions, political parties, schools, and the 

media as well as executive, legislative and judicial institutions (Saward, 2003, p. 
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78). The Gramscian interpretation is that an official public sphere was used as the 

institutional vehicle for a major historical transformation in the nature of political 

domination. It depicts a shift from a repressive mode of domination to a 

hegemonic one based on constructing a kind of consent supplemented with some 

measure of repression (Fraser, 1992, p. 117). 

Althusser (2014) has defined Ideological State Apparatuses as “a complex 

system that encompasses and combines several institutions and organizations, as 

well as their practices.” These establishments can be private or public (p. 81). A 

church is a component of religious system, a school is a part of scholastic system, a 

party is part of political system. These systems compose what Althusser calls 

Ideological State Apparatuses. They also include familial system, legal system, 

cultural system, and communication system. (pp. 76-85). They reproduce both 

required qualifications and the submission of labor power to the dominant 

ideology. For the agents of exploitation and repression, they reproduce the capacity 

to handle the dominant ideology (p.51).  

According to Allan (2010) ‘common sense’ is a hierarchical series of 

normative rules by which social life is to be understood. So what people may call 

‘conventional wisdom,’ ‘received opinion,’ ‘what every reasonable person knows,’ 

what is ‘self-evidently true’ are in fact, such normative rules. 

Subordinate groups are encouraged to negotiate reality within what seem as 

the limits of common sense which is consistent with dominant norms, values, and 

beliefs. He concludes that “hegemony is to be conceptualized, therefore, as a site of 

ideological struggle over this common sense (pp. 95-96). Consent to hegemony is in 

part created through internalization and adaptation of hegemonic system of ideas 

and ideals as common sense.  

Herman and Chomsky noticed that the media may share the same ideology 

as the government or may have other unannounced ideologies (Boyd-Barrett 2004, 

p.38). They  

have shown that (even when media institutions are not owned by the 

government) ownership and profit orientation, advertising, reliance on official 

sources, fear of flak, and ideology work as filters. These filters render the function of 
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mass-media to “propaganda operations” to manufacture consent (Herman and 

Chomsky 2002, p. 2).  

Herman and Chomsky (2002) argue that “The U.S. media do not function in 

the manner of the propaganda system of a totalitarian state.” It is usual for the 

media to report “spirited debate, criticism and dissent, as long as these remain 

faithfully within the system of presuppositions and principles that constitute an 

elite consensus” (p. 302). Their propaganda model proposes that the societal 

purpose of the media is “to inculcate and defend the economic, social, and political 

agenda of privileged groups who dominate the domestic society and the state. The 

media serve this purpose in many ways: through selection of topics, distribution of 

concerns, framing of issues, filtering of information, emphasis, and tone, and by 

keeping debate within the bounds of acceptable premises” (p. 298). 

Stephen D. Reese (2001) has suggested that individual, routines, 

organizational, extra-media, and ideological influences set the media’s agenda. He 

argues that Media shares the power to shape the content with a variety of 

institutions in society, including the government, advertisers, public relations 

influential news sources, interest groups, and even other media organizations (pp. 

178-182). 

Gerbner (1969) drew the attentions to the cultivation of public consciousness 

through mass communication. His primary concern was not with information, 

education, persuasion, or with any kind of direct communication effects. He was 

concerned with the collective context within which different individual and group 

selections and interpretations of messages take place (p. 139). According to 

Morgan, Shanahan, and Signorielli (2009) the “central hypothesis guiding 

cultivation research is that citizens who spend more time watching television are 

more likely to perceive the real world in ways that reflect the most common and 

recurrent messages of the television world, compared to citizens who watch less 

television but are otherwise comparable in terms of important demographic 

characteristics” (p.34). According to Potter (2012), Gerbner was not interested in 

specific massages or individual interpretations; he was interested in the effect on 

shared beliefs (p.74). Potter has argued that media has influence on people’s 

cognitions, beliefs, attitudes, affects, and behaviors. Cultivation along with 
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reinforcement, immediate shift and short-term fluctuations are 4 ways that media 

can affect people’s condition such that they go beyond what is called manifestation 

level. This is when we may observe a different behavior (2012, pp. 53-56). 

This study is not about the response of people to specific propaganda 

campaigns, public relation campaigns or advertisements. It is interested in long 

term effects of media use habits as one of possible influential variables the may be 

related to attributes, beliefs, attitudes (which are related to normative world views 

or ideologies), affects, and citizen engagement behaviors.  

Table 2.3.1 presents the questions by which we intend to identify how much 

time the participants spend on different activities and media. We are interested in 

finding whether different media usages are associated with specific forms of mental 

and behavioral engagements. 

Table 2.3.1. Questions about time the participants spend on various activities and 
media  
QID QN Question

In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how much time did you spend on the following?

590 p3_082Q11 Talking face to face with your family, friends, or acquaintances

591 p3_083Q11 Playing your sports or hobbies, or creating art

592 p3_084Q11 Watching TV

593 p3_085Q11 Using the Internet not related to your job?

594 p3_086Q11 Following entertainment or celebrity news, fashion trends, or sports news?

595 p3_087Q11 on reading newspapers or journals?

596 p3_088Q11 Reading fiction books?

597 p3_089Q11 Reading non-fiction books or studying?

598 p3_090Q11 Learning about or discussing news, related to political, economic, or social/cultural issues in the country or the 
world? 

None at all, 15 mins, 30 mins,1 hour, 2 hours,3 hours,4 hours, 5 or more hours a day

A large number of questions in our survey, and similar questions in 

interviews, are intended to learn about the perceptions and attitudes of participants 

which are related to their level of consent to status quo. Table 2.3.2 presents various 

questions that reveal the feelings of social responsibility the participants feel in 

those regards.  
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Table 2.3.2. Question about feeling a social responsibility 
QID QN Question

Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?

49 p1_055Q08 I HAVE TO support the people who are in power NOW

50 p1_056Q08 I HAVE TO trust what politicians do

51 p1_057Q08 I HAVE TO express my criticism of what the people in power are doing

52 p1_058Q08 I HAVE TO rely on elections, and the current system of democratic processes, to demand what I want to happen

53 p1_059Q08 I HAVE TO attend demonstrations supporting the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (if one is 
organized) 

54 p1_060Q08 I HAVE TO protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

55 p1_061Q08 I HAVE TO attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime minister, president, or 
cabinet (if one is organized) 

56 p1_062Q08 I HAVE TO protest to change the current governance system in my country (CONSTITUTION, democratic 
processes, economic system, ...) 

57 p1_063Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me

58 p1_064Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country

59 p1_065Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who need help

60 p1_066Q08 I HAVE TO know about NATIONAL political/economic news

61 p1_067Q08 I HAVE TO know about INTERNATIONAL political/economic news

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Table 2.3.3 presents various questions about participant’s perception of a 

better political alternative for various aspects of public affairs. 

Table 2.3.3. Question about perceiving a better political alternative 
QID QN Question

Please choose the best choice you have to complete the following sentence: I can NAME an EXISTING 
alternative political party, a group, or a leader, who I perceive if comes to power the ... 

309 p2_042Q09 POWER and WEALTH of people like me in the country would

310 p2_043Q09 QUALITY OF LIFE of the people like me in the country would

311 p2_044Q09 RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in the country would

312 p2_045Q09 FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution in the country would

313 p2_046Q09 DEMOCRATIC processes and constitutional laws would

314 p2_047Q09 PROSPERITY of the country would

315 p2_048Q09 INDEPENDENCE of the country from foreign control would

316 p2_049Q09 Sovereignty or INDEPENDENCE of politics from MONEY and corporations would

317 p2_050Q09 the respect of our FOREIGN POLICY for the sovereignty, and rights of other countries to their resources would

318 p2_051Q09 the policies that increase the periods of PEACE, and decrease the probability of WARS

319 p2_052Q09 ACCOUNTABILITY of big corporations for what they do to environment and society would

320 p2_053Q09 ACCOUNTABILITY of the government for what they do to environment and society would

321 p2_054Q09 ACCOUNTABILITY of the citizens for what they do to environment and society would

322 p2_055Q09 The level of CORRUPTION in big corporations would

323 p2_056Q09 The level of CORRUPTION in the government would

324 p2_057Q09 The level of CORRUPTION of ordinary people would

325 p2_058Q09 CRIME RATE in the country would

Improve a lot, Improve, Improve a little bit, Don't know a better alternative now

Table 2.3.4 presents various questions about participant’s satisfaction with 

the power elite. 
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Table 2.3.4. Question about perceiving a better political alternative 
QID QN Question

Provide your views on the following statements.
458 p2_191Q21 The political system in the country works for the benefit of all
459 p2_192Q21 This GOV is doing the best that could be done by anyone
460 p2_193Q21 Most of the problems the GOV is facing could happen to any GOV
461 p2_194Q21 There are serious threats to our national security
462 p2_195Q21 This GOV is pretty much run by a few big interests looking out for themselves
463 p2_196Q21 Most of the problems in the country are imposed on us by FORGN influences and interests
464 p2_197Q21 I become upset when the GOV does not handle FORGN affairs as I want

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Chapters 4 and 5 present the results which show how these perceptions are 

associated with citizen participation. The next section includes a brief survey of 

theories about the dynamics in media institutions, their political economy, 

technological infrastructure they use, and their relevance to citizen perceptions and 

deliberations. 
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2.4 Political Economy of Media, Independent Media, and 
ANT 

One of the purposes of this study is identifications of possible correlations 

between the participatory engagement with exposure to diverse types of media 

institutions. Political economy of media is one of the fields in which researchers 

study the power relations, market concentrations, market shares, and other 

economic dynamics that are relevant to media. Winseck (2011) identifies four 

major approaches to political economies of media.  

The first approach follows the direction of conservative and liberal 

neoclassical economics and stresses a conception of media system as a in 

democratic societies “marketplace of ideas,” in which prices and markets seek 

equilibrium. Conservatives are likely to stress the need for governmental protection 

of private property rights in information, while liberals tend to emphasize the 

growing value of spread information (p. 16-17). An example is Schudson (2017) 

who admires and cherishes liberal democracy and for whom commercialism is 

itself progressive: 

that pushes us to ignore other forces in society and also blinds us 
to the ways commercialism is itself progressive. Progressive? Yes, 
indeed. Where, in the writings of Habermas about the great 
opening of the public sphere in the eighteenth century, is there a 
recognition that commerce was the handmaiden of the public 
sphere? The public sphere grew up in the nursery of the coffee 
house and the pub (both commercial operations) and the 
newspaper — a business venture even before it was a political 
project. It is not easy to conceive how a public sphere could have 
endured for very long without commercial sustenance.  

… 

Business reporting today, despite the weak market for journalism, 
is stronger than at any point in American history before the 1970s. 
A more investigative, analytical, contextual, and critical reporting 
since 1970 began and gained traction with economic permission 
(many news organizations were prosperous) but without economic 
or technological impetus.  

… 
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I am less inclined to say that monitory democracy is “better” than 
election-and-legislature-centered democracy than to say it is better 
for a democracy with a strong administrative state where the 
governmental center of gravity has shifted from legislature to 
executive. (p. 1334-1341) 

The second approach in Winseck’s classification is radical media political 

economy, for which the “value free” neoclassical approach neither tenable nor 

desirable. The researchers in this group have studied the monopoly capitalism and 

digital capitalism. McChesney (2008) is one of scholars who has stressed the 

importance of the relevance of monopoly capitalism. McChesney believes that 

demoralization and politicization are necessary conditions for a “healthy” 

neoliberal society. That is why just to stand for democratic practices and principles 

makes one be considered as a radical (17). He believes that a partisan press system 

has much to offer a democratic society as long as there are numerous well-

subsidized media providing a broad range of opinion (26-27). According to 

McChesney, the same people who state that the government should not interfere in 

markets, eagerly support several hundred billion dollars of annual military 

spending, mostly to subsidize activities that the marketplace would not support. 

The process by which the government has licensed the publicly owned airwaves at 

no charge to capitalist broadcasters has been a massive subsidy to a multi-billion-

dollar industry. The real principle is that the government only subsidizes the 

wealthy and powerful and those keep them in power (242). The remaining public 

broadcasters, such as PBS and NPR, are underfunded and depend on corporate 

donations, foundation grants, and audience contributions. This has given the large 

corporations tremendous influence over content. It has also encouraged the 

tendency to appeal to an affluent audience (241). What is called objective 

professional journalism is biased because it relies on official sources, chooses 

experts of certain attitudes, avoids contextualization, relies on PR industry as its 

source of inexpensive and uncritical news (31-35). Another reason for this bias is 

the job insecurity of journalists and extreme profit seeking of commercial media 

(40).  
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Winseck (2011) cites Schiller (1999, p. xiv) stating that in the digital 

capitalism approach networks directly generalize the social and cultural range of 

the capitalist economy. According to Winseck (2011) the digital capitalism 

approach stresses the underlying continuity of capitalist principles of exchange and 

social organization in industrial societies of the past and new information societies 

(p.23). He cites Mosco (2009, p. 120) stating that in information societies, direct 

commodification is made easier and more efficient by digital media, and to 

monitor, measure, and monetize the value of content, audiences, and information 

more effectively (p.23-24). Digital capitalism school, and Frankfurt school, 

highlight the colonization of the lifeworld and the one-dimensional 

commodification of all cultural forms by market forces on cultural industry (p.24). 

The third approach is Schumpeterian institutional political economy which 

is based on the belief that technological innovation is the motor of competition in 

capitalist economies which creates temporary monopolies because they attract new 

rivals. According to this school of thought, technological innovation revolutionizes 

the economic structure from within, and destroys the old one, again and again. 

This view privileges technological innovation and economics over people as 

“agents” of change (p. 25-26). 

The fourth approach is the cultural industries school which argues that 

sectors of the cultural industries cannot be treated as one and the same thing. 

Publishing books, music, or films, broadcasting messages, and editorial process in 

the press cannot be treated as one and the same thing. 

Another approach regarding media analysis is the network perspective. 

According to Law (1999), actor network theory is a ruthless application of semiotics 

according to which “entities take their form and acquire their attributes as a result 

of their relations with other entities” (p.3). He draws our attention to the fact that 

“the notion of 'network’ is itself an alternative topological system. Thus, in a 

network, elements retain their spatial integrity by virtue of their position in a set of 

links or relations” (p. 6). 

Mass media (such as radio, television, and newspapers) and audiences 

usually form a network with star topology. In this topology, the broadcaster is at 

the center and recipients of the content are connected to the center with a mostly 
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one directional channels of communication. The media are the disseminator and 

audiences are the recipients of data and information. Mass media also usually 

differ from other media from the political economic point of view. The most 

powerful mass media usually belong to big corporations of governments. With 

globalization of media, citizens access mass media institutions which can belong to 

national corporations or governments, as well as foreign corporations or 

governments. Traditional mass media have started to use Internet as an additional 

medium in their repertoire and communicate their contents through newer 

communication channels such as websites, social media, and mobile apps.  

Internet and mobile technologies have changed the topology of the network 

and have provided new channels of data and information acquisition to citizens. 

Audiences do not get data and information from mass media only. These 

alternative channels include independent media, websites of independent 

journalists. These journalists are not in the same field as mass media journalists 

and the environmental variables and constraints that influence them are different. 

Audiences, also, get data and information from other citizens communicating 

directly or by using new media. Aufderheide (2004), provides many examples of 

flourishing alternative sources and channels of expression on the Internet before, 

during, and after United States invasion of Iraq during which US administration 

carefully managed mainstream media (pp. 342-345).  

Couldry (2003) has argued that Actor Network Theory (ANT) seeks to 

explain social order through the networks of connections between human agents, 

technologies, and objects. Actors (whether human or non-human) within those 

networks obtain power through the number, extensiveness, and stability of their 

connections. But, ANT is interested in the establishment of networks rather than in 

their later dynamics” (p.8).  

According to Curran (2002), news organizations are pressured by limited 

time and finite budget. Media put disproportionate attention on the specialist staff 

of prestigious institutions; therefore, their reports are shaped by the public relations 

units of official sources. This shapes the audience reception and perception (p. 150). 

External influences on media organizations, as important as they are, do not 

explain all observations related to journalism. For example, according to Bourdieu, 
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although the pressure on television is economic, it is not enough to conclude that 

what gets on television is determined by the owners, the companies that pay for the 

ads, or by the government that gives the subsidies (Bourdieu,1998, p.16). 

Bourdieu (1998) observes that most mass media journalists show us the 

world only as a series of unrelated flash photos with no relevant or understandable 

relationship. They are encouraged to do so, by politicians and government officials. 

He draws our attention to TV news and the way they show the world as “a series of 

apparently absurd stories that all end up looking the same, endless parades of 

poverty-stricken countries, sequences of events that, having appeared with no 

explanation, will disappear with no solution,” and “these unconnected tragedies 

seem to differ little from natural disasters” (p. 7). Bourdieu inspires the reader to 

think: Why has mass media internalized such a philosophy and what has led to 

this situation?  

Benson and Neveu (2005) state that journalistic field has agents and 

institutions that have different overall and different proportions of capital. 

Therefore, journalists have different levels of power, varying dispositions that shape 

the way they perceive the social world9, and diverse positions. Some have more 

proportions of cultural capital and some have more proportions of economic 

capital. The large-scale mass media with more economic capital are the dominant 

ones (P. 5). For Bourdieu (2005), journalists in mass media are “the day laborers of 

everyday life” (p. 7). They are structural epiphenomena and like electrons are 

expressions of a field (p. 7) “who little by little let themselves be drawn into 

television's orbit” (p. 56). Field theory can be used to explain the power relations 

that have led to current situation. The benefit of using the fields, according to 

Bourdieu, is that we substitute the visible agents, the puppets, with the structure of 

journalistic field and mechanisms that operate within it (p. 42). He argues that: one 

can truly understand the situation only through an analysis of the invisible 

structures he calls fields (p. 30). Bourdieu (1998) explains how “traditional 

journalistic field” in mass media is losing more and more of its autonomy. Through 

"audience research," economic constraints are increasingly weighing on production 

9 Bourdieu calls this habitus. 
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as advertisers distribute their budgets, the finance without which television cannot 

live, according to the size of the audience delivered by "ratings." In other words, 

through "audience ratings," least autonomous sector of journalism -television- the 

weight of the economy within the field is constantly growing and Journalistic field 

is becoming increasingly heteronomous (pp. 41-42).  

As explained by Flew and Smith (2014), new media interlink “computing 

and IT, communication networks, and media content” (p. 3). For new media, 

computers, mobile devices, and televisions are multi-purpose platforms or 

multimedia channels of communication. Their digital content is distributed 

through networks, often including interactivity capabilities (pp.4-5).  

I divide the media to three groups traditional big media companies, New 

media mostly run by big corporations in which content is mostly generated by 

users, Media relatively independent from big corporations and governments. 

Traditional Media are divided to the following types: 

 Foreign commercial news media such as CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA 

Today, or The Daily Telegraph,  

 Domestic commercial news media such as CTV, CTV, Province, or National 

post.,  

 News media supported by foreign governments such as BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al 

Jazeera, PressTV, or RT,  

 News media supported by your national government such as CBC. 

New media mostly run by big corporations in which content is mostly 

generated by users are divided to the following types:  

 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which tend to work as independent 

media in terms of content, but are owned by big corporations. 

 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on mobile phones 

 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like 

on Reddit or Tumblr),  
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 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion), and 

Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media 

 Email 

Media relatively independent from big corporations and governments are 

divided to the following types: 

  Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, 

Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or 

Globalresearch.ca) which are relatively independent of big corporations and 

governments.  

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

I also asked about using Wikipedia, flyers, brochures, or pamphlets, 

attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons, and face to face dialogue. 

 I will identify the media technologies and outlets that are used as public 

sphere by citizens in contemporary technologically mediated democratic systems.  

Table 2.4.1 presents the questions by which I intend to learn about the level 

of trust our participants have on various media and other social actors. Table 2.4.2 

presents the questions by which I intend to learn about the level of bias of various 

media. Table 2.4.3 presents the questions by which I intend to learn about the level 

of trust our participants have on various media. 

Table 2.4.1. Questions about the level of trust on various social actors  
QID QN Question

How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE SOCIETY as 
a whole? 

141 p1_167Q18 The good intentions of the politicians in power in the country now
142 p1_168Q18 The good intentions of politicians in opposition groups or parties
143 p1_169Q18 The good intentions of media organizations supported by the NATIONAL government (like CBC)
144 p1_170Q18 The good intentions of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CTV, Province, National Post)
145 p1_171Q18 The good intentions of media organizations supported by FOREIGN governments (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al 

Jazeera, PressTV, RT) 
146 p1_172Q18 The good intentions of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA 

Today, The Daily Telegraph) 
147 p1_173Q18 The good intentions of media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, 

Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, Globalresearch.ca) 
148 p1_174Q18 The good intentions of independent journalists, bloggers, or video bloggers
149 p1_175Q18 The good intentions of scholars or scholarly journals
150 p1_176Q18 The good intentions of the military
151 p1_177Q18 The good intentions of the judiciary and the courts in the country
152 p1_178Q18 The good intentions of the legislative branch (Parliament, or Congress, etc.)

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all
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Table 2.4.2. Questions about bias of various media 
QID QN Question

How likely are the following?
189 p1_215Q21 During the next year, (Like CTV, Province, National post, CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, The 

Daily Telegraph) COMMERCIAL news media presenting all conflicting sides of major issues. 
190 p1_216Q21 During the next year (Examples of government supported media are: CBC, BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, 

PressTV, RT) GOVERNMENT supported news media presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 
191 p1_217Q21 During the next year, (Examples of independent media are: Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 

Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, Globalresearch.ca) media independent of big corporations 
and governments presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 

192 p1_218Q21 During the next year, Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance

Table 2.4.3. Questions about the level of trust on various media 
QID QN Question

About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media YOU USE 
do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen? 

193 p1_219Q22 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media 

194 p1_220Q22 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced by them (like BBC, 
VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, RT) supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS or content produced by them 
on YouTube or other media 

195 p1_221Q22 (like CTV, Province, National Post) DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, 
journals, or websites; or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

196 p1_222Q22 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC); or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

197 p1_223Q22 (Examples of independent media are: Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, 
Infowars.com, Globalresearch.ca) Media independent of big corporations and governments or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media 

198 p1_224Q22 Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content produced by them on YouTube 
or other media 

199 p1_225Q22 Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals
200 p1_226Q23 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets
201 p1_227Q23 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are observations, thoughts and opinions of 

your friends and acquaintances 
202 p1_228Q23 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are links to other media
203 p1_229Q23 Information you receive over telephone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or Skype from your friends and 

acquaintances 
204 p1_230Q23 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, sermons, etc.
205 p1_231Q23 Information you receive in face to face dialogue with family, friends, acquaintances, or co-workers about 

their observations and interpretations 
206 p1_232Q23 Your own observations and interpretations

0-20 %, 20-40 %, 40-60 %, 60-80 %, 80-100 %

Citizens are not only part of star networks of mass media but also, they form 

networks with mesh topology used for one to one, or one to many (multicast) 

communication. Face to face communications forms a mesh network on which 

people communicate one on one, but a lecture or a sermon are forms of one 

directional multicast with star topology. Publications such as newspapers, 

magazines and books have been means of one to many communications with star 

topology. Telephone networks have a mesh topology in which point to point 

communication has been used for synchronous dialogue. The postal system as a 

communication system is based on paper, which has been used for one to one 
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communication; but, fliers transmitted through postal system have been used 

mostly for one directional multicast communication.  

After the formation of the Internet, the network between website sites and 

visitors had a star topology but with the applications of Web 2.0 technologies 

multicast and peer to peer communication in partial mesh and mesh topologies 

became popular. These new products (such as Facebook or messenger channels) 

which can be run on different types of desktop, portable or mobile hardware, are 

usually owned by big corporations; however, some of their content is user-

generated and some are content created by media institutions which are filtered by 

users while being propagated in the network. They are, to different degrees, 

controlled by the citizens. The content on Web 2.0 remains to be mostly user 

generated. But, companies like Facebook influence the order that the messages are 

shown to users based on their algorithms and inject non-political and political 

advertisement in between. 

Informed by theories discussed above I added questions related to political 

economy, ownership, and other institutional effects. I also considered the changes 

in topological shape of the networks of people and institutions as the result of the 

technologies they use. I will explore the relationship between use of different 

technologies, diverse media outlets owned by the governments, commercial 

institutions, and independent sources, with people’s different types of engagement. 

By the group of questions in table 2.4.4, I intend to identify the amount of 

time the participants spend as part of the traditional networks of big media10. Most 

of big media networks form a star topology, that push information from what is 

called mass media. Also, I want to identify the amount of time the participants 

spend accessing the content of traditional big media through Internet channels 

which are mostly pull based. 

10 Domestic or foreign commercial institutions supported by national government or foreign 
governments 
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Table 2.4.4. Time spent reading, listening to, or watching various mass media 
QID QN Question

In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, or watching the following?

615 p3_107Q14 OFFLINE FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CNN, Fox News, 
NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph) 

616 p3_108Q14 WEBSITES of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CNN, Fox 
News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph) 

617 p3_109Q14 OFFLINE news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (like 
BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) 

618 p3_110Q14 WEBSITES of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
(like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) 

619 p3_111Q14 OFFLINE DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CTV, Province, 
or National post) 

620 p3_112Q14 WEBSITES of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CTV, 
Province, or National post) 

621 p3_113Q14 OFFLINE news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
(like CBC) 

622 p3_114Q14 WEBSITES of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

None at all, 15 mins, 30 mins,1 hour, 2 hours,3 hours,4 hours, 5 or more hours a day

From the responses to the questions in table 2.4.5 on the next page, I intend 

to identify: 

 How much time do the participants spend as part of networks comprised of 

independent sources? Most of these networks have a star topology. Users pull 

the information and access the content through Internet channels on various 

devices. 

 How much time do the participants spend as part of the networks of Web 2.0? 

(Most of these networks have a mesh topology, and in these networks, citizens 

are major content providers and gate keepers.) 

 How much time do the participants spend as part of point to point and 

multicast networks such as phone, apps, and email? 

 How much time do the participants spend on other classic channels? (Classic 

channels include paper-based technologies like newspapers, radio, and 

television with star topology.) 

 How much time do the participants spend attending speeches, public lectures, 

sermons, face to face dialogue and other forms of communication that requires 

personal presence? 
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Table 2.4.5. Time spent reading, listening to, watching, using, or attending other 
media 
QID QN Question

In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, watching, using, or 
attending the following? 

623 p3_115Q15 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

624 p3_116Q15 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

625 p3_117Q15 Media independent of big corporations and governments (Like Adbusters, rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

626 p3_118Q15 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

627 p3_119Q15 Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals

628 p3_120Q15 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

629 p3_121Q15 Email

630 p3_122Q15 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

631 p3_123Q15 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

632 p3_124Q15 Attending speeches, public lectures, sermons ...

633 p3_125Q15 General face to face dialogue ...

None at all, 15 mins, 30 mins,1 hour, 2 hours,3 hours,4 hours, 5 or more hours a day

By the following questions, I intend to identify which media are the most 

likely point of participants’ exposure to news: 

Table 2.4.6. First sources of news about important political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues 
QID QN Question

Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues? 

403 p2_136Q17 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media

404 p2_137Q17 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

405 p2_138Q17 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media

406 p2_139Q17 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your
NATIONAL 

407 p2_140Q17 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

408 p2_141Q17 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

409 p2_142Q17 Media independent of big corporations and governments

410 p2_143Q17 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

411 p2_144Q17 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

412 p2_145Q17 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

413 p2_146Q17 Email

414 p2_147Q17 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

415 p2_148Q17 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

416 p2_149Q17 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

417 p2_150Q17 Face to face dialogue

Very often first on, often first on, Sometimes first on, Seldom first on, Never first on

By the following questions, I intend to identify which media the most 

frequent sources are where the participants go to seek a deeper understanding of 

political, economic, or social/cultural conditions: 
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Table 2.4.7. Sources on which citizen seek a deeper understanding of political, 
economic, or social/cultural conditions 
QID QN Question

How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news? 

418 p2_151Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites COMMERCIAL news media
419 p2_152Q18 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
420 p2_153Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media
421 p2_154Q18 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
422 p2_155Q18 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)
423 p2_156Q18 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)
424 p2_157Q18 Media independent of big corporations and governments
425 p2_158Q18 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers
426 p2_159Q18 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals
427 p2_160Q18 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media
428 p2_161Q18 Email
429 p2_162Q18 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone
430 p2_163Q18 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...
431 p2_164Q18 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...
432 p2_165Q18 Face to face dialogue

Everyday Many times a week once a week once a month Rarely Never

By the following questions, I intend to identify which media are the most 

frequent sources that go beyond merely reporting the event, and lead to an 

understanding of international political, economic, social/cultural, foreign policy, 

and war-and-peace issues: 

Table 2.4.8. Sources that lead citizens to an understanding of international political, 
economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues 
QID QN Question

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely reporting 
the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, social/cultural, war 
and peace, or foreign policy issues? 

515 p2_248Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The 
Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

516 p2_249Q26 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

517 p2_250Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic commercial 
news media 

518 p2_251Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

519 p2_252Q26 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr):

520 p2_253Q26 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

521 p2_254Q26 Media independent of big corporations and governments

522 p2_255Q27 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

523 p2_256Q27 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

524 p2_257Q27 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

525 p2_258Q27 Email

526 p2_259Q27 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone:

527 p2_260Q27 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

528 p2_261Q27 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

529 p2_262Q27 Face to face dialogue

Everyday, Many times a week, once a week, once a month, Rarely, Never

By the following questions, I intend to identify which media is the most 

frequent source that goes beyond merely reporting the event, and leads to an 

understanding of about two groups of major foreign policy issues: 
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Table 2.4.9. Sources frequently used to learn about military, security and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign threats 
QID QN Question

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? 

822 p4_062Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The 
Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

823 p4_063Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News 
media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

824 p4_064Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic commercial 
news media 

825 p4_065Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

826 p4_066Q08 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

827 p4_067Q08 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

828 p4_068Q08 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, 
Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

829 p4_069Q08 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

830 p4_070Q08 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

831 p4_071Q08 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

832 p4_072Q08 Email

833 p4_073Q08 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

834 p4_074Q08 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

835 p4_075Q08 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

836 p4_076Q08 Face to face dialogue

Everyday, Many times a week, once a week, once a month, Rarely, Never

Table 2.4.10. Sources frequently used to learn about corruption, flaws of the 
governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and 
freedoms in other countries 
QID QN Question

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING 
about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and 
freedoms in OTHER countries? 

856 p4_096Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The 
Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

857 p4_097Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News 
media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

858 p4_098Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic commercial 
news media 

859 p4_099Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

860 p4_100Q10 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

861 p4_101Q10 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

862 p4_102Q10 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, 
Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

863 p4_103Q10 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

864 p4_104Q10 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

865 p4_105Q10 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

866 p4_106Q10 Email

867 p4_107Q10 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

868 p4_108Q10 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

869 p4_109Q10 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

870 p4_110Q10 Face to face dialogue

Everyday, Many times a week, once a week, once a month, Rarely, Never

I have proposed elsewhere (Ghaseminejad, 2014) that we should look at 

technological products in a feedback system of human and non-humans. While 

“there can be specific intentions inscribed in products and technologies; however, 

they can have disruptive consequences.” Technological capital—and products 
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made based on technologies—are “organic parts of the dynamic feedback 

structures of societies; therefore, they are among the state variables influencing the 

trajectory of same societies” (p.225). Theories, technological capital, and products 

not only change the domain of possibilities for the society of their origin, but also 

change the domain of possibilities within other societies (p. 233). 

This dissertation, inspired by the idea of topology of networks of human and 

non-human actors, will investigate the probable effect of the difference in the 

topology and shape of the network made of people and their communication 

objects in their lives. We may be able to observe correlations between the topology 

of networks on the one hand, and people’s ideology, culture, and perceptions of 

power and justice in the society on the other hand.  
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2.5 Agenda Setting Theory and Attention 

According to Dahl (1989) authority to control the agenda is one of the 

distinguishing features of a democratic process. The other criteria he mentions 

include: effective participation, voting equality at the decisive stage, and 

enlightened understanding (pp. 109-114). Contrary to Dahl’s expectations, in most 

implementations of democratic theory, enlightened understanding of citizens is 

compromised by influence of media on public agenda. McCombs (2004) has 

argued that the media agenda controls the public agenda. He has explained that 

the causal relationship between the media agenda and the public agenda has been 

successfully tested experimentally. Also, many studies have shown strong evidence 

that it is the media agenda (and its portrayals of the world) that sets the public 

agenda; while the media agenda has born little resemblance to the historical 

agenda of events (p.34). 

Hall (1973) has argued that “of the millions of events which occur every day 

in the world, only a tiny proportion ever become visible as ‘potential news stories’: 

and of this proportion, only a small fraction is actually produced as the day’s news 

in the news media.” McCombs (2004) has argued that one reason for this is that 

“television newscasters have a very limited capacity, and even newspapers with 

their dozens of pages have room for only a fraction of the news that is available 

each day. Even web sites with their huge capacity must organize their contents into 

a useful agenda, and each page of the site is highly constrained” (pp. 19-20). 

McCombs has shown that journalists do significantly influence their audience's 

picture of the world. He cites Bernard Cohen's observation that “the news media 

may not be successful in telling people what to think, but they are stunningly 

successful in telling their audiences what to think about (p. 2)”. “Agenda-setting 

directs our attention to the early formative stages of public opinion when issues 

emerge and first engage public attention” McCombs has called it “the transmission 

of issue salience from the media agenda to the public agenda” (p.20). We know on 

which issues the agenda setting effects of media are more effective: 

“In the realm of public affairs, the greater an individual's need for 

orientation, the more likely he or she is to attend to the agenda of the mass media 
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with their wealth of information on politics and government. This concept also 

identifies the issues that are most likely to move from the media agenda to the 

public agenda, namely, unobtrusive issues where an individual has little or no 

personal experience. If an unobtrusive issue resonates with the public, need for 

orientation will be moderate to high. For obtrusive issues, need for orientation may 

be satisfied largely by personal experience” (McCombs, 2004, p.66). 

McCombs (2004) has shown that although audiences are not waiting to be 

programmed by the news media, the information provided by the news media 

plays a key role in the construction of our pictures of reality in the mind of people. 

The total set of information provided by the news media influences these pictures 

(p. 6). Therefore, we know that “for nearly all of the concerns on the public agenda, 

citizens deal with a second-hand reality, a reality that is structured by journalists' 

reports about these events and situations” (p. 1).  

Bennett and Iyengar (2008, pp. 707-731) argue that as receivers exercise 

greater choice over the content of messages and media sources, effects become 

increasingly difficult to produce or measure. They think that the key question for 

agenda setting theory will change what issues people tell the media they want to 

think about. They argue that the increasingly managed communication routines 

that define contemporary elections and governance processes are producing high 

levels of cynicism and diminishing confidence in the press. They observe growing 

distrust of official communication, declining confidence in the political leaders who 

rely on managed public performances, and the widening disconnect between 

citizens and government. They believe public confidence in media, journalism, and 

information is alarmingly low, and younger generations are breaking away from 

consuming news. They conclude that costs of producing even minimal media 

effects in elections have soared astronomically, raising questions about the effects 

of conventionally conceived persuasion campaigns. They believe that the more 

diversified information environment makes it not only more feasible for consumers 

to seek out news they might find agreeable but also provides a strong economic 

incentive for news organizations to cater to their viewers’ political preferences. As 

media audiences devolve into smaller, like-minded subsets of the electorate, it 

becomes less likely that media messages will do anything other than reinforce prior 
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predispositions. However, the news may continue to serve governance and 

positioning function in terms of keeping officials, lobbyists, and other interest 

organizations informed about issues, but that entails a different way of thinking 

about media effects. The authors believe that we need new comprehensive theories 

that reconcile the growing centrality of media in governance processes and its 

shrinking credibility in the lives of citizens.  

Holbert, Garrett, Gleason (2010 pp. 14-34) criticize Bennett and Iyengar's 

article on limited effects new era. They believe that Bennett and Iyengar take too narrow 

a view of the sources of political information. In addition to increasing the availability 

of partisan news sources in general, new technologies facilitate access to a broader 

spectrum of political information. They argue that the survey data also show that 

Americans who use online news sources encounter a greater number of arguments both 

for and against their preferred candidate than those who do not. The primary intention of 

entertainment media may be to entertain, but these outlets can still generate a host of 

unintended political outcomes. Today’s media landscape supplies an expanding range of 

entertainment content options that focus to varying degrees on political matters. Audience 

members can be exposed to a wide range of political topics through their viewing of a 

variety of animated situation comedies. This type of political storytelling represents a 

meaningful distinction between entertainment-based programming and the political 

content provided through traditional hard news. Although selective exposure happens in 

some contexts, selective exposure and encounters with attitude-discrepant information 

can coexist. The authors argue that Bennett and Iyengar lean toward determinism when 

describing the role technologies play in shaping our political environment. The authors 

challenge Bennett and Iyengar's assertion that only a new theory can help researchers 

understand today's political communication landscape. They argue that existing tools, 

specially the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), is useful for examining political 

media effects. Media elites make choices regarding (a) when members of the general 

citizenry can consume political media content and (b) what issues the citizenry should be 

made aware of. These elite-based decisions concerning message content and distribution 

are often not optimal for audiences. Contrary to Bennett and Iyengar's claim, the 
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contemporary political information environment does not necessarily lead to 

minimal effects because then can rely on peripheral routes. 

Bennett and Iyengar (2010, pp. 35-39) have responded to the critique by 

Holbert, Garrett, Gleason (HGG). They argue that the political content of alternative 

news outlets and entertainment programs, while surely promoting other desirable political 

outcomes, is too sporadic to produce large-scale message effects of the sort described by 

the classic persuasion paradigm. They reiterate that news audiences increasingly choose 

the programs to which they are exposed. This means exposure to political communication 

is not exogenous. They think that looking to entertainment fare for effects as we 

conventionally understand them is problematic. They remind the reader to the research 

that shows 94% of political blog readers consume only blogs from one side of the 

ideological spectrum. They insist that participation in content creation and sharing 

changes how we have typically thought about persuasion, reinforcement, and effects. 

Bennett and  Iyengar remain convinced that communication theory needs to adjust 

to the new conditions in the sender–receiver–audience paradigm that made sense 

in the past era of large audiences that could be reached with repeated persuasive 

messages at manageable cost and with some reasonable likelihood of effects. 

Robinson, Goddard, Parry, and Murray (2009 pp. 534-563) examined the 

extent to which British television news was able to maintain autonomy under the 

circumstances of the 2003 invasion of Iraq. They have considered three theoretical 

positions (elite-driven, independent, and oppositional) each of which predicts 

distinct patterns of media performance (supportive, negotiated, and oppositional). 

At an aggregate level, their findings are consistent with the predictions of the elite-

driven model which predicts support for war effort. However, they argue that the 

government control over media agenda was far from perfect. The authors interpret 

this finding with as a refutation for the theory of erosion of heroic nationalism. 

They report and a harsher oppositional stand related to civilian casualties, 

humanitarian, and coalition casualties. They have observed different levels of elite 

model behaviour in different media. It is shown that event-driven news can lead to 

oppositional coverage but, this oppositional coverage did remain largely at a 
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procedural level, and only rarely caused journalists to produce substantive-level 

criticism that challenged the legitimacy of the war.

Scheufele (2001) looks at agenda-setting, priming, and framing as 

distinctively different approaches to effects of political communication. he argues 

that according to McComb, Weaver, and Shaw; priming is the impact that agenda-

setting can have on the way individuals evaluate public officials by influencing the 

thematic areas or issues that individuals use to form these evaluations. Framing 

can be considered an extension of agenda-setting as it is the selection of a restricted 

number of attributes for inclusion on the media agenda when a particular object is 

discussed. Scheufele argues that agenda-setting and priming differ from framing 

with respect to their assumptions and premises. The theoretical foundation of 

agenda-setting and priming can be traced back to psychological concepts of 

priming in work on cognitive processing of semantic information. By receiving and 

processing information, individuals develop memory traces or activation tags; 

concepts or issues are primed and made more accessible in an individual’s 

memory. The idea of accessibility is the foundation of a memory- based model of 

information processing, which assumes that individuals make judgments about 

other people or issues based on information easily available and retrievable from 

memory at the time the question is asked. According to a memory-based model, 

judgments and attitude formation are directly correlated with “the ease in which 

instances or associations could be brought to mind. The theoretical foundation of 

framing is linked to attribution theory and frame analysis. Human beings cannot 

understand the world in all its complexity. Therefore, the individual tries to infer 

underlying causal relations from sensory information. Goffman argued that 

Individuals cannot understand the world fully and therefore actively classify and 

interpret their life experiences to make sense of the world around them. The 

individual’s reaction to sensory information therefore depends on schemes of 

interpretation called “primary frameworks.” Scheufele proposes to look at agenda 

building, agenda setting and priming as related processes. In agenda building, 

media’s agenda is influenced by the agenda of elite; in agenda setting the agenda 

of audience is influenced by media agenda, and in framing the audience 

evaluation is conditioned. Frame building and frame setting should be considered 
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as separate processes. Framing influences how audiences think about issues, not by 

making aspects of the issue more salient, but by invoking interpretive schemas that 

influence the interpretation of incoming information. 

This study investigates whether overall agenda and framing which people 

are exposed to -online or offline- while using different types of media (including big 

corporate media, governmentally supported media, and relatively independent 

media), are correlated with their engagement, positions, attitudes, concerns about 

social/cultural, economic, or political issues; and, their ideology, beliefs, and 

values. The questions in table 2.5.1 are intended to give us an estimate of attention 

to various topics.  

Table 2.5.1. Attention to various topics. 
QID QN Question

In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?

91 p1_097Q12 News about your personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news, ...)

92 p1_098Q12 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues

93 p1_099Q12 International political, economic, social/cultural issues, foreign policy, war, or peace news

94 p1_100Q12 Corruption in big corporations and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society

95 p1_101Q12 Corruption in the government and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society

96 p1_102Q12 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country

97 p1_103Q12 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare, 
...) 

98 p1_104Q12 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or 
coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

99 p1_105Q12 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments 
or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

100 p1_106Q12 Military, security, and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

101 p1_107Q12 Flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

102 p1_108Q12 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

103 p1_109Q12 Flaws of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

104 p1_110Q12 Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all

The questions in table 2.5.2 are measuring the frequency of presence of 

those topics in the conversations of participants. According to Potter (2012) people 

receive information unconsciously in automatic and transposed states of exposure, 

but they are aware of information they receive in attentional and self-reflexive 

states of exposure (p. 23). Therefore, our questions reveal what they have been 

consciously aware of in their communication. Nevertheless, what the participants 

have conscious attention to is our proxy measure for what is the most salient in 

their minds. 
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Table 2.5.2. Salience of various topics 
QID QN Question

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?

207 p1_233Q24 Personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news)

208 p1_234Q24 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues

209 p1_235Q24 International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, and peace news

210 p1_236Q24 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for what they do to the 
environment and society 

211 p1_237Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country

212 p1_238Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country

213 p1_239Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries

214 p1_240Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries

215 p1_241Q24 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

216 p1_242Q24 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

217 p1_243Q24 Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

218 p1_244Q24 Flaws of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

219 p1_245Q24 Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries

220 p1_246Q24 Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries

221 p1_247Q24 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

222 p1_248Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are enjoying in your country

223 p1_249Q25 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare)

224 p1_250Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that people in other countries are 
enjoying 

225 p1_251Q25 UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

226 p1_252Q25 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying

227 p1_253Q25 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or 
coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

228 p1_254Q25 Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or military aid

229 p1_255Q25 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments 
or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

Everyday, Many times a week, once a week, once a month, Rarely, Never
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2.6 Framing and Encoding/Decoding 

According to Entman (1993) framing is the act of communicators selecting 

some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more noticeable, meaningful, 

or memorable to audiences, promoting “a particular problem definition, causal 

interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item 

described”. This selection is guided by the schemata of the communicators which 

organize their belief systems (p.52-53). McCombs (2004) has argued that media 

“build the public agenda when they supply the context that determines how people 

think about the issue and evaluate its merits” (p.78). Kahneman and Tversky 

(1984) have reported that when they framed a situation with two different framings 

they found the response of people was significantly changed (p. 343). They have 

concluded the decisions can be affected “without distorting or suppressing 

information, merely by the framing of outcomes and contingencies. Formulation 

effects can occur fortuitously, without anyone being aware of the impact of the 

frame on the ultimate decision. They can also be exploited deliberately to 

manipulate the relative attractiveness of options” (p. 346). However, it is important 

not to forget that as Entman (1993) has described, the schemata of receivers are 

what guides their conclusion from the messages they receive (p.52). Although the 

framing is influenced by schemata of communicators, the interpretation of the 

receiver is influenced by the schemata of the receiver; therefore, the interpretation 

is not always according to the intention of communicators, and the manipulation 

is not always successful. 

 According to Scheufele and Tewksbury (2007) “attention to messages may 

be more necessary for a framing effect to occur than an agenda setting effect. Mere 

exposure may be sufficient for agenda setting, but it is less likely to be so for 

framing effects” (p. 14). 

Hall (1980) has argued that “reality exists outside language, but it is 

constantly mediated by and through language; and what we can know and say 

has to be produced in and through discourse.” Similar to the notion of framing, he 

has argued that “a ‘raw’ historical event cannot, in that form, be transmitted by, 

say, a television newscast. Events can only be signified within the aural-visual 
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forms of the televisual discourse.” Moreover, similar to the notion of audience 

schema in framing theory, hall has argued that before a message can have an 

‘effect,’ “it must first be appropriated as a meaningful discourse and be 

meaningfully decoded” (pp. 128-138). 

Lecheler, de Vreese, and Slothuus (2009, pp. 200-425) define frames as

patterns of interpretation which are used to classify information reasonably and 

process it efficiently. According to them framing stresses certain aspects of reality 

and pushes others into the background, and suggests certain attributes, judgments, 

and decisions. Importance is defined as an individual’s subjective sense of the 

concern, caring, and significance. Therefore, importance is also the concern, caring, 

and significance that one attaches to the issue in a news frame. Issue importance can 

manifest itself on different levels. For instance, individuals can find an issue

important to them personally, to their social group, or to their nation as a whole. 

Their study shows no framing effects of the high-importance welfare issue and large 

effects for the low-importance trade issues. Frames in the low-importance experiment 

caused differences between the pro, con, and control group regardless of how important 

an individual found the issue personally. Framing effects on a low-importance issue are 

found mediated by belief importance and belief content. 

This study explores whether there is a correlation between the framing of the 

messages people receive from different media sources and technological channels, 

and their ideology, cognitions, and perceptions about the world. Moreover, it 

considers other variables which may influence the position they take and action 

they perform about their situations. 

By the following questions we learn about the content, framing, and 

balance of what is communicated with our participants in traditional and Internet 

based mass media or big media institutions. Questions in table 2.6.1 are to identify 

the perception of balance in framing of international issues in different media. 
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Table 2.6.1. Bias in presentation of sides of international conflicts, or the political, 
economic, or social/cultural news of other countries 
QID QN Question

How do the following sources present sides of INTERNATIONAL conflicts, opinions of different groups 
involved, or the political, economic, or social/cultural news of OTHER countries? 

501 p2_234Q25 Results from search engines such as Google, Bing, or Yahoo
502 p2_235Q25 News aggregators such as Yahoo news or Google news
503 p2_236Q25 Social news websites such as Reddit or Tumblr
504 p2_237Q25 Wire services such as Reuters, France press, or Associated press
505 p2_238Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media
506 p2_239Q25 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
507 p2_240Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media
508 p2_241Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
509 p2_242Q25 Media independent of big corporations and governments
510 p2_243Q25 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers
511 p2_244Q25 Websites of scholars or scholarly articles
512 p2_245Q25 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets
513 p2_246Q25 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons, ...
514 p2_247Q25 Emails, posts on Facebook or Twitter; phone calls, SMS, or SKYPE; face to face dialogs which are 

observations, thoughts, and opinions of your acquaintances 

Never biased, Sometimes biased, Mostly biased, Always biased, I don't use these

Table 2.6.2 presents questions about the way the influence of other countries 

in a participant’s country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, 

unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 

mind control) is framed in various media. 

Table 2.6.2. Questions about framing of the influence of other countries in the country 
in various media 
QID QN Question

How is the influence of other countries in YOUR country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media 

767 p4_007Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, 
or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

768 p4_008Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or 
RT News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

769 p4_009Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media

770 p4_010Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

771 p4_011Q04 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

772 p4_012Q04 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

773 p4_013Q04 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, …) 

774 p4_014Q04 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

775 p4_015Q04 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

776 p4_016Q04 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

777 p4_017Q04 Email

778 p4_018Q04 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

779 p4_019Q04 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

780 p4_020Q04 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

781 p4_021Q04 Face to face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen on 
this media, I do not use them 

Questions in table 2.6.3 are to identify the framing of international 

interventions of the country in different media. 
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Table 2.6.3. Framing of the influence of the country on other countries in various 
media 
QID QN Question

How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries (like occupations, supporting puppet 
governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media? 

788 p4_028Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, 
or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

789 p4_029Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or 
RT News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

790 p4_030Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic 
commercial news media 

791 p4_031Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

792 p4_032Q06 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

793 p4_033Q06 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

794 p4_034Q06 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

795 p4_035Q06 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

796 p4_036Q06 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

797 p4_037Q06 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

798 p4_038Q06 Email

799 p4_039Q06 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

800 p4_040Q06 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

801 p4_041Q06 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

802 p4_042Q06 Face to face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen on 
this media, I do not use them 

Questions in table 2.6.4 are to identify the bias of representation of different 

points of view within the country in different media. 

Table 2.6.4. Questions about bias of presentation on various media 
QID QN Question

How do the following sources present opinions of different groups about political, economic, or 
social/cultural news of YOUR country? 

676 p3_180Q21 Search results from search engines such as Google, Bing, or Yahoo

677 p3_181Q21 News aggregators such as Yahoo news or Google news

678 p3_182Q21 Social news websites such as Reddit or Tumblr

679 p3_183Q21 Wire services such as Reuters, France press, or Associated press

680 p3_184Q21 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CNN, 
Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph) 

681 p3_185Q21 journals, or websites supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, 
PressTV, or RT) 

682 p3_186Q21 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CTV, 
Province, or National post) 

683 p3_187Q21 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC) 

684 p3_188Q21 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

685 p3_189Q21 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

686 p3_190Q21 Websites of scholars or scholarly articles

687 p3_191Q21 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

688 p3_192Q21 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons, ...

689 p3_193Q21 Emails, posts on Facebook and Twitter; phone calls, SMS, or SKYPE; face to face dialogs which are 
observations, thoughts and opinions of your friends and acquaintances 

Never biased, Sometimes biased, Mostly biased, Always biased, I don't use these

Questions in table 2.6.5 are to identify the framing the accountability of 

powerful people or institutions within the country in different media. 
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Table 2.6.5. Framing of the accountability of powerful social actors within the country 
in various media. 
QID QN Question

How are powerful people or institutions in your country FRAMED on the following media related to what 
they do to the environment and society, and their accountability? 

690 p3_194Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The 
Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

691 p3_195Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

692 p3_196Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

693 p3_197Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

694 p3_198Q22 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

695 p3_199Q22 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

696 p3_200Q22 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

697 p3_201Q22 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

698 p3_202Q22 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

699 p3_203Q22 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

700 p3_204Q22 Email

701 p3_205Q22 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

702 p3_206Q22 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

703 p3_207Q22 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

704 p3_208Q22 Face to face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen on 
this media, do not use them 

Questions in table 2.6.6 are intended to identify the framing of the state of 

rights and freedoms within the country in various media. 

Table 2.6.6. Questions intended to identify the framing of the state of rights and 
freedoms within the country in various media 
QID QN Question

How are the conditions of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country FRAMED on the following media?

705 p3_209Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The 
Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

706 p3_210Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News 
media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

707 p3_211Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

708 p3_212Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

709 p3_213Q23 News aggregators (like Yahoo news, Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit, Tumblr)

710 p3_214Q23 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

711 p3_215Q23 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

712 p3_216Q23 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

713 p3_217Q23 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

714 p3_218Q23 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

715 p3_219Q23 Email

716 p3_220Q23 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

717 p3_221Q23 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

718 p3_222Q23 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

719 p3_223Q23 Face to face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen on 
this media, do not use them 

Questions in table 2.6.7 are to identify the perception of balance in framing 

of the current government in different media. 
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Table 2.6.7. Questions about perception of balance in framing of the current 
government in different media. 
QID QN Question

How are the policies of the current prime minister, president, or the cabinet FRAMED on the following 
media? 

720 p3_224Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, 
or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

721 p3_225Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or 
RT News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

722 p3_226Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic 
commercial news media 

723 p3_227Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

724 p3_228Q24 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

725 p3_229Q24 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

726 p3_230Q24 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

727 p3_231Q24 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

728 p3_232Q24 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

729 p3_233Q24 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

730 p3_234Q24 Email

731 p3_235Q24 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

732 p3_236Q24 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

733 p3_237Q24 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

734 p3_238Q24 Face to face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen on 
this media, do not use them 

Questions in table 2.6.8 are to identify the perception of balance in framing 

of the governance system in different media. 

Table 2.6.8. Questions about perception of balance in framing of the governance system in different 
media. 

QID QN Question

How is the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic 
system, ...) FRAMED on the following media? 

735 p3_239Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, 
or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

736 p3_240Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or 
RT News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

737 p3_241Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic 
commercial news media 

738 p3_242Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

739 p3_243Q25 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

740 p3_244Q25 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

741 p3_245Q25 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

742 p3_246Q25 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

743 p3_247Q25 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

744 p3_248Q25 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

745 p3_249Q25 Email

746 p3_250Q25 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

747 p3_251Q25 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

748 p3_252Q25 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

749 p3_253Q25 Face to face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen on 
this media, do not use them 
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Questions in table 2.6.9 are to identify the framing of FAIRNESS within the 

country and in the other countries in different media. 

Table 2.6.9. Questions about Framing of the fairness in the country in the media 
QID QN Q

How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 
FRAMED on the following media? 

750 p3_254Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The 
Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

751 p3_255Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

752 p3_256Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post domestic 
commercial news media 

753 p3_257Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

754 p3_258Q26 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

755 p3_259Q26 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

756 p3_260Q26 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

757 p3_261Q26 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

758 p3_262Q26 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

759 p3_263Q26 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

760 p3_264Q26 Email

761 p3_265Q26 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

762 p3_266Q26 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

763 p3_267Q26 Attending speeches public lectures or sermons  

764 p3_268Q26 Face-to-face dialogue

Most often positive, More positive than negative, Balanced, More negative than positive, Most often negative, Issue not seen 
on this media, do not use them 

There are a number of other questions about fairness which I will discuss in 

the next section. 
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2.7 Moral Philosophy, Distributive Justice, Fairness 

People have different belief systems, moral values, ethical principles, and 

ideologies. It is important to identify which worldviews are relevant to democratic 

engagement. The following questions are intended to capture general world view 

and moral attitude of the participants. 

Table 2.7.1. Questions about world view 
Row QID What is your opinion?

1 803 p4_043Q07 There are no absolute moral values 

2 811 p4_051Q07 Most people who don t succeed in life are lazy

3 813 p4_053Q07 The world is everyone gets what deserves Those have power wealth deserve it weak poor deserve it

4 814 p4_054Q07 The poor in this country deserve to be so

5 815 p4_055Q07 Poor countries deserve to be so

6 816 p4_056Q07 I believe we have to avoid lies envy betrayal theft and carnage

7 873 p4_113Q11 in the free market with government intervention to support businesses when necessary

8 874 p4_114Q11 in the free market with government intervention to support poor people when necessary

9 875 p4_115Q11 in the free market without government intervention

10 959 p4_199Q17 Those who start military invasions and wars breed disrespect for human life

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

John Rawls (2001) believed that there are “profound and irreconcilable 

differences in citizens' reasonable comprehensive religious and philosophical 

conceptions of the world,” and “in their views of the moral and aesthetic values to 

be sought in human life.” Therefore, a democratic society cannot be “a body of 

persons united in affirming the same comprehensive, or partially comprehensive, 

doctrine.” He also believed that political society cannot be “an association” because 

we do not enter the political society voluntarily. “Rather we simply find ourselves in 

a particular political society at a certain moment of historical time.” Our presence 

in it, our being here, is not freely chosen. He tried to formulate principles of 

political justice such that if “the main political and social institutions and the way 

they fit together as one scheme of cooperation” satisfy those principles, “then we 

can say without pretense and fakery that citizens are indeed free and equal” (pp. 3-

4). He did not agree with Bentham that a fair society is where the sum of individual 

utilities is maximized (p.62).  

 Rawls has argued that, in a fair society, citizens will democratically decide 

that (a) “Each person has the same indefeasible claim to a fully adequate scheme 

of equal basic liberties” and (b) “Social and economic inequalities are to satisfy two 

conditions: first, they are to be attached to offices and positions open to all under 

conditions of fair equality of opportunity; and second, they are to be to the greatest 
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benefit of the least-advantaged members of society” (p.42, 43). His moral 

philosophy is different than altruism and ethical egoism which I will discuss in the 

next section. 

In the next paragraphs I will look at some of the questions that are intended 

to give us an understanding of the salience of fairness in participants’ mind. The 

survey questions probed the subjects of attention, perceptions, attitudes, 

judgements, and actions of participants. There were also questions to identify 

associations between media channels and communication technologies people use, 

and their level of concern or attentiveness to fairness. Table 2.7.2 presents the three 

questions about participants’ activism for fairness toward oneself, national fairness, 

and fairness in other countries. 

Table 2.7.2. Questions about activism for fairness toward oneself, national fairness, 
and fairness in other countries. 
QID QN Questions

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?
41 p1_047Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me
42 p1_048Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country
43 p1_049Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in other countries

Everyday, Every week, Every month, Every year, Rarely, Never

Questions in table 2.7.3 are about participants’ feeling of responsibility to 

advocate for toward oneself, national fairness, and fairness in other countries. 

Table 2.7.3. Questions about feeling responsibility for fairness toward oneself, national 
fairness, and fairness in other countries. 
QID QN

Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?
57 p1_063Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me
58 p1_064Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country
59 p1_065Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who need help

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Questions in table 2.7.4 were designed are intended to capture the 

importance of various aspects of fairness locally and globally.  
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Table 2.7.4. Questions about importance of ethics and fairness 
QID QN Questions

How important have the following topics been for you?
106 p1_112Q13 Importance of Your compliance with your own ethical principles
107 p1_113Q13 Importance of Others compliance with your ethical principles
108 p1_114Q13 Importance of Your fairness to others
109 p1_115Q13 Importance of others’ fairness to you
110 p1_116Q13 Importance of Fairness within the country education and healthcare power 
111 p1_117Q13 Importance of Fairness of exploitation of weak by powerful in country
112 p1_118Q13 Importance of Fairness of exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries
Extremely important, Very important, Important, Little important, Trivial
QID QN Compare the importance of the following:
360 p2_093Q12 Fairness of POWER and WEALTH distribution is _____ my wealth

a lot more important than, more important than, as important as, less important than, a lot less important than

In the following chapters I will explore whether there is a correlation 

between belief in various moral values, or diverse perceptions of the meaning of 

distributive justice, life experiences, other attributes, beliefs, attitudes, and 

participation. Questions 902 and 903 in table 2.7.5 are to capture the affinity with 

Bentham’s utilitarian fairness or Rawls’ theory of justice. Question 904 is to capture 

the general belief about the meaning of fairness and equality. 

Table 2.7.5. Beliefs in definition of fairness 
QID QN Q

What is your opinion about the following statements?

899 p4_139Q13 It is better for both of us if I only care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care about 
yourself and only do what is good for you 

900 p4_140Q13  All people should be equal in terms of power and wealth 
901 p4_141Q13 People should have equal opportunity
902 p4_142Q13 It would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the extent that it would be better for the least 

advantaged people (for example to encourage some workers to do less desirable work, which mostly would help 
the weak people, it is fair to pay for the undesirable work to a level where there would enough workers doing that 
kind of work) 

903 p4_143Q13 It would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the extent that it would make the life of most people 
better (for example, if the government finds a new diamond mine, it is fair to increase the income of everyone by 
10%, because it would make the life of everyone better) 

904 p4_144Q13 It would be fair to let wealth inequality exist; we should not set a limit for it because some people deserve a lot 
more than others 

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

The questions in table 2.7.6 presents the questions about attention to 

national fairness and fairness in international relations 

Table 2.7.6. Questions about attention to national fairness and fairness in 
international relations 
QID QN Q

In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?

97 p1_103Q12
 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare, ...) 

98 p1_104Q12 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, 
unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

99 p1_105Q12 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments or coups, 
unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all
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Table 2.7.7 presents the questions about frequency of attention the fairness 

in other countries in the media, table 2.7.8 presents the questions about framing of 

the fairness in the country in the media, and table 2.7.9 presents the questions 

about perceptions about state of fairness in the country. 

Table 2.7.7. Questions about frequency of attention the fairness in other countries in 
the media 
QID QN Q

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; and 
violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries? 

856 p4_096Q10  TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 
857 p4_097Q10  TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
858 p4_098Q10  TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media 
859 p4_099Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 

GOVERNMENT 
860 p4_100Q10  News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr) 
861 p4_101Q10  Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) 
862 p4_102Q10  Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org 
863 p4_103Q10  Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 
864 p4_104Q10  Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 
865 p4_105Q10  Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media 
866 p4_106Q10  Email 
867 p4_107Q10  Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone 
868 p4_108Q10  Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets … 
869 p4_109Q10  Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... 
870 p4_110Q10  Face to face dialogue 

Everyday, Many times a week, Once a week, Once a month, Rarely, Never
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Table 2.7.8. Questions about perceptions about state of fairness 
QID QN Q

Evaluate the statements below within the context of the current governance system in your country.
232 p1_258Q26 FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution in the country is
Am actively seeking to, am planning to, would like to, don't mind to, don't feel the need to
QID QN Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing the following.
266 p1_292Q28 p1_292Q28 I _____ enjoy more sorts equal rights be treated more fairly 
267 p1_293Q28 I _____ have more rights and freedoms to do what you want to do
269 p1_294Q28 p1_295Q28 I _____ be more fair to others 
Am actively seeking to, am planning to, would like to, don't mind to, don't feel the need to
QID QN Consider the state of the world and the POSSIBILITIES for your country now. Compare the current conditions 

to how things can REALISTICALLY be in the NEAR FUTURE. 
278 p2_011Q07 FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution in the country is
very far from what it can be if the right actions are taken, far from what it can be if the right actions are taken, little different from 
what it can be if the right actions are taken, similar to what it can be if the right actions are taken. 
QID QN Considering what is possible for your country during the NEXT 12 month, what is the LIKELIHOOD of success of 

those who want to make the following happen? 
295 p2_028Q08 A LOT MORE fairness of power or wealth distribution in the country
Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance
QID QN I can NAME an EXISTING alternative political party, a group, or a leader, who I perceive if comes to power the 

... 
312 p2_045Q09 FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution in the country would
Improve a lot, Improve, Improve a little bit, Don't know a better alternative now
QID QN What do you feel about the condition of your country compared to advanced countries?
329 p2_062Q10 FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution is
Very good, Good, Average, Poor, Very poor
QID QN How do you feel about the direction of the country?
346 p2_079Q11 FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution; equality of opportunity, education and healthcare
is getting much better, is getting better. is staying the same, is getting worse, is getting much worse.
QID QN How satisfied are you with the following needs?p2_185Q20 
452 p2_185Q20 Enjoying equal rights and being treated fairly
455 p2_188Q20 Being fair to others
Very satisfied, Satisfied, Neutral, Dissatisfied, Very dissatisfied
QID QN p2_228Q24 your future chances of 
495 p2_228Q24 Enjoying equal rights and being treated fairly
498 p2_231Q24 Being fair to others
is getting much better, is getting better. is staying the same, is getting worse, is getting much worse.
QID QN How much RISK of accusation, prosecution, or loss of rights or freedoms do people expect in your country if 

they publicly do the following? 
544 p3_020Q05 Criticize INEQUALITY of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare
An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all
QID QN In your opinion, roughly, about what percentage of people in your country .....
572 p3_048Q08 agree with your views about rights and freedoms?
573 p3_049Q08 agree with your views about what would be fair to be done for the poor?

0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80%, 80-100%

Table 2.7.9, on the next page, presents the questions about dialogue and 

expression about the fairness. 
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Table 2.7.9. Questions about dialogue and expression about the fairness  
QID QN Q

QID QN How often topic of conversa w friends UNFAIRNESS within your country

222 p1_248Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education and healthcare that you are enjoying in your country

223 p1_249Q25 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education and healthcare)

224 p1_250Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education and healthcare that people in other countries are 
enjoying 

225 p1_251Q25 UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

227 p1_253Q25 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or 
coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

229 p1_255Q25 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments or 
coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

QID QN How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, Twitter or 
other social media, related to following subjects? 

917 p4_157Q14 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare)

918 p4_158Q14 UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

919 p4_159Q14 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or 
coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

920 p4_160Q14 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments or 
coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

QID QN How often do you express yourself over the TELEPHONE, cell phone, SMS, Skype or similar apps about the 
following subjects? 

945 p4_185Q16 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education and 
healthcare) 

946 p4_186Q16 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

947 p4_187Q16 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind 
control) 

948 p4_188Q16 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 
puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda 
or mind control) 

QID QN p4_212Q18 How often u express Face-to-face

972 p4_212Q18 Your critique of unfairness within country

973 p4_213Q18 Your critique of unfairness in OTHER countries

974 p4_214Q18 critique unfair influence of other countries in your country

975 p4_215Q18 Your critique of unfair influence of your country in other countries

QID QN How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on Facebook 
or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social media related 
to following subjects? 

1011 p4_251Q21 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and 
healthcare) 

1012 p4_252Q21 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

1013 p4_253Q21 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind 
control) 

1014 p4_254Q21 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 
puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda 
or mind control) 

Everyday, Many times a week, Once a week, Once a month, Rarely Never
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2.8 Altruism and Egoism 

According to Wilson (2003), volunteering11 means “any activity in which 

time is given freely to benefit another person, group, or organization” (p. 215). The 

dominant view is that volunteering12 is an altruistic act; in which often one gives 

his/her time as a gift. In this view, volunteers intend to help others who are less 

fortunate than themselves. However, the motivation for volunteers may be self-help 

and mutual aid. Many scholars have also argued that volunteering can be a leisure 

time activity (Rochester, et al 2010,10-11). Konrath et al. (2012) argue that people 

volunteer for a variety of reasons. Some volunteer with a concern for others in 

need; but one’s motivation may be personal reward for example volunteers’ goal 

may be self-protection, self-enhancement, and/or career promotion.  

According to (Shaver, 2015), moral theories “require that an agent give 

weight to the interests of others. They sometimes require uncompensated sacrifices, 

particularly when the loss to the agent is small and the gain to others is large.” But, 

according to Niebuhr (1932) “The limitations of the human mind and imagination, 

the inability of human beings to transcend their own interests sufficiently to 

envisage the interests of their fellow men as clearly as they do their own makes 

force an inevitable part of the process of social cohesion” (p. 6). 

According to (Gladstone 1962), as the individual encounters and responds to 

characteristic interpersonal situations he/she develops several relationship 

orientations related to differentiation and integration of oneself from others. Five 

particularly important relationships are: 

1) The undifferentiated orientation is lack of awareness of difference between 

oneself and others.  

11 The participants must have had a meaning like Webster’s definition in mind: “Done, 
made, or given with one's own free will”. 
“Thesaurus Results for volunteer.” 2017. Accessed August 15. https://www.merriam-
webster.com/thesaurus/volunteer. 
12 Cambridge English Dictionary’s definition is: "a person who does something, esp. for 
other people or for an organization, willingly and without being forced or paid to do it”.  
“Volunteer Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary.” 2017. Accessed August 15. 
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/volunteer. 
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2) The egoistic orientation is sharp differentiation between oneself and others 

with an antagonistic relationship. “The egoistic orientation includes a 

determination to advance one's own interests at the expense of others, if 

necessary.”  

3)  The altruistic orientation is sharp differentiation between oneself and 

others with willingness to give up some of his interests in favor of others. 

4) The balanced orientation is the attempt to deal justly with others.  

5) The integrative orientation is the recognition of interdependence, and the 

possibility of conflict or mutual benefit through joint action (pp. 16-17). 

On the one end, there is altruism that is a tendency towards “voluntarily 

helping another involving a high risk or sacrifice to the actor for no external 

reward”13. Also, there is morality that encapsulates prosocial mentalities and traits 

like empathy, compassion, caring14, inclusiveness, moral-outrage, and unselfish 

concern for or devotion to the welfare of others. On the other end, is ethical egoism 

which claims that for an action to be morally right it is necessary and sufficient 

that it maximizes one's self-interest (Shaver, 2011).  

The ethos of personal ethical egoism can be seen in a larger scale when we 

think about our group in relation to the other group(s). Gladstone (1962) explains 

that “the own group is thought about as an extension of the self”. Nations are 

perceived as mythical persons such as Uncle Sam, the Russian Bear. Members of the 

other group are perceived as stereotyped copies of one collective identity. Therefore, 

we can see relationships that we can call national relationship orientations.  

“National egoism corresponds to personal egoism, national 
altruism to personal altruism, and so on. National 
orientations may operate not only in thinking about one's 
nation in relation to other nations, but also in thinking 
about one's own relations to another person who is a citizen 
of another nation. This means that the other person is 
regarded not only as an individual, but also as a member or 
representative of his nation. (19-20) 

13 http://www2.humboldt.edu/altruism/definitions 
14 displaying kindness and concern for others 
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To have a clear distinction between altruism within one’s nation and 

altruism between nations, I will call the latter “international altruism” as an 

opposite to national egoism. 

According to Condä (2004) some have called national egoism realpolitik: “a 

political science theory that stresses international anarchy, human and national 

egoism and self-interest, the priority and superiority power and security, and the 

need to exclude considerations of morality and ethical principles from foreign 

policy.” He adds that based on this diplomacy, “every state can do whatever it 

wants or thinks it can get away with based on its own power or its alliances” (p. 

219). Rathbun (2008) provides a more cogent definition of national egoism as “a 

restricted notion of the national interest focused only on yielding tangible benefits 

for the nation-state, distinguished from an idealistic one of humanitarianism, 

antimilitarism, and multilateralism” (p. 276). 

Table 2.8.1 presents the questions that are intended to give us an 

understanding of participants’ view about ethical egoism: 

Table 2.8.1. Questions related to national egoism 
QID Q

804 p4_044Q07 It is fine if I do anything I desire as long as it may not backfire

805 p4_045Q07 It is every man for himself Everyone has to do his best to maximize his/her pleasures 

806 p4_046Q07 I may do my own benefit may hurt others but not pleasures if requires depriving other

807 p4_047Q07 It is every man for himself Everyone has to fight for his or her own survival 

808 p4_048Q07 the strongest should rule and determine right and wrong

809 p4_049Q07 the fittest should survive It is natural and fine that the strong EXPLOITS the weak

810 p4_050Q07 It is natural for the strong to TAKE CARE of the weak

818 p4_058Q07 I usually not think my social responsibilities because otherwise I have to change my life style radically

871 p4_111Q11 we have obligation as society take care of poorest most vulnerable groups

977 p4_217Q19 it is morally fine to leads to the death of my opponent if it substantially increases my health utility or happiness

978 p4_218Q19 it is morally fine to risks the life of my opponent if it substantially increases my health utility or happiness

979 p4_219Q19 it is morally fine to makes my opponent unhappy if it substantially increases my welfare utility or happiness

980 p4_220Q19 it is morally fine to decreases the health utility or happiness of my opponent considerably if it substantially 
increases my welfare utility or happiness 

981 p4_221Q19 it is morally fine to decreases the health utility or happiness of my opponent minimally if it substantially increases 
my welfare utility or happiness 

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Table 2.8.2 presents the questions that are intended to give us an 

understanding of participants’ affinity with national egoism. 
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Table 2.8.2. Questions related to national egoism 
QID Q

East Longubia has vast amount of kryptiumite. Citizens of East Longubia don't have the technology to use this valuable 
resource. The companies in your country are interested in getting kryptiumite at a low price. You can select all, some, or 
none of the provided options: 

782 p4_022Q05 morally fine occupy Longubia let companies extract they need price they want 
783 p4_023Q05 morally fine stage a coup puppet government in Longubia take lower than market value
784 p4_024Q05 morally fine to redirect money to militant groups in East Longubia
785 p4_025Q05 morally fine redirect money to local parties in Longubia promising your companies lowest price
786 p4_026Q05 morally fine to spy on local companies in Longubia
787 p4_027Q05 morally fine manipulate politics econ Longubia if others are doing it and it is to your benefit

What is your opinion?
812 p4_052Q07 I should care about myself and others and do good for me not hurt others u should care yourself others and do 

what is good for u not hurt others  
I believe ...

877 p4_117Q11 my government should care only about its citizens not the lives of people in other countries
What is your opinion about the following statements?

923 p4_163Q15 I would support my country invading another country to maximize our national interests
924 p4_164Q15 I support my country meddling exploiting another country to max our national interest
951 p4_191Q17 It is fine to torture prisoners of war if our security requires it
952 p4_192Q17 It is fine to torture our enemies if our security requires it
953 p4_193Q17 It is fine to torture members of the political opposition if our security requires it
954 p4_194Q17 I don t mind if we wage war or intervene in other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for us
955 p4_195Q17 I don t mind if we wage war or intervene in other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for them
956 p4_196Q17 I don t mind if we give money to other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for them
962 p4_202Q17 It is fine if our enemies torture those of us who become their prisoners of war if their security requires it

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Table 2.8.3 presents the questions that are intended to give us an 

understanding of participants’ views about international altruism. 

Table 2.8.3. Questions related to international altruism 
QID Q

I believe ...

876 p4_116Q11 my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources

What is your opinion about the following statements?

927 p4_167Q15 I put the good of humanity above the good of my nation

What is your opinion about the following statements?

897 p4_137Q13 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with the people of other countries

950 p4_190Q17 My country should join international treaties that will benefit the world even if those treaties put limitations on 
our interests 

955 p4_195Q17 I don t mind if we wage war or intervene in other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for them

956 p4_196Q17 I don t mind if we give money to other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for them

957 p4_197Q17 The preservation of peace may sometimes hinder my country s progress, but the outcome will worth the price

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Table 2.8.4 presents the questions that are intended to give us an 

understanding of participants’ views about national altruism. 
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Table 2.8.4. Questions related to national altruism 
QID Q

For each question, please choose the best answer.

82 p1_088Q11 I am ready to spend my time to improve my country

83 p1_089Q11 I am ready to spend 10pct of my wealth improve my country

84 p1_090Q11 I am ready to risk my liberty to improve my country

85 p1_091Q11 I am ready to risk my life to improve condition of my country

871 p4_111Q11 we have obligation as society take care of poorest most vulnerable groups

872 p4_112Q11 the government must always intervene to regulate the markets in favor of weak people

898 p4_138Q13 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with other people in my country

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

2.9 Needs and Motivations 

There has been interest in understanding the relationship between human 

needs, motivations, and behaviors. Maslow (1954) classified human needs as 

physiological, safety, and security, belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization. 

Since then many researchers such as Taormina and Gao (2013) have tried to create 

multi-item scales to measure the level of satisfaction of people; but as Lester (2013) 

has shown, at least in his two examples, the scales do not necessarily measure the 

same constructs. Nevertheless, since the needs and human motivations can be 

relevant to citizen engagement, I have included several questions about different 

types of needs. To understand the potential associations between participants’ 

needs and different types and levels of engagement, and based on past 

psychological surveys, the items in table 2.9.1 which are successively related to 

perceived higher need levels were chosen to be included in the survey: 
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Table 2.9.1. subjects of questions about satisfaction, prospects, and the extent the 
participants pursue the  
Needs

Having access to clean drinking water, enough food and clothing

Having a place to live

Having employment and job security

Having health care at reach

Experiencing sexual intimacy

Experiencing love

Owning property

Having a nice family life

Having children and taking care of my children

Getting education

Knowing about political, economic, or social/cultural issues

Having good friendships and enjoying togetherness in the group you belong to

Having a moral and conscientious life

Having self-esteem and self-confidence

Expressing your beliefs and opinions freely

Expressing your social or political dissent freely

Having achievements and being respected

Having enough leisure time

Displaying creativity and intelligence

Enjoying equal rights and being treated fairly

Having rights and freedoms to do what you want to do

Being the best, you can be

Being fair to others

Displaying generosity, altruism, and compassion toward humanity

Having a meaningful, purposeful, or significant life

Subjects listed above are used in many questions

The participants have been asked to answer the following questions about selected 

needs: 

 How satisfied are you with the following needs? (QIDs 433-457, P2 Q19-20) 

 How do you evaluate your future chances of the following? (QID 476-500, P2 

Q23-24) 

 How are you pursuing? (QID 246-271, P1 Q27-28)
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2.10 Our Research Questions 

I have 5 major research questions: 

Question 1) What are mental processes and states associated with 

participation?  

The questions participants were asked about:  

 cognitions, thoughts, intentions, emotions, feelings, beliefs, opinions, and 

attitudes; 

 attention; 

 perceptions about governance system and trustworthiness of power players; 

 state of needs, perception about status quo, gaps between experienced reality 

and perceived possible or probable states, and hope; 

 egoism versus altruism and national altruism, national egoism versus 

international altruism; 

 feeling social responsibility;  

 social factors; 

 feeling oppressed, importance of fairness.  

Question 2) What information sources, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies, are associated with participation?  

To find the answer to this question, the participants were asked about 

domestic and foreign commercial media, commercial and government supported 

big media institutions, independent sources, and the content they provide. They are 

divided by their different ownership structures and the medium they use from face 

to face, traditional mass media, to Internet based. 

The content which may be associated with participation include: 

  political, economic, social, and cultural issues,  

 information about corruption, flaws of the governance system,  

 unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms within 

the country and in other countries;  

 military, security and defense vulnerabilities or foreign threats;  
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 international political, economic, social, cultural issues,  

 war and peace, or foreign policy issues  

Informed by the role of mediation technologies and media institutions’ 

political and economic structure, in this dissertation I will analyze the following 

attributes of information sources: 

I. content, 

II. information sources relying on Internet, World Wide Web, Web 2.0, and 

mobile technologies,  

III. information sources relying on mass media technologies,  

IV. information sources in situations of personal presence.  

I will analyze exposure and “information seeking” behaviors in these 

dimensions: 

 frequency, and use duration, 

 domestic and International media,  

 online and offline. 
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Question 3) What dialogue or expression topics, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies are associated with participation?  

This group includes questions about the expression and deliberation and the 

technologies that people use for these purposes. They range from face to face 

dialogue, to phone conversations, to those that are mediated by Internet media 

owned by big corporations such as social media. 

Topics of dialogue, expression that may be associated with participation 

include: 

 political, economic, social, and cultural issues;  

 flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet;  

 strengths of the governance system in the country;  

 international political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, or 

war and peace news;  

 critique of violations of rights and freedoms in other countries;  

 flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic 

processes, economic system);  

 critique of unfairness within other countries;  

 critique of what big corporations or the government do to society and the 

environment;  

 critique of unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, 

wealth, education, and healthcare); 

 corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for 

what they do to the environment and society;  

 critique of violations of rights and freedoms in the country. 

 critique of the governance system in other countries;  

 strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; 

 unfairness within other countries; and encouraging others to vote in next 

national elections;  
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I will analyze the following attributes of dialogue and expression mediation 

channels: 

I. topics, 

II. the Internet, Web, Web 2.0, multicast, and mobile technologies,  

III. mass media institutions and broadcast technologies, 

IV. personal presence or point to point communication. 

In the next chapters I will analyze the following dimensions: 

 communication frequency and use duration; 

 domestic and international media; 

 online and offline. 

Question 4) What other forms of participation are associated with each type 

of participation?  

For each form of participation, its association with other forms of 

participation is analyzed. 

Question 5) What demographic attributes are associated with participation?  

For each form of participation, its association with age, income and other 

demographic information is analyzed.  
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3 Design and Methods 

The thinker makes a great mistake when he asks after cause and effect.  
They both together make up the indivisible phenomenon. 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.  
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I feel it is important to make it clear that this research does not follow the 

Deductive-Nomological (D-N) tradition of logical positivists, or Inductive-Statistical 

(I-S) traditions of logical empiricists.  

According to Woodward (2017) the D-N model “is meant to capture 

explanations via deduction from deterministic laws” and “involves the deduction 

of a narrower statistical uniformity from a more general set of premises”. Inductive-

Statistical (I-S) explanations are good to the extent that their explanations suggest 

a high probability of the outcome to be explained.  

But, there are no deterministic laws governing citizen engagement or 

technological or institutional mediation in democracies. I will not look for inductive 

statistical explanations either. Because we can not predict democratic engagements 

with high probability based on some specific knowledge.  

This study is based on statistical relevance (S-R) model. According to Hung 

(1997), a parameter “R” is statistically relevant when probability of an outcome 

“O” given a set of conditions is different than probability of outcome “O” given 

“the same set of conditions and R” (p.156). Let us assume we have questions Q1 

and Q2. O11, O12, O13 are answers to question Q1, and O21, O22, O23 are 

answers to question Q2. If we observe that probability of having answers O21, O22, 

O23 is different at various levels of answers to question Q1, it will be evident that 

the knowledge of the level of response to Q1 is relevant to our estimate for the 

probability of observing an answer to question Q2 and vice versa15.  

We consider variations in answers to questions Q1 and Q2 relevant when 

the conditional probability of outcomes of Q2 at various levels of Q1 are different16

than the probability of Q2 outcomes regardless of Q1 (Hung 1997, 155) or vice 

versa.  

According to Salmon (1984, 45), an assembly of facts that are statistically 

relevant to what we want to explain, has explanatory power regardless of the 

degree of probability of results. As Hung (1997) has nicely put it, statistically 

15 However, it does not mean that the change in response to Q1 is causing the change of 
response to Q2. 
16 less than or more than 
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relevant variables are indicators (p. 156). Statistical relevance motivates us to 

theorize possible causal relationships or feedback relationships. 

As Bhaskar (2008) has suggested, such associations are not necessary or 

sufficient bases for claims of causality. I find Bhaskar’s world view useful when he 

states, “real structures exist independently of and are often out of phase with the 

actual patterns of events” (p. 2). When these natural mechanisms are triggered, 

sometimes they lead to events with empirical outcomes. We must realize that there 

may be structures and mechanisms that have remained not activated (or they may 

be counter acted) and there may be events for which we have not collected 

empirical data through our interviews and survey.  

According to Bhaskar’s transcendental realism (critical realism), in science, 

“a regularity is identified, a plausible explanation for it is invented, and the reality 

of the entities and processes postulated in the explanation is then checked” (2008, 

p. 3). This research is exploratory in the sense that it is focusing on the first step 

(regularity identification17) and is not an evaluatory research. I hope the results will 

open the road for future development of plausible explanations and evaluations. 

According to Wallerstien (2004b), "world-system" is a “spatial/temporal zone 

which cuts across many political and cultural units.” The unit of analysis should be 

world-system not the nation (p. 14-17). Social phenomena, including citizen 

engagement in mediated democracies, are feedback systems with multiple 

variables that are open to global influences. Like other open systems, they are such 

that the state of the system can not be predicted just based on internal dynamics of 

a nation and can not be predicted with high probability. In this study, I will 

consider influences beyond the boundaries of national factors and will consider 

many international parameters.  

It is also very important to emphasize that, in feedback systems such as 

social systems, all the variables simultaneously determine the state of the system. 

Therefore, searching for causes and effects in a linear way is not the goal of this 

17 That some identified regularities may be Popperian propensities rooted in human nature 
and some may be probabilities that come from the uncertain open systems we live in, 
doesn’t matter for our exploratory research but matters when we start to postulate the 
processes or mechanisms. 
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study. The interest here is in finding the correlations between situational variables, 

and people’s positions, attitudes, and concerns about social/cultural, economic, or 

political issues, and their engagement in mediated democratic systems.  

Of course, my own values and subjective judgments may have been 

influential in the formation of my cognitive map, but this research has enabled me 

to have “multiple encounters, conversations, and arguments with” people and 

explore and interpret “the ways that people make sense of their social worlds and 

how they express” their understandings (Deacon et al., 2007, pp.5-6). 

This study explores the relevant associations among many of the 

parameters that may be influential in the system in which people make their 

decisions about participation in social/cultural, political, and economic matters. In 

the design of the interview and survey questions, I have paid attention not only to 

media institutions and technologies, but also to the schemata of audiences. Open 

ended interview questions created an opportunity to develop a qualitative 

understanding of the way people perceive their engagement with the world around 

them and the survey methodology helped to establish theories about citizen 

engagement in technologically mediated democratic systems.  

 The difficulty we face has two dimensions. On the one hand, the number of 

variables that influence the stability and equilibrium of societies, or lead to change 

of state, are numerous and inclusion of all of them in a model defies the parsimony 

and usefulness of any theory. On the other hand, one of the main goals of this 

study is to avoid scientific reductionism so I have decided to collect data on all 

those variables for which I believe I have strong theoretical or experiential support. 

These variables are not comprehensive or final.  

Through this exploratory research I identify the relevant variables, that 

have direct (unmediated) relevance to other variables and develop a more 

parsimonious and perspicuous model which will be useful for understanding of the 

relationships. This selection has been affected by my discussions with engaged and 

non-engaged18 citizens, and my analysis of social movements. 

18 I will explain this continuous spectrum soon 
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Technologies and products are some of the variables that are relevant to 

engagement. Products used by people, some of which are produced based on new 

technologies, must be included in the network of state variables in the social system 

because they are actants19 that determine the domain of possibilities. Technological 

change, which is influenced by social factors, makes the production of products 

possible, modifies the domain of possibilities in certain ways, and influence the 

power relations in society (Ghaseminejad 2014). A group of the products based on 

the progress of ICTs that are central to this study are newer channels of 

communication such as the Internet, Web, Web 2.0, and mobile technologies. 

These products, that are the result of electronic revolution in the past 50 years, have 

created communication possibilities that may have unexpected consequences.  

Other products of interest included in this study are more traditional mass 

media that use electronic transmission technologies (such as radio and TV) which 

are more than 100 years old. Finally, I have included paper-based media of 

communication such as newspapers, and traditional face to face interactions such 

as attending lectures and sermons. 

As Deacon et al. (2007) have argued, mixing methods is common in the 

critical realist world view (p. 10). Even researchers using only interpretive methods 

“often support their arguments with assertions about how many people said or did 

something and how often” (p. 7). Critical realists believe that a good theory should 

“account for the full range of available evidence concisely and elegantly,” and offer 

“a more comprehensive and convincing account than rival theories” (P. 12). 

Consistent with critical realist tradition, this research is a mixed method study. It 

included exploratory face-to-face semi-structured in-depth interviews and a survey 

that investigates a large set of behaviors, mental process and states, media 

institutions and technologies used by citizens for diverse purposes. 

The data collection was conducted using two primary research instruments: 

survey, and face‐to‐face semi‐structured in-depth interviews. The anonymity of 

survey can capture what might be self-censored in face to face interviews, while 

interviews can capture what may be neglected in prepared survey questions. 

19 Human and nonhuman agents in Actor Network Theory terminology. 
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The questions include inquiries about participants’ political positions, 

attitudes, concerns about social/cultural, economic, or political issues. They also 

delve into participants’ ideology, beliefs, values, hopes, or despairs. There are 

questions about participants’ perception and relative importance of: possibilities, 

actual conditions and trends, and risks or fears. Some questions are about the level 

of trust in: power elite, media, democratic institutions, political system, and 

perception of public opinion. Other questions query about personal needs, interests, 

and desires; demographic attributes, life experiences and conditions, income, class 

identification and quality of life.  

Please note that for questions regarding mental processes and states, the 

self-expression of participants is more reliable than queries about what they 

remember about their behavior or what they remember about social events. This is 

because the perception or feeling of the participant itself is the target for inquiry. 

There is still the risk of deception and self-deception which I have tried to minimize. 

On many occasions during the survey and interviews, and in the setup of the 

environment for both I did my best to eliminate the likelihood of my participants 

feeling the need to deceive me or themselves. 

There are also questions regarding democratic engagement, behaviors, 

habits of using media technologies and outlets (as sources of news and analysis, or 

as public spheres for deliberation about well-being of the general public); patterns 

of online and offline social networking; exposure or attention to critical agendas 

and forms of framing. These inquiries are known to be susceptible to a number of 

errors including 20 errors of memory. To minimize these errors the participants were 

asked to feel free to look at their online records (emails, postings, etc.) and provide 

objective measures of their media use behavior. 

20 The participants were asked to feel free to look at their online records (emails, postings, 
etc.) and provide objective measures of their media use behavior). 
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3.1 Data Collection  

As noted above, I have used two data collection methods: interviews and the 

survey. The data were collected between November 2014 and December 2016. As 

(Deacon et al., 2007) have eloquently asserted: “analytical meaning is always 

provisional, never complete “(p. 6). But I have tried to design the interview and 

survey questions so that I can collect the most perspicuous data possible.  

3.1.1 Interviews 

To benefit from depth and breadth of qualitative research, a set of open-

ended interview questions was designed. Although this standard set of questions 

was asked of every participant, the questions were treated as opening and guiding 

questions to gain in depth understanding of situations, thoughts, perceptions, and 

behaviors of people. Participants were guaranteed confidentiality, and that their 

identities would not be revealed in any published research results. Their real names 

are not recorded in any document. Participants were informed that they had every 

right to refuse to answer any questions and could stop the interview for any reason 

(an option that was never exercised). Nevertheless, all the interviews went well, and 

the average length of interviews was close to 4 hours. Many were conducted over 

multiple days. I kept a tally of participants in the interview in a journal. This tally 

uses an unidentifiable pseudonym for each participant and was kept on a 

password protected computer. The notes from the interviews cannot be reconciled to 

the pseudonyms. 

Notes were taken on paper (which do not identify sources). The printed 

interview questionnaire was used as a real-time coding mechanism as I wrote my 

comments in specific sections of the questionnaire. The notes have been transferred 

to a word processor and are kept on the hard drive of a password‐protected 

computer for the purposes of analysis. The interview notes were again analyzed to 

conceptualize abstract categories, common themes or stories, and discourses that 

would help to understand the participants’ level of democratic engagement, mental 

processes and states, media use and expression and dialogue patterns. Some of the 

resulting abstractions are reported here. 
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There were 27 interviews conducted, of which 20 were with Canadian 

citizens. I continued the interview with participants after they told me they were 

landed immigrants or on student visas. Such participants answered the interview 

questions as the citizens of the country of their citizenship. The interviews reported 

in this writing are limited to interviews with Canadian participants. But I have to 

admit that the interviews with all the participants may have, consciously and 

unconsciously, influenced my understanding and analysis which started after the 

completion of the interviews and closing of the survey instrument.  

In various parts of this report I will share some of what I learned from 

interviews. These qualitative abstracts will enable the reader to make sense of the 

quantitative results within the context of the life worlds of participants. 

3.1.2 Survey 

To achieve a robust understanding of the relationship between above 

mentioned variables, a multipart survey instrument was devised. I encouraged the 

participants in the interview to take part in the survey as well. One of the benefits 

of including a survey as a part of investigative instruments was that with the 

online survey I promised anonymity for survey participants. This anonymity might 

have enabled the participants to disclose matters that they might hide in face to 

face interviews.  

In the development of survey questions, I have benefitted from prestigious 

public opinion polls a list of which is provided in appendix A. Some of the 

questions are identical, many are inspired by these sources, and some are designed 

by me. These sources  include military and national defense survey, economic 

confidence index, confidence in institutions, well-being index and Cantril Self-

Anchoring Scale by Gallup. I studied questions in Harris Alienation Index, 

European Social Survey, and Australian Election Study. I reviewed many surveys by 

Pew Research Center, yourmorals.org, and surveys conducted under “Processes 

Influencing Democratic Ownership and Participation” project funded by the 

European Commission under the Seventh Framework Programme. An explanation 

of the relation between some theoretical constructs and the questions measuring 

them is provided in chapter 2. These sources have directly or indirectly influenced 
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the design of my questions. Survey questions went fine tuned for the constructs they 

were supposed to measure. I created a lengthy construct map table in which I 

documented the constructs each one of my questions are measuring. This construct 

map was used in the decomposition to constructs in questions for theory 

composition explained in section 3.2.12. The visual presentations in chapters four, 

five and six and based on these construct maps. I asked multiple rounds of 

feedback on the wording of questions from people with diverse backgrounds before 

the start of data collection. No question about race, ethnicity, color, or being 

Aboriginal/First Nations is asked or recorded. By keeping the online survey 

anonymous we cannot know about race, ethnicity, or color of the participant.  

I have avoided asking question with binary answers. I wanted the 

participants to have the choice to choose to present their non-opinion or neutral 

opinion. For many of the questions I did not limit the inquiry to merely asking the 

opinion or perception of the participant about the state of affairs but also about the 

intensity and direction and other possibility and probabilities. For example, to 

understand the perception of the participant about the state of the political, 

economic, social, and cultural situation in their country, the questions in table 

3.1.2.1 about the various aspects of social life were asked. 

Table 3.1.2.1 Dimensions of inquiry about state of political, economic, social, and 
cultural situation 
Dimension

POWER and WEALTH of people like the participant,
QUALITY OF LIFE of people like the participant,
FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution in the country,
DEMOCRATIC processes, rule of law in the country,
PROSPERITY of the country,
Sovereignty of the country or INDEPENDENCE from foreign control,
The influence of MONEY and corporations on politics,
FOREIGN POLICY respecting the sovereignty and rights of other countries to their resources,
Number of WARS we are engaged,
ACCOUNTABILITY of the government for what is done to the environment and society,
ACCOUNTABILITY of big corporations for what is done to the environment and society,
ACCOUNTABILITY of citizens for what is done to the environment and society,
The level of CORRUPTION in big corporations,
The level of CORRUPTION in the government,
The level of CORRUPTION of ordinary people,
CRIME RATE

Dimensions listed above have been used in many questions

Table 3.1.2.2 shows the questions about state of political, economic, social, 

and cultural situation for which the topics listed above were the subject of inquiry. 
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Table 3.1.2.2 Questions about state of political, economic, social, and cultural 
situation 
Question IDs Question

(QIDs 230-245, p1 Q26) How far the situation is from their ideal
(QIDs 276-291, p2 Q7) What can realistically happen if the right actions are taken
(QIDs 292-308, p2 Qq8) What their perception of LIKELIHOOD of success is
(QIDs 309-325, p2 Q9) Whether they can name an EXISTING alternative political party, a group, or a leader, who is perceived if in 

power the situation will improve 
(QIDs 326-342, p2 Q10) What their perception is about the condition of the country compared to advanced countries
(QIDs 343-357, p2q11) The direction of the situation regarding each item
(QIDs 358-368, p2 Q12) Relative importance if items compared to personal wealth

Only main questions are listed

As suggested by (Dillman et al, 2008, p.119) and (Moore, 2009, p.144), 

special attention was paid to the necessity of providing a neutral choice in the 

options provided for the answer choices, and to the availability of both positive and 

negative responses.  

The multipart survey was conducted online. Each part of the survey started 

with a consent form. Each part took between 30 to 90 minutes to complete. The 

participants could take breaks of less than 15 minutes within each part. They also 

could take each part of the survey at separate times. As shown in figure 3.1.2.1, in 

multiple places within survey the participants were reminded that their voluntary 

participation should not be damaged by rushed answers.  

Figure 3.1.2.1. Questions about state of political, economic, social, and cultural 
situation 

In total, the four parts of the survey took, on average, more than three hours 

of participants’ time. They were linked by a nine-digit anonymous number chosen 

by the participant from the randomly generated numbers of a random generator. 

The survey included mostly Likert scale multiple choice questions and a few short 
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answer questions. The parts of survey were presented in three different orders to 

different participants.  

To limit errors of memory while targeting the level of engagement, for many 

questions, I not only asked for the frequency of a behavior in the past, but I also 

asked the likelihood of a behavior in the future. By using the intention as a 

measure of engagement the errors of memory are reduced; but biases as the result 

of deception, and self-deception, may still exist. However, as the survey was 

designed to be anonymous there was little reason for the participants to deceive. In 

multiple places in each part of the survey the participants were reminded that the 

online survey was anonymous and no identifiable information was going to be 

collected. It was specified that the researcher would look at data in aggregate form. 

An example of such reminder is shown in figure 3.1.2.2. 

Figure 3.1.2.2. An example of the reminder in the survey 

Great attention was paid to prevent construct inconsistency between the 

researcher and participants. At the beginning of each part of the survey the 

participants were reminded about the importance of sharing the same 

understanding of the terminology used. The following definitions were also 

available at multiple places within the survey for the participants to review:  
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"Your country", "The country", or "My country": The country which you are a 
citizen of and that you chose at the beginning of the survey.

"Economic issues": Issues such as budget allocation for: defense; health care; 
education; unemployment, wages, social security, pension, and welfare; growth, 
inflation, recession, taxation, monetary policies, national debt, economic treaties, and 
balance of trade, etc. 

"Political issues": Issues such as power, democracy, elections, parties, policies, 
government, political participation, political rights and freedoms, etc. 

"Social/cultural issues": Issues that are not merely related to immediate personal 
pleasures. Issues like attitudes toward minorities, genders, or social/cultural rights 
and freedoms such as freedom of choice for all, freedom of religion for all, etc.   

"Governance system": Constitution, democratic processes, economic system, etc. 

"Big media": Predominant media organizations, news networks, TV or radio stations, 
newspapers, journals, or websites, owned or supported by: domestic or foreign 
corporations (e.g. CTV, CNN, Fox news, NBC, CBS, ABC, ITV, USA Today, 
Newsweek, Daily Telegraph), or supported by governments (e.g. CBC, BBC, RT, Al 
Jazeera, Press TV, CCTV, VOA, PBS, NPR) 

"Independent journalists, scholars, bloggers, or vloggers (video bloggers)":
Independent from big media, from "people in positions of coercive, positional, or legal 
power and authority", or from institutions such as government or big corporations, etc. 

“Weak citizens” or  “Weak people”:  Those who are disadvantaged or 
marginalized, or are vulnerable to be abused or exploited by others,  have disabilities 
or other disadvantages; or are unable to express their interests, to enjoy their rights, 
or to obtain proper education, healthcare, housing, nutrition, etc.

Rights and freedoms can be broken down to the following categories:

"Social/cultural rights and freedoms": Such as privacy rights, respect for personal 
lifestyle of others, freedom to travel, freedom of religion, personal freedom, and 
freedom from unreasonable surveillance, search and seizure, arbitrary detention, or 
imprisonment.  

"Political rights and freedoms": Such as the right to vote freely and the ability to 
run in elections, freedom of speech, peaceful assembly, association (right to join a 
trade union, political parties, etc.), and the freedom of the press. 

To create consistency between the perceptions of participants and the 

intention of the survey in many places in the survey some explanations and 

examples would popup. This would reduce redundant wording after the participant 
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had become familiar with constructs. To create these pop-ups, a number of Java 

scripts were written and were incorporated in the html of the SFU survey engine 

questions. Figure 3.1.2.3 shows an example of these kind of popups. 

Figure 3.1.2.3. the pop-up when the user points at foreign commercial news media 

Online surveys were administered on SFU survey servers at following 

address: http://websurvey.sfu.ca/survey/mdsurvey

3.1.3 Participants 

Although having a representative simple random sample is ideal for any 

researcher, having such a sample was not possible due to the ethical and 

operational limitations. Also, the intention of the study was not to provide 

descriptive statistic about the percentage of people who are engaged at various 

levels of engagement. Also, I was not interested in predicting other parameters of 

Canadian population.  

The intent was to find associations between variations at distinct levels of 

many types of engagement and variations in other potentially relevant factors. 

Therefore, I did not have to have a sample that would be representative in terms of 

proportions of these strata. What I needed was a representative sample in which 
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people at different stratum of engagement were representative. I also needed to 

have enough participants in each stratum. At the same time, it was important that 

sampling would not create a bias in terms of variables’ association. For example, I 

did not want my sample to include too many of the activists from an affluent 

region of the city and too many apathetic citizens from a poor neighborhood or 

vice versa. Such a sample would lead to inherent biases in our inferences.  

I did not expect too much problem having many unengaged citizens, but I 

had to make sure that I have enough engaged people in my study. In this study, I 

used multiple sampling techniques including theoretical and snowball sampling, 

and I received input from people with high and low levels of community 

engagement.  

Theoretical sampling is defined by Deacon, et al. (2007) as a method in 

which “the researcher seeks out respondents who are most likely to aid theoretical 

development. Instead of looking for typical cases, the researcher seeks people who 

are most likely to extend and even confound emerging hypotheses” (p. 54). Singh 

(2007) defines snowball or chain sampling as “a non-probability sampling strategy 

whereby referrals from earlier participants are used to gather the required number 

of participants” (p.408). “Snowball sampling is generally used in the case of 

explorative research study/design.” It starts by identifying respondents who meet 

the criteria for inclusion in the study and can lead to inclusion of other eligible 

respondents. Snowball sampling is especially useful when the researcher is trying 

“to reach populations that are inaccessible or difficult to find” (p.108). Similarly, 

according to Adams, et al. (2007) snowball (network or chain) sampling is a 

“special type of non-probability sampling where respondents are difficult to 

identify,” and “are best located through referral networks” (p. 91).  

Participants consisted of Canadian citizens, permanent residents, and 

university students of at least 18 years old21. The participants were recruited on 

various occasions including in public events and arenas. Recruitment was 

conducted by approaching the potential participants and introducing the research 

21 The analysis was performed only on responses by Canadian citizens. 
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by an invitation letter which included informed consent form. In the informed 

consent form, we reminded the participant that with any data that is transmitted 

via the internet, we cannot completely assure confidentiality during transmission 

from their computer to our server at SFU. However, because we will not ask any 

identifying information, the information they provide is completely anonymous 

anyway.  

People could choose to take part in anonymous survey online, or in a 

confidential interview. Activists were encouraged to participate while attending 

social and political events, and through using the snowball method. 

A pitfall could be that a theoretical sampling might exclude apathetic and 

non-engaged people who were not motivated to participate in a survey about 

democratic engagement. Deacon et al. (2007) have argued that “the absence of 

personal contact limits the opportunities to persuade people to participate”. The 

bias of exclusion of apathetic citizens was compensated by including university 

students who were encouraged by bonus mark incentive. Many students took the 

survey (and some participated in interviews) probably despite their lack of personal 

interest in the topic. I asked the few professors and instructors, who helped in 

encouraging the students to take part in the study, to emphasize that participation 

in this study was NOT required and was voluntary. There were few bonus marks 

assigned to participants, but there were no negative consequences for those who 

didn’t participate at all or didn’t complete the survey. The data was collected 

without any monetary reimbursements.  

Announcements were made in Simon Fraser University classes asking 

students to participate in the study. Invitation posters, flyers, invitation email, 

online ads, and invitation message on social networking sites were used to recruit 

other participants.  

Interviews and surveys continued for two years. A year after the first bonus 

mark incentivised student survey, a second wave of students participated. By the 

end of second year of data collection, 382 participants had taken the online survey 

of which 304 were citizens of Canada. This was enough to make significant 

judgments, so the data collection stopped at the end of the second year. Table 
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3.1.3.1 shows the citizenship of the participants in the online survey. I limited the 

analysis to Canadian citizens.  

Table 3.1.3.2 presents the reported city of residence by Canadian 

participants. More than 75% of participants declared they live in greater 

Vancouver and about 25% lived in other cities in BC and rest of Canada. 

The online survey was taken by 384 anonymous participants. The analysis 

is based on the 304 participants who were Canadian citizens. Among Canadian 

citizens 78 were dual citizens of Canada and the countries shown in table 3.1.3.3. 

The dual citizens of Iran and Canada are over represented because I did 

recruitment effort in North Vancouver, and on my social media, but I could not 

find significant difference between the engagement profile of those participants 

and the rest of dual citizens in the study. 
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Table 3.1.3.1. Citizenship 
of the participants in the 
online survey. 

Country of 
Citizenship 

Number of 
Participants 

Canada 304 

China 17 

USA 10 

Iran 8 

Hong Kong 5 

Unknown 5 

Japan 3 

Belize 2 

Indonesia 2 

Kenya 2 

Netherlands 2 

Sweden 2 

Russian Federation 2 

South Korea 2 

Australia 1 

Belgium 1 

Brazil 1 

Egypt 1 

Germany 1 

India 1 

Italy 1 

Kazakhstan 1 

Malaysia 1 

Mauritius Island 1 

Senegal 1 

Spain 1 

Turkey 1 

United Kingdom 1 

Table 3.1.3.2. Reported city of 
residence by Canadian 
participants 

City of residence for 
Canadian Citizens 

Number of 
Participants

Vancouver 96

Burnaby 42

Surrey 36

Coquitlam 22

North Vancouver 18

New Westminster 10

Maple Ridge 7

Langley 6

Delta 5

Port Coquitlam 5

Pitt Meadows 4

Port Moody 4

Richmond 4

Ottawa 3

West Vancouver 3

Abbotsford 2

Airdrie, Alberta 1 

Bancroft 1 

Banff 1 

Baraka, South Kivu, DRC 1 

Belleville 1 

Bowen Island 1 

British Columbia! 1 

Calgary 1 

Gibsons 1 

Chilliwack 1 

Courtice 1 

Dalian 1 

Deroche 1 

District of North Vancouver 1 

Duncan 1 

Edmonton 1 

Grand Bank 1 

Hamilton 1 

Hope 1 

King Township 1 

Kingston, ON 1 

lindsay 1 

London 1 

medicine hat 1 

Montreal 1 

Peterborough 1 

Saint-Lambert 1 

San Francisco 1 

South Surrey 1 

SUDBURY 1 

Suya 1 

Victoria 1 

Wetland 1 

Whistler 1 

Winnipeg 1 

Table 3.1.3.3. Other 
citizenship of 
Canadian  
citizens 

Row Labels Other 
citizenship

Iran 17

United Kingdom 8

Hong Kong 6

USA 5

Russia 3

Philippines 3

Japan 3

China 3

Afghanistan 3

New Zealand 2

Italy 2

Ireland 2

Germany 2

USA, Chile 1 

US, Iran 1 

Turkey 1 

The Philippines 1 

Taiwan 1 

Switzerland 1 

Spain 1 

Romania 1 

Portuguese 1 

Poland 1 

Netherlands 1 

Morocco 1 

Malaysia 1 

Korea 1 

Israel 1 

Hungary 1 

France 1 

Cyprus 1 

Australia 1 
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Figure 3.1.3.1 shows the perception of participants about their class before 

collapse. Figure 3.1.3.2 shows household incomes collapsed in three categories. 

Class and income ranges had to be collapsed to have similar number of 

participants in my ordinal categories.  

Figure 3.1.3.1. Perception of class 
membership 

Figure 3.1.3.2. Distribution of household 
income 

Figure 3.1.3.3 shows the distribution of gender of participants, and Figure 

3.1.3.4 shows the distribution of reported education of participants collapsed to 
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three categories. The number of women in our sample is much more than men. 

But, I like to emphasize that our results are all controlled for gender and what is 

reported remains significant for women and men22.  

Figure 3.1.3.3. Gender of Participants  

Figure 3.1.3.4. Education of participants 

In other words, the reported associations hold even if we test it just for men 

or just for women. Any association reported persists in different genders, or levels of 

education. 

As shown in figure 3.1.3.5, participants’ age had to collapse to three 

approximately similar sized age groups to be suitable for ordinal analysis and 

22 Other genders are underrepresented in our data, therefore we have to suspend our 
judgment about validity of observed associations in that gender group. 
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mediation investigation. The median age was 22. The interquartile range was 

between 19 and 37. 

Figure 3.1.3.5. Age groups collapsed to three similar size categories 

Online surveys may create a bias by marginalizing older and less wealthy 

people. The participants had the option to take the survey on paper; but, no data 

was collected by that means.  
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3.2 Analytical methods 

3.2.1 Predictors and Outcomes  

As is explained by Jose (2013), the customary practice in the social sciences 

is to use independent variable and dependent variable terminology (pp. 22-23). In 

experiment design, an independent variable is the one which is being manipulated 

to observe its effect on a dependent variable. A dependent variable is anticipated 

to be affected by the manipulation of independent variable. Since this research is 

not an experimental study, I will not use independent/dependent variable 

terminology in our analysis. When I will talk about the level of independence of 

our predictor variables, I refer to the extent of lack of association between them 

(orthogonality). Whenever a causality would be intended, it will be explicitly 

declared. Consistent with Jose (2013, 22-23) I believe “If x is not manipulated and 

is measured concurrently with the mediating and outcome variables, then direction 

of causality is questionable, and one should use the terms predictor and outcome 

variables.” 

In researches such as my exploratory research, which is consistent with what 

Jose (2013, 22-23) calls “a passive observational study”, we can use “predictor and 

outcome” terminology. By predictor, we mean a variable that we want to use in a 

situation to predict another associated variable we call outcome. And by outcome, 

we mean a variable about which we are interested to know the extent of its 

covariation with the predictor. 

3.2.2 Data Treatment 

Parts of the survey were presented to participants in three different 

permutations. Each one of 1057 answers to questions got a part number inherited 

from the biggest wave of data collection. This number shows the part, a serial 

number in that part, and question number within that part. For example, 

p1_042Q07 is a question item in part one, it is the item number 042 in the first part 

of the survey which was presented in question number 07 in part one. Similarly, 

p2_015Q07 is a question item in part two, it is the item number 015 in the second 

part of the survey which was presented in question number 07 of part two.  
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After removing the java script help lines from the question bodies, the 

datasets of each part iteration were imported to 4 spread sheets. Different 

permutations of parts were merged manually so the questions and answer columns 

were placed in the same order of the biggest dataset. Then, the question part 

numbers were modified in accordance with the biggest data set.  

From every participant, I obtained four records. These four rows of data had 

an anonymous code in common. It was randomly chosen by the participant. The 4 

data sets were imported to four tables “LibreOffice Base” database system. The 

anonymous code became the primary key in each of these tables. The four records 

for each participant were combined with a left outer join of the four tables based on 

the common anonymous key. The resulting table had one row with 1057 columns 

for each participant. In 2014, during the data collection, while I was developing my 

analysis instruments, I realized that “LibreOffice Calc 5.1-3-2 64 bit” could not 

support a spread sheet with the size of the resulting combined table. I switched to 

Microsoft Excel for that reason. The item numbers and question numbers were 

unique within each part, but I needed a unique numerical identifier to identify 

questions uniquely and in sequence to be used in my repeated loops in statistical 

procedures. A unique sequential question identification number (QID) was assigned 

to each item in each question throughout all four combined parts. For example, 

Item p4_283Q24 which was in question 24 of part 4 received QID 1043. Questions 

used in analysis start at QID 10 which is item p1_016Q05 and end at QID 1057, 

therefore, 1048 questions were used in the analysis23. 

The answers to questions were designed such that not only the direction of 

the answer by participants was recorded but also the intensity was captured. This 

led to questions that had a Likert scale with 5 or more level. In the next step, I 

coded the answers to ordered categories which started with a number. This task was 

done by a Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) program that I wrote and executed 

from within excel. This program also recoded some of the scales such that order of 

the answers would be consistently from negative to positive. Since I was going to 

23 Questions such as the city of living or time spent commuting to work or date are not used 
in this analysis. 
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use ordinal methods, I did not need to code the answers to numbers. Therefore, I 

avoided the assumption of interval measurement for my ordinal questions 

altogether. 

I realized that for many questions, the number of participants in each 

category was so small that it would make any observation of the role of mediators24

in the sub category statistically insignificant. Substantive Recoding is a method that 

according to De Vaus (2002) combines the categories based on their nature (p.34). 

Whether the associations I observed were mediated through another variable, were 

the result of common cause, or were direct was very important; therefore, I used this 

method to reduce the number of categories. Substantive reordering for my questions 

was very straight forward because I had a neutral answer for almost all questions. I 

wrote another VBA program that collapsed the categories on each side of the 

neutral option together. 

As a result of this collapsing, some data about the intensity of answers that I 

had collected is lost. However, being able to identify and separate mediated 

associations from direct ones was more important at this round of analysis. I hope 

in future, with a larger sample size, to execute the same methodology and designed 

instruments, and include the intensities in the analysis. 

De Vaus (2002) argues that during recoding researchers can create ordinal 

categories by dividing the distribution of answers into equal size bins. He calls this 

“distributional recoding” (p.36). I used this method for recoding. That is how very 

detailed answer options, such as household income and age, were collapsed to 

three classes with similar number participants in them. 

De Vaus (2002) proposes two solutions for categorical answer among ordinal 

options. One option is to drop the response and the other is to consider them as 

middle value (p.58). For example, “I do not know” as an answer among “way too 

little,” “about right,” and “way too much,” is a category that is not naturally 

ordinal. one suggested way is to consider these kinds of answers as middle level, 

and the other way is not to include such response at all. Since the people with such 

24 when controlling for third variables effect on binary associations  
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answer do not express a tendency toward one end, and we are not interested in 

inducing population statistics, I have decided to code such answers with middle 

answers. 

There are two ways that researchers treat missing values. One is pairwise 

deletion, and the other is listwise deletion. Listwise method ignores the participant 

if he/she has a missing response. The pairwise method excludes a response from 

the analysis of a pair of variables if it has missing value on either of the two 

variables and leads to fewer cases being discarded (De Vaus 2002, p.67). I applied 

pairwise deletion before every pairwise association analysis. 

The result of coding was converted to tab delimited file that was used in R 

statistical package. The responses were analyzed by tens of thousands of lines of R 

program I wrote over a two-year period. 

3.2.3 Approach to Analysis 

Most of survey questions in this study use some form of Likert scale. As a 

result, most of the collected data from the research instrument are ordinal data. 

According to Agresti, there are two approaches to analyze ordered categorical 

responses. In one method the researcher ignores the categorical nature of the 

response variable, uses standard parametric methods for continuous response 

variables, assigns numerical scores to the ordered categories, and uses ordinary 

least squares methods such as linear regression or analysis of variance to make 

sense of the data. In the other method, the researcher restricts analyses to methods 

that use only the ordering information about the categories. These ordinal methods 

include nonparametric methods based on ranks and models for cumulative 

response probabilities (2010, 4).  

In this research, I used ordinal analysis and non-parametric methods to 

minimize assumptions such as linearity and prevent the error of converting Likert 

classifications to numbers. I did not want to assume my data is interval or ratio 

when it is in fact ordinal. 
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3.2.4 Classification of Participation Questions 

Engagement is a complex construct. It can happen in many dimensions, at 

different costs, frequencies, and durations. The citizens may be attentive. They may 

be expressively engaged. They may be participating citizens in many different 

ways. Our instruments collected data about all these dimensions; but, I had to limit 

the domain of this report. Therefore, I will focus on participatory engagement. 

I identify the questions regarding behaviors that include doing something 

related to social, cultural, political, or economic issues other than attention, 

thinking, writing, reading, and talking. I call this group of questions, participation 

questions. In the next chapter, I will identify the questions that show statistically 

significant and strong relationships with participation questions.  

Participation would need attention, thinking, writing, reading, and talking 

before and during the performance; but it includes other types of behavior as well. 

These behaviors may include casting vote, joining activities required for social or 

political campaigns or cultural and social events. Such actions require time 

allocation, physical attendance, payment of money, or accepting costs in addition 

to the cost of lost opportunity.  

I classified questions about participation to a number of categories or classes 

based on their construct composition, and inductively based on the associations 

observed among these questions, to form cogent groups. However, I did not create 

indexes from these groupings because I felt it will mask the specific form of 

participation they are representing. I report the result of every single question in 

every group, in every table, wherever I present the results; therefore, the names I 

assigned to these classes will not mask the specific forms of participation they are 

related to. Using both the specific forms and their classes in conclusions will help us 

to identify most relevant associations regardless of the number of questions I used 

to measure them. We will see a presentation of observed associations between the 

specific questions, and within these categories, in figure 3.2.11.13 in section 3.2.11 

and the beginning of each section of chapter 4. This makes the task of reporting the 

results more manageable and more meaningful. Of course, there are gray areas as 

well. For example, displaying a poster or bumper sticker requires some 
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performance, however it could be classified as expression as well. The costs of all 

performative actions are not the same. Some require higher levels of initiative and 

organization or organized action. I have classified the act of ‘organizing and 

creating a social or political campaign’ as a form of participation although it could 

be classified at higher level that could be called leadership. I classified questions 

about participation to seven classes. For behaviors that can happen more often, 

like donation of money to political parties, the frequency was questioned. For 

behaviors the can happen less often, like voting in national elections, the 

likelihood is questioned. The classes are: 

 Likelihood of demonstration (DE) 

 Frequency and likelihood of activism (AC) 

 Likelihood of collective action (CA) 

 Frequency of volunteering (VL) 

 Frequency and likelihood of participation through political parties (PP) 

 Likelihood of participation in elections (El) 

 Frequency and likelihood of community involvement (CI) 

Table 3.2.4.1 shows the questions that are related to participation classes. 

The questions are classified based on the underlying constructs they examine. Each 

question is about a form of participation in the class. The answers to these 

questions are the outcome variables we are most interested in. When we refer to 

participating citizens, more participating citizens, or citizens with more 

participation, we are referring to the citizens who perceive they are more likely to 

get involved, or report that they have been more frequently involved, in at least 

one of participation classes. They could be called likely participants or likely citizen 

participants or simply engaged citizens. In some sentences I will comparatively call 

such citizens participating citizens.  
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Table 3.2.4.1. Questions in seven classes of participation    
Class
QID     Part Number 

Questions

Demonstration Likelihood How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?
27 p1_033Q06 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest
28 p1_034Q06 Participate in a demonstration to support the government
29 p1_035Q06 Participate in a protest critical of the government
30 p1_036Q06 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you
Activism for fairness 
Frequency

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?

41 p1_047Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me
42 p1_048Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 

country 
43 p1_049Q07 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in 

OTHER countries 
Activism for PESC issues 
Frequency 

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?

40 p1_046Q07 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause
46 p1_052Q07 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns
Activism for a cause 
Likelihood 

In the next month, how likely is that while

613 p3_097Q12 ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following 
will happen? You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? 

605 p3_105Q13 OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?
 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? 

Collective Action Likelihood How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?
17 p1_023Q06 Participate in a professional association or a union action
22 p1_028Q06 Participate in a sit-in or strike
Community Involvement 
Likelihood and frequency 
24 p1_030Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?

Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group (like a women's advocacy club, a minority 
cultural group, or a religious institution) 

32 p1_038Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?
I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes 

Volunteering Frequency How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?
37 p1_043Q07 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events
48 p1_054Q07 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events
Likelihood of Participation 
through political parties

How likely is that

12 p1_018Q05 you would ... participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates?
20 p1_026Q06 within the next 12 months you would do the following? 

Contribute money to a political party or candidate 
25 p1_031Q06 within the next 12 months you would do the following?

Attend a meeting of a political party 
Frequency of Participation 
through political parties

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?

38 p1_044Q07 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization
39 p1_045Q07 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization
47 p1_053Q07 I donate money to political parties or candidates
Elections Participation 
likelihood

How likely is that you would ...

10 p1_016Q05 vote in next national elections
14 p1_020Q05 participate in provincial elections
15 p1_021Q05 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc.

This table is in fact presenting our operational definitions for various classes 

of participation. I defined the citizens who feel more likely to do what is asked in 

QIDs 40,41,42,43,43,46, 613, or 625 as activists. This classification was a relatively 

straight forward task. I did not have to use principle component analysis (PCA) for 
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this categorization, because I had certain constructs in mind when I designed the 

questions. But for some decisions, to make sure that my perception about the 

classifications is plausible, I consulted PCA; in this case to identify the subcategories 

of activism.  

In another example, I observed that responses to election related questions 

formed a very highly correlated group. The question in my mind was whether 

engaging in elections is a single construct or there is a difference between voting in 

elections and are participatory roles related to elections25. I believed that the 

question which askes the participants about the likelihood of their participation in 

national election campaigns, QID 12, p1_018Q0526, should be classified with other 

questions regarding participation through political parties, not with election voting 

questions. Table 3.2.4.2 shows the competing classification groups. 

Table 3.2.4.2. QID 12 could be classified with participation through political parties or 
with participation in elections 
Question Classification Subject

0047 p1_053Q07 How frequent I donate to political parties or candidates                        Political parties
0039 p1_045Q07 How frequent I participate in the activities political party or organization Political parties
0020 p1_026Q06 How likely in 12months Contribute money to political party Political parties
0038 p1_044Q07 How frequent I participate as member in a political party or organization Political parties
0025 p1_031Q06 How likely in 12 months Attend a meeting of a political party Political parties
0012 p1_018Q05 How likely participate national election campaigns of parties’ candidates ?
0014 p1_020Q05 How likely participate in provincial elections Elections
0015 p1_021Q05 How likely participate in municipal elections Elections

0010 p1_016Q05 How likely vote in next national elections Elections

Since we are dealing with polytomous items, assumptions such as interval 

approximation for ordinal scale were neither necessary nor warranted; therefore, I 

used polychoric correlations rather than the Pearson correlations. I used “fa.poly” 

module in “psych” package in R with varimax rotation (with pairwise analysis 

when dealing with missing items) to conduct latent variable exploratory factor 

analysis (EFA), for items related to elections and political parties, based on all the 

records in my data set. Figure 3.2.4.1 shows the final outcome. 

25 I was also worried about a typo that has caused some inconsistency between the wording 
of QIDs 10,14,15 
26 QID is the unique sequential identification number for that question. It was item 18 in 
question 5 of part one, for most of the participants. 
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Figure 3.2.4.1. Latent variable exploratory factor analysis (EFA), for items related to 
elections and political parties 

While it is clear that the voting likelihoods are highly associated, they form 

a different construct than other participatory roles related to participation through 

political parties, question 12 was classified with engagement though political 

parties’ questions. Note that with this arrangement I have remained faithful to 

ordinal scale of our data and even our latent factor loadings are extracted using 

polytomous analysis instead assuming our data are interval. 

I observed that factor analysis provides different answers depending on the 

choice of rotation algorithm. Factor analysis is based on a model predicting 
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observed variables from theoretical latent factors. In factor analysis the variables 

are expressed as linear combinations of the factors. The factors are linear 

combinations that maximize the shared portion of the variance–underlying “latent 

constructs.”  

Another approach is using principal component analysis (PCA) in which we 

want to present a linear combination of the variables as a component. This can be 

used as a construct in bigger models for further analysis. Therefore, I also 

conducted PCA analysis on my raw ordinal data using heterogeneous correlation 

matrix calculating polychoric correlations between ordinal variables using “hetcor” 

module in “polycor” package in R. I used heterogenous correlation matrix 

calculated for polychoric correlations between ordinal variables; then used it in 

“principal” module of “psych” package in R.  

Figure 3.2.4.2 and Figure 3.2.4.3 in the next two pages present the results of 

PCA on raw ordinal data using heterogenous correlation matrix with polychoric 

correlations, applying varimax and cluster rotations.  
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Figure 3.2.4.2. PCA on raw ordinal data using heterogenous correlation matrix with 
polychoric correlations, Varimax rotation. 
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Figure 3.2.4.3. PCA analysis on raw ordinal data using heterogenous correlation 
matrix of polychoric correlations, cluster rotation. 

The constructs extracted by all three methods were identical although there 

were slight differences in factor loading. When I saw this consistent result, I was 

confident that my decision to consider participation in election campaigns separate 

from election voting questions is plausible, and to include it as part of engagement 

through political party questions. 

I have consulted FA and PCA in a similar fashion, in the process of making 

a number of my other decisions about my classifications. 
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3.2.5 Exact Measures of Statistical Significance of 
Observations 

For every two questions, I have many participants responding to both 

questions. To use ordinal measures of association, I perform crosstabulation to form 

a contingency table like table 3.2.5.1 which presents the cross tabulation of QID 29 

in Rows and QID 625 in columns. 

Table 3.2.5.1. Cross tabulation of QID 29 in Rows and QID 625 in columns 
How long have you spent on Media independent of big corporations and 
governments 

How likely in 12 months Participate protest critical 
of GOV 
Cell Frequency None / A Little 15-30Mins a Day 1hr or More a Day

Likely/Definitely 5 18 17

50%50% 11 14 1

No chance/Unlikely 65 21 6

Column %

Likely/Definitely 0.06 0.34 0.71

50%50% 0.14 0.26 0.04

No chance/Unlikely 0.8 0.4 0.25

x=625:p3_117Q15 
y=29:035Q06 

To better visualize the association between the variables in my cross 

tabulations, I used existing R modules to create my own charts that would present 

the concentration of responses as jittered dots and the frequency distribution of 

responses to each question as bar charts on the sides of the main chart at once.  

Figure 3.2.5.1 is an artificial scatter plot to present the concentration of 

observations in different cells of crosstabulation in table 3.2.5.1. It is clear that a 

large proportion of those spend little or no time on spent Media independent of big 

corporations and governments are very unlikely to Participate protest critical of 

government while large proportion of citizens who spend one hour or more on tat 

media are very likely to Participate protest critical of GOV. 
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Figure 3.2.5.1. Scattered diagram with frequency distribution of responses of 
question pair 

The first question is whether there is an association between the way the 

participants have answered the first question and the way they have answered the 

second question. Even if there seem to be an association between the answers, is it 

still possible that what we are observing is an accident. The question is: what is the 
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chance that what we are observing is just an accident? To answer this question, we 

need a test of independence to check the significance of the apparent association.  

An easy method is using the Chi squared test of significance. But, “Chi 

squared distribution as an approximation to the independence test statistic is bad 

when the expected frequencies are rather small” (Hothorn and Everitt 2009, 73). 

For proper use, the Chi squared test requires that each expected cell frequency to be 

at least 5 (Zikmund et al. 2009, 378). But there is no guarantee that in millions of 

necessary tests, this condition is always satisfied. A better way is using Fisher’s exact 

test. 

Fisher’s exact test of significance, without assuming normality of underlying 

phenomena, provides the probability of what we are observing to be the result of 

an accident. The problem with Fisher’s exact test is that it is computationally 

intensive and takes much more time to be calculated than Chi squared test. 

According to Bishop et al. (2007), the conditional distributions needed to be 

analyzed for Fisher’s exact test in big tables are not easy to compute. Therefore, in 

the past, even the researchers who wished to use exact tests were forced to use 

asymptotic normal approximations such as Chi squared (p. 366). 

According to Hothorn and Everitt (2009) Fisher’s exact test is based on the 

hyper-geometric probability of the observed contingency table. All possible tables 

are ordered with respect to a metric and p-values are computed from the fraction of 

tables more extreme than the observed one” (70). The test can also be applied to 

larger than 2 × 2 tables, even when the cell frequencies are low (Hothorn and 

Everitt 2009, 73). When the exact calculation is computationally impossible, “An 

alternative is to calculate a Monte Carlo-based p-value.” In Monte Carlo 

simulation thousands of tables are generated at random based on the distribution. 

The chosen statistic is calculated for each generated table, with the estimated p-

value is the proportion of generated tables with values of the statistic at least as 

large as that for the actual table (Simonoff, 2003,222). Where exact p-values could 

not be calculated, I used Monte Carlo-based p-value estimations with 30000 

replicates to maximize the goodness of approximation. Notice that even in those 

situations we are estimating an exact p-value without assuming a normal 
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distribution. According to Simonoff (2003) , Fisher's exact test is applicable to tables 

with very small cell counts where asymptotic measures like Chi squared fail. 

Technically, Fishers exact test is only valid if both the row and column margins are 

fixed by the sampling scheme, but it is widely applied based on the argument that 

significance is being assessed conditional on the observed margins, which contain 

little or no information about the association in the table. It must also be noticed 

that Fishers exact test can be very conservative (p. 220). For the crosstabulation in 

table 3.2.5.1, the result of using “fisher.test” module in R for Fisher's exact test for 

count data is shown in table 3.2.5.2 below. 

Table 3.2.5.2. Fisher's exact test for count data in crosstabulation of QID 29 in Rows 
and QID 625 in columns 

Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data 

p-value = 0.00000000005664 

alternative hypothesis: two-sided 

If we use Monte Carlo-based p-value estimations with 30000 replicates for 

the same crosstabulation, the resulting estimate of Fisher's exact test will be more 

conservative in rejecting the null (which is good). For the crosstabulation in table 

3.2.5.1, the result of Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data with simulated p-value is 

shown in table 3.2.5.3 below. 

Table 3.2.5.3. Fisher's Exact Test with simulated p-value for count data in 
crosstabulation of QID 29 and QID 625  

Fisher's Exact Test for Count Data with simulated p-value  

p-value = 0.00003333       (based on 30000 replicates) 

alternative hypothesis: two-sided

3.2.6 Identifying Relevant Variables 

According to Kudyba (2014) the key goal of data scientists is predictive 

modeling. To build a parsimonious model that generalizes well on unseen data. 

They almost always use a stepwise regression selection method to fit the observed 

outcome with a subset of the variables of full regression model. They use forward 

selection which enters inputs one at a time until no more significant variables can 

be entered, backward elimination which removes inputs one at a time until there 

are no more nonsignificant inputs to remove, or a combination of forward selection 
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and backward elimination (p. 81). But Derksen and Keselman (1992) argue that 

the degree of correlation between the predictor variables affects the frequency with 

which authentic predictor variables are included into the final model; the number 

of candidate predictor variables affected the number of noise variables that gained 

entry to the model. 

In this study, and in many studies in social sciences, the predictor variables 

are many and are highly correlated; therefore, applying stepwise methods is not as 

plausible as in situations where experimental design can eliminate the problems of 

multicollinearity. Kudyba (2014) implies that even application of the penalty 

functions such as Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) or the Bayesian information 

criterion (BIC), does not result in a sufficiently reasonable selection of predictors if 

we closely evaluate the p-values or the parameter estimates (p. 81) 

Moreover, our goal in this research is to identify the relevant variables to 

citizen participation. Each candidate variable exposes us to a null hypothesis that: 

“the variable is not relevant” and an alternative hypothesis that: “it is relevant,” 

and we are facing thousands of these hypotheses. This kind of situation is called 

high dimensionality. 

3.2.7 Threshold for Significance of Associations 

A significant finding (discovery) is a null hypothesis that is rejected based on 

statistical evidence. In other words, a significant finding is found when we can 

reject the claim that what we are observing is simply accidental. 

A problem in high-dimensional data analysis is when we need to identify 

which null hypotheses, among many, should be reasonably rejected (Neuvial, 

2013). When performing multiple hypothesis testing, as the number of hypotheses 

being tested (m) gets bigger and bigger, using a p-value threshold (alpha), such as 

.05, for rejecting hypothesis based on p-values becomes problematic. P-value is a 

measure of the probability of a rejected hypothesis to be a false positive. When 

number of hypothesis being tested is big, for example 1000, the expected number 
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of false positives is (m*alpha). If alpha is .05 this indicates that the expected 

number of “false positives” among significant findings is less than or equal to 50. 

It is anticipated that when there are no expected true discoveries, the 

frequency distribution of p-values to be uniform. Which implies that the proportion 

of tests resulting a p-value in any class should be the same. In many situations, “it 

is reasonable to assume that larger p-values are more likely to correspond to true 

null hypotheses than smaller ones” (Neuvial 2013, 1428) or smaller p-values are 

less likely to correspond to “true” null hypotheses.  

We might be inclined to declare that we will reject hypotheses with P-values 

less than 0.05 and declare them as significant discoveries. However, the expected 

number of false positives in this subset can be very high. In other words, many of 

rejected hypothesis may be true nulls. Therefore, we may want to reduce our 

threshold (alpha) for rejection resulting in fewer but more significant hypotheses to 

be rejected. Reduction of alpha decreases the chance of false positives in our 

discovery set and thus leads to a smaller chance of false discoveries. Unfortunately, 

this may increase the false negatives. By decreasing Alpha, we are accepting that 

we may have more false negatives. 

False discovery rate (FDR) is defined as expected number of false discoveries 

(false positives among rejected hypotheses) divided by total number of rejected 

hypotheses (Neuvial 2013, 2). In many situations, a p-value of 0.05 may lead to a 

big FDR. Several algorithms have been proposed to consider FDR in the process of 

selecting significant findings.  

Bonferroni has suggested to consider a hypothesis significant when P-value 

is less than or equal to alpha/m (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003,2). By choosing a 

rejection threshold much lower than alpha, the probability of making one or more 

false discoveries will be less than or equal to alpha.  

Bonferroni’s suggestion guaranties a family-wise error rate (FWER) less than 

or equal to alpha; but this conservative measure can result in many false negatives. 

When the number of significant hypotheses is few, this measure is appropriate; 

because even expectation of one false positive in the result set is damaging. In 
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many studies, where number of significant findings are many, the researcher may 

be able to afford a higher FDR, if that will prevent many false negatives. Not 

detecting many important associations may be more harmful than probability of 

one false negative among many significant findings.  

In this study, findings are reported to guarantee an FDR<=0.05, this means 

that, regarding each outcome variable, one in every 20 discoveries may be false. 

However, p-values are not the only criteria for selection, Somers’ D and its 

confidence intervals are the next criteria that have been used to filter discoveries. In 

many sections, predictors are reported when they are associated with more than 

one way of measuring a construct. Therefore, our reported FDR is very conservative, 

and the actual FDR is much less than reported. 

To find the P-value threshold that will be our cut off threshold we perform 

the following steps: We tabulate the p-values resulted from hypotheses testing into 

sorted classes (from smallest to largest p-value). Then, we choose the smallest p-

value; we count the number of Hypotheses that have the same p-value and we put 

them in set 1. Then we choose the next smallest p-value; we count the number of 

Hypotheses that have the same p-value and we put them in set 2. We continue to 

the bigger p-values.  

We will have the frequency of each observed p-value and we have a special 

interest in the set of smallest p-values; thus, the first class is the most valuable class 

for us. All the P-values with a value closest to zero (or zero if such hypotheses exist) 

are in set S1 in which will have f1 members (f1>=1). The next smallest p-value will 

be ��. Set 2, will contain all the hypotheses with a value of ��. S2 will have ��

members (��>=1). For each one of k observed p-values there will be corresponding 

frequency and a set of hypotheses. 

Total number of hypotheses tested= � = ∑ (��)
�
���

In the equation above, �� is the frequency of hypotheses in set Si. If we set the 

alpha (rejection threshold) at ��. We will have �� rejected Hypotheses, of which 

�� × � are expected to be false Discoveries (EFD1).  

EFD1= p1*N 
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We may be interested in including the set of f2 hypothesis in S2 to our 

discoveries, but the p-value of these Hypotheses is P2 and the expected false 

discoveries in rejected set S1 and S2 will be p2*N.  

R2=S1 U S2 

p2*N is always bigger than p1*N. p2*N will be the Cumulative Expected 

False Discoveries (CEFD) in R2:  

CEFD2= ��*N 

False discovery rate at each P-vales is 

���� =
�����

∑ ��
�
�

I used the results of 1048 questions in this study of which 26 are regarding 

participation. The number of binary combinations of participation questions with 

other questions is 26x1022=26572; and number of combinations within 

participation   questions is ���� =325. This leads to a total of 26897 binary 

comparisons.  

To choose the proper alpha, the threshold for the level of significance, I cross 

tabulated27 all the participation   questions and all other questions. I put 

participation   levels in rows and the levels of other variables in columns. Then I 

calculated the Fishers exact test and its "two-Sided" p-value. The two-sided p-value 

was the default, and only available Fisher exact p-value possible for tables bigger 

than 2x2. I used “fisher.test” function in R with a workspace of 1,000,000, without 

Monte Carlo simulation. When that calculation was impossible, I used Monte Carlo 

simulation with B = 30000 replicates. Table 3.2.7.1 shows that if we reject 2560 

hypothesis with p-vales less than 0.005 the expected false discovery rate will be less 

than 0.05. 

27 Most of tables were 3x3. 
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Table 3.2.7.1. Finding Alpha for FDR .05 
Set Number Frequency of Extra 

Rejected Hypotheses at 
This Alpha 

Cumulative number of 
rejected Hypothesis 

FisherP if 
chosen as 
Alpha 

Cumulative Expected False 
Discoveries 

FDR

1 184 184 0 0 0

2 19 203 1E-09 0.000026897 0

3 13 216 2E-09 0.000053794 0

4 9 225 3E-09 0.000080691 0

5 8 233 4E-09 0.000107588 0

6 4 237 5E-09 0.000134485 0

7 2 239 6E-09 0.000161382 0

8 3 242 7E-09 0.000188279 0

9 4 246 8E-09 0.000215176 0

……. ………… ……… ….. ………….. ……

2557 1 2828 0.004981 133.9734191 0.04737

2558 1 2829 0.004984 134.0591398 0.04739

2559 1 2830 0.004993 134.2964251 0.04745

2560 1 2831 0.004993 134.2983886 0.04744

2561 1 2832 0.00501 134.741167 0.04758

2562 1 2833 0.005029 135.2607902 0.04774

2563 1 2834 0.005034 135.4120858 0.04778

2564 1 2835 0.005042 135.6047221 0.04783

……. ………… ……… ….. ………….. ……

2610 1 2881 0.005308 142.7656718 0.04955

2611 1 2882 0.005318 143.0484669 0.04964

2612 1 2883 0.00532 143.085773 0.04963

2613 1 2884 0.005335 143.4950646 0.04976

2614 1 2885 0.005338 143.5796019 0.04977

2615 1 2886 0.005347 143.8268391 0.04984

2616 1 2887 0.005355 144.0304494 0.04989

2617 2 2889 0.005366 144.3424277 0.04996

2618 1 2890 0.00537 144.4364596 0.04998

If we reject 2560 hypothesis with p-vales less than 0.005, the expected false discovery rate will be less than 0.05

In my paper “A non-parametric maximum for number of selected features: 

objective optima for FDR and significance threshold with application to ordinal 

survey analysis” which was published on 31st May 2018, I have proposed that the 

best balance between false discovery rates and true discovery rates can be 

objectively determined. But, for this thesis, I have followed the widely accepted 

tradition of choosing the rejection threshold to be the biggest P-value for which the 

cumulative expected number of false discoveries is less than 0.05. To make the 
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report easier to read and replicate, I decided to choose the more conservative Alpha 

of 0.005 which will guarantee an FDR less than 5%28. 

The highest acceptable p-value in our study will be less than 0.005. I will 

only report a subset of all comparisons. I will report those findings that the chance 

of reporting them as significant by accident is less than 0.5%. Based on this 

decision for significance threshold, I found 2890 associations between questions 

regarding participation   and other questions, with a false discovery rate of less 

than 5%29. 

3.2.8 Measures of Extent of Association 

A statistical finding can be statistically significant, but it can be very 

unimportant at the same time. That is when we identify a weak association that is 

very unlikely to be accidental but nevertheless is so comparatively unimportant 

that may have negligible relevance compared to other significant variables. Such 

associations can be incorporated in the next round of refining our understanding of 

phenomena. After I chose Fisher’s exact test as the measure of statistical 

significance, I had to choose a measure of strength of association that could be 

used on all the ordinal variable associations.  

Since this study has considered a great many potentially influential ordinal 

variables it was not plausible to assume that all variables satisfy the assumptions 

required for using many parametric methods of ordinal analysis. Agresti (2010) 

explains that such assumptions are still common in practice, but they ignore the 

categorical nature of the response variable and use standard parametric methods 

for continuous response variables. They assign numbers to the ordered categories 

and assume that the distance between categories are well defined and measurable. 

They then use ordinary least squares methods such as linear regression and 

analysis of variance (p.4). They model the observations as if there were a line that 

explains the associations while data categories stop at side categories. One solution 

is to model the observations with logistic regression. The benefit is that logistic 

28 The exact false discovery rate for alpha 0.005 is less than 0.0475. 
29 Based on 4Analysis480.xlsx 
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regression does not provide a model that assumes a constant linear slope that is 

suddenly is cut at the last category. Instead, it assumes that the associations are 

non-linear. But ordered logistic regression models need other conditions to be 

satisfied. For example, some are based on proportional odds assumption. According 

to Agresti (2010) this suggests that to use this group of ordered logistic regression, 

one should be confident that the coefficients describing the relationships remain 

the same in all categories (P. 53-58). 

To implement the parametric approach, I used “vglm” module in “VGAM” 

library in R and performed ordinal Regression with Adjacent Categories 

Probabilities (ACAT) with Log Link Function (loge)30. For the crosstabulation in 

table 3.2.5.1, The resulting model is shown in table 3.2.8.1. 

Table 3.2.8.1. ordinal Regression with Adjacent Categories Probabilities for 
crosstabulation of Y=QID 29 , X=QID 625  

                  Estimate        Std. Error      z value              Pr(>|z|)      

 (Intercept):1    −2.76058        0.33240         −8.3051              < 0.00000000000000022 ***  

 (Intercept):2    −1.53443        0.46108         −3.3279              0.0008751 ***  

x1                 0.98281        0.16922          5.8078              0.00000000633 ***  

Signif. codes: '***'<0.001    '**'<0.01    '*'<0.05    '.'<0.1  

The estimated coefficient for the model is 0.98281 which is the equivalent of 

overall coefficient of 2.6731  for effect of “change in adjacent categories of X” on 

“odds of adjacent categories of Y”. As is shown in the table the associations found 

using this model are very significant and the coefficient 2.67 is very strong which 

shows that on average we expect the odds of a response in a higher ordinal 

category of y is 2.67 times more for citizens who have responded to x in the next 

category of x. 

In the context of our example, this indicates that: if we compare citizens 

who have spent no time or a little time on media independent of big corporations 

and governments with citizens who have spent 15 to 30 minutes a day on media 

30 vglm(formula = y ~ x1, family = acat(reverse = FALSE, parallel = TRUE),  data = 
tempdata2)
31 e^.98281 is approximately 2.67 
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independent of big corporations and governments32, we expect, on average, more 

than twofold increase in the odds of second group having a higher likelihood of 

engaging in protests critical of government than the first group. 

ACAT summarizes the finding to one coefficient based on the assumption 

that the relationship between pairs of outcome groups is the same. But this 

assumption can not be shown to be true for all the crosstabulations that we must 

perform. Nevertheless, to check my non-parametric results with a model-based 

approach; and to see what my outcomes would be if I had chosen to go with 

parametric approach, I performed the analysis above for all my crosstabulations.  

Another approach is to use multinomial logistic regression modeling which 

is an extension of the binomial logistic regression model. I used module 

“multinom” from package “nnet” in R. For the crosstabulation in table 3.2.5.1, the 

resulting model is shown in table 3.2.8.2 

Table3.2.8.2. Multinomial logistic regression model for crosstabulation of Y=QID 29 
and X=QID 625  

                    Intercept         x_1[N−one−ALit−tle]   x_2[15−30MinsaDay]     x_3[1hrorMor−eaDay] 

2 50%-50%            0.3703115           0.4569950             1.800283               0.4501061 
pvalues:   0.00076             0.03646  0.12454                0.32955

3Li-kly/Definitely   0.6574392           0.1170057             1.303759               4.3097403 
pvalues:  0.02294             0.00000001            0.36459                0.000137

Rate of change of p(Yj|Xk)/p(Y1|Xk) over p(Yj|X1)/p(Y1|X1) the BASELINE odds
based on a change to every level of Predictor values x e^(MultinumSummary$coefficients) is shown
Y BASELINE: 1N-ochanc/Unlikely 

The multinomial model treats all response variables as nominal and does 

not utilize the ordering in categories. The model assumes that the response variable 

has a multinomial distribution rather than a normal distribution and considers the 

first category of Y as the baseline (Agresti 2010, p2-3). It calculates the conditional 

probability proportion of higher ordinal outcome levels over conditional 

probability proportions of first outcome level for every category of X. Then 

compares this result with conditional probability proportion of higher ordinal 

32 The same average tendency is expected if we compare those who have spent 15 to 30 
minutes a day on media independent of big corporations and governments with those who 
have spent one hour or more a day on media independent of big corporations and 
governments 
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outcome levels over conditional probability of first outcome level for base category 

of X by diving the two33. 

In the example we are using, the multinomial model predicts that the odds 

of “people who spent one hour or more on media independent of big corporations 

and governments” to being likely to engage in “demonstrations critical of 

government” relative to the chance the same “people being absolutely unlikely to 

engage in demonstrations critical of government” is more than four times more 

than the same odds for “citizens who do not use independent media.” 

In fact, multinomial model creates many logistic models and does not 

assume a single coefficient to explain the effect of predictor on the outcome. But it 

ignores the ordinal nature of the data and treats it as nominal or categorical only. 

Therefore, it is difficult to summarize the meaning of the association at an 

aggregate level. Nevertheless, to check my non-parametric results with a model-

based approach and to see what my outcomes would be if I had chosen to go with 

parametric approach, I performed the multinomial analysis for my binary 

crosstabulations. 

3.2.9 Non-parametric (Non-Model based) 
Measures of Association Extent 

I wanted to keep the assumptions in this research to be at the minimum 

level possible. Therefore, I had to choose a non-parametric34 measure of ordinal 

association in tandem with the “exact test of significance” I had chosen. 

Many non-model-based statistics proposed for measuring strength of 

association in ordinal data are based on concordance of pairs of observations 

(Agresti 2010, 184). Common Measures of association for ordinal data are Gamma, 

Kendall’s tau b, Kendall’s tau c, Spearman’s rho, and Somers’s d (Cooper and 

Schindler ,470).  

33 p(Yj|Xk)/p(Y1|Xk) over p(Yj|X1)/p(Y1|X1)   
34 They are called non-parametric but a better name is to call them non-model based 
(Argasti 2010, 184) 
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Spearman’s rho is a non-parametric measure of strength and direction of 

association between ranked orders. It will evaluate an association with a value of 1, 

or -1, if there is a strictly monotonic association between the two variables. In the 

context of our example, we would get a perfect association between the length of 

time spent on media independent of big corporations and governments and the 

likelihood of participation in a protest critical of government when for every pair of 

participants, the participant who reports a longer length of time spent on media 

independent of big corporations and governments is also reporting a higher 

likelihood of participation in a protest critical of government than the other 

participant. 

I used module “SpearmanRho” in “DescTools” package in R to calculate 

Spearman’s rho. For the crosstabulation in table 3.2.5.1, the Spearman’s rho and its 

confidence intervals are shown in table 3.2.9.1. 

Table 3.2.9.1. Spearman’s rho and its 99.5% confidence Interval for crosstabulation of 
Y=QID 29 and X=QID 625  

                    .995 CI
rho          lwr.ci          ups.ci        

0.5184358    0.3352504       0.6638492  

Assuming large sample and few ties
Spearman rho is a nonparametric measure of association 

Spearman’s rho for the association between length of time spent on Media 

independent of big corporations and governments and likelihood of participation 

in a protest critical of government is about .52 and the lower bound of its 99.5% 

confidence interval is .335. This strong association reported by Spearman’s rho is 

consistent with parametric models we saw in the previous section.  

However, Spearman’s rho is a symmetric measure of association for ordinal 

level variables that have a large number of scores and there are few ties between 

the rankings of participants (Healey, 2015, p. 330). Unfortunately, this is not true 

for variables pairs in our data. Nevertheless, to check my non-parametric results 

with another non-parametric ordinal measure and to see what my outcomes would 

be if I had chosen to use Spearman’s rho, I performed the calculations for all my 

crosstabulations. 
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According to (Healey, 2015), there are measures of ordinal association that 

can be interpreted as measures of proportional reduction in error35 (PRE). These 

measures of association express the proportional reduction in errors between two 

groups of predictions. The first group of predictions about the score on the outcome 

variable are made by ignoring information about the predictor. The second group 

of predictions are made considering the predictor variable. If there is an association 

between the variables, we will make fewer errors when taking the independent 

variable into account (p. 320). Lambda is an example of a measure of association 

that is formulated to detect proportional reduction in prediction error. I did not 

compute this because it ignores the order information.  

The response of participants regarding the choices can be concordant, 

discordant, or tied. A pair of observations is concordant if the subject ranking 

higher on X also ranks higher on Y. A pair of observations is discordant if the 

subject ranking higher on X ranks lower on Y (Agresti 2010, p.184). Pairs of 

observations that are neither concordant nor discordant are tied on one or both of 

the variables. In cross tabulations, the frequency of concordant and discordant 

pairs of answers can be found on diagonal cells and the frequency of tied cells can 

be found in the same row or in the same column or both (Agresti 2010, pp 184-

188). For example, in our table 3.2.5.1, there are 4251 concordant pairs and 717 

and the excess of concordant pairs over discordant pairs is 3534. There are several 

measures of association that are build based on this expected excess of concordant 

over discordant pairs which I have looked at. 

According to Garson (2012) “Goodman and Kruskal's gamma”, is a 

symmetric measure of association that is calculated based on the difference 

between number of concordant pairs and discordant pairs divided by the total 

number of concordant and discordant pairs. Goodman and Kruskal's gamma can 

be interpreted as “surplus of concordant pairs over discordant pairs, as a 

percentage of all pairs ignoring ties.” Gamma has a PRE interpretation. If the 

resulting gamma for a table is .55, it indicates that knowing the rank of the 

35 They also can be called measures of Proportional Reduction in Prediction Error  
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predictor variable reduces our errors in predicting the rank of the dependent 

variable by 55%. (p. 39).  

I used module “GKgamma” in package “vcdExtra” in R to calculate 

Gamma. For the crosstabulation in table 3.2.5.1, the Gamma and its confidence 

intervals are shown in table 3.2.9.2. 

Table 3.2.9.2. Gamma and its 99.5% confidence Interval for crosstabulation of Y=QID 29 and X=QID 
625  

Gamma: non-parametric symmetric PRE measure of association strength and direction for ordinal variables 

gamma        : 0.711  
std. error   : 0.071  
99.5% CI     : 0.512    - 0.911

Assuming weak monotonicity ignoring the ties. No adjustments are applied for the ties

For our table 3.2.5.1, Gamma is 0.711. We can claim knowing “one’s 

ranking of the amount time one spends on media independent of big corporations 

and governments” can reduce our error in predictions about “one’s ranking of 

likelihood of one’s participation in a protest critical of government” by more than 

71%. Since Gamma is symmetric, it will compute the same result no matter which 

variable is considered predictor, and which one is considered the outcome. 

Therefore, it is not most suitable to test hypothesis when a variable is clearly a 

predictor for the outcome. Nevertheless, to check my non-parametric results with 

other non-parametric ordinal measures; and to see what my outcomes would be if I 

had chosen to use Gamma, I performed the calculations for all my 

crosstabulations36. 

According to Garson (2012) Kendal’s Tau-b is a symmetric measure of 

ordinal associations that is calculated based on the difference between the number 

of concordant and discordant pairs divided by a term representing the geometric 

mean between the number of pairs not tied on x (X0) and the number not tied on y 

(Y0). By including the tied pairs in the calculation, Tau-b corrects for the tied pairs 

and provides a more conservative measure of association when ties exist. But it 

does not penalize ties as much as other measures. Kendall-Stuart tau-c, is another 

36 Tau-b and tau-c are not designed as measures of proportional reduction in error but there 
has been attempts to provide such interpretations. For example: Wilson, T. P. (1969). A 
proportional-reduction-in-error interpretation for Kendall’s tau-b. Social Forces, 47, 340–
342. 
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symmetric measure of associations for ordinal data which is suitable for larger 

tables and adjusts for the size of the table. However, it assigns different values 

based on the size of the table (pp. 40-42).  

According to Kraska-Miller (2014) Tau-b, which adjusts for tied ranks, can be 

used for square tables37 and Tau-c can be used for rectangular tables, but it makes 

no adjustments for tied ranks (pp. 72,73). I used module “ord.tau” in package 

“ryouready” in R to calculate Tau-b and tau-c. For the crosstabulation in table 

3.2.5.1, the Tau-b and tau-c are shown in table 3.2.9.3. 

Table 3.2.9.3. Tau-b and tau-c for crosstabulation of Y=QID 29 and X=QID 625  

Tau_b and Tau-c, Non-parametric  symmetric measures for strength and direction of association

Kendall's (and Stuart's) Tau statistics
Tau−b: 0.484
Tau−c: 0.425

Tau−c preferred for non−square tables, but it does not adjust for �es

Since both measures are symmetric they are not the most suitable to test 

hypothesis when a variable is clearly a predictor for the outcome. Nevertheless, to 

check my non-parametric results with other non-parametric ordinal measures; and 

to see what my outcomes would be if I had chosen to use Tau-b or Tau-c, I 

performed the calculations for all my crosstabulations38. 

Somers’ Delta or Somers’ D is a measure of ordinal association. According to 

Garson (2012), it is Gamma modified to penalize for paired ties; but, it penalizes 

only for pairs that are tied only on predictor variable (p. 43). According to Norusis 

(2009), Somers’ D has three variants; one with the row variable as the independent 

variable, one with the column variable as the independent variable, and a 

symmetric version (p.182). The symmetric Somers’ D takes the row and column 

variables into account equally (Cooper and Schindler ,497). This enables us to start 

our investigations without any assumption about which of the two variables is the 

predictor and which one is the outcome. Compared to other measures of ordinal 

association like Gamma, Somers’ D has the advantage that it does not ignore the 

37 Square tables have the same number of categories for each variable such as in 2 × 2 and  
3 × 3 tables 
38 Tau-b and tau-c are not designed as measures of proportional reduction in error but there 
has been attempts to provide such interpretations. For example: Wilson, T. P. (1969). A 
proportional-reduction-in-error interpretation for Kendall’s tau-b. Social Forces, 47, 340–
342. 
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ties and penalizes the reported measures of associations for ties on outcome 

variable when there is difference in predictor variable. 

As Garson (2012, 43) has clarified, Somers’ D has a clear meaning: “Given 

the condition that a randomly selected pair of observations are not tied on the 

independent variable, Somers' d is the conditional probability that the pair is 

concordant minus the conditional probability that the pair is discordant.” 

Moreover, Kviz (1981) has shown that Asymmetric Somers’ D have PRE 

interpretations. Also, Agresti (2010) has argued that Somers’ D is a “measure of 

prediction success as the proportional reduction in prediction error compared to 

predictions without using the explanatory variable” (p. 219). Somer’s d value shows 

the percentage by which our prediction of the outcome variable will be better as a 

result of knowing the value of the independent variable. For example, if Somers’ D 

is 0.4, in an asymmetric analysis, we have a better prediction for participant’s 

response to outcome question by 40% as a result of knowing his/her different 

response to predictor question. 

I used module “ord.somers.d” in package “ryouready” to calculate the 

symmetric version of Somers’ D for my crosstabulations in my R scripts. I used 

module “SomersDelta” in package “DescTools” to calculate the confidence interval 

for Somers’ D when I wanted to assume the predictor variables are on columns and 

outcome variables are in rows. For the crosstabulation in table 3.2.5.1, the different 

results for Somers’ D are shown in table 3.2.9.4. Note that for the same 

crosstabulation where Gamma was more than 0.7 Somers’ D is less than 0.5. 

Table 3.2.9.4. Various Somers’ D results for crosstabulation of Y=QID 29 and X=QID 625  

Somers’ D, Non-parametric, symmetric, and asymmetric, PRE,  measures for strength and direction of ordinal association

Somers' d:
Columns dependent: 0.497  
      Rows dependent: 0.471  
                 Symmetric: 0.483  

Somers D rows dependent confidence interval
  Somers            lwr.ci                ups.ci  
  0.4706352      0.3034698       0.6378007 

Somers’ D is a non-parametric measure of strength and direction of ordinal 

association which has symmetric and asymmetric versions and has a particular 

interpretation as well as a PRE interpretation. It penalizes for ties in the responses to 

outcome variable when there is a difference in values of predictor variable. 
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Throughout the rest of this thesis, I will report the symmetric Somers’ D. Therefore, 

in this study, there is no assumption of normality or linearity. 

3.2.10 Test of Strength Somers’ D  

In addition to filtering our reported discoveries to a limited percentage of 

false discoveries based on p-vales of Fisher’s exact tests, I have filtered out the 

associations that are of negligible strength. Although I am reporting symmetric 

Somers’ D throughout this report, the filtering process is based on participation as 

an outcome variable. Therefore, the conclusions should withstand future 

evaluatory research testing the hypotheses that participation, in certain cases, is in 

fact an outcome.  

To report the strongest associations, I could use a subjective threshold for 

strength of Somers’ D -- for example all that are above .15 as the threshold -- but I 

have used a different method in which the strength is evaluated based on the 

confidence interval for Somers’ D. Instead of relying on a subjectively chosen 

threshold, I report only those statistically significant associations where their 

Somers’ D is so significant that their 99.5% confidence interval for Somers’ D does 

not touch 0. I used the 99.5% criterion for the 99.5% confidence interval of binary 

associations for strength of association in concordance with the decision I made for 

the threshold for significance before. R did not have a module that would report a 

confidence interval for symmetric R but “SomersDelta” routine in “DescTools” 

package in R provides us with the confidence intervals for two types of Somers’ D 

statistics: (1) confidence interval for Somers’ D assuming the rows are categories of 

independent variables, and (2) confidence interval for Somers’ D assuming the 

columns are categories of independent variables. The latter reports the confidence 
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interval for asymmetric Somers’ D in a cross tabulation in which the dependent 

variable is tabulated in rows.  

In my crosstabulation, I have placed responses to my questions regarding 

participation in rows and the responses to other questions in columns. Although 

what is reported in the tables in coming chapters are symmetric Somers’ D to 

emphasize that there cannot be any claim of directionality in this exploratory 

phase of research, the extra condition on strength of reported discoveries 

guarantees that reported associations are both statistically significant and 

practically strong enough to withstand future evaluatory research on forms of 

participation that are warranted to be a dependent variable rather than simply an 

interesting outcome. 

3.2.11 Direct Relations vs Spurious Relations 

When we observe an association between variations of two variables, we 

should not rush to judgment because what we are observing can be a direct 

association, but it can also be a spurious, moderated association, or a combination 

of these.  

Baron and Kenny (1986) define moderator as a variable that affects the 

direction and/or strength of the relation between a predictor variable and a 

criterion variable. “a moderator is a third variable that affects the zero-order 

correlation between two other variables” (p. 1174). According to Jose (2013), one 

can ask whether the correlation between anxiety and depression is affected by a 

third variable, such as gender (p. 24). Moderation analysis can be considered a 

special type of ANOVA interaction, Mediation analysis can be considered as a 

special type of path model (p. 7). 

Spurious associations can be the result of the existence of mediators, 

common causes, or both. Mediator variables intervene between two variables and 
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can be regarded as responsible for the association we observe (Howitt and Cramer 

2011, p. 41). If the association between X and Y disappears when we keep variable 

Z unchanged (controlling for Z), it is an evidence that the association between X 

and Y has been mediated by Z (De Vaus 2002, p319). Common causes, sometimes 

association. “If the latent construct was partitioned out, the intercorrelations 

among the observed measures would be zero.” The Oxford Handbook of 

Quantitative Methods, Vol. 2. 2013, p.257). 

As Rozeboom has explained, we frequently have reason to believe, that 

“given an empirical relation in which a variable y covaries with a variable x, there 

exist one or more ‘real’ variables v whose identities may be unknown to us, but 

which causally mediate between x and y” (1956, 259). When we observe that an 

association between two variables, X and Y39, is not affected much when we control 

for all possible other variables Z1 to Zn, we can conclude that it is likely that there 

is a direct association between X and Y. This is when the measured association 

conditional to levels of Z are close to unconditional bivariate association.  

Table 3.2.11.1 shows the association between variables, X, Y, and Z where X-

Z and Y-Z associations are low and X-Y association ignoring levels of Z40 , is 0.5. 

The X-Y association changes very little when we evaluate the association at various 

levels of Z41. The X-Y conditional associations at levels Z1, Z2, Z3 of Variable Z are 

measured 0.49, 0.5, and 0.51. Healey (2015, 383) and de Vause (2002, 323) refer to 

this type of relationship (between X and Y) as Direct or Replicating relationship. 

Salmon would call Z a statistically irrelevant parameter. 

Table 3.2.11.1. X-Y direct association, Z may be irrelevant to X, Y, and X-Y association 
V1 V2 Unconditional 

association  
r for Levels of Control Variable Z

r(X-Y) r(X-Y) |z1 r(X-Y) |z2 r(X-Y) |z3
X Y 0.5 0.49 0.5 0.51

r(X-Y) |z1, r(X-Y) |z2, r(X-Y) |z3 are very close to each other and to unconditional r

39 In a bivariate table 
40 r(X-Y) 
41 It is technically named controlling for 3 possible levels of Variable Z 
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In real scenarios, it will not be obvious whether the level of change in 

measured X-Y association is little or not. De Vaus (2002) suggests using confidence 

intervals for this demarcation. We can argue that there is no difference between the 

bivariate correlation and conditional correlations (controlled for Z) when the 

confidence interval for bivariate correlation (zero order correlation) and conditional 

correlations (controlled correlations) overlap (330). In the example shown in table 

3.2.11.1 we can argue that if the confidence interval of 0.49, 0.5 and 0.51 overlap, 

we fail to reject the claim that Z is irrelevant. 

Table 3.2.11.2 shows a situation where bivariate association between Z with 

X and Y are strong while the conditional associations (when controlled for Z) are 

close to Zero and statistically insignificant. Healey (2015) calls this kind of 

association “Spurious Relationship” or “Explanation”. An association is spurious if 

association between X and Y disappear once we control for Z (p. 385). When r(X-Y) 

|z1, r(X-Y) |z2, r(X-Y) |z3 are close to 0, observed X-Y relationship has disappeared at 

fixed levels of Z; therefore, observed bivariate X-Y relationship is spurious and may 

have been related to variations of Z. 

Table 3.2.11.2. X-Y Spurious Correlation, Z is common cause or mediator to X-Y 
association 
V1 V2 Unconditional 

association  
Levels of Control Variable Z

r r|z1 r|z2 r|z3
X Y 0.5 0.01 0.01 0.01

Non- sig Non- sig Non- sig

r(X-Y) |z1, r(X-Y) |z2, r(X-Y) |z3 are very close to 0

When a situation like the one in the table above happens, it is possible that 

Z is a Mediator or a common cause for X and Y. 
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In real scenarios, it may not be obvious whether or not the X-Y has 

disappeared when controlling for levels of Z. Table 3.2.11.3 shows a situation where 

bivariate association between Z with X and Y are strong while the conditional X-Y 

associations (when controlled for Z) are ambiguously low. 

Table 3.2.11.3. X-Y Spurious Correlation, Z may be common cause or mediator to X-Y 
association 
V1 V2 Unconditional 

association  
R(X-Y) at levels of Control Variable Z

r(X-Y) |z1 r(X-Y) |z2 r(X-Y) |z3
X Y 0.5 0.16 0.15 0.17

Non- sig Non- sig Non- sig

confidence intervals for r(X-Y) |z1, r(X-Y) |z2, r(X-Y) |z3 centered at 0.16,0.15, 0.17 cover 0

Inspired by de Vaus (2002, p.330) who suggested using confidence intervals 

for demarcation. In this study, we define a relationship as “spurious” when all the 

following conditions are satisfied.  

We define as spurious a binary association for which, when the association 

is controlled for a third question, conditional associations are less than the binary 

association, or conditional associations are negligible, or when measures of 

significance for conditional associations are insignificant. 

This definition detects associations which become very weak in absence of 

variations of Z. Each of these conditions are necessary but insufficient for declaring 

the detection of a spurious association. The presence of all the conditions give us 

enough ground to plausibly declare the original association spurious.  

To be able to declare an association spurious three conditions must be 

satisfied:

I) Conditional association must be weaker than binary associations 

For a binary association to be spurious, it must disappear when we control 

the for the third variable contributing to the observed association. It in reality the 

association does not completely disappear it gets weaker. 

To identify a meaningful reduction in strength of association in the absence 

of variations of the third variable in an objective way, and to reject the Null 

hypothesis that the conditional measures of association in the population are equal 

to or greater than binary associations, the conditional (controlled) measures of 
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associations in all and every stratum of the third variable must be closer to zero 

than the closest side of the confidence interval of binary X-Y association to zero.  

 r(X-Y)|z1 is closer to zero than Boundaries of CI(r(X-Y)) and 

 r(X-Y)|z2 is closer to zero than Boundaries of CI(r(X-Y)) and 

 r(X-Y)|z3 is closer to zero than Boundaries of CI(r(X-Y)) 

To operationalize this idea, I calculated the 95% confidence interval for the 

binary association. Then I checked whether every observed stratum association is 

closer to 0 than the closest side CI to 0. Having such a lowered strength of 

association is a necessary but not sufficient reason to consider a variable X2 to be 

mediating, common cause or predictor for association. Such a reduction can also 

happen by accident because the strata sample sizes are smaller than the initial 

sample. As a result, they have a wider range of variation42. But when such a 

reduction is observed in all strata it is plausible to consider the possibility of a 

spurious association being there. 

II) Conditional measures of significance are insignificant 

Another expectation from a spurious association is that when controlled for 

an intervening variable the associations should disappear. If the Null hypothesis, 

that the conditional measures of association are 0, is true, we should fail to reject 

the hypothesis that conditional measures of association are 0. This suggests that 

.995 confidence interval for the association found in our sample which did not 

touch zero must touch zero when the variation of the third variable are eliminated.  

To make sure that the reduction of associations in controlled sets are low 

enough to be considered negligible we use this criterion: If the Null hypothesis, that 

“the conditional measures of association in the population are zero” is true, the 

42 Notice that they can by accident go above the association level causing us to rule out a 
mediation of happening. 
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confidence intervals for conditional (controlled) measures of associations must 

cover 043.  

Boundaries of CI(r(X-Y) |z1) cover 0 and 

Boundaries of CI(r(X-Y) |z2) cover 0 and 

Boundaries of CI(r(X-Y) |z3) cover 0  

Figure 3.2.11.1 shows the confidence interval in every stratum of spurious 

association compared to confidence interval for binary association before control. 

Considering that the number of observations in the strata are less than all the 

observations, the confidence interval is expected to be wider and should cover 0. 

When this situation occurs, the association may be attributed to variations of the 

third variable. 

Figure 3.2.11.1. Confidence interval in strata of spurious association compared to 
confidence interval for binary association before control 

43 We do not use strata p-values to detect mediation. We rely on binary Somers’ D 
confidence interval of strata touching zero as a sign of faded association in the stratum.
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This condition guaranties that the confidence intervals for conditional 

(controlled) measures of association overlap. 

Sometimes the r(X-Y) is very strong and remains strong even when 

attenuated by controlling for Z. Figure 3.2.11.2 shows the confidence interval in a 

stratum of a direct association compared to confidence interval for a binary 

association before control. 

Figure 3.2.11.2. Confidence interval in strata of a direct association compared to 
confidence interval for binary association before control 

This indicates that while Z is a mediator, common cause or simply a 

predictor for Y, the direct association between X and Y can not be rejected either. 

Because the elimination of variations of Z has attenuated, but not eliminated, the 

association between Y and X1. 

III) The significance of associations in strata must be reduced  

The p-value for controlled crosstabulations must be more than the binary 

significance level. Such higher p-values are expected also because the sample size 

in controlled cross tabulations are necessary smaller than or equal to binary 
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crosstabulations. If the p-values are less than initial sample binary p-values it 

would be inconsistent with existence of a spurious association. 

If the initially observed binary association is spurious then the controlled 

association not only should be attenuated but also it must be statistically 

insignificant. Which implies: 

P-values of cross tabulation of Y-X|z1 must be bigger than alpha 

P-values of cross tabulation of Y-X|z2 must be bigger than alpha 

P-values of cross tabulation of Y-X|z3 must be bigger than alpha 

3.2.11.1 An Example of Detecting Spurious Association 

Table 3.2.11.4, on the next page, presents the cross tabulation of two 

questions. The outcome variable is answers to QID 29, an item in question 6 in part 

one. The scale of answers to this question are presented on rows of the cross 

tabulation: 

QID 29: How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the 

following? 

Participate in a protest critical of the government 

Presented scales: No chance, Unlikely, 50%50%, Likely, Definitely 

Collapsed scales: No chance/ Unlikely, 50%50%, Likley / Definitly 

The predictor variable is the answer to the question: In your conversations 

with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up? 

UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (QID 227).  
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Table 3.2.11.4. Cross tabulation of questions 29 and 227 

===============================================================================================================  
                                         x=227:p1_253Q25  
                                         How often topic of conversation with friends is 
                                         UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country   
y=29:p1_035Q06  
How likely in 12 months  
Participate protest critical of  
government                              NeverRarely   onceamonthonceaweek       Manytimesaweek/Everyday   Total  
===============================================================================================================  
No chance/ Unlikely                      92                     45                          9               146  
col %                                    71.3                   43.3                       25.7         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
50%50%                                   19                     25                          5                49  
col %                                    14.7                   24.0                       14.3         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Likley / Definitly                       18                     34                         21                73  
col %                                    14.0                   32.7                       60.0         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Total                                    129                    104                         35              268  
                                         48.1                   38.8                       13.1         
===============================================================================================================  
fisher_yx1_p= 0.00000003870 
=============================================================================================================== 

 At first glance it seems that we have found an association between the two 

variables. Fisher’s exact test of 0.00000003870 suggests that it is not probable that 

such an observation is accidental.  

Figure 3.2.11.3 is an artificial scatter plot to present the concentration of 

observations in different cells of crosstabulation in table 3.2.11.4. The proportion of 

participants who feel they are more likely to participate in protests against the 

government is higher for citizens who talk more frequently about the unfair 

influence of other countries in the country. Also, Table 3.2.11.5 shows that Somers’ 

D is about .34; and 99.5% confidence interval for Somers’ D does not touch zero. 

Table 3.2.11.5. Somers’ D for cross tabulation of questions 29 and 227 

 Somers          lwr.ci                    ups.ci  

0.3393908       0.1933048          0.4854769  

Asymmetric Somers’ D RC: rows present the level of outcome variable 
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Figure 3.2.11.3. Likelihood of participation in protest critical of government vs 
frequency of conversation about unfair influence of other countries in the country 
(QIDs 29, 227) 

Table 3.2.11.6 presents the partial cross tabulation of QIDs 29 and 227 for 

every category of answers to QID 862 on the frequency the participants reads, 

listens to, or watches content on media independent of big corporations and 

governments that leads him/her to an UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws 

of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights 

and freedoms in other countries. 
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Table 3.2.11.6. Association between QIDs 29 and 227 stratified by Levels of QID 862  

================================================================================================================ 
Z=862-p4_102Q10 How often do you see miseries of other countries in Media independent of big corporations and 
governments?  
================================================================================================================ 
Z Stratum = Never/Rarely, 
       x=0227-p1_253Q25 How often topic of conversa w friends  UNFAIR influence of other countries in your 
country  
y=0029-p1_035Q06  
|How likely in 12 months Participate| NeverRarely | Onceamonthonceaweek | Manytimesaweek/Everyday | Row Total | 
|in protests critical of government |             |                     |                         |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|No chance/Unlikely        Count    |         45  |                 17  |                      3  |       65  | 
|                          Column % |     83.333% |             80.952% |                 60.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|----- -------------------|-----------| 
|50%50%                    Count    |          5  |                  1  |                      0  |        6  |  
|                          Column % |      9.259% |              4.762% |                  0.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|Likley / Definitly         Count   |          4  |                  3  |                      2  |        9  | 
|                          Column % |      7.407% |             14.286% |                 40.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|                      Column Total |          54 |                 21  |                      5  |       80  |                    
|                    Column Total % |     67.500% |             26.250% |                  6.250% |           | 
Fisher's Two-Sided Exact Test pval1:      0.2577757,    Obs1=80 
Somers D Row Dependent        lwr.ci         ups.ci  
 0.08946322                   -0.18333622     0.36226266 
================================================================================================================ 

Z Stratum = once a month/onceaweek   
       x=0227-p1_253Q25 How often topic of conversa w friends  UNFAIR influence of other countries in your 
country  
y=0029-p1_035Q06  
|How likely in 12 months Participate| NeverRarely | Onceamonthonceaweek | Manytimesaweek/Everyday | Row Total | 
|in protests critical of government |             |                     |                         |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|No chance/Unlikely        Count    |          7  |                 14  |                      3  |       24  | 
|                          Column % |     41.176% |             43.750% |                 33.333% |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|50%50%                    Count    |          6  |                  7  |                      2  |       15  | 
|                          Column % |     35.294% |             21.875% |                 22.222% |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|Likley / Definitly        Count    |          4  |                 11  |                      4  |       19  | 
|                 Column % Column % |     23.529% |             34.375% |                 44.444% |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|                      Column Total |          17 |                 32  |                      9  |       58  | 
|                          Column % |     29.310% |             55.172% |                 15.517% |           | 
Fisher's Two-Sided Exact Test pval2: 0.7723061   Obs2=58 
Somers D Row Dependent        lwr.ci          ups.ci  
 0.0893401                    -0.2505996      0.4292798 
================================================================================================================ 

Z Stratum = Many times a week/Everyday  
       x=0227-p1_253Q25 Hw often topic of conversa w friends  UNFAIR influence of other countries in your 
country  
y=0029-p1_035Q06  
|How likely in 12 months Participate| NeverRarely | Onceamonthonceaweek | Manytimesaweek/Everyday | Row Total | 
|in protests critical of government |             |                     |                         |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|No chance/Unlikely        Count    |          2  |                  0  |                      2  |        4  | 
|                          Column % |     33.333% |              0.000% |                 22.222% |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|250%50%                   Count    |          1  |                  4  |                      1  |        6  | 
|                          Column % |     16.667% |             57.143% |                 11.111% |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|Likley / Definitly        Count    |          3  |                  3  |                      6  |       12  | 
|                          Column % |     50.000% |             42.857% |                 66.667% |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|---------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|                      Column Total |          6  |                  7  |                      9  |       22  | 
|                          Column % |     27.273% |             31.818% |                 40.909% |           | 
Fisher's Two-Sided Exact Test pval3: 0.2665647   Obs3=22 
Somers D Row Dependent:       lwr.ci         ups.ci  
 0.1320755                    -0.4523545     0.7165055 
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The observations in the partial crosstabulations are statistically 

insignificant. The Somer’s D values are much lower than the initial cross tabulation 

and Somers’ D confidence intervals crosses the zero point. It means that upper 

bound of confidence interval is more than zero and lower bound of confidence 

interval is less than zero. 

Figures 3.2.11.4, 3.2.11.5, 3.2.11.6, on the next pages, present the likelihood 

of participation in protest critical of government vs the frequency of conversations 

about the unfair influence of other countries in the country (QIDs 29, 227) for the 

three categories of question 862. 

Figures 3.2.11.4 shows that a large proportion of citizens who never or rarely 

read, listen to, or watch content on media independent of big corporations and 

governments about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, 

inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries, do not 

perceive any likelihood that they will participate in protests critical of the 

government in the next 12 months. Moreover, in this stratum, the likelihood of 

participation in protests critical of the government is rather insensitive to the 

frequency of conversation about unfair influence of other countries. 

 Figures 3.2.11.5 shows that in the second stratum, the likelihood of 

participation in protests critical of the government is also rather insensitive to the 

frequency of conversation about unfair influence of other countries. 

Figures 3.2.11.6 shows that citizens who many times a week or every day 

read, listen to, or watch content on media independent of big corporations and 

governments about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, 

inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries, perceive 

themselves more likely to participate in protests critical of the government in the 

next 12 months. However, in the third stratum, the likelihood of participation in 

protests critical of the government is also rather insensitive to the frequency of 

conversation about unfair influence of other countries. 
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Figure 3.2.11.4. Association between (QIDs 29, 227) controlled for the first stratum of 
QID 862. How often do you see miseries of other countries in Media independent of big 
corporations and governments? Stratum = Never/Rarely 
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Figure 3.2.11.5. Association between (QIDs 29, 227) controlled for the second stratum 
of QID 862. How often do you see miseries of other countries in Media independent of 
big corporations and governments? Stratum = once a month/once a week   
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Figure 3.2.11.6. Association between (QIDs 29, 227) controlled for the third stratum of 
QID 862. How often do you see miseries of other countries in Media independent of big 
corporations and governments? Stratum = Many times a week/Everyday  

Although the difference in answers to question 862 are relevant to likelihood 

of demonstrations critical of government, when we control the variation of answers 

to this question by looking into strata of these answers, the association between 

QIDs 28 and 227 disappears. Therefore, it is plausible to consider the observed 

association between the two as spurious. If you click on figure 3.2.11.7, you will see 
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a three-dimensional visualization of this spurious association. When rotating with 

your mouse you will notice that nearly all of the variations in responses to QID 29 

are associated with variations to answers to QID  862. Therefore, the observed 

association of likelihood of participation in protests critical of government and 

frequency of conversation about unfair influence of other countries in the country 

(QIDs 29, 227) is spurious. The mediator or common cause is the frequency of 

seeing critical information about other countries in media independent of big 

corporations and governments. 

Figure 3.2.11.7. Spurious association between QIDs 29 and 227 controlled for 
variations of QID 862  
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3.2.11.2 An Example of an Association that Persists in all 
Categories of a Third Variable 

Table 3.2.11.7, presents the cross tabulation of two questions. The outcome 

variable is levels of answer to QID 29 an item in question 6 in part one. The scale of 

answers to this question are presented on rows of the cross tabulation. The predictor 

variable is levels of answer to QID 424 an item in question 18 in part two of the 

survey. The scale of answers to this question are presented on columns of the cross 

tabulation. 

QID 424 asks: How often the participant uses the following media 

independent of big corporations and governments to seek a deeper understanding 

of political, economic, or social/cultural conditions after you hear the news. 

Presented scales are Never, Rarely, once a month, once a week, Many times a week, 

Everyday which are collapsed to: NeverRarely, OnceAMonthOnceAweek, 

Manytimesaweek/Everyday. 

Table 3.2.11.7. Cross tabulation of questions 29 and 424 

===============================================================================================================  
                                         x=0424-p2_157Q18 
                                         How often you seek deeper understanding of PESC using Media  
    independent of big corporations and  governments  
y=29:p1_035Q06  
How likely in 12 months  
Participate protest critical of government       
                           1NeverRarely        2onceamonthonceaweek       3Manytimesaweek/Everyday      Total  
===============================================================================================================  
No chance / Unlikely            59                     40                         13            112 
col %                           84.3                   51.9                       28.9         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
50%50%                           8                     17                         10                    35 
 col %                          11.4                   22.1                       22.2         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Likley / Definitly               3                     20                         22                    45 
 col %                           4.3                   26.0                       48.9         
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Total                           70                     77                         45                    192  
         total %                36.5                   40.1                       23.4    
===============================================================================================================  
fisher_yx1_p= 0.0000000038 
=============================================================================================================== 

At first glance it seems that we have found an association between the two 

variables. Fisher’s exact test of 0.0000000038 suggests that it is not probable that 

such an observation is accidental.  

Figure 3.2.11.8 is an artificial scatter plot to present the concentration of 

observations in different cells of crosstabulation in table 3.2.11.7. The proportion of 

participants who feel they are likely to participate in protests critical of government 
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is greater for citizens who more frequently seek deeper understanding of PESC using 

media independent of big corporations and governments. Table 3.2.11.8 shows that 

Somers’ D is .39; and 99.5% confidence interval for Somers’ D does not touch zero. 

Table 3.2.11.8. Somers’ D for cross tabulation of questions 29 and 424 

 Somers          lwr.ci                    ups.ci  

0.3928363      0.2499320          0.5357406 

Asymmetric Somers’ D RC: rows present the level of outcome variable 

Figure 3.2.11.8. Likelihood of participation in protest critical of government vs 
frequency of seeking deeper understanding of PESC using independent media (QIDs 29, 
424) 
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Table 3.2.11.9 presents my R output for partial cross tabulations of QIDs 29 

and 424 for every category of answers to QID 84 on participants’ readiness to risk 

their liberty to improve the country. 

Table 3.2.11.9. Association between QIDs 29 and 424 stratified by Levels of QID 84  
================================================================================================================ 
z= 0084 p1_090Q11 I am ready to risk my liberty to improve my country 
================================================================================================================ 
|Z Stratum = Disagree/Strongly Disagree, |
|   x=0424-p2_157Q18 How often u seek deeper undrstndg PESC using  Media independent of big corporations & govs|
|y=0029-p1_035Q06     |
|How likely in 12 months Participate| NeverRarely | Onceamonth onceaweek | Manytimesaweek/Everyday | Row Total | 
|in protests critical of government |             |                      |                         |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|No chance/Unlikely        Count    |         32  |                  19  |                      7  |        58 | 
|                          Column % |     91.429% |              61.290% |                 43.750% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|----- -------------------|-----------| 
|50%50%                    Count    |          2  |                   7  |                      4  |        13 |  
|                          Column % |      5.714% |              22.581% |                 25.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|Likley / Definitly         Count   |          1  |                   5  |                      5  |       11  | 
|                          Column % |      2.857% |              16.129% |                 31.250% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|                      Column Total |         35  |                  31  |                     16  |       82  |   
|                         Column %  |     42.683% |              37.805% |                 19.512% |    6.250% |   
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Fisher's Two-Sided Exact Test pval1: 0.00223351   Obs1=82                                                     | 
|Somers D Row Dependent        lwr.ci              ups.ci            CI:0.995                                  | 
|0.3292854                     0.1165017           0.5420691                                                   | 
================================================================================================================ 
|Z Stratum = Neutral |
|   x=0424-p2_157Q18 How often u seek deeper understand PESC usng  Media independent of big corporations & govs| 
|y=0029-p1_035Q06                                                                                              |
|How likely in 12 months Participate| NeverRarely | Onceamonth onceaweek | Manytimesaweek/Everyday | Row Total | 
|in protests critical of government |             |                      |                         |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|No chance/Unlikely        Count    |         24  |                  17  |                      6  |       47  |  
|                          Column % |     80.000% |              47.222% |                 46.154% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|50%50%                    Count    |          6  |                   6  |                      2  |       14  |  
|                          Column % |     20.000% |              16.667% |                 15.385% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|Likely / Definitely       Count    |          0  |                  13  |                      5  |       18  |  
|                          Column % |      0.000% |              36.111% |                 38.462% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|                      Column Total |         30  |                  36  |                     13  |       79  |  
|                          Column % |     37.975% |              45.570% |                 16.456% |           | 
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Fisher's Two-Sided Exact Test pval2: 0.0007853474   Obs2=79                                                   | 
|Somers D Row Dependent          lwr.ci              ups.ci            CI:0.995                                | 
|0.31114551                      0.08558532          0.53670570                                                | 
================================================================================================================ 
|Z Stratum = Agree/Strongly agree                                                                              |
|   x=0424-p2_157Q18 How often u seek deeper undrstndg PESC using  Media independent of big corporations & govs|
|y=0029-p1_035Q06   |
|How likely in 12 months Participate| NeverRarely | Onceamonth onceaweek | Manytimesaweek/Everyday | Row Total | 
|in protests critical of government |             |                      |                         |           | 
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|No chance/Unlikely        Count    |          3  |                   3  |                      0  |        6  |  
|                          Column % |     60.000% |              33.333% |                  0.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|50%50%                    Count    |          0  |                   4  |                      4  |        8  |  
|                          Column % |      0.000% |              44.444% |                 25.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|Likley / Definitly        Count    |          2  |                   2  |                     12  |       16  |  
|                          Column % |     40.000% |              22.222% |                 75.000% |           |  
|-----------------------------------|-------------|----------------------|-------------------------|-----------| 
|                      Column Total |          5  |                   9  |                     16  |       30  |  
|                          Column % |     16.667% |              30.000% |                 53.333% |           | 
|--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Fisher's Two-Sided Exact Test pval3: 0.003296181   Obs3=30                                                    | 
|Somers D Row Dependent        lwr.ci               ups.ci           CI:0.995                                  | 
|0.49070632                    0.08950503           0.89190761                                                 | 
================================================================================================================ 
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The observations in the partial crosstabulations are all insignificant with 

Somers’ D 0.995 confidence intervals that do not touch zero. Figures 3.2.11.9, 

3.2.11.10, 3.2.11.11, on the next pages, present the likelihood of participation in 

protest critical of government vs frequency of seeking deeper understanding PESC 

using media independent of big corporations and governments (QIDs 29, 424) for 

the three categories of question 84. 

Figures 3.2.11.9 shows a stratum of participants who disagree or strongly 

disagree that they are ready to risk their liberty to improve the country. A big 

proportion of citizens who never or rarely seeking deeper understanding PESC using 

media independent of big corporations and governments, perceive it not likely for 

themselves to participate in protests critical of the government in the next 12 

months. But, the likelihood of attending protests critical of government increases 

for citizens who more frequently seek deeper understanding of PESC issues using 

media independent of big corporations and governments. 

 Similarly, Figure 3.2.11.10 and 3.2.11.11 show that, the likelihood of 

attending protests critical of government increases for citizens who more frequently 

seek deeper understanding PESC using media independent of big corporations and 

governments. 

When we control the variation of answers to question 84 (by looking into 

each stratum of answers to the questions about readiness to risks one’s liberty to 

improve the country) the association between QIDs 28 and 424 remain significant. 

The association between QID 28 and 424 exists even when we minimize the 

variations in patriotism. Therefore, it is plausible to consider the observed 

association between the two as not mediated by patriotism. Their co-variation can 

not be explained by the variations in patriotism. We would consider association 

observed between QIDs 28 and 424 even if the association is observed in one of the 

controlled strata of QID 84. 

Associations reported in chapter 4 as “direct”, have been found to be 

“direct” after being controlled in this example for 1045 other questions. 
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Figure 3.2.11.9. Likelihood of participation in protest critical of government vs 
frequency of seeking deeper understanding of PESC using media independent of big 
corporations and governments (QIDs 29, 424) for citizens who Disagree or Strongly 
Disagree that they are ready to risk their liberty to improve the country. 
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Figure 3.2.11.10. Likelihood of participation in protest critical of government vs 
frequency of seeking deeper understanding of PESC using media independent of big 
corporations and governments (QIDs 29, 424) for citizens who Neutral about being are 
ready to risk their liberty to improve the country. 
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Figure 3.2.11.11. Likelihood of participation in protest critical of government vs 
frequency of seeking deeper understanding PESC using media independent of big 
corporations and governments (QIDs 29, 424) for citizens who agree or strongly agree 
with that they are ready to risk their liberty to improve the country. 
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If you press the Control key and left click on figure 3.2.11.12, you will see a 

three-dimensional visualization of this association. When rotating with your mouse 

you will notice that variations in responses to QID 29 is associated with variations 

to answers to both QIDs  424 and 84. At each level of QID 84, we observe a 

significant association between (QIDs 29, 424). Therefore, the observed association 

is not spurious when controlled for variations of QID 84.  

Figure 3.2.11.12. Direct association between QIDs 29 and 424 controlled for variations 
of QID 84.  

http://demosophy.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/29-424-84.html

In the following chapters, associations reported as “direct,” are called 

“direct” based on these criteria after being controlled for all other questions. 
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3.2.11.3 Resulting Non-Spurious Findings 

Based on decisions for significance and strength of associations, I found 

2513 associations with questions regarding participation. 

Also, out of all the 650 possible binary permutations within 26 participation   

questions, 477 were found to be significant and 474 were found to be significant 

and strong. Therefore, of 2513 associations with participation questions, 474 were 

with other participation questions and 2039 significant and strong associations 

were found between questions regarding participation and questions regarding 

other forms of engagement, mental processes and states, information sources, 

media, dialogue, and expression, etc. 

For each of the 2039 detected binary associations, between questions related 

to participation and other questions, we have to check whether or not some non-

participation parameter is intervening as mediator or common cause or a predictor 

for the participation. For each association, we control it for the other 1021 (non-

performative) questions with three levels. Therefore, we must perform 1020x3=3063 

of such evaluations44 to verify one direct association with participation questions45.

For our 2039 findings, 6,245,457 evaluations had to be performed. I found a 

total of 221993 cases where a third variable had a significant association with the 

outcome variable at the significance level of 0.005. In 612 cases, after controlling 

for the third variable, all strata touch 0 of which, in 571 cases, all the conditional 

strata had non-significant p-values46 in every stratum. 

To find the number of possible falsely detected associations in strata, which 

is in fact the possible number of false negatives in finding the mediators, I 

calculated 612x3=1836 Fisher’s exact test p-values. An analysis of type I error rate 

revealed that there can be less than 10 strata associations that may have been 

44 1048-2=1046 other questions exist. And 25 of them are regarding participation. This 
results in 1046-25=1021 possible non-performative mediators. 
45 The total number of Binary “0 level” associations are ������ = 548628 Since the number 
of levels of answers for all questions are reduced to 3, for each question 3 partial tables are 
created. The total number of possible partial tables is: 54628x1046x3=1,1721594664 but we 
have limited the scope of this report to associations with participation. 
46 AllXInterAtleast1Y_AllPerf_801.xlsx 
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considered significant by random variation. That shows there may be at most 10 

more spurious associations among 612 binary associations, in other words the 

number of spurious questions may be up to 10 associations more than 571. 

Because a binary association may be found attenuated by multiple 

mediators, common causes, or other predictors, the 571 findings were related to 315 

binary Y-X1 associations that were considered 315 spurious associations. As a 

result, we found 1724 direct binary associations47. These results are summarized in 

table 3.2.11.10. 

There are other situations where controlling for Z may change or attenuate 

X-Y association but not eliminate it. Those situations are conditions where Z is a 

moderator or interactor; but in those situations, we still have evidence that the 

variations of Y are relevant to the variations of X and the variations of X are 

relevant to the variations of Y. 

Table 3.2.11.10. Total number of records with statistical significance of p-values<0.005 
and 0.995 CI not touching zero 

Y performative
x1 not 
performative 

Y performative
x1 not 
performative 

Y performative
x1 not 
performative 

Y performative
x1 not 
performative 

Y performative
x1 not 
performative 

Y 
performative 
x1 not 
performative 

Binary 
association 

2039 2039 2039 2039 2039 2039

Mediator x2 any x2 any x2 any x2 not perf x2 not perf x2 not perf

Number of 
analysis 
performed 

262772 262772 262772 221993 221993 221993

Conditional 
Finding in all 
strata 

SD closer to 0 from 
2VCI  

SD closer to 0 from 
2VCI   

CI touch 0 

SD closer to 0 from 
2VCI   

CI touch 0   

insignificant 

SD closer to 0 from 
2VCI  

SD closer to 0 from 
2VCI   

CI touch 0 

SD closer to 0 
from 2VCI   

CI touch 0   

insignificant 

Frequency 1091 961 888 661 612 571

3rd variable influence was analyzed because Yx2 was significant48

47 Notice that some of the associations that are declared as direct may be in fact mediated 
by predictors or common causes but may have remained undetected because of the 
uncertainties involved. For example, the calculations based on type I error in p-values 
makes us to expect less than 10 non-direct associations among the 1724 we consider direct. 
48 In 4Analysis480_AllTouch0Closerto0x1x2notPerf.xlsx 
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As a result, 315 otherwise strong and significant associations were found 

spurious. Therefore, out of 2039 strong and statistically significant binary 

associations 1724 were found to be direct49. 

Also, out of all the 474 binary permutations of participation questions 

which were significant and strong, 25 were found to be mediated by questions 

regarding non-participation, and 449 were Direct. That leads us to the 

identification of 223 direct association out of 325 binary combinations of 

associations among participation questions.  

Figure 3.2.11.13 presents the symmetric Somers’ D associations among 

questions regarding participation. All the associations shown are direct, significant, 

strong, and not mediated by non-performative questions. A tabular presentation of 

this data can be found in appendix C.  

Except for questions regarding likelihood of participation in elections, there 

is a strong association among most of our measures of participation. The red 

squares on the diagonal line highlight the very significant associations we have 

found among members of construct groups we identified in table 3.2.4.1. In fact, 

the definition of participation classes was informed by these associations. 

Most of the associations that are reported in the next chapters have direct 

relevance regardless of one’s perception of the direction of influence (which 

variable is the outcome and which variable is the predictor). 

To identify associations, I cross tabulated every binary permutation of our 

data in their native ordinal scale. I recorded the measure of association. In the next 

step, I cross tabulated the same binary associations at each and every level of every 

other question. I controled for all other questions. For every association reported 

in this study, I have made sure that there is some direct association that 

persists at every level of all other variables. I will not report the spurious 

associations. The associations that we will see in next chapters are either 

49 2039-315=1724 
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direct, or direct but attenuated after control, or “direct and mediated” when 

controlled for third variables. 

Appendix I presents 1500 lines of a program I wrote in R to implement the 

logic explained in this section. The module is called in a chain of nested module 

calls. This module, in turn, calls many other modules. The interested readers can 

learn from the way that I have used R non-parametric packages for the purpose of 

this analysis. On my four core i7 desktop computer working at 4.2GHz it took, on 

average, 20 seconds to control for 1022 third ordinal variables to every binary 

association. If I wanted to record the crosstabulations of each stratum as well as the 

2d and 3d scattered diagrams, the same control would take about 5 minutes per 

binary association. I had to go through the process multiple times to debug or 

enhance the code. Each time I ran my program to calculate and control the 

associations with 26 participation questions it took one week. The final run of 

calculating all binary associations with participation questions, with selective 

graphic generation, took about 4 weeks of continuous program run. The 

computations that enabled me to start writing took about 6 months to complete.  
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Figure 3.2.11.13. Association among questions regarding participation   
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3.2.12 Decomposition to Constructs in Questions 
for Theory Composition 

 Perry (2001) defines correlational study a form of research that examines 

the co-variation between variables “without researcher manipulation or random 

assignment.” He argues that “such studies often fall well short of meeting the 

criteria for causal inference” (pp.48-49).  

This study can be categorized a correlational study and is not aiming to 

make causal claims. In this study sample representativeness is important regarding 

the existence of association between predictors and outcome (not the 

generalizability of the observed statistics to the population). A sample which is not 

proportional to the population can still be a means for identification of correlation 

among variables. Many experiments and case studies in different scientific fields do 

not have random samples but are important sources of theorization.  

For example, the proportion of men and women in this study are not 

identical to the known gender proportions in Canadian society. This specific 

statistic is not representative of Canadian parameters and my goal is not also to 

report such statistics. However, the association we may observe in the dataset when 

controlled for gender, or many other constructs, can be indicators of possible 

associations in the society.  

It is obvious, from the exploratory nature of the study that the collected data 

is not suitable for statistical generalization to a population. The findings are useful 

for theoretical generalization. “Theoretical generalization involves generalizing to 

a theory, rather than to a population" (de Vaus 2002,148).  

To identify the particularly relevant constructs to citizen engagement, after 

finding relevant questions, I will decompose associated questions to their 

constituent constructs, and will identify the similarities and differences among 

those constructs. This will enable us to generalize from associations between 

particular questions to associations between constructs then form theories about 

the relevant factors. 
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I came up with my process of decomposition to constructs for theory 

composition, which you will see in chapters four and five. The goal is to 

operationalize what de Vaus called “generalization to theory,” rather than 

generalization to a population. I will generalize from the results of my survey to 

theories about democratic engagement. However, just before the submission of my 

thesis, I noticed that Elmar Haussmann had used a similar, but different, approach 

in his endeavor for full-text search. 

Haussmann (2011) suggested a process he called “contextual sentence 

decomposition.” This is accomplished by identifying certain parts of a sentence and 

recombining these parts as a pre-processing step aiming at providing the semantic 

full-text search capabilities with his desired functionality (p. 3). The difference 

between his approach and the one used here arises from the fact that I am not 

decomposing the questions to identify the parts. I have designed the questions with 

the constituting parts intentionally in them. I use the question decomposition to 

find the commonalities among different questions that have looked at the same 

constructs in different contexts, or from different angles, then generalize from 

particular associations between questions to theoretical relationships between 

constructs. Another novelty here is the way I have presented my question 

decompositions in graphical form. 

The statistical analysis is conducted such that it can be replicated in future 

for confirmatory evaluation; but, the results are not final or absolute. The 

associations found, and the theories proposed here should be considered as “a 

springboard for further investigation and analysis” (Deacon et al., 2007, p.8). They 

can be the foundation for a comprehensive theory of Citizen Engagement in 

Technologically Mediated Democratic Systems.  
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4 Findings About Particular Forms of Citizen 

Participation  

It is easy to lie with statistics, but it is easier to lie without them. 
Frederick Mosteller 
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In this chapter we will investigate whether particular classes and forms of 

citizen participation are associated with five groups of variables:  

a) Mental processes and states 

b) Information sources, and their mediating institutions and technologies (ISMT) 

c) Dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions and technologies (DEMT) 

d) Other forms of participation 

e) Demographic parameters 

Each section of the chapter is dedicated to one class of citizen engagement. 

The sections are: 

4.1 Volunteering 

4.2 Community engagement 

4.3 Elections 

4.4 Activism  

4.5 Collective action 

4.6 Participation through political parties 

4.7 Demonstration or protest 

Throughout this chapter, all reported binary associations with questions 

regarding participation are controlled for all the questions other than the pair 

being investigated. If the association between a pair of questions is found to be 

spurious, when controlled for the role of any other question, it is not reported. All 

the reported associations are direct, statistically significant, and strong.  

By direct, we mean not spurious in any forms of mediation, common cause, 

or hidden predictor after the association s controlled for all the other 1056 

questions. By statistically significant we mean p-value<0.005. By strong we mean 

99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0.  
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The presented results can also be used to understand the mindset of citizens 

who participate or refrain from participation, to choose the most effective channels 

of communication to reach the participating or not participating people, to identify 

the spheres where public discussions among partakers in particular forms of 

participation are more like to take place, or to identify the best strategies to 

encourage citizens to partake in specific forms of participation. 

Each section begins with an abstract of chosen interviews that enables the 

reader to make sense of the quantitative results within the context of the lifeworld 

of a typical citizen with similar social engagements. All the names are 

pseudonyms. Biographical details are removed such that the participant is not 

identifiable. For some interview participants “biographical details” and “opinions 

expressed” are separated and presented under different names. Any speculation to 

attribute the content of an interview as reported to an individual is futile. 
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4.1 Volunteering  
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Getting familiar with the point of view of Kaitlyn, one of the participants in 

the interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results in 

this section within the context of the lifeworld of a volunteer. 

* * * 

Kaitlyn who answered my questions as a citizen of Canada was also a 

citizen of a European country and a central American country. Grown up in a 

globally minded upper middle-class family (her father was from UK and her 

mother from Italy) who travelled a lot, were curious and open to debate about 

issues. She had lived in different countries, had the studied in many international 

schools with classmates from different backgrounds and nationalities. She was the 

president of Amnesty International in.  

At the time of the interview she was volunteering for six different 

organizations including, a not for profit organization for sustainable development 

in the third world, a provincial party, for wildlife, and for Coast Guard. She had 

found volunteering rewarding. During volunteer work she had “met amazing 

people and learned a lot.” Volunteering was giving her hope. 

Kaitlyn saw herself as a person from upper middle class, with less than 

average income, more than average education, an optimist, globalist, engaged, 

passionate, connected, hopeful, humanist, not consumerist, who was not religious 

but would consider herself spiritual and was very satisfied with her life. She 

believed: “Reality is neutral. We give it a positive or negative interpretation.” 

She did not believe that we are allowed to do anything that hurts others, 

neither physical nor emotional, except in the case of an imminent threat -- as a 

survival mechanism. When I asked: “Do think it is fine to do something that may 

be good for your national interest even if it hurts other countries?” She answered, 

“If that happens I will question why the national interest is like that.” She believed 

nationalism is needed for identity formation but is dangerous because it may cause 

people to miss the global perspective, “that we are more similar than it seems.” 

Kaitlyn wanted to see a more democratic government, a more “social 

minded economic system” and a more engaged society. She wanted the society to 
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have leaders who conform to morality. She wanted a world with better 

international institutions. She felt that “there is not enough altruism and people 

have a misconception of what it is.” 

Her critique was that, in elections, citizens are not proportionately 

represented and government officials are not held responsible to their constituents 

and that “there is little chance of them being impeached” for their wrongdoings. 

She believed if separated small groups come together, with grassroots effort, 

improvement can happen. She thought that such an improvement had less than a 

50% chance of happening in the short-term and much more in the long run. But 

she felt “every revolution needs a leader to organize money and influence.”  

Kaitlyn perceived her attentions, beliefs, interests, opinions, and worldviews 

were similar to those of her acquaintances but very different from general society. 

She wanted to have more power to enact change, more economic status, a more 

prominent leadership position. She felt that achievement of these goals was 

possible and likely to happen. 

Kaitlyn understood that for general society and for her friends, it was a 

natural tendency to think they are okay and avoid things that are negative about 

their lives. It is unsurprising that they react negatively, are judgmental, or become 

aggressive when they are criticized. Kaitlyn felt that if she would express opinions 

about social and cultural economic or political issues she might be labelled 

negatively. To be labelled can hurt one’s career advancement, and one may lose 

some friends and it mattered for her.  

Kaitlyn believed that media that have ties with the government, financial, 

or social institutions are biased and that we must be aware that there is always 

bias, explicit or not. Her observation was that the media rarely report positive 

stories. “They are naysayers.”  Reporting as if there is no hope, they promote 

hopelessness. “Negative media reports killing, robbery, environmental natural 

disasters, corruption in politics, wars, disease, starvation and social inequality,” she 

said. Negative media is part of the problem because they discourage people who 
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then do not to even try. It is in conversations with friends that there are discussions 

about possibilities, suggestions, and solutions. 

Kaitlyn would not listen to TV news, would read Globe and Mail and the 

Province newspaper in hard copy. She read many independent news sources online. 

She also received information from friends who were “actually engaged” by email, 

in face-to-face conversation, or in the stories they shared on Facebook. She believed 

“there is a story behind every story. I trust these sources to give me their perspective 

not the answer.” Once she was exposed to information, because she was aware of 

biases, she would go to alternative news sources, acquaintances, and big media to 

see the different sides of the story. She considered the views of professionals and 

experts as one of the opinions. She did her own research to find out who funded the 

sources that she followed. 

Kaitlyn had about 200 online friend, and tens of face-to-face friends. She 

regularly deliberated with friends, family, and colleagues face-to-face and on the 

telephone. She used email more than social media for discussions. She did not 

forward many types of messages and she did not forward any messages frequently; 

because, she would think that her friends would have seen the same information 

and share her views of it. But she received many messages forwarded to her from 

friends. 

* * * 

This section includes the analysis of two questions I had related to frequency 

of volunteering in political, economic, or social/cultural events, and volunteering 

for non-profit organizations or public interest groups. The reader will see that the 

survey findings are consistent with thoughts and behaviors of volunteers such as 

Kaitlyn. 
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4.1.1 Associations within Questions About 
Volunteering (QIDS 37,48) 

The survey had two questions about volunteering. The participants were 

asked to report how often they participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or 

social/cultural events (QID37), and how often they perform volunteer work for non-

profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events (QID48).  

Table 4.1.1.1 shows the direct and strong associations between the two 

questions about volunteering. 

Table 4.1.1.1. Direct and strong associations between the two questions about 
volunteering 
QID QN Q 37 48

37 p1_043Q07 How frequent I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events 0 0.54

48 p1_054Q07 How frequent I volunteer for NPO or public interest groups 0.54 0

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

In the following sections, I analyze mental processes and states, information 

sources and mediation technologies, dialogue, expression, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies, and other forms of engagement associated with 

volunteering. 

I will only report the behaviors and attributes that have direct50 associations 

with selected outcome questions controlled for all other questions. 

4.1.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Volunteering 

We will first look at mental processes and states associated with both 

questions about volunteering, then we will look at those questions that are 

associated with one of the questions but not the other one51.  

50 Un-mediated in any forms of common predictor, common cause for a spurious 
association or mediated, after it is controlled for all the other questions. 
51 Notice that when I don’t report an association it means that it has not been to the level of 
strength and significance of the ones we have selected for this report. 
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4.1.2.1 Mental Processes and States Associated with Both Questions 
about Volunteering (QIDs 37, 48) 

In Table 4.1.2.1 we observe a list of questions that are associated with both 

questions about volunteering. The table is sorted based on the average association 

measured by Somers’ D. 

Table 4.1.2.1. Mental processes and states associated with both questions about 
volunteering 
Row QID QN Q Level1 Q37 Q48

1 181 p1_207Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL elections 

None/all 0.23 0.3

2 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL elections 

None/all 0.22 0.26

3 82 p1_088Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend my 
time to improve the social/cultural, economic, and political conditions of my 
country 

Disagree/Agree 0.22 0.24

4 83 p1_089Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend 10% of 
my wealth improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my 
country 

Disagree/Agree 0.2 0.24

5 92 p1_098Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following 
subjects?... National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

[NoneALittle] 0.18 0.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.1.2.1 presents the decomposition of mental processes and states 

questions associated with both questions about volunteering to their constituting 

constructs. In the following sections I will analyze the findings presented in this 

figure. 

We can infer that the following mental processes and states are relevant to 

volunteering. 

Online Community Expectation 

 We observe that being in an online environment in which a higher percentage 

of people expect participation in provincial and municipal elections (QIDs 

180, 181), are found positively associated with both questions about frequency 

of volunteering52. 

52 This means that association with online social expectation to participate in national 
expectation has not been at the level of strength that the other two has been. But it does not 
mean that the volunteers are not expected to participate in national elections. It simply 
means that such expectation does not distinguish those who frequently volunteer, from 
others.  
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Figure 4.1.2.1. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with both questions about volunteering 

Altruism  

Having an altruistic attitude in the form of being ready for spending time 

and sacrificing personal wealth for the betterment of the country (QIDs 82, 83),  

are associated with both questions about frequency of volunteering. 

Attention 

We also observe that attention to political, economic, or social/cultural 

issues (QID 92) is associated with the frequency of volunteering.  

4.1.2.2 Direct Associations of Mental Processes and States 
particularly with Volunteering for PESC Events (QID37) 

In Table 4.1.2.2 we observe a list of questions that are associated with 

volunteering in political, economic, or social/cultural events. For the predictors in 

the table we reject that there is no association with “volunteering for PESC events”

but we fail to reject that there is no association with “volunteer work for non-profit 

organizations, public interest groups, or related events.”  The table is sorted based 

on the average association measured by Somers’ D. 
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Table 4.1.2.2. Mental processes and states covariates with questions about 
volunteering for PESC events 
Row QID QN Q 37

1 97 p1_112Q13 ATTENTION UNFAIRNESS within country 0.22

2 104 p1_119Q13 ATTENTION Strengths of the governance system in country 0.21

4 49 p1_064Q08 I HAVE TO support the people who are in power NOW 0.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.1.2.2 presents the decomposition of mental processes and states 

questions associated with volunteering in PESC events to their constituting 

constructs. In the following sections I will analyze the findings presented in this 

figure . 

Figure 4.1.2.2. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with the frequency of volunteering for PESC Events 
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We can infer that the following mental processes and states are relevant to 

the frequency of volunteering for PESC events: 

Attention 

Attention to unfairness within the country, QID97, and attention to 

strengths of the governance system in country, QID104, are both found positively 

associated with the frequency of volunteering for PESC events. 

Feeling Social Responsibility 

A sense of social responsibility to support the people who are in power

(QID49) is associated with the frequency of volunteering for PESC events. 

4.1.2.3 Direct Associations of Mental Processes and States 
Particularly with Volunteering for Non-profit Organizations, 
Public Interest Groups, or Related Events (QID48) 

In table 4.1.2.3 we observe a list of questions that are associated with 

volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 

Figure 4.1.2.3 presents the decomposition of mental processes and states questions 

particularly associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public 

interest groups, or related events. In the following sections I will analyze different 

mental processes and states that are associated with volunteering. 

Feeling Social Responsibility for Fairness 

Feeling a sense of social responsibility to join advocacy groups who

champion fairness for oneself (QID 57) and for weak citizens of the country (QID 

58), and to know about national political/economic news (QID 60), were found 

associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or 

related events. 

Religion 

The frequency of attending religious services other than traditional and 

social functions such as weddings, funerals, and baptisms (QID765) is associated 

with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 

events.
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Table 4.1.2.3. Mental processes and states associations with questions about 
volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events 
Row QID QN Q 48D

1 765 p4_014Q04 How often do you ......attend religious services? (other than from traditional and social functions
such as weddings, funerals, and baptisms)? 

.28

2 58 p1_073Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE 
TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

.27

3 306 p2_048Q09 Considering what is possible for your country during the NEXT 12 month, what is the LIKELIHOOD of 
success of those who want to make the following happen? The level of CORRUPTION in the 
government would go down 

.27

4 345 p2_087Q11 How do you feel about the direction of the country?... RIGHTS and FREEDOMS for most people .26

5 295 p2_037Q08 Considering what is possible for your country during the NEXT 12 months, what is the LIKELIHOOD 
of success of those who want to make the following happen? A LOT MORE fairness of power or 
wealth distribution in the country 

.25

6 60 p1_075Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE 
TO know about NATIONAL political/economic news 

.23

7 308 p2_050Q09 Considering what is possible for your country during the NEXT 12 months, what is the LIKELIHOOD 
of success of those who want to make the following happen? CRIME RATE in the country would go 
down 

.23

8 57 p1_072Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE 
TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me 

.22

9 179 p1_214Q21 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate ONLINE 
expect me to vote in NATIONAL elections 

.22

10 103 p1_118Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Flaws of the 
governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, ...) 

.21

11 33 p1_048Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow NATIONAL political/economic news .2

12 94 p1_109Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Corruption in 
big corporations and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society 

.19

13 270 p2_012Q07 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing the 
following.... I _____ display more generosity, altruism, and compassion to humanity 

.19

14 34 p1_049Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow INTERNATIONAL political/economic 
news 

.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
Sorted based on association measured by Somers’ D. 

Hopefulness 

Having a sense of optimism about the success of those who fight corruption 

in the government (QID306), feeling that crime rate in the country would go down 

(QID308), and that the direction of the country is such that rights and freedoms for 

most people will get better (QID345), are associated with volunteering for non-

profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 

Attention to Political, Economic, Social Issues 

Attention to flaws of the governance system in country (QID103), the 

frequency that one follows national political economic news (QID33), and 

attention to corruption in big corporations and their accountability (QID94), are 

associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or 

related events. 
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Figure 4.1.2.3. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with the frequency of volunteering for non-profit organizations, public 
interest groups, or related events  

Needs 

It is found that actively seeking to display more generosity, altruism, and 

compassion to humanity (QID 270) is associated with volunteering for non-profit 

organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 
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Expectations of Online Community 

Being in an online environment in which social expectation is participation 

in provincial and municipal elections (QID179) is associated with volunteering for 

non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 

4.1.2.4 Analysis of Associations of Mental Processes and States with 
Volunteering 

Figure 4.1.2.4 on the next page, shows the decomposition of the questions 

about mental processes and states which were associated with any of the questions 

about volunteering. Based on the analysis in this chapter, we can infer the 

following as relevant to volunteering in political, economic, or social/cultural 

events or for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events:  

National Altruism 

Being ready to spend time, or spend 10% of one’s wealth, to improve 

social/cultural, economic, and political condition of the country is relevant to 

volunteering53. 

Social Expectation 

Being in an online environment in which social expectation is participation 

in elections is relevant to volunteering. 

Unfairness 

Attention to unfairness within country was found to be relevant with the 

frequency of volunteering for PESC events. 

Governance Within the Nation 

Attention to strengths, or flaws, of the governance system in the country, 

corruption, and accountability in big corporations, or critical attention to national 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues are relevant to volunteering for PESC 

events. 

53 See the section about the theories about altruism in chapter 3 
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Figure 4.1.2.4. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with volunteering  
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International Perspective 

Critical attention to international political, economic, or social/cultural 

issues, or attention to foreign policy, war, or peace news are relevant to 

volunteering. 

Needs 

 Feeling satisfied with one’s achievements or being respected is associated with 

the frequency of volunteering for PESC events.  

 Actively looking for displaying more generosity, altruism, and compassion to 

humanity is associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public 

interest groups, or related events. 

Optimism 

Optimism about the successful prospects of engagement, and optimism 

about the direction of country regarding crimes, rights, and freedoms is relevant to 

volunteering. 

Feeling Social Responsibility 

Feeling social responsibility toward political, economic, and social issues has 

been found relevant to volunteering in many ways. 

Gap Between What is and What Can be 

Feeling a gap between the state social issues and the direction of democratic 

fundamentals, such as rights and freedoms and corruption, has been found 

relevant.  

Religion and Ideology 

 Attending religious services is relevant to volunteering. 

 A utilitarian value system is also relevant to volunteering. 
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4.1.3 ISMT Associated with Volunteering 

This section presents the findings regarding information sources, their 

mediating institutions and the technologies associated with questions regarding 

volunteering for PESC events and volunteering for non-profit organizations, public 

interest groups, or related events. For each form I will decompose the predictors to 

their constituent constructs and analyze them. 

4.1.3.1 Common Direct Associations of ISMT with both Questions 
About Volunteering (QIDs 37, 48) 

Table 4.1.3.1 presents the only information sources and media technologies 

that were found associated with both questions about volunteering. It was the 

frequency of face to face learning about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in 

other countries (QID 870).  

Table 4.1.3.1, ISMT covariates with questions about volunteering for PESC Events 
Row QID QN Q 37 48

2 870 p4_119Q11 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Face to face dialogue

0.26 0.26

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.1.3.2 Direct Associations of ISMT Particularly with Volunteering 
for PESC Events (QID37) 

In Table 4.1.3.2 on the next page we observe a list of questions that are 

associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups or 

events related to them. Figure 4.1.3.1 presents the decomposition of the questions 

about ISMT associated with questions about volunteering for PESC events to their 

constituent constructs. 
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Table 4.1.3.2. ISMT associated with questions about volunteering for PESC events 
Row QID QN Q 37

1 834 p4_083Q09 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? Flyers, 
brochures, or pamphlets ... 

0.26

2 863 p4_112Q11 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Websites of independent 
journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

0.25

3 521 p3_005Q03 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... Media independent of big corporations and 
governments 

0.24

4 859 p4_108Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... TV or radio stations, 
newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

0.24

5 147 p1_182Q19 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE 
SOCIETY as a whole?... The good intentions of media independent of big corporations and 
governments  

0.23

6 862 p4_111Q11 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Media independent of big 
corporations and governments  

0.22

7 202 p1_237Q24 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media 
YOU USE do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed 
citizen?... Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are links to other media 

0.2

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005, sorted based on association measured by 
Somers’ D 

Figure 4.1.3.1. Decomposition of the questions about ISMT associated with questions 
about volunteering for PESC events 
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The following sections present the findings from decomposition of the 

questions about contents and information sources associated with questions about 

volunteering for PESC events. 

Content 

The following contents are associated with volunteering for PESC events. 

 Acquiring information about corruption, flaws of the governance system, 

unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other 

countries (QIDs 863, 862, and 859) 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats through 

different media (QIDs 834) 

 International political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign 

policy issues 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

The frequency of use of the following information sources, who mostly rely 

on Internet, Web 2.0, and mobile technologies, are associated with the frequency of 

volunteering for PESC events. 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 863) 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (QIDs 147, 862,521) 

Also following perceptions were found relevant to the frequency of 

volunteering for PESC events. 

 Believing in the good intentions of media independent from big corporations 

and governments (QIDs 147) 

 Trusting emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media (QID 202) 

Information Sources Relying on Mass Media Technologies 

Frequency of obtaining information about foreign countries on news media 

such as TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by the 
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national government like CBC (QIDs 859) were found relevant to the frequency of 

volunteering for PESC events. 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence   

The frequency of obtaining information by flyers, brochures, or pamphlets 

(QID 834) are associated with the frequency of volunteering for PESC events. 

4.1.3.3  Direct Associations of ISMT Particularly with Volunteering 
for Non-profit organizations, Public Interest Groups, or 
Related Events (QID48) 

Table 4.1.3.3 presents questions that are associated with volunteering for 

non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events.  

Table 4.1.3.3. ISMT questions associated with questions about volunteering for non-
profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events 
Row QID QN Q 48

1 427 p2_169Q19 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Facebook, Twitter, or 
similar social media 

0.29

2 198 p1_233Q24 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media
YOU USE do you deem TRUSTWORTHY to help you make right decisions as informed citizen?... 
Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content produced by them 
on YouTube or other media 

0.19

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005, 
Sorted based on the average association measured by Somers’ D 

Figure 4.1.3.2 presents decomposition of the questions about ISMT 

associated with questions about volunteering for non-profit organizations, public 

interest groups, or related events. 
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Figure 4.1.3.2. Decomposition of the questions about ISMT associated with questions 
about volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 
events 

The following sections present the findings regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about volunteering for non-profit organizations, public 

interest groups, or related events. 

Content 

Obtaining information regarding PESC issues in general (QID 427) and 

Political and economic news (QIDs 198) contents are associated with volunteering 

for PESC events. 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

The following attributes of information sources which rely on Internet, Web 

2.0 and mobile technologies are associated with the frequency of volunteering for 

non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 

 Trusting websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 198) 

 Seeking deeper understanding of PESC conditions using Facebook, Twitter, or 

similar social media (QID 427) 
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Information Sources Relying on Mass Media Technologies 

No mass media information sources were associated with volunteering for 

non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence  

No information sources in situations of personal presence were associated 

with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 

events. 

4.1.3.4 Analysis of Associations of ISMT with Volunteering 

Figure 4.1.3.3 shows the decomposition of all the questions about ISMT 

which were associated with any of the questions about volunteering. In the 

following sections I will identify the relevant content, information sources relying 

on the Internet, Web 2.0, and mobile technologies, information sources relying on 

mass media technologies, and information sources in situations of personal 

presence.  

Figure 4.1.3.3. Decomposition of the questions about ISMT associated with 
volunteering  
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Based on the analysis in this section, we can infer the following as relevant 

to volunteering:  

PESC 

Acquiring information about PESC is relevant to the frequency of 

volunteering. 

Foreign Affairs 

Acquiring information about following foreign affair issues is relevant to the 

frequency of volunteering. 

 International political, economic, social/cultural news, corruption 

 Flaws in the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations 

of rights and freedoms in other countries 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats, war and peace, 

or foreign policy issues  

Mass media 

Using TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites such as CBC 

news media that are supported by national governments is relevant to the 

frequency of volunteering. 

offline 

Receiving information through flyers, brochures, or pamphlets or face-to-

face is relevant to the frequency of volunteering. 

Media Mostly Relying on the Internet 

Frequency of use of the following media that are relying on Internet and 

trusting sources is relevant to the frequency of volunteering. 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers  

 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments  
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4.1.4 DEMT Associated with Volunteering 

We will first look at DEMT associated with both questions about 

volunteering, then we will look at those questions that are associated with one of 

the questions but not the other one.  

4.1.4.1 Associations of DEMT with Both Questions About 
Volunteering  

Table 4.1.4.1 presents a list of questions about dialogue, expression, and 

their mediating institutions and technologies that are associated with volunteering 

for PESC events as well as non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or 

related events.  

Table 4.1.4.1. DEMT covariates with both questions about volunteering 
Row QID QN Q 37 48

1 36 p1_042Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write in newspapers or create political or 
social posters 

.41 .34

2 45 p1_051Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write to editors of newspapers and other 
media 

.36 .31

3 217 p1_243Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic 
processes, economic system, ...) 

.28 .28

4 211 p1_237Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country 

.27 .25

5 216 p1_242Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

.26 .22

6 31 p1_037Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I engage in discussions about political, 
economic, or social/cultural issues with others 

.24 .29

7 209 p1_235Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, 
and peace news 

.23 .22

8 228 p1_254Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or 
military aid 

.23 .27

9 227 p1_253Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 
puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, 
propaganda, or mind control) 

.22 .25

10 208 p1_234Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.21 .24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
Sorted based on the average association measured by Somers’ D 

Figure 4.1.4.1, on the next page, presents the data in table 4.1.4.1. The 

following sections present the analysis of various dialogue and expression topics, as 

well as mediation technologies and institutions and channels of expression that are 

associated with volunteering. 
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Figure 4.1.4.1. Decomposition of the questions about DEMT associated with both 
questions about volunteering 
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The following sections present the findings, about topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about volunteering. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics are associated with both 

volunteering behaviors. 

 General PESC (QIDs 31 36 45) 

 National PESC (QIDs 208) 

 International PESC (QIDs 209) 

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country (QIDs 211) 

 Strengths of the governance system (QIDs 217) 

 Flaws of the policies of the current government (QIDs 216) 

 Positive influence of your country in other countries (QIDs 228) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (QID227) 

Mass Media Institutions and Broadcast Technologies 

Writing to newspapers and creating posters (QIDs 36, 45) are relevant to the 

frequency of volunteering. 

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication  

Engagement in discussions face to face (QID 31) is associated with the 

frequency of volunteering for PESC events as well as non-profit organizations, 

public interest groups, or related events face to face. 

4.1.4.2 DEMT Direct Associations Particularly with Volunteering for 
PESC Events (QID37) 

Table 4.1.4.2, on the next page, presents a list of questions about dialogue 

and expression and the mediation technologies that are associated particularly 

with volunteering for PESC events.  
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Table 4.1.4.2. Decomposition of the questions about DEMT associated with questions 
about volunteering for PESC events 

QID QN Q Q37

1 35 p1_050Q07 How frequent is "public interest" engagement? I show support for non-personal causes (causes with no 
direct benefit to me) by sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them on social media 
such as Facebook 

0.3

2 212 p1_247Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

0.28

3 893 p4_142Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... As a public speaker 

0.28

4 1011 p4_260Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country  

0.27

5 19 p1_034Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Display a poster or bumper 
sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message 

0.26

6 890 p4_139Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... By using audio or video conferencing apps on cellphones  

0.26

7 891 p4_140Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... By expressing opinion on the phone 

0.26

8 886 p4_135Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... By posting articles or comments on blogs 

0.25

9 972 p4_221Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country  

0.25

10 973 p4_222Q20 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 

0.25

11 965 p4_214Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your opinion about INTERNATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and 
foreign policy, or war and peace news 

0.24

12 968 p4_217Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in OTHER countries 

0.24

13 1006 p4_255Q21 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your 
country 

0.24

14 229 p1_264Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments 
or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

0.23

15 602 p3_103Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other social 
media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... You let others know your opinions about 
political or economic issues? 

0.23

16 605 p3_106Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other social 
media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... You form or participate in a group to 
advance a cause related to public interest? 

0.23

17 970 p4_219Q19 How often do express yourself while talking with people, FACE to FACE, about following subjects? Your 
critique of the governance system in your country  

0.23

18 610 p3_111Q14 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking face 
to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You let others know your opinions about political or 
economic issues 

0.22

19 223 p1_258Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare)

0.21

20 210 p1_245Q24 In your conversations with friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for what they do to the 
environment and society 

0.19

21 213 p1_248Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 

0.19

22 214 p1_249Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 

0.19

23 222 p1_257Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are enjoying in your country

0.19

24 226 p1_261Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying 

0.19

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005, sorted based on association measured by 
Somers’ D Sorted based on association measured by Somers’ D. 
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Figures 4.1.4.2 and 4.1.4.3 present the data in table 4.1.4.2. In the following 

sections I will analyze different dialogue and expression topics, as well as 

mediation technologies and institutions that are associated with volunteering for 

PESC events. 

Figure 4.1.4.2. Decomposition of the questions about DEMT associated with questions 
about volunteering for PESC events 
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Figure 4.1.4.3. Decomposition of the questions about DEMT associated with questions 
about volunteering for PESC events 
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The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about volunteering for PESC events. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics 

Dialogue or expression about the following topics are associated with 

volunteering for PESC events. 

 Non-personal causes (QIDs 35) 

 Critique of the governance system and violations of rights and freedoms in your 

country (QIDs 970, 212,1006) 

 Progress and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QIDs 

213,214,968) 

 Expressing opinion about PESC (QIDs 19,602,610, 886, 890, 891, 893) 

 Equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that one is 

enjoying in the country (QIDs 222) 

 Unfairness within your country (QIDs 223, 972, 1011) 

 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying (QIDs 226) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (QIDs 229) 

 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and accountability (QID 

210) 

 Critique of unfairness within other countries (QID 973) 

 Causes related to public interest (QIDs 605) 

Internet, Web, Web 2.0, Multicast, and Mobile Technologies 

More frequent use of the following channels of communication has been associated 

with volunteering for PESC events 

 Social media (QIDs 35, 1017), Internet/Social Media (QIDs 602, 605, 1011) 

 Articles or comments on blogs (QIDs 886) 

 Conferencing apps on cellphones (QIDs 890) 
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Mass Media Institutions and Broadcast Technologies  

 Expression the phone (QIDs 891) is associated with the frequency of 

volunteering for PESC events. 

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication  

Personal communication in the following forms is found associated with the 

frequency of volunteering for PESC events. 

 Offline (QIDs 610) 

 Public speaker (QIDs 893) 

 Face to face (QIDs  965 970 973) 

 On the phone (QID 891)  

4.1.4.3 DEMT Direct Associations Particularly with Volunteering for 
Non-profit organizations, Public Interest Groups, or Related 
Events (QID 48) 

In Table 4.1.4.3 we observe a list of questions that are associated with 

volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events.  

Table 4.1.4.3. DEMT covariates with questions about volunteering for non-profit 
organizations, public interest groups, or related events 
Row QID QN Q 48

1 44 p1_059Q08 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write to politicians, members of parliament, or 
members of legislative assembly 

0.3

2 218 p1_253Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic processes, economic 
system) 

0.23

3 220 p1_255Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries 

0.23

4 219 p1_254Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries 

0.22

5 26 p1_041Q07 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Post a political, economic, 
or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media 

0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
Sorted based on association measured by Somers’ D 

Figure 4.1.4.4 presents the decomposition of questions in table 4.1.4.3 to 

their constituent constructs. The following sections present the findings, about 

topics and channels of expressions, from decomposition of the questions about 
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DEMT which are associated with questions about volunteering for non-profit 

organizations, public interest groups, or related events. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics 

Engagement in discussion and expression about the following topics are associated 

with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 

events. 

 Expression of opinion about political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 

26) 

 Dialogue about strengths of the governance system in other countries (QIDs 

219)  

 Flaws of the governance system in other countries (QIDs 220)  

Internet, Web, Web 2.0, Multicast, and Mobile Technologies 

Using the Internet and social media as channels for expression (QIDs 26) is 

associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or 

related events.  

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication 

Discussing issues about foreign policy with friends (QIDs 219, 220) and writing to 

politicians (QIDs 44) is associated with volunteering for non-profit organizations, 

public interest groups, or related events.  
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Figure 4.1.4.4. Decomposition of the questions about DEMT associated with questions 
about volunteering for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 
events 
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4.1.4.4 Analysis of Associations of DEMT with Volunteering 

Figure 4.1.4.5 shows the decomposition of all the questions about DEMT that 

were associated with any of the questions about volunteering. The following 

sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of expression, from 

decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated with questions 

about volunteering. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics 

The following topics are relevant to volunteering in political, economic, or 

social/cultural events, or for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or 

related events: 

 Non-personal or public interest causes, political, economic, social/cultural in 

general (national and international) 

 Corruption in big corporations or the government accountability 

 Unfairness within country  

 Unfairness in other countries 

 Progresses or violations of rights and freedoms nationally or in other countries 

 Strengths or flaws of the governance system in one’s country and in other 

countries 

 Equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare one is 

experiencing  

 Flaws of the policies of the current government 

 Positive influence of the country in other countries  

 Unfair influence of other countries in the country 
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Figure 4.1.4.5. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with volunteering to 
constructs 
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Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies 

More frequent use of the following channels of expression has been 

associated with volunteering. 

 Internet/Social Media 

 Conferencing apps on cellphones 

 Writing articles or comments on blogs 

Dialogue and Expression on Mass Media and Broadcast 
Technologies 

More frequent writing to newspapers or creating posters has been associated 

with volunteering. 

Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication 

More frequent use of the following channels of expression has been 

associated with volunteering. 

 Writing to politicians  

 Expression as public speaker,  

 Offline discussions face to face, or on the phone,  

 Expression by creating flyers  

4.1.5 Other Forms of Participation Associated with 
Volunteering 

In Table 4.1.5.1, provides a list of questions that are associated with 

volunteering for PESC events as well as for non-profit organizations, public interest 

groups, or related events. There is a set of very strong and positive associations with 

Somers’ D ranging from [0.24-0.5] between different forms of volunteering, and 19 

out of 24 other questions related to participation. 
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Table 4.1.5.1. Other forms of participation associated with volunteering 
Row QID QN Q Q37 Q48

1 39 p1_045Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in the activities of a 
political party or organization 

0.5 0.39

2 46 p1_052Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I organize or participate in political 
or social awareness campaigns 

0.46 0.38

3 40 p1_046Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an advocate for a political, 
economic, or social/cultural cause 

0.44 0.29

4 42 p1_048Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

0.42 0.3

5 32 p1_038Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in fund raising events 
and charities related to community causes 

0.41 0.51

6 47 p1_053Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I donate money to political parties 
or candidates 

0.3 0.3

7 29 p1_035Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate
in a protest critical of the government 

0.29 0.25

8 30 p1_036Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate
in a protest even if it may be risky for you 

0.22 0.21

9 25 p1_031Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a 
meeting of a political party 

0.2 0.18

10 38 p1_044Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate, as a member, in a 
political party or social/cultural organization 

0.6 0

11 43 p1_049Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER countries 

0.46 0

12 613 p3_105Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when 
you are talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You form or participate 
in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? 

0.26 0

13 20 p1_026Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Contribute
money to a political party or candidate 

0.24 0

14 12 p1_018Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in national election campaigns for parties or 
candidates 

0.23 0

15 28 p1_034Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate
in a demonstration to support the government 

0.21 0

16 24 p1_030Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a 
meeting of a non-political social/cultural group (like a women's advocacy club, a 
minority cultural group, or a religious institution) 

0 0.35

17 27 p1_033Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a 
political or social/cultural rally or protest 

0 0.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
Sorted based on the average association measured by Somers’ D. 
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4.2 Community Involvement  

Looking at the world from the point of view of James, one of the participants 

in the interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results in 
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this section within the context of the lifeworld of a citizen involved in the 

community. 

* * * 

James grew up in a little town in Canada in which many peoples’ job was 

brickwork. He grew up in a protestant family who believed in hard work, 

democracy, and human rights. His mother was a high school teacher who 

voluntarily taught English to “displaced persons” in the camp in their town, and 

his father was a labor lawyer. In James’s youth, he was active in establishing the 

Canadian-owned book publishing industry in eastern Canada. He was among the 

activists who fought against and stopped an expressway that was proposed to run 

right through in the centre of the city of Toronto. He helped to support the draft 

dodgers who came to Canada during the Vietnam war in the 1960s.  

He believed that BC was “a less politically active environment” than 

Ontario which has had less influence in national politics. Since coming to BC from 

Ontario, he became more involved at the community level than he had been in 

Ontario. He was a member of a residents’ association, an elected body of residents 

in his community, a member of a public interest group trying to improve 

community infrastructure, a member of a coaching initiative which worked to 

gather a body of young active people to preserve the river and its salmon runs 

using Facebook and face-to-face talks. He was active in mayoral elections in his 

community, as well as in a bigger city. He believed that the NDP54 was strong in his 

community and could come to power. At the time of this writing, it is several 

months since the NDP came to power in BC, but he is not among us to receive my 

kudos for his prediction.  

He felt that participation is correlated with “the perception of effectiveness.” 

He thought he might get more involved at the national level since he felt it “seems 

to be possible” for the NDP to come to power nationally.  

54 The interview was conducted before the 2017 election which brought the NDP, British 
Columbia’s social democratic party, to power. 
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James believed that “you cannot have democracy without a reasonable 

distribution of wealth.” He felt that the postwar period was the highest level of 

democracy but after Reagan and Thatcher inequality has been rising and it is 

statistically getting worse. He argued that if what we do for ourselves reduces the 

pleasure of a second party it is fine; but if it hurts the life necessities for others, then 

“it is not permissible to hurt others.” His example was that in a society where a 

CEO makes too many times more than an engineer, we should not hesitate to 

impose a “luxury tax” just because it might impair the excessive pleasure of some 

rich people. 

James thought that while in some regions of the world it is difficult for 

people to live a peaceful life, historically Canada has been very peaceful for a long 

time. But since 1962, Canada went from being “on the right side” (of history)55 to 

decreasing its UN role, encouraging fanatics, and discouraging negotiation. 

Pearson and Trudeau appealed to the good side of people, but the then prime 

minister56 appealed to the hate and fear side. He said that there had been a huge 

decline in the positive role of Canada in the world from Pearson to Harper. Unlike 

the first part of 20th century, in the second part there were three generations who 

did not participate in many wars. But now “we are in a permanent undeclared 

war” instead of officially declaring War III. 

He believed his responsibility to Canada was to keep it moving toward a 

democratic, equitable, creative, nonaggressive, educated state. He felt little 

responsibility to the world (except in the case of the environment) because he 

believed one could not change the world. He was doubtful that any action a citizen 

could take in that direction would be effective. He felt a responsibility not to 

support for example the treatment of people by the government of Saudi Arabia 

and point it out; but, he felt it is better to focus on things you can do that are 

effective. He believed anybody who has ideals has a responsibility towards trying to 

address social imperfections. He had many salient national issues in his mind. A 

55 “Of history” is my interpretation. 
56 Steven Harper was the conservative prime minister of Canada at the time of the 
interview. 
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major issue for him at the national level was to get a proportional representation 

voting system because, he thought, the first past the post system prevents the 

election of a representative government. He was not worried as much about the 

power of the state to supress the rights and freedoms of individuals ten years 

earlier; but, he felt that a bill that was in the parliament to make the Canadian 

intelligence agency free from control by the state was going too far. He thought the 

proposed bill would increase the ability of the state to suppress freedom of 

expression. James thought the senate had no function and it should be scrapped.  

It was clear that some of James’s thoughts were informed by Harold Innes. 

For example, he cited Innes’s idea that, we alternate between religious hierarchies 

and military hierarchies. Military hierarchies want to conquer space and the 

religious hierarchies want to conquer time. The media has been used to enforce a 

religion or military rule. It appeared that James was also influenced by Marshal 

McLuhan when he mentioned that media is the message. James connected that 

concept to his own thought by saying that the “digitization of the media would be 

good for democracy.” James thought of himself as an optimist. He thought that 

digital media has been useful as it has increased the availability of information. 

This information has made citizens less passive. 

As an example, he said that in the past an engineer would propose a 

change in the urban infrastructure and that would be the deciding factor- with no 

room for citizen input. But now, in his activism in local government, he had seen 

an average citizen put forward proposal explaining as -- the citizen’s-- rationale, 

that he had learned that this is how they did it in Australia.  

Based on his personal observations in his community, he thought that more 

people were engaged in their democratic roles in an ongoing basis, rather than 

only at election time. Unfortunately, he died before we were able to conduct the 

second part of our interview. I will miss collecting the rest of his thoughts forever. 

* * * 
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In this section, we look at two forms of engagement in the community: 

attending a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group and participating in 

fund raising events and charities related to community causes. 

4.2.1 Direct Association Among Questions About 
Community Involvement (QIDs 24, 32) 

Table 4.2.1.1 shows the direct association between both questions about 

community involvement. In the following sections, we analyze mental processes 

and states, information sources and mediation technologies, dialogue, expression, 

and their mediating institutions and technologies, and other forms of engagement 

associated with community involvement. I will only report the behaviors and 

attributes that have direct associations with selected outcome questions controlled 

for all other questions. 

Table 4.2.1.1. Direct association between the two questions about community 
involvement 
QID QN Q 24D 32D 

24 p1_039Q07 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? 
Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group (like a women's 
advocacy club, a minority cultural group, or a religious institution) 

0 0.28 

32 p1_047Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in fundraising 
events and charities related to community causes 

0.28 0 

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.2.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Community Involvement 

We will first look at mental processes and states associated with both 

questions about community involvement, then we will look at those questions that 

are associated with one of the questions but not the other one57.  

57 Note that when I don’t report an association it means that it has been to the level of 
strength and significance of the ones we have selected for this report. 
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4.2.2.1 Mental Processes and States Associated with Both Questions 
About Community Involvement (QIDs 24,32) 

Table 4.2.2.1 presents a list of questions that are associated with both 

questions about community involvement. The table is sorted based on the average 

association measured by Somers’ D. 

Table 4.2.2.1. Questions associated with both questions about community involvement 
Row QID QN Q Levels Q24 Q32

1 58 p1_064Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your 
immediate responsibility? I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Disagree/Agree 0.43 0.26

2 59 p1_065Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your 
immediate responsibility? I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for weak people in any country who need help

Disagree/Agree 0.39 0.25

3 181 p1_207Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with 
whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in 
MUNICIPAL elections 

None/all 0.27 0.31

4 179 p1_205Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with 
whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in 
NATIONAL elections 

None/all 0.29 0.27

5 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with 
whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in 
PROVINCIAL elections 

None/all 0.28 0.24

6 82 p1_088Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to 
spend my time to improve the social/cultural, economic, and 
political conditions of my country 

Disagree/Agree 0.32 0.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.2.2.1, on the next page, presents the decomposition of questions 

associated with both questions about community involvement to their constituent 

constructs. In the following sections I will analyze the findings presented in this 

figure. 

Feeling Social Responsibility 

The highest level of association is observed with QID58 and QID 59 which 

are about having a sense of social responsibility leading to join advocacy groups 

for weak citizens of the country or any country whose citizens need help. 

Altruism  

Having a sense of altruism that directs one to spend time for the betterment 

of the country. 
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Figure 4.2.2.1. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with both questions about community involvement. 

Online Community Expectation 

The next associations (QID 179 and QID 181) are related to being in an 

online environment in which social expectation is participation in national and 

municipal elections.  
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4.2.2.2 Mental Processes and States Direct Associations Particularly 
with Likelihood of Attending the Meetings of Non-political 
Social/Cultural Groups (QID24) 

Table 4.2.2.2, in the next page, presents a list of questions about mental 

processes and states that are associated particularly with likelihood of attending 

the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups . The table is sorted based on 

the average association measured by Somers’ D.  

Figure 4.2.2.2 presents the decomposition of questions in table 4.2.2.2 to 

their constituting constructs. The following sections present the most relevant 

constructs relevant to the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political 

social/cultural groups. 

Attention to PESC and Governance Issues 

Exposure to and seeking more information about political, economic, social, 

and cultural issues (QIDs 636, 637) show the highest level of association with likely 

to attending in meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. Frequency of 

following national and international PESC news (QIDs 33,34), particular attention 

to foreign affairs (QID 93, and the likelihood of collecting information from 

multiple sources (QID 18) all indicate an active attention to social issues and are 

relevant as well. 

Attention to topics such as the strengths and flaws of the governance system 

in one’s country (QIDs 103, 104) are relevant to likelihood of attending the 

meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. Also relevant are flaws in the 

policies of the current government (QID 101), corruption in the government and its 

accountability and violations of rights and freedoms in the country (QID 95, 96). 
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Table 4.2.2.2. Questions associated with the likelihood of attending the meetings of 
non-political social/cultural groups. 
Row QID QN Q 24

1 636 p3_137Q17 Choose the best option for each question.... I seek information about POLITICS, ECONOMICS, 
or SOCIAL/CULTURAL issues 

.32

2 637 p3_138Q17 Choose the best option for each question.... I come across information about POLITICS, 
ECONOMICS, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL issues 

.31

3 176 p1_211Q21 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in NATIONAL 
elections 

.28

4 366 p2_108Q13 Compare the importance of the following: Big corporations or the government being held 
accountable for what they do to environment and society is _____ my personal wealth and 
power 

.27

5 177 p1_212Q21 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in 
PROVINCIAL elections 

.26

6 60 p1_075Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I
HAVE TO know about NATIONAL political/economic news 

.25

7 103 p1_118Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Flaws of
the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

.25

8 367 p2_109Q13 Compare the importance of the following: Reduction of corruption in big corporations or the 
government is _____ my personal wealth and power 

.25

9 55 p1_070Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I
HAVE TO attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime minister, 
president, or cabinet (if one is organized) 

.24

10 83 p1_098Q12 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend 10% of my wealth 
improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

.24

11 257 p1_292Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing the 
following.... I _____ know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.24

12 567 p3_052Q08 How probable would the outcomes of change in the governance system in your country 
(CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic system, ...) be? System change will lead 
to more democracy 

.23

13 18 p1_033Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Collect
information on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from multiple sources 

.22

14 93 p1_108Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
International political, economic, social/cultural issues, foreign policy, war, or peace news 

.22

15 33 p1_048Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow NATIONAL political/economic 
news 

.21

16 51 p1_066Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I
HAVE TO express my criticism of what the people in power are doing 

.21

17 104 p1_119Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, 
economic system, ...) 

.21

18 16 p1_031Q06 How likely is that you would ......be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if you get more 
engaged in social/cultural, economic, or political issues? 

.2

19 96 p1_111Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

.2

20 101 p1_116Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Flaws in 
the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

.2

21 106 p1_121Q13 How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?... Your compliance with your own 
ethical principles 

.2

22 123 p1_158Q17 How would you rate the effectiveness of the following on the betterment of the fate of the 
society?... Informed citizens becoming more involved with politics 

.2

23 95 p1_110Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Corruption in the government and their accountability for what they do to the environment 
and society 

.19

24 108 p1_123Q14 How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?... Your fairness to others .19

25 34 p1_049Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow INTERNATIONAL 
political/economic news 

.18

26 84 p1_099Q12 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to risk my liberty to improve 
social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

.16

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figure 4.2.2.2. Decomposition of the questions about associated with the likelihood of 
attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. 
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Community Expectation (Online and Offline) 

 The observation indicates that the more of online acquaintances expect one 

to vote, the more likely it is one to attend the meetings of non-political 

social/cultural groups (QIDs 176 and 177). It is notable that citizens who are more 

likely to attend the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups are more likely 

to perceive being labelled negatively if they get more engaged (QID 16). 

Altruism 

Altruistic attitudes such as being ready to spend 10% of one’s wealth, or to 

risk one’s liberty to improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of 

the country (QIDs 83, 84), or considering holding big corporations or the 

government accountable as being more important than one’s personal wealth and 

power (QID 367) are all found relevant to the likelihood of attending the meetings 

of non-political social/cultural groups. 

Feeling Social Responsibility 

Feeling the social responsibility to know about national political/economic 

news (QID 60), to attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current 

prime minister, president, or cabinet (if one is organized) (QID 55), and to express 

criticism of what the people in power are doing (QID 51) are all found relevant to 

the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. 

Feeling the Need to know 

 Feeling the need to know more about political, economic, or social/cultural 

issues (QID 257) is associated with the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-

political social/cultural groups. 
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Hopefulness for the Result of Engagement 

 Hopefulness that a system change will lead to more democracy (QID 123) 

and believing that informed citizens becoming more involved with politics can be 

effective regarding betterment of the society (QID 567) are associated with the 

likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. 

Belief in the Importance of Fairness to Others 

 Believing in the importance of fairness to others (QID 108) is associated 

with the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural 

groups. 

4.2.2.3  Mental Processes and States Associated with the Frequency 
of Participating in Fundraising Events and Charities related 
to community Causes (QID32) 

Table 4.2.2.3 presents questions about mental processes and states that are 

associated particularly with the frequency of participating in fundraising events 

and charities related to community causes. The table is sorted based on the average 

association measured by Somers’ D.  

Table 4.2.2.3. Mental processes and states related questions associated particularly 
with the frequency of participating in fundraising events and charities related to 
community causes 
Row QID QN Q QID32

1 574 p3_075Q10 what percentage of people agree with your views about FORGN affairs 0.23

2 57 p1_072Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
people like me 

0.22

Direct associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.2.2.3 presents the data in table 4.2.2.3. Feeling social responsibility 

for fairness to people like oneself and living in an environment where a higher 

percentage of people have similar views to one’s own on foreign policy are 

associated with the frequency of participating in fundraising events and charities 

related to community causes. 
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Figure 4.2.2.3. Decomposition of questions associated particularly with the frequency 
of participating in fundraising events and charities related to community causes 
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4.2.2.4 Analysis of Association of Mental Processes and States with 
Community Involvement 

Figure 4.2.2.4 shows the decomposition of all the questions about mental 

processes and states which were associated with any of the questions about 

community involvement.  

Figure 4.2.2.4. Decomposition of questions associated with community involvement 
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Based on the analysis in this chapter, we can infer the following constructs 

as relevant to community involvement:  

 Attention to PESC and governance Issues 

 Social expectations of online and offline community 

 Importance of corruption and lack of accountability of power elite  

 Importance of fairness and morality 

 Altruistic tendency 

 Optimism about effectiveness of effort and the prospects of change 

 Feeling social responsibility to know about national and international issues, to 

express, and to participate 

4.2.3 ISMT Associated with Community 
Involvement 

We will first look at information sources, and their mediating institutions 

and technologies associated with both questions about community involvement, 

then we will look at those questions that are associated with one of the questions 

but not the other one.  

Table 4.2.3.1presents the questions about ISMT that were found associated 

with questions about community involvement.  
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Table 4.2.3.1. Associations of ISMT with questions about community Involvement 
Row QID QN Q Q24d Q32d

1 604 p3_096Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other 
social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... You learn about political, 
economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community? 

.26 .26

2 417 p2_150Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... Face to face dialogue 

.31

11 753 p3_257Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and
healthcare) FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 
websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

.21

3 608 p3_100Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are 
talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You get an update of opinions of your 
friends or acquaintances about political or economic issues? 

.3

4 609 p3_101Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are 
talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You get an update of opinions of your 
friends or acquaintances about Issues that are NOT merely related to immediate personal 
pleasures. Issues 

.3

5 862 p4_102Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Media independent of 
big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, 
Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

.28

6 521 p2_254Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond 
merely reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, 
economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... Media independent of big 
corporations and governments 

.26

7 522 p2_255Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond 
merely reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, 
economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... Websites of independent 
journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

.25

8 600 p3_092Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other 
social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... Your friends send you an 
update of their opinions about political or economic issues? 

.24

9 736 p3_240Q25 How is the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or 
economic system, ...) FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, 
journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News media supported 
by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

.24

10 735 p3_239Q25 How is the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or 
economic system, ...) FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, 
journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph 
FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

.23

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.2.3.1 Associations of ISMT with both Questions About 
Community Involvement (QIDs 24,32) 

The likelihood of being exposed to information about PESC gatherings in 

one’s community while on the Internet is the only question that was associated 

with both questions about community involvement.  
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4.2.3.2 Direct Associations of ISMT Particularly with the likelihood 
of Attending the Meetings of Non-political Social/Cultural 
Groups (QID24) 

Figure 4.2.3.1 on the next page, presents the decomposition of the questions 

about ISMT associated with the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-

political social/cultural groups.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-

political social/cultural groups 

Content 

The following contents are associated with the likelihood of attending the 

meetings of non-political social/cultural groups: 

 Opinions of friends or acquaintances about political, economic, or non-personal 

issues face to face (QID 608, 609), or on the internet while using Email, 

Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogs (QID 600)  

 Content about flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; 

and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QIDs 862) 

 International political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign 

policy issues (QIDs 521,522)  

 Positive framing of the governance system in the country on foreign media 

(QID 735,736) 
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Figure 4.2.3.1. Decomposition of the questions about ISMT associated with the 
likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups 
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Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

The following information sources that are predominantly relying on Internet, Web 

2.0 and mobile technologies are identified as relevant to the likelihood of attending 

the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups: 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (QID 862, 521) 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 522) 

 Friends (608, 609) 

Mass Media and Their Technologies  

The following mass media and related technologies are identified as relevant to the 

likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups: 

 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of news media supported 

by foreign governments like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT  

 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of foreign commercial 

news media like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily 

Telegraph 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence   

The only information sources in situations of personal presence that was found to 

be relevant is: 

 Face to face dialogue 
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4.2.3.3 Direct Associations of ISMT particularly with Likelihood of 
Participating in Fundraising Events and Charity Related 
Community Causes (QID 32) 

Figure 4.2.3.2 presents the decomposition of the questions about ISMT 

associated with likelihood of participating in fundraising events and charity related 

community causes.  

Figure 4.2.3.2. Decomposition of the questions about ISMT associated with likelihood 
of participating in fundraising events and charity related community causes 

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about the likelihood of participating in fundraising 

events and charity related community causes. 

Content 

The following contents are associated with likelihood of participating in 

fundraising events and charity related community causes: 

 Farming of the fairness within the country 

 PESC 

Mass Media and Their Technologies (MMT),  
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The following mass media and related technologies are identified as 

relevant with likelihood of participating in fundraising events and charity related 

community causes: 

 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media 

supported by the national government 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence  

The only information source in situations of personal presence that was 

found to be relevant with likelihood of participating in fundraising events and 

charity related community causes is face-to-face dialogue. 

4.2.3.4 Analysis of Associations between ISMT and Community 
Involvement 

Figure 4.2.3.3, on the next page, presents decomposition of ISMT questions 

associated with community involvement.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about community involvement. 

Content 

The following contents are associated with community involvement: 

 information about PESC gatherings in the community 

 Positive farming of fairness within the country 

 Positive framing of the governance system in the country 

 PESC 

 Critical information about other countries 

 International PESC, war and peace, or foreign policy issues  

 Opinions of acquaintances about non-personal issues 
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Figure 4.2.3.3. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with community 
involvement 
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Information Sources using Internet, Web 2.0, and Mobile 
Technologies 

The following information sources that predominantly rely on the Internet, 

Web 2.0 and mobile technologies are identified as community involvement: 

Media Independent of Big Corporations and Governments  

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers  

 Internet, Email, Social Media, Skype 

Mass Media and Their Technologies 

The following mass media and related technologies are identified as 

relevant to the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural 

groups: 

 News media supported by foreign governments  

 Foreign commercial news media  

 News media supported by national governments  

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence  

The only information sources in situations of personal presence that was 

found to be relevant is: 

 Face to face dialogue 

 Person to person communication on the telephone 

4.2.4 DEMT Associated with Community 
Involvement 

We will first look at dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions 

and technologies associated with both questions about community involvement, 

then we will look at those questions that are associated with one of the questions 

but not the other one.  
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4.2.4.1 Common Direct Associations of DEMT with both questions 
about Community Involvement (QIDs 37,48) 

Table 4.2.4.1 presents the questions about DEMT that were found associated 

with both questions about community involvement.  

Table 4.2.4.1. Questions about DEMT that were found associated with both questions 
about community involvement 
Row QID QN Q Level1 Q24 Q32

1 214 p1_240Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the 
following topics come up?... Violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER 
countries 

Never/Everyday 0.31 0.20

2 211 p1_237Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the 
following topics come up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in your 
country 

Never/Everyday 0.30 0.29

3 31 p1_037Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I engage in discussions 
about political, economic, or social/cultural issues with others 

Never/Everyday 0.29 0.23

4 605 p3_097Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, 
Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will 
happen?... You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to 
public interest? 

Nachna/Unlikely 0.29 0.26

5 212 p1_238Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the 
following topics come up?... Violations of rights and freedoms in your 
country 

Never/Everyday 0.27 0.26

6 208 p1_234Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the 
following topics come up?... National political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues 

Never/Everyday 0.25 0.21

7 45 p1_051Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write to editors of 
newspapers and other media 

Never/Everyday 0.21 0.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.2.4.1, on the next page, presents the decomposition of the questions 

about DEMT that were found associated with both questions about community 

involvement to their constituting constructs.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about community involvement. 
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Figure 4.2.4.1. Decomposition of the questions about DEMT that were found associated 
with both questions about community involvement 
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Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics that is associated with both 

questions about community involvement: 

 Violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 214) 

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 211) 

 Political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 31) 

 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 212) 

 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 208) 

 Public interest issues (QID 605, 45) 

Internet, Web 2.0, and Mobile Technologies 

 The internet (Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.) 

was found associated with both questions about community involvement 

Mass Media and Broadcast Technologies 

 Newspapers and other media were found associated with both questions about 

community involvement 

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication 

 Engaging in one of one conversation is associated with both questions about 

community involvement 

4.2.4.2 DEMT Associations Particularly with likelihood of Attending 
the Meetings of Non-political Social/Cultural Groups (QID 
24) 

Table 4.2.4.2, on the next page, presents a list of questions about dialogue 

and expression and the mediation technologies that are associated particularly 

with likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups, 

and Figure 4.2.4.2 presents the decomposition of these questions to their 

constituting constructs.  
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Table 4.2.4.2. Questions about dialogue and expression and the mediation 
technologies associated particularly with likelihood of attending the meetings of non-
political social/cultural groups 
Row QID QN Q Q24

1 611 p3_112Q14 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking
face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You let others know what you think, or your opinion, 
about social/cultural issues 

0.37

2 23 p1_038Q07 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Engage in a passionate 
discussion with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue 

0.36

3 610 p3_111Q14 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking
face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You let others know your opinions about political or 
economic issues 

0.36

4 19 p1_034Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Display a poster or 
bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message 

0.32

5 21 p1_036Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Sign a petition 0.3

6 216 p1_251Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

0.29

7 217 p1_252Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Strengths of the governance system in your country  

0.28

8 965 p4_214Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your opinion about INTERNATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and 
foreign policy, or war and peace news 

0.28

9 968 p4_217Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in OTHER countries 

0.28

10 218 p1_253Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Flaws of the governance system in your country  

0.27

11 1012 p4_261Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 

0.27

12 603 p3_104Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET, the following will happen?... You let 
others know what you think, or your opinion, about social/cultural issues? 

0.26

13 939 p4_188Q16 How often do you express yourself over the TELEPHONE, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps about 
the following subjects?... Your critique of what big corporations or the government do to society and 
the environment 

0.26

14 894 p4_143Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, 
or social/cultural issues?... By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-
workers, etc. 

0.25

15 1011 p4_260Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of 
opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 

0.25

16 602 p3_103Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET, the following will happen?... You let 
others know your opinions about political or economic issues? 

0.24

17 210 p1_245Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for what they do to 
the environment and society 

0.23

18 222 p1_257Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are enjoying in your 
country 

0.22

19 213 p1_248Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 

0.21

20 971 p4_220Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of the governance system in OTHER countries 

0.21

21 215 p1_250Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

0.2

22 225 p1_260Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 

0.2

23 11 p1_026Q06 How likely is that you would ......encourage others to vote in next national elections 0.18

24 226 p1_261Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying 

0.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figure 4.2.4.2. Decomposition of questions associated with likelihood of attending the 
meetings of non-political social/cultural groups 
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The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political 

social/cultural groups. 

4.2.4.3 Topics 

Dialogue or expression about the following topics is associated with 

likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups: 

 Political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QIDs 19,23,26,894) 

 Political or economic issues (QIDs 602, 610) 

 Social/cultural issues (QIDs 603, 611) 

 Strengths of the governance system in your country (QID 217) 

 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

215) 

 Equality of opportunity, …, …, education, healthcare enjoying in country (QID 

222) 

 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying (QID 226) 

 International PESC issues, and foreign policy, or war and peace news (QID 

209,265) 

 Critique of violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID968) 

 Critique of unfairness within other countries (QIDs225,1012) 

 Critique of the governance system in other countries (QID 971) 

 Progress of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 213) 

 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

216) 

 Flaws of the governance system in your country (QID 218) 

 Critique of unfairness within your country (QID 1011) 

 Corruption and lack of accountability of big corporations or the government 

(QIDs 210,939) 

 Encourage others to vote in next national elections (QID 11) 
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Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies 

More frequent use of the following channels of expression has been 

associated with likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural 

groups. 

 Internet (QIDs 26,602,603) 

 Social media (QID 1011,1012) 

 telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps (QID 939) 

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication 

Personal communication of the following forms is found associated with the 

likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. 

 Face to face/ offline (QIDs 610,611,23,894,965,968,971) 

 Display of a poster or bumper sticker (QID 19) 

4.2.4.4 DEMT Direct Associations Particularly with Likelihood of 
Participating in Fundraising Events and Charities Related to 
community Causes (QID32) 

In table 4.2.4.3 we observe a list of DEMT questions that are associated with 

the likelihood of participating in fundraising events and charities related to 

community causes. 

Table 4.2.4.3. DEMT questions associated with likelihood of participating in 
fundraising events and charities related to community causes 
Row QID QN Q Q32

1 44 p1_059Q08 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write to politicians, members of parliament, or 
members of legislative assembly 

0.29

2 36 p1_051Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write in newspapers or create political or social 
posters 

0.25

3 227 p1_262Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 
mind control) 

0.25

4 35 p1_050Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I show my support for non-personal causes 
(causes with no direct benefit to me) by sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them 
on social media such as Facebook 

0.22

5 228 p1_263Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or military aid 

0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figure 4.2.4.4 presents the decomposition of questions that are associated 

with likelihood of participating in fundraising events and charities related to 

community causes to their constituent constructs.  

Figure 4.2.4.3. Decomposition of questions that are associated with likelihood of 
participating in fundraising events and charity community causes 

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about the likelihood of participating in fundraising events and 

charities related to community causes. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (QID 227) 

 Positive influence of your country in other countries (QID 228) 

 PESC (QIDs 36,44) 

 Non-personal causes (QID 35) 

Internet, Web, Web 2.0, and Mobile Technologies (IWMM) 

 Sharing or by liking related to non-personal causes on social media  

Mass Media Technologies (MM),  

 newspapers (QID 36) 
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other 

 writing politicians, members of parliament, or members of the legislative 

assembly 

4.2.4.5 Analysis of Associations between DEMT and Community 
Involvement 

Figure 4.2.4.4 shows the decomposition of all the questions about DEMT 

which were associated with any of the questions about community involvement.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about community involvement. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

 Political, economic, or social/cultural issues, non-personal and public interest 

issues 

 Strengths of the political, economic, and social system in the country  

 Critique of Flaws of the political, economic, and social system in the country  

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in other countries  

 Information about and critic of foreign policy and situation in other countries. 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies 

More frequent use of the following channels of expression has been 

associated with community involvement. 

 The internet (Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.)  

 Telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps  

Mass Media Technologies 

 newspapers  

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication 

 Face to face/ offline  

 Display of a poster or bumper sticker (QID 19) 
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Other 

 writing politicians, members of parliament, or members of legislative assembly 

Figure 4.2.4.4. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with community 
involvement. (Topics and channels of expression which are more likely to be used by 
more involved) 
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4.2.5 Other Forms of Participation Associated with 
Community Involvement 

Table 4.2.5.1 provides a list of questions that are associated with community 

involvement. There is a set of very strong and positive associations with Somers’ D 

ranging from [0.22-0.51] between community involvement, and 16 out of 24 other 

questions related to participation. 

Table 4.2.5.1. Questions about other forms of participation associated with community 
involvement 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q24d Q32d

1 48 p1_054Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I do volunteer work for non-profit 
organizations, public interest groups, or related events 

0.35 0.51

2 613 p3_105Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are
talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You form or participate in a group to 
advance a cause related to public interest? 

0.3 0.32

3 29 p1_035Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
protest critical of the government 

0.38 0.27

4 40 p1_046Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an advocate for a political, 
economic, or social/cultural cause 

0.4 0.22

5 37 p1_043Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate as a volunteer in political, 
economic, or social/cultural events 

0 0.41

6 38 p1_044Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate, as a member, in a political 
party or social/cultural organization 

0 0.39

7 27 p1_033Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a political 
or social/cultural rally or protest 

0 0.23

8 47 p1_053Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I donate money to political parties or 
candidates 

0 0.23

9 42 p1_048Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

0.38 0

10 25 p1_031Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a meeting 
of a political party 

0.36 0

11 46 p1_052Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I organize or participate in political or 
social awareness campaigns 

0.29 0

12 28 p1_034Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
demonstration to support the government 

0.29 0

13 39 p1_045Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in the activities of a political 
party or organization 

0.27 0

14 15 p1_021Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, 
city council, school board, etc. 

0.26 0

15 14 p1_020Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in provincial elections 0.24 0

16 17 p1_023Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
professional association or a union action 

0.24 0

17 22 p1_028Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
sit-in or strike 

0.23 0

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.2.6 Demographics  

Table 4.2.6.1 presents the only demographic question that was associated with 

likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups. 

Table 4.2.6.1. The only demographic question that was associated with likelihood of 
attending the meetings of non-political social/cultural groups 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 24

1 583 p3_084Q11 Please answer the following questions.... About what % of your FACE TO FACE acquaintances believe 
in a different religion than yours? 

0.3

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

There is a positive association between having acquaintances with more diverse 

religious beliefs and the likelihood of attending the meetings of non-political 

social/cultural groups. 
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4.3 Participation in Elections  
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Viewing the world from the standpoint of Holly, one of the participants in 

the interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results in 

this section within the context of the lifeworld of a citizen who participates in 

elections. 

* * * 

Holly was a young dual citizen of Canada and UK who answered my 

questions in the interview as a Canadian citizen. She had voted in local and federal 

elections because she felt we are lucky that we are living in a democracy. She had 

also volunteered in a public and a non-profit organization. She had listened to 

election promises but had the feeling that the politicians always lie. She felt that 

she was responsible to vote, recycle, and to be a nice, good, and law-abiding citizen 

who does not intentionally damage the world or the environment. She felt a 

responsibility to make Canada a nice country for living but she felt she did not 

know how to have sufficient influence to make that happen. The results in this 

section indicate that these feelings of responsibility are statistically relevant to the 

likelihood of participation in elections. 

She did not have cable TV but sometimes listened to CBC Radio One. 

Although she had attended speeches on social and international human rights 

issues, most of the news she was exposed to was through Facebook and Twitter. She 

could be led to the websites of the BBC or CNN after clicking on a news about social 

issues shared by her friends or other institutions on her Facebook feed. She 

subscribed to  CBC online notifications. She followed the BBC and Huffington Post 

on Facebook as well. However, she could not remember any substantial examples 

of news except that “some Canadians have joined ISIS” and that some provinces 

have decided to develop policies and act to deal with environmental issues 

independent of Federal Government. In section 4.3.3 we will see that she is like 

many likely voters, who, while on the internet, using Email, Facebook or other 

social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc., learn about political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues. 

The most important issues for her were environmental issues such pipelines 

and legislation regarding oil transportation and also the issue of the whales that 
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were reported dying off Vancouver Island. She paid attention to the union strikes of 

nurses and teachers and other job-related issues in BC . Holly felt that something 

really significant had to happen to draw her attention to a level that inspired her to 

follow an issue. 

She felt that the first past the post voting system should be changed to 

proportional representation because with the current system many people were 

voting strategically instead of expressing their true choice. She thought it would be 

better if the members of the senate were elected. She also thought Canada should 

export finished goods instead of raw material. 

She believed that equality of opportunity is not achievable, and we cannot 

make everybody happy, but in a fair society everybody must have water, food, a  

job and shelter. Holly had grown up in a family that was mostly non-political, 

where there was no dialogue about social issues. She could not remember anybody 

who was politically active in her immediate network.  

She felt that hurting others in our day-to-day lives is not acceptable but  is 

something that is difficult to avoid; it has been normalized. She believed that doing 

things that may be good for our national interest even if it hurts the people in other 

countries is not fine, but we do it all the time. She said, “We do things in a province 

that is bad for other provinces!” but she would try not to think about it. She felt 

that if she did think about it she would have to change her lifestyle radically. Her 

example was that “in Canada nobody wants the children of other countries to 

make their clothes, but if you change your lifestyle based on that reason then 

people think that you are a strange person. You would no longer be in the 

mainstream of the society. “We are born into the culture of the first world. We take 

for granted that you go to the store to pick what you want without thinking about 

how things are made.” To keep your happiness, you avoid talking and thinking 

about it. However, she felt that her generation is getting more attentive. 

* * * 
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In next sections, we look at three relatively passive forms of engagement 

with democracy in which the person does not necessarily have an active role in 

democratic discourse; but nevertheless, bothers to cast his/her vote. 

4.3.1 Associations Among Questions about 
Participation in Elections (QIDs 10,14,15) 

In my questions about participation in elections I did not ask the 

participants about their past behavior regarding participation in elections. The 

questions are about their perception of their likelihood to vote; therefore, our 

questions measuring such mental states remain unaffected by errors of memory. 

We are in fact measuring their expressed intention. Table 4.3.1.1 shows that all 

questions regarding participation in elections show very strong and direct 

association with each other.  

Table 4.3.1.1. Associations among questions about participation in elections 

QID Q Q10 Q14 Q15 Levels

10 p1_016Q05 How likely vote in next national elections 0.53 0.34 1Nochanc/Unlikely

14 p1_020Q05 How likely participate in provincial elections 0.53 0.64 1Nochanc/Unlikely

15 p1_021Q05 How likely participate in municipal elections 0.34 0.64 1Nochanc/Unlikely

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.3.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Likelihood of Participation in Elections 

We will first look at mental processes and states associated with all questions 

regarding likelihood of participation in elections, then we will look at those 

questions that are associated with two out of the three and then those mental 

processes and states that has been found in direct association with one of the 

questions.  

4.3.2.1 Mental Processes and States Associated with all the 
Questions about Participation in elections

Table 4.3.2.1, and Figure 4.3.2.1 present associations with all likelihood of 

participation in elections questions. 
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Table 4.3.2.1. Mental processes and states associated with all questions about 
participation in elections 
Row QID QN Q 10d 14d 15d

1 177 p1_203Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in 
PROVINCIAL elections 

.31 .27 .27

2 181 p1_207Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate 
ONLINE expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL elections 

.25 .23 .31

3 469 p2_202Q22 Provide your views on the following statements... I feel responsible to do something 
beneficial for other people in my country 

.24 .3 .29

4 92 p1_098Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.24 .22 .23

5 468 p2_201Q22 Provide your views on the following statements... I do not feel responsible for what the
government is doing inside and outside the country because I did not vote in the elections 

-.26 -.3 -.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.3.2.1. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with all questions about the likelihood of participation in elections. 
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4.3.2.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with Most Questions 
Regarding Likelihood of Participation in Elections  

Table 4.3.2.2 show the mental processes and states that are associated with 

two of the three questions about the likelihood of participation in elections.  

Table 4.3.2.2. Mental processes and states associated with most questions about the 
likelihood of participation in elections 
Row QID QN Q 10 14 15

6 176 p1_202Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in NATIONAL 
elections 

.35 .28

7 18 p1_024Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Collect information 
on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from multiple sources 

.3 .27

8 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate 
ONLINE expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL elections 

.27 .3

9 178 p1_204Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL 
elections 

.25 .34

10 82 p1_088Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend my time to improve 
the social/cultural, economic, and political conditions of my country 

.25 .21

11 60 p1_066Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I
HAVE TO know about NATIONAL political/economic news 

.23 .21

12 101 p1_107Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Flaws in 
the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

.2 .25

13 97 p1_103Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and 
healthcare, ...) 

.19 .25

14 34 p1_040Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow INTERNATIONAL 
political/economic news 

.19 .25

15 99 p1_105Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... UNFAIR 
influence of your country in other countries  

.2 .23

16 104 p1_110Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Strengths 
of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

.17 .24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.3.2.2, on the next page, presents decomposition of mental processes 

and states questions associated with two out of three questions about the likelihood 

of participation in elections.
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Figure 4.3.2.2. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with most questions about the likelihood of participation in elections. 
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4.3.2.3 Mental Processes and States Associated with one of the 
Questions Regarding Likelihood of Participation in Elections  

Table 4.3.2.3 shows the mental processes and states that are associated with 

one of the three questions about the likelihood of participation in elections.  

Table 4.3.2.3. Mental processes and states associated with a single question about 
participation in elections 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 10d 14d 15d

17 179 p1_205Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in NATIONAL elections 

.3

18 69 p1_075Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... Who I vote for can make a big 
difference to what happens 

.26

19 957 p4_197Q17 What is your opinion about the following statements?... The preservation of peace may 
sometimes hinder my country's progress, but the outcome will worth the price 

.25

20 311 p2_044Q09 Please choose the best choice you have to complete the following sentence: I can NAME 
an EXISTING alternative political party, a group, or a leader, who I perceive if comes to 
power the ...... RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in the country would 

.23

21 851 p4_091Q09 What is your opinion about the truth of the following statements? (Please do not look up 
the answers :)...The voting system in the country is such that the candidate who has LESS 
than 40% of the people's vote may still become a member of parliament or congress 

.22

22 142 p1_168Q18 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups 
FOR THE SOCIETY as a whole?... good intentions of politicians in opposition groups/ 
parties 

.2

23 61 p1_067Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO know about INTERNATIONAL political/economic news 

.19

24 185 p1_211Q21 How likely are the following?... A political party or social group close to your views 
winning in the next election 

.19

25 51 p1_057Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO express my criticism of what the people in power are doing 

.17

26 93 p1_099Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
International political, economic, social/cultural issues, foreign policy, war, or peace 
news 

.17

27 257 p1_283Q27 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing 
the following.... I _____ know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.29

28 262 p1_288Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing 
the following.... I _____ express my social or political dissent more freely 

.28

29 33 p1_039Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow NATIONAL 
political/economic news 

.25

30 98 p1_104Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country  

.24

31 872 p4_112Q11 I believe ...... the government must always intervene to regulate the markets in favor of 
weak people 

.23

32 111 p1_117Q13 How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?... Fairness of the level of 
exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within your country 

.22

33 70 p1_076Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... The POSSIBILITY of civil 
disobedience, without harsh punishment, is one of the most important criteria for a 
good society 

.2

34 103 p1_109Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Flaws of the governance system in your country  

.2

35 899 p4_139Q13 What is your opinion about the following statements?... It is better for both of us if I 
only care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care about 
yourself and only do what is good for you

-.24

36 552 p3_028Q06 Considering the level of surveillance and control in your country, how RISKY is it for 
critics to express serious CRITICAL opinions in the following ways? By producing and 
distributing flyers, brochures, or pamphlets 

-.23

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figure 4.3.2.3 presents the questions that are associated with likelihood of 

participation in elections in National elections

Figure 4.3.2.3. Decomposition of questions associated with likelihood of voting in 
national elections 

Interestingly, there was only one mental processes and states question (QID 

899) that was associated with the likelihood of participating in provincial elections 

and that was What is having the opinion that “It is better for both of us if I only 

care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care about 

yourself and only do what is good for you” which has a negative association with 

the likelihood of participating in provincial elections. 

Figure 4.3.2.4 presents the questions that are associated with likelihood of 

participation in elections in municipal elections
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Figure 4.3.2.4. Decomposition of questions associated with likelihood of participation 
in municipal elections
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4.3.2.4 Analysis of Mental Processes and States 

Figure 4.3.2.5 shows the decomposition of all the questions about mental 

processes and states associated with any of the questions about participation in 

elections. 

Figure 4.3.2.5. Decomposition of questions associated with likelihood of participation 
in elections  
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Based on the analysis in this chapter, we can infer the following constructs 

as relevant to likelihood of participation in elections: 

Altruism 

Being ready to spend one’s time to improve the country and expecting the 

government to intervene to regulate the markets in favor of weak people has 

positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Attention 

 Attention to intonational political economic news, and issues in foreign policy 

such as war and peace (QID 34,93) has positive association with likelihood of 

participation in elections. 

 Attention to PESC (QIDs 33,92) in general, and  

 particular attention to unfairness (QID 97),  

 flaws and strength of the governance system (QID 103, 104),  

 flaws in the policies of current government (QID 101) within the nation has 

positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Belief 

Belief that possibility of civil disobedience is a criterion for a good society 

(QID 70) and in importance of fairness of exploitation of weak by powerful in 

country (QID 111) has positive association with likelihood of participation in 

elections. 

Fear or Risk of Expression 

A perception that producing and distributing flyers brochures or pamphlets 

is risky (QID 552) has negative association with likelihood of participation in 

elections.
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Feeling a Social Responsibility 

Feeling a responsibility to: 

 know about national and international PESC news (QIDs 60,61),  

 express one’s criticism of what the people in power are doing (QID 51), 

 do something beneficial for other people in the country (QID 469), 

have positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Having Better Alternative 

Having and alternative in mind that can improve the rights and freedoms 

(QID 311) has positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

International Altruism 

A belief that “even when preservation of peace may sometimes hinder the 

country’s progress, the outcome will worth the price” (QID 957) has positive 

association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Knowledge 

The knowledge about how the voting system in the country works (QID 851) 

has positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Perception 

Optimism that who one votes for can make a big difference to what 

happens (QID 69) and that a political party or social group close to one’s views 

may win in the next election (QID 185) have positive association with likelihood of 

participation in elections. 

Personal ethical egoism 

The belief that: “It is better for both of us if I only care about myself and I 

only do what is good for me while you only care about yourself and only do what is 

good for you” (QID 899) has negative association with likelihood of participation 

in elections. 
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Feeling Responsible 

Citizens who do not feel responsible for what the government is doing inside 

and outside the country because they did not vote in the elections are less likely to 

vote (QID 468). 

Social Expectation 

The expectation of one’s online and offline acquaintances of a person to 

vote in national, provincial, municipal elections (QIDs 177,178,0179,180,181) have 

positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Need 

Feeling the need to: 

  know more about PESC issues (QID 257), and 

 express one’s social or political dissent more freely (QID 262)  

have positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 

Trust 

Confidence in good intentions of politicians in opposition groups (QID 142) 

has positive association with likelihood of participation in elections. 
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4.3.3 ISMT Associated with Participation in 
Elections

There was no question regarding information sources and mediation 

technologies that was associated with all or most of questions regarding likelihood 

of participation in elections. Table shows questions associated with participation in 

elections.  

Table 4.3.3.1. ISMT associated with questions about participation in elections 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q10 Q14 Q15

1 756 p3_260Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, 
and healthcare) FRAMED on the following media?... Media independent of big 
corporations and governments  

-.34

2 515 p2_248Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes 
beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of 
INTERNATIONAL political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy 
issues?... title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of FOREIGN 
COMMERCIAL news media 

.29

3 516 p2_249Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes 
beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of 
INTERNATIONAL political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy 
issues?... News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

.26

4 757 p3_261Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, 
and healthcare) FRAMED on the following media?... Websites of independent journalists, 
bloggers, or vloggers 

-.26

5 609 p3_101Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you 
are talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You get an update of opinions 
of your friends or acquaintances about Issues that are NOT merely related to immediate 
personal pleasures. Issues 

.25

6 604 p3_096Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook 
or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... You learn 
about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community? 

.23

7 612 p3_104Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you 
are talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You learn about political, 
economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community? 

.23

8 906 p4_146Q13 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I want GOVERNMENT supported 
news media to present all conflicting sides of major issues 

.23

9 791 p4_031Q06 How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries (like occupations, supporting 
puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 
manipulation, propaganda or mind control) FRAMED on the following media?...TV or 
radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by 
your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

.22

10 825 p4_065Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you 
to an UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign 
threats?...TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media 
supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

.22

11 867 p4_107Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you 
to an UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, 
misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Phone, 
SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone 

.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.3.3.1 Analysis of Associations between ISMT and Participation in 
Elections 

Figures 4.3.3.1, 4.3.3.2, and 4.3.3.3 on the next pages, present 

decomposition of ISMT questions associated with elections.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about participation in elections. 

Content 

The following content are associated with participation in elections: 

 political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community 

(QID 604) 

 military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QID 825) 

 Framing of the fairness within your country such as equality of opportunity, 

power, wealth, education, and healthcare (QID 756, 757) has negative  

 corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; 

and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 867) 

 Issues that are NOT merely related to immediate personal pleasures (QID 609) 
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Figure 4.3.3.1. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with likelihood of voting in 
national elections 

Figure 4.3.3.2. Decomposition of questions associated with likelihood of participation  
in provincial elections 
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Figure 4.3.3.3. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with likelihood of 
participation in municipal elections 

Information Sources Relying on Internet, Web 2.0, and mobile 
technologies 

The following information sources, who mostly rely on the Internet, Web 

2.0, and mobile technologies, are associated with likelihood of participation in 

elections. 

 Negative framing of fairness within the country on media independent of big 

corporations and governments (QID 756) 

 Negative framing of fairness within the country on websites of independent 

journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 757) 
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  Frequency of using phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on the phone lead you to 

an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, 

misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries 

(QID 867) 

 Likelihood of learning about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or 

events in one’s community on the Internet (QID 604) 

Information Sources Relying on Mass Media Technologies 

The following information sources relying on mass media technologies were 

found relevant to likelihood participation in elections. 

 Media supported by your national government (QIDs 791, 825)  

 Foreign commercial news media (QID 515) 

 News media supported by foreign governments (QID 516) 

Information Sources in situations of personal presence  

 OFFLINE information sourcing on the telephone or when talking face to face 

(QID 609, 612) are associated with likelihood participation in elections. 

There are three interesting patterns observed regarding ISMT relevant to 

participation in elections: 

a) Observing negative framing of fairness in the country on independent media 

and websites of journalists is associated with increase the likelihood of voting in 

national election. Notice that the frequency and length of time spend on these 

two media have not been as significant and strong an influence than the 

critical framing in them. It seems that there are people who are motivated by 

critical perspectives they are exposed to on independent media to vote in 

national elections. 

b) Frequency of getting elucidating information about foreign affairs using mass 

media (expect domestic commercial media) and mobile technologies is the only 

relevant variable relevant to participation in municipal elections. 
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c) Participation in provincial elections is only associated with offline point to point 

communication on the telephone or face to face.  

4.3.4 DEMT Questions Associated with 
Participation in Elections 

In table 4.3.4.1 we observe a list of DEMT questions that are associated with 

likelihood of participation in elections. The only question on DEMT that is 

associated with participation in provincial elections was related to offline 

expression of opinion in person to person communication such as face to face or on 

the telephone.  
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Table 4.3.4.1. DEMT associated with a single question about participation in elections 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q10 Q14 Q15

1 11 p1_017Q05 How likely is that you would ......encourage others to vote in next national elections .54 .35 .34

2 13 p1_019Q05 How likely is that you would ......express your opinion about what the national government 
is doing 

.39 .34 .3

3 21 p1_027Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Sign a petition .18 .2 .23

4 213 p1_239Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 

.23 .32

5 216 p1_242Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

.22 .3

6 965 p4_205Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about 
the following subjects?... Your opinion about INTERNATIONAL political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, or war and peace news 

.27 .29

7 964 p4_204Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about 
the following subjects?... Your opinion about NATIONAL political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues 

.25 .29

8 208 p1_234Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.22 .21

9 209 p1_235Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign 
policy, war and peace news 

.18 .22

10 23 p1_029Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?...Engage in a 
passionate discussion with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or 
social/cultural issue 

.31

11 894 p4_134Q12 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, 
economic, or social/cultural issues?... By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with 
family, friends, co-workers, etc. 

.3

12 31 p1_037Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?...I engage in discussions about 
political, economic, or social/cultural issues with others 

.2

13 26 p1_032Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?...Post a 
political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media 

.2

14 611 p3_103Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you 
are talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You let others know what you 
think, or your opinion, about social/cultural issues 

.21

15 971 p4_211Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about 
the following subjects?... Your critique of the governance system in OTHER countries 

.29

16 212 p1_238Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

.27

17 214 p1_240Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 

.27

18 968 p4_208Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about 
the following subjects?... Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in OTHER 
countries 

.27

19 966 p4_206Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about 
the following subjects?... Your critique of what big corporations or the government do to 
society and the environment 

.26

20 217 p1_243Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, 
democratic processes, economic system, ...) 

.23

21 1003 p4_243Q21 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion 
on Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter 
or other social media related to following subjects?... Your opinion about NATIONAL 
political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.23

22 220 p1_246Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries 

.22

23 211 p1_237Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topics come up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country 

.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.3.4.1 Analysis DEMT Questions Associated with Participation in 
Elections Questions 

Figure 4.3.4.1 shows the decomposition of three questions about DEMT 

which were associated with all three of the questions about the likelihood of 

participation in elections.  

Figure 4.3.4.1. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with likelihood of all three 
types of participation in elections 

Figure 4.3.4.2 shows the decomposition of the questions about DEMT which 

were associated with two out of three questions about the likelihood of 

participation in elections.  

Figure 4.3.4.3 and 4.3.4.4 show the decomposition of the questions about 

DEMT which were associated with only one of the questions about the likelihood of 

participation in elections.  
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Figure 4.3.4.2. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with likelihood of 2 out of 
three types of participation in elections  
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Figure 4.3.4.3. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with likelihood of voting 
in national or provincial elections 
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Figure 4.3.4.4. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with likelihood of 
participation in municipal elections 

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about the likelihood of participation in municipal elections. 
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Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics is associated with 

likelihood of participation in elections. 

 Persuading others to vote in next national elections (QIDs 11) 

 Expressing opinion about what the national government is doing (QIDs 13) 

 PESC (QIDs 23, 31, 26, 894) 

 National PESC (QIDs 208 964) 

 International PESC (QIDs 209 965) 

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in other countries (QIDs 213) 

 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QIDs 

216) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies 

More frequent use of the internet (Email, Facebook or other social media, 

Skype, or Blogging, etc.) for dialogue and expression about PESC is associated with 

likelihood of voting in national elections (QIDs 26) 

Personal Presence or Point to Point Communication 

Engaging in following forms of dialogue or expression in situations of 

personal presence or point to point communication is associated with likelihood of 

participation in elections. 

 Face to face (QIDs 894, 964, 965) 

 Sign a petition (QIDs 21) 
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4.3.5 Other Forms of Citizen Participation 
Associated with Participation in Elections 

Table 4.3.5.1 presents other forms of participation that are associated with 

participation in elections. Citizens who more likely to vote, are more likely to 

participate through political parties but are not likely to participate in many other 

ways. 

Table 4.3.5.1. Other forms of participation associated with a single question about 
participation in elections 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q10 Q14 Q15

1 12 p1_018Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in national election campaigns for parties or 
candidates 

.21 .22 .26

2 25 p1_031Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a meeting 
of a political party 

.2 .21 .25

4 27 p1_033Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a political 
or social/cultural rally or protest 

.17 .19

7 24 p1_030Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a meeting 
of a non-political social/cultural group (like a women's advocacy club, a minority cultural 
group, or a religious institution) 

.24 .26

8 20 p1_026Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Contribute money 
to a political party or candidate 

.21

9 29 p1_035Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
protest critical of the government 

.2

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Participation in election has the least number associations with other forms 

of participation. It would be plausible to conclude that participation in elections 

should not be considered a predictor for general engagement of citizens in political, 

economic, social, and cultural affairs. 
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4.4 Activism  
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Getting too know the viewpoints of Leda, one of the participants in the 

interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results in this 

section within the context of the lifeworld of an activist citizen. 

* * * 

Leda had given up her American citizenship and had became a citizen of 

Canada. She was born to a very engaged family. Her mother had suffered injustice 

and poverty during second world war in Europe who became wealthy after 

marriage. Wealth did not change her mother’s compassion. Leda said, “She let us 

have the sufferers’ perspective” and years later Leda was sensitive to people’s 

sorrow. 

Leda was a writer, entrepreneur, consultant, and organizer. Beside 

volunteering and providing professional help to others, she had been involved in 

political activism and fundraising for a number of candidates in elections. 

Therefore, she was in touch with many politicians. Most of her discussions about 

politics was face-to-face in meetings. She felt that her attention, beliefs, interests, 

opinions, and worldviews were neither similar to her acquaintances nor to the rest 

of society and “except in matters of principle” she would not reveal her opinions 

because they would not understand her. Although she believed that the Internet 

has facilitated her political knowledge and would read the postings of her less than 

100 friends, she felt expression on Facebook was too superficial and it is not as 

suitable for exchange as email. She kept her political opinions off the web or 

Facebook. 

She thought that democracy was a flawed system that would “need 

safeguards around the possibility of tyranny of the majority and the tyranny of 

powerful manipulators” but she had not seen a better alternative to it. She felt that 

freedom of speech and assembly and the right to privacy are important and the 

state does not have the right to know everything about us. Leda believed that 

everyone should start with equal opportunity and if people do not have equal 

opportunity help should be provided to them. Even if people have taken the wrong 

path, like those who become addicted, society should provide help; society should 

prevent the strong from preying on the weak.  
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She felt her responsibility to Canada was to vote thoughtfully, do everything 

she could to make the country better, to be a good neighbour and a law-abiding 

citizen, to speak out when she saw things going wrong and to support what is good, 

to raise children to be good citizens, to start business and create jobs. She thought 

that there might be times that we hurt others. For example, if one’s kid needs food 

one may think of stealing. But we should try to find another way than hurting 

others. Leda believed that “It is not okay if a company pushes seeds to other 

countries, so they become dependent.” She thought hurting other countries to 

prevent our suffering might be justified under certain circumstances, but to do so to 

increase our pleasure and economic advantage was not justified. 

Her view about the importance of peace had changed during the past 

decade. She now  thought peace was a high priority because war takes away 

security of individual, family, and property. She felt that the members of cabinet in 

the provincial government were more important than the members of federal 

cabinet because at the federal level the prime minister’s office controlled 

everything. She felt that Canada’s constitution is fine and the problems it has could 

exist in any other constitution. She thought that it was prime minster Harper’s 

government that changed the government system so that it became less 

democratic. 

* * * 

In this section we look at seven questions related to frequency and likelihood 

of political activism, activism for fairness, and for a cause.  
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4.4.1 Associations Among Activism Questions 
(QIDs 40, 41, 42, 43, 46, 605, 613)

Table 4.4.1.1 presents associations among questions about activism. All the 

activism questions show very strong and direct association with each other.  

Table 4.4.1.1. Associations among questions about Activism 
Row QID HQ 41 42 43 40 46 605 613

1 41 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me 

.78 .69 .62 .58 .29 .38

2 42 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

.78 .81 .68 .58 .4

3 43 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER countries 

.69 .81 .66 .57 .31 .44

4 40 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an advocate for a political, 
economic, or social/cultural cause 

.62 .68 .66 .57 .32 .4

5 46 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I organize or participate in 
political or social awareness campaigns 

.58 .58 .57 .57 .31 .44

6 605 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook 
or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... You form 
or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? 

.29 .31 .32 .31 .6

7 613 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when 
you are talking face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You form or participate 
in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? 

.38 .4 .44 .4 .44 .6

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
The association between 40 and 41 is mediated by 42 when 41 is considered as the outcome, but it does not prevent us to 
consider them in the same general group

Within questions about activism, we can Identify three subgroups, questions 

about: 

 Frequency of activism for fairness with different scopes (QIDs: 41,42,43),   

 Frequency of activism for political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QIDs: 

40,46) 

  Likelihood of forming, or participating, in a group to advance a cause related 

to public interest (QIDs 605, 613) 

The first group is related to fairness. They inquire about frequencies of 

actions that support “fairness for people like me,” “fairness for weak citizens of my 

country,” “fairness for the weak people in other countries.” The second group is 

more general and inquire about advocacy vs organizing and participating. 

In the following sections, we will look at the specific predictors of each 

subgroup. I will analyze mental processes and states; information sources and 
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mediation technologies; dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies; and other forms of engagement associated with activism. 

4.4.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Activism Questions  

In the following sections, I will analyze questions about mental processes 

and states associated with of each subgroup of activism.  

4.4.2.1 Mental Processes and States Associated with All Activism for 
Fairness (QIDs 41,42,43) 

Table 4.4.2.1 presents mental processes and states questions associated with 

activism for fairness.

Table 4.4.2.1. Mental processes and states questions associated with all questions 
about activism for fairness 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 59 p1_065Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I
HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who need 
help 

.38 .42 .48

2 112 p1_118Q13 How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?... Fairness of the level of the 
exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries 

.3 .28 .26

3 181 p1_207Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate 
ONLINE expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL elections 

.3 .26 .25

4 82 p1_088Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend my time to improve the 
social/cultural, economic, and political conditions of my country 

.27 .29 .35

5 18 p1_024Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Collect information 
on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from multiple sources 

.22 .21 .22

6 65 p1_071Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... Last elections in the country were not lawful 
(like votes were not counted correctly, ....) 

.18 .23 .18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.4.2.1 presents the decomposition of mental processes and states 

questions associated with questions about activism for fairness to their constituent 

constructs. 
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Figure 4.4.2.1. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
all the questions about activism for fairness 
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4.4.2.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with Most Questions 
Regarding Activism for Fairness 

Table 4.4.2.2 presents mental processes and states questions associated with 

most of questions about activism for fairness and Figure 4.4.2.2 Presents the 

decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with all the 

questions about activism for fairness. 

Table 4.4.2.2. Mental processes and states questions associated with most of questions 
about activism for fairness 
Row QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 57 p1_063Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like 
me 

0.43 0 0.42

2 97 p1_103Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
UNFAIRNESS within your country  

0.38 0 0.41

3 96 p1_102Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

0.33 0.4 0

4 637 p3_129Q16 Choose the best option for each question.... I come across information about POLITICS, 
ECONOMICS, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL issues 

0.31 0 0.29

5 930 p4_170Q15 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I am part of an oppressed 
social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is the victim of violence 

0.3 0 0.26

6 101 p1_107Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

0.29 0 0.23

7 102 p1_108Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

0.27 0 0.23

8 179 p1_205Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in NATIONAL elections 

0.25 0 0.23

9 92 p1_098Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

0.22 0 0.26

10 70 p1_076Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... The POSSIBILITY of civil 
disobedience, without harsh punishment, is one of the most important criteria for a 
good society 

0.21 0.2 0

11 257 p1_283Q27 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing 
the following.... I _____ know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

0.2 0.18 0

12 34 p1_040Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow INTERNATIONAL 
political/economic news 

0.2 0 0.25

13 183 p1_209Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances perceive a man who 
knows about politics as more attractive 

0.2 0 0.19

14 66 p1_072Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... Election laws must be changed 0 0.19 0.17

15 83 p1_089Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend 10% of my 
wealth improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

0 0.18 0.2

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figure 4.4.2.2. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
most of the questions about activism for fairness 
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4.4.2.3 Mental Processes and States Associated with one of 
Questions about Activism for Fairness 

Table 4.4.2.3 presents mental processes and states questions associated with 

most of questions about activism for fairness.  

Table 4.4.2.3. Mental processes and states questions associated with most of questions 
about activism for fairness.  
Row QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 56 p1_062Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO protest to change the current governance system in my country 

0.29 0 0

2 54 p1_060Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO protest to change the current prime minister, president, or 
cabinet 

0.25 0 0

3 85 p1_091Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to risk my life to improve 
social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

0.21 0 0

4 176 p1_202Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in 
NATIONAL elections 

0.2 0 0

5 233 p1_259Q26 Evaluate the statements below within the context of the current governance system in 
your country.... DEMOCRATIC processes and rule of law in the country is 

0.2 0 0

6 177 p1_203Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in 
PROVINCIAL elections 

0.19 0 0

7 163 p1_189Q19 Considering your country, choose the right words to complete the following statements.... 
...... of those running the government are corrupt 

0.18 0 0

8 98 p1_104Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country  

0 0.31 0

9 99 p1_105Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries  

0 0.28 0

10 876 p4_116Q11 I believe ...... my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources 0 0.27 0

11 474 p2_207Q22 Provide your views on the following statements... I fear that if I post my social/cultural, 
economic, or political opinions on social media, I may be perceived as too political a 
person by my peers 

0 0.25 0

12 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL elections 

0 0.24 0

13 262 p1_288Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing 
the following.... I _____ express my social or political dissent more freely 

0 0.24 0

14 111 p1_117Q13 How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?... Fairness of the level of 
exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within your country 

0 0.24 0

15 187 p1_213Q21 How likely are the following?... In the next year, a whistle blower revealing corruption in 
big corporations 

0 0.22 0

16 84 p1_090Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to risk my liberty to 
improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

0 0.19 0

17 261 p1_287Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing 
the following.... I _____ express my beliefs and opinions more freely 

0 0.17 0

18 58 p1_064Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of 
my country 

0 0 0.47

19 94 p1_100Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Corruption in big corporations and their accountability for what they do to the 
environment and society 

0 0 0.36

20 103 p1_109Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... 
Flaws of the governance system in your country  

0 0 0.31

21 33 p1_039Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I follow NATIONAL political/economic 
news 

0 0 0.26

22 61 p1_067Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate 
responsibility? I HAVE TO know about INTERNATIONAL political/economic news 

0 0 0.21

23 270 p1_296Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing 
the following.... I _____ display more generosity, altruism, and compassion to humanity 

0 0 0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figures 4.4.2.3, 4.4.2.4, 4.4.2.5 present the decomposition of mental 

processes and states questions associated with one of the questions about activism 

for fairness. 

Figure 4.4.2.3. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
the question about activism for fairness to people like oneself 
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Figure 4.4.2.4. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
the question about activism for fairness to citizens of the country 
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Figure 4.4.2.5. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
the question about activism for fairness to people in other countries 

4.4.2.4 Mental Processes and States Associated with All Activism for 
PESC Issues (QIDs 40,46) 

Table 4.4.2.4. presents the associations between questions about mental processes 

and states with questions about activism for PESC issues. 
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Table 4.4.2.4. Mental processes and states questions associated with questions about 
activism for PESC issues 
Row QID QN Q 40 46

1 600 p3_092Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET the following will happen?... Your 
friends send you an update of their opinions about political or economic issues? 

.31 .25

2 523 p2_256Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of 
INTERNATIONAL foreign policy issues?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.26 .26

3 409 p2_142Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... Media independent of big corporations and governments 

.26 .24

4 604 p3_096Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET the following will happen?... You 
learn about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community? 

.23 .27

5 863 p4_103Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an understanding about 
corruption, flaws of the other countries?... websites of independent journalists, bloggers / vloggers 

.22 .26

6 203 p1_229Q23 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media 
YOU USE do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY?... Information you receive over telephone, cell or smart 
phone, SMS, or Skype from your friends and acquaintances 

.17 .2

7 601 p3_093Q12 In the next month, how likely is that while on the internet the following will happen?... your friends 
send you an update of their opinions about issues that are not merely related to immediate 
personal pleasures. 

.28

8 864 p4_104Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
corruption, flaws of the OTHER countries?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.27

9 521 p2_254Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of 
INTERNATIONAL foreign policy issues?... Media independent of big corporations and governments 

.24

10 522 p2_255Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of 
INTERNATIONAL foreign policy issues?... Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

.22

11 147 p1_173Q18 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups for the 
society as a whole? the good intentions of media independent of big corporations and governments 

.21

12 202 p1_228Q23 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media 
YOU USE do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY?... Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social 
media which are links to other media 

.21

13 869 p4_109Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
corruption, flaws of the OTHER countries?... Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... 

.36

14 835 p4_075Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
military, security and defense, or foreign threats? Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

.33

15 424 p2_157Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Media independent of big 
corporations and governments 

.32

16 830 p4_070Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
military, security and defense, or foreign threats? Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.32

17 834 p4_074Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
military, security and defense, or foreign threats? Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

.3

18 608 p3_100Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE, the following will happen?... You get an 
update of opinions of your friends or acquaintances about political or economic issues? 

.28

19 829 p4_069Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an understanding about military, 
security and defense, or foreign threats? websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

.28

20 527 p2_260Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of 
INTERNATIONAL foreign policy issues?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

.27

21 625 p3_117Q15 In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, watching, using, or 
attending the following?... Media independent of big corporations and governments  

.27

22 411 p2_144Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.26

23 426 p2_159Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of political, economic, or 
social/cultural conditions after you hear the news?... websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.24

24 867 p4_107Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
corruption, flaws of the OTHER countries?... Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone 

.24

25 868 p4_108Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
corruption, flaws of the OTHER countries?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.2.5 Mental Processes and States Associated with Activism for a 
Cause Related to Public Interest (QIDs 605,613) 

Table 4.4.2.5 presents mental processes and states questions associated with 

questions about activism for a cause. 

Table 4.4.2.5. Questions about Mental processes and states associated with activism for 
a cause 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 605 613

1 58 p1_064Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See as Your Immediate Responsibly? I HAVE 
TO Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness for Weak Citizens of My Country 

.34 0.36

2 59 p1_065Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See as Your Immediate Responsibly~ Join 
Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness for Weak People in Any Country Who Need Help 

.34 0.34

3 262 p1_288Q28 Please Complete the Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are Pursuing the
Following I _____ Express My Social or Political Dissent More Freely 

.31 0.31

4 55 p1_061Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See as Your Immediate Responsblty~ratns 
To Pressure the Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet (if one Is organized) 

.3 0.29

5 930 p4_170Q15 What Is Your Opinion About the Following Statements? I Am Part of An Oppressed Social Group 
That Is Exploited, Marginalized, or Is the Victim of Violence 

.3 0.28

6 99 p1_105Q12 In the Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid to The Following Subjects? UNFAIR 
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.29 0.29

7 97 p1_103Q12 In the Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid to The Following Subjects? 
UNFAIRN~ithin Your Country  

.24 0.28

8 931 p4_171Q15 What Is Your Opinion About the Following Statements? I Believe My Country Is A Victim of
Colonialism, Imperialism, or Cultural Imperialism 

.29 0

9 56 p1_062Q08 ~What do you see as your immediate responsblty~ent governance system in my country .27 0
10 313 p2_046Q09 Please Choose The Best Choice You Have To Complete The Following Sentence: I Can NAME ~er, 

Who I Perceive If Comes To Power The DEMOCRATIC Processes and Constitutinl Laws Would 
.27 0

11 318 p2_051Q09 I can name ~the policies that increase the periods of peace, and decrease the probability of wars .25 0
12 567 p3_043Q07 How Probable Would The Outcomes of Change In The Governance System In Your Country 

(CO~Democratic Processes, Economic System) Be? System Change Will Lead To More Democracy 
.22 0

13 57 p1_063Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty? I 
HAVE TO Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For People Like Me 

0.4

14 267 p1_293Q28 Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are Pursuing The 
Following I _____ Have More Rights and Freedoms To Do What You Want To Do 

0.3

15 94 p1_100Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Corrupt~n 
Big Corporations and Their Accountablty For What They Do To The Environment and Society 

0.29

16 85 p1_091Q11 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Risk My Life To Improve 
Socil/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

0.28

17 98 p1_104Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? UNFAIR 
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

0.27

18 183 p1_209Q20 Evaluate The Following Statements of My Acquaintances Perceive A Man Who Knows About 
Politics As More Attractive 

0.25

19 95 p1_101Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Corrupt~ In 
The Government and Their Accountability For What They Do To The Environment and Society 

0.24

20 96 p1_102Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Violations of
Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

0.23

21 121 p1_127Q14 How Would You Rate The Effectivenss of The Following on The Betterment of The Fate of ~ciety? 
Decisions By officials Regarding Well Being In The Neighborhood or Local Community 

0.23

22 254 p1_280Q27 Describe How You Are Pursuing The Following I _____ Have A Nicer Family Life 0.23
23 569 p3_045Q07 How Probable Would The Outcomes of Change In The Governance System In Your Country (CO~, ) 

Be? System Change Will Lead To More Sovereignty and INDEPENDENCE From Foreign Control 
0.23

24 83 p1_089Q11 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Spend 10% of My Wealth 
Improve Socil/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

0.22

25 179 p1_205Q20 Evaluate The Following Statements of My Friends With Whom I Regularly Communicate ONLINE 
Expect Me To Vote In NATIONAL Elections 

0.22

26 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate The Following Statements of My Friends With Whom I Regularly Communicate ONLINE 
Expect Me To Vote In PROVINCIAL Elections 

0.22

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with All Questions Regarding 
Activism (40,41,42,43,46,605,613) 

Figure 4.4.2.6 presents the decomposition of mental processes and states questions 

associated with all the questions about activism. 

Figure 4.4.2.6. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
all the questions about activism  
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4.4.2.6 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Activism Questions 

Based on the analysis in this chapter, we can infer the following are relevant 

to activism for fairness: 

Feeling a Social Responsibility 

 Feeling a responsibility to join advocacy groups who champion fairness for 

weak people in any country who need help (QID 59 which is associated with six 

out of seven questions about activism), as well as for weak citizens of the 

country (QID 58), and for people like oneself (QID 57) 

 Feeling a responsibility to know about national (QID 60) and international 

political/economic news (QID 61) 

 Feeling a responsibility to attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure 

the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 55), protest to change the 

current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 54), or to protest to change 

the current governance system in my country (QID 56) 

Altruism 

The altruistic attitude of being ready to risk one’s liberty (QID 84), Life (QID 

85), 10% of one’s wealth (QID 83), and to spend one’s time (QID 82) have positive 

association with activism for fairness. 

Attention 

Attention to the following subjects are associated with activism for fairness: 

 Exposure to (QID 637,92) and seeking of (QID 636, 18, 33) information about 

politics, economics, or social/cultural issues 

 International political, economic, social/cultural issues, foreign policy, war, or 

peace news (QID 93, 34),  

 Unfair influence of other countries in the country (QID 98)  

 Unfair influence of the country in other countries (QID 99)  
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 Attention to corruption in the government (QID 95) and big corporations (QID 

94) and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society  

 unfairness within the country (QID 97) 

 Flaws (QID 103,101) and Strengths (QID 104,102) of the governance system in 

the country or in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

(QID 610) 

 Violations of rights and freedoms in the country (QID 96) 

Belief 

Optimism about the possibility of civil disobedience, without harsh 

punishment, is one of the most important criteria for a good society (QID 70) 

Gap to Ideal, Gap to Possible, and Demanding Change 

 The perception that democratic processes and rule of law in the country are far 

from ideals (QID 233) and that demanding that election laws must be changed 

(QID 66). 

 Optimism about the odds of a system change will lead to more democracy (QID 

567) or to more sovereignty and independence from foreign control (QID 569) 

 Perceiving an existing alternative whose policies would increase the periods of 

peace, and decrease the probability of wars (QID 318) or would improve 

democratic processes and constitutional laws (QID 313) 
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Fear 

The fear that if one posts about social/cultural, economic, or political 

opinions on social media, one may be perceived as too political a person by my 

peers (QID 474) 

Importance of National and International Fairness 

 Fairness of the level of the exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries 

(QID 112) 

  Fairness of the level of exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within 

your country (QID 111) 

International Altruism 

my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources (QID 876) 

Social Expectation 

 The percentage of acquaintances perceive a man who knows about politics as 

more attractive (QID 183) 

 The percentage of acquaintances expect the person vote in elections (QIDs 

176,177,181,179,180) 

Feeling Oppressed 

 Being part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is the 

victim of violence (QID 930) 

I believe my country is a victim of colonialism, imperialism, or cultural imperialism 

(QID 931) 
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Needs 

Feeling a need to: 

 display more generosity, altruism, and compassion to humanity (QID 270),  

 express beliefs and opinions more freely (QID 261),  

 express social or political dissent more freely (QID 262),  

 have a nicer family life (QID 254),  

 have more rights and freedoms to do what you want to do (QID 267),  

 know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 257) 

Trust 

 ...... of those running the government are corrupt (QID 163) 

 Decisions by officials regarding well being in the neighborhood or local 

community (QID 121) 

 Last elections in the country were not lawful (like votes were not counted 

correctly, ....) (QID 65) 

 In the next year, a whistle blower revealing corruption in big corporations (QID 

187) 
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4.4.3 ISMT Questions Associated with Activism 

In this section we look at information sources, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies associated with questions regarding activism for 

fairness, activism for PESC issues, and activism for a cause; then, we decompose the 

predictors to their constituting constructs and analyze them. 

4.4.3.1 ISMT Associated with Activism for Fairness (QIDs 41, 42, 43) 

Table 4.4.3.1 presents ISMT questions associated with questions about 

activism for fairness. 

Table 4.4.3.1. ISMT questions associated with questions about activism for fairness 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 424 p2_157Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~Conditions After You Hear The News? Media independent of Big Corporations and 
Governments 

.33 .37 .34

2 862 p4_102Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.32 .3 .26

3 523 p2_256Q2
7 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~ltrl, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.26 .26 .26

4 601 p3_093Q1
2 

In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~f 
Their Opinions About Issues That Are NOT Merely Related To Immediate Personal Pleasures 

.25 .25 .26

5 522 p2_255Q2
7 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~ace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.25 .24 .29

6 834 p4_074Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ry, 
Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.32 .23

7 600 p3_092Q1
2 

In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~en? 
Your Friends Send You An Update of Their Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.31 .26

8 828 p4_068Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.3 .28

9 864 p4_104Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~ons of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals

.29 .24

10 409 p2_142Q1
7 

Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governmnts 

.23 .26

11 835 p4_075Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.33

12 863 p4_103Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.31

13 521 p2_254Q2
6 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~nd 
Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governments 

.31

14 604 p3_096Q1
2 

In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~ 
Learn About Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Gatherings or Events In Your Community? 

.3

15 612 p3_104Q1
3 

In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You ~ 
Learn About Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Gatherings or Events In Your Community? 

.27

16 859 p4_099Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~wspapers, Journals, or Websites Like CBC News Media Supported By Your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMNT 

.22

17 195 p1_221Q2
2 

About What Percentage of The Political and Economic News, Information, or Analysis on ~ 
Newspapers, Journals, or Websites; or Content Produced By Them on YouTube or Other Media

-.23

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.3.2 ISMT Associated with Activism for PESC issues (QIDs 40,46) 

Table 4.4.3.2 presents ISMT questions associated with questions about 

activism for PESC issues. 

Table 4.4.3.2. ISMT questions associated with questions about activism for PESC issues 

Ro
w 

QID QN Q 40 46

1 600 p3_092Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET? Your Friends Send You An Update of
Their Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.31 .25

2 523 p2_256Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ltrl, War 
and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.26 .26

3 409 p2_142Q17 Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and  Governments  

.26 .24

4 604 p3_096Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~ Learn 
About Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Gatherings or Events In Your Community? 

.23 .27

5 863 p4_103Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.22 .26

6 203 p1_229Q23 About What Percentage of The Political and Economic News, Information, or Analysis on ~ver 
Telephone, Cell or Smart Phone, SMS, or Skype From Your Friends and Acquaintancs 

.17 .2

7 601 p3_093Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~f Their 
Opinions About Issues That Are NOT Merely Related To Immediate Personal Pleasures 

.28

8 864 p4_104Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ons of
Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.27

9 521 p2_254Q26 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~nd 
Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governments 

.24

10 522 p2_255Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ace, or
Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.22

11 147 p1_173Q18 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of media independent of big 
corporations and governments 

.21

12 202 p1_228Q23 About What Percentage of The Political and Economic News, Information, or Analysis on ~mails, 
Posts on Facebook, Twitter, or Similar Social Media Which Are Links To Other Media 

.21

13 869 p4_109Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~f Rights 
and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.36

14 835 p4_075Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ Defense 
Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.33

15 424 p2_157Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~Conditions After You Hear The News? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governments 

.32

16 830 p4_070Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~y and
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.32

17 834 p4_074Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ry, 
Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.3

18 608 p3_100Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You ~An 
Update of Opinions of Your Friends or Acquaintancs About Political or Economic Issues? 

.28

19 829 p4_069Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~lnerablts, 
or Foreign Threats? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.28

20 527 p2_260Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ic, 
Socil/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.27

21 625 p3_117Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching~, 
Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.27

22 411 p2_144Q17 Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.26

23 426 p2_159Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~CIAL/CULTU Conditions After You Hear The News? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.24

24 867 p4_107Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~of Rights 
and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Phone, SMS, Skype, or Other Apps on Your Phone 

.24

25 868 p4_108Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~and
Violations of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.3.3 ISMT Associated with Activism for a Cause Related to Public 
Interest (QIDs 605,613) 

Table 4.4.3.3 presents ISMT questions associated with both questions about 

activism for a cause. And table 4.4.3.4, on the next page, presents ISMT questions 

associated with one of questions about activism for a cause. 

Table 4.4.3.3. ISMT questions associated with both questions about activism for a 
cause 
Ro
w 

QID QN Question 605 613

1 625 p3_117Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching~, 
Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.36 .29

2 409 p2_142Q17 Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and  Governments  

.36 .28

3 612 p3_104Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You ~ 
Learn About Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Gatherings or Events In Your Community? 

.35 .45

4 862 p4_102Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.35 .32

5 828 p4_068Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.31 .29

6 604 p3_096Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~ 
Learn About Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Gatherings or Events In Your Community? 

.31 .29

7 626 p3_118Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, 
Watching~ng or Attending The Following? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or 
Vloggers 

.28 .28

8 869 p4_109Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~f 
Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.27 .38

9 523 p2_256Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ltrl, 
War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.27 .28

10 416 p2_149Q17 Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.24 .29

11 601 p3_093Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~f 
Their Opinions About Issues That Are NOT Merely Related To Immediate Personal Pleasures 

.24 .26

12 864 p4_104Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ons 
of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.23 .35

13 631 p3_123Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching, 
Using or Attending The Following? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.23 .28

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.4.3.4. ISMT questions associated with one of questions about activism for a 
cause 

Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q605 Q613

1 522 p2_255Q2
7 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes beyond 
to Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

0.33 0

2 521 p2_254Q2
6 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond… to
Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governments 

0.31 0

3 863 p4_103Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

0.29 0

4 670 p3_162Q1
9 

How often Do You See Content on the following media That Frames The News In A DIFFERENT 
Way Than The Big Media? Facebook, Twitter, or Similar Social Media1 

0.28 0

5 147 p1_173Q1
8 

How Much Overall Confidence Do You Have In The Good Intentions of The Following Groups~rs, 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, Globalresrch Ca) 

0.28 0

6 608 p3_100Q1
3 

In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You ~An 
Update of Opinions of Your Friends or Acquaintancs About Political or Economic Issues? 

0.24 0

7 866 p4_106Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ESS, 
Misery, Inequalitis; and Violations of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Email 

0.24 0

8 431 p2_164Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~CULTU Conditions After You Hear The News? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

0 0.34

9 834 p4_074Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ry, 
Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

0 0.34

10 527 p2_260Q2
7 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ic, 
Socil/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

0 0.32

11 609 p3_101Q1
3 

In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You 
~uaintancs About Issues That Are NOT Merely Related To Immediate Personal Pleasures Issues 

0 0.32

12 835 p4_075Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

0 0.32

13 868 p4_108Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~and
Violations of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

0 0.32

14 528 p2_261Q2
7 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ War 
and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

0 0.31

15 600 p3_092Q1
2 

In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~en? 
Your Friends Send You An Update of Their Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

0 0.3

16 424 p2_157Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~Conditions After You Hear The News? Media independent of Big Corporations and 
Governments 

0 0.29

17 525 p2_258Q2
7 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~RNATIONA Political, Economic, Socil/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Email 

0 0.29

18 415 p2_148Q1
7 

Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

0 0.27

19 430 p2_163Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~OMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTU Conditions After You Hear The News? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets

0 0.27

20 829 p4_069Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~lnerablts, or Foreign Threats? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

0 0.26

21 870 p4_110Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~qualitis; and Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? Face To Face Dialogue 

0 0.26

22 650 p3_142Q1
7 

In The Past 12 Months, What Source of Content Has Been Most Influential on Your Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural understanding? Speeches 

0 0.25

23 516 p2_249Q2
6 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~trl, 
War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? News Media Supported By FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

0 0.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.3.4 Analysis of Associations between ISMT and Activism 

Figure 4.4.3.1, on the next page, presents decomposition of ISMT questions 

associated with activism. 

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about activism. 

Content 

The following content that has been found relevant with activism.  

The following with negative association: 

 News, information, or analysis on domestic commercial news media (like CTV, 

Province, National Post) on TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 

websites; or content produced by them on YouTube or other media deemed as 

trustworthy (QID 195) has negative association with activism. 

The following questions have positive association with activism: 

 Information on emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media 

which are links to other media (QID 202) or information received over 

telephone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or skype from friends and acquaintances 

(QID 203) deemed as trustworthy   and believing in good intentions and 

trustworthiness of media independent of big corporations and governments 

(QIDs 147). 

 Political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QIDs 424, 426, 430, 431, 650, 409, 

411, 415, 416) 
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Figure 4.4.3.1. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with activism 
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 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QIDs 859,862,863,864,866,867,868,869,870) 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QID 828, 829, 830, 834, 835) 

 Content leading to an understanding of international political, economic, 

social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues (QIDs 

516,521,522,523,525,527,528) 

 Information about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in 

your community online or offline (QID 604,612) 

 PESC issues in general (QID 650) 

 News framed in a different way than the big media on social media (QID 670) 

 Opinion of friends about non-personal issues such as political or economic 

issues online or offline (QIDs 601,609,604,612,600,608) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies  

The frequency of use of the following information sources relying on the 

Internet, Web 2.0, and mobile technologies are associated with activism: 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments such as Adbusters, 

Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, 

Globalresearch.ca (QID 862,625,424,521,409,828) presenting all conflicting 

sides of major issues (QID 191)  

 Trust in the good intentions of independent media (QID 147) 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 522, 626, 863, 

829) 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals (QID 411, 426, 523, 864, 830) 

 Internet, Email, Social Media, Skype, Blogs (QID 600,604, 601) 

 Email (QID 525, 866, 202) 

 Social Media such as Facebook, Twitter (QID 670,202) 
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 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone (QID 867), and telephone (QID 

203) 

Information Sources Relying on Mass Media technologies  

The following questions related to mass media are found relevant to 

activism: 

 Perception of trustworthiness of the content on domestic commercial news 

media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CTV, 

Province, National Post); or content produced by them on YouTube or other 

media (QID 195) has negative association with activism. 

 Frequency of reading, listening to, or watching content on news media 

supported by foreign governments (QID 516) 

 Frequency of reading, listening to, or watching content on tv or radio stations, 

newspapers, journals, or websites (like CBC) of news media supported by the 

national government (QID 859) 

Information Sources in situations of personal presence 

The following information sources were found relevant to activism: 

 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermon (QID 650, 416, 431, 528, 869, 

632, 835) 

 Face to face dialogue (QID 870), and Telephone or Face to Face from 

acquaintances (QID 608,609, 612) 

 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... (QID 415, 430, 527, 631, 868, 834) 



4.4.4 DEMT Associated with Activism  

In this section we look at dialogue, expression, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies associated with questions regarding activism for 

fairness, activism for PESC issues, and activism for a cause; then, I decompose the 

predictors to their constituting constructs and analyze them. 
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4.4.4.1 DEMT Associated with Activism for fairness  

Table 4.4.4.1 presents DEMT questions associated with all of the questions 

about activism for fairness.  

Table 4.4.4.1. DEMT questions associated with all questions about activism for fairness 
Row QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 35 p1_041Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Show My Support For Non-personal 
~aring Photos or Memes Related To Them, or By Liking Them on Social Media Such As 
Facebook 

0.36 0.4 0.42

2 26 p1_032Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Post A 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Message on The Internet Including Social Media 

0.32 0.35 0.37

3 1011 p4_251Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion 
on ~ Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and 
Healthcare) 

0.3 0.27 0.28

4 886 p4_126Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Posting Articles or Comments on Blogs 

0.29 0.28 0.31

5 968 p4_208Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS In OTHER 
Countries 

0.28 0.26 0.29

6 1012 p4_252Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion 
on ~l Media Related To Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER 
Countries 

0.28 0.25 0.28

7 610 p3_102Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You 
~llowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic 
Issues 

0.27 0.3 0.33

8 885 p4_125Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~s? 
By Commenting Below Articles and News, or Responding To Other People's Comments 
online 

0.27 0.27 0.28

9 222 p1_248Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~pportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare That You Are Enjoying In Your 
Country 

0.26 0.29 0.27

10 973 p4_213Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About 
The Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

0.26 0.24 0.3

11 212 p1_238Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? Violations of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

0.23 0.32 0.35

12 228 p1_254Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~ositive Influence of Your Country In Other Countries Such As Humanitarian or Military 
Aid 

0.23 0.24 0.31

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.4.4.2, on the next page, presents DEMT questions associated with 

most of the questions about activism for fairness. 
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Table 4.4.4.2. DEMT questions associated with most questions about activism for 
fairness 
Row QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 45 p1_051Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Editors of Newspapers and
Other Media 

.36 .42

2 211 p1_237Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

.3 .33

3 605 p3_097Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public interest? 

.29 .31

4 210 p1_236Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~or The Government, and Their Accountablty For What They Do To The Environment and 
Society 

.26 .32

5 971 p4_211Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About The 
Following Subjects? Your Critique of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.26 .23

6 965 p4_205Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~NA 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues, and Foreign Policy, or War and Peace News 

.25 .28

7 972 p4_212Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~thin Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and or 
Healthcare) 

.24 .27

8 31 p1_037Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Engage In Discussions About Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues With Others 

.24 .38

9 967 p4_207Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~he 
Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS In Your Country 

.27 .26

10 970 p4_210Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic 
System, ) 

.26 .26

11 227 p1_253Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.23 .23

12 225 p1_251Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

.21 .26

13 887 p4_127Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ 
Social/cultural Issues? By Posting or Sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or Similar Social Media 

.21 .24

14 226 p1_252Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Independence and Sovereignty Your Country Is Enjoying 

.21 .21

15 214 p1_240Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.2 .3

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.4.4.3 presents DEMT questions associated with one questions of questions 

about activism for fairness. 
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Table 4.4.4.3. DEMT questions associated with one of questions about activism for 
fairness 
Row QID QN Q 41 42 43

1 19 p1_025Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Display A 
Poster or Bumper Sticker With A Political, Economic, and/or Social/cultural Message 

.32

2 218 p1_244Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic )

.28

3 911 p4_151Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~or 
the government, and their accountablty for what they do to the environment and society 

.28

4 1006 p4_246Q21 How often do you compose emails, write in your blog, express your personal opinion on ~to 
following subjects? your critique of violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

.26

5 13 p1_019Q05 How likely is that you would express your opinion about what the national government is 
doing 

.22

6 217 p1_243Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic )

.22

7 229 p1_255Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind) 

.22

8 223 p1_249Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~ Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Health) 

.2

9 36 p1_042Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write In Newspapers or Create 
Political or Social Posters 

.44

10 216 p1_242Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? Flaws of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

.35

11 891 p4_131Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Expressing Opinion on The Phone 

.29

12 893 p4_133Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? As A Public Speaker 

.27

13 939 p4_179Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~our Critique of What Big Corporations or The Government Do To Society and The 
Environment 

.25

14 948 p4_188Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.25

15 208 p1_234Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? National Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues 

.24

16 892 p4_132Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By SMS or Texting Using Apps 

.22

17 603 p3_095Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~l 
Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About Social/cultural Issues?

.32

18 23 p1_029Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Engage In 
~ssion With Someone With Whom You Disagree on A Political, Economic, or Social/cultural 
Issue 

.27

19 918 p4_158Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~r or Other Social Media, Related To Following Subjects? UNFAIRNESS Within 
OTHER Countries 

.27

20 966 p4_206Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~our Critique of What Big Corporations or The Government Do To Society and The 
Environment 

.26

21 21 p1_027Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Sign A 
Petition 

.25

22 220 p1_246Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.25

23 916 p4_156Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~l Media, Related To Following Subjects? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER 
Countries 

0.23

24 215 p1_241Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~s Come Up? Strengths of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or 
Cabinet 

0.21

25 219 p1_245Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? Strengths of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.4.2 DEMT Associated with Activism for a political, Economic, or 
Social/Cultural Issues 

Table 4.4.4.4 presents DEMT questions associated with both questions about 

activism for political, economic, or social/cultural issues.  

Table 4.4.4.4. DEMT questions associated with both questions about activism for 
political, economic, or social/cultural issues. 
Row QID QN Q Q40d Q46d

1 45 p1_051Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Editors of Newspapers and
Other Media 

0.38 0.59

2 603 p3_095Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~l 
Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About Social/cultural Issues? 

0.38 0.28

3 610 p3_102Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You 
~llowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues 

0.37 0.3

4 602 p3_094Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~lowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

0.36 0.34

5 605 p3_097Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public interest? 

0.32 0.31

6 611 p3_103Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You ~ll 
Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About Social/cultural Issues 

0.32 0.29

7 891 p4_131Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Expressing Opinion on The Phone 

0.29 0.26

8 972 p4_212Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~thin Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and or 
Healthcare) 

0.29 0.26

9 973 p4_213Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About 
The Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

0.29 0.24

10 214 p1_240Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

0.29 0.2

11 21 p1_027Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Sign A Petition 0.27 0.3

12 885 p4_125Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~s? By 
Commenting Below Articles and News, or Responding To Other People's Comments online 

0.27 0.28

13 1012 p4_252Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion 
on ~l Media Related To Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER 
Countries 

0.27 0.27

14 967 p4_207Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~he Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS In Your 
Country 

0.26 0.25

15 1011 p4_251Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion 
on ~ Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and 
Healthcare) 

0.25 0.27

16 223 p1_249Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~ 
Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare) 

0.24 0.22

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.4.4.5, on the next page, presents DEMT questions associated with 

one of questions about activism for political, economic, or social/cultural issues.  
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Table 4.4.4.5. DEMT questions associated with one of questions about activism for 
political, economic, or social/cultural issues. 

Row QID QN Q Q40d Q46d

1 35 p1_041Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I show my support for non-personal 
~aring photos or memes related to them, or by liking them on social media such as Facebook 

0.35 0

2 965 p4_205Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~NA 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues, and Foreign Policy, or War and Peace News 

0.32 0

3 23 p1_029Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Engage In 
~ssion With Someone With Whom You Disagree on A Political, Economic,  Social/cultural Issue 

0.28 0

4 208 p1_234Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? National Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues 

0.28 0

5 964 p4_204Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face to face, about~llowing 
subjects? your opinion about national political, economic, social/cultural issues 

0.23 0

6 222 p1_248Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topi~pportunity, power, wealth, education and healthcare that you are enjoying  your country 

0.23 0

7 209 p1_235Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following 
topi~tionl political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war and peace news 

0.23 0

8 11 p1_017Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Encourage Others To Vote In Next National Elections 0.22 0

9 220 p1_246Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

0.2 0

10 228 p1_254Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~ositive Influence of Your Country In Other Countries Such As Humanitarian or Military Aid

0.2 0

11 213 p1_239Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries 

0.19 0

12 212 p1_238Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

0.18 0

13 44 p1_050Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? i write to politicians, members of 
parliament, or members of legislative assembly 

0 0.55

14 36 p1_042Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write In Newspapers or Create Political 
or Social Posters 

0 0.51

15 893 p4_133Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? As A Public Speaker 

0 0.4

16 881 p4_121Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ By 
Writing Articles Which Are Published In TV or Radio Stations, Newspapers, or Journals 

0 0.34

17 968 p4_208Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face to face, 
about~following subjects? your critique of Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

0 0.31

18 26 p1_032Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Post A Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Message on The Internet Including Social Media 

0 0.31

19 970 p4_210Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic ) 

0 0.27

20 211 p1_237Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

0 0.26

21 1006 p4_246Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~To Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS In Your Country 

0 0.26

22 888 p4_128Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Email 

0 0.25

23 916 p4_156Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~l 
media, related to following subjects? flaws of the governance system in other countries 

0 0.25

24 1007 p4_247Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

0 0.25

25 974 p4_214Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind C)

0 0.24

26 229 p1_255Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind C) 

0 0.23

27 915 p4_155Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~overnance System In Your Country  

0 0.23

28 227 p1_253Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

0 0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.4.3 DEMT Associated with Activism for a Cause Related to 
public interest 

Table 4.4.4.6 presents DEMT questions associated with both questions about 

activism for a cause related to public interest. 

Table 4.4.4.6. DEMT questions associated with both questions about activism for a 
cause related to public interest 
Row QID QN Q 605 613

1 603 p3_095Q12 In The NEXT MONTH, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~l 
Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About Social/cltrl Issues? 

.36 .31

2 1006 p4_246Q21 How Often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion On 
~To Following Subjects? Your Critique Of Violations Of RIGHTS And FREEDOMS In Your Country 

.34 .28

3 228 p1_254Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following 
Topi~ositive Influence Of Your Country In Other Countries Such As Humanitarian or Military Aid 

.33 .38

4 26 p1_032Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Post A Political, 
Economic, or Social/cltrl Message On The Internet Including Social Media 

.32 .26

5 229 p1_255Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements And Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulatin, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.31 .39

6 211 p1_237Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses Of Rights And Freedoms In Your Country 

.29 .35

7 227 p1_253Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements And Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulatin, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.28 .32

8 214 p1_240Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.28 .29

9 216 p1_242Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Flaws Of The Policies Of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

.28 .28

10 610 p3_102Q13 In The NEXT MONTH, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You 
~llowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues 

.27 .39

11 611 p3_103Q13 In The NEXT MONTH, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You ~ll 
Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About Social/cltrl Issues 

.27 .36

12 224 p1_250Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following 
Topi~nity, Power, Wealth, Education And Healthcare That People In Other Countries Are 
Enjoying 

.27 .29

13 19 p1_025Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Display A Poster 
or Bumper Sticker With A Political, Economic, And/or Social/cltrl Message 

.27 .29

14 218 p1_244Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topi~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.26 .34

15 968 p4_208Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Following Subjects? Your Critique Of Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries

.26 .27

16 222 p1_248Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following 
Topi~pportunity, Power, Wealth, Education And Healthcare That You Are Enjoying In Your 
Country 

.24 .27

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.4.4.7, on the next page, presents DEMT questions associated with 

one of questions about activism for a cause related to public interest. 
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Table 4.4.4.7. DEMT questions associated with one of questions about activism for a 
cause related to public interest
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 605 613

17 887 p4_127Q12 How Often Do You Express Your Ideas, And Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ 
Social/cltrl Issues? By Posting or Sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or Similar Social Media 

.35

18 101
1 

p4_251Q21 How Often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion On ~ 
Within Your Country (inequality Of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education And Healthcare) 

.32

19 21 p1_027Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Sign A Petition .3

20 100
8 

p4_248Q21 How Often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion On 
~jects? Your Critique Of The Policies Of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

.28

21 972 p4_212Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~thin 
Your Country (inequality Of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education And or Healthcare) 

.27

22 220 p1_246Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Flaws Of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.27

23 100
9 

p4_249Q21 How Often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion On 
~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic System, ) 

.26

24 226 p1_252Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Independence And Sovereignty Your Country Is Enjoying 

.26

25 100
3 

p4_243Q21 How Often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion On 
~llowing Subjects? Your Opinion About NATIONAL Political, Economic, or Social/cltrl Issues 

.25

26 966 p4_206Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~our 
Critique Of What Big Corporations or The Government Do To Society And The Environment 

.24

27 605 p3_097Q12 In The NEXT MONTH, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public interest? 

.6

28 217 p1_243Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topi~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.35

29 970 p4_210Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic Syst)

.33

30 602 p3_094Q12 In The NEXT MONTH, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~lowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.32

31 11 p1_017Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Encourage Others To Vote In Next National Elections .32

32 212 p1_238Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations Of Rights And Freedoms In Your Country 

.3

33 219 p1_245Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Strengths Of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.29

34 894 p4_134Q12 How Often Do You Express Your Ideas, And Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ues? By 
Expressing Opinion In Face To Face Dialogue With Family, Friends, Co-workers, Etc 

.29

35 910 p4_150Q14 How Often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive On 
Facebook~NA Political, Economic, or Social/cltrl Issues, And Foreign Policy, or War And Peace 
News 

.29

36 223 p1_249Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topi~ 
Within Your Country (inequality Of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education And Healthcare) 

.28

37 973 p4_213Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About The 
Following Subjects? Your Critique Of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

.28

38 975 p4_215Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements And Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulatin, Propaganda or Mind Cont) 

.28

39 914 p4_154Q14 How Often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive On Facebook~ 
Subjects? Flaws In The Policies Of Current The Prime Minister, President, or The Cabinet 

.27

40 969 p4_209Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~jects? 
Your Critique Of The Policies Of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

.27

41 225 p1_251Q25 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

.26

42 974 p4_214Q18 How Often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements And Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulatin, Propaganda or Mind Cont) 

.25

43 209 p1_235Q24 In Your Conversations with your friends or acquaintances, How Often Do The Following Topi~tionl 
Political, Economic, or Social/cltrl Issues, And Foreign Policy, War And Peace News 

.24

44 909 p4_149Q14 How Often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive On 
Facebook~edia, Related To Following Subjects? NATIONAL Political, Economic, or Social/cltrl Issues

.22

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.4.4.4 Analysis of Associations between DEMT and Activism 

Figure 4.4.4.1 and Figure 4.4.4.2, on the next pages, present decomposition 

of DEMT questions associated with activism.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about activism. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics 

Dialogue or expression about the following topics is associated with 

questions about activism: 

 Flaws of the governance system in the country (QIDs 218,970,915,1009) and 

strengths of the governance system (QID 217). Flaws of the policies of the 

current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QIDs 1008,216,914,969) and 

strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

 (QID 215) or just express your opinion about what the national government 

is doing (QID 13) 

 Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries (QIDs 220, 971,916) and 

strengths of the governance system in other countries (QID 219) 

 International PESC (QIDs 209,910,965) 

 PESC (QIDs 19,23,26,31,36,44,45,881,885,886,887,888,891,892,893,894), 

National PESC (QIDs 1003,208,909,964), particularly political or economic 

issues (QIDs 602,610), particularly social/cultural issues (QIDs 603,611) or cause 

related to public interest (QID 605) or showing support of non-personal causes 

(QID 35). 

 Corruptions in big corporations or the government and their accountability 

(QIDs 210,966,911,939) 

 Independence and sovereignty the country is enjoying (QID 226) 
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Figure 4.4.4.1. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with activism 
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Figure 4.4.4.2 Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with activism 
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 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (QIDs 227,974) 

 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (QIDs 229,948,975) and 

Positive influence of your country in other countries (QID 228) 

 Unfairness within your country (QIDs 1011,223,972), violations of rights and 

freedoms in your country (QIDs 1006, 212,967), and progresses of rights and 

freedoms in your country (QID 211) 

 Unfairness within other countries (QIDs 1012,225,918,973), violations of rights 

and freedoms In other countries (QIDs 1007,214,968) and progresses of rights 

and freedoms in other countries (QID 213) 

 Equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that people 

in other countries are enjoying (QIDs 224,222)  

 Petition (QID 21) 

 Encouraging others to vote in next national elections (QID 11) 

 Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile 
Technologies 

Expression and dialogue on the following channels are relevant with 

questions about activism: 

 Frequency of composing emails, writing in one’s blog, expressing personal 

opinion on Facebook or Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on 

Facebook, Twitter or other social media related to following subjects? (QID 1003, 

1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1011, 1012) 

 On the internet (using Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or 

Blogging, etc.) (QID 26,602,603)  

 Forwarding email, or sharing a post that you see or receive on Facebook, 

Twitter, or other social media (QID 909, 910,911,914,915,916,918) 

 Commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's 

comments online (QID 885) 

 By posting articles or comments on blogs (QID 886) 

  By Email (QID 888) 

 By posting or sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media (QID 887) 

 By SMS or texting using apps (QID 892) 
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 Frequency of expressing oneself over the telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or 

similar apps about the following subjects? (QID 939,948) 

Dialogue and Expression on Mass Media and Broadcast 
Technologies  

Expression and dialogue on the following channels relevant with questions 

about activism: 

 By writing articles which are published in TV or radio stations, newspapers, or 

journals (QID 881) 

 Writing to editors of newspapers and other media (QID 45) 

 Express your opinion about what the national government is doing (QID 13) 

 I show my support for non-personal causes (causes with no direct benefit to me) 

by sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them on social media 

such as Facebook (QID 35) 

 I write in newspapers or create political or social posters (QID 36) 

Dialogue and Expression in Personal Presence or Point to Point 
Communication 

 express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the 

following subjects? (QID 964, 

964,965,966,967,968,969,970,971,972,973,974,975) 

 Expressing opinion on the phone (QID 891) 

 Writing to politicians, members of parliament, or members of legislative 

assembly (QID 44) 

 By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-workers, 

etc. (QID 894) 

 OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking face to face, etc.) (QID 

610,611) 

 As a public speaker (QID 893) 
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Other 

 Signing a petition (QID 21) 

 Display a poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or 

social/cultural message (QID 19) 

4.4.5 Other Forms of Participation Associated with 
Activism 

Table 4.4.5.1 presents other forms of participation that are associated with 

activism. Citizens who more frequently are engaged as activist for fairness, or for 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues, are more likely to form or participate 

in a group to advance a cause related to public interest are more likely to 

participate in many other forms. 

Table 4.4.5.1. DEMT questions associated with one of questions about activism for 
political, economic, or social/cultural issues. 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 40 41 42 43 46 605 613

1 37 p1_043Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate As A 
Volunteer In Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Events 

.44 .4 .42 .46 .46 .23 .26

2 32 p1_038Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate In 
Fund Raising Events and Charities related to community Causes 

.22 .28 .31 .33 .31 .26 .32

4 38 p1_044Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate, As A 
Member, In A Political Party or Social/cultural organization 

.47 .5 .47 .47 .23 .35

5 24 p1_030Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Attend A M~oup (like A Women's Advocacy Club, A Minority 
Cultural Group, or A Religious Institution) 

.4 .38 .38 .29 .29

6 48 p1_054Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Do Volunteer 
Work For Non-profit organizations, Public Interest Groups, or Related 
Events 

.29 .25 .3 .37 .38

7 25 p1_031Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Attend A Meeting of A Political Party 

.24 .38 .34 .31 .36

8 27 p1_033Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Attend A Political or Social/cultural Rally or Protest 

.43 .49 .39 .3 .3

9 17 p1_023Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Participate In A Professional Association or A Union Action 

.24 .23 .26 .22 .27

10 12 p1_018Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Participate In National Election 
Campaigns For Parties or Candidates 

.26 .35 .27 .32

11 29 p1_035Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Participate In A Protest Critical of The Government 

.39 .39 .4 .35

12 39 p1_045Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate In 
The Activities of A Political Party or organization 

.42 .45 .31

13 22 p1_028Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Participate In A Sit-in or Strike 

.22 .28 .26

14 47 p1_053Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Donate Money 
To Political Parties or Candidates 

.3 .4

15 30 p1_036Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Participate In A Protest Even If It May Be Risky For You 

.31

16 20 p1_026Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Contribute Money To A Political Party or Candidate 

.3

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.5 Collective Action  
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Looking at the world from the point of view of Rebecca, one of the 

participants in the interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the 

quantitative results in this section within the context of the lifeworld of a citizen 

involved in collective action. 

* * * 

Rebecca believed that the engine of growth in the United States and Canada 

has been slavery not the “protestant work ethic.” She thought that the colonizers 

got rid of the ’Indian in the child’ of native children and she considered this “a 

genocide.” She believed that in the past politics was something that could benefit 

society but now  it is so corrupt that one cannot do anything about it, but has to 

work around it. “If you can buy politicians then the governmental system is an 

oligarchy not a democracy.” Rebecca was not a believer in hierarchical, leader-

based, mass movements. Instead she believed that one-on-one communication and 

collective action could make a difference. For years she had been involved in civil 

disobedience and collective action. Her latest such action  was related to the Kinder 

Morgan pipeline construction work at Burnaby mountain, British Columbia. She 

had organized rallies, debates between candidates, and workshops. People may 

think of her as a radical but in her personal context she is the least radical 

considering “some of my family members who are even more activist.” She was 

more argumentative when she “was young” but she was less deliberate and she 

could do more now. 

Rebecca felt that in using the Internet, there is a massive global flow of ideas 

that cannot be stopped. Rebecca had 800 Facebook friends, and used Twitter to 

share articles and to ask people to join rallies, or to invite them to sign petitions. 

She was “like a media filter for others.” Her “friends would say, everything I know 

about global affairs comes from you.” She published articles in independent media, 

would express her comments on Facebook, Twitter, in email, and in face-to-face 

conversations, but she was also organizing film festivals, teaching her students how 

to analyze and inspiring people to become involved.  

Rebecca was hopeful about the future, because she felt we are moving in a 

progressive direction which “is a lot to do with communication and its ubiquity. We 
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are standing at a crossroads right now in the front row seats of the revolution. The 

decisions we make will determine what will happen in the future.” Therefore, the 

result is uncertain. During the interview, she suggested to me many books, articles, 

authors, and websites; some of which I have read, and some are still in my to-do 

list.  

* * * 

In this section we look at questions about a relatively active form of 

engagement. There were two questions related to frequency and likelihood of 

collective action about participating in a professional association or a union action 

and participating in a sit-in or strike.  

4.5.1 Associations Among Questions about 
Collective Action (QIDs 17,22) 

Table 4.5.1.1 presents associations among questions about activism. All the 

activism questions show very strong and direct association with each other. Within 

questions about activism, we can Identify three subgroups, questions about: 

Table 4.5.1.1. Associations among questions about collective action 
QID QN Q Q17 Q22

17 p1_023Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? 
Participate in a professional association or a union action 

0 0.43

22 p1_028Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? 
Participate in a sit-in or strike 

0.43 0
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4.5.2 Mental Processes and States associated with 
Collective action 

Table 4.5.2.1, on the next page, presents mental processes and states 

questions associated with questions about collective action. 

Table 4.5.2.1. Questions about mental processes and states relevant to collective action 
Row QID QN Q Q17 Q22

1 930 p4_170Q15 What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Am Part of An Oppressed Social Group 
That Is Exploited, Marginalizd, or Is The Victim of Violence 

.29 .28

2 16 p1_022Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Be Labeled Negatively, By Your Acquaintances, If You Get More 
Engaged In Socil/cultural, Economic, or Political Issues? 

.28 .26

3 103 p1_109Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Flaws O~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.22 .23

4 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate The Following Statements of My Friends With Whom I Regularly Communicate ONLINE 
Expect Me To Vote In PROVINCIAL Elections 

.21 .24

5 98 p1_104Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? UNFAIR 
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.2 .2

6 84 p1_090Q11 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Risk My Liberty To Improve 
Socil/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

.2 .2

7 58 p1_064Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty? I 
HAVE TO Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For Weak Citizens of My Country 

.18 .22

8 457 p2_190Q20 How satisfied are you with the following needs? having a meaningful, purposeful significant life .27

9 104 p1_110Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Strengt~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.21

10 113 p1_119Q13 How IMPORTANT Have The Following Topics Been For You? Stability of Progress In The Country .19

11 57 p1_063Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty? I 
HAVE TO Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For People Like Me 

.19

12 231 p1_257Q26 Evaluate The Statements Below Within The Context of The Current Governance System In Your 
Country QUALITY OF LIFE of People Like Me Is 

.16

13 85 p1_091Q11 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Risk My Life To Improve 
Socil/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

.32

14 56 p1_062Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~ent 
Governance System In My Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.29

15 55 p1_061Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate
Responsblty~ratns To Pressure The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet  

.26

16 54 p1_060Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty? I 
HAVE TO Protest To Change The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

.23

17 97 p1_103Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? 
UNFAIRN~ithin Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Health )

.23

18 165 p1_191Q19 Considering Your Country, Choose The Right Words To Complete The Following Statements of
Those In Positions of Power Accept Bribes 

.23

19 99 p1_105Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? UNFAIR 
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.22

20 59 p1_065Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~ 
Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For Weak People In Any Country Who Need Help

.21

21 166 p1_192Q19 Considering Your Country, Choose The Right Words To Complete The Following Statements of
Government Employees Accept Bribes 

.19

22 176 p1_202Q20 Evaluate the following statements of my acquaintancs expect me to vote in national elections .19

23 66 p1_072Q10 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer Election Laws Must Be Changed .18
24 67 p1_073Q10 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer The Constitution Must Be Changed .18

25 162 p1_188Q19 Considering Your Country, Choose The Right Words To Complete The Following Statements of
Those Running Big Corporations or Financial Institutions Are Crooks 

.17

26 234 p1_260Q26 Evaluate The Statements Below Within The Context of The Current Governance System In Your 
Country PROSPERITY of The Country Is 

.17

27 257 p1_283Q27 Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are Pursuing The 
Following I _____ Know More About Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues 

.17

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.5.2.1 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Collective action 

Figure 4.5.2.1 presents the decomposition of mental processes and states 

questions associated with collective action to their constituting constructs. 

Figure 4.5.2.1. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
collective action
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The following mental processes and states are relevant to collective action: 

Oppression 

Being part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is 

the victim of violence (QID 930) 

Altruism 

Being ready to risk one’s liberty (QID 84) or life (QID 85) to improve 

social/cultural, economic, and political condition of the country. 

Attention 

Attention to the following: 

 Unfair influence of other countries in the country (QID 98) 

 Unfair influence of the country in other countries (QID 99) 

 unfairness within your country (QID 97) 

 Flaws of the governance system in the country (QID 103),  

 Strengths of the governance system in the country (QID 104) 

Demanding Change 

Demanding the following: 

 Election laws must be changed (QID 66) 

 The constitution must be changed (QID 67) 

Feeling a Social Responsibility 

Feeling that one has to do the following: 

 Join advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak people in any country 

who need help (QID 59) 

 Join advocacy groups who champion fairness for people like me (QID 57) 

 Join advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak citizens of the country 

(QID 58) 

 Protest to change the current governance system in the country (QID 56) 

 Attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime 

minister, president, or cabinet (if one is organized) (QID 55) 
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 Protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 54) 

Gap to Ideal 

Feeling a gap between the following items with the perceived ideal: 

 Quality of life of people like me is (QID 231) 

  Prosperity of the country is (QID 234) 

Importance of 

 Stability of progress in the country (QID 113) 

Social Expectation 

 Acquaintances expect me to vote in national elections (QID 176) 

  Online friends expecting one to vote in provincial elections (QID 180) 

 May be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if you get more engaged in 

social/cultural, economic, or political issues? (QID 16) 

Need 

 The need to know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 

257) 

 Satisfaction for having a meaningful, purposeful, or significant life (QID 457) 

Trust 

 ...... of those in positions of power accept bribes (QID 165) 

  ...... of those running big corporations or financial institutions are crooks (QID 

162) 

  ...... of government employees accept bribes (QID 166)
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4.5.3 ISMT associated with Collective action 

Table 4.5.3.1 presents the questions about ISMT associated with collective action 

Table 4.5.3.1. Questions about ISMT associated with collective action 
Row QID QN Q 17 22

1 835 p4_075Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead You ~ 
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons

.28 .24

2 527 p2_260Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~ic, Socil/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets

.27 .24

3 869 p4_109Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~f 
Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.26 .33

4 625 p3_117Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, 
Watching~, Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or 
Globalresrch Ca) 

.36

5 829 p4_069Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~lnerablts, or Foreign Threats? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.32

6 600 p3_092Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~en? Your Friends Send You An Update of Their Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.29

7 862 p4_102Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.29

8 863 p4_103Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.28

9 834 p4_074Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~ry, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Flyers, Brochures, or 
Pamphlets 

.25

10 201 p1_227Q23 About What Percentage of The Political and Economic News, Information, or Analysis on
~ocial Media Which Are Observatins, Thoughts and Opinions of Your Friends and 
Acquaintancs 

.19

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.5.3.1 Analysis of Associations between ISMT and Collective 
Action 

Figure 4.5.3.1, on the next page, presents decomposition of ISMT questions 

associated with collective action.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about collective action. 
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Figure 4.5.3.1. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with collective action 

Content 

The following content that are associated with the likelihood of collective 

action: 

 content leading to an understanding of international political, economic, 

social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues (QID 527) 

 content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 829, 834, 835) 
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 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

In other countries (QID 862, 863,869) 

 Content about the political and economic news, information, or analysis being 

deemed as trustworthy to help one make the right decisions as an informed 

citizen? (QID 201) 

 Opinions of friends and acquaintances (QID 201) or their opinions about 

political or economic issues (QID 600). 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies  

The frequency of use of the following information sources relying on the Internet, 

Web 2.0, and mobile technologies are associated with the likelihood of collective 

action: 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 829) 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, 

Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or 

Globalresearch.ca) (QIDs 625,862) 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 863) 

 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... (QID 527,834) 

 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... (QID 835, 869) 

 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media (QID 201, 600) 

Information Sources in situations of personal presence  

Information received by Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets (QID 527) and 

Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons (QID 869) are associated with the 

likelihood of collective action. 

4.5.4 DEMT Associated with Collective Action 

Table 4.5.4.1 presents DEMT questions associated with all the questions 

about collective action.  
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Table 4.5.4.1. Questions about DEMT associated with both questions collective action 
Row QID QN Q Q17 Q22

1 889 p4_129Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ 
and Video Responses on Video Sharing Sites Like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion 

0.34 0.29

2 920 p4_160Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

0.33 0.34

3 917 p4_157Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education, and 
Healthcare) 

0.31 0.31

4 916 p4_156Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~l Media, Related to ..? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

0.29 0.3

5 893 p4_133Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? As A Public Speaker 

0.28 0.27

6 914 p4_154Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~  Flaws In The Policies of Current The Prime Minister, President, or The Cabinet 

0.27 0.32

7 918 p4_158Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~r or Other Social Media, Related To Following Subjects? UNFAIRNESS Within 
OTHER Countries 

0.27 0.3

8 222 p1_248Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~pportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare That You Are Enjoying In Your 
Country 

0.27 0.24

9 891 p4_131Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Expressing Opinion on The Phone 

0.26 0.26

10 921 p4_161Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~ted To Following Subjects? Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or 
Foreign THREATS 

0.26 0.24

11 919 p4_159Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

0.26 0.23

12 13 p1_019Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Express Your Opinion About What The National Government 
Is Doing 

0.26 0.22

13 1012 p4_252Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion 
on ~l Media Related To Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER 
Countries 

0.24 0.3

14 210 p1_236Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~or The Government, and Their Accountablty For What They Do To The Environment 
and Society 

0.24 0.28

15 11 p1_017Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Encourage Others To Vote In Next National Elections 0.23 0.17

16 1011 p4_251Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion 
on ~ Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and 
Healthcare) 

0.22 0.3

17 45 p1_051Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Editors of Newspapers and
Other Media 

0.21 0.26

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.5.4.2, on the next page, presents the questions about DEMT 

associated with participating in a sit-in or strike and Table 4.5.4.3, in the page 

after, presents the questions about DEMT associated with participating in a 

professional association or a union action. 
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Table 4.5.4.2. Questions about DEMT associated with participating in a sit-in or strike 

Row QID QN Q 22

1 1005 p4_245Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on ~our 
Critique of What Big Corporations or The Government Do to Society and The Environment 

0.33

2 881 p4_121Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ By Writing 
Articles Which Are Published in TV or Radio Stations, Newspapers, or Journals 

0.29

3 948 p4_188Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Simila~Unfair 
Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

0.29

4 976 p4_216Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~bjects? 
Your Opinion About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign THREATS 

0.29

5 602 p3_094Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~lowing Will 
Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

0.28

6 946 p4_186Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Similar Apps 
About The Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

0.27

7 947 p4_187Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Simila~Unfair 
Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

0.27

8 973 p4_213Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About The 
Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

0.27

9 1009 p4_249Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic System, ) 

0.27

10 1015 p4_255Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~bjects? Your Opinion About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign THREATS 

0.27

11 213 p1_239Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics Come 
Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries 

0.26

12 888 p4_128Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Email 

0.26

13 970 p4_210Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic System, 
) 

0.26

14 1006 p4_246Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on ~To 
Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS In Your Country 

0.26

15 1007 p4_247Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

0.26

16 21 p1_027Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Sign A Petition 0.25
17 220 p1_246Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics Come 

Up? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 
0.25

18 966 p4_206Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~our 
Critique of What Big Corporations or The Government Do To Society and The Environment 

0.25

19 23 p1_029Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Engage In ~ssion With 
Someone With Whom You Disagree on A Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issue 

0.24

20 965 p4_205Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~NA 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues, and Foreign Policy, or War and Peace News 

0.24

21 44 p1_050Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Politicians, Members of Parliament, 
or Members of Legislative Assembly 

0.23

22 1004 p4_244Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on ~NA 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues, and Foreign Policy, or War and Peace News 

0.23

23 1008 p4_248Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~jects? Your Critique of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

0.23

24 36 p1_042Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write In Newspapers or Create Political or
Social Posters 

0.21

25 209 p1_235Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~tionl 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues, and Foreign Policy, War and Peace News 

0.18

26 208 p1_234Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics Come 
Up? National Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues 

0.17

27 227 p1_253Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~Unfair 
Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

0.17

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.5.4.3. Questions about DEMT associated with participating in a professional 
association or a union action 

Row QID QN Q 17

1 19 p1_025Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Display A Poster or
Bumper Sticker With A Political, Economic, and/or Social/cultural Message 

0.34

2 911 p4_151Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on Facebook~or
The Government, and Their Accountablty For What They Do To The Environment and Society 

0.3

3 915 p4_155Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic 
System, ) 

0.27

4 225 p1_251Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

0.27

5 217 p1_243Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

0.26

6 1014 p4_254Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

0.25

7 972 p4_212Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, About~thin 
Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and or Healthcare) 

0.25

8 1010 p4_250Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on ~ 
Related To Following Subjects? Your Critique of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

0.23

9 215 p1_241Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~s 
Come Up? Strengths of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

0.23

10 211 p1_237Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

0.21

11 214 p1_240Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.5.4.1 Analysis of Associations Between Questions About DEMT 
and Questions about Collective Action 

Figure 4.5.4.1 and Figure 4.5.4.2, on the next pages, present decomposition 

of DEMT questions associated with collective action.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about collective action. 
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Figure 4.5.4.1. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with collective action 
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Figure 4.5.4.2. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with collective action 
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Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics that is associated with 

collective action: 

 political, economic, or social/cultural issue (QID 23, 891,881,889,888,893), 

National political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 208) 

 International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, 

war, and peace news (QID 209) 

  Progresses of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 213) 

  Violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 214) 

  Flaws of the governance system in other countries (QID 220,916,1010) 

  Unfairness within other countries (QID 225,918) 

  Unfair influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 

puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 227,919,1012)  

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 

puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 1014, 920) 

   Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability 

for what they do to the environment and society (QID 210,911) 

  Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 211) 

  Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

(QID 215) 

  Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, 

democratic processes, economic system, ...) (QID 217) 

 Opinion about what the national government is doing (QID 13) 

 Equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are 

enjoying in your country (QID 222) 

 Opinion about international political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and 

foreign policy, or war and peace news (QID 1004) 

  Critique of what big corporations or the government do to society and the 

environment (QID 1005) 
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  Critique of violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 1006) 

  Critique of violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 1007) 

  Critique of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

1008) 

  Critique of the governance system in your country (QID 1009,915) 

 Opinion about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign 

THREATS (QIDs 1015, 921) 

 Flaws in the policies of current the prime minister, president, or the cabinet 

(QID 914) 

  Unfairness within your country (QID 917, 1011) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies 

Expression and dialogue on the following channels are relevant with 

questions about collective action: 

 The frequency one expresses ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues on the phone. (QID 891) 

  The frequency one expresses ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues published in TV or radio stations, 

newspapers, or journals (QID 881) 

 The frequency one expresses ideas, and discusses, deliberates, analyzes, or 

debates political, economic, or social/cultural issues on Video sharing websites 

(QID 889) 

 The frequency one expresses ideas, and discusses, deliberates, analyzes, or 

debates political, economic, or social/cultural issues using email (QID 888)? 

 Frequency of forwarding an email, or sharing a post that one sees or receives on 

Facebook, Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects? (QID 911, 

914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921)  

 Expression likelihood on the Internet (using Email, Facebook or other social 

media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen? (QID 602)  

 Frequency of compose emails, write in your blog, express your personal opinion 

on Facebook or Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, 
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Twitter or other social media related to following subjects? (QID 1004, 1005, 

1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1014, 1015)  

Dialogue and Expression on Mass Media and Broadcast 
Technologies  

 I write to editors of newspapers and other media (QID 45) 

 I write in newspapers or create political or social posters (QID 36) 

 Newspaper/Poster/Other media (QIDs 36, 45) 

Dialogue and Expression in Personal Presence or Point to Point 
Communication  

 Display a poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or 

social/cultural message (QID 19) 

 Sign a petition (QID 21) 

 Face to face (QIDs 965, 966, 970, 972, 973, 976) 

 encourage others to vote in next national elections (QID 11) 

 Express ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues as a public speaker (QID 893) 

 Express yourself over the telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps 

about the following subjects? (QID 946,947,948) 

 I write to politicians, members of parliament or legislative assembly (QID 44) 

4.5.5 Other Forms of Participation Associated with 
Collective Action 

Table 4.5.5.1 presents other forms of participation that are associated with 

collective action. 17 of 26 questions are associated with at least one form of 

collective action 
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Table 4.5.5.1. Questions about other forms of participation associated with collective 
action 
Row QID QN Q Q17 Q22

1 25 p1_031Q06 How Likely Is It That Within the Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Attend A 
Meeting of A Political Party 

0.33 0.43

2 613 p3_105Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You 
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public 
interest? 

0.27 0.26

3 24 p1_030Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Attend A 
M~oup (like A Women's Advocacy Club, A Minority Cultural Group, or A Religious 
Institution) 

0.24 0.23

4 46 p1_052Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I organize or Participate In Political 
or Social Awareness Campaigns 

0.22 0.22

5 39 p1_045Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate In The Activities of A 
Political Party or organization 

0.2 0.26

6 28 p1_034Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Participate In A Demonstration To Support The Government 

0.34 0

7 20 p1_026Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Contribute Money To A Political Party or Candidate 

0.33 0

8 43 p1_049Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Activist For one or More 
Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For The Weak People In OTHER Countries 

0.26 0

9 12 p1_018Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Participate In National Election Campaigns For Parties or
Candidates 

0.25 0

10 41 p1_047Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Activist For one or More 
Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For People Like Me 

0.24 0

11 42 p1_048Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Activist For one or More 
Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For Weak Citizens of My Country 

0.23 0

12 29 p1_035Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Participate In A Protest Critical of The Government 

0 0.53

13 27 p1_033Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Attend A 
Political or Social/cultural Rally or Protest 

0 0.48

14 47 p1_053Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Donate Money To Political Parties 
or Candidates 

0 0.22

15 605 p3_097Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public 
interest? 

0.28

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.6 Participation through Political Parties   
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Viewing the world from the standpoint of William, one of the participants in the 

interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results in this 

section within the context of the lifeworld of a citizen who is engaged through 

political parties. 

* * * 

I interviewed William, a university professor, in his home. He had become a 

Canadian citizen in the 1990s and was a member of the NDP. He had advised and 

supported their campaigns. William’s activism could be traced back to his 

experience of segregation in his youth as a white living in the southern states in 

USA. His involvement in the anti-segregation movement as a young university 

student in a university that was “an island of progressive social and political 

thought,” his attendance at “electrifying lectures by the leaders of civil rights 

movement,” and a rabbi who was one of the leading voices for the civil rights 

movement were salient in his memory.  

He read the Globe and Mail electronically everyday, listened to CBC news on 

the radio, received a summary of headlines and stories in the New York Times, 

sometimes would watch the Jon Stewart show and the news on TV. He did not rely 

on social media. He believed that while the reports on the Internet lack depth, the 

Internet has made the reporting of events instantaneous. He would use a set of 

substantiated sites he had chosen. 

He was very informed about many PESC issues (for example, Bill C51 which 

was a hot issue at the time58) and was a member of other organizations active in 

British Columbia’s social and political discourse. He felt he had a responsibility to 

participate in political process critically and a responsibility to defend Canada in a 

just war but would make the decision to do so only after he had thought critically 

about its necessity. I was impressed by his global world view that “Everything we do 

may be not effective, but we can consider ourselves as members of team Earth, 

58 An Act to enact the Security of Canada Information Sharing Act and the Secure Air Travel 
Act, to amend the Criminal Code, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service Act and the 
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and to make related and consequential 
amendments to other Acts. 
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team humanity, including the future generations.” He felt Canada’s sovereignty 

was good for the world if Canada could continue to adhere to the values it had held 

in the international sphere as before59. When we analyze the responses to the 

survey we will see that this global vision is not an exception in citizens who are 

engaged through political parties. 

But his belief regarding how much we are allowed to hurt others was 

different than most of my participants. He would find it permissible to hurt others 

in many instances. He could imagine a permissible situation where a nation will do 

something that is good for itself while hurting other nations, depending on how 

much it hurt others. For example, he felt that it would not be surprising if his 

stance on justice bothered some people. For him, hurting others was a cost-benefit 

analysis with a calculus that was not quantifiable because we do not have a same 

metric to measure everything. He considered Rawlsian fairness a useful 

philosophical direction but not a quantifiable analytical tool. He would refrain 

from hurting others if it would not result in many pleasures. Analysis in this section 

will show that this pragmatic morality is common for participants who work with 

or support political parties either. 

William believed that while many things could be improved, the Canadian 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms was not far from a practical goal. But he was very 

concerned about the electoral process. He thought that we are very far from an 

ideal state in which public decisions can be made with critical debate among 

citizens who are politically educated critical thinkers. Without this ideal state, he 

worried, bad collective decisions could be made. When a first past the post system 

creates a government supported only by a minority, he worried that many elected 

officials would care only about the 35% relative majority they need to stay elected. 

He was also concerned about the direction of country regarding the increasing 

disparity in the quality of peoples’ lives.  

* * * 

59 The Interview took place when the Conservative Party of Canada was in Power. 
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This section includes the analysis of six questions in the survey that are 

related to frequency and likelihood of participation through political parties. The 

reader will see that the survey findings are consistent with thoughts and behaviors 

of participating citizens such as William. 

4.6.1 Associations among Questions about 
Participation through Political Parties 

Table 4.6.1 shows the association within survey questions regarding 

participation through political parties. The association among Questions 12, 20, 25 

on likelihood of participation through political parties are all direct. The 

association among Questions 38,39,47 on frequency of participation through 

political parties are all direct except the association between 38 and 47 which is 

mediated by question 39. 

Table 4.6.1. Associations among questions about participation through political 
parties 
XID x1 12 20 25 38 39 47

12 p1_018Q5 How likely participate national election campaigns parties’ candidates 0.48 0.46 0.3 0.44 0.29

20 p1_026Q6 How likely in 12months Contribute money to political party candidates 0.48 0.47 0.29 0.4 0.61

25 p1_031Q6 How likely in 12 months Attend a meeting of a political party 0.46 0.47 0.27 0.36 0.39

38 p1_044Q7 How frequent I participate as member in a political party or organization 0.3 0.29 0.27 0.56 0.36

39 p1_045Q7 How frequent I participate in the activities political party or organization 0.44 0.4 0.36 0.56 0.47

47 p1_053Q7 How frequent I donate to political parties or candidates 0.29 0.61 0.39 0.36 0.47

99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005, Regardless of Mediation

4.6.2 Mental Processes and States associated with 
PTPP  

A large number of mental processes and states are associated with likelihood 

of Participation through political parties. Table 4.6.2.1 presents questions about 

mental processes and states associated with three or more questions about 

participation through political parties. 
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Table 4.6.2.1. Questions about mental processes and states associated with three or 
more questions about PTPP 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 12 20 25 38 39 47

1 85 p1_091Q1
1 

For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Risk My Life To 
Improve Social/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

.31 .31 .36 .22 .24 .21

2 298 p2_031Q0
8 

Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is 
The LI~ake The Following Happen? A LOT MORE Independence of Politics From 
MONEY and Corporations 

.3 .26 .27 .31 .25

3 96 p1_102Q1
2 

In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? Violations of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

.23 .19 .35 .19 .19

4 103 p1_109Q1
2 

In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? Flaws O~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic 
Processes, Economic System, ) 

.22 .28 .23 .29 .25

5 99 p1_105Q1
2 

In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? UNFAIR ~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, 
Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.23 .21 .38 .2

6 84 p1_090Q1
1 

For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Risk My Liberty To 
Improve Social/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

.21 .23 .22 .19

7 98 p1_104Q1
2 

In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? UNFAIR ~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, 
Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.21 .32 .25 .21

8 83 p1_089Q1
1 

For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Spend 10% of My 
Wealth Improve Social/cultural, Economic and Political Condition of My Country 

.2 .26 .22 .2

9 820 p4_060Q0
7 

What Is Your Opinion? Politics Is Masculine and Is For Men .35 .35 .29 .38

10 102 p1_108Q1
2 

In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? Strengths of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or 
Cabinet 

.24 .23 .22 .25

11 57 p1_063Q0
8 

Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate 
Responsibly? I HAVE TO Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For People 
Like Me 

.24 .29 .22 .22

12 104 p1_110Q1
2 

In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? Strengt~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic 
Processes, Economic System, ) 

.27 .26 .33 .28

13 181 p1_207Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Friends With Whom I Regularly 
Communicate ONLINE Expect Me To Vote In MUNICIPAL Elections 

.3 .25 .23

14 180 p1_206Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Friends With Whom I Regularly 
Communicate ONLINE Expect Me To Vote In PROVINCIAL Elections 

.28 .23 .27

15 267 p1_293Q2
8 

Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are 
Pursuing The Following I _____ Have More Rights and Freedoms To Do What You 
Want To Do 

.27 .21 .18

16 930 p4_170Q1
5 

What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Am Part of An Oppressed 
Social Group That Is Exploited, Marginalized, or Is The Victim of Violence 

.26 .23 .32

17 804 p4_044Q0
7 

What Is Your Opinion? It Is Fine If I Do Anything I Desire, As Long As It May Not 
Backfire 

.23 .29 .23

18 16 p1_022Q0
5 

How Likely Is That You Would Be Labeled Negatively, By Your Acquaintances, If You 
Get More Engaged In Social/cultural, Economic, or Political Issues? 

.21 .29 .25

19 66 p1_072Q1
0 

For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer Election Laws Must Be Changed .21 .18 .22

20 56 p1_062Q0
8 

Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate 
Responsblty~ent Governance System In My Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic 
Processes, Economic System, ) 

.26 .18 .24

21 54 p1_060Q0
8 

Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate 
Responsibly? I HAVE TO Protest To Change The Current Prime Minister, President, or 
Cabinet 

.23 .18 .28

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.6.2.2 presents the questions about mental processes and states 

associated with two questions about PTPP. 
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Table 4.6.2.2. Questions about mental processes and states associated with two 
questions about PTPP 
Row QID QN Q 12 20 25 38 39 47

1 299 p2_032Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 
Month, What Is The LI~lowing Happen? A LOT MORE Sovereignty of The 
Country or INDEPENDENCE From Foreign Control 

0.3 0 0.21 0 0 0

2 563 p3_039Q06 Considering The Level of Surveillance and Control In Your Country, How 
RISKY Is It For~ays? By Expressing Opinion In Face To Face Dialogue With 
Family, Friends, Co-workers, Etc. 

0.28 0.38 0 0 0 0

3 257 p1_283Q27 Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How 
You Are Pursuing The Following I _____ Know More About Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues 

0.26 0 0.24 0 0 0

4 89 p1_095Q11 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer Sometimes, I Don't 
Follow The Interna~ews Because It May Involve Our Government In Such 
A Way That May Make Me Feel Responsible 

0.25 0.23 0 0 0 0

5 300 p2_033Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 
Month, What Is The LI~That Respects The Sovereignty and Rights of Other 
Countries To Their Resources A LOT MORE 

0.24 0.29 0 0 0 0

6 924 p4_164Q15 What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Would Support 
My Country Meddling With or Exploiting Another Country To Maximize 
Our National Interests 

0.23 0.26 0 0 0 0

7 306 p2_039Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 
Month, What Is The LI~ant To Make The Following Happen? The Level of 
CORRUPTION In The Government Would Go Down 

0.22 0.22 0 0 0 0

8 97 p1_103Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The 
Following Subjects? UNFAIRN~ithin Your Country (inequality of 
Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare, ) 

0.21 0 0 0.2 0 0

9 120 p1_126Q14 How Would You Rate The Effectiveness of The Following on The 
Betterment of The Fate of The Society? People Volunteering In The 
Neighborhood or Local Community 

0.19 0.2 0 0 0 0

10 182 p1_208Q20 Evaluate The Following Statements of My Acquaintances Perceive A 
Woman Who Knows About Politics As More Attractive 

0.18 0.25 0 0 0 0

11 49 p1_055Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your 
Immediate Responsibly? I HAVE TO Support The People Who Are In 
Power NOW 

0 0.22 0 0 0.22 0

12 53 p1_059Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your 
Immediate Responsblty~tratns Supporting The Current Prime Minister, 
President, or Cabinet (if one Is organized) 

0 0.21 0 0 0.26 0

13 65 p1_071Q10 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer Last Elections In The 
Country Were Not Lawful (like Votes Were Not Counted Correctly, ) 

0 0.2 0.18 0 0 0

14 18 p1_024Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The 
Following? Collect Information on A Political, Economic, or Social/cultural 
Issue From Multiple Sources 

0 0.17 0.21 0 0 0

15 82 p1_088Q11 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer I Am Ready To Spend 
My Time To Improve The Social/cultural, Economic, and Political 
Conditions of My Country 

0 0.17 0 0.24 0 0

16 101 p1_107Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The 
Following Subjects? Flaws In The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, 
President, or Cabinet 

0 0 0.26 0 0.22 0

17 59 p1_065Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your 
Immediate Responsibly~ Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness 
For Weak People In Any Country Who Need Help 

0 0 0.24 0 0 0.18

18 94 p1_100Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The 
Following Subjects? Corrupt~n Big Corporations and Their Accountably 
For What They Do To The Environment and Society 

0 0 0 0.23 0 0.21

19 95 p1_101Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The 
Following Subjects? Corrupt~ In The Government and Their Accountably 
For What They Do To The Environment and Society 

0 0 0 0.22 0.22 0

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.6.2.3 presents the questions about mental processes and states 

associated with only one of the questions about the likelihood of participation 

through political parties. 

Table 4.6.2.3. Questions about mental processes and states associated with one of the 
questions about the likelihood of PTPP 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 12 20 25

1 297 p2_030Q0
8 

Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~cess 
of Those Who Want To Make The Following Happen? A LOT MORE PROSPERITY In The Country 

.27

2 929 p4_169Q1
5 

What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Practice The Rituals of A Religion .24

3 325 p2_058Q0
9 

Please Choose The Best Choice You Have To Complete The Following Sentence: I Can NAME ~ 
Group, or A Leader, Who I Perceive If Comes To Power The CRIME RATE In The Country Would 

.23

4 923 p4_163Q1
5 

What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Would Support My Country Invading 
Another Country To Maximize Our National Interests 

.23

5 177 p1_203Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Acquaintances Expect Me To Vote In PROVINCIAL 
Elections 

.22

6 179 p1_205Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Friends With Whom I Regularly Communicate ONLINE 
Expect Me To Vote In NATIONAL Elections 

.21

7 554 p3_030Q0
6 

Considering The Level of Surveillance and Control In Your Country, How RISKY Is It For~s? By 
Commenting Below Articles and News, or Responding To Other People's Comments online 

.29

8 551 p3_027Q0
6 

Considering The Level of Surveillance and Control In Your Country, How RISKY Is It For~ Opinions 
In The Following Ways? By Writing To The Readers' Letters Section of Newspapers 

.28

9 815 p4_055Q0
7 

What Is Your Opinion? Poor Countries Deserve To Be So .27

10 993 p4_233Q2
0 

How Accurate Are The Following Statements About You? I Do Not Have A Good Imagination .26

11 295 p2_028Q0
8 

Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~ The 
Following Happen? A LOT MORE Fairness of Power or Wealth Distribution In The Country 

.24

12 296 p2_029Q0
8 

Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~he 
Following Happen? A LOT MORE DEMOCRATIC Processes and Constitutional Laws In The Country

.24

13 183 p1_209Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Acquaintances Perceive A Man Who Knows About 
Politics As More Attractive 

.23

14 895 p4_135Q1
3 

What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? The Position of People In The Soc~r In 
Our Society IS Mostly Determined By Their Merits, Abilities, Skills, and Efforts Now 

.23

15 178 p1_204Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Acquaintances Expect Me To Vote In MUNICIPAL 
Elections 

.19

16 978 p4_218Q1
9 

In My Personal Life, If I Have A Conflict of Interest With An Opponent, It Is Morally ~sks The Life 
of My Opponent If It Substantially Increases My Health, Utility, or Happiness 

.33

17 636 p3_128Q1
6 

Choose The Best Option For Each Question I Seek Information About POLITICS, ECONOMICS, or
SOCIAL/CULTU Issues 

.29

18 977 p4_217Q1
9 

In My Personal Life, If I Have A Conflict of Interest With An Opponent, It Is Morally ~To The 
Death of My Opponent If It Substantially Increases My Health, Utility, or Happiness 

.28

19 925 p4_165Q1
5 

What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Would Prefer To Live In Another 
Country 

.25

20 113 p1_119Q1
3 

How IMPORTANT Have The Following Topics Been For You? Stability of Progress In The Country .22

21 250 p1_276Q2
7 

Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are Pursuing The 
Following I _____ Have A Better Health Care 

.22

22 931 p4_171Q1
5 

What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? I Believe My Country Is A Victim of
Colonialism, Imperialism, or Cultural Imperialism 

.22

23 176 p1_202Q2
0 

Evaluate The Following Statements of My Acquaintances Expect Me To Vote In NATIONAL 
Elections 

.2

24 92 p1_098Q1
2 

In the past month, how much attention have you paid to national political, economic, social, or 
cultural Issues 

.19

25 246 p1_272Q2
7 

Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are Pursuing The 
Following I _____ Have Better Quality Drinking Water 

.19

26 851 p4_091Q0
9 

What Is Your Opinion About The Truth of The Following Statements? ~ LESS Than 40% of The 
People's Vote May Still Become A Member of Parliament or Congress 

-.32

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.6.2.4 presents the questions about mental processes and states 

associated with one of the questions about frequency of PTPP. 

Table 4.6.2.4. Mental processes and states questions associated with one of the 
questions about frequency of PTPP 
Row QID QN Q 38 39 47

26 51 p1_057Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsibly? 
I HAVE TO Express My Criticism of What The People In Power Are Doing 

.18

27 63 p1_069Q10 For Each Question, Please Choose The Best Answer If The Result of Lawful Elections In The 
Country Is Different Than What I Would Like, I Must Respect The Majority's Choice 

.16

28 33 p1_039Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Follow NATIONAL 
Political/economic News 

.16

29 55 p1_061Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate 
Responsblty~ratns To Pressure The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet (if one Is 
organized) 

.28

30 163 p1_189Q19 Considering Your Country, Choose The Right Words To Complete The Following Statements 
of Those Running The Government Are Corrupt 

.22

31 256 p1_282Q27 Please Complete The Following Sentences Such That They Describe How You Are Pursuing 
The Following I _____ Get More Education 

-.14

32 292 p2_025Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The 
LI~e Who Want To Make The Following Happen? People Like Me Having A LOT MORE 
Power or Wealth 

.23

33 308 p2_041Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The 
LI~s of Those Who Want To Make The Following Happen? CRIME RATE In The Country 
Would Go Down 

.23

34 386 p2_119Q14 What Do You Feel About The Following Statements About Your Country? I Feel I Am Safe 
From Unreasonable Surveillance 

.2

35 877 p4_117Q11 I Believe My Government Should Care only About Its Citizens Not The Lives of People In 
Other Countries 

.23

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.6.2.1 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with 
PTPP 

Figures 4.6.2.1 and 4.6.2.2 present the decomposition of mental processes 

and states questions associated with Participation through political parties to their 

constituting constructs. 

Figure 4.6.2.1. decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
Participation through political parties to their constituting constructs. 
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Figure 4.6.2.2. decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
participation through political parties to their constituting constructs. 
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We can infer that the following mental processes and states are relevant to 

participation through political parties: 

Altruism

The altruistic attitude of being ready to risk one’s liberty (QID 84), Life (QID 

85), 10% of one’s wealth (QID 83), and to spend one’s time (QID 82) have positive 

association with participation through political parties. 

Attention 

 unfair influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 

puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 98) 

  unfair influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, 

supporting puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, 

sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 99) 

 Seeking information about politics, economics, or social/cultural issues (QID 

636) 

 Collecting information on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from 

multiple sources (QID 18) 

 Perceiving that corruption in the government and their accountability for what 

they do to the environment and society (QID 95) 

  Perceiving that corruption in big corporations and their accountability for what 

they do to the environment and society (QID 94) 

  unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, 

education, and healthcare, ...) (QID 97) 

  Flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic 

processes, economic system, ...) (QID 103) 

  Strengths of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic 

processes, economic system, ...) (QID 104) 

  Flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

101) 

  Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

(QID 102) 
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  National political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 92) 

 Following national political/economic news (QID 33) 

  Violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 96) 

Religion 

 Practicing the rituals of a religion (QID 929) 

Belief 

 I would prefer to live in another country (QID 925) 

Gender Bias 

 Politics is masculine and is for men (QID 820) 

Demanding Change 

 Election laws must be changed (QID 66) 

Gap to possible 

A LOT MORE independence of politics from MONEY and corporations (QID 298) 

Perceiving that the level of CORRUPTION in the government would go down (QID 

306) 
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Optimism about probability of desired outcome (Gap Between 
Probable and Real) 

an optimistic perception about the likelihood of improvements regarding: 

 Having a foreign policy that respects the sovereignty and rights of other 

countries to their resources (QID 300) 

 A lot more sovereignty of the country or independence from foreign control 

(QID 299) 

 Crime rate in the country would go down (QID 308) 

 A lot more fairness of power or wealth distribution in the country (QID 295) 

 A lot more democratic processes and constitutional laws in the country (QID 

296) 

 A lot more prosperity in the country (QID 297) 

 People like me having a lot more power or wealth (QID 292) 

 Effectiveness of people volunteering in the neighborhood or local community 

…. (QID 120) 

Ethical Egoism 

 It is fine if I do anything I desire, as long as it may not backfire (QID 804) 

 Leads to the death of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, 

utility, or happiness (QID 977) 

 Risks the life of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or 

happiness (QID 978) 

Fear or Risk of Expression 

By commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's 

comments online (QID 554) 

By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-

workers, etc. (QID 563) 

By writing to the readers' letters section of newspapers (QID 551) 

Feeling a social responsibility 
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A feeling that one has to do the following is relevant to participation 

through political parties: 

 join advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak people in any country 

who need help (QID 59) 

 join advocacy groups who champion fairness for people like me (QID 57) 

 protest to change the current governance system in my country (constitution, 

democratic processes, economic system, ...) (QID 56) 

 respect the majority's choice, If the result of lawful elections in the country is 

different than what I would like (QID 63) 

 attend demonstrations supporting the current prime minister, president, or 

cabinet (if one is organized) (QID 53) 

 attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime 

minister, president, or cabinet (if one is organized) (QID 55) 

 express my criticism of what the people in power are doing (QID 51) 

 protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 54) 

 support the people who are in power NOW (QID 49) 

Having better alternative 

Crime rate in the country would (QID 325) 

Importance 

Stability of progress in the country (QID 113) 

Knowledge 

Knowing the fact that the voting system in the country is such that the 

candidate who has LESS than 40% of the people's vote may still become a member 

of parliament or congress (QID 851) is negatively associated with contribution of 

money to political party candidates (QID 20). 

National Ethical Egoism 

We can infer that the following thoughts in the mind of citizens are relevant 

to participation through political parties: 
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 I would support my country meddling with or exploiting another country to 

maximize our national interests (QID 924) 

  I would support my country invading another country to maximize our 

national interests (QID 923) 

 Poor countries deserve to be so (QID 815) 

 My government should care only about its citizens not the lives of people in 

other countries (QID 877) 

 Sometimes, I don't follow the international news because it may involve our 

government in such a way that may make me feel responsible (QID 89) 

Perception 

We can infer that the following thoughts in the mind of citizens are relevant 

to participation through political parties: 

 I believe my country is a victim of colonialism, imperialism, or cultural 

imperialism (QID 931) 

 Last elections in the country were not lawful (like votes were not counted 

correctly, ....) (QID 65) 

  Being part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is 

the victim of violence (QID 930) 

Perception How PESC is 

I feel I am safe from unreasonable surveillance (QID 386) 

Personality 

I do not have a good imagination (QID 993) 

Social Expectation 

 ...... of my acquaintances perceive a man who knows about politics as more 

attractive (QID 183) 

  ...... of my acquaintances perceive a woman who knows about politics as more 

attractive (QID 182) 
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 Expectation of acquaintances from the person to vote in municipal elections 

(QID 178) 

  Expectation of acquaintances from the person to vote in national elections 

(QID 176) 

  Expectation of acquaintances from the person to vote in provincial elections 

(QID 177) 

  ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate online expect me to 

vote in municipal elections (QID 181) 

  ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate online expect me to 

vote in national elections (QID 179) 

  ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate online expect me to 

vote in provincial elections (QID 180) 

 Be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if you get more engaged in 

social/cultural, economic, or political issues? (QID 16) 

Needs 

The need to get more education (QID 256) was negatively associated with 

the frequency of donation to political parties or candidates (QID 47) 

The following needs had positive association with some for of participation 

through political parties: 

  To have a better health care (QID 250) 

  To have better quality drinking water (QID 246) 

  To have more rights and freedoms to do what you want to do (QID 267) 

  To know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 257) 

System and power players 

Having the opinion that the position of people in the social ladder in our 

society is mostly determined by their merits, abilities, skills, and efforts now (QID 

895) is associated with contribution of money to political party candidates (QID 

20). 
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Trust

Perceiving more of those running the government as corrupt (QID 163) has 

positive association with the frequency of participation in the activities of political 

parties or organizations. 

4.6.3 ISMT associated with PTPP 

In this section we look at information sources, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies associated with questions regarding likelihood and 

frequency of participation through political parties; then, I decompose the 

predictors to their constituting constructs and analyze them. 

4.6.3.1 ISMT Associated with Likelihood of PTPP 

Table 4.6.3.1 presents the ISMT questions that are associated with two or 

more questions regarding likelihood of participation through political parties. 

Table 4.6.3.1. Questions about ISMT associated with two or more questions about the 
likelihood of PTPP 
Row QID QN Q 12 20 25

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media …
1 868 p4_108Q10 Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets .34 .36 .28
2 829 p4_069Q08 Foreign Threats? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers .33 .22 .29
3 869 p4_109Q10 Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or

Sermons 
.31 .33 .36

4 834 p4_074Q08 Security and Defense vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets .31 .27 .28
5 835 p4_075Q08 Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or

Sermons 
.29 .32 .27

6 523 p2_256Q27 War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals .29 .22 .24
7 527 p2_260Q27 Social/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets .28 .27 .26
8 864 p4_104Q10 of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals .36 .22
9 863 p4_103Q10 Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or

Vloggers 
.35 .3

10 600 p3_092Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~en? Your Friends Send You An Update of Their Opinions About Political or Economic 
Issues? 

.28 .25

11 828 p4_068Q08 Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch 
Ca) 

.27 .3

12 520 p2_253Q26 Policy Issues? Video Sharing Websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) .24 .22
13 822 p4_062Q08 Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL 

News Media 
.23 .33

14 190 p1_216Q21 How Likely Are The Following? During The Next Year (Examples of Government 
Supported M~RT) GOVERNMENT Supported News Media  Presenting All Conflicting Sides 
of Major Issues? 

.2 .22

15 857 p4_097Q10 BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News Media Supported By FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS 

.26 .25

16 825 p4_065Q08 Newspapers, Journals, or Websites Like CBC News Media Supported By Your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

.22 .29

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.6.3.2 presents questions about ISMT associated with one of the 

questions about the likelihood of participation through political parties. 
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Table 4.6.3.2. Questions about ISMT associated with one of the questions about the 
likelihood of participation through political parties 
Row QID QN Q Q12 Q20 Q25

1 866 p4_106Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~ESS, Misery, Inequalities; and Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? Email 

.32

2 832 p4_072Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
UNDERSTANDIN About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? 
Email 

.28

3 411 p2_144Q17 Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.26

4 522 p2_255Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~ace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.26

5 670 p3_162Q19 How often Do You See Content on the following media That Frames The News In A 
DIFFERENT Way Than The Big Media? Facebook, Twitter, or Similar Social Media1 

.24

6 861 p4_101Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~n 
OTHER Countries? Video Sharing Websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or) 

.24

7 651 p3_143Q17 In The Past 12 Months, What Source of Content Has Been Most Influential on Your Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural understanding? Caricatures 

.36

8 867 p4_107Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~of
Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Phone, SMS, Skype, or Other Apps on Your Phone 

.27

9 646 p3_138Q17 In The Past 12 Months, What Source of Content Has Been Most Influential on Your Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural understanding? Movies 

.24

10 423 p2_156Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~You Hear The News? Video Sharing Websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, …) 

.21

11 862 p4_102Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.35

12 859 p4_099Q10 How often Do You Read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead 
yo~wspapers, journals, or websites like cbc news media supported by your national 
government 

.32

13 631 p3_123Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching, 
Using or Attending The Following? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.29

14 860 p4_100Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~ators (like Yahoo News or Google News) or Social News Websites (like on Reddit or 
Tumblr) 

.28

15 625 p3_117Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, 
Watching~, Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or 
Globalresrch Ca) 

.27

16 430 p2_163Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~OMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTU Conditions After You Hear The News? Flyers, Brochures, or 
Pamphlets 

.27

17 824 p4_064Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead
~Journals, or Websites Like CTV, province, or National Post domestic commercial news media

.27

18 528 p2_261Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ 
War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.26

19 416 p2_149Q17 Through Which Medium Do You FIRST Hear News About Important Political, Economic, or
Social/cultural Issues? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.25

20 823 p4_063Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~BC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News Media Supported By FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS 

.23

21 521 p2_254Q26 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~nd Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and 
Governments 

.22

22 424 p2_157Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~Conditions After You Hear The News? Media independent of Big Corporations and 
Governments 

.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.6.3.2 ISMT Associated with the Frequency of PTPP 

Table 4.6.3.3 presents questions about ISMT associated with questions about 

Frequency of participation through political parties 

Table 4.6.3.3. Questions about ISMT associated with one of questions about Frequency 
of PTPP 
Row QID QN Q Q38 Q39 Q47

1 516 p2_249Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes be~trl, 
war and peace, or foreign policy issues? news media supported by foreign governments 

.26 .21

2 617 p3_109Q14 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, or
Watch~ls Supported By FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, ..) 

.22 .26

3 190 p1_216Q21 How Likely Are The Following? During The Next Year GOVERNMENT Supported News Media  
Presenting All Conflicting Sides of Major Issues? 

.21 .22

4 858 p4_098Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~Journals, or Websites Like CTV, Province  DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News Media 

.3

5 870 p4_110Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~qualitis; and Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? Face to face dialogue 

.28

6 859 p4_099Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~wspapers, Journals, or Websites Like CBC news media supported by your national 
government 

.26

7 521 p2_254Q26 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~nd Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and 
Governments 

.2

8 527 p2_260Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes be~ic, 
socil/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues? flyers, brochures, or pamphlets 

.34

9 696 p3_200Q22 How Are Powerful People or Institutions In Your Country FRAMED on the following media ~, 
Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com,  Globalresrch Ca) 

.32

10 523 p2_256Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes 
Be~ltrl, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.3

11 834 p4_074Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~ry, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Flyers, Brochures, or 
Pamphlets 

.3

12 515 p2_248Q26 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ 
Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today FOREIGN COMMERCIAL News Media 

.29

13 869 p4_109Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~f 
Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.27

14 650 p3_142Q17 In The Past 12 Months, What Source of Content Has Been Most Influential on Your Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural understanding? Speeches 

.26

15 828 p4_068Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.25

16 863 p4_103Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.25

17 864 p4_104Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead yo~ons 
of rights and freedoms in other countries? websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.24

18 862 p4_102Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.22

19 651 p3_143Q17 In The Past 12 Months, What Source of Content Has Been Most Influential on Your Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural understanding? Caricatures 

.33

20 780 p4_020Q04 How Is The Influence of Other Countries In YOUR Country (like Occupation, Supporting P~nd 
Control) FRAMED on the following media Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.27

21 835 p4_075Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons

.27

22 790 p4_030Q06 How is the influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 
~journals, or websites like ctv, province, or national post domestic commercial news media 

-.19

23 791 p4_031Q06 How is the influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 
~wspapers, journals, or websites like cbc news media supported by your national 
government 

-.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.6.3.3 Analysis of Associations Between ISMT and PTPP 

Figure 4.6.3.1, on the next page, presents decomposition of ISMT questions 

associated with WTPP.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about participation through political parties. 

Content 

The following content are associated with participation through political 

parties: 

 Content leading to an understanding of international political, economic, 

social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues (QID 515, 516, 520, 521, 

522, 523, 527, 528) 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 857, 822, 823, 824, 825, 828, 829, 832, 

834, 835) 

 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QID 858, 859, 860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 866, 867, 868, 869, 

870) 

 Framing of unfair influence of other countries in the country (QID 780)  

 Negative Framing of unfair influence of the country in other countries (QIDs 

790,791)  

 Framing of the news in a different way than the big media (QID 670) 

 Seek a deeper understanding of political, economic, or social/cultural news (QID 

423, 424, 430) 
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Figure 4.6.3.1. decomposition of ISMT questions associated with Participation through 
political parties to their constituting constructs. 
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 Opinion of friends about political or economic issues (QID 600) 

 Framing of powerful people or institutions in your country related to what they 

do to the environment and society, and their accountability (QID 696) 

 Presentation of all conflicting sides of major issues (QID 190) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

The frequency of use of the following information sources relying on the 

Internet, Web 2.0, and mobile technologies are associated with Participation 

through political parties: 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 822, 863, 829) 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, 

Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or 

Globalresearch.ca) (QIDs 862, 625, 696, 424, 521, 828) 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals (QID 411, 523, 864) 

 Email (QID 866, 832) 

 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media1 (QID 670) 

 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like 

on Reddit or Tumblr) (QID 860) 

 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone (QID 867) 

 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) (QID 

423, 520, 861) 

 On the Internet (using Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or 

Blogging, etc.) 

Information Sources Relying on Mass Media technologies  

 Government supported news media presenting all conflicting sides of major 

issues (QID 190) 

 Movies (QID 646) 

 News media supported by foreign governments (QID 516, 823, 857) 
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 Foreign commercial news media, radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 

websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily 

Telegraph (QID 515, 822) 

 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media 

supported by your national government (QID 858, 859, 791, 825) 

 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or 

National post domestic commercial News media (QID 790, 824) 

 offline news media, tv or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by 

foreign governments (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) (QID 

617) 

Information Sources in situations of personal presence 

 The following are associated with participation through political parties: 

 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... (QID 416, 528, 869, 

650,523,864) 

 Face to face dialogue (QID 870) 

 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... (QID 430, 527, 631, 868, 834) 

Other 

 Caricatures (QID 651) 
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4.6.4 DEMT Associated with PTPP 

In this section we look at DEMT associated with questions regarding 

likelihood and frequency of participation through political parties; then, I

decompose the predictors to their constituting constructs and analyze them. 

4.6.4.1 DEMT Associated with Likelihood of PTPP  

Table 4.6.4.1 presents DEMT questions associated with questions about 

participation through political parties.  

Table 4.6.4.1. Questions about DEMT associated with all questions about the likelihood 
of PTPP 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q12 Q20 Q25

1 11 p1_017Q05 How Likely Is That You Would Encourage Others To Vote In Next National Elections .34 .2 .22

2 915 p4_155Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or 
Economic System, ) 

.33 .33 .26

3 36 p1_042Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write In Newspapers or Create 
Political or Social Posters 

.33 .26 .28

4 920 p4_160Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

.32 .29 .26

5 917 p4_157Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education, and 
Healthcare) 

.31 .27 .25

6 921 p4_161Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~ted To Following Subjects? Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or 
Foreign THREATS 

.29 .27 .28

7 227 p1_253Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.29 .26 .25

8 1012 p4_252Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal 
Opinion on ~l Media Related To Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within 
OTHER Countries 

.28 .24 .24

9 919 p4_159Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

.27 .25 .25

10 215 p1_241Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~s Come Up? Strengths of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or 
Cabinet 

.25 .25 .25

11 218 p1_244Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, 
Economic System, ) 

.24 .32 .35

12 228 p1_254Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~ositive Influence of Your Country In Other Countries Such As Humanitarian or Military 
Aid 

.24 .22 .21

13 216 p1_242Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topics Come Up? Flaws of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or 
Cabinet 

.23 .29 .32

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.6.4.2. Questions about DEMT associated with two of questions about the 
likelihood of PTPP 
Row QID QN Q 12 20 25

1 19 p1_25Q6 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Display A Poster 
or Bumper Sticker With A Political, Economic, and/or Social/cultural Message 

.38 .45

2 948 p4_188Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.31 .29

3 916 p4_156Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~l Media, Related To Following Subjects? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER 
Countries 

.31 .26

4 111 p4_251Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~ Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare) 

.3 .32

5 217 p1_243Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.3 .3

6 911 p4_151Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~or The Government, and Their Accountablty For What They Do To The Environment 
and Society 

.3 .26

7 16 p4_246Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~To Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS In Your Country 

.29 .25

8 211 p1_237Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

.28 .25

9 974 p4_214Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.28 .24

10 914 p4_154Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on Facebook~ 
Subjects? Flaws In The Policies of Current The Prime Minister, President, or The Cabinet 

.27 .28

11 891 p4_131Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Expressing Opinion on The Phone 

.27 .24

12 45 p1_51Q7 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Editors of Newspapers and
Other Media 

.27 .35

13 91 p4_15Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~NA Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues, and Foreign Policy, or War and Peace 
News 

.27 .23

14 975 p4_215Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.26 .24

15 918 p4_158Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~r or Other Social Media, Related To Following Subjects? UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER 
Countries 

.26 .26

16 889 p4_129Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ and
Video Responses on Video Sharing Sites Like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion 

.24 .28

17 21 p1_27Q6 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Sign A Petition .23 .21

18 219 p1_245Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Strengths of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.23 .31

19 26 p1_32Q6 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Post A Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Message on The Internet Including Social Media 

.22 .33

20 212 p1_238Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

.21 .24

21 214 p1_24Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.2 .19

22 893 p4_133Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? As A Public Speaker 

.3 .32

23 976 p4_216Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face to face, about~bjects? 
your opinion about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats 

.27 .33

24 229 p1_255Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind 
Control) 

.24 .31

25 13 p1_19Q5 How Likely Is That You Would Express Your Opinion About What The National Government Is 
Doing 

.19 .23

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.6.4.3. Questions about DEMT associated with one of questions about the 
likelihood of  PTPP 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 12 20 25

1 909 p4_149Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on 
Facebook~edia, Related To Following Subjects? NATIONAL Political, Economic, or 
Social/cultural Issues 

.29

2 939 p4_179Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~our Critique of What Big Corporations or The Government Do To Society and The 
Environment 

.29

3 946 p4_186Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Similar 
Apps About The Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

.29

4 943 p4_183Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Simila~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.28

5 944 p4_184Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Simila~s 
About The Following Subjects? Your Critique of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.27

6 1007 p4_247Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on 
~Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.27

7 885 p4_125Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~s? By 
Commenting Below Articles and News, or Responding To Other People's Comments online 

.22

8 1013 p4_253Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on 
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control)

.33

9 884 p4_124Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate 
Polit~conomic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Phone-in Contribution To Talk Shows or Studio 
Debates 

.29

10 1015 p4_255Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on 
~bjects? Your Opinion About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign THREATS

.29

11 1014 p4_254Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on 
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control)

.27

12 949 p4_189Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~bjects? Your Opinion About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign 
THREATS 

.25

13 947 p4_187Q16 How often do you express yourself over the telephone, cell phone, sms, skype or simila~unfair 
trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

.24

14 210 p1_236Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topi~or 
the government, and their accountablty for what they do to the environment and society 

.19

15 23 p1_029Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? engage in ~ssion 
with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue 

.19

16 44 p1_050Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Politicians, Members of 
Parliament, or Members of Legislative Assembly 

.33

17 881 p4_121Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ By 
Writing Articles Which Are Published In TV or Radio Stations, Newspapers, or Journals 

.33

18 605 p3_097Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public interest? 

.31

19 602 p3_094Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~lowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.3

20 886 p4_126Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Political, 
Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Posting Articles or Comments on Blogs 

.27

21 220 p1_246Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.25

22 912 p4_152Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~l 
media, related to following subjects? violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

.24

23 968 p4_208Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face to face, 
about~following subjects? your critique of violations of rights and freedoms in other countries 

.24

24 213 p1_239Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries 

.23

25 972 p4_212Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~thin Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and or 
Healthcare) 

.22

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.6.4.2 DEMT Associated with the Frequency of PTPP 

Table 4.6.4.4 presents DEMT questions associated with questions about 

participation through political parties.  

Table 4.6.4.4. Questions about DEMT associated with two or more questions about 
frequency of PTPP 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q38 Q39 Q47

1 19 p1_025Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Display A Poster or Bumper Sticker With A Political, Economic, and/or Social/cultural 
Message 

.32 .26 .22

2 217 p1_243Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic 
Processes, Economic System, ) 

.24 .28 .25

3 216 p1_242Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Flaws of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, 
President, or Cabinet 

.21 .26 .28

4 229 p1_255Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, 
Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.2 .25 .19

5 218 p1_244Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic 
Processes, Economic System, ) 

.19 .25 .26

6 226 p1_252Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Independence and Sovereignty Your Country Is Enjoying 

.18 .22 .17

7 228 p1_254Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~ositive Influence of Your Country In Other Countries Such As 
Humanitarian or Military Aid 

.26 .26

8 891 p4_131Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Expressing Opinion on The Phone 

.25 .25

9 605 p3_097Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook 
or ~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public 
interest? 

.23 .23

10 212 p1_238Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Violations of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

.23 .17

11 31 p1_037Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Engage In Discussions About 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues With Others 

.22 .16

12 210 p1_236Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~or The Government, and Their Accountablty For What They Do To The 
Environment and Society 

.2 .21

13 26 p1_032Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Post A 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Message on The Internet Including Social Media 

.19 .24

14 222 p1_248Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~pportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare That You Are 
Enjoying In Your Country 

.18 .21

15 36 p1_042Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write In Newspapers or Create 
Political or Social Posters 

.51 .32

16 45 p1_051Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Editors of
Newspapers and Other Media 

.45 .48

17 44 p1_050Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Write To Politicians, Members 
of Parliament, or Members of Legislative Assembly 

.44 .55

18 227 p1_253Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, 
Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.24 .2

19 215 p1_241Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~s Come Up? Strengths of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, 
President, or Cabinet 

.2 .2

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Table 4.6.4.5. Questions about DEMT associated with one of questions about frequency 
of PTPP 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q38 Q39 Q47

1 968 p4_208Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Following Subjects? Your Critique of Violations of rights and freedoms In other 
countries 

.24

2 973 p4_213Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About The Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

.24

3 224 p1_250Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topi~nity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare That People In Other 
Countries Are Enjoying 

.22

4 611 p3_103Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When 
You ~ll Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About 
Social/cultural Issues 

.22

5 884 p4_124Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate 
Polit~conomic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Phone-in Contribution To Talk Shows or 
Studio Debates 

.33

6 881 p4_121Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate 
Polit~ By Writing Articles Which Are Published In TV or Radio Stations, Newspapers, or 
Journals 

.31

7 976 p4_216Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~bjects? Your Opinion About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or 
Foreign THREATS 

.3

8 893 p4_133Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? As A Public Speaker 

.29

9 915 p4_155Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or 
Economic System, ) 

.27

10 974 p4_214Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

.27

11 914 p4_154Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~ Subjects? Flaws In The Policies of Current The Prime Minister, President, or 
The Cabinet 

.25

12 947 p4_187Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

.25

13 948 p4_188Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or
Simila~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

.25

14 888 p4_128Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues? By Email 

.24

15 975 p4_215Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or 
Mind Control) 

.24

16 211 p1_237Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In Your Country 

.23

17 35 p1_041Q07 How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Show My Support For Non-
personal ~aring Photos or Memes Related To Them, or By Liking Them on Social Media 
Such As Facebook 

.23

18 219 p1_245Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Strengths of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.21

19 220 p1_246Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

.19

20 213 p1_239Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The 
Following Topics Come Up? Progresses of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries 

.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.6.4.1 Analysis of Associations Between Questions About DEMT 
and Questions About PTPP 

Figure 4.6.4.1 and Figure 4.6.4.2, on the next pages, present decomposition 

of DEMT questions associated with participation through political parties.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about participation through political parties. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

 PESC (QIDs 23, 31, 885, 891, 881, 884, 889, 886, 888, 893, 611), or NATIONAL 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 909), political or economic 

issues (QID 602) 

 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for 

what they do to the environment and society (QID 210) 

  Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 211) 

  Violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QIDs 212, 912, 1006) 

  Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

(QID 215) 

  Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

216, 914) 

  Strengths of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic 

processes, economic system, ...) (QID 217) 

  Flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic 

processes, economic system, ...) (QIDs 218, 915, 943) 

  Equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are 

enjoying in your country (QIDs 222, 224) 
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Figure 4.6.4.1. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with participation through 
political parties
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Figure 4.6.4.2. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with participation through 
political parties
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 Critique of unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, 

wealth, education and or healthcare) (QID 972) 

 Your critique of what big corporations or the government do to society and the 

environment (QID 939) 

 Express your opinion about what the national government is doing (QID 13) 

 Unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, 

education, and healthcare) (QID 917, 1011) 

 Corruption in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for 

what they do to the environment and society (QID 911) 

 Encourage others to vote in next national elections (QID 11) 

 International scope: 

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 213) 

 Violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 214, 968, 1007) 

 Strengths of the governance system in other countries (QID 219) 

 Flaws of the governance system in other countries (QID 220, 916) 

 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying (QID 226) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 

puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 229, 920, 975, 1014) 

 Governance system in other countries (QID 944) 

 Unfairness within other countries (QID  918, 946, 973, 1012) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 

puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 227, 947, 948, 919, 974, 

1013) 

 Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or 

military aid (QID 228) 

 International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, or 

war and peace news (QID 910) 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS (QID 921, 

949, 976, 1015) 
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Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

participation through political parties. 

 Over the telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps about the following 

subjects? (QID 939, 943, 944, 946, 947, 948, 949) 

 Composing emails, write in your blog, express your personal opinion on 

Facebook or Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, 

Twitter or other social media related to following subjects? (QID 1006, 1007, 

1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015) 

 Forwarding email, or share a post that you see or receive on Facebook, Twitter, 

or other social media, related to following subjects? (QID 909, 910, 911, 912, 

914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921) 

 Post a political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including 

Social Media (QID 26); support for non-personal causes (causes with no direct 

benefit to me) by sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them 

on social media such as Facebook (QID 35) 

 posting videos and video responses on video sharing sites like YouTube, 

Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion (QID 889) 

 posting articles or comments on blogs (QID 886) 

 Email (QID 888) 

 Commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's 

comments online (QID 885) 

Dialogue and Expression on Mass Media and Broadcast 
Technologies  

 write to editors of newspapers and other media (QID 45) 

 write in newspapers or create political or social posters (QID 36) 

 writing articles which are published in TV or radio stations, newspapers, or 

journals (QID 881) 

  By phone-in contribution to talk shows or studio debates (QID 884) 
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Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication  

 Face to face discussion (QIDs 23, 31, 968, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976) 

 write to politicians, members of parliament or legislative assembly (QID 44) 

 Sign a petition (QID 21) 

 Display a poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or 

social/cultural message (QID 19) 

 express opinion on the phone (QID 891) 

 As a public speaker (QID 893) 

4.6.5 Other forms of participation associated with 
PTPP 

Table 4.6.5.1 presents other forms of participation that are associated with 

participation through political parties.  
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Table 4.6.5.1. Questions about Other forms of participation associated with PTPP 
Row QID QN Q 12 20 25 38 39 47

1 28 p1_034Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within the Next 12 Months You Would Do the Following? 
Participate in A Demonstration to Support the Government 

.37 .41 .39 .28 .33 .21

2 613 p3_105Q1
3 

In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or
When You ~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related 
To public interest? 

.32 .3 .36 .35 .31 .25

3 41 p1_047Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Activist For one or
More Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For People Like Me 

.35 .3 .38 .5 .45

4 37 p1_043Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate As A Volunteer In 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Events 

.23 .24 .6 .5 .3

5 24 p1_030Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Attend A M~ (like A Women's Advocacy Club, A Minority Cultural Group, or A 
Religious Institution) 

.28 .36 .32 .27

6 48 p1_054Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Do Volunteer Work For Non-
profit organizations, Public Interest Groups, or Related Events 

.18 .44 .39 .3

7 43 p1_049Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Activist For one or
More Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For The Weak People In OTHER 
Countries 

.27 .47 .31

8 15 p1_021Q0
5 

How Likely Is That You Would Participate In Municipal Elections Such As Elections of
Mayor, City Council, School Board, Etc 

.26 .21 .25

9 40 p1_046Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Advocate For A 
Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Cause 

.26 .47 .3

10 17 p1_023Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Participate In A Professional Association or A Union Action 

.25 .33 .33

11 29 p1_035Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Participate In A Protest Critical of The Government 

.48 .44 .34

12 30 p1_036Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Participate In A Protest Even If It May Be Risky For You 

.48 .28 .4

13 605 p3_097Q1
2 

In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, 
Facebook or ~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause 
Related To public interest? 

.31 .23 .23

14 27 p1_033Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Attend A Political or Social/cultural Rally or Protest 

.42 .28 .36

15 32 p1_038Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Participate In Fund Raising 
Events and Charities related to community Causes 

.39 .26 .23

16 14 p1_020Q0
5 

How Likely Is That You Would Participate In Provincial Elections .22 .21

17 10 p1_016Q0
5 

How Likely Is That You Would Vote In Next National Elections .21 .2

18 22 p1_028Q0
6 

How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? 
Participate In A Sit-in or Strike 

.43 .22

19 42 p1_048Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I Act As An Activist For one or
More Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For Weak Citizens of My Country 

.47 .35

20 46 p1_052Q0
7 

How Frequent Is Your "public Interest" Engagement? I organize or Participate In 
Political or Social Awareness Campaigns 

.4

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.6.6 Demographic attributes 

Table 4.6.6.1 shows that age has positive association with the frequency one 

donates to political parties or candidates. 

Table 4.6.6.1. Age has positive association with the frequency one donates to political 
parties or candidates 
Row QID QN Q Q47d

1 1057 p4_297Q26 What Is Your Age? What Is Your Age? 0.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7 Demonstration or Protest  
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Looking at the world from the point of view of Ray, one of the participants 

in the interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results in 

this section within the context of the lifeworld of a citizen involved in 

demonstrations and protests. 

* * * 

Ray was a dual citizen of United Kingdom and Canada in his mid-20s. He 

saw himself as an agnostic, left wing “western queer,” and member of working-

class with a disability. He had grown up in a middle-class family and lived with the 

support of his “aid worker” and “missionary” parents who were religious 

Christians. He answered my questions as a citizen of Canada. He had grown up in 

East Asia among many different cultures where had realized “that cultural 

traditions are just that.” Since age 16, his religious belief system had changed, but 

“his framework of morality” had not changed. At age 18 he became more political, 

which he said started with “attention to animal rights.” 

Ray believed that his perception of the world had grown gradually, most of 

it through face-to-face communication and that technology has enabled him to 

pay attention to and get engaged with more diverse issues. He read online articles, 

was informed about issues through reading Twitter and Facebook and believed that 

so much of his knowledge came from technology that he could not point to any 

specific movement or type of technology as the main source of his knowledge. 

Twitter and Facebook worked as the entry points for him. Once he was exposed to 

the news on social media he used Google to find articles, books and statistics about 

the subject. He would go to the websites of the Guardian, Aljazeera, BBC, and a 

number of other less known websites such as http://www.newsnow.co.uk to get 

more information. He had received information about both sides of the story of 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict using BBC online and https://electronicintifada.net/ . He 

would regularly listen to CBC radio and Co-op radio.  

Ray was informed about a long list of domestic and international issues 

including: BC’s local politics, the “indigenous people’s fight,” Canada’s senate 

debate, first past the post voting systems, Bill C-51, as well as, Syrian refugees, and 
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black lives matter. On many aspects of social life, such as democratic ideals, rights 

and freedoms, fairness, peace, voting system and the economic system, he thought 

that the current status of affair was far from his ideals. He believed improvement 

for most of them to be possible, but not probable.  

The most important issues for Ray, at the time of our interview, were 

workers’ rights, international justice, sweatshops, the environment, racial injustice 

and police brutality in the United States. In addition, he was concerned about 

western countries’ involvement in the  unjust situation of the  Israel-Palestine 

conflict “where people are killed unnecessarily.” Issues related to gender, labor, and 

welfare were important to him at a personal level and because he had “worked at 

low-paying shitty jobs.” He was very unsatisfied with his life and wanted to have a 

job and better access to medical care. The attitude of family and acquaintances 

towards his gender and political views were the sources of personal pain. 

He was actively sharing “a lot of stuff “ with his 500 Facebook friends, 

forwarding messages (or commenting and forwarding messages), and sometimes 

was engaged in online discussions; but more frequently, he would discuss all 

aspects of social issues, in depth, with parents, friends, and, in social occasions 

offline.  

Ray had participated in protests against the Transatlantic Trade and 

Investment Partnership (TTIP) and occupy movement. He had joined the Labour 

Party in the United Kingdom after Jeremy Corbyn became the leader of the Labour 

Party. Ray was involved in other protests such as for ones in support of Palestine, 

protests related to education and justice for cleaner and, was in touch with Metro 

Vancouver Alliance. Ray would give money to homeless people in the street, and 

charities such as Amnesty International and St. Mungo’s in the  United Kingdom. 

He had voted in the election, and attended public lectures and fundraisings and 

was involved with many social and political causes. 

* * * 
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Engaging in demonstrations, or protests, is one of the costliest categories of 

participation. Participating in protests requires time allocation, as well as 

emotional and physical engagement. It needs a high level of motivation and would 

cost a substantial amount of energy from the engaged individual.  

In the next section, I will first analyze the associations among responses to 

these questions. We will see that the way many like demonstrators use the Internet 

is very similar to Ray’s pattern. 

4.7.1 Associations Among Questions about 
Demonstration or Protest (27,28,29,30) 

Table 4.7.1.1 presents Somers’ D non-parametric association matrix between our 

four questions about the likelihood of demonstration. Responses to these four 

questions have strong and statistically significant association with each other 

ranging from 0.41 to 0.71.  

Table 4.7.1.1. Pairwise measures of associations among questions related to 
demonstration.
QID QN Question 27 28 29 30

27 p1_033Q0
6 

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a political 
or social/cultural rally or protest 

0 0.43 0.68 0.66

28 p1_034Q0
6 

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
demonstration to support the government 

0.43 0 0.51 0.41

29 p1_035Q0
6 

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a
protest critical of the government 

0.68 0.51 0 0.71

30 p1_036Q0
6 

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
protest even if it may be risky for you 

0.66 0.4
1 

0.71 0

95% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
The association between QID 28 and QID 30 is mediated by QID 27. 

It must be noted, that in table 4.7.1.1, the associations between QIDs 28 and 

30 are shown in bold face to highlight that QID 27 (about the likelihood of 

attending a rally or protest) is a common predictor, common cause for a spurious 

association, or a mediator, for likelihood of participating in demonstrations 

supporting the government, and participating in protest even when it is perceived 

to be risky. I break these questions to two groups with direct association:  

 QIDs 27 and 30 which inquire about the likelihood of “attending a political or 

social/cultural rally or protest”, and “participating in a protest even if it may be 
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risky” but do not imply taking a position of participants against and for any 

topic. 

 QIDs 28 and 29 which inquire about the likelihood of “attending demonstration 

in support or critical of government which contain a valence. In the following 

sections, I analyze mental processes and states, information sources and 

mediation technologies, dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions 

and technologies, and other forms of engagement associated with 

demonstration. 

I will identify combinations of “likelihood of protest“ outcomes that have 

direct relationship and we will look at the behaviors and attributes associated with 

them. 

4.7.2 Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Demonstration Questions 

We will first look at mental processes and states associated with questions 

about the likelihood of demonstration and risky demonstration (27,30), then we 

will look at those questions that are associated with one of the questions but not 

the other one60. Then, we will look at mental processes and states associated with 

both questions about the likelihood of demonstration for and against the 

government (QIDs 28, 29), then we will look at those questions that are associated 

with one of the questions but not the other one.  

4.7.2.1 Common Direct Associations of Mental Processes and States 
with Likelihood of Demonstration and Risky Demonstration 
(27,30) 

In table 4.7.2.1 we observe a list of questions that are associated with 

likelihood of “attending a political or social/cultural rally or protest” (QID 27), and 

“participating in a protest even if it may be risky” (QID 30). The questions in the 

table are sorted based on the strength of association with QID 27.  

60 Notice that when I don’t report an association it means that it has been to the level of 
strength and significance of the ones we have selected for this report. 
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Table 4.7.2.1. Questions about mental processes and states associated with 
demonstration or risky demonstration 
row QID QN Q Levels 27 30

1 179 p1_205Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in NATIONAL elections 

None/all .34 .23

2 103 p1_109Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following 
Subjects? Flaws O~e Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO 
Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

[Alittle-Alot] .32 .33

3 16 p1_022Q05 How likely is that you would ......be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if 
you get more engaged in social/cultural, economic, or political issues? 

No chance/ 
Unlikely 

.32 .28

4 180 p1_206Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my friends with whom I regularly 
communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL elections 

None/all .32 .27

5 18 p1_024Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the 
following?...Collect information on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue 
from multiple sources 

No chance/ 
Unlikely 

.3 .26

6 897 p4_137Q13 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I am willing to share 
some of my prosperity with the people of other countries 

Disagree/Agree .26 .27

7 636 p3_128Q16 Choose the best option for each question.... I seek information about POLITICS, 
ECONOMICS, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL issues 

Never/Everyday .23 .26

8 262 p1_288Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are 
pursuing the following.... I _____ express my social or political dissent more 
freely 

Don'tNeed
ActivelySeeking 

.22 .24

9 102 p1_108Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following 
subjects?... Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or 
cabinet 

[Alittle-Alot] .19 .21

10 153 p1_179Q19 Considering your country, choose the right words to complete the following 
statements.... ...... of those who are in power should be considered criminals 

None/all .19 .19

11 233 p1_259Q26 Evaluate the statements below within the context of the current governance 
system in your country.... DEMOCRATIC processes and rule of law in the country 
is 

Ideal/FarFromIde
al 

.18 .29

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.7.2.2 Analysis of Common Direct Associations of Mental Processes 
and States with Likelihood of Demonstration and Risky 
Demonstration (27,30) 

Figure 4.7.2.1 presents the decomposition of DEMT questions associated with 

demonstration and risky demonstration to their constituting constructs. The 

following mental processes and states are relevant to demonstration in general and 

risky demonstration: 
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Figure 4.7.2.1. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with demonstration and 
risky demonstration 

Attention 

 Paying attention to strength of the policies of the government (QID 102) or 

weaknesses of the governance system (QID 103) are both relevant to likelihood 

of attending in demonstration (risky or not).  

 Frequency of information seek on PESC issues (QID 636) and enthusiastic 

information pull from multiple sources (QID 18) are relevant to likelihood of 

attending in demonstration (risky or not). 
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Social Expectation 

Based on QID16 on likelihood of being labeled negatively by acquaintances 

if one gets engaged; QID179 on friends online expecting to vote in national 

elections; and QID180 on friends online expecting to vote in provincial elections, 

we can conclude that: An online social environment that is perceived to expect 

participation in national (QID 179) or provincial elections (QID 180) is relevant to 

likelihood of attending demonstrations (risky or not). In other words, citizens who 

feel more likely to attend demonstrations (risky or not) tend to live in an online 

social environment that is perceived to expect participation in national and 

provincial elections. 

Interestingly, many people who are more likely to attend demonstrations 

(risky or not) tend to expect to be labeled negatively, by their acquaintances, for 

more engagement in PESC (QID 16). They report their likelihood of their 

participation despite perceiving this social pressure. 

International Altruism versus National Egoism 

Having a sense of global altruism in the form of willingness to share some of 

one’s prosperity with the people of other countries (QID 897) is relevant to 

likelihood of attending demonstrations (risky or not).61

Need 

Feeling the need to express one’s social or political dissent more freely (QID 

262) have positive association with the likelihood of attending demonstrations 

(risky or not). 

Perceptions About Governance System and Power Elite 

Perceiving more of those who are in power as criminals (QID153) has 

positive association with the likelihood of attending demonstrations (risky or not). 

61 We can conclude: having a sense of national egoism in foreign policy is relevant to 
unlikelihood of attending demonstrations (risky or not). 
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Gap to Ideal 

The perception that democratic processes and rule of law in the country are 

far from ideals (QID 233) 

4.7.2.1 Particular Direct Associations of Mental Processes and States 
with likelihood of demonstration (QID27) 

Table 4.7.2.2 presents the questions about mental processes and states that 

have been found particularly associated with demonstration likelihood. 

Table 4.7.2.2. Questions about mental processes and states associated with 
demonstration 
Row QID QN Q Q27

1 101 p1_116Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Flaws in the 
policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

0.32

2 83 p1_098Q12 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to spend 10% of my wealth improve 
social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

0.3

3 95 p1_110Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Corruption in 
the government and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society 

0.3

4 181 p1_216Q21 ...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL 
elections 

0.27

5 98 p1_113Q13 Past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to …?... UNFAIR influence of other countries in 
your country  

0.26

6 360 p2_102Q13 Compare the importance of the following:... Fairness of POWER and WEALTH distribution in the 
country is _____ my personal wealth and power 

0.23

7 51 p1_066Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?...I HAVE 
TO express my criticism of what the people in power are doing 

0.22

8 257 p1_292Q28 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing the 
following.... I _____ know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

0.21

9 319 p2_061Q10 complete the sentence: I can name an existing alternative political party, a group, or a leader, who I 
perceive if comes to power ...... ACCOUNTABILITY of big corporations for what they do to 
environment & society would 

0.21

10 66 p1_081Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer....Election laws must be changed 0.2

11 65 p1_080Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer....Last elections in the country were not lawful 0.18

12 124 p1_159Q17 How do you feel about expenditure in the following areas by your government?... Defense and
Military 

-0.17

13 138 p1_173Q18 How much trust do you have in the following?... The police in the country TO DO what is right for 
people 

-0.2

14 80 p1_095Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... Respect for the law is one of the most 
important criteria for a good society 

-0.22

15 634 p3_135Q17 Choose the best option for each question.... I seek information about celebrities, fashion, 
entertainment or sports news 

-0.24

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.2.2 Analysis of Particular Direct Associations of Mental 
Processes and States with Likelihood of Demonstration 
(QID27) 

Figure 4.7.2.2 presents the decomposition of the questions about mental 

processes and states associated with likelihood of attending in demonstration. 

Figure 4.7.2.2. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with demonstration to their constituting constructs 
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Attention 

We can infer the relevance of attention as follows:  

 Attention to flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or 

cabinet” (QID101). 

 Attention to “corruption in the government and their accountability” (QID 95) 

 Seeking information about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news is 

negatively associated with the likelihood of attending in political or 

social/cultural rallies or protests (QID 634). The negative association indicates 

that citizens who more often seek information about celebrities, fashion, 

entertainment, or sports news are less likely to engage in political or 

social/cultural rallies or protests. It also indicates: citizens who are more likely 

to attend political or social/cultural rallies or protests tend to seek information 

about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news less often.  

Social Expectation 

Based on QID181, we can conclude: An expectation by online friends to 

vote in municipal elections may be statistically relevant to likelihood of attending 

in political or social/cultural rallies or protests. The more this social expectation the 

more likely is attending in political or social/cultural rallies or protests. 

Altruism  

 Readiness to spend 10pct of wealth to improve the country (QID 83), an 

altruistic attitude toward accepting personal financial costs to improve one’s 

country, is found to be statistically relevant to the likelihood of attending in 

political or social/cultural rallies or protests. 
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Gaps of Status quo with a Perceived Better Probable Alternative 

 Being able to name an existing alternative political party, a group, or a leader, 

who I perceive if comes to power the accountability of big corporations for what 

they do to environment and society would be better (QID 319) is statistically 

relevant to likelihood of attending in political or social/cultural rallies or 

protests. 

 Demanding a change in election laws (QID 66) is relevant to likelihood of 

attending in political or social/cultural rallies or protests. The stronger the 

demand for change the more likely is attending in political or social/cultural 

rallies or protests 

Perceptions about Governance System and Trustability of Power 
Players 

 Trusting the police in the country to do what is right for the people (QID138) is 

statistically relevant to the likelihood of attending in political or social/cultural 

rallies or protests. The more there is a trust the less likely is attending in political 

or social/cultural rallies or protests. 

 The perception that last elections in the country were not lawful (QID 65) is 

statistically relevant to the likelihood of attending in political or social/cultural 

rallies or protests. 

Feeling a Social Responsibility 

 Feeling a social responsibility to express criticism of what the people in power 

are doing (QID 51) 

International Fairness 

 Attention to military expenditure is relevant to likelihood of demonstration; 

because, citizens who participate in demonstrations are more likely to feel 

defense and military expenditure are way too much  (QID124). The negative 

association indicates that citizens who feel defense and military expenditure are 

way too much are more likely to engage in any kind of demonstration. It also 

indicates: citizens who feel defense and military expenditure are too little are 

less likely to engage in any kind of demonstration.  
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 Attention to “unfair influence other countries in country” is statistically relevant 

to likelihood of attending in political or social/cultural rallies or protests. (QID 

98) 

Belief in Rule of Law 

 Respect for the law as one of the most important criteria for a good society (QID 

80) is statistically relevant to likelihood of attending in political or 

social/cultural rallies or protests. 

Importance of Fairness 

 Considering the importance of fairness of power and wealth distribution in the 

country more than personal wealth and power (QID 360) is statistically relevant 

to likelihood of attending in political or social/cultural rallies or protests. 

State of Needs 

 Feeling a need to know more about PESC issues (QID257) is statistically relevant 

to likelihood of attending in political or social/cultural rallies or protests. 
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4.7.2.3 Analysis of Particular Associations of Mental Processes and 
States with likelihood of risky Demonstration (QID30) 

Table 4.7.2.3 presents the questions about mental processes and states that have 

been found particularly associated with the likelihood of attending risky 

demonstrations. 

Table 4.7.2.2. Questions about mental processes and states associated with risky 
demonstration 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q30

1 84 p1_099Q12 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to risk my liberty to improve 
social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

0.38

2 85 p1_100Q12 For each question, please choose the best answer.... I am ready to risk my life to improve 
social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 

0.36

3 59 p1_074Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE TO 
join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who need help 

0.31

4 57 p1_072Q10 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE TO 
join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me 

0.29

5 99 p1_114Q13 Past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to…?... UNFAIR influence of your country in other 
countries 

0.29

6 930 p4_179Q16 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I am part of an oppressed social group that is 
exploited, marginalized, or is the victim of violence 

0.25

7 104 p1_119Q13 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Strengths of the 
governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, ...) 

0.23

8 112 p1_127Q14 How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?... Fairness of the level of the exploitation of 
weaker countries by stronger countries 

0.23

9 876 p4_125Q12 I believe ...... my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources 0.23

10 232 p1_267Q26 Evaluate the statements below within the context of the current governance system in your 
country.... FAIRNESS of power and wealth distribution in the country is 

0.22

11 367 p2_109Q13 Compare the importance of the following: Reduction of corruption in big corporations or the 
government is _____ my personal wealth and power 

0.22

12 70 p1_085Q11 For each question, please choose the best answer.... The POSSIBILITY of civil disobedience, without 
harsh punishment, is one of the most important criteria for a good society 

0.21

13 128 p1_163Q17 How do you feel about expenditure in the following areas by your government?... Policing, safety, 
and security 

-0.18

14 52 p1_067Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE TO 
rely on elections, and the current system of democratic processes, to demand what I want to happen

-0.19

15 173 p1_208Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... My interests or hobbies are similar to ...... my acquaintances -0.22

16 91 p1_106Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... News about 
your personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news, ...) 

-0.25

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.7.2.3, on the next page, presents the decomposition of questions in 

table 4.7.2.3. Negative associations are highlighted in red. In the following sections 

we will analyze the findings presented in this figure. 
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Figure 4.7.2.3. Decomposition of the questions about mental processes and states 
associated with likelihood of risky demonstration to their constituting constructs 
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It is plausible to conclude that the following mental processes and states are 

statistically relevant to likelihood of risky demonstration:  

Altruism  

 Willingness for altruistic sacrifice of personal liberty to improve one’s country 

(QID  84) 

 Willingness for altruistic sacrifice of one’s life (QID 85) 

Relative Importance of the Social Over Personal 

 The importance of Reduction of corruption in big corporations or the 

government is compared to one’s personal wealth and power (QID 367) 

Feeling Social Responsibility  

 Feeling a sense of social responsibility to join advocacy groups who champion 

fairness for oneself (QID 57) and champion fairness for weak people in any country 

who need (QID 58)  

 Relying on elections, and the current system of democratic processes, to demand 

what I want to happen (QID 52) 

International Altruism versus National Egoism 

 Attention to unfair influence of one’s country in other countries (QID 99) 

 Believing that government should have an international altruism help other 

countries with inferior natural resources (QID 876) 

Feeling Oppressed 

 Being part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is the 

victim of violence (QID 930) 
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Attention 

 Attention to strengths of the governance system in your country (constitution, 

democratic processes, economic system, ...) (QID 104) 

Attention to Fairness 

 Attention to Fairness of the level of the exploitation of weaker countries by 

stronger countries (QID 112) as well as attention to fairness of power and 

wealth distribution in the country (QID 232)  

 Attention to personal hobbies such as news about celebrities, fashion, 

entertainment, or sports (QID 91) is negatively associated with the likelihood 

of attending risky demonstrations. 

Perception  

 Perceiving the possibility of civil disobedience, without harsh punishment, to be 

one of the most important criteria for a good society has negative association 

with likelihood of risky demonstration (QID 70) 

Social Factors 

 Interests or hobbies different than one’s acquaintances (QID 173) 

Status quo and gaps with a perceived state 

 Perceiving expenditure on policing, safety, and security to be too much (QID 

128) 
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4.7.2.4 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Likelihood of Demonstration “Supporting” and “Critical” of 
the Government (QIDs 28,29) 

Table 4.7.2.4 lists common predictors of participating in a demonstration to 

support the government (QID28) and participating in a protest critical of the 

government(QID29). The table is sorted based on the average Somers’ D. 

Table 4.7.2.3. Questions about mental processes and states associated with likelihood 
of demonstration supporting or critical of the government 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q28 Q29

1 55 p1_061Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~ratns 
To Pressure The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet (if one Is organized) 

0.22 0.39

2 930 p4_170Q15 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I am part of an oppressed social group 
that is exploited, marginalized, or is the victim of violence 

0.24 0.27

3 96 p1_102Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Violations of 
rights and freedoms in your country 

0.19 0.32

4 178 p1_204Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL 
elections 

0.2 0.2

5 104 p1_110Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Strengt~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

0.19 0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.7.2.4, on the next page, presents the decomposition of mental 

processes and states questions associated with likelihood of attending in 

demonstration supporting or critical of the government to their constituting 

constructs. 

It is plausible to conclude that the following mental processes and states are 

statistically relevant to likelihood of demonstration supporting or critical of the 

government. In other words, participants with following mental processes and 

states are more likely to attend demonstrations in support or critical of the 

government: 

Feeling a Sense of Social Responsibility 

 Feeling obligated to express criticism of what people in power are doing (QID 

55) 
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Figure 4.7.2.4 Decomposition of mental processes and states questions 
associated with demonstration supporting or critical of the government 

Attention  

 Attention to violations of rights and freedoms in the country (QID 96).  

 Attention to strengths of the governance system in the country (QID 104) 

Social Expectation 

 Expectation of acquaintances from the person to vote in municipal elections 

(QID 178) 
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Fairness 

 Perceiving being a member of an oppressed social group (QID 930) 

4.7.2.5 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Demonstration Supporting the Government (QID 28) 

Table 4.7.2.5 shows the predictors that are associated with the likelihood of 

demonstration supporting of the government. 

Figures 4.7.2.5 and 4.7.2.6  on the next pages present the decomposition of 

mental processes and states questions associated with likelihood of attending in 

demonstration supporting the government to their constituting constructs. It is 

plausible to conclude that the following mental processes and states are statistically 

relevant to likelihood of supporting the government. In other words, participants 

with following mental processes and states are more likely to attend 

demonstrations in support of the government: 

Altruism 

 Being ready to risk one’s liberty to improve social/cultural, economic, and 

political condition of my country (QID 84) 

  Being ready to risk one is ow life to improve social/cultural, economic, and 

political condition of my country (QID 85) 

Attention to International Fairness 

 Attention to unfair influence of other countries in the country (like occupation, 

supporting puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, 

sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 98) 

  Attention to unfair influence of the country in other countries (like 

occupations, supporting puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements 

and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 99) 
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Table 4.7.2.4. Questions about mental processes and states associated with likelihood 
of demonstration supporting the government 
Row QID QN Q Q28

1 85 p1_091Q11 .... I am ready to risk my life to improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country .38
2 563 p3_039Q06 Considering The Level of Surveillance and Control In Your Country, How RISKY Is It For~ays? By 

Expressing Opinion In Face To Face Dialogue With Family, Friends, Co-workers, Etc. 
.34

3 297 p2_030Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~cess of
Those Who Want To Make The Following Happen? A LOT MORE PROSPERITY In The Country 

.33

4 299 p2_032Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~lowing 
Happen? A LOT MORE Sovereignty of The Country or INDEPENDENCE From Foreign Control 

.3

5 49 p1_055Q08 What do you see your immediate responsibility?...i have to support the people who are in power now .3
6 53 p1_059Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~tratns 

Supporting The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet (if one Is organized) 
.3

7 296 p2_029Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~he 
Following Happen? A LOT MORE DEMOCRATIC Processes and Constitutional Laws In The Country 

.28

8 84 p1_090Q11 ….I am ready to risk my liberty to improve social/cultural, economic & political condition of my country .28
9 267 p1_293Q28 describe how you are pursuing following. I … have more rights and freedoms to do what you want to do .28
10 300 p2_033Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~That 

Respects The Sovereignty and Rights of Other Countries To Their Resources A LOT MORE 
.26

11 295 p2_028Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~ The 
Following Happen? A LOT MORE Fairness of Power or Wealth Distribution In The Country 

.26

12 181 p1_207Q20 ...... of my friends with whom i regularly communicate online expect me to vote in municipal elections .25
13 306 p2_039Q08 What is the likelihood that following happen? the level of corruption in the government would go down .25
14 16 p1_022Q05 How likely is that you would ......be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if you get more engaged 

in social/cultural, economic, or political issues? 
.25

15 99 p1_105Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? UNFAIR ~Unfair 
Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.25

16 400 p2_133Q15 How do you see your condition? my power and wealth compared to average citizen in the country are .24
17 294 p2_027Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~hose Who 

Want To Make The Following Happen? A LOT MORE Rights and Freedoms In The Country 
.24

18 298 p2_031Q08 Considering What Is Possible For Your Country During The NEXT 12 Month, What Is The LI~ake The 
Following Happen? A LOT MORE Independence of Politics From MONEY and Corporations 

.23

19 166 p1_192Q19 choose the right words to complete the following statements...of government employees accept bribes .23
20 135 p1_161Q17 How much trust do you have in the following?... Big corporations TO DO what is best for people .23
21 50 p1_056Q08 what do you see as your immediate responsibility?...I HAVE TO trust what politicians do .23
22 305 p2_038Q08 What Is the Likelihood that … The Level of CORRUPTION In Big Corporations Would Go Down .22
23 165 p1_191Q19 Complete the following statements.... ...... of those in positions of power accept bribes .22
24 180 p1_206Q20 ...... of my friends with whom i regularly communicate online expect me to vote in provincial elections .22
25 134 p1_160Q17 How much trust do you have in the following?... Religious authorities TO DO what is best for people .22
26 394 p2_127Q14 ... I feel we have a good spectrum of candidates to VOTE for .21
27 804 p4_044Q07 What is your opinion?...It is fine if I do anything I desire, as long as it may not backfire .21
28 477 p2_210Q23 how do you evaluate your future chances of the following?... Having a place to live .21
29 261 p1_287Q28 Describe how you are pursuing the following.... I _____ express my beliefs and opinions more freely .21
30 98 p1_104Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? UNFAIR ~Unfair 

Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 
.21

31 182 p1_208Q20 ...... of my acquaintances perceive a woman who knows about politics as more attractive .2
32 59 p1_065Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~ Join 

Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For Weak People In Any Country Who Need Help 
.2

33 56 p1_062Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~ent 
Governance System In My Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.2

34 246 p1_272Q27 Describe how you are pursuing the following.... I _____ have better quality drinking water .2
35 94 p1_100Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Corrupt~n Big 

Corporations and Their Accountably For What They Do To The Environment and Society 
.17

36 125 p1_131Q15 How do you feel about expenditure in the following areas by your government?... Health services -.19

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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Figure 4.7.2.5. Decomposition mental processes and states questions associated with 
demonstration supporting the government 
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Figure 4.7.2.6. Decomposition mental processes and states questions associated with 
demonstration supporting the government 
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Attention to PESC 

 Corruption in big corporations and their accountability for what they do to the 

environment and society (QID 94) 

Egoism 

 It is fine if I do anything I desire, as long as it may not backfire (QID 804) 

Demanding Change 

 A belief that expenditure on health services is less than necessary (QID 125) 

Fear or Risk of Expression 

 Expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-workers. 

(QID 563) 

Feeling a Sense of Social Responsibility 

 Feeling the obligation to join advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak 

people in any country who need help (QID 59) 

 Feeling the obligation to protest to change the current governance system in my 

country (constitution, democratic processes, economic system, ...) (QID 56) 

 Feeling the obligation to attend demonstrations supporting the current prime 

minister, president, or cabinet (if one is organized) (QID 53) 

 Feeling the obligation to support the people who are in power now (QID 49) 

 Feeling the obligation to trust what politicians do (QID 50) 

Gap Between Probable and Real  

Believing the likelihood of success of those who want to: 

 Have a foreign policy that respects the sovereignty and rights of other countries 

to their resources (QID 300) 

 A lot more sovereignty of the country or independence from foreign control 

(QID 299) 

 A lot more fairness of power or wealth distribution in the country (QID 295) 

 A lot more democratic processes and constitutional laws in the country (QID 

296) 
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 A lot more prosperity in the country (QID 297) 

 A lot more rights and freedoms in the country (QID 294) 

 A lot more independence of politics from money and corporations (QID 298) 

 The level of corruption in big corporations would go down (QID 305) 

 The level of corruption in the government would go down (QID 306) 

Perception about How PESC is 

 Believing that fewer of government employees accept bribes (QID 166) 

 Feeling that we have a good spectrum of candidates to vote for (QID 394) 

 Perception about one’s power and wealth compared to an average citizen in the 

country are above average (QID 400) 

  Social Expectation 

 More proportion of acquaintances with “negative” perception about 

attractiveness of women who know about politics (QID 182) 

 More proportion of friends with whom one regularly communicates online 

expecting one to vote in municipal elections (QID 181) 

 More proportion of friends with whom one regularly communicates online 

expecting one to vote in provincial elections (QID 180) 

 The likelihood of being labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if one gets 

more engaged in social/cultural, economic, or political issues? (QID 16) 

Satisfaction Slope 

 Perceiving that the chances of having a place to live getting worse (QID 477) 

Need 

 To express beliefs and opinions more freely (QID 261) 

 To have better quality drinking water (QID 246) 

 To have more rights and freedoms to do what you want to do (QID 267) 

Trust 

 Perception that “fewer number of” those in positions of power accept bribes 

(QID 165) 
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 Trusting big corporations to do what is best for people (QID 135) 

 Trusting religious authorities to do what is best for people (QID 134) 

4.7.2.6 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Association with 
Protest Critical of Government (QID29) 

Table 4.7.2.6 presents mental processes and states questions associated with 

likelihood of demonstration critical of the government. 

Table 4.7.2.5. Questions about mental processes and states associated with likelihood 
of demonstration critical of the government 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 29

1 54 p1_060Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?...I HAVE TO 
protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

.42

2 58 p1_064Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsibly? I HAVE TO 
Join Advocacy Groups That Champion Fairness For Weak Citizens of My Country 

.39

3 57 p1_063Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility? I HAVE TO 
join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me 

.39

4 103 p1_109Q12 In The Past Month, How Much ATTENTION Have You Paid To The Following Subjects? Flaws one
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System,) 

.35

5 925 p4_165Q15 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I would prefer to live in another country .31
6 101 p1_107Q12 In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?... Flaws in the 

policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 
.3

7 18 p1_024Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Collect information on a 
political, economic, or social/cultural issue from multiple sources 

.26

8 66 p1_072Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... Election laws must be changed .26
9 163 p1_189Q19 Considering your country, choose the right words to complete the following statements.... ...... of 

those running the government are corrupt 
.24

10 153 p1_179Q19 Considering your country, choose the right words to complete the following statements.... ...... of 
those who are in power should be considered criminals 

.23

11 233 p1_259Q26 Evaluate the statements below within the context of the current governance system in your country.... 
DEMOCRATIC processes and rule of law in the country is 

.23

12 177 p1_203Q20 Evaluate the following statements.... ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL 
elections 

.22

13 257 p1_283Q27 Please complete the following sentences such that they describe how you are pursuing the following.... 
I _____ know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.22

14 67 p1_073Q10 For each question, please choose the best answer.... The constitution must be changed .2
15 903 p4_143Q13 What Is Your Opinion About The Following Statements? It Would Be Fair To Let Some Weal~ncrease 

The Income of Everyone By 10%, Because It Would Make The Life of Everyone Better) 
.2

16 51 p1_057Q08 Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?...I HAVE TO 
express my criticism of what the people in power are doing 

.18

17 138 p1_164Q17 How much trust do you have in the following?... The police in the country TO DO what is right for 
people 

-.18

18 52 p1_058Q08 Considering Your Country of Citizenship, What Do You See As Your Immediate Responsblty~lections, 
and The Current System of Democratic Processes, To Demand What I Want To Happen 

-.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Figure 4.7.2.7, on the next page, presents the decomposition of mental 

processes and states questions associated with demonstration critical of the 

government to their constituting constructs. It is plausible to conclude that the 

following mental processes and states are statistically relevant to likelihood of 

demonstration critical of the government.  
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Figure 4.7.2.7. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
Demonstration Critical the government 
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In other words, participants with following mental processes and states are 

more likely to attend demonstrations in critical of the government: 

Attention 

 Collecting information on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from 

multiple sources (QID 18) 

 Attention to flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, 

democratic processes, economic system, ...) (QID 103) 

  Attention to flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or 

cabinet (QID 101) 

National Apathy 

 I would prefer to live in another country (QID 925) 

Demanding Change 

 The opinion that expenditure on health services is less than necessary (QID 

125) 

 The opinion election laws must be changed (QID 66) 

 The opinion the constitution must be changed (QID 67) 

Feeling a Sense of Social Responsibility 

Feeling a duty to: 

 Join advocacy groups who champion fairness for people like me (QID 57) 

 Join advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak citizens of the country 

(QID 58) 

 NOT to rely on elections, and the current system of democratic processes, to 

demand what I want to happen (QID 52) 

 To express my criticism of what the people in power are doing (QID 51) 

 To protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 54) 

Gap to Ideal 

 Democratic processes and rule of law in the country is far from ideal (QID 233) 

Social Expectation 
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 Expectation of acquaintances from the person to vote in provincial elections 

(QID 177) 

Status 

 Feeling the need to know more about political, economic, or social/cultural 

issues (QID 257), 

Trust 

 Distrusting the police in the country to do what is right for people (QID 138) 

 Perceiving that those who running the government are corrupt (QID 163) 

 Perceiving that of those who are in power should be considered criminals (QID 

153) 

Utilitarianism 

 Believing that it would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the 

extent that it would make the life of most people better (for example, if the 

government finds a new diamond mine, it is fair to increase the income of 

everyone by 10%, because it would make the life of everyone better) (QID 903) 
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4.7.2.7 Analysis of Mental Processes and States Associated with 
Demonstration 

Figures 4.7.2.8 and 4.7.2.9, on the next pages, show the decomposition of 

the questions about mental processes and states which were associated with any of 

the questions about demonstration. Based on the analysis in this chapter, we can 

infer that the following mental processes and states are relevant to demonstration:  

National Altruism 

Being ready to spend 10% of my wealth or to risk one’s liberty or life to improve 

social/cultural, economic, and political condition of the country (QID 85) 

 Attention 

Attention to PESC in the following forms is relevant to likelihood of 

demonstration: 

 Seeking information about politics, economics, or social/cultural issues specially 

when they are collected from multiple sources (QID 18) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in the country and to unfair influence of the 

country in other countries  (QIDs 98, 99) 

 Corruption in the government, and in big corporations, and their 

accountability for what they do to the environment and society (QID 305,306) 

 Strengths and flaws of the governance system in the country (QID 103) 

 Strengths and flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or 

cabinet (QID s104, 101) 

  Violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 96) 

  Seek news and information about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports 

news (negatively associated) (QID 634) 
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Figure 4.7.2.8. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
demonstration  
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Figure 4.7.2.9. Decomposition of mental processes and states questions associated with 
demonstration  

Belief 

 The possibility of civil disobedience, without harsh punishment, is one of the 

most important criteria for a good society (QID 70) 

  Respect for the law is one of the most important criteria for a good society (QID 

80) 

 It is fine if I do anything I desire, as long as it may not backfire (QID 804) 

Demanding Change 

 Demanding change in expenditure on defense and military or health services  

 Policing, safety, and security (QID 128) 
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 Election laws must be changed (QID 66) 

 The constitution must be changed (QID 67) 

Fear or Risk of Expression 

 Perceived risk of expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, 

co-workers, etc. (QID 563) 

Feeling a Sense of Social Responsibility 

 Feeling a duty to join advocacy groups who champion fairness for people like 

oneself, for weak citizens of my country, and for weak people in any country 

who need help  

 Feeling a duty to attend demonstrations to support, pressure, or change the 

current prime minister, president, or cabinet, or to change the current 

governance system in the country  

 Feeling a duty to rely on elections, and the current system of democratic 

processes, to demand what I want to happen  

 Feeling a duty to express support or criticism of the people in power.  

 Feeling a duty to trust what politicians do  

Gap Between Probable and Real  

Perceiving that in the future the country will have a lot more of the following: 

 A foreign policy that respects the sovereignty and rights of other countries to 

their resources (probability of) 

 Sovereignty of the country or independence from foreign control (probability of) 

 Fairness of power or wealth distribution in the country (ideal and probability of) 

 Democratic processes and constitutional laws in the country (ideal and 

probability of) 

 Prosperity in the country (probability of) 

 rights and freedoms in the country (probability of) 

 A lot more independence of politics from money and corporations (Possible) 

 The level of corruption in big corporations would go down (Possible) 

 The level of corruption in the government would go down (Possible) 
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Having Better Alternative 

 Perceiving an alternative that when in power can enhance accountability of big 

corporations for what they do to environment and society is relevant to 

demonstration likelihood. 

 I would prefer to live in another country (QID 925) 

Importance 

The importance of: 

  Fairness of the level of the exploitation of weaker countries by stronger 

countries  

  Reduction of corruption in big corporations or the government is  

  Fairness of power and wealth distribution in the country 

International Altruism 

 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with the people of other countries  

 My government must help other countries with inferior natural resources 

Perception How PESC is 

 Government employees accept bribes  

 Last elections in the country were not lawful  

  I am part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is the 

victim of violence  

  I feel we have a good spectrum of candidates to vote for  

  My power and wealth compared to an average citizen in the country are  

Similarity to Others 

 My interests or hobbies are similar to my acquaintances  

Social Expectation 

 Perception of acquaintances about participation in PESC and more particularly 

women’s engagement, and their expectation about voting in elections, 

conveyed online or offline are found relevant to demonstration likelihood. 
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Satisfaction Slope 

 The prospect of having a place to live (QID 477) 

Needs 

Feeling the following needs were found relevant to the likelihood of 

demonstration: 

 Better quality drinking water  

 Express my beliefs, opinions, social or political dissent more freely 

 Have more rights and freedoms to do what you want to do 

 Know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

Trust 

The level of trust on the police, religious authorities, those in positions of 

power, or those running the government and big corporations are found relevant to 

demonstration likelihood. 

Utilitarianism 

A belief that it would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the extent 

that it would make the life of most people better was found to be relevant to 

demonstration likelihood.
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4.7.3 ISMT Associated with Demonstration or 
Risky Demonstration 

This section presents the predictors that are associated with likelihood of 

participation in demonstration and likelihood of participation in demonstration 

even when it is perceived to be risky. The second behavior requires more 

motivation. The result is the identification of associations of ISMT (1) with 

demonstration and risky demonstration, (2) with demonstration in general , and 

(3) with risky demonstration.  

Table 4.7.3.1 shows questions regarding information sources and mediation 

technologies that have association with likelihood of demonstration, risky or not.  

Table 4.7.3.1. Questions regarding information sources and mediation technologies 
that have association with likelihood of demonstration and risky demonstration 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q27d Q30d

1 424 p2_157Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper Understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~Conditions After You Hear The News? Media independent of Big Corporations and 
Governments 

.37 .35

2 862 p4_102Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.35 .42

3 625 p3_117Q15 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching~, 
Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.35 .42

4 864 p4_104Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ons 
of Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.34 .33

5 863 p4_103Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.32 .36

6 830 p4_070Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~y 
and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.3 .27

7 409 p2_142Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... Media independent of big corporations and governments 

.21 .22

8 828 p4_068Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.32

9 521 p2_254Q26 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~nd 
Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governments 

.28

10 425 p2_158Q18 How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~tions After You Hear The News? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.27

11 829 p4_069Q08 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~lnerablts, or Foreign Threats? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.32

12 869 p4_109Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~f 
Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons 

.29

13 600 p3_092Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~en? 
Your Friends Send You An Update of Their Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.28

14 523 p2_256Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ltrl, 
War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.27

15 527 p2_260Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ic, 
Socil/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.27

16 870 p4_110Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~qualitis; and Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? Face To Face Dialogue 

.25

17 860 p4_100Q10 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead 
Yo~ators (like Yahoo News or Google News) or Social News Websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr) 

.23

18 195 p1_221Q22 About What Percentage of The Political and Economic News, Information, or Analysis on ~ 
Newspapers, Journals, or Websites; or Content Produced By Them on YouTube or Other Media 

-.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.3.1 Analysis of Associations of ISMT with Demonstration and 
Risky Demonstration 

Figure 4.7.3.1 shows the decomposition of the questions about ISMT which 

were associated with both questions about demonstration and risky demonstration.  

Figure 4.7.3.1. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with demonstration and 
risky demonstration (QIDs 27,30) 

Based on the analysis in this chapter, we can infer that the following 

attributed of ISMT are relevant to demonstration and risky demonstration.  
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Content 

The following contents are associated with demonstration and risky demonstration. 

 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QID 864, 863, 862) 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QID 830) 

 Political, economic, or social/cultural news (QID 409, 424) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet and Mobile 
Technologies  

The frequency of use of the following information sources relying on the Internet, 

Web 2.0, and mobile technologies are associated with the likelihood of 

demonstration and risky demonstration. 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 863) 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, 

Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or 

Globalresearch.ca) (QIDs 409, 424, 862) 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals (QID 830, 864) 

 The duration of use of Media independent of big corporations and governments 

is found associated with the likelihood demonstration regardless of their content 

(QID 625).

4.7.3.2 Analysis of Associations of ISMT with Demonstration in 
General 

Figures 4.7.3.2 shows the decomposition of the questions about ISMT 

particularly associated with the question about demonstration in general (QID 27).  
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Figure 4.7.3.2. Decomposition of ISMT questions particularly associated with 
demonstration (QID 27) 

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about demonstration. 

Content 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 828) 

 International political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign 

policy issues (QIDs 521)  

 POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL news (QID  425) 
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Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 425) 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, 

Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or 

Globalresearch.ca) (QIDs 521) 

4.7.3.3 Analysis of Associations of ISMT with risky Demonstration  

Figure 4.7.3.3, on the next page, shows the decomposition of the questions 

about ISMT particularly associated with risky demonstration (QID 30).  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about risky demonstration. 

Content 

The following contents are associated with risky demonstration (QID 30). 

 content leading to an understanding of international political, economic, 

social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues (QID 523, 527) 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 829) 

 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QID  860, 869, 870) 

 Opinions of friends or acquaintances about political, economic, or non-personal 

issues 
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Figure 4.7.3.3. Decomposition of ISMT questions particularly associated with 
risky demonstration (QID 30) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

The frequency of use of the following information sources relying on the Internet, 

Web 2.0, and mobile technologies are associated with the likelihood of risky 

demonstration: 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 829) 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals (QID 523) 
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 On the Internet using Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or 

blogging, Etc. (QID 600) 

 News aggregators (QID 860) 

Mass Media Information Sources and Their Technologies  

Perception of trustworthiness of the content on domestic commercial news 

media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CTV, Province, 

National Post); or content produced by them on YouTube or other media (QID 195) 

has negative association with activism 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence  

The use of the following information sources in situations of personal prese 

are associated with risky demonstration: 

 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... (QID 869) 

 Face to face dialogue (QID 870) 

 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... (QID 527) 

4.7.4 ISMT Associated with Demonstration 
Supporting or Critical of Government  

This section presents the predictors that are associated with likelihood of 

participation in demonstration a supporting or critical of government. The result is 

the identification of associations of ISMT (1) with demonstration supporting and 

critical of government, (2) particularly with demonstration supporting the 

government, and (3) particularly with demonstration supporting the government. 

Table 4.7.4.1, on the next page, presents the questions regarding 

information sources and mediation technologies that have association with 

likelihood of demonstration supporting or critical of government 
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Table 4.7.4.1. Questions regarding information sources and mediation technologies 
associated with likelihood of demonstration supporting or critical of government 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 28 29

1 625 p3_117Q1
5 

In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching~, 
Rabble Ca Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, or Globalresrch Ca) 

.31 .48

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on The Following Media

2 523 p2_256Q2
7 

War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals .28 .34

3 835 p4_075Q0
8 

Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons .27 .28

4 830 p4_070Q0
8 

Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals .27 .27

5 869 p4_109Q1
0 

Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Attending Speeches, Public Lectures, or Sermons .25 .28

6 527 p2_260Q2
7 

Socil/cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy Issues? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets .32

7 864 p4_104Q1
0 

Rights and Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals .32

8 863 p4_103Q1
0 

Freedoms In OTHER Countries? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers .3

9 520 p2_253Q2
6 

Foreign Policy Issues? Video Sharing Websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) .29

10 430 p2_163Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~OMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTU Conditions After You Hear The News? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.27

11 836 p4_076Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~out 
Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Face To Face Dialogue 

.26

12 146 p1_172Q1
8 

How Much Overall Confidence Do You Have In The Good Intentions of The Following Groups~L 
Media organizatins (like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, The Daily Telegraph ) 

.26

13 411 p2_144Q1
7 

Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.25

14 833 p4_073Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~d 
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats? Phone, SMS, Skype, or Other Apps on Your Phone 

.25

15 823 p4_063Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~BC, 
VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News Media Supported By FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

.23

16 822 p4_062Q0
8 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~ Fox 
News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL News Media 

.22

17 515 p2_248Q2
6 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Goes Be~ Fox 
News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL News Media 

.21

18 426 p2_159Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~CIAL/CULTU Conditions After You Hear The News? Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.21

19 424 p2_157Q1
8 

How often Do You Use The Following Media To Seek A Deeper understanding of POLITICAL, 
E~Conditions After You Hear The News? Media independent of Big Corporations and Governments 

.42

20 626 p3_118Q1
5 

In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, Watching~ng or
Attending The Following? Websites of independent Journalists, Bloggers, or Vloggers 

.28

21 868 p4_108Q1
0 

How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch Content on the following media That Lead Yo~and
Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? Flyers, Brochures, or Pamphlets 

.26

22 617 p3_109Q1
4 

In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Long Have You Spent Reading, Listening To, or Watch~ls 
Supported By FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) 

.24

23 147 p1_173Q1
8 

How Much Overall Confidence Do You Have In The Good Intentions of The Following Groups~rs, 
Rabble Ca, Alternet org, Indymedia org, Thenation Com, Infowars Com, Globalresrch Ca) 

.16

24 195 p1_221Q2
2 

About What Percentage of The Political and Economic News, Information, or Analysis on ~ 
Newspapers, Journals, or Websites; or Content Produced By Them on YouTube or Other Media 

-.23

25 772 p4_012Q0
4 

How Is The Influence of Other Countries In YOUR Country (like Occupation, Supporting P~he 
Following Media Video Sharing Websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) 

-.28

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.4.1 Analysis of ISMT Associated with Demonstration Supporting 
and Critical of Government (QIDs 28,29) 

Figure 4.7.4.1, on the next page, show the decomposition of the questions 

about ISMT particularly associated with demonstration supporting and critical of 

government (QIDs 28,29).  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about demonstration supporting and critical of 

government. 

Content 

The following contents are associated with demonstration supporting and 

critical of the government (QIDs 28,29). 

 content leading to an understanding of international political, economic, 

social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues (QID 523) 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs  830, 835) 

 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QID 869) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

 The duration of use of the media independent of big corporations and 

governments is found associated with the likelihood demonstration regardless of 

their content (QID 625). 

 The frequency of use of websites of scholars or scholarly journals (QID 523) was 

found associated with the likelihood of demonstration supporting and critical of the 

government: 

Information sources in situations of personal presence 
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 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons (QID 869) are associated with 

likelihood of demonstration supporting and critical of the government:  

Figure 4.7.4.1. Decomposition of ISMT questions associated with demonstration 
supporting and critical of the government (QID 28,29) 
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4.7.4.2 Analysis of ISMT Associated particularly with 
Demonstration supporting the government (QIDs 28) 

Figure 4.7.4.2, on the next page, shows the decomposition of the questions 

about ISMT particularly associated with demonstration supporting of government 

(QIDs 28).  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about demonstration supporting of government: 

Content 

 Content leading to an understanding of international political, economic, 

social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues (QID 515, 520, 527) 

 Content leading to an understanding about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 822, 823, 833, 836) 

 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QID 863, 864) 

 Political, economic, or social/cultural news (QIDs 411,426,430) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID  863, 864) 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals as the first and frequent source of 

information (QID 411, 426) 

 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone (QID 833) 

 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) (QID 

520) 
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Figure 4.7.4.2. Decomposition of ISMT questions particularly associated with 
demonstration supporting the government (QID 28) 
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Mass media information sources and their technologies  

 News media supported by foreign governments (QID 823) 

 Foreign commercial news media, radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 

websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily 

Telegraph (QID 515, 822) 

 Overall confidence in the good intentions of foreign commercial news media 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence 

 Face to face dialogue (QID 836) 

 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... (QID 430) 

Analysis of ISMT Associated Particularly with Demonstration 
Critical of the Government (QIDs 29) 

Figure 4.7.4.3, on the next page, shows the decomposition of the questions 

about ISMT particularly associated with demonstration critical of government 

(QIDs 29).  

The following sections present the findings, regarding contents and 

information sources, from decomposition of the questions about ISMT which are 

associated with questions about demonstration critical of government: 

Content 

 Content leading to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries (QID 868) 

 Negative framing of unfair influence of other countries in the country (QID 772)  

 Political, economic, or social/cultural news (QIDs 195,424) 
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Figure 4.7.4.3. Decomposition of ISMT questions particularly associated with 
demonstration critical of the government (QID 29) 

Information Sources Relying on the Internet, Web 2.0, and 
Mobile Technologies 

 Trust in the good intentions of media independent of big corporations and 

governments (QID 147) 

 Duration of use websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

regardless of the content (QID 626) 

 The frequency of use of the media independent of big corporations and 

governments (QIDs  424) 
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Mass Media Information Sources and Their Technologies  

 Perception of trustworthiness of the content on domestic commercial news 

media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CTV, 

Province, National Post); or content produced by them on YouTube or other 

media (QID 195) has negative association with activism. 

 Duration of offline use of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, 

journals supported by foreign governments (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al 

Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) (QID 617) 

Information Sources in Situations of Personal Presence  

 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... (QID 868) 

4.7.5 DEMT Associated with Demonstration 

4.7.5.1 DEMT Associated with Demonstration and Risky 
Demonstration

Table 4.7.5.1 presents the questions regarding DEMT that have association 

with likelihood of demonstration or risky demonstration. 
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Table 4.7.5.1. Questions about DEMT associated with both questions about the 
likelihood of demonstration and risky demonstration 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Q27 Q30

1 26 p1_032Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Post a political, 
economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media 

.4 .35

2 216 p1_242Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics 
Come Up? Flaws of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

.36 .38

3 44 p1_050Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?...I write to politicians, members of 
parliament, or members of legislative assembly 

.36 .41

4 218 p1_244Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topi~e 
Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic System, ) 

.34 .36

5 21 p1_027Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?...Sign a petition .34 .36

6 13 p1_019Q05 How likely is that you would ......express your opinion about what the national government is 
doing 

.32 .28

7 23 p1_029Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Engage In ~ssion 
With Someone With Whom You Disagree on A Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issue 

.31 .25

8 212 p1_238Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

.3 .29

9 602 p3_094Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or
~lowing Will Happen? You Let Others Know Your Opinions About Political or Economic Issues? 

.29 .36

10 1011 p4_251Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~ Within Your Country (inequality of Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare) 

.29 .23

11 920 p4_160Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~unfair 
trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

.29 .26

12 919 p4_159Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~unfair 
trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 

.28 .23

13 1014 p4_254Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~Unfair Trade Agreements and Treaties, Sanctions, Manipulation, Propaganda or Mind Control) 

.27 .3

14 598 p3_090Q11 In The Past Month, ON AVERAGE, How Much Time Did You Spend on The Following? Learning 
~News, Related To Political, Economic, or Social/cultural Issues In The Country or The World? 

.26 .26

15 603 p3_095Q12 In the next month, How Likely Is That While ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or ~l 
Happen? You Let Others Know What You Think, or Your Opinion, About Social/cultural Issues? 

.26 .24

16 915 p4_155Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on
Facebook~overnance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, or Economic 
System, ) 

.26 .29

17 976 p4_216Q18 How often Do You Express Yourself While Talking With Other People, FACE To FACE, 
About~bjects? Your Opinion About Military, Security and Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign 
THREATS 

.25 .26

18 939 p4_179Q16 How often Do You Express Yourself Over The TELEPHONE, Cell Phone, SMS, Skype or Simila~our 
Critique of What Big Corporations or The Government Do To Society and The Environment 

.25 .28

19 914 p4_154Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~ 
subjects? flaws in the policies of current the prime minister, president, or the cabinet 

.24 .29

20 887 p4_127Q12 How often Do You Express Your Ideas, and Discuss, Deliberate, Analyze, or Debate Polit~ 
Social/cultural Issues? By Posting or Sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or Similar Social Media 

.23 .28

21 1012 p4_252Q21 How often Do You COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE In Your BLOG, Express YOUR Personal Opinion on
~l Media Related To Following Subjects? Your Critique of UNFAIRNESS Within OTHER Countries 

.23 .26

22 918 p4_158Q14 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook~r or 
other social media, related to following subjects? unfairness within other countries 

.23 .29

23 219 p1_245Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics 
come up?... Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries 

.22 .27

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.5.2 Analysis of DEMT Questions Associated with Demonstration 
and Risky Demonstration 

Figure 4.7.5.1, on the next page, presents decomposition of DEMT questions 

associated with demonstration and risky demonstration.  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about both demonstration and risky demonstration. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

 PESC (QIDs 602,603), or national political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

(QIDs 23,26,44, 887), Time spend on PSEC discussions (QID 598) 

 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for 

what they do to the environment and society (QID 939) 

 Sign a petition (QID 21) 

  Violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 212) 

 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

216, 914) 

 Flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic 

processes, economic system, ...) (QID 218,915) 

 Express your opinion about what the national government is doing (QID 13) 

 Unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, 

education, and healthcare) (QID  1011) 

 International scope: 

 Strengths of the governance system in other countries (QID 219) 
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Figure 4.7.5.1. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with demonstration and 
risky demonstration (QIDs 27,30)
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 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 

puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 920, 1014) 

 Unfairness within other countries (QID  918, 1012) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 

puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 919) 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS (QID 976) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

demonstration and risky demonstration.  

 Over the telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps (QID 939) 

 Forwarding email, or share a post that you see or receive on Facebook, Twitter, 

or other social media (QIDs 914 915 918 919 920) 

 Post a political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including 

social media (QID 887); 

 Internet/Social Media (QIDs 1011 1012 1014) 

 Internet (QIDs 26 602 603) 

Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

demonstration and risky demonstration.  

 Face to face (QIDs 23, 976) 

 Writing to politicians (QIDs 44) 
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4.7.5.3 DEMT Associated with Demonstration 

Table 4.7.5.2 presents the questions regarding DEMT that have association 

with likelihood of demonstration. 

Table 4.7.5.2. Questions about DEMT associated with likelihood of Demonstration  
Ro
w 

QID QN Q 27

1 211 p1_246Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country 

.35

2 229 p1_264Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet 
governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, 
or mind control) 

.33

3 972 p4_221Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the 
following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, 
power, wealth, education and or healthcare) 

.27

4 1015 p4_264Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other 
social media related to following subjects?... Your opinion about military, security and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS 

.27

5 1013 p4_262Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other 
social media related to following subjects?... Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of other countries 
in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements 
and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

.26

6 970 p4_219Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the 
following subjects?... Your critique of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, 
democratic processes, or economic system, ...) 

.25

7 974 p4_223Q20 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the 
following subjects?... Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like 
occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 
manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

.25

8 911 p4_160Q14 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, 
Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects?... Corruption in big corporations or the 
government, and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society 

.24

9 1009 p4_258Q22 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other 
social media related to following subjects?... Your critique of the governance system in your country 
(CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic system, ...) 

.24

10 1008 p4_257Q22 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other 
social media related to following subjects?... Your critique of the policies of the current prime 
minister, president, or cabinet 

.23

11 208 p1_243Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 

.21

12 35 p1_050Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I show my support for non-personal causes 
(causes with no direct benefit to me) by sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them 
on social media such as Facebook 

.21

13 11 p1_026Q06 How likely is that you would ......encourage others to vote in next national elections .18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.5.4 Analysis of DEMT Questions Associated with Demonstration 

Figure 4.7.5.2, on the next page, presents decomposition of DEMT questions 

associated with demonstration. 

Figure 4.7.5.2. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with demonstration (QIDs 
27)
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The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about demonstration. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression of following topics is found associated with 

demonstration likelihood: 

 National PESC (QIDs 208) 

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country (QIDs 211) 

 Persuading others to vote in next national elections (QIDs 11) 

 non-personal causes (QIDs 35) or causes related to public interest (QIDs 605) 

 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, accountability (QIDs 911) 

 Flaws of the governance system (QIDs 970, 1009) 

 Unfairness within your country (QIDs 972) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (QIDs 229) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (QIDs 974, 1013) 

 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QIDs 

1008) 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 1015) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

demonstration and risky demonstration.  

 Internet (QIDs 605) 

 Social Media (QIDs 35) as well as Internet/Social Media (QIDs 1008, 1009, 1013, 

1015) 

 Forward on Internet (QIDs 911) 

Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication  

 Face to face (QIDs 972, 970, 974) 
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4.7.5.5 DEMT Associated with Risky Demonstration

Table 4.7.5.3 presents the questions regarding DEMT that have association 

with likelihood of risky demonstration. 

Table 4.7.5.3. Questions about DEMT associated with likelihood of risky demonstration  
Row QID QN Q Q30

1 19 p1_034Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?...Display a poster or 
bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message 

.45

2 913 p4_162Q15 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, 
Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects?... Violations of rights and freedoms In 
other countries 

.32

3 917 p4_166Q15 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, 
Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects?... UNFAIRNESS within your country 
(inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 

.31

4 885 p4_134Q12 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, 
or social/cultural issues?... By commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's 
comments online 

.3

5 886 p4_135Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, 
or social/cultural issues?... By posting articles or comments on blogs 

.28

6 975 p4_224Q20 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the 
following subjects?... Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like 
occupations, supporting puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, 
sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

.28

7 916 p4_165Q15 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, 
Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects?... Flaws of the governance system in 
OTHER countries 

.27

8 946 p4_195Q17 How often do you express yourself over the TELEPHONE, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps 
about the following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 

.27

9 948 p4_197Q17 How often do you express yourself over the TELEPHONE, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps 
about the following subjects?... Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other 
countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and 
treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

.27

10 214 p1_249Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.26

11 223 p1_258Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and 
healthcare) 

.26

12 894 p4_143Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, 
or social/cultural issues?... By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-
workers, etc. 

.26

13 220 p1_255Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries 

.25

14 36 p1_051Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write in newspapers or create political or social 
posters 

.24

15 1007 p4_256Q22 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other 
social media related to following subjects?... Your critique of violations of rights and freedoms In 
other countries 

.24

16 215 p1_250Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

.21

17 213 p1_248Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 

.2

18 209 p1_244Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, and peace 
news 

.18

19 207 p1_242Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news) 

-.2

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.5.6 Analysis of DEMT Questions Associated with Risky 
Demonstration 

Figure 4.7.5.3, on the next page, presents decomposition of DEMT questions 

associated with risky demonstration. 

Figure 4.7.5.3. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with risky demonstration 
(QIDs 30)
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The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about risky demonstration. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics is with risky 

demonstration. 

 PESC (QIDs 19, 36, 885, 886, 894) 

 International PESC (QID 209) 

 Progresses of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 213) 

 Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries (QIDs 214, 913, 1007) 

 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

215) 

 Flaws of the governance system in other countries (QIDs 220, 916) 

 unfairness within your country (QIDs 223, 917) 

 Personal pleasures (QIDs 207) 

 unfairness within other countries (QID 946) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (QIDs 948, 975) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

risky demonstration.  

 Forward on Internet (QIDs 917, 913, 916) 

 commenting below articles and news (QID 885) 

 articles or comments on blogs (QID 886) 

 Telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps (QIDs 946, 948) 

 Internet/Social Media (QID 1007) 

Dialogue and Expression on Mass Media and Broadcast 
Technologies  

More frequent use of newspaper/poster (QID 36) is associated with 

demonstration and risky demonstration.  
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Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication  

More frequent face to face (QID 894, 975) dialog and expression is 

associated with demonstration and risky demonstration.  

4.7.5.7 DEMT Questions Associated with Demonstration Supporting 
or Critical of Government 

Table 4.7.5.4 presents the questions regarding DEMT that have association 

with likelihood of demonstration supporting or critical of government. 

Table 4.7.5.4. Questions about DEMT associated with likelihood of risky demonstration  
Row QID QN Q Q28 Q29

1 19 p1_025Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Display a poster or 
bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message 

0.36 0.49

2 916 p4_156Q14 How often Do You FORWARD An EMAIL, or SHARE A Post That You SEE or Receive on Facebook
Media, Related To Following Subjects? Flaws of The Governance System In OTHER Countries 

0.24 0.32

3 215 p1_241Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following Topics
Come Up? Strengths of The Policies of The Current Prime Minister, President, or Cabinet 

0.23 0.22

4 218 p1_244Q24 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Topside Governance System In Your Country (CONSTITUTIO Democratic Processes, Economic 
System,) 

0.23 0.35

5 222 p1_248Q25 In Your Conversations With Your Friends or Acquaintances, How often Do The Following 
Opportunity, Power, Wealth, Education and Healthcare That You Are Enjoying In Your Country 

0.18 0.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

4.7.5.8 Analysis of DEMT Questions Associated with Demonstration 
Supporting or Critical of Government 

Figure 4.7.5.4, on the next page, presents decomposition of DEMT questions 

associated with demonstration supporting and critical of the government (QIDs 

28,29). 

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about demonstration supporting and critical of the government. 
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Figure 4.7.5.4. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with demonstration 
supporting and critical of the government (QIDs 28,29) 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics is associated with both 

forms of demonstration supporting and critical of the government. 

 PESC (QID 19) 

 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QID 

215) 

 Flaws of the governance system (QID 218) 

 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are 

enjoying in your country (QIDs 222) 

 Flaws of the governance system in other countries (QIDs 916) 
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Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent forward on the Internet (QIDs 916) is associated with 

demonstration supporting and critical of the government.  

Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication  

More frequent display of a poster or bumper sticker with a political, 

economic, and/or social/cultural message (QID 19) is associated with 

demonstration supporting and critical of the government.  

4.7.5.9 DEMT Questions Associated with Demonstration Supporting 
the Government 

Table 4.7.5.5 presents the questions regarding DEMT that have association 

with likelihood of demonstration supporting the government. 

Table 4.7.5.5. Questions about DEMT associated with likelihood of risky demonstration  
Row QID QN Q Q28d

1 228 p1_263Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or military aid 

0.3

2 920 p4_169Q15 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook, Twitter, or 
other social media, related to following subjects?... unfair influence of your country in other countries 

0.28

3 212 p1_247Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 

0.25

4 217 p1_252Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, 
economic system, ...) 

0.25

5 919 p4_168Q15 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, 
Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects?... UNFAIR influence of other countries in 
your country  

0.25

6 227 p1_262Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 
mind control) 

0.24

7 889 p4_138Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, 
or social/cultural issues?... By posting videos and video responses on video sharing sites like YouTube, 
Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion 

0.24

8 921 p4_170Q15 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, 
Twitter, or other social media, related to following subjects?... Military, security and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS 

0.24

9 220 p1_255Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries 

0.23

10 226 p1_261Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying 

0.23

11 36 p1_051Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write in newspapers or create political or social 
posters 

0.22

12 219 p1_254Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries 

0.21

13 45 p1_060Q08 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write to editors of newspapers and other 
media 

0.2

14 26 p1_041Q07 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Post a political, economic, 
or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media 

0.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.5.10 Analysis of DEMT Questions Associated with 
Demonstration Supporting the Government 

Figure 4.7.5.5, on the next page, presents decomposition of DEMT questions 

associated with demonstration supporting the government (QID 28).  

Figure 4.7.5.5. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with demonstration 
supporting the government (QID 28) 
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The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about demonstration supporting the government 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics is associated with 

demonstration supporting the government: 

 PESC (QIDs 26, 36, 45, 889) 

 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country (QID 212) 

 Strengths of the governance system (QID 217) 

 Strengths of the governance system in other countries (QID 219) 

 Flaws of the governance system in other countries (QID 220) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (QID 227, 919) 

 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying (QID 226) 

 Positive influence of your country in other countries (QID 228) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (QID 920) 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS (QIDs 921) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent forward on the Internet (QIDs 916) is associated with 

demonstration supporting and critical of the government.  

 Internet (QID 26) 

 Video sharing websites (QID 889) 

 Forward on Internet (QID 919, 920, 921) 

Dialogue and Expression on Mass Media and Broadcast 
Technologies  

 Newspaper/Poster (QID 36) 

 Newspaper/Other Media (QID 45) 
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4.7.5.11 DEMT Questions Associated with Demonstration Critical 
of Government 

Table 4.7.5.6 presents the questions regarding DEMT that have association 

with likelihood of demonstration critical of government. 

Table 4.7.5.6. Questions about DEMT associated with likelihood of risky demonstration  
Row QID QN Q 29

1 21 p1_036Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Sign a petition .4
2 216 p1_251Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 

up?... Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 
.37

3 214 p1_249Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.31

4 23 p1_038Q07 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Engage in a passionate 
discussion with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue 

.3

5 914 p4_163Q15 How often do you forward an Email, or share a post that you see or receive on social media, related to 
following subjects? flaws in the policies of current the prime minister, president, or the cabinet 

.3

6 886 p4_135Q13 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, 
or social/cultural issues?... By posting articles or comments on blogs 

.29

7 917 p4_166Q15 How often do you FORWARD an EMAIL, or SHARE a post that you SEE or receive on Facebook, Twitter,
or other social media, related to following subjects?... UNFAIRNESS within your country  

.29

8 1011 p4_260Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country  

.29

9 972 p4_221Q19 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country  

.28

10 973 p4_222Q20 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 

.28

11 1012 p4_261Q23 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 

.28

12 913 p4_162Q15 How often do you forward an email, or share a post that you see or receive on facebook, Twitter, or 
other social media, related to following subjects? violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 

.27

13 939 p4_188Q16 How often do you express yourself over the telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps about 
the following? Your critique of what big corporations or government do to society and environment 

.27

14 976 p4_225Q20 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face to face, about the following 
subjects?... your opinion about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats 

.27

15 13 p1_028Q06 How likely is that you would ......express your opinion about what the national government is doing .26
16 223 p1_258Q26 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 

up?... unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, healthcare)
.26

17 598 p3_099Q13 In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how much time did you spend on the following?... Learning about or 
discussing news, related to political, economic, or social/cultural issues in the country or the world? 

.26

18 1008 p4_257Q22 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of the policies of the current prime minister, 
president, or cabinet 

.26

19 610 p3_111Q14 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking
face to face, etc.), the following will happen?... You let others know your opinions about political or 
economic issues 

.25

20 35 p1_050Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I show my support for non-personal causes by 
sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them on social media such as Facebook 

.24

21 948 p4_197Q17 How often do you express yourself over the TELEPHONE, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps about 
the following subjects?... Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries  

.24

22 1009 p4_258Q22 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social 
media related to following subjects?... Your critique of the governance system in your country  

.24

23 209 p1_244Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come 
up?... International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, and peace 
news 

.18

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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4.7.5.12 Analysis of DEMT Questions Associated with 
Demonstration Critical of Government 

Figure 4.7.5.6, on the next page, presents decomposition of DEMT questions 

associated with demonstration critical of the government (QIDs 29).  

The following sections present the findings, regarding topics and channels of 

expression, from decomposition of the questions about DEMT which are associated 

with questions about demonstration critical of the government. 

Discussed or Expressed Topics  

Discussion or expression about the following topics is associated with 

demonstration critical of government. 

 Violations of rights and freedoms in other countries (QID 214, 913) 

 government (QID 13) 

 Sign a petition (QID 21) 

 PESC (QID 23, 886) 

 Non-personal causes (QID 35) 

 International PESC (QID 209) 

 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (QIDs 

216, 914, 1008) 

 Unfairness within your country (QID 223, 917, 972, 1011) 

 Discussing PESC (QID 598) 

 Political or economic issues (QID 610) 

 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, accountability (QID 939) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (QID 948) 
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Figure 4.7.5.6. Decomposition of DEMT questions associated with demonstration 
critical of the government (QID 29) 
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 Unfairness within other countries (QIDs 973, 1012) 

 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats (QIDs 976) 

 Flaws of the governance system (QID 1009) 

Dialogue and Expression on Internet and Mobile Technologies  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

demonstration critical of the government (QID 29).  

 Social Media (QID 35) 

 Articles or comments on blogs (QIDs 886) 

 Forward on Internet (QIDs 913, 914, 917) 

 Telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps (QIDs 939, 948) 

 Internet/Social Media (QIDs 1008, 1009, 1011, 1012) 

Dialogue and Expression with Personal Presence or Point to 
Point Communication  

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

demonstration critical of the government (QID 29). 

 Face to face (QIDs 23, 972, 973, 976) 

 Offline (QID 610) 
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4.7.6 Other Forms of Participation Associated with 
Demonstration 

Table 4.7.6.1 presents other forms of participation that are associated with 

likelihood of demonstration or risky demonstration.  

Table 4.7.6.1. Questions about other forms of participation associated with likelihood 
of demonstration or risky demonstration  
Row QID QN Q 27 30

1 29 p1_035Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
protest critical of the government 

.68 .71

2 22 p1_028Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
sit-in or strike 

.48 .46

3 41 p1_047Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me 

.43 .35

4 24 p1_030Q06 How Likely Is It That Within The Next 12 Months You Would Do The Following? Attend A 
M~oup (like A Women's Advocacy Club, A Minority Cultural Group, or A Religious 
Institution) 

.41 .38

5 42 p1_048Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?...I act as an activist for one or more 
advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

.49

6 28 p1_034Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
demonstration to support the government 

.43

7 39 p1_045Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in the activities of a 
political party or organization 

.36

8 613 p3_105Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using The Telephone or When You 
~append? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public 
interest? 

.3

9 32 p1_038Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in fund raising events and
charities related to community causes 

.23

10 15 p1_021Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in municipal elections such as elections of 
mayor, city council, school board, etc. 

.19

11 20 p1_026Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Contribute
money to a political party or candidate 

.48

12 25 p1_031Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a 
meeting of a political party 

.42

13 47 p1_053Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I donate money to political parties or 
candidates 

.4

14 48 p1_054Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I do volunteer work for non-profit 
organizations, public interest groups, or related events 

.21

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005

Table 4.7.6.2 presents other forms of participation that are associated with 

likelihood of demonstration supporting or critical of the government.
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Table 4.7.6.2. Questions about Other forms of participation associated with 
Demonstration supporting or critical of the government 
Row QID QN Q Q28 Q29

1 27 p1_033Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a political or 
social/cultural rally or protest 

.43 .68

2 20 p1_026Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Contribute money to 
a political party or candidate 

.41 .48

3 24 p1_030Q06 How Likely Is It That Within the Next 12 Months You Would Do the Following? Attend A group 
(like A Women's Advocacy Club, A Minority Cultural Group, or A Religious Institution) 

.29 .38

4 47 p1_053Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I donate money to political parties or 
candidates 

.21 .34

5 25 p1_031Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Attend a meeting of 
a political party 

.39

6 12 p1_018Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in national election campaigns for parties or 
candidates 

.37

7 17 p1_023Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
professional association or a union action 

.34

8 39 p1_045Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in the activities of a political 
party or organization 

.33

9 38 p1_044Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate, as a member, in a political 
party or social/cultural organization 

.28

10 37 p1_043Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate as a volunteer in political, 
economic, or social/cultural events 

.21

11 30 p1_036Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a 
protest even if it may be risky for you 

.71

12 22 p1_028Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Participate in a sit-in 
or strike 

.53

13 42 p1_048Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 
groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

.45

14 613 p3_105Q13 In the next month, How Likely Is That, While OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you 
~appen? You Form or Participate In A Group To Advance A Cause Related To public interest? 

.35

15 32 p1_038Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I participate in fund raising events and
charities related to community causes 

.27

16 48 p1_054Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I do volunteer work for non-profit 
organizations, public interest groups, or related events 

.25

17 15 p1_021Q05 How likely is that you would ......participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, 
city council, school board, etc. 

.2

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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5 Generalizations to Theories about Citizen 
Participation 

Inductive logic requires a logical concept of probability, also known as degree of confirmation, 
relating evidence to hypotheses. In this case, the evidence does not logically entail the 
hypothesis, for the hypothesis could be false even when the statements of evidence are true. 
But there is a relation of partial entailment, and this is what probability measures. (Salmon 
1967, p.69)
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In the previous chapter, we recognised the variables that were directly 

relevant to each type of participation. In this chapter, the goal is to identify the 

variables with broadest scope of relevance to participation forms and classes. This 

will enable us to recognize the constructs that are relevant to most classes of 

participation. Then, I will derive theories which can be inferred from our 

observations by generalizing our findings. This chapter has three parts: 

 Mental processes and states  

 Information sources and media technologies  

 Discussion, Expression, and Mediation Technologies 

All the associations reported in this chapter, regarding questions about 

participation, are controlled for all the questions other than participation   

questions. If an association with participation   is found to be spurious when 

controlled for the role of a question of any other category, it is not reported. A 

predictor is considered as relevant of it has direct associations with participation 

questions as a group. By direct associations we mean an association that is not 

spurious in any forms of mediation, common cause, or hidden predictor after the 

association is controlled for all the other 1030 questions that are not regarding 

participation. 
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5.1 Mental Processes and States  

The results of chapter four indicate that many mental processes and states 

are associated with almost all forms of participation. Appendix D lists survey 

questions regarding world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 

altruism and feelings of social responsibility. In the next sections, the goal is to 

identify mental processes and states that have the widest scope of relevance to 

many classes of participation. 

Looking at the world from the point of view of Brandy, one of the 

participants in the interview, will enable the reader to make sense of the 

quantitative results which will be presented in this chapter within the context of the 

life world of a typical engaged citizen. 

* * * 

Brandy, an artist, and film maker who answered my questions as a 

Canadian citizen, was also a citizen of United States. Her grandmother of Japanese 

descent was a major civil rights activist. Seeing herself as the third-generation 

activist she said: “The way our father brought us up, we have to be the revolution.” 

Brandy felt that she had no choice except to be an activist honouring the work of 

her “mom and grandma;” otherwise, she “would be happy to just be an artist.” 

Although she was not religious, while growing up in an activist community in New 

York, she was exposed to the Jewish culture from which she remembered the 

concept of “we are here to heal the world.”  

Brandy was an Ivy school graduate with honours, who also had a master’s 

degree. She believed that “there are privileges that come with formal education 

that enable a person to understand the system, but without deep curiosity the mind 

gets closed.” “If you give a child permission to be curious, their vision will be much 

broader; therefore, curiosity is more important than education.”  The question for 

her was “How do you teach kindness?” She said: “The more I have learned the 

more I have realized that you have to teach kindness to children as early as 

possible. You have to teach them to work together.” “We have to teach by 

example.” She chose to be a teacher in community centres ” below the poverty 

line,” and thought of herself as a cultural worker.  
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She believed that we are not allowed to hurt others. We have to limit the 

hurt we cause “to as little as possible.” She would not like to win a competition in 

which she would be a winner and another person would be the loser. She would 

prefer to see people competing to improve their skills. She believed that her 

responsibilities were to life on earth. We “have to try to heal the suffering that is 

caused by oppression that is dividing us and preventing us from seeing that we (not 

merely human beings, but also animals, oceans, and mountains) are all in this 

together.” Although Brandy was one of the most engaged participants in my 

interviews., the results in this chapter show that Brandy’s pro-social beliefs and 

moral world view are not an exception but a shared trait with most participating 

citizens. 

* * * 

The following section covers the analysis of results leading to the 

identification of worldviews, values, beliefs, and opinions with the widest scope of 

relevance to citizen participation. 

5.1.1 World Views, Values, Beliefs, and Opinions  

Table 5.1.1 presents the questions about world views, values, beliefs, and 

opinions associated with participation associated with at least two forms of 

participation, questions with 1 association can be found in appendix E. 
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Table 5.1.1. Questions about world views, values, beliefs, and opinions associated with 
participation 
QID QN Q C

57 p1_063Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me 18

59 p1_065Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who need help 17

58 p1_064Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 15

85 p1_091Q11 I am ready to risk my life to improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my country 15

82 p1_088Q11 I am ready to spend my time to improve the social/cultural, economic, and political conditions of my 
country 

13

84 p1_090Q11 I am ready to risk my liberty to improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my 
country 

11

83 p1_089Q11 I am ready to spend 10% of my wealth improve social/cultural, economic, and political condition of my 
country 

11

55 p1_061Q08 I HAVE TO attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime minister, president, 
or cabinet (if one is organized) 

8

56 p1_062Q08 I HAVE TO protest to change the current governance system in my country (constitution, democratic 
processes, economic system, ...) 

8

112 p1_118Q13 Fairness of the level of the exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries 7

54 p1_060Q08 I HAVE TO protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 6

60 p1_066Q08 I HAVE TO know about NATIONAL political/economic news 5

70 p1_076Q10 The POSSIBILITY of civil disobedience, without harsh punishment, is one of the most important criteria 
for a good society 

5

51 p1_057Q08 I HAVE TO express my criticism of what the people in power are doing 5

925 p4_165Q15 I would prefer to live in another country 4

804 p4_044Q07 It is fine if I do anything I desire, as long as it may not backfire 4

49 p1_055Q08 I HAVE TO support the people who are in power NOW 4

469 p2_202Q22 I feel responsible to do something beneficial for other people in my country 3

876 p4_116Q11 my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources 3

53 p1_059Q08 I HAVE TO attend demonstrations supporting the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (if one 
is organized) 

3

468 p2_201Q22 I do not feel responsible for what the government is doing inside and outside the country because I 
did not vote in the elections 

3

153 p1_179Q19 ...... of those who are in power should be considered criminals 3

897 p4_137Q13 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with the people of other countries 2

924 p4_164Q15 I would support my country meddling with or exploiting another country to maximize our national 
interests 

2

89 p1_095Q11 Sometimes, I don't follow the international news because it may involve our government in such a 
way that may make me feel responsible 

2

367 p2_100Q12 Reduction of corruption in big corporations or the government is _____ my personal wealth and
power 

2

111 p1_117Q13 Fairness of the level of exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within your country 2

113 p1_119Q13 Stability of progress in the country 2

61 p1_067Q08 I HAVE TO know about INTERNATIONAL political/economic news 2

52 p1_058Q08 I HAVE TO rely on elections, and the current system of democratic processes, to demand what I want 
to happen 

2

138 p1_164Q17 The police in the country TO DO what is right for people 2

Sorted based on the frequency of observed associations with various forms of participation

The first three, the questions in table 5.1.1 are QIDs 57,59,58. They have 

widest scope of relevance to citizen participation. All three are about feeling 

responsibility to join advocacy groups for fairness. The next four questions are QIDs 

85,82,83,84. They are about the readiness to so altruistic behavior accepting 

various costs. The next set of questions are about feeling other social responsibilities 

(QIDs 55,56). In the following sections I analyze the scope of relevance of the 

constructs in these groups. 
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5.1.1.1 Social Responsibility for Fairness 

In chapter 2, section 2.7, I presented questions that were designed to identify 

the beliefs of participants about fairness. Ten of those questions were found 

associated with at least one form of participation. As summarized in table 5.1.1.1, 

on the next page, feeling that one has to join advocacy groups who champion 

fairness for weak people in any country who need help (QID 57), to join advocacy 

groups who champion fairness for people like oneself (QID 59), and to join 

advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak citizens of the country (QID 58) 

have outstanding relevance to almost all classes and forms of participation (except 

participation in elections). This exception does not prove that citizens who feel 

more social responsibility toward fairness do not vote. This indicates that: The 

likelihood to participate in elections for citizens who feel more social responsibility 

toward fairness is similar to others who participate in elections. We can infer that:   

Inferred Theory  5.1.1 

Citizens who feel more social responsibility for fairness, nationally and 

internationally, are more likely to engage in all forms of participation (except 

voting in elections); similarly, citizens who participate more (except regarding 

voting in elections), are more likely to feel social responsibility nationally and 

internationally62. 

62 This inference does apply to voting elections 
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Table 5.1.1.1. Beliefs about fairness associated with participation 
QID Q 57 59 58 112 111 899 360 106 903 108

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural 
cause 

Ac .39 .25

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for people like me 

Ac .43 .38 .3

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Ac .42 .28 .24

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER countries 

Ac .42 .48 .47 .26

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness 
campaigns 

Ac .4

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to 
public interest? 

Ac .36 .34 .34

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to 
public interest? 

Ac .4 .34 .36

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .19 .18

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .25 .21 .22

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .28 .39 .43 .2 .19

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to 
community causes 

CI .22 .25 .26

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .34 .25 .23

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .29 .2

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .39 .38 .39 .25 .2

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .29 .31 .23

10 vote in next national elections El

14 participate in provincial elections El -.24

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city 
council, school board, etc. 

El .22

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or
candidates 

PP

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .24

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .24 .24 .26

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural 
organization 

PP .29 .26 .28

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .22 .21

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .22 .18

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or 
social/cultural events 

VL .31 .28 .31

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest 
groups, or related events 

VL .22 .28 .27

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 18 17 15 7 2 1 1 1 1 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering

Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?
57 p1_063Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me
59 p1_065Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who 
need help 
58 p1_064Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country

How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you? 
112 p1_118Q13 Fairness of the level of the exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries 
111 p1_117Q13 Fairness of the level of exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within your country 
899 p4_139Q13 What is your opinion about the following statements?... It is better for both of us if I only care 
about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care about yourself and only do what is good for you
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5.1.1.2 National Altruism  

Table 5.1.1.2 shows, the associations we found between national (Domestic) 

altruistic tendencies participation. Some forms of engagement are associated with 

readiness to sacrifice time or money; and some, are associated with readiness to risk 

one’s liberty or life. Readiness to sacrifice time is associated with all classes of 

participation except demonstration and collective action. Readiness to risk one’s 

liberty or life is associated with all classes of participation except participation in 

elections. National (domestic) altruism is one of the most relevant variables to 

citizen participation. We can plausibly infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.2 

Citizens who have national (domestic) altruistic tendencies (readiness to sacrifice 

time or money, and to risk one’s liberty or life to improve social, cultural, 

economic, and political condition of the country) are more likely to be involved in 

most forms of participation; similarly, citizens who show more tendency toward 

participation are more likely to be altruistic toward fellow citizens and their 

country. 
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Table 5.1.1.2. Associations between national (Domestic) altruistic tendencies and 
participation  
QI
D 

Q Clas
s

82 83 84 85

Participation Altruism

Time
wealth 

libert
y  

life 

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .31 
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people 

like me 
Ac

.27 .21 
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak 

citizens of my country 
Ac

.29 .18 .19 .2 
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the 

weak people in OTHER countries 
Ac

.35 .2 
46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .23 .23 .22 
60
5 

You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac

61
3 

You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac
.22 .28 

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA
.2 .28 

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .2 .32 
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .32 .24 .16  
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI

.18 
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .3 .25 
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .28 .38 
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .38 .36 
10 vote in next national elections El .25 
14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school 
board, etc. 

El

.21 
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .2 .21 .31 
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .17 .26 .23 .31 
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .22 .36 
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP

.24 .22 
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .22 .24 
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .2 .19 .21 
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .22 .2 
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 

events 
VL

.24 .24 

Ratio of associations with various forms of participation
Participation classes

13/26
6/7 

11/26
5/7 

11/26
6/7 

15/26
6/7 

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering

82-I am ready to spend my time to improve the PESC conditions of my country 
83- I am ready to spend 10% of my wealth improve PESC condition of my country  
85- I am ready to risk my life to improve PESC condition of my country  
84-I am ready to risk my liberty to improve PESC condition of my country  
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5.1.2 Attention to Issues 

Table 5.1.2.1 presents the list of questions in the survey regarding attention 

to various issues which are associated with at least one form of participation.  

Table 5.1.2.1. Questions regarding attention to issues 
QID QN Q

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?

18 p1_024Q06 Collect information on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue from multiple sources

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?

33 p1_039Q07 I follow NATIONAL political/economic news

34 p1_040Q07 I follow INTERNATIONAL political/economic news

Everyday, Every week, Every month, Every year, Rarely, Never

In the past month, how much ATTENTION have you paid to the following subjects?

91 p1_097Q12 News about your personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news, ...)

92 p1_098Q12 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues

93 p1_099Q12 International political, economic, social/cultural issues, foreign policy, war, or peace news

94 p1_100Q12 Corruption in big corporations and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society

95 p1_101Q12 Corruption in the government and their accountability for what they do to the environment and society

96 p1_102Q12 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country

97 p1_103Q12 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare, ...)

98 p1_104Q12 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet government or 
coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

99 p1_105Q12 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet governments or 
coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) 

100 p1_106Q12 Military, security, and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

101 p1_107Q12 Flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

102 p1_108Q12 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

103 p1_109Q12 Flaws of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, 
...) 

104 p1_110Q12 Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree

Choose the best option for each question.

634 p3_126Q16 I seek information about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news

635 p3_127Q16 I come across information about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news

636 p3_128Q16 I seek information about POLITICS, ECONOMICS, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL issues

637 p3_129Q16 I come across information about POLITICS, ECONOMICS, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL issues

Regularly, Often, Sometimes, Seldom, Never

Table 5.1.2.2 presents associations between participation and those 

questions regarding attention to various issues.  
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Table 5.1.2.2. Associations between attention to various issues and participation 
QID Cla

ss 103 97 98 104 96 99 18 92 101 102 636 34 94 95 33 637 93 91 634

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, 
or social/cultural cause 

Ac
.4 .22 .26  .21  .3     .33 .17

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 
groups that champion fairness for people 
like me 

Ac

.38 .33 .22 .22 .29 .27  .2    .31
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 

groups that champion fairness for weak 
citizens of my country 

Ac

.31 .4 .28 .21
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 

groups that champion fairness for the weak 
people in OTHER countries 

Ac

.31 .41 .22 .26 .23 .23 .3 .25 .36  .26 .29
46 I organize or participate in political or social 

awareness campaigns 
Ac

.25 .27 .24 .26 .24 .27     .29
605 You form or participate in a group to 

advance a cause related to public interest? 
Ac

.24 .29
613 You form or participate in a group to 

advance a cause related to public interest? 
Ac

.28 .27 .23 .29    .29 .24
17 Participate in a professional association or a

union action 
CA

.22 .2 .21
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA

.23 .23 .2 .24 .22
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political 

social/cultural group 
CI

.25 .21 .2 .22 .2  .32 .18  .19 .21 .31 .22
32 I participate in fund raising events and

charities related to community causes 
CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or 
protest 

De
.32 .26 .3 .32 .19 .23   .3     -.24

28 Participate in a demonstration to support 
the government 

De
.2 .21 .19 .19 .25    .17

29 Participate in a protest critical of the 
government 

De
.35 .21 .32 .26 .3 

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be 
risky for you 

De
.33 .23 .26 .29 .26 .21 .26 -.25

10 vote in next national elections El
.19 .3 .24 .2   .19     .17

14 participate in provincial elections El
.25 .17 .2  .22

15 participate in municipal elections such as 
elections of mayor, city council, school 
board, etc. 

El

.2 .25 .24 .24 .23 .27 .23 .25   .25   .25
12 participate in national election campaigns 

for parties or candidates 
PP

.22 .21 .21 .23 .23 .23
20 Contribute money to a political party or 

candidate 
PP

.28 .21 .19 .21 .17 .24
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP

.29 .32 .27 .35 .38 .21 .19 .26 .23 .29
38 I participate, as a member, in a political 

party or social/cultural organization 
PP

.23 .2 .26 .19    .23 .22 .16
39 I participate in the activities of a political 

party or organization 
PP

.29 .24 .25 .33 .24 .22 .22    .22
47 I donate money to political parties or 

candidates 
PP

.25 .2 .21 .28 .19 .2   .25   .21 .19
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, 

economic, or social/cultural events 
VL

.24 .22 .17 .21  .18
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit 

organizations, public interest groups, or 
related events 

VL

.21  .24   .18 .19  .2     
Total # of associations with various participation 
forms 17 15 15 15 13 13 12 9 9 9 7 6 6 6 5 5 3 1 1 
Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=Political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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Attention to three subjects have outstanding relevance: attention to 

strengths and flaws of governance system and the government, attention to 

fairness, and attention to rights, freedoms, political, economic, social, and cultural 

issues. The following sections cover the detailed analysis of these predictors. 

5.1.2.1 Attention to Strengths and Flaws of Governance System and 
the Government 

In table 5.1.2.2, we observe that more attention to strengths and flaws of the 

governance system in the country (QIDs 104, 103) are associated with all classes of 

participation. Also, Attention to flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, 

president, or cabinet (QID 101) is found relevant to activism, community 

Involvement, demonstration, participation in elections, political parties. Moreover, 

attention to flaws in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

(QID 102) is found relevant to fewer classes but still considerable forms of 

participation. 

We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.3,  

Citizens who pay more attention to strengths and flaws of governance system, are 

more likely to involve in all classes of participation; similarly, citizens who are 

more likely to participate are more likely to pay attention to strengths and flaws of 

governance system. 

We can also infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.4 

Citizens with more attention to flaws (and with a lesser scope to strengths) of the 

policies of the government are more likely to participate; similarly, Citizens who 

participate more, in many classes of participation, are more likely to pay attention 

to strengths and flaws of the policies of the government. 
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5.1.2.2 Attention to fairness  

As summarized in table 5.1.2.2, we observe that attention to national 

fairness (QID 97) is relevant to most forms of participation (except demonstration 

and collective action).  

We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.5 

Those with more attention to fairness within the nation are more likely to be 

engaged; similarly, citizens who more engaged are more likely to pay attention to 

fairness within the nation. 

Also, attention to fairness in international relations (QIDs 98,99) is relevant 

to most forms of participation (except Community Involvement).  

Inferred Theory  5.1.6 

Those with more attention to fairness in international relations are more likely to 

be participating citizens; similarly, citizens who participate more are more likely to 

pay attention to fairness in international relations. 

We also have evidence about the relevance of attention to fairness in other 

countries. In chapter 2, section 2.7, I presented the questions on frequency of 

attention to governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of 

rights and freedoms in other countries associated with citizen participation. Many 

of them are found associated with some form of citizen participation.  
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Table 5.1.2.3, on the next page, presents the subset of the questions that are 

relevant to at least one form of participation63.  

It is clear that attention to fairness in other countries as presented on the 

following four media is the most relevant to all classes of citizen participation 

(except in elections): 

 Media independent of big corporations and governments (QID 862) 

 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers (QID 863) 

 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals (QID 864) 

 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons (QID 869) 

We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.7 

Those with more attention to fairness in other counties are more likely to be 

engaged; similarly, citizens who more engaged are more likely to pay attention to 

fairness within the nation. 

Therefore, we can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.8 

Citizens with more attention to fairness are more likely to participate; similarly, 

citizens who more participating are more likely to pay attention to fairness. 

63 In chapter 2 we saw questions about “framing of the fairness in the country in the 
media”. They were rarely associated with participation and when they did it was with few 
forms of participation. 
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Table 5.1.2.3. Questions about frequency of attention to governance system, 
unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other 
countries associated with participation 
QID Clas

s 862 863 869 864 868 870 859 867 866 860 857 858 861 

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or 
social/cultural cause 

Ac
 .22  .27

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for people like me 

Ac
.32 .31  .29

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Ac
.3   .24

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

Ac

.26      .22       
46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness 

campaigns 
Ac

.25 .26 .36 .33 .24   .24      
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause 

related to public interest? 
Ac

.35 .29 .27 .23     .24     
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause 

related to public interest? 
Ac

.32  .38 .35 .32 .26        
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA   .26  
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .29 .28 .33  
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .28 .28   
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to 

community causes 
CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De
.35 .32  .34

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .31 .3 .25 .32
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De  .38 .28  .26         
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .42 .36 .29 .33 .27 .25    .23    
10 vote in next national elections El

14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of 
mayor, city council, school board, etc. 

El
.21      

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or 
candidates 

PP
.34 .35 .31 .36 .34    .32    .24 

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP   .33 .22 .36   .27   .26   
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .35 .3 .36  .28  .32   .28 .25   
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or 

social/cultural organization 
PP

 .28 .26     .3  
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or 

organization 
PP

.22 .25 .27 .24
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or 
social/cultural events 

VL
.22 .25    .26 .24       

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public 
interest groups, or related events 

VL
 .26        

Total count of associations with various forms of participation  15 14 12 12 7 5 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering
How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms In other 
countries?...

869 p4_109Q10 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... 
862 p4_102Q10 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, 
Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 
863 p4_103Q10 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 
864 p4_104Q10 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 
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5.1.2.3 Attention to Rights, Freedoms, Political, Economic, Social, 
and Cultural Issues 

Table 5.1.2.2, in the previous pages, also shows that attention to violations 

of rights and freedoms in the country (QID 96) relevant to 5 classes of 7 classes of 

participation. Also, collecting information from multiple sources about (QID 18), 

and general attention to political, economic, or social/cultural issues (QID 92) are 

relevant to 5 and 4 classes. 

We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.9 

Citizens with more attention to violations of rights and freedoms in the country, 

are more likely to show participation through activism, collective action, 

community Involvement, demonstration, political parties;  

similarly,  

citizens involved in participation through activism, collective action, community 

Involvement, demonstration, political parties; are more likely to violations of 

rights and freedoms in particular. 
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Inferred Theory  5.1.10 

Citizens with more attention to political, economic, or social/cultural issues, are 

more likely to show most classes of participation;  

similarly,  

citizens involved in most classes of participation are more likely to pay attention to 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues in general and to violations of rights 

and freedoms in particular. 

5.1.3 Social Expectation 

As summarized in table 5.1.3.1, social expectation for voting in elections is 

relevant to almost all forms of participation. The online expectations have a much 

wider relevance. The more online friends expect one to vote in different elections 

(QIDs 179,180,181) the more is likely that the person would participate in elections. 

It is important to notice that an online social milieu of expectation to vote is 

relevant to more types of engagement than the expectation of acquaintances in 

general. It is very interesting that this online expectation is relevant to almost all 

forms of participation. I in my future research, I will include probe to a wider range 

of the social expectations as it seems to be a very important and relevant factor in 

engagement. We can infer that: 

I would also infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.11 

Citizens who their online social environment expects them to vote, are more likely 

to show participation;  

similarly,  

citizens who participate more are more likely to live in an online social 

environment expecting them to vote. 
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Table 5.1.3.1. Questions about social expectation from participants associated with 
participation 
QID Q Class 179 180 181 16 176 177 178

online

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .27 .26 .27 .24

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
people like me 

Ac .25 .24 .3 .2 .19

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
weak citizens of my country 

Ac .24 .26

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
the weak people in OTHER countries 

Ac .23 .25

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .29 .29 .31 .21

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .22 .22

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .21 .28

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .24 .26 .19

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .29 .28 .27 .2 .28 .26

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI .27 .24 .31

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .34 .32 .27 .32

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .22 .25 .25 .2

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .22 .2

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .23 .27 .22 .28 .18

10 vote in next national elections El .3 .27 .25 .35 .31 .25

14 participate in provincial elections El .32 .3 .23 .29 .27

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school 
board, etc. 

El .31 .28 .27 .34

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .21 .28 .3 .21 .22

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .23 .21 .29 .19

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .27 .25 .2

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP .25

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .23

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .22 .23

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or 
related events 

VL .22 .26 .3

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 12 19 19 9 9 8 6

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering

16-How likely is that you would ......be labeled negatively, by your acquaintances, if you get more engaged in social/cultural, 
economic, or political issues? 

Evaluate the following statements 
176-...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in NATIONAL elections 
177-...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL elections 
178- ...... of my acquaintances expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL elections 
179-...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in NATIONAL elections 
180- of my friends with whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in PROVINCIAL elections 
181-...... of my friends with whom I regularly communicate ONLINE expect me to vote in MUNICIPAL elections 
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5.1.4 Feeling Oppressed, Exploited, Marginalized, 
or Being the Victim of Violence 

 As summarized in table 5.1.4.1, more feeling of being oppressed is relevant 

to almost all forms of participation, except participation in elections, Community 

Involvement, and participation through political parties. We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.1.12 

Those with more feeling of being oppressed, exploited, marginalized, or those who 

feel are victims of violence are more likely to participate in activism, collective 

action, political demonstrations, or through political parties; similarly, citizens 

who participate in activism, collective action, political demonstrations, or through 

political parties are more likely to feel being oppressed exploited, marginalized, or 

feel they are victims of violence. 

Table 5.1.4.1. Associations with being part of an oppressed social group that is 
exploited, marginalized, or is the victim of violence 
QID Q Class 930

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac .3
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country Ac .32
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in other 

countries 
Ac .26

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .23
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .3
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .28
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .29
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .28
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .24
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .27
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .25
10 vote in next national elections El
14 participate in provincial elections El
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .26
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .23
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .32
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 14

Number of classes of participation 5

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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5.1.5 Perceived Risks of Surveillance 

Looking at the world from the point of view of Larisa, Katherina, and 

Tiffany, three participants in the interviews, will enable the reader to make sense of 

the quantitative results about perceived risks of surveillance within the context of 

the lifeworld of participating citizens. 

* * * 

Larisa, another participant in my interviews, was gratified that Canada had 

the ability to adapt to people who come from other countries and cultures. She was 

proud that Canadians had a nice balance between tradition(conservatism) and 

change (liberalism and humanism) but she felt that the country was going in the 

wrong direction because of the conservative prime minister, Stephen Harper. She 

felt that her communication online might be under surveillance by marketers but 

not for political purposes. Also, she did not believe that there was any risk in 

expressing opinions  in Canada except for racist remarks or expressing either very 

feminist ideas or opinions against women’s rights. Larisa felt that the state of 

affairs in Canada was closer to ideal than in many places, but it was getting worse 

because of the current government had put in place a regime where democratic 

functioning was declining and where there was a  loss of respect for evidence. But 

she felt improvement was possible if a different government were to be elected. 

Katherina, another interview participant, felt it was very probable that her 

online communication was under surveillance and very unlikely that off-line 

communication was under surveillance. She felt that in Canada there was little risk 

in expressing an opinion except for very radical opinions -- for expressing opinions 

that are very different from the typical traditional and the main stream points of 

view. She thought that for expressing opinions about a big change, or those that 

involve aggression, the risks were especially high. She believed for such expressions 

“one can be arrested.” 

Tiffany, another participant in my interviews, believed that 100% of her 

online and 80% of her off-line communication could be under surveillance or 

subject to eavesdropping. She thought that contrary to most people in the society 

who are not very aware of surveillance, activists have become more aware of the 
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surveillance. According to Tiffany, “With e-surveillance the private place is between 

your ears.” But she was ready to accept the costs “as a good way to show the 

wrongs in the world and to wake people up.”  

* * * 

Table 5.1.5.1 presents the questions about perceived risk of expression on 

various communication channels. 

Table 5.1.5.1. Questions about perceived risk of expression on different communication 
channels 
QID QN Question

Considering the level of surveillance and control in your country, how RISKY is it for critics to express serious 
CRITICAL opinions in the following ways? 

550 p3_026Q06 By writing articles which are published in newspapers, journals, TV, or radio stations

551 p3_027Q06 By writing to the readers' letters section of newspapers

552 p3_028Q06 By producing and distributing flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

553 p3_029Q06 By phone-in contribution to talk shows or studio debates

554 p3_030Q06 By commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's comments online

555 p3_031Q06 By posting articles or comments on blogs

556 p3_032Q06 By posting or sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

557 p3_033Q06 By Email

558 p3_034Q06 By posting videos and video responses on video sharing sites like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, Dailymotion

559 p3_035Q06 By using audio, video conferencing apps on cellphones (FaceTime, Kakao talk, Tango, Voxer, Viber, Vonage, 
Skype) 

560 p3_036Q06 By expressing opinion on the phone

561 p3_037Q06 By SMS or texting using apps:

562 p3_038Q06 As a public speaker

563 p3_039Q06 By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-workers, etc.

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all

Table 5.1.5.2, on the next page, presents questions about perceived risk of 

expression on various communication channels associated with participation. 

Those who contribute money to a political party or candidate perceive more risk in 

critical expression when writing to the readers' letters section of newspapers, 

commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's comments 

online, or expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-

workers, and they tend to contribute money in spite of that. 

Most citizens who are more likely to participate, compared to other citizens, 

perceive similar risks regarding opinion expression. In other words, we do not have 

evidence that those who perceive more risk participate less than or more than 
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others. Those who perceive more risk in producing and distributing flyers, 

brochures, or pamphlets are more likely not to participate in national elections. 

Table 5.1.5.2. Questions about perceived risk of surveillance on different 
communication channels associated with participation 
QID Q 563 554 551 552

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 
country 

Ac

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

Ac

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .34

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De

10 vote in next national elections El -.23

14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .28

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .38 .29 .28

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 3 1 1 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

5.2 Information sources and media technologies  

In the survey, I had more than 300 questions about different aspects of 

information sources, and their mediating institutions and technologies. Appendix 

G provides a complete list of these questions. Table 5.2.1 presents the questions 

about information sources and media technologies that are associated with most 

forms of participation. Column C presents the number of significant, strong, and 

direct associations with participation questions. The rest of ISMT questions (which 

where found relevant to less than eight but more than one form of participation) 
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can be found in appendix I. In the following sections, I will analyze the most 

relevant associations along with other questions in conceptual categories they 

represent. and I will generalize our findings to theories about those constructs. 

Question 862, which was an item of question 10 in part 4, is associated with 

15 participation questions. It has the widest scope of influence among ISMT 

questions. Question 10 in part 4, was about frequency of using a wide range of 

media sources to gain an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in 

other countries. QID 862 is specifically about using media independent of big 

corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 

Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca). Also, notice 

that 4 out of top 5 most relevant ISMT questions (QIDs 862, 863, 869, 864) are from 

question 10 in part 4. This indicates that relying on independent media sources to 

get a critical understanding of foreign issues has the widest scope of relevance to 

citizen participation. Therefore, in the next section I analyze them with the purpose 

of theorization about participation in general.  
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Table 5.2.1. Question about ISMT associated with most forms of participation 
Row QID QN Q Media Content C

1 862 p4_102Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 
system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 
in other countries?... media independent of big corporations and governments 

Independent 
Media 

Foreign
affairs 

15

2 863 p4_103Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance 
system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms 
in other countries?... websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

Independent
journalists, 
bloggers, or 
vloggers 

Foreign
affairs 

14

3 523 p2_256Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
goes beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING 
of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or 
foreign policy issues?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

Websites of 
scholars or 
scholarly 
journals 

Foreign
affairs 

14

4 869 p4_109Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance 
system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights & freedoms 
in OTHER countries?... Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... 

Attending 
speeches, 
public lectures, 
or sermons  

Foreign
affairs 

12

5 864 p4_104Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance 
system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and 
freedoms in OTHER countries?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

Websites of 
scholars or 
scholarly 
journals 

Foreign
affairs 

12

6 424 p2_157Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of 
POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the 
news?... Media independent of big corporations and governments 

Independent 
Media 

11

7 835 p4_075Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an understanding about military, security and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...attending speeches, public lectures, or 
sermons ... 

Attending 
speeches, 
public lectures, 
or sermons 

Foreign
affairs 

11

8 600 p3_092Q12 In the next month, how likely is that while on the Internet (using email, social 
media, skype, or blogging), the following will happen?... your friends send you 
an update of their opinions about political or economic issues? 

on the internet 11

9 828 p4_068Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an understanding about military, security & defense vulnerabilities, 
or foreign threats?...media independent of big corporations and governments  

Independent 
Media 

Foreign
affairs 

10

10 834 p4_074Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

Flyers, 
brochures, or 
pamphlets ... 

Foreign
affairs 

10

11 527 p2_260Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
goes beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING 
of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or 
foreign policy issues?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

Flyers, 
brochures, or 
pamphlets ... 

Foreign
affairs 

10

12 625 p3_117Q15 In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening 
to, watching, using or attending the following?... Media independent of big 
corporations and governments  

Independent 
Media 

9

13 521 p2_254Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
goes beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of 
international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign 
policy issues?... media independent of big corporations and governments 

Independent 
Media 

Foreign
affairs 

9

14 829 p4_069Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...Websites of independent journalists, 
bloggers, or vloggers 

Independent
journalists, 
bloggers, or 
vloggers 

Foreign
affairs 

8

15 604 p3_096Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while on the internet (Email, social 
media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... You learn about 
political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community? 

on the internet 8

16 522 p2_255Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that 
goes beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of 
international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign 
policy issues?... websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

Independent
journalists, 
bloggers, or 
vloggers 

Foreign
affairs 

8

17 409 p2_142Q17 Through which medium do you first hear news about important political, 
economic, or social/cultural issues?... media independent of big corporations 
and governments 

Independent 
Media 

8
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5.2.1 Analysis of Relevance of Content Regarding 
Foreign Affairs on Various Media 

Nora, one the participants in the interview, had a world view that will 

enable the reader to make sense of the quantitative results which will be presented 

in this section within the context of the lived experience of a typical engaged 

citizen. 

* * * 

Nora who was one of more engaged interview participants felt a great deal 

of responsibility not only to Canada and but also to the world. “I am responsible 

because I am aware that things are not the way they should be” she said. “Seeing 

the gap, I feel a responsibility to do something. I am aware that there are 

alternatives, that we have choices.” She felt happy observing that citizens were 

becoming more aware of what matters, that we are globally connected more than 

before and that there are new possibilities for more accountability and checks and 

balances. She felt that the momentum that is building is giving hope to people for 

change but if the change does not happen it may cause despair. 

Nora believed that we are very advanced economically and socially but 

there is room for many improvements. The issue that was salient for her was that 

“we were engaged more in wars than the past two decades.” Drug trade in Mexico 

and Central America, decreased bee population, decrease of algae in oceans, the 

issue of US bases in Japan, the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, 

mining issues, mining by the Gold Corporation in South America, the Ebola health 

crisis, the voting system, and many more international issues were notable for her. 

She was aware of the fact that she was more knowledgeable about current political, 

social and economic events than the majority of citizens. The results show that her 

global perspective is common among more engaged citizens.  

* * * 

The results in table 5.2.1 indicate that attention to foreign affairs has widest 

scope relevance to participation. In the following sections we will analyze the 

relevance of various topics related to foreign affairs in different media. 
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5.2.1.1 Obtaining Critical Understanding About Flaws of the 
Governance System, Unfairness and Social Issues in Other 
Countries 

Chapter four results show that receiving information about corruption, flaws 

of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights 

and freedoms in other countries while attending speeches, public lectures, or 

sermons, receiving flyers, brochures, or pamphlets, using independent media, 

websites of scholars and independent journalists is relevant to many forms of 

participation. Table 5.2.1.1 shows the items in question 10 in part 4 of the survey. 

The participants were asked to identify the frequency by which they use different 

media such that the content would provide them with a critical understanding of 

other countries. 

Table 5.2.1.1. Question on frequency of using different media to get information about 
flaws of the governance system, unfairness, and social issues in other countries 
QID QN Q

856 p4_096Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news 
media 

857 p4_097Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, News media supported by FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS 

858 p4_098Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media

859 p4_099Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC. News media supported by NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

860 p4_100Q10 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

861 p4_101Q10 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

862 p4_102Q10 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, …..) 

863 p4_103Q10 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

864 p4_104Q10 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

865 p4_105Q10 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

866 p4_106Q10 Email

867 p4_107Q10 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

868 p4_108Q10 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

869 p4_109Q10 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

870 p4_110Q10 Face to face dialogue

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about 
corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER 
countries?
Collapsed scale: Never/Rarely, once  a month/once a week, Many times a week/Everyday 

Table 5.2.1.2, in the following page, presents the associations between 

questions regarding media leading to a critical understanding of other countries 

and questions about participation. Using Independent Media (QID 862), Website of 

Independent Journalists (QID 863), scholarly websites (QID 864) are substantially 

relevant to learning about flaws of the governance system, unfairness, and social 

issues in other countries are relevant to wide forms of participation; and no other 
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form of communication other than attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons 

is as relevant as they are.  

Table 5.2.1.2. Associations between media leading to a critical understanding of other 
countries and participation   
QID Class 856 857 858 859 860 861 862 863 864 866 867 868 869 870

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or 
social/cultural cause 

Ac .22 .27

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 
groups that champion fairness for people like me

Ac .32 .31 .29

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 
groups that champion fairness for weak citizens 
of my country 

Ac .3 .24

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy 
groups that champion fairness for the weak 
people in OTHER countries 

Ac .22 .26

46 I organize or participate in political or social 
awareness campaigns 

Ac .25 .26 .33 .24 .24 .36

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a 
cause related to public interest? 

Ac .35 .29 .23 .24 .27

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a 
cause related to public interest? 

Ac .32 .35 .32 .38 .26

17 Participate in a professional association or a 
union action 

CA .26

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .29 .28 .33

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political 
social/cultural group 

CE .28 .28

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities 
related to community causes 

CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or 
protest 

De .35 .32 .34

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the 
government 

De .31 .3 .32 .25

29 Participate in a protest critical of the 
government 

De .38 .26 .28

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for 
you 

De .23 .42 .36 .33 .27 .29 .25

10 vote in next national elections El

14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as 
elections of mayor, city council, school board, 
etc. 

El .21

12 participate in national election campaigns for 
parties or candidates 

PP .24 .34 .35 .36 .32 .34 .31

20 Contribute money to a political party or 
candidate 

PP .26 .22 .27 .36 .33

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .25 .32 .28 .35 .3 .28 .36

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or 
social/cultural organization 

PP .3 .26 .28

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or 
organization 

PP .22 .25 .24 .27

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, 
or social/cultural events 

VL .24 .22 .25 .26

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, 
public interest groups, or related events 

VL .26

Total count of associations with various forms of 
participation

2 1 4 2 1 15 14 12 2 3 7 12 5

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.1 

Citizens who use independent sources (independent media, websites of 

independent journalists, or websites of scholars) more frequently to obtain a 

critical understanding about other countries are more likely to be involved in all 

classes of participation (except elections);  

similarly,  

citizens who show more participation (except in elections) are more likely to use 

independent sources (independent media, website of independent journalists, 

website of scholars) more frequently to obtain a critical understanding about other 

countries. 

The other outstanding observation is the relevance of frequency of attending 

speeches, public lectures, or sermons (QID 869). Table 5.2.1.2 indicates that 

questions 869 is relevant 12 questions regarding various forms of participation. To 

a lesser degree is the relevance of getting information on flyers, brochures, or 

pamphlets (QID 868) which is associated with 7 questions regarding various forms 

of participation.  

We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.2 

Citizens who by attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons, or on Flyers, 

brochures, or pamphlets obtain a critical understanding about other countries are 

more likely to show participation (except elections); similarly,  

citizens who show more participation (except elections) are more likely to obtain a 

critical understanding about other countries by attending speeches, public lectures, 

or sermons or on flyers, brochures, or pamphlets. 
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5.2.1.2 Obtaining an Understanding of International Political, 
Economic, Social/Cultural, War and Peace, or Foreign Policy 
Issues 

In chapter four, we learned that receiving information about foreign affairs 

by receiving flyers, brochures, or pamphlets, or using independent media, websites 

of scholars or scholarly journals, and independent journalists is relevant to many 

forms of participation. Also, QID 523, with the third widest scope, together with 

QIDs 527 and 529 are all parts of question 287 in part 2 were part of the set of the 

most relevant questions associated with a wide range of questions about 

participation. Table 5.2.1.3 presents all questions about frequency of using media 

that go beyond merely reporting the event, and leads to an understanding of 

international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy 

issues. 

Table 5.2.1.3. all questions about frequency of using media leading to an 
understanding of international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or 
foreign policy issues 
How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely reporting the event, and
leads you to an understanding of international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues? 

515 p2_248Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

516 p2_249Q26 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

517 p2_250Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

518 p2_251Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

519 p2_252Q26 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr):

520 p2_253Q26 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

521 p2_254Q26 Media independent of big corporations and governments

522 p2_255Q27 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

523 p2_256Q27 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

524 p2_257Q27 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

525 p2_258Q27 Email

526 p2_259Q27 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone:

527 p2_260Q27 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

528 p2_261Q27 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

529 p2_262Q27 Face to face dialogue

Everyday, Many times a week, once a week, once a month, Rarely, Never

Table 5.2.1.4, on the next page, presents the associations between questions 

about frequency of using media leading to an understanding of foreign affairs and 

various forms of participation. It is clear that using independent media, websites of 

scholarly sources, and independent journalists to learn about foreign affairs (QIDs 

521,522,523) have outstanding scope of relevance to diverse forms of participation. 
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Moreover, QID 527 is associated with all classes of participation. Therefore, we can 

theorise: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.3 

Citizens who use independent sources (independent media, websites of scholarly 

sources, and independent journalists) more frequently to learn about international 

political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues are 

more like to participate; similarly, participating citizens   are more likely to use 

independent media, websites of scholarly sources, and independent journalists 

more frequently to learn about international political, economic, social/cultural, 

war and peace, or foreign policy issues 

Table 5.2.1.4. Questions about frequency of using media leading to an understanding 
of international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy 
issues associated with participation   
QID Class 515 516 520 521 522 523 525 527 528

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 

people like me 
Ac .24 .26 .29 .28

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
weak citizens of my country 

Ac

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
the weak people in OTHER countries 

Ac .29 .26

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .27
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .22 .22 .27
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .24
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .26 .25
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .22 .24 .26 .26
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .28
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI .21 .29 .28 .32
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .34
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .27 .27
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .24
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school 

board, etc. 
El

10 vote in next national elections El .31 .33 .27
14 participate in provincial elections El .24 .27 .28 .29 .32 .31
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .2
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .29 .26 .3 .34
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .24 .22 .26
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP .26 .25 .26
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .24 .26
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .31 .29 .26
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .26 .27
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 

events 
VL .21

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 3 4 3 9 8 14 1 10 2

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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The other outstanding relevance is the association of QID 527 Frequency of 

learning learn about international political, economic, social/cultural, war and 

peace, or foreign policy issues Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets, we can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.4 

Citizens who learn about international political, economic, social/cultural, war 

and peace, or foreign policy issues on Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets are more like 

to participate;  

similarly, participating citizens are more likely to learn about international 

political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues on 

Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets. 

5.2.1.3 Obtaining an Understanding of Military, Security and 
Defense Vulnerabilities, or Foreign Threats     

We learned that receiving information about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats while attending speeches, public lectures, or 

sermons, receiving flyers, brochures, or pamphlets, using independent media, 

websites of scholars and independent journalists is relevant to many forms of 

participation. Table 5.2.1.5 presents all questions about frequency of using media 

leading an understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or 

foreign threats. 

Table 5.2.1.5. Questions about frequency of using media leading an understanding 
about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats 
How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an understanding about military, 
security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? 

822 p4_062Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, fox news, NBC, Sky news, USA Today, or the Daily 
Telegraph foreign commercial news media 

823 p4_063Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites news media supported by foreign governments
824 p4_064Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV or province domestic commercial news media
825 p4_065Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC news media supported by your national 

government 
826 p4_066Q08 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)
827 p4_067Q08 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)
828 p4_068Q08 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 

Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 
829 p4_069Q08 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers
830 p4_070Q08 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals
831 p4_071Q08 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media
832 p4_072Q08 Email
833 p4_073Q08 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone
834 p4_074Q08 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...
835 p4_075Q08 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...
836 p4_076Q08 Face to face dialogue

Everyday, Many times a week, once a week, once a month, Rarely, Never
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Table 5.2.1.6 presents questions about frequency of using media leading to 

an understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign 

threats that are found relevant to any form of participation. The association of 

these information received on Email is limited to up to 2 questions about (1) 

likelihood of participation in elections, and (2) participation through political 

parties; and on mobile apps is limited to 2 questions about (1) likelihood of 

participation through political parties, and (2) participate in a demonstration to 

support the government. 

Table 5.2.1.6. Questions about frequency of using media leading an understanding 
about military, security & defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats associated with 
participation    
QID C 822 823 824 825 828 829 830 832 833 834 835 836

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or 
social/cultural cause 

Ac

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for people like me 

Ac .3 .32 .33

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Ac .28 .23

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for the weak in other countries 

Ac .22

46 I organize or participate in political/social  campaigns Ac .28 .32 .3 .33
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause 

related to public interest? 
Ac .31 .2

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause 
related to public interest? 

Ac .29 .26 .22 .34

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .28
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .34 .32 .24
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related 

to community causes 
CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .15 .18 .32 .3
28 Participate in a demonstration to support government De .22 .23 .34 .27 .25 .27 .26
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .27 .28
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .2 .17 .35 .32 .27
10 Vote in next national elections El
14 Participate in provincial elections El
15 Participate in municipal elections such as elections of 

mayor, city council, school board, etc. 
El .21 .22 .15

12 Participate in national election campaigns for parties PP .23 .16 .27 .33 .28 .2 .31 .29 .2
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .22 .22 .22 .22 .27 .32
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .33 .29 .3 .29 .28
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or 

social/cultural organization 
PP

39 I participate in activities of political party/organization PP .25 .3 .23
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .22 .27
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or 

social/cultural events 
VL .26

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public 
interest groups, or related events 

VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 4 5 1 5 11 8 6 2 2 10 11 2

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

The influence of the similar topics received on commercial and government 

supported media, domestic and foreign, seems to be limited to up to 5 questions 
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about (1) likelihood of participation in elections, and (2) participation through 

political parties. 

We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.5 

Citizens who use independent sources (independent media, websites of scholarly 

sources, and independent journalists) more frequently to learn about military, 

security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats are more likely to 

participate; 

similarly, participating citizens   are more likely to use independent sources 

(independent media, websites of scholarly sources, and independent journalists) 

more frequently to learn about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or 

foreign threats  

The other outstanding relevancies are the association of QID 534 and 835 

on Frequency of learning learn about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, 

or foreign threats on Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets or by attending speeches, 

public lectures, or sermons, we can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.6 

Citizens learn about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign 

threats on Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets or by attending speeches, public 

lectures, or sermons, are more likely to engage in all classes of participation 

(except community involvement); 

similarly, participating citizens (except community involvement) are more likely to 

learn about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats on 

Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets or by attending speeches, public lectures, or 

sermons. 

Analysis of other content obtained on flyers, brochures, or pamphlets or by 

attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons did not reveal any relevant variable 

with outstanding scope.  
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5.2.2 Associations Among Independent Sources 
Which Rely on the Internet With Different 
Content 

Table 5.2.2.1 presents associations among questions about frequency of 

relying foreign affair content on independent media. These Independent sources, 

which mostly rely on the Internet, are directly associated with each other. 

Therefore, our findings in the first five rows, and more than half of the items in, 

table 5.2.1 can be summarized in the following theory: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.7 

Citizens who use independent sources (independent media, websites of scholarly 

sources, and independent journalists) more frequently to learn about foreign 

affairs; 

similarly, citizens who are more likely to participate are likely to use independent 

sources (independent media, websites of scholarly sources, and independent 

journalists) more frequently to learn about foreign affairs. 

Table 5.2.2.1. Questions about foreign affair content on independent media 
Row QID QN HQ 521 522 523 828 829 830 862 863 864

1 521 p2_254Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ war and peace, or foreign 
policy issues? media independent of big corporations & governments 

.56 .52 .52 .53 .35 .5 .48 .42

2 522 p2_255Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~trl, war and peace, or 
foreign policy issues?... websites of independent journalists, bloggers, 
or vloggers 

.56 .61 .46 .49 .3 .45 .57 .36

3 523 p2_256Q27 How often Do You Read, Listen To, or Watch ~trl, War and Peace, or
Foreign Policy Issues?... Websites of Scholars or Scholarly Journals 

.52 .61 .38 .39 .4 .4 .45 .5

4 828 p4_068Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ defense vulnerabilities, 
or foreign threats?... media independent of big corporations and govs 

.52 .46 .38 .73 .59 .71 .57 .52

5 829 p4_069Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ and defense 
vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?... websites of independent 
journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

.53 .49 .39 .73 .66 .59 .67 .57

6 830 p4_070Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ defense vulnerabilities, 
or foreign threats?... websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.35 .3 .4 .59 .66 .48 .52 .68

7 862 p4_102Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ns of rights and freedoms 
in other countries?... media independent of big corporations and govs

.5 .45 .4 .71 .59 .48 .76 .6

8 863 p4_103Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ns of rights and freedoms
in other countries?... websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or 
vloggers 

.48 .57 .45 .57 .67 .52 .76 .6

9 864 p4_104Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch ~ns of rights and freedoms 
in other countries?... websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

.42 .36 .5 .52 .57 .68 .6 .6

Direct Associations, 99.5% CI of Somers’ D does not touch 0, FDR<0.05, p-value<0.005
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5.2.3 Use of, and Reliance on, Independent Media 

Looking at the world from the point of view of Angela and Rose two of 

participants in the interview, will enable the reader to make sense of the 

quantitative results about the use of, and reliance on, independent media within 

the context of the life world of participating citizens. 

* * * 

Angela, one of the more engaged participants among those the interviewed,  

used diverse channels to get updated news. She read the paper editions of the Globe 

and Mail and the New Yorker, the New York Times Al Jazeera, Le Monde, the Tyee 

online and  the CBC’s newsfeed plus Al Jazeera, and the BBC on TV. The issues 

salient in her mind were homelessness, poverty, the condition of marginalized 

women, the corruption of our democracy, “the government in Ottawa bringing 

American sickness to Canada,” the geographic, cultural, and economic gap 

between rich and poor. Angela did not think that she had an obligation or 

responsibility toward the world, but she wanted a world with more justice.  

Rose, another activist I interviewed, believed that the media narrative, 

specially their tactic of inciting fear, is a major influence on the lives of people 

globally and especially in the first world countries, but she wanted to understand 

the world outside of that frame and was more interested in what is not presented. 

Rose would not watch TV or listen to the radio. Rather she watched their clips 

online. She read nytimes.com and theguardian.com every day and watched 

democracynow.org every other day. She also followed the Georgia Straight, truth-

out.org, grist.org, and dailykos.com every week and the Tyee, and Vancouver 

Observer every other week. She was a member of the list serves of many 

organizations receiving their weekly digests. She had worked in Hollywood in the 

film industry but believed that their narrative was destruction and violence. She 

would watch non-Hollywood movies in the theater regularly.  

Rose was informed about many domestic and international issues including: 

idle no more, , Bill C-51, Switzerland passing a law for guaranteed income, the  

ideas of Bernie Sanders64 about education and  the Arab Spring during which she 

64 at the time of interview, in 2015, very few people had heard of Bernie Sanders. 
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was downloading and spreading videos. She had followed the  revolution in Egypt 

and the coup that came after it. In her interview she cited the Patriot Act in the 

United States, the debate about consequences of U.S. the supreme court ruling that 

corporations are “persons,” offshore tax havens, the rising militarization of police 

departments, Japan’s government’s shifting toward the militarization of the 

country by changing the constitution, China poisoning their own people by 

pollution. She also spoke about the political mess in the resource-extracting 

economy of Ukraine, the open prison called Palestine, poverty in Romania and 

Bulgaria, the creation of ISIS, Germany managing to be seen as inviting more 

immigrants while trying to satisfy the need for more workers and Germany trying 

to force Greece into submission.  

Angela and Rose may be similar to many other Canadian citizens who read 

the Globe and Mail or the New York Times. But, our analysis shows that their 

difference with less engaged citizens is the diversity of their sources. What 

differentiates them is their use of international sources. Their sources are diverse 

and include many international sources, many governments supported sources, 

and many independent sources such as Le Monde’ , the Tyee, the Guardian, and 

Vancouver Observer. 

* * * 

The following section covers the analysis of results leading to the 

identification of the scope of relevance of the use of, and reliance on, independent 

media to citizen participation. 

Table 5.2.3.1 presents all 21 questions about use of media which are 

independent of big corporations and governments. We have seen the importance of 

three of them (QIDs 521, 828, 862) in previous sections. Table 5.2.3.2 presents all 

other questions about general reliance on media independent of big corporations 

and governments that are associated with participation. Only few of the other 

questions in table 5.2.3.1 have an outstanding scope of relevance to various classes 

of participation. 

Question 625 is about average length of time spent on reading, listening to, 

watching, using, independent media regardless of content. Question 409 is about 
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first hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural issues on 

independent media regardless of specific content. Question 424 is about use 

independent media to seek a deeper understanding of political, economic, or 

social/cultural conditions after one hears the news. We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.8 

Citizens who spend more time on media independent of big corporations and 

governments, or use them as the first source of information, or rely on them for 

deeper understanding about the news, are more likely to involve in diverse forms 

of participation   (except for likelihood of participation in elections); similarly, 

citizens who participate more in many forms of participation are more likely to use 

independent media as the first source of information, spend more time on them or 

rely on them for deeper understanding about the news. 
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Table 5.2.3.1. Questions about media independent of big corporations and 
governments  
QID QN QH QQ

147 p1_173Q18 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of 
the following groups FOR THE SOCIETY as a whole? 

The good intentions of media 
independent of big corporations and 
governments  

191 p1_217Q21 How likely are the following? During the next year, media
independent of big corporations and 
governments presenting all conflicting 
sides of major issues? 

197 p1_223Q22 About what percentage of the political and economic news, 
information, or analysis on the media YOU USE do you deem as 
TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an 
informed citizen? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments or content produced 
by them on YouTube or other media 

409 p2_142Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important 
political, economic, or social/cultural issues? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments 

424 p2_157Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper 
understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL 
conditions after you hear the news? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments 

509 p2_242Q25 How do the following sources present sides of INTERNATIONAL 
conflicts, opinions of different groups involved, or the political, 
economic, or social/cultural news of OTHER countries? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments 

521 p2_254Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following 
media that goes beyond merely reporting the event, and leads you 
to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments 

625 p3_117Q15 In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, 
listening to, watching, using, or attending the following? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

657 p3_149Q18 How much of the POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL 
information that you get from the following media is composed 
originally; and how much is a repeat of content from big media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

667 p3_159Q19 How often do you see content on the following media that frames 
the news in a DIFFERENT way than the big media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

684 p3_188Q21 How do the following sources present opinions of different groups 
about political, economic, or social/cultural news of YOUR country? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments 

696 p3_200Q22 How are powerful people or institutions in your country FRAMED on 
the following media related to what they do to the environment and 
society, and their accountability? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

711 p3_215Q23 How are the conditions of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country 
FRAMED on the following media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

726 p3_230Q24 How are the policies of the current prime minister, president, or the 
cabinet FRAMED on the following media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

741 p3_245Q25 How is the governance system in your country FRAMED on the 
following media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

756 p3_260Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, 
power, wealth, education, and healthcare) FRAMED on the 
following media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

773 p4_013Q04 How is the influence of other countries in YOUR country (like 
occupation, supporting puppet government or coup, unfair trade 
agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

794 p4_034Q06 How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries (like 
occupations, supporting puppet governments or coups, unfair trade 
agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

828 p4_068Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following 
media that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about military, security 
and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

862 p4_102Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following 
media that lead you to an UNDERSTANDING about corruption, 
flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms In other countries? 

Media independent of big corporations 
and governments  

907 p4_147Q13 What is your opinion about the following statements? I want the media independent of big 
corporations and govs to present all 
conflicting sides of major issues 
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Table 5.2.3.2. Questions about general reliance on media independent of big 
corporations and governments associated with participation 
QID Class 424 625 409 147 696 756

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .26 .26 .21   
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people 

like me 
Ac

.33 
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak 

citizens of my country 
Ac

.37 .23    
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the 

weak people in OTHER countries 
Ac

.34 .26    
46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .32 .27 .24    
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .36 .36 .28   
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? Ac .29 .29 .28    
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .36 
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .29 
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .37 .35 .21    
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .31 
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .42 .48 .16   
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .35 .42 .22    
10 vote in next national elections El -.34
14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, 
etc. 

El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .21 .27 
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP  .32  
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .23 
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related 

events 
VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 11 9 8 4 1 1 

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

 It is important to notice that QID 756, the question about the way that 

fairness within the country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and 

healthcare) is framed on Media independent of big corporations and governments, 

is negatively associated with likelihood of voting in national elections. The 

publishers, editors, and authors in independent media should be aware that 

although they are the medium of choice for engaged citizens, they have to be 

careful that their framing of unfairness does not lead to apathy regarding elections. 

Similar analysis on other similar questions about general use of, and 

reliance on, Websites of Independent Journalists, and Websites of scholars or 
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scholarly journals did not reveal any questions with outstandingly wide scope of 

relevance. 

QID 424, about use of independent media to seek a deeper understanding of 

political, economic, or social/cultural conditions after one hears the news, was one 

of the top 10 relevant ISMT questions. It would be interesting to check whether 

using other media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, OR 

SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions have associations with participation. 

Table 5.2.3.3 shows the question 18 in part 2 of the questionnaire which is 

about media use to seek a deeper understanding of political, economic, or 

social/cultural conditions after hearing the news.  

Table 5.2.3.3. questions about media use to seek a deeper understanding of political, 
economic, or social/cultural conditions after hearing the news 
How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of political, economic, or social/cultural conditions 
after you hear the news? 

418 p2_151Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites COMMERCIAL news media
419 p2_152Q18 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
420 p2_153Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media
421 p2_154Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 

GOVERNMENT 
422 p2_155Q18 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)
423 p2_156Q18 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)
424 p2_157Q18 Media independent of big corporations and governments
425 p2_158Q18 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers
426 p2_159Q18 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals
427 p2_160Q18 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media
428 p2_161Q18 Email
429 p2_162Q18 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone
430 p2_163Q18 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...
431 p2_164Q18 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...
432 p2_165Q18 Face to face dialogue

Everyday Many times a week once a week once a month Rarely Never

Table 5.2.3.4 shows our findings related to these questions. More frequently 

use of media independent of big corporations and governments for seeking deeper 

understanding about the news (Question 424) is relevant to participation through 

political parties, demonstrations, and activism.  

Other than QID 424 few instances of other associations are observed. 
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Table 5.2.3.4. all questions about media use to seek a deeper understanding of 
political, economic, or social/cultural conditions after hearing the news associated 
with participation   
QID Class 418 423 424 425 426 427 431 430

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .26
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion 

fairness for people like me 
Ac .33

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion 
fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Ac .37

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion 
fairness for the weak people in OTHER countries 

Ac .34

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .32 .24
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public 

interest? 
Ac

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public 
interest? 

Ac .29 .34 .27

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .29
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community 

causes 
CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .37 .27
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .21 .27
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .42
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .35
10 vote in next national elections El
14 participate in provincial elections El
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city 

council, school board, etc. 
El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .21
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .21 .27
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural 

organization 
PP

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural 

events 
VL

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest 
groups, or related events 

VL .29

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 1 11 1 2 1 1 3

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

We learned that using media independent of big corporations and 

governments as the first source of information (QID 409) is relevant to likelihood of 

involvement in diverse forms of participation (except for likelihood of participation 

in elections). 

Table 5.2.3.5 shows the question 17 in part 2 of the questionnaire which 

asks the participants about the media on which they hear news about important 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues first.  
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Table 5.2.3.5. Questions about the media on which news about important political, 
economic, or social/cultural issues are seen first 
QID QN Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 

issues? 

403 p2_136Q17 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media
404 p2_137Q17 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
405 p2_138Q17 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media
406 p2_139Q17 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL
407 p2_140Q17 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)
408 p2_141Q17 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)
409 p2_142Q17 Media independent of big corporations and governments
410 p2_143Q17 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers
411 p2_144Q17 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals
412 p2_145Q17 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media
413 p2_146Q17 Email
414 p2_147Q17 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone
415 p2_148Q17 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...
416 p2_149Q17 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...
417 p2_150Q17 Face to face dialogue

Very often first on, often first on, Sometimes first on, Seldom first on, Never first on

Table 5.2.3.6 shows that, QID 409, about media independent of big 

corporations and governments being “the first channel on which participants hear 

the news about important political, economic, or social/cultural issues” is the only 

question that has a relatively wider scope of relevance compared to other media.  

Table 5.2.3.6. Associations between “hearing the news on a media first” and 
participation    
QID Class 409 411 415 416 417

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization
40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .26
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 

country 
Ac .23

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in 
OTHER countries 

Ac .26

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .24 .26
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? on the internet Ac .36 .24
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac .28 .27 .29
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI .31
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .21
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .25
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .22
10 vote in next national elections El
14 participate in provincial elections El
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .26
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .25
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP

PP 
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 8 3 1 3 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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In previous sections, we learned that spending more time on media 

independent of big corporations and governments, regardless of the specific content 

(QID 625), is relevant to involvement in many forms of participation. Also, we 

learned that some specific content (specially related for foreign affairs) are relevant 

to many forms of participation. In this section I analyze the relevance of spending 

more time on other media to participation and compare it with independent 

media. 

Table 5.2.3.7 shows questions 14 and 15 in part 3 of the questionnaire. In 

these questions I asked about offline and online use of big media, and almost all 

other major media and channels of communication regardless of the content on 

them.  

Table 5.2.3.7. Questions about length of time spent on media  
Row QID In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, or watching the following?

1 615 p3_107Q14 OFFLINE FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CNN, Fox 
News, NBC) 

2 616 p3_108Q14 WEBSITES of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CNN, Fox 
News,) 

3 617 p3_109Q14 OFFLINE news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
(like BBC) 

4 618 p3_110Q14 WEBSITES of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN 
GOVERNMENTS (like BBC) 

5 619 p3_111Q14 OFFLINE DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CTV, 
Province) 

6 620 p3_112Q14 WEBSITES of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CTV, 
Province) 

7 621 p3_113Q14 OFFLINE news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC) 

8 622 p3_114Q14 WEBSITES of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

9 623 p3_115Q15 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

10 624 p3_116Q15 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

11 625 p3_117Q15 Media independent of big corporations and governments (Like Adbusters, rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

12 626 p3_118Q15 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

13 627 p3_119Q15 Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals

14 628 p3_120Q15 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

15 629 p3_121Q15 Email

16 630 p3_122Q15 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

17 631 p3_123Q15 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

18 632 p3_124Q15 Attending speeches, public lectures, sermons ...

19 633 p3_125Q15 General face to face dialogue ...

None at all, 15 mins, 30 mins,1 hour, 2 hours,3 hours,4 hours, 5 or more hours a day

Table 5.2.3.8 shows that question 625, on time spent on media independent 

of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 

Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) has an 

outstanding relevance to participation compared to all other media. It was found to 
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be relevant to 9 questions about participation with very strong association up to 

Somer’s D of 0.48. But, time spent on other media were found either not relevant at 

all or relevant to much fewer forms of participation, with less strength in 

association. We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.2.9 

Regardless of the content they pay attention to, citizens who spend more time on 

independent media are more likely to involve in participation, particularly in 

demonstration; similarly, citizens who are more involved in participation, 

particularly in demonstration, are more likely to spend more time on independent 

media. 

Table 5.2.3.8. Associations between questions about length of time spent on media and 
participation  
QI
D 

Q For
m 

61
7 

625 62
6 

63
1 

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 

country 
Ac

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in 
OTHER countries 

Ac

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .27
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET Ac .36 .28 .23
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac .29 .28 .28
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .36
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .35
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .31

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .24 .48 .28
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .42
10 vote in next national elections El
14 participate in provincial elections El
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .27 .29
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .22
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .26
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 3 9/2
6 
4/7 

3 3

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

Out of four questions about mass media in their traditional offline form 

(QIDs 615,617,619,621) in table 5.2.3.7, only QID 617, about time spent offline on 
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news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN 

GOVERNMENTS (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, etc.) has some associations with 

participation in table 5.2.3.8.  

5.2.4 Type of Information Received through 
Citizen’s Social Networks (Online and 
Offline) 

Table 5.2.4.1 presents the questions about the likelihood of receiving 

different types of information from a citizen’s social network while on the internet 

(using Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.). 

Table 5.2.4.1. Questions about the likelihood of receiving different types of information 
from a citizen’s social network while on the internet 
QI
D 

QN Q

In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while on the internet the following will happen?

59
9 

p3_091Q12 Your friends send you an update about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news

60
0 

p3_092Q12
 Your friends send you an update of their opinions about political or economic issues? 

60
1 

p3_093Q12
 Your friends send you an update of their opinions about social/cultural issues? 

60
4 

p3_096Q12 You learn about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community?

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance

Table 5.2.4.2 presents the questions about the likelihood of receiving 

different types of information from a citizen’s social network while offline (using 

the telephone or when talking face to face, etc.) 

Table 5.2.4.2. Questions about the likelihood of receiving different types of information 
from a citizen’s social network while offline 
QID QN Q

In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking face to 
face, etc.), the following will happen? 

607 p3_099Q13 Your get an update about celebrities, fashion, entertainment or sports news from your friends or 
acquaintances 

608 p3_100Q13 You get an update of opinions of your friends or acquaintances about political or economic issues?

609 p3_101Q13 You get an update of opinions of your friends or acquaintances about social/cultural issues?

612 p3_104Q13 You learn about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community?

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance 

Table 5.2.4.3. presents associations between questions about type of 

information a citizen receives through Citizen’s Social Networks (online and offline) 

associated and different form of participation. Interestingly, we fail to observe any 

negative, or positive, association between online or offline reception of news about 
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celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports and participation65. Receiving 

information from online social networks has wider scope; for example, 

receiving update of opinions about political or economic issues online (but not 

offline) is relevant to participation through political parties, risky 

demonstration, Participation in a sit-in or strike.

Table 5.2.4.3. Type of Information Received through Citizen’s Social Networks (online 
and offline) associated with participation 
QID Q 600 601 604 608 609 612

online online online offline offline offline
40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .31 .28 .23
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion 

fairness for people like me 
Ac .31 .25

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion 
fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Ac .26 .25

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion 
fairness for the weak people in OTHER countries 

Ac .26 .3 .27

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .25 .27 .28
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public 

interest? ON THE INTERNET 
Ac .28 .24 .31 .24 .35

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public 
interest? OFFLINE 

Ac .3 .26 .29 .32 .45

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .29
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .24 .26 .3 .3
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community 

causes 
CI .26

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .28
10 vote in next national elections El .23
14 participate in provincial elections El .25 .23
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city 

council, school board, etc. 
El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .28
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .25
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural 

organization 
PP

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural 

events 
VL

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, 
or related events 

VL

Total count of associations with various forms of participation 11/26
5/7 

6 8 3 3 4

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

65 Possibly, because there is enough time for being engaged and following one’s personal 
interests. 
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Inferred Theory  5.2.10 

Citizens who are more likely to be involved in participation (except volunteering), 

are more likely to receive updates from friends about their opinions about political 

or economic issues on the Internet using Email, Facebook or other social media, 

Skype, or Blogs. Similarly, citizens who are more likely to receive updates from 

friends about their opinions about political or economic issues on the Internet 

using Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or Blogs are more likely to be 

involved in all classes of participation (except volunteering). 

5.2.5 Trusting Media 

Tables 5.2.5.1 presents questions about percentage of the political and 

economic news, information, or analysis on the various media that is deemed to be 

trustworthy by our participants. 

Table 5.2.5.1. Questions about percentage of the political and economic news, 
information, or analysis on the various media that is deemed to be trustworthy 
QID QN Q

About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media YOU USE do 
you deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen? 

193 p1_219Q2
2 

FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced 
by them on YouTube or other media 

194 p1_220Q2
2 

News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced by them supported by 
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

195 p1_221Q2
2 

DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced 
by them on YouTube or other media 

196 p1_222Q2
2 

News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT; 
or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

197 p1_223Q2
2 

Media independent of big corporations and governments or content produced by them on YouTube or other media

198 p1_224Q2
2 

Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content produced by them on YouTube or 
other media 

199 p1_225Q2
2 

Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals

200 p1_226Q2
3 

Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

201 p1_227Q2
3 

Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are observations, thoughts and opinions of your 
friends and acquaintances 

202 p1_228Q2
3 

Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are links to other media

203 p1_229Q2
3 

Information you receive over telephone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or Skype from your friends and acquaintances

204 p1_230Q2
3 

Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, sermons, etc.

205 p1_231Q2
3 

Information you receive in face to face dialogue with family, friends, acquaintances, or co-workers about their 
observations and interpretations 

206 p1_232Q2
3 

Your own observations and interpretations

0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80%, 80-100 %

Questions in table 5.2.5.2 are about overall confidence in the good 

intentions of various media. 
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Table 5.2.5.2. Questions about confidence in the good intentions of various media 
QID QN Q

How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE SOCIETY as a 
whole? 

144 p1_170Q18 The good intentions of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CTV, Province, National Post)

145 p1_171Q18 The good intentions of media organizations supported by FOREIGN governments (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al 
Jazeera, …) 

146 p1_172Q18 The good intentions of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA 
Today, …) 

147 p1_173Q18 The good intentions of media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, 
Alternet.org,..) 

148 p1_174Q18 The good intentions of independent journalists, bloggers or video bloggers

149 p1_175Q18 The good intentions of scholars or scholarly journals

An enormous amount, A lot, A moderate amount, A little, None at all

Questions in table 5.2.5.3 are about the balance of coverage of Various 

media. 

Table 5.2.5.3. Questions about balance of coverage of various media 
QID QN Q

How likely are the following?

189 p1_215Q21 During the next year, commercial news media presenting all conflicting sides  

190 p1_216Q21 During the next year government supported news media presenting all conflicting sides  

191 p1_217Q21 During the next year, media independent of big corporation’s government presenting all conflicting sides  

192 p1_218Q21 During the next year, Websites of independents presenting all conflicting sides  

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance

In table 5.2.5.4, we have those questions from tables 5.2.5.1, 5.2.5.2, and 

5.2.5.3 that are associated with some forms of participation. Trusting media 

independent of big corporations and governments, and government supported 

media are associated with more forms of participation than other media. Believing 

in balance of coverage in government supported media has an outstanding 

association with participation through political parties; but in general, these 

questions are not associated with many forms of participation. 

It is interesting to observe that domestic commercial news media are the 

only mass media that trusting them has any association with participation. 

Trusting domestic commercial media has negative association with participation in 

protests critical of the government or risky protests. It is also negative associated 

with acting as an activist for advocacy groups who champion fairness for weak 

citizens of the country. Chomsky-Herman propaganda theory predicts that 

manufacturing consent is a function of commercial media which is the result of the 

economic structure of commercial media and social systems within which they 
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operate. These three, are the only significant associations I found that are predicted 

by Chomsky-Herman propaganda model. For all other forms of participation, with 

our thresholds of significant and strength of association, those who trust national 

commercial media do not participate less than, or more than others. 

Table 5.2.5.4. questions about trustworthiness of the political and economic news, 
information, or analysis on the media associated with participation   
QID Clas

s 
146 147 190 195 198 201 202 203

Trust Trust Trust in 
balance 

Trust Trust Trust Trust Trust

Foreign 
commercial 
media 

Independent 
Media 

Government 
Supported 
Media 

Domestic 
commercial 
media 

Website of 
Independent 
Journalists 

Email 
Social 
Media 

Email 
Social 
Media 

Tel Cell SMS 
Skype Mobile 
Apps 

40 Ac .21 .21 .17

41 Ac

42 Ac -.23

43 Ac

46 Ac .2

605 Ac .28

613 AC

17 CA

22 CA .19

27 De

28 De .26

29 De .16 -.23

30 De -.21

12 PP .2

20 PP .22

25 PP

38 PP

39 PP .21

47 PP .22

37 VL .23 .2

48 VL .19

1 4 4 3 1 1 2 2

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

It would be plausible to conclude that the more citizens perceive the political 

and economic news, information, or analysis the domestic commercial news media 

to be trustworthy, the less likely it is that they act as an activist for fairness for weak 

citizens of the country, or get involved in protests critical of the government, or 

risky protests. Similarly, citizens who act as an activist for fairness for weak citizens 

of the country, or get involved in protests critical of the government, or risky 

protests, perceive less percentage of the political and economic news, information, 

or analysis the domestic commercial news media to be trustworthy.
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5.2.6 Mass Media 

Table 5.2.6.1 presents some of the questions about mass media institutions, 

as source of information, with their different scopes (National or International), 

funding, with their various content and framing. The questions include their 

traditional broadcast technologies and well as their adaptation of newer media. 

Table 5.2.6.2 present the subset of questions about mass media institutions which 

have at least one association with participation. The questions with widest scope of 

relevance to participation are about: the likelihood of government supported news 

media presenting all conflicting sides of major issues (QID 190), the frequency of 

learning about international political, economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or 

foreign policy issues on news media supported by foreign governments (QID 516), 

the frequency of learning about corruption, flaws of the governance system, 

unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other 

countries TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites news media 

supported by national government (QID 859). 

The fourth question, QID 195, is about trustworthiness of domestic 

commercial news media TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or 

content produced by them on YouTube or other media Its three associations are 

that citizens who act as activist for one or more advocacy groups who champion 

fairness for weak citizens of the country, citizens who are likely Participate in a 

protest critical of the government or in a protest even if it may be risky tend to not 

trust domestic commercial media. All the questions about domestic commercial 

media are labeled “DC” in the second row of the table.
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Table 5.2.6.1. Questions about mass media institutions regardless of their technology 
with at least one association 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q Type

1 190 p1_216Q2
1 

How likely are the following?... During the next year GOVERNMENT supported news media 
presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 

Government 
supported 

2 516 p2_249Q2
6 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond 
merely reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of international political, 
economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... news media supported by 
foreign governments 

Supported by 
foreign 
governments 

3 859 p4_099Q1
0 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... tv or radio stations, 
newspapers, journals, websites news media supported by national government 

Supported by 
national 
government 

4 195 p1_221Q2
2 

About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the 
media you use do you deem as trustworthy to help you to make the right decisions as an 
informed citizen? domestic commercial news media tv or radio stations, newspapers, journals, 
or websites; or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

Domestic 
commercial 

5 515 p2_248Q2
6 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond 
merely reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of international political, 
economic, social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... tv or radio stations, 
newspapers, journals, or websites  foreign commercial news media 

Foreign 
commercial 

6 617 p3_109Q1
4 

In the past month, on average, how long have you spent reading, listening to, or watching the 
following?... offline news media, tv or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by 
foreign governments  

Supported by 
foreign 
governments 

7 822 p4_062Q0
8 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? tv or 
radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites  foreign commercial news media 

Foreign 
commercial 

8 825 p4_065Q0
8 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...tv or 
radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC news media supported by your 
national government 

Supported by 
national 
government 

9 791 p4_031Q0
6 

How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries FRAMED on the following media?...TV 
or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

Supported by 
national 
government 

10 823 p4_063Q0
8 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on following media that lead you to an 
understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? TV radio, 
newspapers, journals, websites news media supported by foreign governments 

Supported by 
foreign 
governments 

11 857 p4_097Q1
0 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... tv or radio stations, 
newspapers, journals, websites news media supported by foreign governments 

Supported by 
foreign 
governments 

12 146 p1_172Q1
8 

How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups for 
the society as a whole? the good intentions of foreign commercial media organizations  

Foreign 
commercial 

13 735 p3_239Q2
5 

How is the governance system in your country  FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio 
stations, newspapers, journals, or websites  FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

Foreign 
commercial 

14 736 p3_240Q2
5 

How is the governance system in your country  FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio 
stations, newspapers, journals, or websites News media supported by foreign governments 

Supported by 
foreign 
governments 

15 753 p3_257Q2
6 

How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and
healthcare) FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 
websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

Supported by 
national 
government 

16 790 p4_030Q0
6 

How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries FRAMED on the following media?...TV 
or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites of domestic commercial news media 

Domestic 
commercial 

17 824 p4_064Q0
8 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...tv or 
radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like ctv, province, or national post domestic 
commercial news media 

Domestic 
commercial 

18 858 p4_098Q1
0 

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, 
inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... tv or radio stations, 
newspapers, journals, or websites domestic commercial news media 

Domestic 
commercial 

19 906 p4_146Q1
3 

What is your opinion about the following statements?... i want government supported news 
media to present all conflicting sides of major issues 

Government
Supported 
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Table 5.2.6.2. Questions about mass media institutions associated with participation   
QID Class 190 516 859 195 515 617 822 825 791 823 857 146 735 736 753 790 824 858 906 C

G FG NG DC FC FG FC NG NG FG FG FC FC FG NG DC DC DC DC
40 Ac
41 Ac
42 Ac -.23 1
43 Ac .22 1
46 Ac
605 Ac
613 Ac .24 1
17 CA
22 CA
24 CI .23 .24 2
32 CI .21 1
27 De
28 De .21 .22 .23 .26 4
29 De -.23 .24 2
30 De -.21 1
10 El .22 .23 2
14 El
15 El .26 .29 .22 3
12 PP .2 .23 2
20 PP .22 .22 .26 2
25 PP .32 .33 .29 .23 .25 .27 4
38 PP .26 .3 2
39 PP .21 .26 .29 .22 4
47 PP .22 .21 .26 -.21 -.19 5
37 VL .24
48 VL

4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
DC= Domestic Commercial, NG= National Government, FC=Foreign Commercial, FG=Foreign Government 

It would be plausible to conclude that mass media institutions in general, 

and domestic commercial media in Canada in particular, have little relevance to 

citizen engagement66.  

 Reliance or use of on all mass media are irrelevant to collective action. 

 Reliance or use of media supported by national and other governments are 

relevant to few forms of activism, and participation in political parties and 

elections. 

 Trusting domestic commercial news media are negatively associated with 

Participate in a protest critical of the government, risky protest. This is 

consistent with Chomsky-Herman propaganda theory that predicts one of their 

functions is to manufacture consent. 

66 in this report I have not highlighted the associations with less than four out of seven 
classes of participation, this section is to enable the reader to contrast traditional mass 
media with independent sources that mostly rely on the Internet 
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 The framing of foreign interventions by national government in domestic 

commercial media is negatively associated with donating money to political 

parties or candidates.  

Overall, what mass media report and the way they frame things is 

comparatively irrelevant to citizen participation.  

5.3 Dialogue, Expression, and Their Mediating 
Institutions and Technologies 

In the survey, I had 113 questions about different aspects of information 

sources, and their mediating institutions and technologies. In the following 

sections, I will analyze the most relevant associations and I will generalize our 

findings to theories about constructs. 

5.3.1 Topics of Dialogue and Expression 

Table 5.3.1.1 presents the questions about the frequency by which topics 

come up in participants’ dialogues and expressions. The column named “Count” 

presents the number of significant, strong, and direct associations with 

participation questions.  
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Table 5.3.1.1. Topics of conversations 
QID QN Q Count

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?

211 p1_237Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country 20

212 p1_238Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 18

214 p1_240Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms In other countries 18

216 p1_242Q24 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 18

218 p1_244Q24 Flaws of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic system, 
...) 

17

227 p1_253Q25 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country 17

217 p1_243Q24 Strengths of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, economic 
system, ...) 

15

222 p1_248Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are enjoying in your country 15

228 p1_254Q25 Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or military aid 15

229 p1_255Q25 UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries 13

215 p1_241Q24 Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 12

220 p1_246Q24 Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries 12

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?

13 p1_019Q05 express your opinion about what the national government is doing 12

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?

208 p1_234Q24 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 11

209 p1_235Q24 International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, and peace news 11

213 p1_239Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 10

219 p1_245Q24 Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries 10

226 p1_252Q25 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying 10

210 p1_236Q24 Corruptions in big corporations or the government, and their accountability for what they do to the 
environment and society 

9

223 p1_249Q25 UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 8

225 p1_251Q25 UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries 7

224 p1_250Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that people in other countries are 
enjoying 

3

207 p1_233Q24 Personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news) 1

221 p1_247Q24 Military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS 0

Questions are sorted based on the frequency of observed associations

The only irrelevant topic is military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or 

foreign threats. It indicates that “more participating” people do not express or 

discuss on this issue significantly more, or less, than others. 

Table 5.3.1.2 presents the details of associations between frequency of 

conversations with friends or acquaintances on personal, national, and 

international issues, and various forms of participation. 
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Table 5.3.1.2. Frequency of conversations with friends or acquaintances on personal 
and national issues associated with various forms of participation   
QID Class 211 212 216 214 227 218 217 228 222 229 215 220 13 208 209 219 213 226 210 223 225 224 207

D D D F F D D F D F D F D F F F F D D F F P

40 Ac .18 .29 .2 .23 .2 .28 .23 .19 .24

41 Ac .3 .23 .28 .21 .28 .22 .23 .26 .22 .22 .19 .26 .2

42 Ac .33 .32 .35 .2 .23 .24 .29 .24 .24 .23 .21 .21

43 Ac .35 .35 .3 .23 .31 .27 .26 .21 .25 .21 .21 .32 .25 .26

46 Ac .26 .23 .2 .21 .26 .25 .23 .21 .22

605 Ac .29 .28 .28 .28 .26 .33 .24 .31 .27 .26 .27

613 Ac .35 .3 .28 .29 .32 .34 .35 .38 .27 .39 .24 .29 .29 .28 .26 .29

17 CA .21 .21 .26 .27 .23 .26 .24 .27

22 CA .31 .26 .17 .24 .25 .22 .17 .18 .26 .28 .22

24 CI .3 .27 .29 .31 .27 .28 .22 .2 .25 .21 .18 .23 .2

32 CI .29 .26 .2 .25 .21 .21

27 De .35 .3 .36 .26 .34 .31 .23 .33 .26 .27 .32 .21 .22 .23 .21

28 De .21 .25 .24 .23 .25 .3 .18 .23 .23 .21 .23

29 De .37 .31 .35 .21 .22 .27 .26 .18 .25 .26

30 De .29 .38 .26 .36 .21 .25 .28 .18 .27 .2 .26 -.2

10 El .39 .22 .18

14 El .22 .34 .23

15 El .21 .27 .3 .27 .23 .22 .3 .21 .22 .32

12 PP .28 .21 .23 .2 .29 .24 .3 .24 .25 .2 .23

20 PP .25 .24 .29 .19 .26 .32 .3 .22 .24 .25 .19 .19

25 PP .32 .32 .25 .35 .21 .31 .25 .25 .23 .31 .23

38 PP .25 .23 .21 .2 .21 .19 .24 .26 .18 .2 .18 .2 .22

39 PP .23 .26 .24 .25 .28 .26 .21 .25 .2 .19 .21 .18 .22

47 PP .17 .28 .2 .26 .25 .19 .2 .17 .21

37 VL .27 .28 .26 .19 .22 .26 .28 .23 .19 .23 .21 .23 .19 .19 .19 .21

48 VL .25 .24 .22 .25 .23 .28 .27 .23 .24 .22 .22

20 18 18 18 17 17 15 15 15 13 12 12 12 11 11 10 10 10 9 8 7 3 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering F=issues related to foreign affairs , D=domestic political, economic, or social/cultural issues, P= personal 
interests 

The issues related to foreign affairs are labelled “F,” domestic political, 

economic, or social/cultural issues are labelled “D,” and personal interests are 

labelled “P” in the second row of table 5.3.1.2.  

Conversation about personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, 

entertainment, or sports news), QID 207, is an obvious outstanding question. It is 

mostly irrelevant except that is negatively associated with likelihood of 

participation in risky protests (QID 30). 
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We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.1 

Citizens who more frequently express their opinion on personal hobbies (like 

celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news) in conversations with friends or 

acquaintances are less likely to be involved in risky protests67. and citizens who 

more likely to be involved in risky protests, less frequently express their opinion on 

personal hobbies (like celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news) in 

conversations with friends or acquaintances. 

It is clear that the scope of associations of questions about topics of dialogue 

and conversation is wider than almost all other questions in the survey. Nine 

questions are associated with more than 15 forms of participation; all of which are 

associated with at least six out of even classes of participation. of these nine 

questions 3 are about foreign affairs and 6 are about domestic affairs. All the topics 

related to national political, economic, or social/cultural issues are associated with 

at least eight forms of participation. 

 We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.2 

Citizens who more frequently express their opinion on any national issue in 

conversations with friends or acquaintances are more likely to be involved in 

many forms of participation. Similarly, citizens who more likely to be involved in 

any form of participation, more frequently express their opinion on some national 

issues in conversations with friends or acquaintances. 

Progresses of rights and freedoms (QID 211), and violations of rights and 

freedoms in the country (QID 212), are the first and second most relevant topics. 

Flaws of the governance system in the country (QID 218), and strengths of the 

governance system in the country (QID 217), are 7th and 8th in the list of most 

67 It means that citizens who participate more in other forms of participation do not express 
or discuss personal hobbies significantly more, or less, than others. But those more likely to 
be involved in risky protests are less likely to discuss personal hobbies (like celebrities, 
fashion, entertainment, or sports news) 
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relevant topics; therefore, the act of discussion is relevant regardless of the political 

bias of the discussion topic.  

Many of the most relevant questions in table 5.3.1.2, are about frequency of 

conversations with friends or acquaintances on international issues and various 

forms of participation (QIDs 214, 227, 228, 229, 220, 219, 213,226). Violations of 

rights and freedoms in other countries, QID 214, is the topic that has the widest 

scope of relevance. It is relevant to all seven classes. Equality of opportunity, power, 

wealth, education, and healthcare that people in other countries are enjoying, QID 

224, is the one with narrowest scope. It is still associated with two classes of 

participation. 

We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.3 

Citizens who more frequently express their opinion on international issues (except 

the topic of military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats) in 

conversations with friends or acquaintances are more likely to be participating 

citizens at least in two classes of participation. 

Similarly,  

citizens who are more likely to be involved in any form of participation, more 

frequently express their opinion on foreign affair issues in conversations with 

friends or acquaintances.  

(except about the topic of military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign 

threats) 

Tables 5.3.1.3 presents another group of questions I had on likelihood of 

persuading others.  

Table 5.3.1.3. Questions about the likelihood of persuading others 
QID QN Q

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?

11 p1_017Q05 encourage others to vote in next national elections 

23 p1_029Q06 Engage in a passionate discussion with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or 
social/cultural issue 

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance
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QID 11 is about encouraging others to vote in next national elections, and 

QID 23 is about engage in a passionate discussion with someone with whom you 

disagree on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue. Table 5.3.1.4 presents, 

associations between likelihood of persuading others and different forms of 

participation. 

Table 5.3.1.4. Questions about persuading others associated with participation 
QID Q Class 11 23

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .22 .28
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country Ac
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 

countries 
Ac .27

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET Ac
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac .32
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .23
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .17 .24
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .18 .36
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .18 .31
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .3
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .25
10 vote in next national elections El .54 .31
14 participate in provincial elections El .35
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El .34
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .34
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .2 .19
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .22 .27
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

12 10

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.4 

Citizens who are more likely to participate are more likely to engage in persuasive 

arguments. Similarly, citizens who more likely to are more likely to engage in 

persuasive arguments are more likely to get involved in all classes of participation 

(except volunteering) 68 . 

68 It means that citizens who engage in persuasive arguments do not volunteer significantly 
more, or less, than others. 
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5.3.1.1 Dialogue and Expression about Fairness 

In chapter 2, section 2.7, I presented 22 questions, on dialogue and 

expression related to fairness. 21 out of these 22 questions are associated with at 

least 2 classes citizen participation. Table 5.3.1.5. presents these associations. 

Conversation, expression, in general, face to face, on the telephone, cell 

phone, SMS, Skype or similar apps; forwarding and sharing on Facebook, Twitter or 

other social media, about the following topics, has been found relevant to all forms 

of participation (except participation in elections). The topics with widest scope 

were: 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 

puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 227) 

 Equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare in the 

country (QID 222) 

 Critique of unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, 

wealth, education, and healthcare) (QID 1011)  

 Critique of unfairness within other countries (QID 1012) 

 Unfair influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 

puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 229) 

 Critique of unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, 

wealth, education and or healthcare) (QID 972) 

 Critique of unfairness within other countries (QID 973) 

 Unfair influence of the country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 

puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 920) 

 Unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, 

education, and healthcare) (QID 917) 

 Unfair influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting 

puppet government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, 

manipulation, propaganda, or mind control) (QID 919) 
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 Unfairness within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, 

education, and healthcare) (QID 223) 

Table 5.3.1.5. Questions about dialogue and expression about fairness associated with 
participation 
QID Class 227 222 1011 1012 229 972 973 920 917 919 223 948 918 974 225 975 1014 946 224 947 1013

40 Ac .23 .25 .27 .29 .29 .24
41 Ac .21 .26 .3 .28 .22 .24 .26 .2
42 Ac .23 .29 .27 .25 .24 .27 .24 .25 .25 .21
43 Ac .23 .27 .28 .28 .26 .3 .25 .27 .26
46 Ac .21 .27 .27 .23 .26 .24 .22 .24
605 Ac .28 .24 .32 .31 .27 .27
613 Ac .32 .27 .39 .28 .28 .25 .26 .28 .29
17 CA .27 .22 .24 .25 .33 .31 .26 .27 .27 .25
22 CA .17 .24 .3 .3 .27 .34 .31 .23 .29 .3 .22 .27 .27
24 CI .22 .25 .27 .2
32 CI .25
27 De .23 .29 .23 .33 .27 .29 .27 .28 .23 .25 .21 .27 .26
28 De .24 .18 .28 .25
29 De .21 .29 .28 .28 .28 .29 .26 .24
30 De .23 .26 .26 .26 .31 .23 .26 .27 .29 .28 .3 .27
10 El
14 El
15 El
12 PP .29 .3 .28 .32 .31 .27 .31 .26 .28 .26 .29
20 PP .26 .32 .24 .24 .29 .27 .25 .29 .24 .27 .24 .33
25 PP .25 .24 .31 .22 .26 .25 .25 .26 .24
38 PP .21 .18 .2 .24 .22
39 PP .24 .21 .25 .25 .27 .24 .25
47 PP .2 .19
37 VL .22 .19 .27 .23 .25 .25 .21
48 VL .25
Form Count 17 15 13 11 15 14 10 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 5 4 3 3 3 2
Class count 6 6 6 5 4 5 6 4 4 4 5 5 4 3 5 4 3 3 3 2 2

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.5 

Citizens who more often express themselves about fairness within the national 

context, or regarding fairness foreign affairs, are more likely to be involved in 

many forms of participation (except participation in elections69). Similarly, citizens 

who more likely to be involved in any form of participation (except participation 

in elections), more often express themselves about fairness within the national 

context, or regarding fairness in foreign affairs. 

69 It means that citizens who express themselves about fairness do not participate in 
elections significantly more, or less, than others. 
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5.3.2 Acts of Dialogue and Expression 

Table 5.3.2.1, on the next page, presents questions about dialogue, 

expression, and their mediating institutions and technologies with widest 

association scope. The column “count” presents the number forms of participation 

each question is associated with.  

Most of these questions are inquiring to topics of participants’ conversations 

discussed in section 5.3.1.  

The other group of questions with the widest scope of relevance are about 

acts of dialogue and expression. I had 5 queries in question 7 in part one of the 

questionnaires. They are listed in table 5.3.2.2 in the following pages. All of these 

questions are relevant to at most 20 and at least 10 forms of participation. 

QIDs 31, 35, 36, 44, 45 are about frequency of "public interest" engagement. 

Table 5.3.2.3 shows the associations we observe between participation and 

frequency of expression. 

More frequent expression is found associated with the majority of forms of 

participation. Based on QIDs 45, 36, and 44, we can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.6 

Citizen who more likely to be involved in any form of participation (except for 

participation in elections), are more frequently write to editors of newspapers and 

other media, write in newspapers, create political or social posters, write to 

politicians, members of parliament, or members of legislative assembly70. 

70 It does not mean that those who are engaged by writing do not vote. This means that 
those who frequently write, are not less likely, or more likely, than others to participate in 
elections. 
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Table 5.3.2.1. Questions about DEMT with widest association scope 
QID QN Q Count

211 p1_237Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Progresses of rights and freedoms in your country 

20

45 p1_051Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?...I write to editors of newspapers and other media 20
How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?...

19 p1_025Q06 Display a poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message 20
26 p1_032Q06 Post a political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media 20
36 p1_042Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write in newspapers or create political or social 

posters 
19

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?...
216 p1_242Q24 Flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 18
212 p1_238Q24 Violations of rights and freedoms in your country 18
214 p1_240Q24 Violation of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 18
218 p1_244Q24 Flaws of the governance system in your country (constitution, democratic processes, economic system) 17
227 p1_253Q25 UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country 17
44 p1_050Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I write to politicians, members of parliament, or 

members of legislative assembly 
16

21 p1_027Q06 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following? Sign a petition 16
1011 p4_251Q21 How often do you COMPOSE EMAILS, WRITE in your BLOG, express YOUR personal opinion on Facebook 

or Twitter, or COMMENT on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social media related 
to following subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country  

15

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?
217 p1_243Q24 Strengths of the governance system in your country 15
228 p1_254Q25 Positive influence of your country in other countries such as humanitarian or military aid 15
222 p1_248Q25 equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare that you are enjoying in your country 15
1012 p4_252Q21 How often do you compose emails, write in your blog, express your personal opinion on Facebook or 

Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social media related to 
following subjects?... your critique of unfairness within other countries 

14

968 p4_208Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in OTHER countries 

13

229 p1_255Q25 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries  

13

11 p1_017Q05 How likely is that you would ......encourage others to vote in next national elections 12
13 p1_019Q05 How likely is that you would ......express your opinion about what the national government is doing 12
35 p1_041Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I show my support for non-personal causes  by 

sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them on social media  
12

220 p1_246Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Flaws of the governance system in OTHER countries 

12

215 p1_241Q24 In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?... 
Strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet 

12

891 p4_131Q12 How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues?... By expressing opinion on the phone 

11

972 p4_212Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, FACE to FACE, about the following 
subjects?... Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country  

11

31 p1_037Q07 How frequent is your "public interest" engagement? I engage in discussions about political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues with others 

11

In your conversations with your friends or acquaintances, how often do the following topics come up?...
208 p1_234Q24 National political, economic, or social/cultural issues 11
209 p1_235Q24 International political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, war, and peace news 11
213 p1_239Q24 Progresses of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries 10
219 p1_245Q24 Strengths of the governance system in OTHER countries 10
226 p1_252Q25 Independence and sovereignty your country is enjoying 10
610 p3_102Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or talking face to face, etc.), 

the following will happen?... You let others know your opinions about political or economic issues 
10

973 p4_213Q18 How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face to face, about the following 
subjects?... your critique of unfairness within other countries 

10

23 p1_029Q0 How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?...Engage in a passionate 
discussion with someone with whom you disagree on a political, economic, or social/cultural issue 

10
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Table 5.3.2.2. Questions about frequency of acts of dialogue and expression 
QI
D 

QN QQ

How frequent is your "public interest" engagement?

31 p1_037Q07 I engage in discussions about political, economic, or social/cultural issues with others

35 p1_041Q07 I show my support for non-personal causes (causes with no direct benefit to me) by sharing photos or memes 
related to them, or by liking them on social media such as Facebook 

36 p1_042Q07 I write in newspapers or create political or social posters

44 p1_050Q07 I write to politicians, members of parliament, or members of legislative assembly

45 p1_051Q07 I write to editors of newspapers and other media

Everyday, Every week, Every month, Every year, Rarely, Never

Table 5.3.2.3. Associations between participation   and frequency of involvement in 
discussion, expression on social media, and by writing. 
QID Q EF 45 36 44 35 31

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .38 .37 .38 .35
41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac .36 .39 .38 .36 .24
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of 

my country 
Ac

.46 .44 .45 .4 
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people 

in OTHER countries 
Ac

.42 .39 .38 .42 .38
46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .59 .51 .55 .31
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE 

INTERNET 
Ac

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .21
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .26 .21 .23
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .21 .22 .21 .29
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI .24 .25 .29 .22 .23
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .28 .36 .21
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .2 .22
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .32 .26 .37 .24 .21
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .3 .24 .41
10 vote in next national elections El .2
14 participate in provincial elections El
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El .28
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .27 .33
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .26
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .35 .28 .33
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP .31 .38 .38 .27 .22
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .45 .51 .44 .23 .16
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .48 .32 .55
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .36 .41 .3 .24
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL .31 .34 .3 .25 .29

20 19 16 12 11

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

5.3.3 Frequency of Expression for Non-Personal 
Causes on Social Media 

QID 35, in table 5.3.2.1, is about frequency of showing support for non-

personal causes (causes with no direct benefit to oneself) by sharing photos or 

memes related to them, or by liking them on social media such as Facebook. 
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Based on QID 35 we can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.7 

Citizens who more likely to participate through political parties, community 

involvement, demonstration, volunteering, and activism, more frequently express 

their support for non-personal causes by sharing photos or memes related to them, 

or by liking them on social media such as Facebook 

Similarly, citizens who more frequently express their support for non-personal 

causes by sharing photos or memes related to them, or by liking them on social 

media such as Facebook, are more likely to participate through political parties, 

community involvement, demonstration, volunteering, and activism. 

QID 887, on frequency of expression of ideas, and discuss, deliberate, 

analyze, or debate political, economic, or social/cultural issues by posting or 

sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media was associated in following 

forms of participation: attending a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group 

(QID 24), participating in a demonstration to support the government (QID 28), 

contributing money to a political party or candidate (20), attending a meeting of a 

political party (QID 25), and participating as a volunteer in political, economic, or 

social/cultural events (QID 37), in 4 classes of participation. 

5.3.4 Frequency of Discussion About Political, 
Economic, or Social/Cultural Issues 

QID 31 is about engagement in discussions about political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues with others.  

Based on this question, we can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.8 

Citizens who are more likely to be involved in discussions about PESC, are more 

likely to be involved in all forms of participation (except community involvement). 

Similarly, citizens who more likely to be involved in all forms of participation 

(except community involvement), are more likely to be involved in discussions 

about PESC. 
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Another group of questions with the widest scope of relevance in table 

5.3.2.1 are about likelihood different forms of expression. I had 3 queries QIDs 19, 

21, 26 about the likelihood of expression in questions 5 and 6 in “part one” of the 

questionnaires. They are listed in table 5.3.4.1 on the next page.  

Table 5.3.4.1. Questions about the likelihood of different forms of expression  
QID QN Q

How likely is it that within the next 12 months you would do the following?

19 p1_025Q06 Display a poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message

21 p1_027Q06 Sign a petition

26 p1_032Q06 Post a political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including Social Media

Definitely, Very likely, Likely, 50-50, Unlikely, Very unlikely, No chance

Table 5.3.4.2 shows that these questions are relevant to at most 20 and at 

least 16 forms of participation. These is no class of participation that is not 

associated with one of these expression methods listed above.  

We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.9 

Citizens who are more likely to participate in any class of participation are more 

likely to express their opinion by displaying poster or bumper stickers with a PESC 

message, signing petitions, posting a PESC message on the Internet including 

Social Media.  

Similarly, 

citizens who are more likely to express their opinion by displaying poster or 

bumper stickers with a PESC message, signing petitions, posting a PESC message 

on the Internet including social media, are more likely to participate in every class 

of participation71. 

71 Displaying poster or bumper stickers with a PESC message is not associated with 
participation in elections 
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Table 5.3.4.2. Questions about the likelihood of expression within a year associated 
with participation   
QID Q Class 26 19 21

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .35 .27

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac .32 .32

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country Ac .35 .4 .27

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

Ac .37 .32 .25

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .31 .28 .3

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET Ac .32 .27 .3

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac .26 .29

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA .23 .34

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .29 .42 .25

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .31 .32 .3

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .4 .48 .34

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .18 .36

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .39 .49 .4

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .35 .45 .36

10 vote in next national elections El .2 .18

14 participate in provincial elections El .2

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El .23

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP .22 .38 .23

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .33 .45 .21

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .28 .27

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP .19 .32

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP .26

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .24 .22

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .26

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL .21

20 20 16

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

5.3.5 Expression Online and Offline 

Tables 5.3.5.1 and 5.3.5.2 present two groups of questions about the 

likelihood of expression of political or economic issues as well as social/cultural 

issues. Their first group are about online expression and the second are about 

offline expression within a month. 

Table 5.3.5.1. Questions about the likelihood of expression of political/economic or 
social/cultural issues online 
QID QN Q

In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET, the following will happen?

602 p3_094Q1
2 

You let others know your opinions about political or economic issues?

603 p3_095Q1
2 

You let others know what you think, or your opinion, about social/cultural issues?

All the items in this question that are about Dialogue Expression and Mediation Technologies are shown above
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Table 5.3.5.2. Questions about the likelihood of expression of political/economic or 
social/cultural issues offline 
QID QN Q

In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you are talking face to 
face, etc.), the following will happen? 

610 p3_102Q13 You let others know your opinions about political or economic issues

611 p3_103Q13 You let others know what you think, or your opinion, about social/cultural issues

All the items in this question that are about dialogue expression and mediation technologies are shown above

Table 5.3.5.3 shows the associations of these questions with various forms of 

participation. We observe an association between more likelihood to engage 

through political parties, collective action, demonstration, community 

involvement, volunteering or activism and online expression. There is also an 

association between more likelihood of participation in elections, community 

involvement, participation through political parties, and activism with offline 

expression. We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.10 

Citizens who are more likely to be involved in all classes of participation (except 

elections), are more likely to express their opinion about political or economic 

issues online. Similarly, citizens who are more likely to express their opinion about 

political or economic issues online, are more likely to be involved in all classes of 

participation (except elections). 

Moreover, those who are more likely to get involved in activism, those who 

are more involved in community, and in demonstrations, are more likely to express 

their opinion about social or cultural issues online. Those who are more likely to 

get involved in community, activism, volunteering, or demonstrations are more 

likely to express their opinion about political and economic issues offline. Citizens 

who are more likely to get involved in community, activism, or in demonstrations 

are more likely to express their opinion about social or cultural issues offline.  
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Table 5.3.5.3. Online and offline expression associated with various forms of 
participation   
QID Q EF 602 603 610 611

online offline

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac .36 .38 .37 .32

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac .27

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 
country 

Ac .3

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

Ac .32 .33

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac .34 .28 .3 .29

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET Ac .36 .27 .27

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac .32 .31 .39 .36

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .28

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .24 .26 .36 .37

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .29 .26

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .25

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .36 .24

10 vote in next national elections El

14 participate in provincial elections El .21

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .3

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP .22

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL .23 .22

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

9 8 10 7

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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5.3.6 Frequency of General Dialogue and 
Expression on Various Channels  

Table 5.3.6.1 lists the questions about frequency the participants express 

ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues on various channels. Table 5.3.6.2 shows the frequency of 

expression on channels associated with participation.  

The scope of the relevance of QIDs 885, 886, 891, 893 is outstanding. They 

are associated with 4 out of 7 classes of participation. We can infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.11 

Citizens who more often post articles or comments on blogs or comment below 

articles and news, or respond to other people's comments online, are more likely to 

participate through activism, collective action, political parties, and volunteering. 

Similarly, citizens who are more likely to participate through activism, collective 

action, political parties, or volunteering, more often post articles or comments on 

blogs or comment below articles and news, or respond to other people's comments 

online 

We can also infer that: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.12 

Citizens who more often express their opinion on the phone or in face to face 

dialogue with family, friends, co-workers, are more likely to participate through 

activism, demonstration, political parties, and volunteering. Similarly, citizens who 

are more likely to participate through activism, demonstration, political parties, or 

volunteering, more often express their opinion on the phone or in face to face 

dialogue with family, friends, co-workers 
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Table 5.3.6.1. questions about frequency the participants express ideas, and discuss, 
deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or social/cultural issues on various 
channels.  
QID QN Q

How often do you express your ideas, and discuss, deliberate, analyze, or debate political, economic, or 
social/cultural issues? 

881 p4_121Q12 ... By writing articles which are published in TV or radio stations, newspapers, or journals

882 p4_122Q12 ... By writing to the readers' letters section of newspapers

883 p4_123Q12 ... By producing and distributing flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

884 p4_124Q12 ... By phone-in contribution to talk shows or studio debates

885 p4_125Q12 ... By commenting below articles and news, or responding to other people's comments online

886 p4_126Q12 ... By posting articles or comments on blogs

887 p4_127Q12 ... By posting or sharing on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

888 p4_128Q12 ... By Email

889 p4_129Q12 ... By posting videos and video responses on video sharing sites like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion

890 p4_130Q12 ... By using audio or video conferencing apps on cellphones (FaceTime, Kakao talk, Tango, Voxer, Viber, Vonage, 
or Skype) 

891 p4_131Q12 ... By expressing opinion on the phone

892 p4_132Q12 ... By SMS or texting using apps

893 p4_133Q12 ... As a public speaker

894 p4_134Q12 ... By expressing opinion in face to face dialogue with family, friends, co-workers, etc.

Everyday, Every week, Every month, Every year, Rarely, Never
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Table 5.3.6.2. Frequency of expression on channels associated with participation   
QID Q

891 893 886 885 889 894 887 881 888 884 892 890

40 advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural 
cause 

Ac
.29 .27 

41 activist in advocacy groups champion fairness for 
people like me 

Ac
.29 .27 

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for weak citizens of my country 

Ac
.29 .27 .28 .27 .21    .22 

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that 
champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

Ac

.3 .31 .28 .23 .24    .26 
46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness 

campaigns 
Ac

.26 .4 .28  .34 .25  
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause 

related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET 
Ac

.35    
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause 

related to public interest? OFFLINE 
Ac

.29     
17 Participate in a professional association or a union 

action 
CA

.26 .28 .34 
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA

.26 .27 .29  .29 .26  
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI

.25     
32 Fund raising events and charities related to community 

causes 
CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De
.23    

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the 
government 

De
.24 

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De
.29 

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De
.28 .3 .26 .28    

10 vote in next national elections El
.3     

14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of 
mayor, city council, school board, etc. 

El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or 
candidates 

PP
.27 .22 .24 

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP
.24 .3 .28    .29 

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP
.32 .27  .33   

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or 
social/cultural organization 

PP
.25 

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or 
organization 

PP
.25 .29  .31 .24 .33 

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP

37 volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural 
events 

VL
.26 .28 .25 .26 

48 volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public 
interest groups, or related events 

VL

11 8 7 7 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 1 

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 
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5.3.7 Topics of Face to Face Expression 

Table 5.3.7.1 shows question regarding the frequency the participants 

express themselves while talking with other people, face to face, about various 

subjects. These subjects include personal, national, and international issues. 

Table 5.3.7.1. How often do you express yourself while talking with other people, face 
to face, about the following subjects? 
QID QN Q

963 p4_203Q18 PERSONAL hobbies (like following news about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news)

964 p4_204Q18 Your opinion about NATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues

965 p4_205Q18 Your opinion about INTERNATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, or war and
peace news 

966 p4_206Q18 Your critique of what big corporations or the government do to society and the environment

967 p4_207Q18 Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country

968 p4_208Q18 Your critique of violations of rights and freedoms In other countries

969 p4_209Q18 Your critique of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

970 p4_210Q18 Your critique of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic 
system, ...) 

971 p4_211Q18 Your critique of the governance system in OTHER countries

972 p4_212Q18 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education and or 
healthcare) 

973 p4_213Q18 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

974 p4_214Q18 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind 
control) 

975 p4_215Q18 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting puppet 
governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind 
control) 

976 p4_216Q18 Your opinion about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

Everyday, Many times a week, Once a week, Once a month, Rarely, Never

Table 5.3.7.2 shows the association between frequency of face to face 

expressions about various subjects associated with participation. QID 968 is 

outstanding because is associated with all classes of participation. 

We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.13 

Citizens who more frequently express their critique of rights and freedoms in other 

countries in face to face dialogue are more likely to be involved in all forms of 

participation. Similarly, citizens who more likely to be involved in any forms of 

participation, more often express their critique of violations of rights and freedoms 

in other countries in face to face dialogue. 
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Table 5.3.7.2. associations between frequency of face to face expressions associated 
with participation   
QID 968 972 973 965 976 97 974 975 967 966 971 964 969

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or 
social/cultural cause 

Ac
.29 .29 .29 .32 .26 .23 

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups 
that champion fairness for people like me 

Ac
.28 .24 .26 .25 .26 

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups 
that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 
country 

Ac

.26 .27 .24 .26 .26 .25 .27 
43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups 

that champion fairness for the weak people in 
OTHER countries 

Ac

.29 .3 .28 .26 .26 .26 .23 
46 I organize or participate in political or social 

awareness campaigns 
Ac

.31 .26 .24 .27 .24 .25 
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a 

cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET 
Ac

.26 .27 .24 
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a 

cause related to public interest? OFFLINE 
Ac

.27 .28 .33 .25 .28 .27 
17 Participate in a professional association or a union 

action 
CA

.25 
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA .27 .24 .29 .26 .25
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural 

group 
CI

.28 .28 .21 
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities 

related to community causes 
CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De .27 .25 .25 .25
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the 

government 
De

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .28 .28 .27
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De .25 .26 .26 .28
10 vote in next national elections El .27 .25
14 participate in provincial elections El
15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of 

mayor, city council, school board, etc. 
El

.27 .29 .26 .29 .29 
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties 

or candidates 
PP

.28 .26 
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .27 .24
25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .24 .22 .33 .24
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or 

social/cultural organization 
PP

.24 .24 
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or 

organization 
PP

.3 .27 .24 
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or 

social/cultural events 
VL

.24 .25 .25 .24 .23
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, 

public interest groups, or related events 
VL

13 11 10 9 7 7 7 5 4 4 4 3 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

QIDs 972, and 973 are outstanding because they are associated with 5 out 7 

classes of participation and all other questions (except personal hobbies like 

following news about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news) are at 

least associated with form of participation. 
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We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.14 

Citizens who more often express their opinion about non-personal matters in face 

to face dialogue are more likely to be involved in some forms of participation. 

Similarly, citizens who more likely to be involved in any forms of participation, 

more often express their opinion about some non-personal matters in face to face 

dialogue. 

5.3.8 Topics of Expression on the Internet 

Table 5.3.8.1 presents the questions about the frequency with which the 

participants compose emails, write in your blog, express opinion on Facebook or 

Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other 

social media related to several topics. 

Table 5.3.8.1. Questions about the frequency of expression on the Internet 
QID QN Q

How often do you compose emails, write in your blog, express your personal opinion on Facebook or 
Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or other social media related to 
following subjects? 

1002 p4_242Q21 Personal hobbies (like following news about celebrities, fashion, entertainment, or sports news)

1003 p4_243Q21 Your opinion about NATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues

1004 p4_244Q21 Your opinion about INTERNATIONAL political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and foreign policy, or war 
and peace news 

1005 p4_245Q21 Your critique of what big corporations or the government do to society and the environment

1006 p4_246Q21 Your critique of violations of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country

1007 p4_247Q21 Your critique of violations of rights and freedoms In other countries

1008 p4_248Q21 Your critique of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

1009 p4_249Q21 Your critique of the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic 
system, ...) 

1010 p4_250Q21 Your critique of the governance system in OTHER countries

1011 p4_251Q21 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within your country (inequality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and
healthcare) 

1012 p4_252Q21 Your critique of UNFAIRNESS within OTHER countries

1013 p4_253Q21 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of other countries in your country (like occupation, supporting puppet 
government or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, or mind 
control) 

1014 p4_254Q21 Your critique of the UNFAIR influence of your country in other countries (like occupations, supporting 
puppet governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda, 
or mind control) 

1015 p4_255Q21 Your opinion about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign THREATS

Everyday, Many times a week, Once a week, Once a month, Rarely, Never
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Table 5.3.8.2 presents the associations of various forms of participation with 

the frequency with which the participants compose emails, write in your blog, 

express opinion on Facebook or Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts 

on Facebook, Twitter or other social media related to several topics.  

Table 5.3.8.2. Associations of various forms of participation   with the frequency with 
which the participants compose emails, write in your blog, express opinion on 
Facebook or Twitter, or comment on other blogs, articles, posts on Facebook, Twitter or 
other social media related to several topics. 
QID E 1011 1012 1006 1014 1007 1009 1008 1015 1003 1013 1005 1004 1010 

40 Ac .25 .27 
41 Ac .3 .28 .26 
42 Ac .27 .25 
43 Ac .28 .28 
46 Ac .27 .27 .26 .25 .25 
605 Ac .32 .34 .26 .28 .25 
613 Ac .28 
17 CA .22 .24 .25 .23 
22 CA .3 .3 .26 .26 .27 .23 .27  .33 .23 
24 CI .25 .27 
32 CI
27 De .29 .23 .27 .24 .23 .27  .26 
28 De
29 De .29 .28 .24 .26 
30 De .23 .26 .3 .24 
10 El
14 El
15 El .23 
12 PP .3 .28 .29 .27 
20 PP .32 .24 .27 .29  .33 
25 PP .24 .25 
38 PP
39 PP
47 PP

37 VL .27 .24 
48 VL

15 14 8 4 4 4 4 3 3 2 1 1 1 

We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.15 

Citizens who more frequently express their critique of unfairness in the country or 

in other countries on the Internet are more likely to be involved in all forms of 

participation (except in elections). Similarly, citizens who more likely to be 

involved in any forms of participation (except in elections), more often express 

their critique of unfairness in the country or in other countries on the Internet. 
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We can infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.16 

Citizens who more often express their opinion about non-personal matters on the 

Internet are more likely to be involved in some forms of participation. Similarly, 

citizens who more likely to be involved in any form of participation, more often 

express their opinion about some non-personal matters on the internet. 

At the end of this section, considering all the conclusions above, we can 

more generally infer: 

Inferred Theory  5.3.17 

Citizens who are more likely to be involved in any class of participation, are more 

likely to express their opinion. Similarly, citizens who are more likely to express 

themselves, are more likely to be involved through at least one class of 

participation.  

5.3.9 Barriers to Engagement 

In QID 16 the participants were asked about the likelihood that they might 

be labeled negatively, by acquaintances, if they get more engaged in social, 

cultural, economic, or political issues. Table 5.3.9.1 presents associations between 

perception of being labeled negatively by acquaintances and participation. 
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Table 5.3.9.1. Associations between perception of being labeled negatively and 
participation 
QID Q Class 16

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. Ac
12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates Ac
20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate Ac
25 Attend a meeting of a political party Ac
38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization Ac
37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events Ac
48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events Ac
46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns CA .28
613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE CA .26
17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CI .2
29 Participate in a protest critical of the government CI
24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group De .32
32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes De .25
27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De
28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .28
40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause El
42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country El

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

El

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me PP .21
605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET PP .29
22 Participate in a sit-in or strike PP .25
10 vote in next national elections PP
14 participate in provincial elections PP
39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP
30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you VL
47 I donate money to political parties or candidates VL

9

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering 

 The associations are observed in four out of seven classes of participation 

and participants are engaged in spite of knowing the risk of being labeled 

negatively. This another cost that engaged citizens accept when they participate in 

collective action, community involvement, demonstration or by engagement 

through political party. 

5.3.10 Demographic Variables 

Demographic factors were not as significant as other variables I queried for. 

Table 5.3.10.1 presents demographic questions associated with participation. 
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Table 5.3.10.1. Demographic questions associated with participation 
QID Q Class 583 588 1057

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Ac

41 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me Ac

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my 
country 

Ac

43 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for the weak people in OTHER 
countries 

Ac

46 I organize or participate in political or social awareness campaigns Ac

605 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? ON THE INTERNET Ac

613 You form or participate in a group to advance a cause related to public interest? OFFLINE Ac

17 Participate in a professional association or a union action CA

22 Participate in a sit-in or strike CA

24 Attend a meeting of a non-political social/cultural group CI .3

32 I participate in fund raising events and charities related to community causes CI

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest De

28 Participate in a demonstration to support the government De .25

29 Participate in a protest critical of the government De .31

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you De

10 vote in next national elections El

14 participate in provincial elections El

15 participate in municipal elections such as elections of mayor, city council, school board, etc. El

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates PP

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP

38 I participate, as a member, in a political party or social/cultural organization PP

39 I participate in the activities of a political party or organization PP

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates PP .18

37 I participate as a volunteer in political, economic, or social/cultural events VL

48 I do volunteer work for non-profit organizations, public interest groups, or related events VL

2 1 1

Ac=Activism, CA=Collective Action, CI=Community Involvement, De=Demonstration, El=Elections, PP=political Parties, 
VL=Volunteering

Please answer the following questions:
583-p3_075Q10- about what % of your face to face acquaintances believe in a different religion than yours? 
588-p3_080Q10- About what % of your face to face acquaintances were born in other countries? 
1057-p4_297Q26-What is your age? 

We observe that age of the participants was associated with donation of 

money to political parties or candidates. Percentage of face to face acquaintances 

who believe in a different religion was associated with the likelihood of attending a 

meeting of a non-political social/cultural group and participation in protests 

critical of the government. Percentage of face to face acquaintances who were born 

in other countries was associated with participate in demonstration in support of 

the government
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6 Conclusions and Implications 

The presence of statistical relevance indicates that the factors of causal relevance are “close 
by.” Statistical relevances are indicators.  
(Hung 1997, p. 156) 
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This chapter provides a summary of the methods used to reach the 

conclusions presented in this dissertation. The relevancies reported here are not all 

the associations among variables, they are non-parametric associations which are 

outstanding in significance. Each one is a direct association that has been 

controlled to make sure it is not the side effect of mediation and common causes of 

more than a thousand other questions about various other constructs.  

The chapter then presents overall implications of theoretical abstractions 

inferred in chapter five regarding the constructs that have relevance to a majority 

of citizen participation classes or forms. It includes a number of policy 

recommendations for the government, educational institutions, media 

organizations, policy makers, educators, media producers, political parties, parents, 

and other social actors who for different reasons may be interested in citizen 

engagement. Afterwards, it provides a review of the results  of the analysis 

regarding variables relevant to each class of participation in seven sections of 

chapter four. Finally, some of the future possible research directions are discussed. 

6.1 Data Collection and Analysis 

What may seem a statistically significant finding, in an isolated evaluation 

of contribution of a factor, can be a negligible effect compared to other state 

variables and can be simply a spurious association. In this study instead of 

inquiring about associations of one set of predictors, such as political economic 

factors like media ownership, or technological factors like media technologies, 

which would not enable us to identify the most important contributing variables to 

citizen participation, we investigated the relative strength of contribution of many 

state variables in the social system.  

This study is a correlational study and emphasizes that associations are not 

necessary or sufficient bases for claims of causality. This approach embraces the 

complexity in the social systems that frequently includes feedback relationships. In 

this  approach that factors in the model may be intercorrelated and causality is not 

necessarily unidirectional. Therefore, the observed associations are interpreted as 

signs of the proximity of “a cause and effect” or “a feedback relationship.” I refrain 

from providing a causal one-directional explanation after observing an 
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association. If there is a causal one directional relationship, it must be identified 

and verified in future experimental studies. 

In this study we went through the process of identifying the variables 

relevant to citizen participation in technology-mediated democratic systems. The 

study was a correlational study and was not aiming to make causal claims. The 

analysis was based on primary data from an online survey with 1048 questions 

and in-depth interviews with Canadian citizens conducted by the author. The data 

collection period was between November 2014 to December 2016. The survey 

instrument was hosted at Simon Fraser University. Participants included in the 

analysis were Canadian citizens aged between 18 and 81 years old. The median 

age was 22; the interquartile range was between 19 and 37.  

Citizen participation was defined as performing “behaviors that include 

doing something related to social, cultural, political, or economic issues rather than 

attention, thinking, writing, reading, and talking.” Then, seven classes of citizen 

participation were defined which are: volunteering, community involvement, 

participation in elections, activism, collective action, participation through political 

parties, and demonstration. In chapter three, twenty-six of survey questions, which 

were related to frequency and likelihood of various forms of participation, were 

classified.  

The questions which were examined for associations were categorized to five 

predictor groups: (1) questions about mental processes and states including queries 

about positions, attitudes, concerns, ideology, beliefs, values, hopes or despairs; 

perceptions about possibilities, actual conditions, trends, risks, or fears; level of trust 

in power elite, media, democratic institutions, or political system; perception of 

public opinion; personal needs, interests, and desires, (2) questions about 

information sources, and their mediating institutions and technologies including 

questions about habits of using media as sources of news and analysis, exposure or 

attention to diverse content and various forms of framing, (3) questions about 

dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions and technologies including 

queries about communication channels for deliberation about welfare of the 

general public, and discursive patterns on online and offline social networks, (4) 

questions about other forms of participation, (5) demographic questions. We 
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noticed that there are strong associations among six classes of participation. But 

participation in elections, is not tightly associated with other six classes and 

compared to many others forms of participation has different predictors.  

The analysis was based on 304 survey responses and 20 interviews with 

Canadian citizens (out of 27 interviews seven of whom were not Canadian citizens). 

In survey data analysis, only non-parametric ordinal methods were used. Fisher’s 

exact test was used as the measure of statistical significance. False discovery rate of 

0.05 was used to determine the significance threshold of the high dimensional 

data. Somers’ D was used as the measure of strength of association. Associations 

were controlled for mediation and common causes of more than a thousand other 

questions about various other constructs. I wrote thousands of lines of R program, 

over a two-year period, to implement the methodology outlined in chapter three. 

The final execution of the program took about 4 weeks of continuous program run. 

The computations that enabled me to start writing took about 6 months to 

complete.  

The goal of this study neither is to identify a confidence interval for the 

parameter of a population based on the statistic of a sample, nor is to test the 

validity of any specific hypothesis about the parameter of any population. 

Hundreds of attributes of democratic social systems are operationalized in more 

than a thousand questions. The study uses non-parametric methods to identify the 

most relevant associations between questions regarding various forms of 

participation and hundreds of other survey questions. Thousands of hypotheses are 

tested. Each null hypothesis is that the observed association could have happened 

randomly. The most significant relevant associations with participation questions 

are identified to enable us to have a parsimonious understanding of the 

comparatively relevant variables. The parsimony is the result of filtering for a 

significance level of 0.005 dictated by a false discovery rate of 5%.  

The approach in this dissertation is inspired by statistical relevance (S-R) 

model of explanation which considers a variable relevant to an outcome if the 

conditional probability of the outcome in the presence of the variable is different 

than in the absence of the variable. To build statistical relevance models in this 

dissertation I began with a detailed review of many existing pertinent theories and 
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possible state variables. Regardless of my personal opinions about the plausibility 

of theories, I designed many questions to measure the constructs in those theories. 

In the design of many of the questions I benefited from many relevant existing 

questionnaires. I created construct maps which were used in decomposition 

diagrams by which I extracted core associated concepts in interrelated questions. 

The associations between answers to these questions were statistically analyzed by 

non-parametric and  exact statistical methods. Therefore, this study can be 

considered an exploratory high-dimensional non-parametric correlational study to 

theorize the most statistically relevant variables to various forms of participation.  

There may be structures and mechanisms that have remained not activated 

and there may be associations for which I have not collected empirical data 

through my interviews and survey. Therefore, I expect there may be many 

mechanisms which are not revealed to us by this study.  

I use the resulting most significant and outstanding observed associations to 

generalize the findings to theories about most significant variables relevant with 

various forms of participation. 

6.2 Overall Theoretical Implications and Policy 
Recommendations 

The reader interested in our conclusions regarding the scope of relevance of 

particular predictors can find detailed outcomes in chapter five. In chapter five, for 

each predictor, the associations with participation classes and forms were analysed. 

The predictors relevant to a majority of citizen participation classes or forms were 

identified. Then the findings were used for generalization to theories. In each 

section of chapter five, inferred theories about the scope of relevance of various 

constructs to participation classes were articulated. 

The results in section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 indicate that among all the mental 

process and states, feelings of social responsibility for, and attention to, fairness 

(nationally, internationally, and in international relations) have outstanding 

relevance to citizen participation.  

In addition, there can be a feedback interaction between “citizen 

participation” and “attention to and feeling social responsibility for fairness.” It is 
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plausible to theorize that, as depicted in figure 6.1, the more citizens care about 

fairness in national and international level, the more they perform participatory 

behaviors. When their participation increases, the salience of these values 

increases. This increase in attention and readiness in turn motivates them for more 

participation. The result is that we observe citizens who are more attentive to 

fairness are more likely to participate or citizens who are more likely to participate 

care more about fairness. 

Figure 6.1. The theorized feedback loop between attention to, and feeling social 
responsibility for, fairness and participation and altruism 

The results in section 5.1.1 indicate that national altruism, defined as 

readiness to sacrifice time or money, or to risk one’s liberty or life to improve the 

condition of the country was one of the most relevant beliefs to participation. There 

can be a feedback interaction between “citizen participation” and “Readiness for 

national altruism.” It is plausible to theorize that, as depicted in figure 6.2, the 

more citizens feel ready for national altruism, the more they perform participatory 

behaviors. When their participation increases, the readiness for national altruism 

increases. This increase in readiness in turn motivates them for more participation. 

The result is that we observe citizens who are readier for national altruism are more 

likely to participate or citizens who are more likely to participate are readier for 

national altruism. 

Figure 6.2. The theorized feedback loop between attention to fairness and participation 
and altruism 

Attention to, 
and Feeling Social Responsibility for, 

Fairness
(Nationally, Internationally, and in International Relations)

Citizen 
Participation

Readiness for National Altruism Citizen Participation
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Policy Recommendation 6.1 

Out of all the beliefs, values, perceptions, and attitudes investigated in this study, 

fairness and altruism are the most relevant values to citizen participation 

frequency and likelihood. Social actors interested in enriching participatory 

democracy, including ministry of education, schools, media organizations, 

educators, media producers, and parents may be able to cultivate interests towards 

fairness and altruism. They may provide a greater range of opportunities for 

children, and youth, to experience fairness and altruism, in their educational, 

cultural programs, and media products such as movies and games. Cultural and 

educational resources may be allocated such that students and audiences feel the 

ills of unfairness, injustice, and egoism, experience and internalize the prominence 

of fairness and empathy in their day to day life, exercise altruism, and expect both 

from peers and institutions.

The results in section 5.1.2 indicate that attention to political, economic, 

social, cultural issues, rights, freedoms, and particularly attention to strength and 

flaws of the governance system and policies of the government, have exceptional 

relevance to citizen participation72. The results in section 5.1.3 indicate that citizens 

who their online social environment expects them to vote, are more likely to show 

participation in many different forms. 

Policy Recommendation 6.2 

Attention to political, economic, social, and cultural issues have exceptional 

relevance to citizen participation. Social actors interested in enriching participatory 

democracy may make discussion and debate of these issues, from multiple angles, 

an integral part of learning in schools. Such a curriculum may stimulate the 

curiosity and excitement of students by presenting various points of view. The 

graduates of such programs will be familiar with nuances of opinion about 

political, economic, social, and cultural issues and will be likely to become 

genuinely interested, knowledgeable, and participating citizens. 

72 However, citizens’ perceived risk of being under surveillance is relevant to very few forms 
of citizen participation. 
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The results in section 5.1.4 indicated that the feeling of being oppressed, 

exploited, marginalized, or being the victim of violence is relevant to participation 

in activism, collective action, political demonstrations, or engage through political 

parties. 

Policy Recommendation 6.3 

For many participating citizens there is a perception of being oppressed, exploited, 

marginalized, or being the victim of violence. Government, politicians, other social 

institutions, and policy makers should try to understand the sources of these social 

ills and respond to the root causes with empathy. Messages conveyed by 

participating citizens should be understood as a feedback.  

Policies should be formulated not only through a lens of economic benefit in 

general, but also more importantly, through a lens of fairness of economic 

benefits. 

The results in section 5.2 indicated that among all the information sources 

and media technologies which were analyzed, reliance on media which are 

independent from governments and big corporations was shown to have an 

outstanding relevance to citizen participation. This reliance on independent media 

is relevant to citizen participation regardless of their content. Independent media 

were found to be the first source of information and news for more participating 

citizens. This indicates that the Internet is a very important channel of information 

acquisition for participating citizens.  

Moreover, offline communication such as attending speeches, public 

lectures, or sermons, or receiving information through flyers, brochures, or 

pamphlets are traditional sources still relevant to citizen participation. But mass 

media institutions in general and domestic commercial media in Canada in 

particular, in comparison with the influence of independent media sources, have 

little relevance to citizen participation. What they report and the way they frame 

things is mostly irrelevant to citizen participation. In other words, citizens involved 

in most classes of participation, do not rely on mass media more than, or less than, 

other citizens. However, domestic commercial news media, particularly, have some 
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negative associations with activism, demonstration, and participation through 

political parties.  

Using independent sources (independent media, websites of scholarly 

sources, and websites of independent journalists, bloggers) more frequently to learn 

about foreign affairs is relevant to more involvement in almost all classes of 

participation. Participating citizens tend to access all three independent sources to 

learn about foreign affairs.  

A negative association between framing of unfairness within the country, in 

independent media, and participation in national elections was also observed. As 

was mentioned before, participating in elections is the form of participation that 

has the least association with other forms of participation and its predictors are 

also different.  

Policy Recommendation 6.4 

Independent publishers, editors, journalists, and scholars should be aware that 

their independence, which may hurt the amount of resources available to them, is 

in fact a source of differentiation and success for them. They are the most relevant 

and the preferred source of information for the most engaged citizens. They also 

must notice that their coverage of foreign affairs is one of their most relevant 

content to citizen participation. 

It is plausible that there is a feedback interaction, between the level of 

participation and reliance on independent media. In that case, as shown in figure 

6.3, the more citizens rely on independent media as the source of their information 

and news, the more they perform participatory behaviors. It is on independent 

media that they find an alternative framing of the issues that motivates them for 

participation. When citizen participation increases, their reliance on independent 

media increases. The result is that we observe citizens who rely on independent 

media as the source of their information and news are more likely to participate or 

citizens who are more likely to participate rely more on independent media as the 

source of their information and news. Note that we did not find a negative 

association (any association) between using other mass media and participation. 

This indicates that more participating citizens do not use classic mass media less 
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than, or more than, other citizens. The extent to which citizens rely on mass media 

does not make a difference, rather it is the extent to which they rely on 

independent media which is the key associated variable. 

Figure 6.3. The theorized feedback loop between reliance on independent media and 
citizen participation 

There is an expected harmony between the possibilities made by new 

electronic media and the needs of the socially engaged. There are media 

institutions that are made possible by the invention of electronic, mobile, and 

internet communications. These institutions do not need to be, and are not, funded 

by the power elite anymore. These institutions have been founded by independent 

sources who needed communication channels to reach the citizens. They include 

independent journalists and scholars. Simultaneously, engaged citizens need 

alternative sources. They can now use the Internet and mobile channels to access 

the information they need on independent sources. 

The Internet expanded the domain of possibilities for communication. 

Independent and small media institutions and independent journalists, who do not 

have the infrastructure necessary for mass media, have taken the advantage of 

these new possibilities. Big media are also trying to use these new channels of 

communication and are present on the Internet. Both small media and big media 

have created their own websites and are present on social media. But something 

important has changed. Considering an example will clarify the change. CTV has 

a website that Canadian citizens can access, but that does not increase the 

availability of CTV very much proportional to its past reach. For alternative and 

independent journalists who have created The Tyee (a Vancouver-based 

independent political website) however, the Internet offers a much greater reach 

than that was available to the independent journalists of pre-Internet era.  

The Internet has changed another variable as well. For citizens, the number 

of available choices has increased. Citizens now have access to more information 

Reliance on Independent Media Citizen Participation
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sources than ever. Many of these sources, big and small media, provide false data, 

wrong information, biased framing, and propaganda. Media literacy was always 

necessary for citizens to understand the meaning of framing, propaganda, or 

media mergers and consolidations. It is now more necessary, because Internet 

makes all of the big media within every nation and every media in other nations 

available. The Internet brings the complexity of the situation to a higher level. A 

media literacy course must include highlights of known cognitive and heuristic 

errors, techniques of triangulation, critical thinking, and decision making about 

international sources of information as well. 

Policy Recommendation 6.5 

Cultural and educational policy makers, and other social actors who are interested 

in participatory democracy, must include media literacy in their curriculum. The 

media literacy courses must make people aware about cognitive and heuristic 

errors. They must include content establishing the habits of critical thinking about 

international news and global sources, and educating citizens about political 

economy of media, media effects, cultural and critical studies of media. These 

courses should also provide an overview of diverse and newly available 

independent sources. Therefore, they must also cover methods of incorporating 

multiple perspectives in understanding the world and decision making. The 

vanguards of social change, visionaries, and leaders who want to see more citizen 

engagement in democratic systems, must take advantage of the opportunity 

provided by Internet technologies. Those who see threats of misinformation and 

propaganda must take it seriously. 

Participating citizens tend to use independent sources that, through the 

Internet, are now more accessible than ever. It does not prove that participating 

citizens do not use traditional media, it indicates that the use of independent media 

is what differentiates the participating citizens. Citizens who are involved in 

different forms of participation use independent sources more than others. 
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Policy Recommendation 6.6 

Politicians, political marketers, and activists must notice that the citizens who are 

most likely to be engaged, who are likely to be opinion leaders in political, 

economic, social, and cultural fields, are relying on independent sources. They 

must consider strong relevance of independent media in their resource allocation 

and efforts.  

The results indicate that learning about foreign affairs (international 

relations, and international political, economic, or social/cultural issues, and 

foreign policy, war, and peace news, military, security, defense vulnerabilities, and 

foreign threats) is relevant to citizen participation. Learning about foreign affairs 

on flyers and brochures and pamphlets or speeches, public lectures, or sermons are 

also relevant.  

Notice that, citizens who are more likely to participate are not likely to be 

exposed to foreign affairs news, or framing of it, on other mass media, less than, or 

more than others. That they get information about foreign affair on independent 

sources, flyers, and during speeches are the relevant variables. 

Policy Recommendation 6.7 

The publishers, editors, and authors in independent media, as well as independent 

journalists, and scholars should be aware that their coverage of foreign affairs has 

outstanding relevance to citizen participation and participating citizens rely on 

their content to understand foreign affairs.  

Among all channels of dialogue and expression and their mediating 

institutions and technologies, the outstanding result was that “citizens who are 

more likely to participate, tend to express their opinion on national and 

international issues with friends or acquaintances more frequently.” Engagement 

in dialogue and expression about fairness “within the nation and in international 

level” is relevant to citizen participation.  

Participating citizens, also, tend to be more engaged in persuasive 

discussions. One of the traditional channels of expression that still is associated 

with participation is writing to editors of newspapers or other media, politicians, 
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members of parliament, or members of legislative assembly, writing in newspapers, 

creating political or social posters. Moreover, citizens who are like to participate 

tend to use posters or bumper stickers as a way to express their political economic, 

social, or cultural affinities.  

This study showed that citizens who are more likely to participate are more 

likely to express their support for non-personal73 causes face-to-face. They also tend 

to use Email, Facebook or other social media, Skype, or blogging to express their 

opinions. Internet technologies in general and, more recently, social media such as 

Facebook have provided more channels of expression and participation for citizens. 

Citizens who are more likely to participate through activism, collective action, 

political parties, and volunteering, more often post articles or comments on blogs, 

comment below articles and news, or respond to other people's comments online. 

Citizens who more frequently express their critique of unfairness in the country are 

more likely to be involved in activism, collective action, community involvement, 

demonstration, political parties, and volunteering.  

Among the topics participating citizens discuss with theirs friends and 

acquaintances, the progress of rights and freedoms, and violations of rights and 

freedoms in the country are the first and second most relevant issues. Flaws of the 

governance system in the country and the strengths of the governance system in 

the country, are 7th and 8th in the long list of most relevant topics; therefore, 

discussion about rights and freedoms is relevant to participation regardless of the 

stance of participant.  

Policy Recommendation 6.8 

Progresses and violations of rights and freedoms, both, are the most relevant topics 

of discussions for citizens engaged in many forms of participation. Educational 

institutes, media, educators, and producers may increase the likelihood of a more 

participatory democracy by programs that enrich the citizens knowledge about 

their rights and freedoms in a historical context as achievements of social 

struggles. 

73 Defined within the questionnaire as: “causes with no direct benefit to me” 
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The more citizens participate in political, economic, social, and cultural 

affairs, the more they use Internet-based channels as public sphere, and vice versa. 

This has important consequences for domain of possibilities for societies. When 

citizens are motivated, the public spheres they form online will have wider and 

faster and richer communication possibilities. Current Web 2.0 channels which are 

owned by corporations may expose participants to risks, but this study failed to see 

participating citizens showing hesitation to express themselves despite their 

perceived risks of being under surveillance. 

Policy Recommendation 6.9 

Scholars, visionaries, software developers, and other social actors who believe in 

participatory democracy should understand the domain of possibilities and take 

the advantage of the evolving topology of communication channels. Web 2.0 and 

social network software that run on the Internet are not inaccessible to change 

agents. Many of these technologies are in fact invented by open source advocates. 

Alternative and competing channels of expression and dialogue that are not 

owned by corporations and governments are now in the domain of possibilities. 

Even an alternative Internet is possible. and citizens have shown that they are 

ready to join. 

The Internet, and particularly the World Wide Web, expanded the domain 

of possibilities for independent media to flourish, and have become outstanding 

channels and sources of information for engaged and participating citizens. 

Internet-based and Web-based independent media sources are part of the public 

spheres for citizens who participate more.  

Web 2.0, social media, blogs, and other Internet based conversation 

channels such as telecommunications applications or mobile apps, on smart 

Internet enabled devices, have provided additional channels of dialogue and 

expression for citizens. They are additional new spheres where participating citizens 

express themselves, deliberate, and form opinions.  
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Policy Recommendation 6.10 

CRTC and other stakeholders in communication policies may notice that 

participating citizens tend to rely on independent media, websites of independent 

Journalists and scholarly sources. These independent sources, which are the most 

relevant to citizen participation, rely extensively on the Internet for their reach. 

Citizens also use the Internet and Web 2.0 to disseminate their opinions. Web 2.0 

has created a new channel of discussion for citizen. Any policy which would 

discriminate against these channels, for example by prioritizing access to some IP 

addresses over others, may reduce ease of access of participating citizens to their 

most relevant information source and deliberations channels; as a result, may hurt 

citizen engagement.  

We have to remain cautious about our understanding of complex social 

systems. What we have observed are the associations that are outstanding in a 

comparative sense. The highlighted variables are considered relevant because the 

significance and strength of their association with participation were more than the 

thresholds we set. I am sure that there are other variables that are associated with 

citizen participation which can be incorporated in a more detailed analysis; 

however, the thresholds were high enough to convince us that identified 

associations are objectively relevant for practical purposes, the evidence is strong 

enough for decision making, and the inferred theories are empirical foundations 

for future evaluatory research. 
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6.3 Particular Conclusions Regarding Specific Classes of 
Participation 

The reader interested in results regarding each class of participation can find 

the detailed findings in chapter four. Each one of seven sections of chapter four was 

dedicated to one of the classes of participation. For every form of participation in 

every class, all the questions in five groups of predictors were examined. The 

predictors relevant to each form of participation were identified. Questions 

associated with participation were decomposed to their constituting constructs. This 

led to the identification of variables relevant to particular forms of participation. 

The most significant results regarding each class of participation are presented in 

the next seven sections. The relevancies reported are direct outstanding non-

parametric associations after being controlled for mediation and common causes of 

more than a thousand other questions about various other constructs.  

The researchers interested in particular forms of participation can use the 

instruments designed in the project to test these significant finding in the 

populations of their interest. Social actors including union leaders, political parties, 

non-profit organizations, media institutions, activists, and governments can use 

these results for practical purposes as plausible predictors for desired participatory 

behaviors. 

6.3.1 Volunteering 

In this section, I briefly restate the results about variables most relevant to 

various questions regarding volunteering; but I refer the readers interested in 

specific forms of volunteering to section 4.1.  

Among mental process and states, the following were found most relevant to 

various forms of volunteering: National altruism, social expectations of one’s 

online environment, attention to unfairness, strengths, or flaws of the governance 

system in the country, critical attention to international issues, feeling satisfied with 

one’s achievements; being respected, actively looking for displaying more 

generosity, altruism, and compassion, optimism, feeling social responsibility, 

attending religious services and a utilitarian value system.  
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Moreover, feeling a gap between the state of social issues and the direction 

of democratic fundamentals such as rights and freedoms and corruption; a gap 

between “what is” and “what can be,” are mental processes and states that were 

found most relevant to various forms of volunteering. 

Political, economic, social, and cultural issues and foreign affairs are the 

most relevant content on information sources. Media supported by national 

governments,  , media independent of big corporations and governments, websites 

of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers, emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, 

or similar social media, , plus offline sources are the information sources which are 

most relevant associated with various forms of volunteering. 

Discussion or expression about topics such as public interest issues, national 

and international issues, corruption in big corporations or the government’s 

accountability, unfairness within the country and in other countries; progresses or 

violations of rights and freedoms nationally or in other countries; strengths or flaws 

of the governance system in one’s country and in other countries; experienced 

equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare, flaws of the 

policies of the current government, positive influence of the country in other 

countries, and unfair influence of other countries in the country are most relevant 

to various forms of volunteering. 

Internet and social media, conferencing apps on cellphones, writing articles 

or comments on blogs, more frequent writing to newspapers or creating posters, 

writing to politicians, expression as public speaker, offline discussions face to face, 

or on the phone, as well as creating flyers are the channels of dialogue and 

expression most relevant to various forms of volunteering. 

6.3.2 Community Involvement 

In this section, I briefly reiterate the findings about variables most relevant 

to various questions regarding community involvement; but I refer the readers 

interested in specific forms of community involvement to section 4.2. 

Attention to political, economic, social, cultural and governance issues, 

social expectations of online and offline community; importance of corruption and 

lack of accountability of power elite; importance of fairness and morality, altruistic 
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tendency; optimism about effectiveness of effort and the prospects of change; 

feeling social responsibility to know, express opinions about national and 

international issues, are mental processes and states that were found most relevant 

to various forms of community involvement. 

Information about political, economic, social, and cultural issues in general 

and related gatherings in the community in particular, positive farming of fairness 

and governance system within the country, critical information about other 

countries, international, war and peace, or foreign policy issues, and opinions of 

acquaintances about non-personal issues are the most relevant content on 

information sources associated with various forms of community involvement.  

Regarding information sources, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies the following media are most relevant with various forms of 

community involvement: news media supported by foreign governments and by 

national government; foreign commercial news media, websites of independent 

journalists, bloggers, or vloggers, the Internet, Email, social media, communication 

apps such as Skype, as well as face to face dialogue, and person to person 

communication on the telephone. 

Discussion or expression of topics such as political, economic, or social, and 

cultural issues, non-personal and public interest issues; strengths and flaws of the 

political, economic, and social system in the country; situations and progresses of 

rights and freedoms in other countries, information about and critic of foreign 

policy are most relevant to various forms of community involvement. 

The internet (Email, Facebook or other social media, or Blogging, 

etc.), telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps, newspapers, face to face 

offline communication, posters or bumper stickers; and writing to politicians, 

members of parliament, or legislative assembly are the channels of dialogue and 

expression most relevant to various forms of community involvement. 

The only demographic variables associated with likelihood of attending the 

meetings of non-political social/cultural groups was having acquaintances with 

more diverse religious beliefs. 
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6.3.3 Participation in Elections 

In this section, I restate the conclusions about variables most relevant to 

various questions regarding participation in elections; but I refer the readers 

particularly interested in national, provincial, or municipal elections to section 4.3. 

Regarding mental processes and states that were found most relevant to the 

likelihood of participation in elections we observed that feeling the need to pay 

attention to and know about political, economic, social, and cultural issues in 

general; to unfairness in particular; to are significant.  

Moreover, attention to flaws and strength of the governance system, and to 

policies of current government in particular; attention to foreign policy; feeling a 

responsibility to know about national and international news, and believing that 

the preservation of peace is worthy of the price is associated with participation in 

elections. 

Also, the belief in the importance of fairness within the country; believing 

that “the  possibility of civil disobedience is a criterion for a good society”;  being 

ready to spend one’s time to improve the country; expecting the government to 

regulate the markets in favor of the weak were found relevant to participation in 

elections. 

In addition, the expectation of one’s online and offline acquaintances to 

vote in elections, feeling responsibility for what the government is doing, feeling 

responsibility to express criticism of the people in power, and to do something 

beneficial for fellow citizens; feeling the need to express one’s dissent more freely; 

the perception that producing and distributing flyers brochures or pamphlets is not 

risky are found relevant to the likelihood of participation in elections. 

Likewise, perceiving an alternative that can improve the rights and 

freedoms,  or perceiving that an alternative close to one’s views may win in the 

next election; confidence in good intentions of opposition politicians; the 

knowledge about the voting system in the country, and optimism about 

effectiveness of voting, is associated with participation in elections. 
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However, believing that: “It is better for both of us if I only care about myself 

and I only do what is good for me while you only care about yourself and only do 

what is good for you” has negative association with participation in elections. 

Regarding information sources, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies, the following content of information sources are relevant to 

participation in elections: issues that are NOT merely related to immediate 

personal pleasures; military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; 

corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and 

violations of rights and freedoms in other countries; political, economic, or 

social/cultural gatherings or events in one’s community; framing of the fairness 

within one’s country. 

Framing of fairness within the country on media independent of big 

corporations and governments as well as websites of independent journalists, 

bloggers, or vloggers; frequency of using Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on 

phone; likelihood of getting informed about community events while using the 

Internet are relevant to participation in elections. 

Frequency of getting information about foreign countries on media 

supported by the national government; foreign governments, and foreign 

commercial news media leading to an understanding of international, war and 

peace, or foreign policy issues are relevant to participation in elections. Also, the 

likelihood of receiving non-personal information from offline information sourcing 

on the telephone, or when talking face to face, are associated with likelihood 

participation in elections. 

Regarding DEMT, discussion or expression about the following topics is 

associated with likelihood of participation in elections: persuading others to vote in 

next national elections; expressing your opinion about what the national 

government is doing; general, National, and International political, economic, 

social, and cultural issues; progresses of rights and freedoms in other countries; 

flaws of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet. 

More frequent use of the internet (Email, Facebook or other social media, 

Skype, or Blogging, etc.) for dialogue and expression about PESC is relevant to 
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likelihood of voting in national elections; and engaging face to face dialogue or 

expression in situations of personal presence or point to point communication is 

relevant to the likelihood of participation in elections. 

6.3.4 Activism 

In this section, I restate the conclusions about variables most relevant to 

questions regarding activism; but I refer the readers particularly interested in 

specific forms of activism to section 4.4. 

Feeling a responsibility to: join advocacy groups who champion fairness for 

needy people in any country, for weak citizens of the country, and for people like 

oneself; to know more about national and international political/economic news; 

to attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime minister, 

president, or cabinet, or to change the current governance system in the country 

are mental processes and states were found most relevant to activism. 

Moreover, altruistic attitude of being ready to risk one’s liberty, life, 10% of 

one’s wealth, or to spend one’s time; optimistic belief that “the possibility of civil 

disobedience, without harsh punishment, is one of the most important criteria for a 

good society;” optimism about the odds of a system change leading to more 

democracy or to more sovereignty and independence from foreign control; the 

perception that democratic processes and rule of law in the country are far from 

ideals; demanding that election laws must be changed; perceiving an existing 

alternative whose policies would “increase the periods of peace, and decrease the 

probability of wars or would improve democratic processes and constitutional laws” 

are relevant to activism. 

Attention to the following subjects are associated with activism for fairness: 

exposure to and seeking of information about politics, economics, or social/cultural 

issues; international issues, foreign policy, war, or peace news; unfair influence of 

other countries in the country; unfair influence of the country in other countries; 

corruption in the government and big corporations and their accountability; 

unfairness within the country; flaws  and strengths of the governance system in the 

country or in the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; 

violations of rights and freedoms in the country. 
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Similarly, the perceived importance of fairness of the level of the 

exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries; the perception about 

fairness of the level of exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within the 

country; the belief that “the government must help other countries with inferior 

natural resources” are associated with activism.  

Also, the fear that if one posts about social/cultural, economic, or political 

opinions on social media, one may be perceived as too political a person by one’s 

peers; the percentage of acquaintances who perceive a man who knows about 

politics as more attractive; the percentage of acquaintances that expect the person 

vote in elections; being part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, 

marginalized, or is the victim of violence; the belief that one’s country is a victim of 

colonialism, imperialism, or cultural imperialism are relevant to activism. 

Feeling a need to display more generosity, altruism, and compassion to 

humanity; to express beliefs, opinions, or social or political dissent more freely; to 

have a nicer family life, to have more rights and freedoms to do what one wants to 

do; to know more about political, economic, or social/cultural issues are also 

relevant to activism. 

On the one hand believing that those who are running the government are 

corrupt, that last elections in the country were not lawful, and expecting that in the 

next year, a whistle blower would reveal corruption in big corporations, and on the 

other hand, believing in the decisions by officials regarding well being in the 

neighborhood or local community are associated with activism. 

Regarding information sources, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies , the following are relevant to activism: news, information, or analysis 

on domestic commercial news media being deemed as NOT trustworthy; observing 

that information on emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media are 

mostly links to other media; believing in good intentions and trustworthiness of 

media independent of big corporations and governments; and trusting information 

received over telephone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or Skype from friends and 

acquaintances are relevant to activism. 
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The following content on information sources are also relevant to activism: 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues; corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in 

other countries; military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; 

international, war and peace, or foreign policy issues; information about political, 

economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in one’s community; online or 

offline opinion of friends about non-personal issues, and news which are framed in 

a different way than the big media on social media. 

Regarding the following information sources the results show that: observing 

media independent of big corporations and governments presenting all conflicting 

sides of major issues; trust in the good intentions of independent media; the 

frequency of using: websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers and 

websites of scholars or scholarly journals; the Internet, Email, social media such as 

Facebook and Twitter, Skype, Blogs; phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on the 

phone, and telephone are relevant to activism. 

Regarding mass media, the frequency of reading, listening to, or watching 

content on news media supported by foreign and national governments are 

relevant to activism. However, perception of trustworthiness of the content on 

domestic commercial news media has negative association with activism. 

Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons; face to face dialogue; 

telephone or face to face information from acquaintances; receiving information 

on flyers, brochures, or pamphlets are relevant to activism. 

 Regarding dialogue, expression, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies, discussion or expression about the following topics is associated with 

activism: flaws and strengths of the governance system in the country; flaws and 

strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; 

opinions about what the national government is doing; flaws and strengths of the 

governance system in other countries; political, economic, or social/cultural issues, 

particularly international issues; public interest and non-personal causes; 

corruptions in big corporations or the government and their accountability; 

Independence and sovereignty the country; unfair influence of other countries in 

the country; unfair or positive influence of the country in other countries; 
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unfairness, violations and progresses of rights and freedoms in the country and in 

other countries; equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare 

that people in other countries are enjoying; petitions; encouraging others to vote in 

next national elections. 

Expression and dialogue on the following new media channels are relevant 

with various forms of activism: frequency of composing and forwarding emails; 

writing in one’s blog or on other people’s blogs; expression, commenting, and 

forwarding on social media; frequency of expressing oneself over the telephone, cell 

phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps. 

Also, expression and dialogue on the following mass media channels are 

relevant with questions about activism: writing articles which are published in TV 

or radio stations, newspapers, or journals; writing to editors of newspapers and 

other media; expressing opinion about what the national government is doing; 

showing support for non-personal causes by sharing photos or memes, or by liking 

them on social media; creating political or social posters. 

Dialogue and expression in situations of personal presence or point to point 

communication such as expressing oneself as a public speaker; while talking with 

other people, face to face or on the phone; writing to politicians, members of 

parliament, or members of legislative assembly; signing petitions; displaying a 

poster or bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message 

are also relevant to various forms of activism. 

6.3.5 Collective Action 

In this section, I reiterate the conclusions about variables most relevant to 

questions regarding collective action; but I refer the readers particularly interested 

in specific forms of collective action to section 4.5. 

The following mental processes and states were found most relevant to 

collective action: the perception of being part of an oppressed social group that is 

exploited, marginalized, or is the victim of violence; being ready to risk one’s liberty 

or life to improve the condition of the country; feeling the importance of stability of 

progress in the country; and demanding a change in election laws or the 

constitution.  
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Moreover, feeling that one has to do the following is relevant to various 

forms of collective action: join advocacy groups who champion fairness for the 

needy in any country, for weak citizens of the country, and for people like oneself; 

protest to change the current governance system in the country; attend legal and 

peaceful demonstrations to pressure or change the current prime minister, 

president, or cabinet. 

Also, attention to unfair influence of other countries in the country; unfair 

influence of the country in other countries; unfairness within your country; flaws 

and strengths of the governance system in the country; are most relevant to various 

forms of collective action. 

Similarly, feeling a gap between quality of life one is experiencing and 

prosperity of the country with the perceived ideal; expectations of acquaintances to 

vote in national or provincial elections; expecting to be labeled negatively, by your 

acquaintances, for getting more engaged; feeling the need to know more about 

political, economic, or social/cultural issues; satisfaction for having a meaningful, 

purposeful, or significant life; believing that more of those in positions of power 

accept bribes and more of those running big corporations or financial institutions 

are crooks; and more of government employees accept bribes is relevant to various 

forms of collective action. 

Regarding information sources, and their mediating institutions and 

technologies, the following content that are associated with the likelihood of 

collective action: international, war and peace, or foreign policy issues; military, 

security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; corruption, flaws of the 

governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities, and violations of rights and 

freedoms in other countries; political and economic news, information, or analysis 

deemed as trustworthy; opinions of friends and acquaintances. 

The frequency of use of the following information sources relying on the 

Internet, Web 2.0, and mobile technologies are associated with the likelihood of 

collective action: websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers; media 

independent of big corporations and governments; websites of independent 

journalists, bloggers, or vloggers; flyers, brochures, or pamphlets; attending 
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speeches, public lectures, or sermons; Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar 

social media.  

Also, information received by Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets; attending 

speeches, public lectures, or sermons are information sources in situations of 

personal presence which are associated with the likelihood of collective action. 

Discussion or expression about following topics is associated with collective 

action: national and international issues; foreign policy, war, and peace news; 

progresses and violations of rights and freedoms, flaws of the governance system, 

and unfairness in other countries; unfair influence of other countries in the 

country; unfair influence of the country in other countries; corruptions in big 

corporations or the government, and their accountability; progresses of rights and 

freedoms in the country; strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, 

president, or cabinet and the governance system in the country; expression of 

opinion about what the national government is doing; equality of opportunity, 

power, wealth, education, and healthcare that one is enjoying; opinion about 

international issues, and foreign policy, or war and peace news. 

Moreover, criticizing big corporations or the government; violations of rights 

and freedoms and unfairness within the country and in other countries; policies of 

the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; the governance system in your 

country; and expressing opinion about military, security and defense 

vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; flaws in the policies of current the prime minister, 

president, or the cabinet are associated with participation in various forms of 

collective action. 

Expression and dialogue on the following channels are relevant with 

questions about collective action: the frequency one expresses ideas, and discusses, 

deliberates, analyzes, or debates political, economic, or social/cultural issues on the 

phone; on video sharing website; using email or by publishing in TV or radio 

stations, newspapers, or journals. 

Frequency of forwarding an email, or sharing a post that one sees or receives 

on social media; frequency and likelihood of expression on the Internet by compose 

Emails, write in or comment on blogs, articles, and posts on social media are 
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relevant to collective action. Also, writing to editors of newspapers and other media 

or in newspapers; creating political or social posters are also relevant to collective 

action. 

Dialogue and expression in situations of personal presence or point to point 

communication in the following ways is relevant to collective action: display of a 

poster or bumper sticker; signing a petition; face to face dialog; encouraging others 

to vote in next national elections; deliberating or debating political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues; performing as a public speaker; expression over the 

telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or similar apps; writing to politicians, members 

of parliament, or members of legislative assembly. 

6.3.6 Participation through Political Parties 

In this section, I briefly restate the conclusions about variables most relevant 

to participation through political parties; but I refer the readers particularly 

interested in specific forms of participation through political parties to section 4.6. 

The following mental processes and states were found most relevant to 

participation through political parties:  the altruistic attitude of being ready to risk 

one’s liberty, Life, time, or 10% of one’s wealth; attention to importance of stability 

of progress in the country; unfair influence of other countries in the country; unfair 

influence of the country in other countries; seeking information about politics, 

economics, or social/cultural issues; collecting information on a political, economic, 

or social/cultural issue from multiple sources; corruption in the government and 

big corporations and their accountability; unfairness within your country; strengths 

and flaws of the governance system in your country; strength and flaws in the 

policies of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; national political, 

economic, or social/cultural news; violations of rights and freedoms in the country.  

Also, practicing the rituals of a religion, preferring to live in another 

country; perceiving that politics is masculine and is for men; believing that election 

laws must be changed; desire fore a lot more independence of politics from money 

and corporations; perceiving that the level of corruption in the government would 

go down; optimism about probability of desired social outcomes are relevant to 

participation through political parties. 
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Moreover, an optimistic perception about the likelihood of improvements 

regarding:  effectiveness of people volunteering; a foreign policy that respects the 

sovereignty and rights of other countries; a lot more sovereignty of the country or 

independence from foreign control; crime rate in the country would go down; a lot 

more fairness of power or wealth distribution in the country; a lot more democratic 

processes and constitutional laws in the country; perceiving a better alternative 

under whom crime rate in the country would improve; expecting a lot more 

prosperity in the country and people like oneself having a lot more power or wealth 

are relevant to participation through political parties. 

Believing that it is fine if I do anything that I desire, as long as “it 

may not backfire” or “if leads to the death of my opponent if it substantially 

increases my utility” or if “it risks the life of my opponent, it substantially increases 

my health, utility, or happiness“ are relevant to participation through political 

parties. 

Those who are more likely to participate through political parties tend to 

consider more risk for commenting below articles and news, or responding to other 

people's comments online or in face to face dialogue or when writing to the readers' 

letters section of newspapers.  

A feeling that one has to do the following is relevant to participation 

through political parties: join advocacy groups who champion fairness for needy 

people in any country; join advocacy groups who champion fairness for people like 

me;  protest to change the current governance system or current government in the 

country; respect the majority's choice against their wishes; attend demonstrations 

supporting or pressuring the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; express 

criticism of what the people in power are doing; support the people who are in 

power now. 

Knowing the fact that the voting system in the country is such that the 

candidate who has less than 40% of the people's vote may still become a member 

of parliament or congress is negatively associated with contribution of money to 

political party candidates. 
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The attitude that would support the country “meddling with or exploiting or 

invading another country” to maximize national interests; believing that poor 

countries deserve to be so; demanding that the government should care only about 

its citizens not the lives of people in other countries; not following the international 

news because it may involve our government in such a way that may make one 

feel responsible are relevant to participation through political parties. 

The belief that one’s country is a victim of colonialism, imperialism, or 

cultural imperialism; or that last elections in the country were not lawful; being 

part of an oppressed social group that is exploited, marginalized, or is the victim of 

violence; feeling that one is safe from unreasonable surveillance; perceiving that 

one does not have a good imagination are also relevant to participation through 

political parties. 

A bigger percentage of acquaintances of the people who participation 

through political parties perceive a person who knows about politics as more 

attractive. Their  acquaintances (online and offline) expect from the person to vote 

in elections. They feel they are more likely to be labeled negatively, by your 

acquaintances, if you get more engaged. They tend to perceive more of those 

running the government as corrupt. 

The need to get more education is negatively associated with the frequency 

of donation to political parties or candidates; however, the following needs have 

positive association with some forms of participation through political parties: to 

have a better health care; to have better quality drinking water; to have more 

rights and freedoms; to know more about political, economic, or social/cultural 

issues; having the opinion that the position of people in the social ladder in the 

society is mostly determined by their merits and efforts. 

The following content on information sources, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies are associated with participation through political 

parties: international, war and peace, or foreign policy issues; military, security and 

defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in 

other countries. 
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Moreover, exposure to negative framing of unfair influence of other 

countries in the country, and unfair influence of the country in other countries; 

framing of the news in a different way than the big media; seeking a deeper 

understanding of political, economic, or social/cultural news; opinion of friends; 

framing of powerful people or institutions in the country and their accountability; 

exposure to all conflicting sides of major issues; are relevant to participation 

through political parties. 

The frequency of use of the following information sources are relevant to 

participation through political parties: caricatures regardless of the medium, 

Internet based channels in general including email, social media, news 

aggregators, or social news websites; phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps; video 

sharing websites;  websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers; media 

independent of big corporations and governments; websites of scholars or scholarly 

journals; news media supported by national and foreign governments specially 

when presenting all conflicting sides of major issues; movies; domestic or foreign 

commercial news media, and off the Internet news media supported by foreign 

governments. 

Moreover, information sources in situations of personal presence such as 

attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons; face to face dialogue; getting 

information through flyers, brochures, or pamphlets are associated with 

participation through political parties. 

 Discussion or expression of the following topics are relevant to participation 

through political parties: general and national political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues, and in particular political or economic issues; corruptions in 

big corporations or the government, and their accountability; progresses and 

violations of rights and freedoms in the country; strengths and flaws of the policies 

of the current prime minister, president, or cabinet; strengths and flaws of the 

governance system in the country; equality of opportunity, power, wealth, 

education, and healthcare; critique of unfairness in the country, and corruption in 

big corporations or the government; one’s opinion about what the national 

government is doing and encouraging others to vote in next national elections. 
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Moreover, discussion or expression regarding progresses and violations of 

rights and freedoms in other countries; strengths and flaws of the governance 

system in other countries; independence and sovereignty of the country; unfair or 

positive influence of the country in other countries and unfair influence of other 

countries in the country; critique of the governance system in other countries; 

unfairness within other countries; international issues, foreign policy, or war and 

peace news ; military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats. 

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

participation through political parties: telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or 

similar apps; composing or forwarding Email, writing or commenting in one’s 

blogs, on other people’s blogs or on published articles, on posts on social media; 

sharing or forwarding a post that one sees on social media; political, economic, or 

social/cultural issues, supporting non-personal causes by sharing photos or memes 

related to them, or by liking them on social media; posting videos and video 

responses on video sharing sites. 

Also, expression on the following mass media are relevant to participation 

through political parties: writing to editors of newspapers and other media; writing 

in newspapers or create political or social posters;  writing articles which are 

published in TV or radio stations, newspapers, or journals; phone-in contribution to 

talk shows or studio debates. 

Dialogue and expression in situations of personal presence or point to point 

communication  such as: face to face discussion; writing to politicians, members of 

parliament or legislative assembly; signing a petition; displaying a poster or 

bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message; 

expressing opinion on the phone and performing as a public speaker. 

6.3.7 Demonstration or Protest 

In this section, I restate only what has been found relevant to both questions 

regarding general and risky demonstration, or to both questions regarding 

demonstrations in support or critical of the government. The variables relevant to 

individual question regarding demonstration was detailed in chapter four and I 
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refer the readers interested in specific forms of participation to section 4.7, which 

was the longest section of chapter 4. 

The following mental processes and states were found most relevant to 

likelihood of attending in both demonstration in general and risky demonstration: 

paying attention to strength of the policies of the government and weaknesses of 

the governance system; frequency of information seek and enthusiastic information 

pull from multiple sources. 

Moreover, the likelihood of being labeled negatively by acquaintances if one 

gets more engaged; likelihood of friends online expecting one to vote in national 

and provincial elections are most relevant to likelihood of attending in both 

demonstration in general and risky demonstration. 

Also, having a sense of global altruism in the form of willingness to share 

some of one’s prosperity with the people of other countries; feeling the need to 

express one’s social or political dissent more freely; perceiving more of those who 

are in power as criminals; the perception that democratic processes and rule of law 

in the country are far from ideals relevant to likelihood of attending in both 

demonstration in general and risky demonstration. 

Participants with following mental processes and states are more likely to 

attend demonstrations in support or critical of the government: feeling obligated to 

express criticism of what people in power are doing; attention to violations of rights 

and freedoms in the country; attention to strengths of the governance system in the 

country; expectation of acquaintances from the person to vote in municipal 

elections; perceiving being a member of an oppressed social group. 

The following contents on information sources, and their mediating 

institutions and technologies are associated with demonstration and risky 

demonstration: political, economic, or social/cultural news; corruption; flaws of the 

governance system; unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and 

freedoms in other countries; content leading to an understanding about military, 

security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats. 

Also, the following contents are associated with both form of demonstration 

supporting and critical of the government: international political, economic, 
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social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues; military, security and 

defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; corruption, flaws of the governance 

system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and violations of rights and freedoms in 

other countries. 

Regarding information sources, the frequency of use of websites of 

independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers, media independent of big 

corporations and governments, and websites of scholars or scholarly journals, as 

well as the duration of use of media independent of big corporations and 

governments is found associated with the likelihood of demonstration and risky 

demonstration. 

The duration of the use of the media independent of big corporations and 

governments, and the frequency of use of Websites of scholars or scholarly journals, 

as well as attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons. are relevant the 

likelihood of demonstration. 

Discussion or expression of following topics are associated with questions 

about both demonstration and risky demonstration: political, economic, 

social/cultural issues; national political, economic, or social cultural issues; time 

spend on political, economic, social/cultural issues discussions; corruptions in big 

corporations or the government, and their accountability; sign a petition; 

violations of rights and freedoms in your country; flaws of the policies of the 

current prime minister, president, or cabinet; flaws of the governance system in the 

country;  

Also, expressing one’s opinion about: what the national government is 

doing; unfairness within the country and in other countries; strengths of the 

governance system in other countries; unfair influence of the country in other 

countries and unfair influence of other countries in the country; military, security 

and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats; are relevant to both demonstration 

and risky demonstration. 

Discussion or expression about the following topics is associated with 

demonstration both supporting and critical of the government: political, economic, 

social/cultural issues; strengths of the policies of the current prime minister, 
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president, or cabinet; flaws of the governance system; equality of opportunity, 

power, wealth, education, and healthcare; flaws of the governance system in other 

countries. 

More frequent use of the following channels of expression is associated with 

demonstration and risky demonstration: telephone, cell phone, SMS, Skype, or 

similar apps; forwarding email, or sharing a post seen on social media; post a 

political, economic, or social/cultural message on the Internet including social 

media. 

More frequent face to face communication and writing to politicians is 

associated with demonstration and risky demonstration. However, more frequent 

forwarding messages on the Internet as well as more frequent display of a poster or 

bumper sticker with a political, economic, and/or social/cultural message are 

associated with demonstration supporting and critical of the government.  

6.4 Future Research Directions 

Every model of reality, by definition, is a simplification of it (Daniel 2009, p. 

169); and in a complex phenomenon, often, many variables are involved of which 

only a subset is included in a simplified model. Many of the non-parametric 

methods used in this research were not feasible for a researcher using a personal 

computer 20 years ago. With the research method proposed here I explored new 

possibilities made with the current computer power and availability of applications 

such as R.  

The success of this effort shows that non-reductionist, high dimensional 

scientific research in communications, and other social sciences are possible. The 

number of variables that can be included in the analysis are now much more than 

before. Big data technologies can be used to handle high dimensional ordinal 

survey data as well. With ordinal analysis techniques, interval approximation of 

ordinal data is not necessary anymore. Cloud computing provides parallel 

processing power that can be used to analyze what would take years of calculation 

on single multi core computers; and with that, we can create more complex models 

based on cross tabulated data without infringing the privacy of participants. This is 
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one of the directions in my future research; I would like to extract more 

information from the data set collected for this dissertation, and other, datasets. 

In this report the direct associations with participation were explored. To 

identify the direct associations each association was controlled for mediators or 

common causes. I have identified moderators and interactions; but they are not 

reported in this report. A more complex analysis can also include the second level 

variables that influence the predictors we identified in this phase. For example, 

what are the other predictors for fairness, altruism, using independent media, 

attention to social issues, or expression, excluding their association with 

participation? The answer to this question will give us insight about how one can 

fluence the variables that here we found associated with participation. To make 

more realistic models, and to extract all the information within data, a much more 

powerful computational power (than what was at my disposal) is needed. I am sure 

this need can be satisfied in near future.

In this dissertation, the interviews were used to provide context and 

meaning to quantitative analysis. By comparing and contrasting interview 

responses of engaged citizens and non-engaged citizens, a lot more can be learned. 

Moreover, the interview results include concerns, questions, abstract categories, and 

themes that were raised by interview participants. Dimensions such as family 

influence, life history, and experiences were brought up by interviewees that I hope 

to incorporate in future surveys and expand in future interviews. I will also include 

a wider probe to the social expectations in my future research as it seems to be a 

very important and relevant factor in engagement.  

In a paper which was published on May 31, 2018, I have proposed a 

method for selecting the FDR threshold based on the information in the high 

dimensional data. The method will remove traditional 0.05 false discovery rate 

criterion which I used in this dissertation (Ghaseminejad 2018). In my future 

research, I will apply this new method to my survey data and will report the results. 

I will conduct an evaluatory research to verify the predictions of theories 

inferred in this report. Highly associated questions of this study can be merged to 

form a survey with fewer questions that can attract more participants. With 

increased number of participants, we will be able to use the same analytical 
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instruments without collapsing answer categories. Therefore, we can learn from 

intensity of attitudes as well as their direction. With a shorter survey better samples 

become feasible. With a bigger sample size, there may be more effects that may 

show as statistically significant. I have tried to minimize the potential errors of self-

reporting, and to make sure the resulting theoretical outcomes of this study to be 

verifiable and replicable by empirical methods. The outcomes must be verified by 

comparing observable behaviors with the theoretically expected behaviors in a 

more controlled situation.  

In a more ambitious project, I may develop a dynamic model of the 

feedback structures identified in this research, calibrate it with quantitative 

findings, and simulate it in Simulink or Scicos to explore the resulting dynamics. 

As mentioned previously, current implementations of democratic 

governance are within social systems with many positive feedback loops between 

citizen participation and other variables. Current democracies have two major 

states. One state is a less participatory and less democratic equilibrium. In this 

state, many citizens are less attentive, interested, and engaged than an effective 

democracy would need. Another is an unstable excited state. During this state 

many citizens are idealistically enthusiastic. But, because of their long period of 

disengagement, they are realistically unprepared with solutions for the problems 

they are facing. Without social feedbacks stimulating understanding, interest, and 

pragmatism, attentive, critical, informed, engaged, compassionate, and 

participating citizens remain outnumbered. They will be outnumbered by the 

uninformed consenting masses at one equilibrium and outnumbered by the 

irrational rebellious masses at the other.  

I believe that we can reshape our social systems to create and utilize growing 

possibilities for transparency, deliberation, and empathy. It is necessary for a 

democratic and fair society, and for actualization of our humanity. 
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Appendix A: Sources of Question Inspirations 

In designing the questions, I have been directly and indirectly inspired by 

the following surveys: 

Table A.1. Sources and Surveys that have directly or indirectly inspired some of the 
questions 
Sources of Survey Questions

The Cantril Self-Anchoring Scale, developed by pioneering social researcher Dr. Hadley Cantril74

Gallup-Sharecare Well-Being Index75

Gallup Daily: U.S. Economic Confidence Index76

http://www.gallup.com/poll/1666/military-national-defense.aspx

http://www.gallup.com/poll/1597/confidence-institutions.aspx

Pew Surveys77

European Social Survey78

Harris Alienation Index79

Australian Election Study, 2001

http://www.yourmorals.org/all_morality_values_quizzes.php

http://www.yourmorals.org/mfq_b.php

http://www.yourmorals.org/meaning_irb.php?nextpage=meaning&title=Meaning+in+Life+Questionnaire

http://www.yourmorals.org/mfq_c_process.php

http://www.yourmorals.org/bpebpg.php

http://hoorferl.stanford.edu/gregory/teapartyalltableinone-filtered.html

https://www.politicalcompass.org

http://www.pidop.surrey.ac.uk/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_human_needs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs#Changes_to_the_hierarchy_by_circumstance

74 Inc, Gallup. 2017. “Understanding How Gallup Uses the Cantril Scale.” Gallup.Com. Accessed 
September 9. http://www.gallup.com/poll/122453/Understanding-Gallup-Uses-Cantril-Scale.aspx. 
75 http://www.well-beingindex.com/ 
76 http://www.gallup.com/poll/122840/Gallup-Daily-Economic-Indexes.aspx 
77 http://www.pewresearch.org/ 
78

http://www.europeansocialsurvey.org/methodology/ess_methodology/source_questionnaire
/ 
79 http://www.theharrispoll.com 
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Appendix B: Knowledge Questions 

In four out of 11 questions the right answer had absolute majority. In two 

questions the right answer was the mode and was relative majority. In 6 questions 

“I don't know” was the mode and the frequency of correct answer was frequency of 

more than the frequency of false answer. In 6 questions “I don't know” was the 

mode and the frequency of false answer was of more than the frequency of false 

answer. and for one question the mode was the false answer80. Table B.1 presents 

the list of questions about political knowledge. 

Table B.1. List of questions about political knowledge. 
QID QN What is your opinion about the truth of the following statements? (Please don't look up the answers :)

837 p4_077Q09 In Sweden higher education is free of charge for Swedish citizens

838 p4_078Q09 The prime minister of Canada is the candidate who wins more than 50% of the people's votes in national elections

839 p4_079Q09 In US presidential elections, the candidate who gets more than 50% of the people's votes becomes the president

840 p4_080Q09 It was the republican president, GEORGE W. BUSH, who let the government intervene in the market economy. His 
government purchased troubled assets and equity from financial institutions 

841 p4_081Q09 Margaret Thatcher was a friend of Nelson Mandela during the cold war

842 p4_082Q09 Nicolas Sarkozy was the president of Germany

843 p4_083Q09 Hugo Chavez was the president of Bolivia

844 p4_084Q09 Hosni Mubarak was the ruler of Egypt

845 p4_085Q09 Paul Martin was the prime minister of the United Kingdom

846 p4_086Q09 Egypt is in Africa

847 p4_087Q09 Canada has been involved in wars during the past 7 years

848 p4_088Q09 A person with a low income pays a bigger proportion of their earnings in income tax than someone with a high 
income 

849 p4_089Q09 The United States' Guantanamo military prison is in Cuba

850 p4_090Q09 Germany has a permanent seat on the Security Council of the United Nations

851 p4_091Q09 The voting system in the country is such that the candidate who has LESS than 40% of the people's vote may still 
become a member of parliament or congress 

852 p4_092Q09 The voting system in the country is such that each political party has a number of members in the parliament or 
congress proportional to their relative popularity in elections 

853 p4_093Q09 Canadian citizens vote every 5 years in prime minister elections and every 4 years in parliamentary elections

854 p4_094Q09 Canada has withdrawn from the Kyoto environmental Protocol

855 p4_095Q09 The United States is a participant in the International Criminal Court

only one of the questions (QID 852) had association with questions about 

participation. Figure B.1 presents the frequency distribution of the answers to this 

question which was one of the two questions in which the right answer was the 

mode and was relative majority. It was positively associated with likelihood of 

voting national elections and was negatively associated with the likelihood 

contribution of money to political parties or their candidates. 

80 In US presidential elections, the candidate who gets more than 50pct of the people's votes 
becomes the president (QID 839) 
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Figure B.1. QID 852, Frequency distribution of answers to the only questions that had 
relevance to participation. 

0

50

100

I am Sure / I Believe this is False I do not know I am Sure / I Believe this is True

The voting system in the country is such that the candidate who has LESS than 
40pct of the people's vote may still become a member of parliament or 

congress
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Appendix C: Associations among participation 
questions 

Table C.1. Symmetric Somers’ D Associations among questions regarding participation   
ordered by QID 

10 12 14 15 17 20 22 24 25 27 28 29 30 32 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 605 613

0010_p1_016Q05 How likely vote in next 
national elections 

.21 .53 .34 .20

0012_p1_018Q05 How likely participate 
national election campaigns party’s 
candidates 

.21  .22 .26 .25 .48 .28 .23 .46 .39 .37  .40  .23  .44 .26 .35  .27     .32 

0014_p1_020Q05 How likely participate 
in provincial elections 

.53 .22  .64    .24 .21

0015_p1_021Q05 How likely participate 
in municipal elections 

.34 .26 .64   .21  .26 .25 .19  .20

0017_p1_023Q06 How likely in 12 
months Participate in professional union 
action 

 .25    .33 .43 .24 .33 .30 .34 .35 .27    .20  .24 .23 .26 .22    .27 

0020_p1_026Q06 How likely in 
12months Contribute money to political 
party/candidate  

 .48  .21 .33  .37 .28 .47 .45 .41 .48 .48  .24 .29 .40  .30 .37 .25  .61   .30 

0022_p1_028Q06 How likely in 12 
months Participate in a sit in or strike 

 .28   .43 .37  .23 .43 .48 .39 .53 .46    .26  .31 .32 .26 .22 .22  .28 .26 

0024_p1_030Q06 How likely in 12 
months Attend a meeting of a non-
political group 

 .23 .24 .26 .24 .28 .23  .36 .41 .29 .38 .38 .28 .30 .32 .27 .40 .31 .38 .38 .29 .20 .35 .29 .30 

0025_p1_031Q06 How likely in 12 
months Attend a meeting of a political 
party 

.20 .46 .21 .25 .33 .47 .43 .36  .42 .39 .44 .42  .20 .27 .36 .24 .38 .35 .33 .34 .39 .18 .31 .36 

0027_p1_033Q06 How likely in 12 
months Attend a rally or protest 

.17 .39  .19 .30  .48 .41 .42  .43 .68 .66 .23 .28 .28 .36 .38 .43 .49 .39   .24 .30 .30 

0028_p1_034Q06 How likely in 12 
months Participate demonstration 
support GOV 

 .37   .34 .41 .39 .29 .39 .43  .51 .41  .21 .28 .33  .25 .30 .28  .21

0029_p1_035Q06 How likely in 12 
months Participate protest critical of 
GOV 

   .20 .35 .48 .53 .38 .44 .68 .51  .71 .27 .29  .33 .35 .39 .45 .38 .39 .34 .25 .40 .35 

0030_p1_036Q06 How likely in 12 
months Participate protest even risky for 
you 

 .40   .27 .48 .46 .38 .42 .66 .41 .71   .22 .28 .30 .38 .35 .44 .33 .33 .40 .21 .37 .31 

0032_p1_038Q07 How frequent I 
participate fund raising events and 
charities related to community causes 

       .28  .23  .27   .41 .39 .26 .22 .28 .31 .33 .31 .23 .51 .26 .32 

0037_p1_043Q07 How frequent I 
participate as a volunteer in sociopol 
events 

 .23    .24  .30 .20 .28 .21 .29  .41  .60 .50 .44 .40 .42 .46 .46 .30 .54 .23 .26 

0038_p1_044Q07 How frequent I 
participate as member in a political party 
or organization 

       .32 .27 .28 .28 .29 .28 .39 .60  .56 .47 .50 .47 .47 .44 .36 .44 .23 .35 

0039_p1_045Q07 How frequent I 
participate in the activities political party 
or organization 

 .44   .20 .40 .26 .27 .36 .36 .33 .33 .30 .26 .50 .56  .42 .45 .45 .41 .43 .47 .39  .31 

0040_p1_046Q07 How frequent I act as 
an advocate for sociopol cause 

 .26      .40 .24 .38  .35 .38 .22 .44 .47 .42  .62 .68 .66 .57 .30 .29 .32 .40 

0041_p1_047Q07 How frequent I as 
activist support groups fairness for 
people like me 

 .35   .24 .30  .31 .38 .43 .25 .39 .35 .28 .40 .50 .45 .62  .78 .69 .58 .30 .25 .29 .38 

0042_p1_048Q07 How frequent I act 
activist groups fairness for weak citizens 
of my country 

 .32   .23  .32 .38 .35 .49 .30 .45 .44 .31 .42 .47 .45 .68 .78  .81 .58 .35 .30  .40 

0043_p1_049Q07 How frequent I act 
activist groups fairness for the weak 
people in OTHER countries 

 .27   .26  .26 .38 .33 .39 .28  .33 .33 .46 .47 .41 .66 .69 .81  .57 .31 .37 .31 .44 

0046_p1_052Q07 How frequent I 
organize participate sociopol awareness 
campaigns 

 .30   .22  .22 .29 .34 .36  .39 .33 .31 .46 .44 .43 .57 .58 .58 .57  .40 .38 .31 .44 

0047_p1_053Q07 How frequent I donate 
to political parties or candidates 

     .61 .22  .39 .33 .21 .34 .40 .23 .30 .36 .47 .30 .30 .35 .31 .40  .30

0048_p1_054Q07 How frequent I 
volunteer for NPO or public interest 
groups 

       .35 .18 .24  .25 .21 .51 .54 .44 .39 .29 .25 .30 .37 .38 .30

0605_p3_097Q12 How likely ON THE 
INTERNET u form or participate in a 
group to advance a cause related to 
public interest  

      .28 .29 .31 .30  .40  .26 .23 .23  .32 .29  .31 .31 .23   .60 

0613_p3_105Q13 how likely while 
OFFLINE u form or participate in a group 
public interest  

 .32   .27 .30 .26 .30 .36 .30  .35 .31 .32 .26 .35 .31 .40 .38 .40 .44 .44 .25  .60 
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All the associations shown are direct, significant, strong, and not mediated by non-performative questions.
Red cells are not found strong, significant, and unmediated in the other direction. 

Appendix D: Questions about world views, ideology, 
beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, altruism, Feeling a 
Sense of Social Responsibility 

Table D.1. Questions about world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 
altruism, feeling a sense of social responsibility 
QID QN Q

Considering your country of citizenship, what do you see as your immediate responsibility?

49 p1_055Q08 I HAVE TO support the people who are in power NOW

50 p1_056Q08 I HAVE TO trust what politicians do

51 p1_057Q08 I HAVE TO express my criticism of what the people in power are doing

52 p1_058Q08 I HAVE TO rely on elections, and the current system of democratic processes, to demand what I want to happen

53 p1_059Q08 I HAVE TO attend demonstrations supporting the current prime minister, president, or cabinet (if one is 
organized) 

54 p1_060Q08 I HAVE TO protest to change the current prime minister, president, or cabinet

55 p1_061Q08 I HAVE TO attend legal and peaceful demonstrations to pressure the current prime minister, president, or 
cabinet (if one is organized) 

56 p1_062Q08 I HAVE TO protest to change the current governance system in my country (CONSTITUTION, democratic 
processes, economic system, ...) 

57 p1_063Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for people like me

58 p1_064Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak citizens of my country

59 p1_065Q08 I HAVE TO join advocacy groups that champion fairness for weak people in any country who need help

60 p1_066Q08 I HAVE TO know about NATIONAL political/economic news

61 p1_067Q08 I HAVE TO know about INTERNATIONAL political/economic news

Please choose the option closest to your opinion.

62 p1_068Q09 Please choose the option closest to your opinion.
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Table D.2. Questions about world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 
altruism, feeling a sense of social responsibility continued 
QID QN Q

For each question, please choose the best answer.

63 p1_069Q10 If the result of lawful elections in the country is different than what I would like, I must respect the majority's 
choice 

64 p1_070Q10 If the elections in the country are unlawful, I don't have to respect them

70 p1_076Q10 The POSSIBILITY of civil disobedience, without harsh punishment, is one of the most important criteria for a 
good society 

73 p1_079Q10 Those politicians who promise one thing during elections and do the opposite when elected must be 
prosecuted. 

74 p1_080Q10 National politics affects me more than International Politics

75 p1_081Q10 Municipal politics affects me more than National Politics

76 p1_082Q10 National politics is more important for me than International Politics

77 p1_083Q10 Municipal politics is more important for me than National Politics

78 p1_084Q11 In an IDEAL political system, citizens are able to shorten the length of term in office for elected officials

79 p1_085Q11 We CAN REALISTICALLY have a political system in which citizens are able to shorten the length of term in office 
for elected officials in this country now 

80 p1_086Q11 Respect for the law is one of the most important criteria for a good society

81 p1_087Q11 To have a good society people in my country must obey the laws in my country

82 p1_088Q11 I am ready to spend my time to improve the social/cultural, economic, and political conditions of my country

83 p1_089Q11 I am ready to spend 10% of my wealth improve social/cultural, economic and political condition of my country

84 p1_090Q11 I am ready to risk my liberty to improve social/cultural, economic and political condition of my country

85 p1_091Q11 I am ready to risk my life to improve social/cultural, economic and political condition of my country

86 p1_092Q11 If I decide to engage more than this in Political, Economic, Social/Cultural issues, it will take so much of my time 
that I cannot afford. 

87 p1_093Q11 Sometimes, I avoid engaging in Political, Economic, Social/Cultural issues because it may require a change in 
my lifestyle 

88 p1_094Q11 Sometimes, I don't follow the international news because they are too terrible or too serious

89 p1_095Q11 Sometimes, I don't follow the international news because it may involve our government in such a way that 
may make me feel responsible 

90 p1_096Q11 Expressing my Political, Economic, Social/Cultural views may put my work, business, or opportunities at risk

How IMPORTANT have the following topics been for you?

105 p1_111Q13 Ethics (what is right or wrong to do)

106 p1_112Q13 Your compliance with your own ethical principles

107 p1_113Q13 Others' compliance with your ethical principles

108 p1_114Q13 Your fairness to others

109 p1_115Q13 Others' fairness to you

110 p1_116Q13 Fairness within the country (education and healthcare, power and wealth distribution, equality of opportunity, 
...) 

111 p1_117Q13 Fairness of the level of exploitation of weak people by powerful elite within your country

112 p1_118Q13 Fairness of the level of the exploitation of weaker countries by stronger countries

113 p1_119Q13 Stability of progress in the country

114 p1_120Q13 Independence of the country

115 p1_121Q13 Rights and freedoms in the country

116 p1_122Q13 Sovereignty of the country

Table D.3. Questions about world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 
altruism, feeling a sense of social responsibility continued 
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QID QN Q

How much trust do you have in the following?

129 p1_155Q17 Your friends TO DO what is best for you

130 p1_156Q17 Your family members TO DO what is best for you

131 p1_157Q17 Your physician TO DO what is best for you

132 p1_158Q17 Your fellow citizens TO KNOW and choose what is best for the country when they vote

133 p1_159Q17 The military TO DO what is best for people

134 p1_160Q17 Religious authorities TO DO what is best for people

135 p1_161Q17 Big corporations TO DO what is best for people

136 p1_162Q17 The government TO DO what is best for people while handling domestic affairs

137 p1_163Q17 The government TO DO what is best for people while handling foreign affairs

138 p1_164Q17 The police in the country TO DO what is right for people

139 p1_165Q17 Politicians TO DO what they promise during elections, after they are elected

140 p1_166Q17 The political system in the country as a whole

How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE SOCIETY as a 
whole? 

141 p1_167Q18 The good intentions of the politicians in power in the country now

142 p1_168Q18 The good intentions of politicians in opposition groups or parties

149 p1_175Q18 The good intentions of scholars or scholarly journals

150 p1_176Q18 The good intentions of the military

151 p1_177Q18 The good intentions of the judiciary and the courts in the country

152 p1_178Q18 The good intentions of the legislative branch (Parliament, or Congress, etc.)

Considering your country, choose the right words to complete the following statements.

153 p1_179Q19 ...... of those who are in power should be considered criminals

154 p1_180Q19 ...... of those who are in power care about the country

155 p1_181Q19 ...... of those who are in power are qualified to do what they are responsible for

156 p1_182Q19 ...... of those who manage big media care about the country

157 p1_183Q19 ...... of the people in the country are good

158 p1_184Q19 ...... of those who have more power or wealth in the country have merits, abilities, or skills, and deserve what 
they have 

159 p1_185Q19 ...... of those running the country really care what happens to me

160 p1_186Q19 ...... of those running the country really know what happens to ordinary people

161 p1_187Q19 ...... of those running the country try to manipulate people like me

Compare the importance of the following:

358 p2_091Q12 My QUALITY OF LIFE is _____ my personal wealth and power

359 p2_092Q12 My RIGHTS and FREEDOMS are _____ my personal wealth and power

360 p2_093Q12 Fairness of POWER and WEALTH distribution in the country is _____ my personal wealth and power

361 p2_094Q12 DEMOCRATIC processes and constitutional laws are _____ my personal wealth and power

362 p2_095Q12 Prosperity of the country is _____ my personal wealth and power

363 p2_096Q12 Sovereignty of the country or Independence of the government from foreign control is _____ my personal wealth 
and power 

364 p2_097Q12 Respecting the sovereignty and rights of other countries to their resources is _____ my personal wealth and
power 

365 p2_098Q12 Increasing the periods of PEACE, and decreasing the probability of WARS is _____ my personal wealth and power

366 p2_099Q12 Big corporations or the government being held accountable _____ my personal wealth and power

367 p2_100Q12 Reduction of corruption in big corporations or the government is _____ my personal wealth and power

368 p2_101Q12 Reduction in crime is _____ my personal wealth and power

Table D.4. Questions about world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 
altruism, feeling a sense of social responsibility continued 
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QID QN Q

Provide your views on the following statements.

464 p2_197Q21 I become upset, when the government doesn't handle foreign affairs as I expect

467 p2_200Q22 I feel responsible for what our government is doing inside and outside the country because we live in a 
democracy 

468 p2_201Q22 I do not feel responsible for what the government is doing inside and outside the country because I did not 
vote in the elections 

469 p2_202Q22 I feel responsible to do something beneficial for other people in my country

470 p2_203Q22 I do not feel responsible for what the government is doing inside and outside the country because I voted for 
another party 

471 p2_204Q22 I feel that political and economic news are boring

472 p2_205Q22 I don't care about foreign affairs

475 p2_208Q22 I hesitate posting my social/cultural, economic, or political opinions on social media, because I may be wrong

How often do you ...

765 p4_005Q03 attend religious services? (other than from traditional and social functions such as weddings, funerals and
baptisms)? 

766 p4_006Q03 practicing the rites of a religion such as regular prayers?

East Longubia has vast amount of kryptiumite. Citizens of East Longubia don't have the technology to use this 
valuable resource. The companies in your country are interested in getting kryptiumite at a low price. You 
can select all, some, or none of the provided options: 

782 p4_022Q05 It is morally fine for your country to occupy East Longubia and let the companies extract what they need at the 
price they want. 

783 p4_023Q05 It is morally fine for your country to stage a coup, and put a puppet government in East Longubia who will sell 
kryptiumite at a lower than market value to the companies in your country. 

784 p4_024Q05 It is morally fine for your country to redirect money to militant groups in East Longubia who promise to help the 
companies in your country who are interested in obtaining kryptiumite at the lowest price. 

785 p4_025Q05 It is morally fine for your country to redirect some money to local political parties in East Longubia who promise 
to help the companies in your country who are interested in obtaining kryptiumite at the lowest price. 

786 p4_026Q05 It is morally fine for your country to spy on local companies in East Longubia, and give the information about 
their situation to the companies in your country who are interested in obtaining kryptiumite at the lowest price.

787 p4_027Q05 It is morally fine for your country to manipulate the politics or economy of East Longubia if others are doing it, 
and the intervention is in your national interest 
What is your opinion?

803 p4_043Q07 There are no absolute moral values.

804 p4_044Q07 It is fine if I do anything I desire, as long as it may not backfire

805 p4_045Q07 It is every man for himself (Everyone has to do his best to maximize his/her pleasures)

806 p4_046Q07 I may do things for my own benefit that may hurt other people's pleasures, but I do not want to have more 
pleasures if achieving those requires depriving other humans of their fundamental needs or rights 

807 p4_047Q07 It is every man for himself (Everyone has to fight for his or her own survival)

808 p4_048Q07 The strongest should rule and determine right and wrong

809 p4_049Q07 The fittest should survive; It is natural and fine that the strong EXPLOITS the weak

810 p4_050Q07 It is natural for the strong to TAKE CARE of the weak

811 p4_051Q07 Most people who don't succeed in life are lazy

812 p4_052Q07 I should care about myself and others, and do what is good for me but doesn't hurt others; you should care 
about yourself and others, and do what is good for you but doesn't hurt others. 

813 p4_053Q07 The world is such that everyone gets what he or she deserves. Those who have power or wealth deserve it. 
Those who are weak and poor deserve it 

814 p4_054Q07 The poor in this country, deserve to be so

815 p4_055Q07 Poor countries deserve to be so

816 p4_056Q07 I believe we have to avoid lies, envy, betrayal, theft, and carnage

818 p4_058Q07 I usually do not think about my social and political responsibilities because otherwise I have to change my life 
style radically 

Table D.5. Questions about world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 
altruism, feeling a sense of social responsibility continued 
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QID QN Q

What is your opinion about the following statements?

897 p4_137Q13 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with the people of other countries

898 p4_138Q13 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with other people in my country

899 p4_139Q13 It is better for both of us if I only care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care 
about yourself and only do what is good for you 

900 p4_140Q13 All people should be equal in terms of power and wealth

901 p4_141Q13 People should have equal opportunity

902 p4_142Q13 It would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the extent that it would be better for the least 
advantaged people (for example to encourage some workers to do less desirable work, which mostly would 
help the weak people, it is fair to pay for the undesirable work to a level where there would enough workers 
doing that kind of work) 

903 p4_143Q13 It would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the extent that it would make the life of most
people better (for example, if the government finds a new diamond mine, it is fair to increase the income of 
everyone by 10%, because it would make the life of everyone better) 

904 p4_144Q13 It would be fair to let wealth inequality exist, and we should not set a limit for it because some people deserve 
a lot more than others 

922 p4_162Q15 I would defend my country if she was under attack

923 p4_163Q15 I would support my country invading another country to maximize our national interests

924 p4_164Q15 I would support my country meddling with or exploiting another country to maximize our national interests

925 p4_165Q15 I would prefer to live in another country

926 p4_166Q15 I am proud of my country

927 p4_167Q15 I put the good of humanity above the good of my nation

928 p4_168Q15 I believe in the principles of a religion

929 p4_169Q15 I practice the rituals of a religion

933 p4_173Q15 I don't believe in God

950 p4_190Q17 My country should join international treaties that will benefit the world, even if those treaties put limitations 
on our interests 

951 p4_191Q17 It is fine to torture prisoners of war if our security requires it

952 p4_192Q17 It is fine to torture our enemies if our security requires it

953 p4_193Q17 It is fine to torture members of the political opposition if our security requires it

954 p4_194Q17 I don't mind if we wage war or intervene in other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for us

955 p4_195Q17 I don't mind if we wage war or intervene in other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for them

956 p4_196Q17 I don't mind if we give money to other countries if I believe that the outcome will be good for them

957 p4_197Q17 The preservation of peace may sometimes hinder my country's progress, but the outcome will worth the price

958 p4_198Q17 The military power of the country should increase

959 p4_199Q17 Those who start military invasions and wars breed disrespect for human life

960 p4_200Q17 Most of the wars we have engaged in were unnecessary

961 p4_201Q17 People who claim to be peace lovers are usually weak and cowardly

962 p4_202Q17 It is fine if our enemies torture those of us who become their prisoners of war if their security requires it
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Table D.6. Questions about world views, ideology, beliefs, opinions, morality, ethics, 
altruism, feeling a sense of social responsibility continued 
QID QN Q

In my personal life, if I have a conflict of interest with an opponent, it is morally fine to do something that ...

977 p4_217Q19 leads to the death of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or happiness

978 p4_218Q19 risks the life of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or happiness

979 p4_219Q19 makes my opponent unhappy if it substantially increases my welfare, utility, or happiness

980 p4_220Q19 decreases the health, utility, or happiness of my opponent considerably if it substantially increases my welfare, 
utility or happiness 

981 p4_221Q19 decreases the health, utility, or happiness of my opponent minimally if it substantially increases my welfare, 
utility or happiness 
How accurate are the following statements about you?

1020 p4_260Q23 I don't cheat to get ahead

1021 p4_261Q23 I like to solve complex problems

1022 p4_262Q23 I am concerned about others

1023 p4_263Q23 I can't stand confrontations

1024 p4_264Q23 I believe that people are basically moral

1025 p4_265Q23 I feel sympathy for those who are worse off than me

1026 p4_266Q23 I value cooperation over competition

1027 p4_267Q23 I suffer from others' sorrows

1028 p4_268Q23 I tend to dislike soft-hearted people

1029 p4_269Q23 I know how to get things done

1030 p4_270Q23 I leave a mess in my room

1032 p4_272Q23 I waste my time

1033 p4_273Q23 I often act without thinking

1034 p4_274Q23 I suspect hidden motives in others

1035 p4_275Q23 I like change

1036 p4_276Q23 I keep my promises

1037 p4_277Q23 I believe that I am better than others

1038 p4_278Q23 I often contradict others

I believe ...

871 p4_111Q11 we have an obligation, as a society, to take care of the poorest and most vulnerable groups

872 p4_112Q11 the government must always intervene to regulate the markets in favor of weak people

873 p4_113Q11 in the free market, with government intervention to support businesses when necessary

874 p4_114Q11 in the free market, with government intervention to support poor people when necessary

875 p4_115Q11 in the free market without government intervention

876 p4_116Q11 my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources

877 p4_117Q11 my government should care only about its citizens not the lives of people in other countries

878 p4_118Q11 citizens have the right to know what the government is doing in their country

879 p4_119Q11 citizens have the right to know what the government is doing in other countries

880 p4_120Q11 in God
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Appendix E: Questions about world views, values, 
beliefs, and opinions associated with only one form of 
participation 

Table E.1. Questions about world views, values, beliefs, and opinions associated with 
participation associated with only one form of participation 
QID QN Q C

978 p4_218Q19 risks the life of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or happiness 1

765 p4_005Q03 attend religious services? (other than from traditional and social functions such as weddings, funerals and
baptisms)? 

1

977 p4_217Q19 leads to the death of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or happiness 1

366 p2_099Q12 Big corporations or the government being held accountable for what they do to environment and society is 
_____ my personal wealth and power 

1

815 p4_055Q07 Poor countries deserve to be so 1

957 p4_197Q17 The preservation of peace may sometimes hinder my country's progress, but the outcome will worth the 
price 

1

899 p4_139Q13 It is better for both of us if I only care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care 
about yourself and only do what is good for you 

1

929 p4_169Q15 I practice the rituals of a religion 1

50 p1_056Q08 I HAVE TO trust what politicians do 1

135 p1_161Q17 Big corporations TO DO what is best for people 1

360 p2_093Q12 Fairness of POWER and WEALTH distribution in the country is _____ my personal wealth and power 1

872 p4_112Q11 the government must always intervene to regulate the markets in favor of weak people 1

877 p4_117Q11 my government should care only about its citizens not the lives of people in other countries 1

923 p4_163Q15 I would support my country invading another country to maximize our national interests 1

80 p1_086Q11 Respect for the law is one of the most important criteria for a good society 1

134 p1_160Q17 Religious authorities TO DO what is best for people 1

106 p1_112Q13 Your compliance with your own ethical principles 1

142 p1_168Q18 The good intentions of politicians in opposition groups or parties 1

903 p4_143Q13 It would be fair to let some wealth inequality exist, only to the extent that it would make the life of most 
people better (for example, if the government finds a new diamond mine, it is fair to increase the income of 
everyone by 10%, because it would make the life of everyone better) 

1

108 p1_114Q13 Your fairness to others 1

63 p1_069Q10 If the result of lawful elections in the country is different than what I would like, I must respect the majority's 
choice 

1

Column C shows the frequency of associations
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Appendix F: Theorization About Forms of Participation 
that are Associated with International Altruism and 
National Ethical Egoism 

There are few forms of participation that are associated with International 

altruism and National ethical egoism. Table F.1 shows the average extent of 

associations of various forms of participation with International altruism and 

National ethical egoism. The two concepts are opposite to each other.  

Table F.1. the average extent of associations between various forms of participation   
and International altruism and National ethical egoism 
QID Q 876 897 957

International altruism

10 vote in next national elections Elections .25

27 Attend a political or social/cultural rally or protest Demonstration .26

30 Participate in a protest even if it may be risky for you Demonstration .23 .27

40 I act as an advocate for a political, economic, or social/cultural cause Activism .29

42 I act as an activist for one or more advocacy groups that champion fairness for 
weak citizens of my country 

Activism .27

3/26
2/7 

2/26
1/7 

1/26
1/7 

876 I believe ...... my government must help other countries with inferior natural resources

What is your opinion about the following statements?... 
897 I am willing to share some of my prosperity with the people of other countries 
957 The preservation of peace may sometimes hinder my country's progress, but the outcome will worth the price

Interestingly, participation through political parties is only associated with 

national ethical egoism and International Altruism is associated with Elections, 

demonstration, and activism.  

Theory F.1: 

Those with more international altruistic tendencies are more likely to vote in 

national elections, participate in demonstrations, or act as an activist; similarly, 

those who more likely to vote in national elections, participate in demonstrations, 

or act as an activist are more likely to have international altruistic tendencies. 

In chapter 4 we learned that national ethical egoism was associated with 

participation through political parties. Table F.2 presents the associations we found 

between questions regarding various forms of participation and questions 
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regarding national egoism. There is only one class of participation that is 

associated with nation egoism; it is participation through political parties. 

Table F.2. the extent of associations between various forms of participation and 
national egoism 
QID Q 815 877 923 924

National ethical egoism

12 participate in national election campaigns for parties or candidates Political 
Parties  

.23 .23

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate Political 
Parties 

.27 .26

47 I donate money to political parties or candidates Political 
Parties 

.23

Participation forms
Participation classes

1/26
1/7 

1/26
1/7 

1/26
1/7 

2/26
1/7 

815 What is your opinion? Poor countries deserve to be so
877 I believe ...... my government should care only about its citizens not the lives of people in other countries

What is your opinion about the following statements?... 
923 I would support my country invading another country to maximize our national interests 
924 I would support my country meddling with or exploiting another country to maximize our national interests 

Table F.3 shows the extent of associations between questions regarding 

various forms of participation and questions about belief in ethical egoism.  

Table F.3. the average extent of associations between various forms of participation   
and International altruism and National ethical egoism 

QI
D 

Q 89 899 977 978

Personal 
ethical egoism

Personal 
ethical egoism

Ethical egoism Ethical egoism

12 participate in national election campaigns for 
parties or candidates 

PP .25

14 participate in provincial elections Elections -.24

20 Contribute money to a political party or candidate PP .23

25 Attend a meeting of a political party PP .28 .33

Participation forms
Participation classes

2/26
1/7 

1/26
1/7 

1/26
1/7 

1/26
1/7 

For each question, please choose the best answer....
89- Sometimes, I do not follow the international news because it may involve our government in such a way that may make me 
feel responsible

What is your opinion about the following statements?... 
899- It is better for both of us if I only care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care about yourself 
and only do what is good for you 
977- In my personal life, if I have a conflict of interest with an opponent, it is morally fine to do something that ...... leads to the 
death of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or happiness 
978- In my personal life, if I have a conflict of interest with an opponent, it is morally fine to do something that ...... risks the life 
of my opponent if it substantially increases my health, utility, or happiness 

Table F.4 shows that there are very few participants who felt it is morally 

fine to do something that risks the life of their opponent if it substantially increases 

my health utility or happiness; however, a substantive tendency can be observed. 

Citizens who are less likely to attend a meeting of a political party are more likely 
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to disagree with morality of risking the life of one’s opponent; and citizens who are 

more likely to attend a meeting of a political party are more likely to agree with 

morality of risking the life of one’s opponent.  

Table F.4. Crosstabulation of QID 978 on egoistic attitude QID 25 on likelihood of 
attending a meeting of a political party 

QID 025:p1_031Q06 How likely in 12 months attend a meeting of a political party 

QID 978:218Q19 it is morally fine to risks 
the life of my opponent if it substantially 
increases my health utility or happiness 

No chance/ Unlikely 50%50% Likely / Definitely Row Total %

Disagree/Strongly Disagree Count: 107 17 17 141 86%

Col%: 
93.86% 77.27% 60.71%

Neutral               Count: 7 4 8 19 12%

Col%: 
6.14% 18.18% 28.57%

Agree/Strongly Agree Count: 0 1 3 4 2%

Col%: 
0% 4.55% 10.71%

Col Total:          114 22 28 164

%:          69.51% 13.41% 17.07%

Figure F.1 presents this egoistic attitude vs likelihood of attending a meeting 

of a political party. A much bigger proportion of people who may attend or are like 

to attend the meeting of a political party see it fine, or are neutral, to do something 

that risks the life of their opponent if it substantially increases my health utility or 

happiness. This is an attitude that 86% of participants disagree with. 
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Figure F.1. egoistic attitude vs likelihood of attending a meeting of a political party 
(QIDs 978, 25) 

While a common version of the proverb: “It is better for both of us if I only 

care about myself, and I only do what is good for me; while you only care about 

yourself and only do what is good for you” is negatively associated with 

participation in provincial elections, a slightly modified version “I should care 

about myself and others, and do what is good for me but doesn't hurt others; you 

should care about yourself and others, and do what is good for you but doesn't hurt 
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others.” which includes caring about others is positively associated with 

participation in provincial elections. 

Tables above show that there is an association between ethical egoism in 

general and participation   through political parties. 

Theory F.2: 

Those with more personal or national ethical egoistic tendencies are more likely to 

be engaged through political parties; similarly, citizens who more engaged 

through political parties are more likely to have personal or national ethical 

egoistic tendencies. 

Notice that theory 5.1 suggests that national altruism is associated with 

participation through political parties and theory F.2 suggests that national egoism 

is associated with participation through political parties this suggests that we have 

two clusters of people engaged through political parties. citizens who are more 

altruistic than average and citizens who are more egoistic. 
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Appendix G: ISMT questions 

Table G.1. ISMT questions 
Row QID QN QQ

How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE SOCIETY 
as a whole? 

1 143 p1_169Q18 The good intentions of media organizations supported by the NATIONAL government (like CBC)

2 144 p1_170Q18 The good intentions of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CTV, Province, National Post)

3 145 p1_171Q18 The good intentions of media organizations supported by FOREIGN governments (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, 
Al Jazeera, PressTV, RT) 

4 146 p1_172Q18 The good intentions of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, 
USA Today, The Daily Telegraph ) 

5 147 p1_173Q18 The good intentions of media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, 
Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, Globalresearch.ca) 

6 148 p1_174Q18 The good intentions of independent journalists, bloggers or video bloggers

How likely are the following?

7 189 p1_215Q21 During the next year, (Like CTV, Province, National post,CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, The 
Daily Telegraph)  COMMERCIAL news media u presenting all conflicting sides of major issues. 

8 190 p1_216Q21 During the next year  (Examples of government supported media are: CBC, BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, 
PressTV, RT) GOVERNMENT supported news media  u presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 

9 191 p1_217Q21 During the next year,  (Examples of independent media are: Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, Globalresearch.ca)media independent of big corporations and
governments u presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 

10 192 p1_218Q21 During the next year, Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 
About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media YOU 
USE do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen? 

11 193 p1_219Q22 (like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, The Daily Telegraph) FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media u 
TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced by them on YouTube or other 
media 

12 194 p1_220Q22 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites; or content produced by them (like 
BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, RT) supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS u or content produced 
by them on YouTube or other media 

13 195 p1_221Q22 (like CTV, Province, National Post) DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media u TV or radio stations, newspapers, 
journals, or websites; or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

14 196 p1_222Q22 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC); or content produced by them on YouTube or other media 

15 197 p1_223Q22 (Examples of independent media are: Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, 
Infowars.com, Globalresearch.ca) Media independent of big corporations and governments u or content 
produced by them on YouTube or other media 

16 198 p1_224Q22 Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content produced by them on 
YouTube or other media 

17 199 p1_225Q22 Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals

About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media do you 
deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen? 

18 200 p1_226Q23 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

19 201 p1_227Q23 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are observations, thoughts and opinions of 
your friends and acquaintances 

20 202 p1_228Q23 Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are links to other media

21 203 p1_229Q23 Information you receive over telephone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or Skype from your friends and
acquaintances 

22 204 p1_230Q23 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, sermons, etc.

23 205 p1_231Q23 Information you receive in face to face dialogue with family, friends, acquaintances, or co-workers about 
their observations and interpretations 

24 206 p1_232Q23 Your own observations and interpretations
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Table G.2. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues? 

25 403 p2_136Q17 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media

26 404 p2_137Q17 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

27 405 p2_138Q17 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media

28 406 p2_139Q17 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL 

29 407 p2_140Q17 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

30 408 p2_141Q17 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

31 409 p2_142Q17 Media independent of big corporations and governments u

32 410 p2_143Q17 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

33 411 p2_144Q17 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

34 412 p2_145Q17 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

35 413 p2_146Q17 Email

36 414 p2_147Q17 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

37 415 p2_148Q17 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

38 416 p2_149Q17 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

39 417 p2_150Q17 Face to face dialogue

How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news? 

40 418 p2_151Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites COMMERCIAL news media

41 419 p2_152Q18 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

42 420 p2_153Q18 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media

43 421 p2_154Q18 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

44 422 p2_155Q18 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

45 423 p2_156Q18 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

46 424 p2_157Q18 Media independent of big corporations and governments

47 425 p2_158Q18 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

48 426 p2_159Q18 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

49 427 p2_160Q18 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

50 428 p2_161Q18 Email

51 429 p2_162Q18 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

52 430 p2_163Q18 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

53 431 p2_164Q18 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

54 432 p2_165Q18 Face to face dialogue
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Table G.3. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

How do the following sources present sides of INTERNATIONAL conflicts, opinions of different groups 
involved, or the political, economic, or social/cultural news of OTHER countries? 

55 501 p2_234Q25 Results from search engines such as Google, Bing, or Yahoo

56 502 p2_235Q25 News aggregators such as Yahoo news or Google news

57 503 p2_236Q25 Social news websites such as Reddit or Tumblr

58 504 p2_237Q25 Wire services such as Reuters, France press, or Associated press

59 505 p2_238Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media

60 506 p2_239Q25 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

61 507 p2_240Q25 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

62 508 p2_241Q25 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

63 509 p2_242Q25 title= (Like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, 
Globalresearch.ca) Media independent of big corporations and governments 

64 510 p2_243Q25 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

65 511 p2_244Q25 Websites of scholars or scholarly articles

66 512 p2_245Q25 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

67 513 p2_246Q25 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons, ...

68 514 p2_247Q25 Emails, posts on Facebook or Twitter; phone calls, SMS or SKYPE; face to face dialogs which are observations, 
thoughts and opinions of your acquaintances 
How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues? 

69 515 p2_248Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

70 516 p2_249Q26 News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

71 517 p2_250Q26 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

72 518 p2_251Q26 title=TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your 
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

73 519 p2_252Q26 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr):

74 520 p2_253Q26 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

75 521 p2_254Q26 Media independent of big corporations and governments

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues? 

76 522 p2_255Q27 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

77 523 p2_256Q27 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

78 524 p2_257Q27 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

79 525 p2_258Q27 Email

80 526 p2_259Q27 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone:

81 527 p2_260Q27 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

82 528 p2_261Q27 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

83 529 p2_262Q27 Face to face dialogue
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Table G.4 ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how much time did you spend on the following?

84 590 p3_082Q11 Talking face to face with your family, friends, or acquaintances

85 591 p3_083Q11 Playing your sports or hobbies, or creating art

86 592 p3_084Q11 Watching TV

87 593 p3_085Q11 Using the Internet not related to your job?

88 594 p3_086Q11 Following entertainment or celebrity news, fashion trends, or sports news?

89 595 p3_087Q11 on reading newspapers or journals?

90 596 p3_088Q11 Reading fiction books?

91 597 p3_089Q11 Reading non-fiction books or studying?

In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other social 
media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen? 

92 599 p3_091Q12 Your friends send you an update about celebrities, fashion, entertainment or sports news

93 600 p3_092Q12 Your friends send you an update of their opinions about political or economic issues?

94 601 p3_093Q12 Your friends send you an update of their opinions about Issues that are NOT merely related to immediate 
personal pleasures. 

95 604 p3_096Q12 You learn about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or events in your community?

96 606 p3_098Q12 Your communication channel is under surveillance or eavesdropping

In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, or watching the following?

97 615 p3_107Q14 OFFLINE FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CNN, Fox
News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today ,or The Daily Telegraph) 

98 616 p3_108Q14 WEBSITES of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CNN, Fox 
News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph) 

99 617 p3_109Q14 OFFLINE news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (like 
BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) 

100 618 p3_110Q14 WEBSITES of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 
(like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT) 

101 619 p3_111Q14 OFFLINE DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CTV, 
Province, or National post) 

102 620 p3_112Q14 WEBSITES of DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals (like CTV, 
Province, or National post) 

103 621 p3_113Q14 OFFLINE news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC) 

104 622 p3_114Q14 WEBSITES of news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 
In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, watching, using or 
attending the following? 

105 623 p3_115Q15 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

106 624 p3_116Q15 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

107 625 p3_117Q15 Media independent of big corporations and governments (Like adbusters, rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

108 626 p3_118Q15 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

109 627 p3_119Q15 Websites of scholars, or scholarly journals

110 628 p3_120Q15 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

111 629 p3_121Q15 Email

112 630 p3_122Q15 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

113 631 p3_123Q15 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

114 632 p3_124Q15 Attending speeches, public lectures, sermons ...

115 633 p3_125Q15 General face to face dialogue ...
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Table G.5. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

In the past 12 months, what source of content has been most influential on your political, economic, or 
social/cultural understanding? 

116 641 p3_133Q17 Newspapers (online and offline)

117 642 p3_134Q17 Books

118 643 p3_135Q17 Talk Shows

119 644 p3_136Q17 Comedy shows

120 645 p3_137Q17 TV series

121 646 p3_138Q17 Movies

122 647 p3_139Q17 News TV channels (online, and on Cable or satellite)

123 648 p3_140Q17 Radio stations

124 649 p3_141Q17 Songs

125 650 p3_142Q17 Speeches

126 651 p3_143Q17 Caricatures

127 652 p3_144Q17 online news aggregators, blogs, and websites

128 653 p3_145Q17 Shared content on social media such as Facebook or Twitter

129 654 p3_146Q17 Shared content on apps using cellphones (FaceTime, Kakao talk, Tango, Voxer, Viber, Vonage, or Skype)

130 655 p3_147Q17 Expressions of acquaintances

ow much of the POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or SOCIAL/CULTURAL information that you get from the following 
media is composed originally; and how much is a repeat of content from big media? 

131 656 p3_148Q18 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)1

132 657 p3_149Q18 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

133 658 p3_150Q18 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

134 659 p3_151Q18 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals:

135 660 p3_152Q18 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media1

136 661 p3_153Q18 Email1

137 662 p3_154Q18 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone1

138 663 p3_155Q18 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...1

139 664 p3_156Q18 Speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

140 665 p3_157Q18 Face to face dialogue1

How often do you see content on the following media that frames the news in a DIFFERENT way than the 
big media? 

141 666 p3_158Q19 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)1

142 667 p3_159Q19 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

143 668 p3_160Q19 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers,

144 669 p3_161Q19 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals1

145 670 p3_162Q19 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media1

146 671 p3_163Q19 Email1

147 672 p3_164Q19 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone1

148 673 p3_165Q19 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...1

149 674 p3_166Q19 Speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

150 675 p3_167Q19 Face to face dialogue1
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Table G.6. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

How do the following sources present opinions of different groups about political, economic, or 
social/cultural news of YOUR country? 

151 676 p3_180Q21 Search results from search engines such as Google, Bing, or Yahoo

152 677 p3_181Q21 News aggregators such as Yahoo news or Google news

153 678 p3_182Q21 Social news websites such as Reddit or Tumblr

154 679 p3_183Q21 Wire services such as Reuters, France press, or Associated press

155 680 p3_184Q21 FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CNN, Fox 
News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or The Daily Telegraph) 

156 681 p3_185Q21 journals, or websites supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, 
or RT) 

157 682 p3_186Q21 DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites (like CTV, 
Province, or National post) 

158 683 p3_187Q21 News media, TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT (like CBC) 

159 684 p3_188Q21 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

160 685 p3_189Q21 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

161 686 p3_190Q21 Websites of scholars or scholarly articles

162 687 p3_191Q21 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets

163 688 p3_192Q21 Information you receive while attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons, ...

164 689 p3_193Q21 Emails, posts on Facebook and Twitter; phone calls, SMS or SKYPE; face to face dialogs which are 
observations, thoughts and opinions of your friends and acquaintances 
How are powerful people or institutions in your country FRAMED on the following media related to what 
they do to the environment and society, and their accountability? 

165 690 p3_194Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media u 

166 691 p3_195Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

167 692 p3_196Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

168 693 p3_197Q22 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

169 694 p3_198Q22 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

170 695 p3_199Q22 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

171 696 p3_200Q22 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

172 697 p3_201Q22 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

173 698 p3_202Q22 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

174 699 p3_203Q22 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

175 700 p3_204Q22 Email

176 701 p3_205Q22 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

177 702 p3_206Q22 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

178 703 p3_207Q22 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

179 704 p3_208Q22 Face to face dialogue
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Table G.7. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

How are the conditions of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS in your country FRAMED on the following media?

180 705 p3_209Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

181 706 p3_210Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

182 707 p3_211Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

183 708 p3_212Q23 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

184 709 p3_213Q23 News aggregators (like Yahoo news, Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit, Tumblr)

185 710 p3_214Q23 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

186 711 p3_215Q23 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

187 712 p3_216Q23 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

188 713 p3_217Q23 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

189 714 p3_218Q23 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

190 715 p3_219Q23 Email

191 716 p3_220Q23 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

192 717 p3_221Q23 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

193 718 p3_222Q23 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

194 719 p3_223Q23 Face to face dialogue

How are the policies of the current prime minister, president, or the cabinet FRAMED on the following 
media? 

195 720 p3_224Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

196 721 p3_225Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

197 722 p3_226Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

198 723 p3_227Q24 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

199 724 p3_228Q24 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

200 725 p3_229Q24 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

201 726 p3_230Q24 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

202 727 p3_231Q24 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

203 728 p3_232Q24 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

204 729 p3_233Q24 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

205 730 p3_234Q24 Email

206 731 p3_235Q24 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

207 732 p3_236Q24 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

208 733 p3_237Q24 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

209 734 p3_238Q24 Face to face dialogue
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Table G.8. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

How is the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic 
system, ...) FRAMED on the following media? 

210 735 p3_239Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

211 736 p3_240Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

212 737 p3_241Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

213 738 p3_242Q25 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

214 739 p3_243Q25 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

215 740 p3_244Q25 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

216 741 p3_245Q25 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

217 742 p3_246Q25 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

218 743 p3_247Q25 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

219 744 p3_248Q25 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

220 745 p3_249Q25 Email

221 746 p3_250Q25 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

222 747 p3_251Q25 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

223 748 p3_252Q25 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

224 749 p3_253Q25 Face to face dialogue

ow is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 
FRAMED on the following media? 

225 750 p3_254Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

226 751 p3_255Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

227 752 p3_256Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

228 753 p3_257Q26 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

229 754 p3_258Q26 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

230 755 p3_259Q26 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

231 756 p3_260Q26 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

232 757 p3_261Q26 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

233 758 p3_262Q26 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

234 759 p3_263Q26 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

235 760 p3_264Q26 Email

236 761 p3_265Q26 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

237 762 p3_266Q26 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

238 763 p3_267Q26 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

239 764 p3_268Q26 Face to face dialogue
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Table G.9. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

How is the influence of other countries in YOUR country (like occupation, supporting puppet government 
or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 
FRAMED on the following media 

240 767 p4_007Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

241 768 p4_008Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

242 769 p4_009Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

243 770 p4_010Q04 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

244 771 p4_011Q04 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

245 772 p4_012Q04 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

246 773 p4_013Q04 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

247 774 p4_014Q04 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

248 775 p4_015Q04 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

249 776 p4_016Q04 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

250 777 p4_017Q04 Email

251 778 p4_018Q04 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

252 779 p4_019Q04 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

253 780 p4_020Q04 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

254 781 p4_021Q04 Face to face dialogue

How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries (like occupations, supporting puppet 
governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media? 

255 788 p4_028Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

256 789 p4_029Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

257 790 p4_030Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

258 791 p4_031Q06 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

259 792 p4_032Q06 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

260 793 p4_033Q06 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

261 794 p4_034Q06 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

262 795 p4_035Q06 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

263 796 p4_036Q06 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

264 797 p4_037Q06 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

265 798 p4_038Q06 Email

266 799 p4_039Q06 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

267 800 p4_040Q06 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

268 801 p4_041Q06 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

269 802 p4_042Q06 Face to face dialogue
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Table G.10. ISMT questions Continued 
Row QID QN QQ

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? 

270 822 p4_062Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

271 823 p4_063Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

272 824 p4_064Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

273 825 p4_065Q08 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

274 826 p4_066Q08 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

275 827 p4_067Q08 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

276 828 p4_068Q08 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

277 829 p4_069Q08 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

278 830 p4_070Q08 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

279 831 p4_071Q08 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

280 832 p4_072Q08 Email

281 833 p4_073Q08 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

282 834 p4_074Q08 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

283 835 p4_075Q08 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

284 836 p4_076Q08 Face to face dialogue

How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries? 

285 856 p4_096Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, or 
The Daily Telegraph FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

286 857 p4_097Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT 
News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

287 858 p4_098Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC 
COMMERCIAL News media 

288 859 p4_099Q10 TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT 

289 860 p4_100Q10 News aggregators (like Yahoo news or Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr)

290 861 p4_101Q10 Video sharing websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion)

291 862 p4_102Q10 Media independent of big corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, 
Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

292 863 p4_103Q10 Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers

293 864 p4_104Q10 Websites of scholars or scholarly journals

294 865 p4_105Q10 Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media

295 866 p4_106Q10 Email

296 867 p4_107Q10 Phone, SMS, Skype, or other apps on your phone

297 868 p4_108Q10 Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ...

298 869 p4_109Q10 Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ...

299 870 p4_110Q10 Face to face dialogue

What is your opinion about the following statements?

300 905 p4_145Q13 I want COMMERCIAL news media to present all conflicting sides of major issues

301 906 p4_146Q13 I want GOVERNMENT supported news media to present all conflicting sides of major issues

302 907 p4_147Q13 I want the media independent of big corporations and governments to present all conflicting sides of major 
issues 
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Appendix H: ISMT Associated with Participation (Third 
and Forth Quartile) 

Table H.1. ISMT questions associated with participation (third and forth Quartile) 
Row QID QN Q C

18 868 p4_108Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

7

19 601 p3_093Q12 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that while ON THE INTERNET (using Email, Facebook or other social 
media, Skype, or Blogging, etc.), the following will happen?... Your friends send you an update of their 
opinions about Issues that are NOT merely related to immediate personal pleasures. 

6

20 830 p4_070Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...Websites of 
scholars or scholarly journals 

5

21 870 p4_110Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Face to face dialogue 

5

22 147 p1_173Q18 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE 
SOCIETY as a whole?... The good intentions of media independent of big corporations and governments 
(like Adbusters, Rabble.ca, Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, ….. Globalresearch.ca) 

4

23 190 p1_216Q21 How likely are the following?... During the next year  (CBC, BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, RT) 
GOVERNMENT supported news media  u presenting all conflicting sides of major issues? 

4

24 516 p2_249Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of international political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... news media supported by foreign governments

4

25 612 p3_104Q13 In the next month, how likely is that, while offline (using the telephone or when you talking face to face, 
etc.), the following will happen?... you learn about political, economic, or social/cultural gatherings or 
events in your community? 

4

26 859 p4_099Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and 
violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... tv or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 
websites like cbc news media supported by your national government 

4

27 195 p1_221Q22 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media you 
use do you deem as trustworthy to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen?... (like 
ctv, province, national post) domestic commercial news media u tv or radio stations, newspapers, 
journals, or websites; or content produced by them on youtube or other media 

3

28 411 p2_144Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

3

29 416 p2_149Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues?... Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... 

3

30 430 p2_163Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

3

31 515 p2_248Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of international political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 
websites foreign commercial news media 

3

32 520 p2_253Q26 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of international political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues? video sharing websites (like youtube, liveleak) 

3

33 608 p3_100Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you talking face to 
face, etc.), the following will happen?... You get an update of opinions of your friends or acquaintances 
about political or economic issues? 

3

34 609 p3_101Q13 In the NEXT MONTH, how likely is that, while OFFLINE (using the telephone or when you talking face to 
face, etc.), the following will happen?... You get an update of opinions of your friends or acquaintances 
about Issues that are NOT merely related to immediate personal pleasures. Issues 

3

35 617 p3_109Q14 In the past month, on average, how long have you spent reading, listening to, or watching the 
following?... offline news media, tv or radio stations, newspapers, journals supported by foreign 
governments (like bbc, voa, pbs, npr, al jazeera, presstv, or rt) 

3

36 626 p3_118Q15 In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, watching, using or 
attending the following?... Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

3

37 631 p3_123Q15 In the past month, ON AVERAGE, how long have you spent reading, listening to, watching, using or 
attending the following?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

3
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Table H.2. ISMT questions associated with participation (third and forth Quartile) 
continued 
Row QID QN Q C

38 822 p4_062Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...TV or radio 
stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CNN, Fox News, FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

3

39 825 p4_065Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...TV or radio 
stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC news media supported by your national government

3

40 867 p4_107Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and 
violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... phone, sms, skype, or other apps on your phone 

3

41 202 p1_228Q23 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media YOU 
USE do you deem as TRUSTWORTHY to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen?... 
Emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are links to other media 

2

42 203 p1_229Q23 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media you 
use do you deem as trustworthy to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen?... 
Information you receive over phone, cell or smart phone, SMS, or Skype from your friends  

2

43 426 p2_159Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Websites of scholars or scholarly journals 

2

44 528 p2_261Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an understanding of international political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?.. attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons

2

45 650 p3_142Q17 In the past 12 months, what source of content has been most influential on your political, economic, or 
social/cultural understanding?... Speeches 

2

46 651 p3_143Q17 In the past 12 months, what source of content has been most influential on your political, economic, or 
social/cultural understanding?... Caricatures 

2

47 670 p3_162Q19 How often do you see content on the following media that frames the news in a DIFFERENT way than 
the big media?... Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media1 

2

48 791 p4_031Q06 How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries (like occupations, supporting puppet 
governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media?...TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites 
like CBC News media supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

2

49 823 p4_063Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...TV or radio 
stations, newspapers, journals, or websites supported by foreign governments 

2

50 857 p4_097Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and 
violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 
websites like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV News media supported by foreign governments 

2

51 860 p4_100Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... News aggregators (like Yahoo news or 
Google news) or Social news websites (like on Reddit or Tumblr) 

2

52 866 p4_106Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about corruption, flaws of the governance system, unfairness, misery, inequalities; and 
violations of rights and freedoms in other countries?... email 

2

53 146 p1_172Q18 How much overall confidence do you have in the good intentions of the following groups FOR THE 
SOCIETY as a whole?... The good intentions of FOREIGN COMMERCIAL media organizations (like CNN, 
Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today, The Daily Telegraph ) 

1

54 198 p1_224Q22 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media you 
use do you deem as trustworthy to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen?... 
Websites of independent journalists, scholars, bloggers or vloggers or content produced by them on 
YouTube or other media 

1

55 201 p1_227Q23 About what percentage of the political and economic news, information, or analysis on the media you 
use do you deem as trustworthy to help you to make the right decisions as an informed citizen?... 
emails, posts on Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media which are observations, thoughts and 
opinions of your friends and acquaintances 

1

56 415 p2_148Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues?... Flyers, brochures, or pamphlets ... 

1

57 417 p2_150Q17 Through which medium do you FIRST hear news about important political, economic, or social/cultural 
issues?... Face to face dialogue 

1

58 423 p2_156Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of political, economic, or 
social/cultural conditions after you hear the news?... video sharing websites  

1
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Table H.3. ISMT questions associated with participation (third and forth Quartile) 
continued 
Ro
w 

QID QN Q C

59 425 p2_158Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, 
or vloggers 

1

60 427 p2_160Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Facebook, Twitter, or similar social media 

1

61 431 p2_164Q18 How often do you use the following media to seek a deeper understanding of POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, or 
SOCIAL/CULTURAL conditions after you hear the news?... Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons 

1

62 525 p2_258Q27 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that goes beyond merely 
reporting the event, and leads you to an UNDERSTANDING of INTERNATIONAL political, economic, 
social/cultural, war and peace, or foreign policy issues?... Email 

1

63 646 p3_138Q17 In the past 12 months, what source of content has been most influential on your political, economic, or 
social/cultural understanding?... Movies 

1

64 696 p3_200Q22 How are powerful people or institutions in your country FRAMED on the following media related to what 
they do to the environment and society, and their accountability?... Media independent of big 
corporations and governments (like Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com) 

1

65 735 p3_239Q25 How is the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic 
system, ...) FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites 
like CNN, Fox News, NBC, Sky News, USA Today FOREIGN COMMERCIAL news media 

1

66 736 p3_240Q25 How is the governance system in your country (CONSTITUTION, democratic processes, or economic 
system, ...) FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites 
like BBC, VOA, PBS, NPR, Al Jazeera, PressTV, or RT News media supported by FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

1

67 753 p3_257Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 
FRAMED on the following media?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CBC News 
media supported by your NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 

1

68 756 p3_260Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 
FRAMED on the following media?... Media independent of big corporations and governments (like 
Adbusters, Rabble.ca. Alternet.org, Indymedia.org, Thenation.com, Infowars.com, or Globalresearch.ca) 

1

69 757 p3_261Q26 How is FAIRNESS within your country (equality of opportunity, power, wealth, education, and healthcare) 
FRAMED on the following media?... Websites of independent journalists, bloggers, or vloggers 

1

70 772 p4_012Q04 How is the influence of other countries in YOUR country FRAMED on the following media...Video sharing 
websites (like YouTube, Liveleak, Vimeo, or Dailymotion) 

1

71 780 p4_020Q04 How is the influence of other countries in YOUR country (like occupation, supporting puppet government 
or coup, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or mind control) 
FRAMED on the following media...Attending speeches, public lectures, or sermons ... 

1

72 790 p4_030Q06 How is the influence of your country in OTHER countries (like occupations, supporting puppet 
governments or coups, unfair trade agreements and treaties, sanctions, manipulation, propaganda or 
mind control) FRAMED on the following media?...TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or websites 
like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media 

1

73 824 p4_064Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...TV or radio 
stations, newspapers, journals, or websites like CTV, Province domestic commercial news media 

1

74 832 p4_072Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...Email 

1

75 833 p4_073Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats?...Phone, SMS, 
Skype, or other apps on your phone 

1

76 836 p4_076Q08 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
understanding about military, security and defense vulnerabilities, or foreign threats? Face to face 
dialogue 

1

77 858 p4_098Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... TV or radio stations, newspapers, journals, or 
websites like CTV, Province, or National post DOMESTIC COMMERCIAL News media 

1

78 861 p4_101Q10 How often do you read, listen to, or watch content on the following media that lead you to an 
UNDERSTANDING about corruption, flaws of the governance system, UNFAIRNESS, misery, inequalities; 
and violations of rights and freedoms in OTHER countries?... Video sharing websites  

1

79 906 p4_146Q13 What is your opinion about the following statements?... I want GOVERNMENT supported news media to 
present all conflicting sides of major issues 

1
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Appendix I: R module controlling for mediators and 
common causes 

############################################### 
#3dmodule.R 
#Controlling for ordinal mediation and common cause spurious associations  
#CALLED FROM: amir_2ndand3rdlevel.R 
#Calls: 
#     source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
#     source("./Amir3dTablestopdf.R") 
#     source("./plot2Vmodule.R") 
#     source("./3dplot.R") 
#  © 2015-1018 Amir H. Ghaseminejad 
# This program is lightly commented for personal use 
################################################# 

if ((twodY=="N") && fisher_yx1_p<(Pfor2VFDR05) )           # not 2V it is 3d 
{ 
  cat("\n") 
  #Sys.sleep(3) 
  amirstart3d<- Sys.time() 
  print(paste0("3dmodule.R from:[", x2min," to ", x2max, "]started at:",amirstart3d)) 

  bp=NULL 
  for (n3 in mydearX2cols)       #was x2min:x2max 
    #try all 
    #-2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2--2- 
  { 
    AIC3=100000 
    finding2V="" 
    if ((n3 != amiri) && (n3 != n)) 
      #-3--3--3--3--3--3--3--3--3--3--3--3- 
    { 
      stra1count<-0 
      stra2count<-0 
      stra3count<-0 
      stra1<-NULL 
      stra2<-NULL 
      stra3<-NULL 
      StandardizedPartial<-NULL 
      st1Drc<-0 
      st2Drc<-0 
      st3Drc<-0 
      st1notDistinct<-0 
      st2notDistinct<-0 
      st3notDistinct<-0 
      st3in2<-0 
      st1in2<-0 
      st3in1<-0 
      st2in1<-0 
      st1in3<-0 
      st2in3<-0 
      fishexact<-NULL 
      SDstra1<-NULL 
      foundmoderation<-"" 

      fishExacStraTwosided1<-1 
      SomersDeltaStra1rc<-0 
      y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l<-0 
      y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u<-0 
      y_x1_Stra1_sdrc<-0 

      fishExacStraTwosided2<-1 
      SomersDeltaStra2rc<-0 
      y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l<-0 
      y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u<-0 
      y_x1_Stra2_sdrc<-0 
      SDstra2<-NULL 

      SDstra3<-NULL 
      fishExacStraTwosided3<-1       #fishExacStraTwosided2 
      SomersDeltaStra3rc<-0 
      y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l<-0 
      y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u<-0 
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      y_x1_Stra3_sdrc<-0 
      AllStTouch0<-0 

      LSt1sdrc95 <- 0 
      USt1sdrc95 <- 0 
      St21drc95 <- 0 
      LSt2sdrc95 <- 0 
      USt2sdrc95 <- 0 
      St2sdrc95 <- 0 
      LSt3sdrc95 <- 0 
      USt3sdrc95 <- 0 
      St23drc95 <- 0 

      SDS1AttenCI<-NULL 
      SDS2AttenCI<-NULL 
      SDS3AttenCI<-NULL 

      stCIcloserTOzero2Vsd<-0 

      #Change the scales of x2 in 3d analysis 
      tempdatayx2 <- data.frame(datao[, amiri], datao[, n3]) 
      datao[,c(amiri,n3)] 
      colnames(tempdatayx2) <- c("y", "x2") 
      #---------Cleansing----------- 
      tempdatayx2[tempdatayx2 == ""] <- NA 
      tempdatayx2[is.null(tempdatayx2)] <- NA 
      #  Then to keep only rows with no NA you may just use na.omit(): 
      #http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/r/faq/missing.htm 
      gdataoyx2 <- na.omit(tempdatayx2) 
      way2ctyx2 <- 
        xtabs( 
          formula = ~ ., 
          data = gdataoyx2[, 1:2], 
          drop.unused.levels = TRUE 
        ) 

      #way2ctyx2goody<-way2ctyx2[ rev(seq_len(nrow(way2ctyx2))),]   this wouldn't move the totals 
      #      way2ctyx2goody<-way2ctyx2 
      fishyx2<-NULL 
      fishyx2p<-NULL 
      fisheryx2 <- 
        try({ 
          fishyx2 <- 
            #Performs Fisher's exact test for testing the null of independence of rows and columns in a 
contingency table with fixed marginals. 
            fisher.test(ftable(way2ctyx2), 
                        workspace=600000, 
                        simulate.p.value = FALSE 
                        #B = 2000 
            )    # 1000 was lausya dn 10000 was slow 
          fishyx2p<-round(fishyx2$p.value,7) 
        },    # with 1,000,000 it is very slow 
        silent = TRUE) 

      if(!is.numeric(fisheryx2)) 
      { 
        print("fisheryx2 Fisher Real Exact Unsuccessful in 3dmodule we will simulate") 
        print(fisheryx2) 

        fisheryx2 <- 
          try({ 
            fishyx2 <- 
              fisher.test(ftable(way2ctyx2), 
                          #    workspace=100000, 
                          simulate.p.value = TRUE, 
                          B = 30000   #number of replicates used in the Monte Carlo test. 
              )    # 1000 was lausya dn 10000 was slow 
            fishyx2p<-round(fishyx2$p.value,7) 
          },    # with 1,000,000 it is very slow 
          silent = TRUE) 
      } 
      if(!is.numeric(fisheryx2)) 
      { 
        print("Fisher Error2 in 3dmodule after simulate!!") 
        print(ftable(way2ctyx2)) 
      } 
      if(is.null(fishyx2))fishyx2p<-1 
      # cat("fishyx2p:") 
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      # print(fishyx2p) 

      # cat(paste("??",n3,"->\r",replicate(100, " ")))   
      cat(paste(" Checking ",n3,paste(replicate(150, " "),collapse=""),"\r"),collapse="")   

      reverseX2order="N" 
      ####################################### 
      ################################################################################################ 
      ############################################################################################### 
      if(fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)   || brief=="2" )    # to check for Mediator is meaningless of yx2 is not 
significant    
      { 

        somerd2yx2 <- ord.somers.d(way2ctyx2)     
        reverseX2order="N" 

        ##################################################################################################### 
        # REVERSE IF NEGATIVE 

        if ((somerd2yx2$sd.rc>0 && somerd2yx1$sd.rc<0)||(somerd2yx2$sd.rc<0 && somerd2yx1$sd.rc>0)) 
reverseX2order="Y" 

        #=================================================================== 
        if(reverseX2order=="Y") 
        { 
          amirlevels<-levels(datao[, n3]) 
          amirlevels<-amirlevels[amirlevels!=""] 
          amirmax<-length(amirlevels) 
          xreverse<-as.character(datao[, n3]) 
          #  !is.na(datao[1, n3]) 
          for(amirj in 1:length(xreverse)) 
          { 

            #  if(!is.na(x[amirj])){print(substr(x[amirj],1,1)) 
            #    print(x[amirj]) 
            #    print(as.character(amirmax-as.numeric(substr(x[amirj],1,1)))) 
            xreverse[amirj]<-gsub(substr(xreverse[amirj],1,1),as.character(amirmax-
as.numeric(substr(xreverse[amirj],1,1))),xreverse[amirj]) 
            #    print(x[amirj]) 
          } 

          tempdatayx2 <- data.frame(datao[, amiri], as.ordered(xreverse)) 
          colnames(tempdatayx2) <- c("y", "x2") 
          #---------Cleansing----------- 
          tempdatayx2[tempdatayx2 == ""] <- NA 
          tempdatayx2[is.null(tempdatayx2)] <- NA 
          #  Then to keep only rows with no NA you may just use na.omit(): 
          #http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/r/faq/missing.htm 
          gdataoyx2 <- na.omit(tempdatayx2) 
        } 
        #=================================================================== 
        way2ctyx2 <- 
          xtabs( 
            formula = ~ ., 
            data = gdataoyx2[, 1:2], 
            drop.unused.levels = TRUE 
          ) 

        somerd2yx2 <- ord.somers.d(way2ctyx2)  

        #print("sstt2") 
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        #  datao[, n3]<-as.ordered(x) 

        tempdata3 <- 
          data.frame(datao[, amiri], datao[, n],  tempdatayx2[2])   #  tempdatayx2[2] second column of this may 
be or not x2 reverse scaled 
        colnames(tempdata3) <- c("y", "x1", "x2") 
        #   nrow(tempdata3) 
        #    tempdata3 
        #---------Cleansing----------- 
        tempdata3[tempdata3 == ""] <- NA 
        tempdata3[is.null(tempdata3)] <- NA 
        #  Then to keep only rows with no NA you may just use na.omit(): 
        #http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/r/faq/missing.htm 
        gdatao3 <- na.omit(tempdata3) 

        #way3ct<-way3ct[ rev(seq_len(length(dimnames(way3ct)$y))),,rev(seq_len(length(dimnames(way3ct)$x2)))] 

        if(DoSomer3D1==1){ 
          way3ct <- 
            xtabs( 
              formula = ~ ., 
              data = gdatao3[, 1:3], 
              drop.unused.levels = TRUE 
            ) 
          fish3<-NULL 

          fishers3 <- 
            try(fish3 <- 
                  fisher.test(ftable(way3ct), 
                              simulate.p.value = TRUE, 
                              B = 10000),    # 1000 was lousy and 10000 was slow with 1,000,000 it is very slow 
                silent = TRUE) 

        } 

        if(DoSomer3D1==1) 
        {   
          somerd3 <- ord.somers.d(way3ct) 
          cat(paste0("\n",Sys.time(),"    ",amiri,"-",n,"-",n3," somers3D=",somerd3$sd.rc,"    
fish3$p.value=",fish3$p.value,"     =>")) 
        } 

        ########################################################################## 
        #TEST of INDEPENDENCE OF Predictors 
        # HERE WE CALCULATE SOMER D FOR x1 x2 
        ########################################################################## 
        tempdatax1x2 <- data.frame(datao[, n], tempdatayx2[2]) 
        colnames(tempdatax1x2) <- c("x1", "x2") 
        #---------Cleansing----------- 
        tempdatax1x2[tempdatax1x2 == ""] <- NA 

        #  Then to keep only rows with no NA you may just use na.omit(): 
        #http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/r/faq/missing.htm 
        gdatao <- na.omit(tempdatax1x2) 
        way2ctxx2 <- 
          xtabs( 
            formula = ~ ., 
            data = gdatao[, 1:2], 
            drop.unused.levels = TRUE 
          ) 
        fishxx2<-NULL 
        fishxx2p<-NULL 
        fisherxx2 <- 
          try({ 
            fishxx2 <- 
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              fisher.test(ftable(way2ctxx2), 
                          workspace=600000, 
                          simulate.p.value = FALSE 
              ) 
            fishxx2p<-round(fishxx2$p.value,7) 
          },    # with 1,000,000 it is very slow 
          silent = TRUE) 
        if(!is.numeric(fisherxx2)){ 
          print("fisherxx2 Real Exact Unsuccessful in 3dmodule we will simulate") 
          print(fisherxx2) 
          print(n3) 
          print(Vrealcolnam[n3]) 
          print(ftable(way2ctxx2)) 
          fisherxx2 <- 
            try({ 
              fishxx2 <- 
                fisher.test(ftable(way2ctxx2), 
                            simulate.p.value = TRUE, 
                            B = 30000) 
              fishxx2p<-round(fishxx2$p.value,7) 
            },    # with 1,000,000 it is very slow 
            silent = TRUE) 
          print("fishxx2p simulated:") 
          cat(fishxx2p) 
        } 
        if(!is.numeric(fisherxx2)) 
        { 
          print("Fisher Error3 in 3dmodule after FAILED simulate!!") 
          print(ftable(way2ctxx2)) 
        } 
        if(is.null(fishxx2p))fishxx2p<-1 

        somerd2xx2 <- ord.somers.d(way2ctxx2) 
        ########################################################################### 
        ############################################### 
        ############################## 
        ################### 

        amirzlab = as.character(paste("z=",formatC(n3, width=4, flag="0"),Vrealcolnamt[n3])) 

        gdatao3named<-gdatao3 

        #warning 
        colnames(gdatao3named)<-c(amirylab,amirxlab,amirzlab) 

        if (brief == "2") 
        { 
          print(paste("y=", amirylab)) 
          print(paste("x=", amirxlab)) 
          print(paste("z=", amirzlab)) 
          cat("\n\n") 
          if(DoSomer3D1==1) 
          { 
            print(paste("sd3rc=", somerd3$sd.rc)) 
            print(paste("sd3cr=", somerd3$sd.cr)) 
            print(paste("sd3symm=", somerd3$sd.symmetric)) 

            print(paste("sd2rc=", somerd2yx1$sd.rc)) 
            print(paste("fish3$p.value=",fish3$p.value)) 
            print(somerd3$sd.rc*somerd2yx1$sd.rc) 
            #        print(d1i2_PearsonAdjR2) 
            print(abs(somerd3$sd.rc)) 
          } 
        } 

        if(DoSomer3D1==1){ 
          dimnames(way3ct)$x2 
          dimnames(way3ct)$y 

          if (substring(dimnames(way3ct)$x1[1], 1, 1) == "2") { 
            xnames <- c("1", dimnames(way3ct)$x1) 
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          } else 
          { 
            xnames = dimnames(way3ct)$x1 
          } 

          if (substring(dimnames(way3ct)$x2[1], 1, 1) == "2") { 
            znames <- c("1", dimnames(way3ct)$x2) 
          } else 
          { 
            znames = dimnames(way3ct)$x2 
          } 

          if (substring(dimnames(way3ct)$y[1], 1, 1) == "2") { 
            ynames <- c("1", dimnames(way3ct)$y) 
          } else 
          { 
            ynames = dimnames(way3ct)$y 
          } 
          if (xnames[1] == "") 
            xnames <- xnames[-1] 
          if (ynames[1] == "") 
            ynames <- ynames[-1] 
          if (znames[1] == "") 
            znames <- znames[-1] 
        } 

        #par(mar=c(3, 6, 3, 3))    # c(bottom, left, top, right) 
        par(mar = c(1, 2, 1, 2)) 

        vx1 <- gdatao3$x1 
        vx1n <- 
          substring(vx1, 1, 1)  # c(bottom, left, top, right) 
        vx1n <- as.numeric(vx1n) 

        vx2 <- gdatao3$x2 
        vx2n <- substring(vx2, 1, 1) 
        vx2n <- as.numeric(vx2n) 

        vy = gdatao3$y 
        vyn <- substring(vy, 1, 1) 
        vyn <- as.numeric(vyn) 
        gdatanpure = data.frame(vyn, vx1n, vx2n) 

        vy <- as.numeric(as.character(gdatanpure[, 1])) 
        vy 
        vx1 <- as.numeric(as.character(gdatanpure[, 2])) 
        vx2 <- as.numeric(as.character(gdatanpure[, 3])) 
        #dnum<-as.numeric(as.character(gdatanpure[,1:3])) 
        adjr2yx1 = 0 
        adjr2yx2 = 0 
        adjr2x1x2 = 0 
        d1i2_PearsonAdjR2 = 0 

        # to see more of Y variable name we have to increase the size of Y labels 
        gdatao3[,1]<-str_pad(gdatao3[,1], 40, "right") 

        options(width = 1000) 
        er <-try( 
          #contingency.tables(row.vars, col.vars, stratum.var, data=NULL, missing.include=FALSE ) 
          { 
            way2ct0<-way2ct*0 

            acontingency<-Deducer::contingency.tables(row.vars=y,col.vars=x1,stratum.var=x2,gdatao3, 
missing.include=TRUE) 
          },silent = TRUE) 

        # print(acontingency$`y by x1`$`1Nochanc/Unlikly`) 
        names(acontingency)<-list (amirzlab) 

        #assign the label to tables of each stratum 
        try(     names(dimnames(acontingency[1][[1]][[1]][[1]]))<- list( amirylab,amirxlab),silent = TRUE) 
        try(      names(dimnames(acontingency[1][[1]][[2]][[1]]))<-list( amirylab,amirxlab),silent = TRUE) 
        try(      names(dimnames(acontingency[1][[1]][[3]][[1]]))<-list( amirylab,amirxlab),silent = TRUE) 
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        tables<-acontingency 
        #   tables$`z= 0019 p1_025Q06 How likely in 12 months Display a poster or bumper 
sticker`$`1Nochanc/Unlikly` 
        plll<-0 
        phhh<-0 
        #lowest rank of x1 and x2 give lowest rank of y Here: 
        try( plll<-tables[1][[1]][[1]]["col.prop"][[1]][1],silent = TRUE) 
        #middle row stratumtables 
        try( phhh<- tables[1][[1]][[2]]["col.prop"][[1]][length(tables[1][[1]][[2]]["col.prop"][[1]])],silent = 
TRUE) 
        #highest rank of x1 and x2 give highest rank of y 
        try(   phhh<-tables[1][[1]][[3]]["col.prop"][[1]][length(tables[1][[1]][[3]]["col.prop"][[1]])] ,silent 
= TRUE) # the table may have missing rows and we need to address the last cell 

        try(stra1count<-tables[1][[1]][[1]]["total"][[1]], silent = TRUE) 
        try( stra2count<-tables[1][[1]][[2]]["total"][[1]], silent = TRUE) 
        try(stra3count<-tables[1][[1]][[3]]["total"][[1]], silent = TRUE) 
        TotalCount<-stra1count+stra2count+stra3count 
        try(  stra1<-tables[1][[1]][[1]]["table"][[1]] , silent = TRUE)  # stara1 2x2 table 
        try( stra2<-tables[1][[1]][[2]]["table"][[1]] , silent = TRUE)  # stara2 2x2 table   
        try(   stra3<-tables[1][[1]][[3]]["table"][[1]] , silent = TRUE)  # stara3 2x2 table 

        if(!is.null(stra1)) 
          if(ncol(stra1)<2 || nrow(stra1)<2) 
          {fishExacStraTwosided1<-1}else 
          { 
            tryresstra1<-try( 
              { 

                fishExacStraTwosided1 <- fisher.test(stra1, 
                                                     workspace=600000,    # one zero was reduced for 32 bit R 
very slow with 100000000  * 100,000 is minimum needed I used 10 times more than needed 
                                                     #max tested 2,000,000,000 
                                                     simulate.p.value = FALSE)   #Real Exact 
                stra1p<-fishExacStraTwosided1$p.value 
              }, 
              silent = TRUE) 
            if(!is.numeric(tryresstra1))  
            { 
              print("stra1 Error in 3dmodule we will simulate") 
              print(tryresstra1) 
              print(n3) 
              print(Vrealcolnam[n3]) 
              print(stra1) 
              tryresstra1<-try( 
                { 
                  fishExacStraTwosided1 <- fisher.test(stra1, 
                                                       #  workspace=500000,    # one zero was reduced for 32 bit 
R very slow with 100000000  * 100,000 is minimum needed I used 10 times more than needed 
                                                       #max tested 2,000,000,000 
                                                       B=30000, 
                                                       simulate.p.value = TRUE)   #Real Exact 
                  stra1p<-fishExacStraTwosided1$p.value 
                }, 
                silent = TRUE) 
            } 

            try({  
              SDstra1<-ord.somers.d(stra1) 
              st1SDsym<-SDstra1$sd.symmetric 
              #NO SYMMETRIC BUT HAS CI 
              SomersDeltaStra1rc <- SomersDelta(stra1, direction = "row", conf.level = strataCIvalue)   # in 
DescTools  only 2V but has CI 
              y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l <- round(SomersDeltaStra1rc["lwr.ci"], 2) 
              y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u <- round(SomersDeltaStra1rc["ups.ci"], 2) 
              y_x1_Stra1_sdrc <- round(SomersDeltaStra1rc["somers"], 2) 
              st1Drc<-y_x1_Stra1_sdrc 
            }, 
            silent = TRUE) 

            try({  

              SDS1AttenCI <- SomersDelta(stra1, direction = "row", conf.level = stAttenuationCI)   # in 
DescTools  only 2V but has CI 
              LSt1sdrc95 <- round(SDS1AttenCI["lwr.ci"], 2) 
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              USt1sdrc95 <- round(SDS1AttenCI["ups.ci"], 2) 
              St1sdrc95 <- round(SDS1AttenCI["somers"], 2) 

            }, 
            silent = TRUE) 

            #   summary(stra1) 
          } 

        if(!is.null(stra2)) 
          if(ncol(stra2)<2 || nrow(stra2)<2) 
          {fishExacStraTwosided2<-1}else 
          { 
            tryresstra2<- try( 
              { 
                fishExacStraTwosided2 <- fisher.test(stra2, 
                                                     workspace=600000,    # one zero was reduced for 32 bit R 
                                                     #max tested 2,000,000,000 
                                                     simulate.p.value = FALSE)   #Real Exact 
                stra2p<-fishExacStraTwosided2$p.value 
              }, 
              silent = TRUE) 
            if(!is.numeric(tryresstra2))  
            { 
              print("stra2 Error in 3dmodule we will simulate") 
              print(tryresstra2) 
              print(n3) 
              print(Vrealcolnam[n3]) 
              print(stra2) 
              tryresstra2<- try( 
                { 
                  fishExacStraTwosided2 <- fisher.test(stra2, 
                                                       B=30000, 
                                                       simulate.p.value = TRUE)   #Real Exact 
                  stra2p<-fishExacStraTwosided2$p.value 
                }, 
                silent = TRUE) 
            } 

            try({ 
              SDstra2<-ord.somers.d(stra2) 
              st2SDsym<-SDstra2$sd.symmetric 

              SomersDeltaStra2rc <- SomersDelta(stra2, direction = "row", conf.level = strataCIvalue)   # in 
DescTools  only 2V but has CI 
              y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l <- round(SomersDeltaStra2rc["lwr.ci"], 2) 
              y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u <- round(SomersDeltaStra2rc["ups.ci"], 2) 
              y_x1_Stra2_sdrc   <- round(SomersDeltaStra2rc["somers"], 2) 
              st2Drc<-y_x1_Stra2_sdrc 
            }, 
            silent = TRUE) 
            try({  

              SDS2AttenCI <- SomersDelta(stra2, direction = "row", conf.level = stAttenuationCI)   # in 
DescTools  only 2V but has CI 
              LSt2sdrc95 <- round(SDS2AttenCI["lwr.ci"], 2) 
              USt2sdrc95 <- round(SDS2AttenCI["ups.ci"], 2) 
              St2sdrc95 <-  round(SDS2AttenCI["somers"], 2) 

            }, 
            silent = TRUE) 

          } 

        if(!is.null(stra3)) 
          if(ncol(stra3)<2 || nrow(stra3)<2) 
          {fishExacStraTwosided3<-1}else 
          { 
            tryresstra3<-   try( 
              { 
                fishExacStraTwosided3 <- fisher.test(stra3, 
                                                     workspace=600000,    # one zero was reduced for 32 bit R 
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                                                     #max tested 2,000,000,000 
                                                     simulate.p.value = FALSE)   #Real Exact 
                stra3p<-fishExacStraTwosided3$p.value 
              }, 
              silent = TRUE) 
            if(!is.numeric(tryresstra3))  
            { 
              print("stra3 Error in 3dmodule we will simulate") 
              print(tryresstra3) 
              print(n3) 
              print(Vrealcolnam[n3]) 
              print(stra3) 
              tryresstra3<-   try( 
                { 
                  fishExacStraTwosided3 <- fisher.test(stra3, 
                                                       B=30000, 
                                                       simulate.p.value = TRUE)   #Real Exact 
                  stra3p<-fishExacStraTwosided3$p.value 
                }, 
                silent = TRUE) 
            } 

            try({ 

              SDstra3<-ord.somers.d(stra3)    #No CI but has symmetric 
              st3SDsym<-SDstra3$sd.symmetric 

              #######################SomersDelta##################################### 
              #Somers' D(C | R) and Somers' D(R | C) are asymmetric modifications of ??_b. C | R indicates that 
the row variable x is regarded as the independent variable and the row variable y is regarded as dependent.  
              #Similarly, R | C indicates that the row variable y is regarded as the independent variable and 
the row variable x is regarded as dependent.  
              #Somers' D differs from tau-b in that it uses a correction only for pairs that are tied on the 
independent variable.  
              #Somers' D is appropriate only when both variables lie on an ordinal scale. 
              #Somers' D is computed as D(C | R) = \frac{P-Q}{n^2 - ???(n_i.^2)} 
              #where P equals twice the number of concordances and Q twice the number of discordances and n_i. 
rowSums(tab). Its range lies [-1, 1]. 
              SomersDeltaStra3rc <- SomersDelta(stra3, direction = "row", conf.level = strataCIvalue)   # in 
DescTools  only 2V but has CI 
              y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l <- round(SomersDeltaStra3rc["lwr.ci"], 2) 
              y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u <- round(SomersDeltaStra3rc["ups.ci"], 2) 
              y_x1_Stra3_sdrc <- round(SomersDeltaStra3rc["somers"], 2) 
              st3Drc<-y_x1_Stra3_sdrc 
            }, 
            silent = TRUE) 
            try({  

              SDS3AttenCI <- SomersDelta(stra3, direction = "row", conf.level = stAttenuationCI)   # in 
DescTools  only 2V but has CI 
              LSt3sdrc95 <- round(SDS3AttenCI["lwr.ci"], 2) 
              USt3sdrc95 <- round(SDS3AttenCI["ups.ci"], 2) 
              St3sdrc95 <-  round(SDS3AttenCI["somers"], 2) 

            }, 
            silent = TRUE) 
          } 
        if(stra1count>0 && stra2count>0) 
        { 
          if(((y_x1_Stra1_sdrc>= y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l) && (y_x1_Stra1_sdrc<=y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u))) st1in2<-12 
          if((y_x1_Stra2_sdrc>= y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra2_sdrc<=y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u)) st2in1<-2100 
        } 
        else 
        { 
          st1in2<-12 
          st2in1<-2100 
        } 
        if(stra1count>0 && stra3count>0) 
        { 
          if((y_x1_Stra1_sdrc>= y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra1_sdrc<=y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u)) st1in3<-130000                        
          if((y_x1_Stra3_sdrc>= y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra3_sdrc<=y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u)) st3in1<-31000000 
        } 
        else 
        { 
          st1in3<-130000 
          st3in1<-31000000 
        } 
        if(stra2count>0 && stra3count>0) 
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        {                                               
          if((y_x1_Stra2_sdrc>= y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra2_sdrc<=y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u)) st2in3<-2300000000 
          if((y_x1_Stra3_sdrc>= y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra3_sdrc<=y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u)) st3in2<-320000000000  
# these 2 are Not separate 
        } 
        else 
        { 
          st2in3<-2300000000 
          st3in2<-320000000000 
        } 
        if(stra1count>0 && stra2count>0 && stra3count>0) 
        { 
          if((y_x1_Stra3_sdrc> y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra3_sdrc<y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u)   || (y_x1_Stra3_sdrc> 
y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra3_sdrc<y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u))  st3notDistinct<-300 # is Not separate from 2 others 
          if((y_x1_Stra1_sdrc> y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra1_sdrc<y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u)   || (y_x1_Stra1_sdrc> 
y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra1_sdrc<y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u))  st1notDistinct<-1                                              
          if((y_x1_Stra2_sdrc> y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra2_sdrc<y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u)   || (y_x1_Stra2_sdrc> 
y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l && y_x1_Stra2_sdrc<y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u))  st2notDistinct<-20                                                  
        } 
        else 
        { 
          st3notDistinct<-300 
          st2notDistinct<-20 
          st1notDistinct<-1  

        } 
        StraPairNotDistinct<-st3in2+st1in2+st3in1+st2in1+st1in3+st2in3 
        StraPairDistinct<-322331132112-StraPairNotDistinct     #SD out of SDCI of the other Strata 
        levelSTNotdistinction<-st1notDistinct+st2notDistinct+st3notDistinct 
        levelSTdistinction<-321-levelSTNotdistinction      #A startum that shows up here means Its expected rc 
association is out of %CI of both other strata 

        #print("sstt4") 

        # IN 2V   
        #  if (phh>plh)AverageLR<-(phh/plh+pll/phl)/2 
        #  else AverageLR<-(plh/phh+phl/pll)/2 
        #  tableresult[resultrow,"AvgLR"]<-AverageLR 

        betterpredict<-FALSE     # not used in any decision making 
        if(pll!=0 && phh!=0) 
        { 
          try(betterpredict<-(plll/pll>amireffectsize || plll/pll<(1/amireffectsize) || phhh/phh>amireffectsize 
|| phhh/phh<(1/amireffectsize)),silent = TRUE) 
          if (phhh>plll)max3dLR<-max(phhh/phh,pll/plll) 
          else max3dLR<-max(plll/pll,phh/phhh)             # not used in any decision making 
          #      betterpredict<-sqrt(phhh*plll/(pll*phh)) 

        } 
        if(DoTaus1==1)amir3wtau<-ord.tau(way3ct) 

        foundvalue="-" 
        foundMediator<-"-" 
        foundmoderation1<-"-" 
        foundmoderation2<-"-" 
        foundmoderation3<-"-" 
        closeto0NSig1<-0     # closeto0NSig and not significant it is accidental 
        closeto0NSig2<-0 
        closeto0NSig3<-0 
        closeto0Sig1<-0   # weak and significant 
        closeto0Sig2<-0 
        closeto0Sig3<-0 
        stNsig1<-0 
        stNsig2<-0 
        stNsig3<-0 
        try( 
          if ((AIC2/AIC3)>amireffectsize) 
          { 
            foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[AIC3<AIC2]") 
          } 
          ,silent=TRUE) 
        if(DoSomer3D1==1) 
        { 
          try( 
            if ((abs(somerd3$sd.rc/somerd2yx2$sd.symm)> amireffectsize) && 
(abs(somerd3$sd.rc)/abs(somerd2yx1$sd.rc)>amireffectsize)) 
            { 
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              foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[S.3D.Symm>2V]") 
            } 
            ,silent=TRUE) 
        } 
        if(DoTaus1==1){ 
          try( 
            if 
((abs(amir3wtau$tau.b/amir2wtaus$tau.b)>amireffectsize)||(abs(amir3wtau$tau.c/amir2wtaus$tau.c)>amireffectsize)) 
            { 
              foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[Tau3D>2V]") 
            } 
            ,silent=TRUE) 
        } 

        #1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
        CloserToZerothan2vCI<-0 
        st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V<-round(abs(st1Drc)/abs(somerd2yx1$sd.rc),2) 

        try( 
          { 
            if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc>0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc>=y_x1_sdrc_95u))  ||  
               ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc<0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc<=y_x1_sdrc_95l)))  # increased in 
association to above UBCI2v in strata compared to bivariate 
            { 
              if (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
              { 
                foundmoderation1<-paste(foundmoderation1,"[SDstra1$sd.rc > yx1_UB_CI"," SigSt]") 
                foundMediator<-"Moderation" 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[SDstra1$sd.rc > yx1_UB_CI"," NSigSt]")  
                stNsig1<-1 
              } 
            }else 
            { 
              if((st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V)>amireffectsize)  
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  foundmoderation1<-paste(foundmoderation1,"[st1_Sd/2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffectsize," 
SigSt]") 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[st1_Sd/2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffectsize," NSigSt]")  
                  stNsig1<-1 
                } 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  #                                                        foundmoderation1<-
paste(foundmoderation1,"[st1_Sd/2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<", amireffectsize," SigSt]") 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  #                                                        foundvalue<-
paste0(foundvalue,"[st1_Sd/2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffectsize," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig1<-1 
                } 
              } 
            } 

            #AttenuObserved 
            if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc>0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc<=y_x1_sdrc_95l))  ||  
               ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc<0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc>=y_x1_sdrc_95u)))  
            {     
              CloserToZerothan2vCI<-1 
              if (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]>=(startaAlpha)) 
              { 
                foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[0-SDstra1$sd.rc-yx1CI"," ",round(SDstra1$sd.rc,6)," 
",round(y_x1_sdrc_95l,6)," ",round(y_x1_sdrc_95u,6)," NSigSt]") 
                stNsig1<-1 
                closeto0NSig1<-2 
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                if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc>0) && (y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u<=y_x1_sdrc_95l))  ||  
                   (((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra1$sd.rc<0)) && (y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l>=y_x1_sdrc_95u)))  
                  closeto0NSig1<-3 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                foundmoderation1<-paste(foundmoderation1,"[0-SDstra1$sd.rc-yx1CI"," SigSt]") 
                foundMediator<-"Moderation" 
                closeto0Sig1<-2 
              } 
            }else 
            {   
              if((st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V)<amireffsizRev)   #(1/amireffectsize) 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  foundmoderation1<-paste(foundmoderation1,"[st1_Sd/2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffsizRev," 
SigSt]") 
                  closeto0Sig1<-1 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[st1_Sd/Sd2V",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffsizRev," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig1<-1 
                  closeto0NSig1<-1 
                } 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  #                                                      foundmoderation1<-
paste(foundmoderation1,"[st1_Sd/2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffsizRev," SigSt]") 

                } 
                else 
                { 
                  #                                                       foundvalue<-
paste0(foundvalue,"[st1_Sd/Sd2V ",st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffsizRev," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig1<-1 

                } 
              } 
            } 
          }       ,silent=TRUE) 

        #2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
        st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V<-round(abs(st2Drc)/abs(somerd2yx1$sd.rc),2) 

        try( 
          { 
            if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc>0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc>=y_x1_sdrc_95u))  ||  
               ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc<0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc<=y_x1_sdrc_95l)))  # increased in 
association to above UBCI2v in strata compared to bivariate 
            { 

              if (fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
              { 
                foundmoderation2<-paste(foundmoderation2,"[SDstra2$sd.rc > yx1_UB_CI"," SigSt]") 
                foundMediator<-"Moderation" 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[SDstra2$sd.rc > yx1_UB_CI"," NSigSt]")  
                stNsig2<-1 
              } 
            }else 
            { 
              if((st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V)>amireffectsize)  
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  foundmoderation2<-paste(foundmoderation2,"[st2_Sd/2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffectsize," 
SigSt]") 
                } 
                else 
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                { 
                  foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[st2_Sd/2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffectsize," NSigSt]")  
                  stNsig2<-1 
                } 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  #                                                          foundmoderation2<-
paste(foundmoderation2,"[st2_Sd/2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<", amireffectsize," SigSt]") 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  #                                                         foundvalue<-
paste0(foundvalue,"[st2_Sd/2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffectsize," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig2<-1 
                } 
              } 
            } 
            if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc>0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc<=y_x1_sdrc_95l))  ||  
               ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc<0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc>=y_x1_sdrc_95u)))  
            {     
              CloserToZerothan2vCI<-CloserToZerothan2vCI+10 
              if (fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]>=(startaAlpha)) 
              { 
                foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[0-SDstra2$sd.rc-yx1CI"," NSigSt]") 
                stNsig2<-1 
                closeto0NSig2<-2 
                if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc>0) && (y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u<=y_x1_sdrc_95l))  ||  
                   ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra2$sd.rc<0) && (y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l>=y_x1_sdrc_95u)))  
                  closeto0NSig2<-3 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                foundmoderation2<-paste(foundmoderation2,"[0-SDstra2$sd.rc-yx1CI"," SigSt]") 
                foundMediator<-"Moderation" 
                closeto0Sig2<-2 
              } 
            }else 
            {   
              if((st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V)<amireffsizRev)   #(1/amireffectsize) 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  foundmoderation2<-paste(foundmoderation2,"[st2_Sd/2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffsizRev," 
SigSt]") 
                  closeto0Sig2<-1 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[st2_Sd/Sd2V",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffsizRev," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig2<-1 
                  closeto0NSig2<-1 
                } 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  #                                                           foundmoderation2<-
paste(foundmoderation2,"[st2_Sd/2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffsizRev," SigSt]") 

                } 
                else 
                { 
                  #                                                           foundvalue<-
paste0(foundvalue,"[st2_Sd/Sd2V ",st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffsizRev," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig2<-1 

                } 
              } 
            } 
          }       ,silent=TRUE) 

        # }  
        #3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
        st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V<-round(abs(st3Drc)/abs(somerd2yx1$sd.rc),2) 
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        try( 
          { 
            if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc>0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc>=y_x1_sdrc_95u))  ||  
               ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc<0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc<=y_x1_sdrc_95l)))  # increased in 
association to above UBCI2v in strata compared to bivariate 
            { 

              if (fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
              { 
                foundmoderation3<-paste(foundmoderation3,"[SDstra3$sd.rc > yx1UBCI",AttenuationCI," SigSt]") 
                foundMediator<-"Moderation" 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[SDstra3$sd.rc > yx1UBCI",AttenuationCI," NSigSt]")  
                stNsig3<-1 
              } 
            }else 
            { 
              if((st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V)>amireffectsize)  
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  foundmoderation3<-paste(foundmoderation3,"[st3_Sd/2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffectsize," 
SigSt]") 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[st3_Sd/2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffectsize," NSigSt]")  
                  stNsig3<-1 
                } 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  #                                                     foundmoderation3<-
paste(foundmoderation3,"[st3_Sd/2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<", amireffectsize," SigSt]") 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                  #                                                     foundvalue<-
paste0(foundvalue,"[st3_Sd/2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffectsize," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig3<-1 
                } 
              } 
            } 
            if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc>0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc<=y_x1_sdrc_95l))  ||  
               ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc<0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc>=y_x1_sdrc_95u)))  
            {    
              CloserToZerothan2vCI<-CloserToZerothan2vCI+100 
              if (fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]>=(startaAlpha)) 
              { 
                foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[0-SDstra3$sd.rc-yx1CI",AttenuationCI," NSigSt]") 
                stNsig3<-1 
                closeto0NSig3<-2 
                if(((y_x1_sdrc_95l>0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc>0) && (y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u<=y_x1_sdrc_95l))  ||  
                   ((y_x1_sdrc_95u<0) && (SDstra3$sd.rc<0) && (y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l>=y_x1_sdrc_95u)))  
                  closeto0NSig3<-3 
              }else 
              { 
                foundmoderation3<-paste(foundmoderation3,"[0-SDstra3$sd.rc-yx1CI",AttenuationCI," SigSt]") 
                foundMediator<-"Moderation" 
                closeto0Sig3<-2 
              } 
            } 
            else 
            {   
              if((st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V)<amireffsizRev)   #(1/amireffectsize) 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  foundmoderation3<-paste(foundmoderation3,"[st3_Sd/2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffsizRev," 
SigSt]") 
                  closeto0Sig3<-1 
                } 
                else 
                { 
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                  foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[st3_Sd/Sd2V",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,"<",amireffsizRev," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig3<-1 
                  closeto0NSig3<-1 
                } 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                if (fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
                { 
                  #                                                     foundmoderation3<-
paste(foundmoderation3,"[st3_Sd/2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffsizRev," SigSt]") 

                } 
                else 
                { 
                  #                                                     foundvalue<-
paste0(foundvalue,"[st3_Sd/Sd2V ",st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,">",amireffsizRev," NSigSt]") 
                  stNsig3<-1 

                } 
              } 
            } 
          }       ,silent=TRUE) 

        stNsig<-paste0("Nsig",stNsig1,stNsig2,stNsig3) 

        #      if((fishyx2$p.value<(1-CIvalue)) && (fishxx2$p.value<(1-CIvalue))) 
        #      { 
        Attenuation<-0 
        if (closeto0Sig1!=0 && closeto0Sig2!=0 && closeto0Sig3!=0)foundMediator<-"PartlyDirect-Mediator_or_CC 
AllSIG Mix straSD<CI2V/Ratio<<1" 
        if (closeto0Sig1==1 && closeto0Sig2==1 && closeto0Sig3==1)foundMediator<-"PartlyDirect-Mediator_or_CC 
AllSIG Ratio <<1" 
        #  if (closeto0Sig1==2 && closeto0Sig2==2 && closeto0Sig3==2) 

        #      } 

        # closeto0NSig1<-2 decreased association to below UBCI2v and not significant 
        #333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
        ##############################3 
        # SomeStrataDistinct   and AllStrataDictinct detection is a major part of Mediator detection 
        # AmirStrataComparison.R Adds 0AT at the begining of foundMediator 
        ############################# 
        #############################################################################################3 
        if((fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)) && (fishxx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)))    # Y-X2 significant  and X-X2 significant 
        { 
          if (closeto0NSig1!=0 && closeto0NSig2!=0 && closeto0NSig3!=0)   # 1 and 2 and 3  are in one way or 
other their weakness is 1 or 2  
          { 
            foundMediator<-paste0("MediZInterveorCCXY SD<CI2V MIXED SD/2V<",amireffsizRev) 
            source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
          } 
        } 
        else 
        { 
          if(fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05))  
            if (closeto0NSig1!=0 && closeto0NSig2!=0 && closeto0NSig3!=0) 
            { 
              foundMediator<-paste0("Z_Predicts_Y SD<CI2V MIXED straSD/2V<",amireffsizRev) 
              source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
            } 
        } 

        #11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
        # closeto0NSig1<-1 decreased association to below 1.33 ratio and not significant 
        if((fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)) && (fishxx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)))  # Y-X2 significant  and X-X2 significant 
        { 
          if (closeto0NSig1==1 && closeto0NSig2==1 && closeto0NSig3==1)    #decreased associations to below 
ratio 1.33 and not significant 
          { 
            foundMediator<-paste0("MediZInterveorCCXY All straSD/2V<",amireffsizRev) 
            source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
          } 
        } 
        else 
        { 
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          if(fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05))  
            if (closeto0NSig1==1 && closeto0NSig2==1 && closeto0NSig3==1) 
            { 
              foundMediator<-paste0("Z_Predicts_Y All straSD/2V<",amireffsizRev) 
              source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
            } 
        } 

        #222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 

        # closeto0NSig1<-2 decreased association to below UBCI2v and not significant 

        # for x2 to be a mediator it must have significant relationship with both y and x1 
        Closeto0NSig<-0 
        #decreased associations to below UBCI2v and not significant 
        if(CloserToZerothan2vCI==111) 
        { 
          foundMediator<-"" 
          source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
          Closeto0NSig<-as.character(closeto0NSig1+closeto0NSig2*10+closeto0NSig3*100) 

          if (closeto0NSig1>=2 && closeto0NSig2>=2 && closeto0NSig3>=2)    #based on 
fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]>=(startaAlpha) 
          { 
            if((fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)) && (fishxx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)))     # Y-X2 significant  and X-X2 
significant #Z association with both Y and X is significant 
            { 

              foundMediator<-paste0( foundMediator,"MediZInterveorCCXY All straSD<",AttenuationCI,"CI2V") 
            } 
            else   #x2 NOT have significant relationship with both y and x1 
            { 
              if(fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05))   # X2 associated only with y  but not X 
              { 
                foundMediator<-paste0( foundMediator,"Z_Predicts_Y All straSD<",AttenuationCI,"CI2V")   # This 
means that x1 without help of X2 is not strong 
              } 
              else 
              { 
                foundMediator<-paste0( foundMediator,"PartlyDirect-Meediator_or_CC AllSIG straSD<CI2V" )   
              } 
            } 
          } 
        } 
        #333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
        if((fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)) && (fishxx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05)))     # Y-X2 significant  and X-X2 significant #Z 
association with both Y and X is significant 
        { 
          if (closeto0NSig1==3 && closeto0NSig2==3 && closeto0NSig3==3)  #decreased associations to below UBCI2v 
and not significant 
          { 
            foundMediator<-paste0("MediZInterveorCCXY All straSDCI##",AttenuationCI,"CI2V") 
            source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
          } 
        } 
        else   #x2 NOT have significant relationship with both y and x1 
        { 
          if(fishyx2p<(Pfor2VFDR05))   # X2 associated only with y  but not X 
            if (closeto0NSig1==3 && closeto0NSig2==3 && closeto0NSig3==3)   #decreased associations to below 
UBCI2v and not significant 
            { 
              foundMediator<-paste0("Z_Predicts_Y All straSDCI##",AttenuationCI,"CI2V")   # This means that x1 
without help of X2 is not strong 
              source("./AmirStrataComparison.R") 
            } 
        } 

        #   if(foundMediator=="Mediator/CC deep") 
        if(foundMediator!="-")  

{cat(paste("\r**",amiri,n,n3,"has:",foundMediator,paste(foundmoderation,foundmoderation1,foundmoderation2,foundm
oderation3)," \n")) 
        }else {cat(paste("\r**",amiri,n,n3,"has:",foundMediator))} 
        WeightedSDstrataRatio<-(abs(st1Drc)*stra1count+abs(st2Drc)*stra2count+ 
abs(st3Drc)*stra3count)/(TotalCount)                          #foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[Mediator or 
Common Cause]") 
        WeightedSDstrataRatio<-round(WeightedSDstrataRatio/abs(somerd2yx1$sd.rc),2) 
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        WeightedABSstDsym<-(abs(st1SDsym)*stra1count+abs(st2SDsym)*stra2count+ 
abs(st3SDsym)*stra3count)/(TotalCount) 
        WeightedABSstDrc<-(abs(y_x1_Stra1_sdrc)*stra1count+abs(y_x1_Stra2_sdrc)*stra2count+ 
abs(y_x1_Stra3_sdrc)*stra3count)/(TotalCount) 

        #    if (closeto0Sig1==1 && closeto0Sig2==1 && closeto0Sig3==1)foundMediator<-"co-mediator" # 
foundvalue<-paste0(foundvalue,"[Z has simultanious Mediator or Common Cause effect]") 

        if(stNsig=="Nsig0" && foundMediator=="-") 
        { 
          #   foundmoderation<-paste("*3Significant*",foundmoderation) 
          #   foundMediator<-"Z not needed" 

        } 

        try({ 
          if( 
            ( 
              (st3Drc/st2Drc>amireffectsize ||st2Drc/st1Drc>amireffectsize ||st3Drc/st1Drc>amireffectsize) 
              || 
              (st3Drc/st2Drc<(amireffsizRev)) ||  (st2Drc/st1Drc<(amireffsizRev)) || 
(st3Drc/st1Drc<(amireffsizRev)) 
            ) 
            && (fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"]<(startaAlpha) && fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"]<(startaAlpha) 
&& fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"]<(startaAlpha)) 
          ){foundmoderation<-paste(foundmoderation,"[AllSig-at least one InterStrataRatio 
>",amireffectsize,"]")} 
        } ,silent=TRUE) 

        if(foundvalue=="-") 
        { 
          #cat("3d processed.No ValuableDataWasFound\r") 
        } 
        #     print(foundvalue) 
        #     print(foundMediator) 

        if (brief=="2" || foundvalue!="-" || foundMediator!="-")           # foundvalue=="Y" || || AIC3<AIC2 
          #-6--6--6--6--6--6--6--6--6--6--6--foundvalue 
        { 
          #         cat("  something will be recorded") 
          #print(amirzlab) 
          #print(znames) 
          #  foundvalue<-paste0("[effsize=",round(amireffectsize,2),"]",foundvalue) 
          if (brief=="2") 
          { 
            cat("verbose report created") 
          }else    { 
            #    cat(paste(amiri,n,n3,"foundvalue:",foundvalue,"--foundMediator:",foundMediator)) 

            #   cat("\r") 
          } 

          if(TABLESTOPDF1=="1" )   # 2 means we jsut want excel 
          { 
            amirdevlist<-dev.list()  
            dev.set(amirdevlist["pdf"]) 
          }   

          # dev.set(which=2)    #absolutely necessary to initialize pdf; otherwise the first text plot will be 
overwritten 
          #       plot.new()       #absolutely necessary to initialize pdf; otherwise the first text plot will 
be overwritten 
          ##      dev.set(which=3) 
          #   plot.new() 
          # Login  Register 
          ########################################################################## 
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          #Avoid text wrapping of output in R console  
          options(width=10000)  
          # 
          ########################################################################## 
          if (TABLESTOPDF1=="1")    ##(AIC3<AIC2)  
          {  
            #   print("before Amir3dTablestopdf") 
            source("./Amir3dTablestopdf.R") 
            #   print("after Amir3dTablestopdf") 
          }  #    # Is it found valuable 

          atitle1<-" " 
          atitle2<-" " 
          #     print("before starata plots") 

############################################################################################################### 
          if ((nograph1=="2")  )   # && (graph3d1=="1") 
          { 
            print("starting strata plots") 
            #        tkmessageBox(title = "Title of message box",message = "Hello, world!", icon = "info", type 
= "ok") 
            thetitle = NULL 
            lev<-levels(gdatao3[,"x2"]) 
            levs<-lev[lev!=""] 

            if(!is.null(stra1)) 
            { 
              try(  {   

                gdataGo<-subset( 
                  gdatao3,x2==levs[1] 
                )[1:2]     
                atitle1<-paste("Stratum1:",amirzlab,names(tables[1][[1]])[1]) 
                thetitle <- paste( 
                  atitle1, "\nFisherExact",round(fishExacStraTwosided1$p.value,5), 
                  " -- somer's d row dependent",round(SDstra1$sd.rc,2), 
                  "    somersd rc=",round(SDstra1$sd.rc , 2),"\n",foundmoderation1) 
              }, silent = TRUE) 
              #   try( 
              source("./plot2Vmodule.R") 
              #  , silent=TRUE) 
            } 

            if(!is.null(stra2)) 
            { 
              thetitle = NULL 
              try(  {    
                gdataGo<-subset( 
                  gdatao3,x2==levs[2] 
                )[1:2] 
                atitle2<-paste("Stratum2:",amirzlab,names(tables[1][[1]])[2]) 
                thetitle <- paste( 
                  atitle2, "\nFisherExact",round(fishExacStraTwosided2$p.value,5), 
                  " -- somer's d row dependent",round(SDstra2$sd.rc,2), 
                  "    somersd rc=",round(SDstra2$sd.rc , 2),"\n",foundmoderation2) 
              }, silent = TRUE) 
              try(source("./plot2Vmodule.R"), silent=TRUE) 
            } 

            if(!is.null(stra3)) 
            { 
              thetitle = NULL 
              try(  {   gdataGo<-subset( 
                gdatao3,x2==levs[3] 
              )[1:2] 
              atitle3<-paste("Stratum3:",amirzlab,names(tables[1][[1]])[3]) 
              thetitle <- paste( 
                atitle3, "\nFisherExact",round(fishExacStraTwosided3$p.value,5), 
                " -- somer's d row dependent",round(SDstra3$sd.rc,2), 
                "    somersd rc=",round(SDstra3$sd.rc , 2),"\n",foundmoderation3) 
              }, silent = TRUE) 
              try(source("./plot2Vmodule.R"), silent=TRUE) 
            } 
          } 

#ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
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          stratingat<-str_length(foundMediator)-4 

          if (((stri_sub(foundMediator,1,3)=="0AT") && 
(stri_sub(foundMediator,as.numeric(str_length(foundMediator))-3,length=4)=="CI2V")) || ModerationRecord=="Y") 
          {                                                                                                     
            #     print("BeforStoreResults_3dmodule") 
            #cat(n3) 
            #Sys.sleep(3) 
            resultrow = resultrow + 1 

            tableresult[resultrow, "VclassY"] =  as.character(Vclass[,amiri]) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "VfocusY"] =  as.character(Vfocus[,amiri]) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "YID"] = formatC(amiri, width=4, flag="0") 
            tableresult[resultrow, "y"] =Vrealcolnamt[amiri] 
            # tableresult[resultrow, "y"] = amirylab 
            tableresult[resultrow, "VclassX1"] =  as.character(Vclass[,n]) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "VfocusX1"] =  as.character(Vfocus[,n]) 

            tableresult[resultrow, "XID"] = formatC(n, width=4, flag="0") 
            tableresult[resultrow, "x1"] <- Vrealcolnamt[n] 
            # tableresult[resultrow, "x1"] <- amirxlab 
            tableresult[resultrow, "VclassX2"] =  as.character(Vclass[,n3]) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "VfocusX2"] =  as.character(Vfocus[,n3]) 

            tableresult[resultrow,"AveEffFulSwingX"]<-round(AveEffFulSwingX,2) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"AdjXCatEffect"]<-round(AdjXCatEffect,2)   
            tableresult[resultrow, "X2ID"] = formatC(n3, width=4, flag="0") 
            tableresult[resultrow, "x2"] <- Vrealcolnamt[n3] 

            #tableresult[resultrow, "x2"] <- amirzlab 
            tableresult[resultrow, "fishersP"] <- round(fisher_yx1_p,6) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "gamma2yx1"] <-round(gamma2yx1$gamma, 2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "gamma2LB"] <-round(gamma2yx1$CI[1], 2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "gamma2UB"] <-round(gamma2yx1$CI[2], 2) 
            if(abs(amirtau["tauxy"])>abs(gamma2yx1$CI[1]))tableresult[resultrow, "GKtau"] <-
as.character(amirtau["tauyx"]) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "AmirSC"] <-as.character(round(AmirS$AMC.S,2)) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "AmirSD"] <-as.character(round(AmirS$AMD.S,2)) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "AmirC2V"] <-as.character(round(AmirS$AMC.S/AmirS$AMD.S,2)) 

            if(DoSomer3D1==1){ 
              tableresult[resultrow, "somer3rc"] <-round(somerd3$sd.rc, 2) 
              tableresult[resultrow, "somer3cr"] <-round(somerd3$sd.cr, 2) 
              tableresult[resultrow, "somer3sym"] <-round(somerd3$sd.symmetric, 2) 
              tableresult[resultrow, "3d/2V_somer"] <- round(somerd3$sd.rc / somerd2yx1$sd.rc,2) 
              if( abs(somerd3$sd.rc)>abs(somerd2yx1$sd.rc))  
              { 
                tableresult[resultrow,"BestSomerd"]<- abs(round(somerd3$sd.rc,2)) 
              } 
              tableresult[resultrow, "fishersp3"] <-round(fish3$p.value, 6) 
            }else 
            { tableresult[resultrow,"BestSomerd"]<- abs(round(somerd2yx1$sd.rc,2)) 
            } 
            tableresult[resultrow, "yx1SDSymm"] <-round(somerd2yx1$sd.symmetric, 2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "fishyx2"]<-fishyx2p 
            tableresult[resultrow, "fishxx2"]<-fishxx2p 
            tableresult[resultrow, "yx1SDcrCdep"] <-round(somerd2yx1$sd.cr, 2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "yx1SDrcRdep"] <-round(somerd2yx1$sd.rc, 2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "CIvalue"]<-CIvalue 
            tableresult[resultrow, "SD_LCIyx1_RowDV"] <- round(y_x1_sdrc_l,2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "SD_UCIyx1_RowDV"] <- round(y_x1_sdrc_u,2) 

            tableresult[resultrow, "SDrc_CIyx1_SAFE"]<- safety2V 
            tableresult[resultrow, "SDrc_99CIyx1_SAFE"]<-safety2V99 

            if(!is.null(AIC2))tableresult[resultrow, "AIC2"] <-round(AIC2, 1) 
            if(!is.null(AIC3))tableresult[resultrow, "AIC3"] <-round(AIC3, 1) 
            if(!is.null(AIC2))if(!is.null(AIC3))tableresult[resultrow, "AIC2-AIC3"] <-round(AIC2-AIC3, 1) 
            if(!is.null(AIC3))if ((AIC2-AIC3)>0)  tableresult[resultrow,"lowestAIC"]<-round(AIC3,1) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "someryx2"] <-round(somerd2yx2$sd.rc, 2) 
            tableresult[resultrow, "somerx1x2"] <-round(somerd2xx2$sd.rc, 2) 

            if(DoTaus1==1){   
              try({ 
                tableresult[resultrow, "taub"] <-round(amir2wtaus$tau.b, 2) 
                tableresult[resultrow, "tauc"] <-round(amir2wtaus$tau.c, 2) 
                tableresult[resultrow, "taub-3d2V"] <- round(amir3wtau$tau.b / amir2wtaus$tau.b,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow, "tauc-3d2V"] <- round(amir3wtau$tau.c / amir2wtaus$tau.c,2) 
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              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 
            } 

            try( 
              { 
                tableresult[resultrow, "taub3w"] <-round(amir3wtau$tau.b, 2) 
                tableresult[resultrow, "tauc3w"] <-round(amir3wtau$tau.c, 2) 
              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 

            tableresult[resultrow,"max3dLR"]<-round(max3dLR,2) 
            try( 
              { 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st1N"]<-stra1count 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st1SDsym"]<-round(st1SDsym,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st1sdrc"]<-round(st1Drc,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st1sdrc_l"]<-y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_l 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st1sdrc_u"]<-y_x1_Stra1_sdrc_u 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st2N"]<-stra2count 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st2SDsym"]<-round(st2SDsym,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st2sdrc"]<-round(st2Drc,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st2sdrc_l"]<-y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_l 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st2sdrc_u"]<-y_x1_Stra2_sdrc_u 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st3N"]<-stra3count 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st3SDsym"]<-round(st3SDsym,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st3sdrc"]<-round(st3Drc,2) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st3sdrc_l"]<-y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_l 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st3sdrc_u"]<-y_x1_Stra3_sdrc_u 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st1Fp"]<-fishExacStraTwosided1["p.value"] 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st2Fp"]<-fishExacStraTwosided2["p.value"] 
                tableresult[resultrow,"st3Fp"]<-fishExacStraTwosided3["p.value"] 
                tableresult[resultrow,"PsuchboringStrata"]<-(1-fishExacStraTwosided1$p.value)*(1-
fishExacStraTwosided2$p.value)*(1-fishExacStraTwosided3$p.value) 
                tableresult[resultrow,"strataCIvalue"]<-strataCIvalue 
              },silent=TRUE) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V"]<-round(st1sdrcABSRsdrc2V,2) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V"]<-round(st2sdrcABSRsdrc2V,2) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V"]<-round(st3sdrcABSRsdrc2V,2) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"WavgSTsdrcABSR"]<-WeightedSDstrataRatio 
            tableresult[resultrow,"WavgABSstDrc"]<-WeightedABSstDrc 
            tableresult[resultrow,"WavgABSstDsym"]<-WeightedABSstDsym 

            tableresult[resultrow,"Nsig"]<-stNsig 
            tableresult[resultrow,"foundvalue"]<-foundvalue 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Mediator"]<-foundMediator 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Moderation"]<-
paste(foundmoderation,foundmoderation1,foundmoderation2,foundmoderation3) 
            if (!is.null(StraPairDistinct)) 
            { 
              if(StraPairDistinct==0)   tableresult[resultrow,"Moderator"]<-"AllPairsOverlap" 
              if(StraPairDistinct!=0)   tableresult[resultrow,"Moderator"]<-"SomePairDistinct" 
            } 

            if (!is.null(levelSTdistinction)) 
            { 
              if(levelSTdistinction!=0)     tableresult[resultrow,"Moderator"]<-"SomeStrataDistinct" 
              if(levelSTdistinction==321)   tableresult[resultrow,"Moderator"]<-"AllStrataDictinct" 
              if(levelSTdistinction==0)     tableresult[resultrow,"Moderator"]<-"NoStrataDistinct" 

            } 
            tableresult[resultrow,"StDistinction"]<-as.character(levelSTdistinction)   #A startum that shows up 
hear means Its expected association is out of %CI of both other strata 
            tableresult[resultrow,"StPairDistinct"]<-as.character(StraPairDistinct) 
            #       tableresult[resultrow,"StdPartTab_2VSDsym_Ratio"]<-as.character(StdPartTab_2VSDsym_Ratio) 
            #      tableresult[resultrow,"StdPartTab_2VSDrc_Ratio"]<-as.character(StdPartTab_2VSDrc_Ratio) 
            finding2V<-"see3d" 

            tableresult[resultrow,"Keyword1y"]<-as.character(Keyw1[amiri]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Keyword2y"]<-as.character(Keyw2[amiri]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Keyword1x"]<-as.character(Keyw1[n]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Keyword2x"]<-as.character(Keyw2[n]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"KeywordX2_1"]<-as.character(Keyword1[,n3]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"KeywordX2_2"]<-as.character(Keyword2[,n3]) 
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            tableresult[resultrow,"Level1y"]<-as.character(VrealColLevel1[amiri]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Level1x"]<-as.character(VrealColLevel1[n]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Level1X2"]<-as.character(VrealColLevel1[n3]) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Closerto0"]<-as.character(CloserToZerothan2vCI) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"Closeto0NSig"]<-as.character(Closeto0NSig) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"AllStTouch0"]<-as.character(AllStTouch0) 
            tableresult[resultrow,"stCIcloserTOzero2Vsd"]<-as.character(stCIcloserTOzero2Vsd) 

            try( 
              { 
                #     print(c(atitle1," "," "," ")) 
                numofcols<-ncol(round(tables[1][[1]][[1]]["col.prop"][[1]],2)) 

                straall<-rbind(c(atitle1,replicate(numofcols-1," ")), 
round(tables[1][[1]][[1]]["col.prop"][[1]],2)) 
                #        print("straall12") 
              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 
            try( 
              { 
                numofcols<-ncol(tables[1][[1]][[1]]["table"][[1]]) 
                straall<-rbind(straall,tables[1][[1]][[1]]["table"][[1]],c(atitle2,replicate(numofcols-1," "))) 
                #        print("straall13") 
              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 
            try( 
              { 
                #    numofcols<-ncol(round(tables[1][[1]][[2]]["col.prop"][[1]],2)) 
                straall<-
rbind(straall,round(tables[1][[1]][[2]]["col.prop"][[1]],2),tables[1][[1]][[2]]["table"][[1]]) 
                #        print("straall14") 
              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 
            try( 
              { 
                numofcols<-ncol(round(tables[1][[1]][[3]]["col.prop"][[1]],2)) 
                straall<-rbind(straall,c(atitle3,replicate(numofcols-1," 
")),round(tables[1][[1]][[3]]["col.prop"][[1]],2),tables[1][[1]][[3]]["table"][[1]]) 
                #        print("straall2") 
              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 
            try( 
              { 
                straall<-cbind(rownames(straall),straall)  
                straall<-rbind(colnames(straall),straall) 
                #        print("straall3") 
              } 
              ,silent=TRUE) 

            asheetName=paste0(amiri,"_",n,"_",n3) 

            resin3d<-NULL 
            if(CrossTabsToExcel=="Y") 
            { 
              resin3d<-try( 
                write.xlsx2( 
                  straall, 
                  exceltabfile, 
                  sheetName = asheetName, 
                  col.names = TRUE, 
                  row.names = TRUE, 
                  append = TRUE, 
                  showNA = TRUE 
                ) ,silent=TRUE)  
              if(!is.null(resin3d)) 
              { 

                print(resin3d) 

              } 
            } 

            #         print("straall4") 
            if(graph3d1=="1" ) 
            { 
              plot3derror<-NULL 
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              plot3derror<-try(    
                source("./3dplot.R") 
                ,silent=TRUE)  
              pos = regexpr('Error', plot3derror) 
              if(pos[1]!=-1)  stop("plot3derror in 3dmodule") 
            } 

          }   # end of write to table 

          #=========================================== 
        }    #if (brief=="2" || foundvalue!="-" || foundMediator!="-") 
        else if(finding2V=="")finding2V<-"3dNoSig" 

      } 

      # was not y or x1 
    } else if(finding2V!="see3d")   foundvalue<-finding2V #one x2 (n3) analyzed 

  }   #n3  #  for(n3 in 16:xmax)   #try all 

}    # minimum fisher satisfied  


